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A

Fil. Volts .. 2'0 max.
Fil. Current .. 0'1 amps.
Anode Volts .. 150 max.
*Amp. Factor .. 20
*Impedance 23,000 ohms.

*Normal Slope '87 Ma/v
*At Anode Volts 100.

Grid Volts .. 0

The very latest process for improving the
vitality and life of the filament is employed
in the Manufacture of Marconi Valves.

The latest improved Marconi
Type H.L.210 2 -volt Valve

ThiS valve is an example of the exceptionally efficient new
..series of general purpose valves, developed for use in all
modern receivers.
Marconi H.L. 210 is suitable for high -frequency circuits as a
detector pr in the first low -frequency stage.

The characteristics have been remarkably imprOved and the
filament of the, latest coated type gives great emission and
long service. The power required to heat the filament of
H.L.2ro is very small, being only 1/5th watt, it is therefore
one of the most economical valves obtainable.
If you have a 4- or 6 -volt accumulator, Marconi D.E.L. to
or D.E.L. 6io are equally effective.

Write for full particZars of New Marconi
Valves, mentioning " Popular Wireless."

THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY LTD., 210-212,
TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.1.

10' -s2.
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F ETO-SCOTT
" RADIOGRAM SENIOR"
A combined Receiver and Gramophone
housed in a luxurious cabinet. The
Receiver uses Pentode valve and brings
you programmes from a wide range
of British and Continental stations.
Gramophone is of the highest quality
double -spring type and plays two
twelve -inch records with one winding.
Send 55,9 Balance in easy
only instalments.

REGENTONE MAINS
UNITS

Comprehensive range of dependable
Units for A.C. & D.C. Mains. As an
example: Model WI, Al, variable
tapping 0 to 200 volts. I fixed 90
oohs. I power. Maximum current
30 m:a. at 180 volts.
Send 1 3f 1

Balance in 11 monthly
only instalments of 13;1.

MOVING COIL LOUD
SPEAKERS

All leading makes supplied.
Magnavox. Send only

Balance in 11 monthly
instalments of 14/8.

Marconiphone. Send only
Balance in 11 monthly
instalments of 1117.

Rice Kellogg. Send only
Balance in 11 monthly
instalments of 15;2.

14'8
1 117

15'2
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TO PERFECT RADIO

ALL YOUR RADIO NEEDS ON EASY
TERMS. Send a list of your requirements
for a quotation by return. Expert tech-
nical service and advice free of charge.

COSSOR MELODY
MAKER

Complete kit, including valves in
sealed carton. This wonderful Set
can be built in 90 minutes.
Send n / Balance in 11 monthly
only A j instalments of 14 7.

ULTRA DOUBLE
ACTION AIR COLUMN

LOUD SPEAKER
This loud speaker automatically seg-
regates high notes from low notes.
Two distinct units in the one loud
speaker. Perfect reproduction over
the whole range. Full details of
various models in our big list
Standard model.
Send Balance by 11 monthly
only

g/3
rayments of 8 3.

MULLARD MASTER SETS
Complete kits of components and
accessories for all the new sets in

Radio For the Million " are avail-
able for immediate delivery. As an
example, kit of parts for Mallard

Master Three Star," including
panel and cabinet without acces-
sories.
3en4 1 nr Balance by 11 monthly
only A 4-F payments of 15/3

G.E.C. " VICTOR THREE."
A remarkable set at a remarkable
price. Complete with valves, bat-
teries and loud sneaker. Royalty

dBalance by II
pSend
paid.

A

St /4 monthlyi4ApYpayments
ofonly

PETO - SCOTT CO., LTD.,
77, City Road, E.C.1. 62, High Holborn,W.C.I.

'Phone C crkenuell 9406. 'Phone : Chancery 8266.
4, Manchester Street, Liverpool.

Write, call or 'phone for everything in Radio.

MAJESTIC SCREENED
GRID THREE

Detector, Triode and Pentode Valves.
All Broadcasting bands and ultra short
waves covered. Amazing selectivity
with screened grid valves. Brings
music from all Europe to your home.
Supplied complete with valves, batteries,
and loud speaker of leading makes.
Royalty paid.

oSne lnyd 2 7f 6 Balance by easy in-
stalments.

OLDHAM D.C. CHARGER
and 120 VOLT H.T.

ACCUMULATOR
The charger incorporates Westinghouse
Metal Rectifier under license. Safety
fuse prevents overload. The Accumu-
lator is one of the finest made.

1 Of 1 0
Balance in 11

monthly instal -
Send
only

ments of 10/10.

r-POST THIS COUPON- I
for our Big List

Full details of everything Radio 1

on Easy Terms, please.

NAME

STREET

TOWN
P.W. r/i2

tW 6634
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NEXT WEEK !-Our Wonderful Christmas Number

"POPULAR WIRELESS"
On Sale NEXT THURSDAY PRICE 3d. as usual.

LOOK OUT FOR THE "P.W. WHITE PRINTS."
A new service for amateurs.
Commencing in the special Christmas Number of

"Popular Wireless," on sale Thursday, December 6th,
readers will find a new innovation in radio journalism
which should make a very strong appeal.

The "Popular Wireless " White Print Service will begin
with a one -valve set specially designed for amateurs who
which to change from short to long waves.

This White Print may easily be torn out and kept as a
reference sheet and, in due course, the amateur will be
able to have by him a thoroughly comprehensive and in-
valuable collection of all the important and practical circuits
used in radio reception.

The last page of " Popular Wireless " has been specially
reserved for the reproduction of the new White Print theo-
retical diagram and layout of all the best known circuits.

On no account miss this new service which "P.W." is
providing for its readers, commencing with next week's
special Christmas Number.

MONG the many features which will be in-
cluded in the special Christmas Number
of Popular Wireless," the amateur will be

interested in the [magnificent receiver : The
"Empire" Two-a specially designed set for short
and long waves which can be easily and cheaply
built, and which will embody all the latest
developments in radio reception.

Special contributions to the Christmas Number include :
A fine article by Captain Eckersley on " Invention and
Service " : a fascinating article on Christmas Radio Experi-
ments, and a valuable guide to Choosing Your Christmas
Presents.

Commander Kenworthy also contributes a provocative and
deeply interesting article entitled, " If I Were P.M.G." ; and
Sir Oliver Lodge, Senatore Marconi, Dr. J. A. Fleming, and
many other famous men contribute messages to this special
issue.

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW and be sure of not missing5 this greatly enlarged Christmas number of "P.W."
The new " White Print Service alone is worth the modest 3d. charged for

"POPULAR WIRELESS"
Tjie Leading Radio Journal with the Highest Circulation.
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Contributions by :-
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.
Dr. J. A. FLEMING, F.R.S.

Capt. P. P. ECKERSLEY, M.I.E.E.

Commander J. M. KENWORTHY,
R.N., M.P.

PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E.

ROSITA FORBES

BEVERLEY NICHOLS

G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.

G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.

K. D. ROGERS

etc. etc., etc.
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A

Magnificent Christmas

Double Number

on sal e

NOVEMBER 30th.

Price 1, 6

Sets That Will
Interest YOU !

THE " S.G.P. " THREE
Consists of an H.F.-Det., using a screened -grid valve
and a pentode valve amplifier ; either unit can be
used independently.

THE " R.G." CRYSTAL SET
Something quite new in crystal -set design.

THE " THREE-ZAND " TWO
A Det.-L.F. set embodying wave -change switching,
which can also be used on the short waves.

THE " SHORTRADYNE
A special short-wave receiver designed and described
by " W. L. S.," the well-known short-wave expert.

Order Your Xmas Copy of

" MODERN WIRELESS "
NOW !

.1:V"." j." .
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EVERY NOTE
FAITHFULLY REPRODUCED

ED SWAN
NEW HIGH EFFICIENCY

VALVES
Complete catalogue of
receiving valves avail-
able on request to The
Edison Swan Electric
Co., Ltd., Publicity
Dept, 123/5, Queen
Victoria St., London,
E.C. 4.
Pentodes now available
from your local dealer.

A

These valves main-
tain their full emis-
sion throughout life

The very complete
range of Ediswan
Valves includes Screen
Grid, Pentodes and
A.C. Mains Typ2s.

Type, purpose and
essential characteris-
tics on every valve.

MANUFACTURERS. OF THE WORLD'S FIRST RADIO VALVES
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out overpowering transmission of your local
station and bring you superb Radio music from

*1141kt
concerts from Rome ... all against a background
of perfect silence without a trace of local station
pick-up. You can do all this on a Set you can
build yourself in 90 minutes and which costs only
£7. 15. 0 complete with valves, cabinet and even

the great broadcasting centres of Europe . . .
foxtrots from Madrid ... opera from Berlin . .

Think what this means! No longer need you be
tied to your local station. With the wonderful new
Cossor Melody Maker you can choose your own
programmes. This amazing Receiver will cut

It Vit
IE VOVIRIL

the simple tools. Never before has there been such
a powerful or selective three -valve Receiver. The
amazing performance of the New Cossor Melody

IE 14// %W Maker is due to its Cossor Screened Grid Valve
and its advanced design. Get to know all about
it . . . fill in the coupon now.OC41 Sr

Is

.1110. iN014111DFartt

pQ

4
o

'.*e
A. C. Como+. Ltd, Melody Department, Ilighbuq Grove, London, N.S.

Price includes the three Cossor Valves,
the handsome cabinet, and even the
simple tools-everything necessary to

assemble this wonderful Receiver.

ossor
Melody Maker

65o
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PopularNVirpfrless
Scientific AdviGser :

YdTechnical Editor : G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.

Sir OLIVER LOD
Editor

E, F.R.S.

NORMAN EDWARDS.

Assistant Technical Editors: K. D. ROGERS, P. R. BIRD,
G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc., A. JOHNSON RANDALL.

RADIO NOTES AND NEWS.
B.B.C. and That Crane-Lauder Teaches Them-Bits and Pieces-One in a

Million-Ariel is Bowled Out-Watch Your Step.

The B.B.C. and That Crane.
THE B.B.C. has let me in for a dressing -

clown. The electrified crane of
Portman Square and its attendant

sprites spitting blue sparks inspired a
jocular Note in our issue of November 10th.
This Note has, to my regret, imbued a
Poplar reader with the idea that I was
having a tilt at the "worker." Only in a
Pickwackian sense, friends ! Has my
correspondent read " P.W." for twelve
months without realising that my little
arrows have no sting ? Bless me ! Why
should I, who have cooked my dinner on
a shovel over the boiler fire in my time, "go
out of my way to be rude to Manual
workers Y

The Saving Grace.
BLESSED be humour. It is the Briton's

greatest asset. Let us look for it in
our hottest corners. I remember

the father and mother of a row once, when
we were erecting a big wireless mast. A
time -limit was fixed by the contract-
and the -men (not. British) wouldn't go up
any higher than 100 feet. I appealed to
their honour, their- manhood, their sporti-
ness, and I know hot what else. A lemon !
I had a little fire on three bricks, ready for
to cook ray dinner, and a striker in his
excitement stood over it and caught his
bags alight. " Up there," I said, " is wind
enough to put it out." They roared-and
went up there.

Will Someone Explain.

THE Herefordshire Rural Community
Council is interesting itself in adult
education, and early this month St.

Albans began the experiment of having
debates after the hearing of broadcast
" talks." What puizles me is that according
to the " Observer," Mr. Stobart, the
B.B.C.'s director of education. said that
" adult education " suggested to him
"addled education." My dictionary tells
me that this means " Education made
rotten." Is that what Mr. Stobart means I
And if so, will he lease the joke to Clapham
and Dwyer, and explain why he continues
to addle our children's heads with his
loud -speaker lessons in school hours

Lauder Teachea Them.
SIR HARRY LAUDER is not content

with collaring untold riches for some-
thing under an hour of work before

the microphone, but he must do a
little research into the bargain. He has
found out that the interposition of a wet
towel between his " barmy lassies " voice
and Mister Mike renders the result-to the
listener-less metallic. Well, in my time

THE BISHOP'S BIRTHDAY.

To celebrate his 80th birthday, the Bishop cl
Willesden, Dr. Perrin, was recently presented with
a portable wireless set. He is here shown listening

to an afternoon programme.

I have had various uses for wet towels-
chiefly in application to one's head-brit
I never suspected that they would form part
of a wireless circuit. " Lauder's Wet Towel,"
sounds OK-but somewhat too near " wet
blanket." A bad ad. !

The Letter of the Law.
QUOTING the Postmaster -General as

their authority, the P.O. officials
summoned Major IV. 0. Prichard for

using a crystal set without a licence. It

sounds a dreadful crime, but considering,
that the major's house joined with the
post office and that his aerial was in full
view, it does seem that they might have
said, " Look here, major; what about ten
bob," instead of prosecuting him. Ob-
viously there was no intention (or hope)
of defrauding the P.O., and the major was
fined one shilling. My Aunt ! Is it impossible
to hope for common sense ?

Unique Broadcasting System.
THIS title is surely deserved by the

system in. vogue in Holland, where
there is no equivalent of the B.B.C.,

no licence fee, and DO advertising revenue.
I do  not know whether the old- saying
still holds good. "In matters of commerce,
the fault of the Dutch. is offering too little
and asking too much." But be that as it,
may, the system of vbluntary Subscriptions
seems to keep the- stations going. My
knowledge .and experience of the Dutch
is that they are .a high-minded and just
people, and I think this is supported by
the success of the free-will contributory
system.

Bits and Pieces.
WIRELESS telephony is developing.

The British Post Office service to
America is an accepted fact. A

service between Buenos Aires and Berlin
will be 'opened soon, and tests" between
Buenos Aires and Paris are ,in progress.
PiCture-radio-telegraphy tests between
Buenos Aires and Berlin are also being
made. It will be possible before long for
the public in England to sit at home and
put through a telephone call to most im-
portant capitals of the world.

More Pieces and Bits.
SWEDEN is reported to have issued
J 371,000 receiving licences, or 6-1

per cent of the population. In the
U.S.A. it is estimated that 9,640,348
families have radio sets, which makes an
audience of some 411 million. (I should like
to see the B.B.C. tackle that lot !) Mr. W.
W. Burnham is not General Manager of
the Edison Swan Electric Co.'s Radio Dept.
but Manager. (The General Manager of the

(Continued on next page)
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from previous page.)

Company announces this.) The king of
Jugo-Slavia has a seven-valver. Long may
he curse it ! Makers of " kits " may like
to know that "kit " is Dutch for " a large
bottle." Contents not defined.

Australia Speaks.
AN energetic man (an exile from the

finest county, to wit, Kent), initials
A. J. W., now of Pinjama, West

Australia, writes six interesting pages, and
bids me take a holiday to read 'em. In
spite of the fact that London journalism is
" one grand sweet song," I assure him that
to read his letter is as good as a trip to
Boulogne-and much cheaper. Naturally,
he begins with 5 S W, whose clarity he
alleges is second to none and has been heard
on a two -valuer, " L.S. in the next room."
Which is Very good hunting indeed.

Red Ink From a " Digger."
MY friend from the gold -digging place

has written his nuttiest bits in red
ink, to draw attention to his hetero-

dox practices. F'rinstance, his aerial is
175 ft. long, but.75 ft. of it is coiled up
on a nail in the wall. His set is devoid of
soldered joints. He does not mention the
" earth," but I suspect that he goes to
ground through a Wallaby, dingo -dog or
bush -ranger. But I forgive him because ho
comes from Kent. He has done 1,468 miles
on his detector valve, with no earth or
aerial. Now I am waiting to hear from a
man in Kentucky who gets Mars without
using a receiver or the ether.

Overheard in a Tram.
FIRST Lady : " Jew have the wireless

atome ?
Second Lady : " Neow. We've got

a set but my 'usban's alwis himprovin' of
it."

First Lady : " Har ! No more do we.
We've got a set. too, but me 'usban's alwis
looking fer sunnick in Hermericker and ain't
fahnd it yert."

Guaranteed absolutely genuine. My
sympathy !

One In a Million.
THERE'S a man down in Somerset who

was born under a lucky star. His
wife helps him to tinker with radio.

Moreover, that lady is distinguished by
being the first petson of her sex who has
ever written to me about constructional
work. Old and cunning in judging readers
by their letters, I detect genuine enthu-
siasm in her words. Congratulations to
Mr. N., of Chard. It was all about a loud
speaker made of rnatchboarding and copper
strips, but that is a mere side issue. I have
found my first working lady " fan," and
I'm not going to stop gloating just to tell
you the mundane details.

Trains and Other Noises.

1I,
you are occasionally annoyed, like the
oyster, by a noisy noise, don't growl
but consider this: Commander C. P.

Edwards, the man who is a sort, of fairy
godfather to Canadian " fans," writes to
me from Ottawa to say that " the Inter-
ference Division stopped 89 per cent of the
cases reported last year and report 1.7 per

cent of the same beyond hone. In England
of course, you have no idea what real griefs
is."

What the Canueks Suffer.
COM. EDWARDS adds, " I suppose that

95 per cent of your distribution
wires are underground, which cuts

out 95 per cent of your trouble. Out here
practically 100 per cent of the wires are
overhead, with anything from 10,000 volts
down on them. Wires run along every
street in every city and act as  excellent
antennae." So, all things considered, I
venture to remark that we in England are,
as a whole, to be congratulated that we live
in a two-by-four allotment and can have
95 per cent of our lines underground.

News from Nowhere.
IN case some of you are interested in that

League of Those Nations, hero are
some items about the proposed radio

station for the League. The League wants
a radio station. The Swiss Government pro-

SHORT WAVES.
For !ix years, we are told, broadcasting

experts have been striving after a new art -
form for the ear. And we all thought it was
atmospherics !-" Punch."

There was an announcer named James,
A favourite, indeed, with the dames ;
But they all had to smile,
Every once in a while,
Wnheanmet.hethey heard him pronounce foreign

* * *

Loud speakers as Christmas gifts are not
always what they scream " to be.

It you have a future mother-in-law to study,
give her a crystal set. It will keep her quiet
for hours. ---t` Popular Radio Weekly."

When the latest television invention is
attached to our telephones, we shall be able
to see the person we are speaking to ; but no
invention has yet been discovered that entirely
eliminates the possibility of being suddenly
switched on to a wrong number.-" London
Opinion."

We understand that wireless sets have been
installed in the gaol at Rheinbach.

Some countries are certainly going to
extremes to suppress the crime wave.

WHAT THE CENSOR MISSED.
Low cartoon wirelessed to New York.

(Manchester Paper).-" Punch."

There's lust one thing I'd like to know
That's queer to me in radio.
I wonder why each tuneful strain,
Like anaesthetic, drugs the brain

strain,
Like

o'er you drowsy feelings creep,
And lull you to profoundest sleep.
No doubt the scientists will claim

zfhose ETHER WAVES must be to blame.
" Radio News."

E.-
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poses to build 4 Swiss station, to be at the
disposal of the League in times of crisis.
The British delegate to the Third (Reduc-
tion of Armaments) Committee considers
the cost of a purely League station to be out
of proportion to its possible utility and
disagrees with the Swiss Government's
proposal. Helpful ! What ?

" Ariel " is " Bowled Out."
T THOUGHT you might like to have the
1 latest from my 13 -year -old " fan "

who told us that he had got 20 stations,
14 known and 5 unknown. Just, remarking
en passant that the missing one is obviously
Mars, I would say that my juvenile reader
has with fiendish perspicacity " rumbled "
me, for he writes, Sometimes I think

you are laughing at me, but if so all I have
said is true, except 14 plus 15 equals 20,
though Madrid fades terrible." Is there
anything to laugh at in that ? If so, all I
have said is true. And I fade terrible,
forthwith.

Watch Your Step.
KNOWING a bit about the Law, and

more than a bit about bye-laws, I
was rather amused-shame on me !-

to note the adventures of one, C. T. Rhodes.
This citizen, rather than put his doubloons
into War Loan, embarked on the manu-
facture of accumulators. Forthwith he
dropped no less than five bricks, for, appar-
ently, he watted not the Accumulator
Regulations of 1925. He was fined a quid,
a cheap let off. Heaven alone knows what
he did or didn't, but he has had a cheap
lesson. Oh, what a happy land is England.!
Beware, lest ye sneeze !

Greece and the." Ordinary Listener.'
THE rulers of Greece seem to be

either very optimistic or very 'ignor-
ant of human nature, for in

asking for tenders for the establishment
and working of a broadcasting monopoly
they stipulate that a central station must be
built in Athens, capable of supplying the
whole of Greece with " a satisfactory
service." As though the whole of a country
could be satisfied ! I forsee Chamber Music,
Talks on the Elgin Marbles, and Byron
evenings. Not to mention Homer ad nau-
seam. I feel rather sorry for the Grecian
listener, because Greece has created so much
high -brow bilge.

News from Memphis.
NOT the town of the very first King of

Egypt, but of Tennessee, one of those
United States. An accommodating

reader of Memphis, Tenn., favours me with
a note in which he says that our Big Ben
was picked up by a short-wave receiver
there, re -broadcast, and heard by him on
a crystal set. Big Ben and P.W.,"
the cream of British time and opinion, both
making their mark on Memphis, eh ? I said,
" an accommodating reader." On his note-
paper are words which bring joy to strug-
gling hack -writers like me. " Cash or
Credit." The italics are mine. Credit for
me, every time, please.

The Brandes Radio Orchestra.
THIS orchestra, composed of the cream

of Continental artistes, and conducted
by Hugo de Groot, will give another

concert on Sunday (December 2nd) at
5.40 p.m., which will he broadcast from
Hilversum on 1,071 metres. There are ten
items on the programme, and they all look
good. If you appreciate Brandes' effort to
fill up one of those big blank spaces left by
the B.B.C. on Sundays, write to their Cray
Works, Sidcup, Kent, and say so.

For Smokers and Others.
IJUDGE from the letters I get from

1 " fans " in Rhodesia and Kenya that
they out there are determined to make

Britishers burn British weed, and I am glad
to notice that Empire -grown tobacco is
becoming popular. Which reminds me that
somewhere I have seen an announcement
about " Rhodian " cigarettes, which are of
Rhodesian stuff. If you get a Blue tin of
100 you will find therein a 51 -in. amber -
coloured fag -holder for a Christmas present.

ARIEL.
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"
SOME set ! "-that is the

universal comment on
"Everybody's Three" so

far. All those who -have heard
it at work (being somewhat con-
ceited about it we have taken
every chance to demonstrate it
to visitors) have reacted. in the
same way ; on hearing a pro-
gramme coming in at tremendous
strength, and discovering for
themselves that the reaction had
to be well slacked back to keep
it down to bearahle.volunie at all,
they have immediately alleged
that it was 2 L 0, which is only
about a mile away.

Surprise !
Then when an announcement

from the loud speaker proved
that it was 5 G B there would
come the aforesaid ejaculation
of " some set ! " for it is to be
noted that the test would be a

..11111111111111111111H111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

EVERYBODY'S"
THREE

A magnificent and economical loud -speaker set.
Designed and described by the

The standard loading coil, which fits the receiver for long waves, is shown
in the foreground. It is put in or out of action by a switch on the panel.

RESEARCH DEPT.

daylight one on a perfectly rotten
aerial in the heart of the City
with high buildings all round.
Having got used to the extra-
ordinary " punch and power."
part of the set's performance.
some of its other virtues would
next be noticed, such as the
really very fine quality of repro-
duction which it gives.

Incredulity !
Some visitors have been so

struck by this feature that they
have at once asked fur details
of the L.F. amplifying circuits,
and on being told that both
stages were transformer -coupled
were so incredulous that they
had to be shown the inside of the
set before they would believe it !

As a matter of fact, the
quality with transformers of
practically any good makes in

(Continued on next page.)

LIST OF COMPONENTS REQUIRED.
1 Panel, 18 in. x 7 in. x l in. (Re-

siston, Trelleborg, " Kay Ray,"
Ebonart, Becol, Red Seal, etc.).

1 Cabinet to fit, with baseboard 10 in.
deep (Raymond, Lock, Carrico,
Bond, Makerimport, Caxton, Pickett,
Aricraft, Gilbert, etc.).

1 'OM -mid. variable condenser, slow
motion, or plain type with vernier
dial (Formo, Lissen, Cyldon, Igranic,
Ripault, J.B., Ormond, Gecophone,
Colvern, Dubilier, Marconiphone,
Utility, Raymond, Bowyer -Lowe,
Peto-Scott, etc.).

1 .0001 or 00015-mfd. reaction con-
denser (Cyldon, Bowyer -Lowe, Peto-
Scott, Dubilier, J.B., Ormond, Igranic,
etc.).

1 L.T. on -off switch (Benjamin,
Lotus, Lissen, Peto-Scott, Igranic,
Burne-Jones, etc.).

1 Push-pull type on -off switch of the
type commonly used for wave -change
switching (This is simply an L.T.
switch of the type with two side
contacts and a central plunger to
which a third connection can be
made with a piece of flexible wire.

Examples are the Lotus, Lissen, and
Burne-Jones).

1 Standard loading coil, " P.W." type
(Wright & Weaire, Paroussi, Burne-
Jones).

3 Baseboard -mounting single -coil
sockets (Lotus, Peto-Scott, etc.).

1 Baseboard -mounting compression -type
semi -variable condenser, maximum
capacity about 0003 mfd. (Formo-
denser, Igranic " Pre-set " Con-
denser, etc. See text).

1 Fixed condenser of .001 mfd., 1 of
.0003 mfd., and 1 of .0005 mfd., the
last to have grid -leak clips (Dubilier,
Lissen, T.C.C., Clarke, Mullard,
Igranic, Burne-Jones etc.).

1 2-meg. grid leak and holder (Dubilier,
Ediswan, Lissen, Igranic, Mullard,
Pye, Mareoniphone, Cuborundum,
etc.).

2 H.F. chokes (Igranic and Bowyer -
Lowe in set). (Any other good
makes also suitable, such as Lewcos,
R.I.-Varley, Lissen, Colvern, Climax,
Cosmos, Dubilier, Burne-Jones,
Wearite, etc.)

1 2-mfd., and 1 1-mfd. Mansbridge-type
condensers (Lissen, Ferranti, Dubi-
lier, T.C.C., Mullard, Hydra, Polymet,
etc.).

3 Sprung valve holders (Igranic,
Lotus, B.T.H., Pye, W.B., Wearite,
Burndept, Benjamin, Marconiphone,
Burne-Jones, Ashley, Redfern, Formo,
Bowyer -Lowe, etc.).

1 H.T. fuse (Burne-Jones, Hunt, etc.).
1 Output filter choke, about 20 henries

(Pye, R.I.-Varley, etc.).
2 L.F. transformers (Any good make.

Lissen, Brown, Ferranti, Igranic,
Philips, R.I.-Varley, Marconiphone,
Mullard, etc. Those actually used
were a Mullard and R.I.-Varley
"G.P." type. Fairly low ratios are
desirable for both).

1 Anode resistance, normal value
50,000 ohms (see text as to value
and method of mounting). (Lissen,
Igranic. R.I.-Varley, Ferranti, Mul-
lard, Dubilier, etc.)

1 Terminal strip, and 9 terminals
(Belling & Lee, Igranic, Eelex, etc.).

Wire, screws, Clix plugs for G.B., etc.
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" EVERYBODY'S " THREE. 4+

(Continued from precious page.)

this set is definitely better than many
people get with some of the special " purity "
circuits often used which incorporate one
or more stages of resistance -coupling.

The reason is a very simple one, being a
matter of the removal of a much neglected
but very important source of possible dis-
tortion, as you will see shortly when we go
into details a little.

Perhaps the most striking virtue of all
to the more experienced listener is the
happy way the set just ignores a bad H.T.
battery and goes on giving its best almost
regardless, provided it is given a fair
number of volts.

Of course, if the battery is bad to the
)oint of being crackly and noisy you will

hear it, but so long as it
is merely a matter of a
high resistance it will
have little effect until
the actual voltage drops
so low that the valves
can no longer do their
work properly.

We have demonstrated
this remarkable feature
in a very striking way
by imitating the effect
of a bad H.T. battery.
To reproduce this condition artificially all
that is needed is to connect in series with
the lead to the negative socket of the H.T.
battery a variable resistance, such as the
winding of a potentiometer.
Remarkable Stability.

When this is done with " Everybody's "
Three it is found that as much as three
hundred ohms can be added to the resist-
ance of the battery without having the

Popular Wireless, December 1st, 1928.

slightest effect so far as one could judge.
What this means, of course, is that the

set is extraordinarily stable, which is all the
more remarkable when we remember how
extremely powerful are the L.F. amplify-
ing circuits. As a rule, when very high
magnification is obtained from the L.P.
stages (by using two transformers, for
example) the set is pretty sure to be a little

(Continued on nett page.)
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EVERYBODY'S - THREE.
(Continued from previous page.) t

unstable and prone to go into a howl if the
H.T. battery is getting a bit old and develop-
ing a high internal resistance.

We have found, for example, that with an
ordinary set containing two transformer -
coupled L.F. stages and no special devices,
as little as 30 ohms in series with a new
H.T. battery would be enough to start a
continuous L.F. howl. Compare this with
the 300 ohms (and still no howl) which
" Everybody's " Three will put up with,
and you will begin to get an idea of its
phenomenal " safety factor."

You will begin to see now, probably, why
the set gives such remarkably fine quality

You will now begin
to see that our en-
thusiasm for this set
is based upon - some
very sound and solid
facts. Not merely has
it a very powerful and
stable L.F. side with
an abundant safety
factor, but preceding
this it has a very sensi-
tive and efficient de-
tector circuit capable
of excellent long,range
results. Added to all
this is the fact that the . "L4
set is equipped with
one of the latest and best types of wave -
change switching, so that there is no coil
changing to be done when going over to the
long waves, so that it is surely fair to

claim that it is some-
thing like the ideal

THEORET/CAL C/RCU/7:
X406

Here is a view of the low -frequency end of the set. Note the wide spacing
and the flash -lamp bulb which acts as a protective fuse.

of reproduction. It is simply because we
have taken very special precautions to cut
out all chances of trouble due to what is
called " battery coupling."

Now, that is a rather fearsome -sounding
name, but the matter is simple enough
really. The point is this.: When the L.F.
stages are giving very high magnification
only a very little coupling between them
will be sufficient to set up feed -back effects
(highbrow name for reaction which may
either start a hoWl or meiery spoil quaTitY-by
making it muffled, jarring, or indistinct. .

Excellent Quality.
The resistance of the H.T. battery, being

common to the anode circuits of all the
valves, may easily supply just the little.
bit of back -coupling needed. Hence, if we
arrange to circumvent this we not merely
make it impossible for the set to start a howl
just because the battery is running down a
little, but we also insure against poor
quality. Having done so, we then discover
that two good modern transformers can
give remarkably good quality, better even
than many people get from arrangements
using resistance -coupling and so, theoretic-
ally, superior to our pair of transformers.

The reason is, Of course, that the resist-
ance -coupled set may not be properly
protected against the effects of battery
resistance and so may suffer from battery
coupling.

A,

three-valver ; hence its
name !

Again, just in case
some constructors
should feel that all the
good features we have
enumerated are not
enough, we have added
a further attraction by
making the set suitable
for use on the short
waves also !

By changing the
coils, i.e. taking out
the ordinary plug-in
broadcast coils and
replacing them with
special short-wave
ones, such as the Atlas,
igranic, DX, etc., and
making a simple little
adjustment, the set
becomes an efficient
short -waver on which
you can hear America

almost any night during the winter.
Now let us take a look at the circuit

diagram and see in a general way how all
this is done. (No, we are not going to bore

you with a lot of technicalities, just a genera.
look -over, to give us an opportunity of
explaining one or two little details which you
need to understand in order to work the
set properly.)

First of all, the detector and tuning cir-
cuits. These are very similar to those used
so successfully in the " Sceptic's " Three
(" P.W." No. 315), the differences being
that plug-in coils are used instead of a
specially wound affair, and that a slight
modification is made in the connections of
the standard loading coil which improves
the selectivity on long waves a trifle.

Special Selectivity and Volume Control.
A special feature is the provision of a small

semi -variable condenser (C,), which can be
used in the aerial circuit when it is desired
to get higher selectivity than normal.
This is done by connecting the aerial lead
to terminal A1, instead of its usual position
on A2, and setting C3 to a small value,
then tuning in as usual.

If selectivity is then found to be good
enough, but volume is reduced too much,
increase C3 a little and retune on the main
tuning dial. This condenser (CO, by the
way, is one of the small compression type,
and its capacity can be anywhere round
about .0003 mfd.

In some makes, for example, only a
00025 is available, in others a .00028,
but any of these will serve (so will a .00035).

(Continued on page 676. )

I
"Everybody's " Three is the sort of set that anybody can make ! This photograph clearly shows the

Limplieity of the back -of -panel layout and wiring.
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4 LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.

+ THE VIENNA
PHILHARMONIC.
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CHANGES AT SAVOY HILL-
LABOUR PARTY AND THE 
B.B.C.-KING GEORGE'S
KEYS-AN ENTHRONEMENT
BROADCAST-CAPTAIN P. P.
ECKERSLEY'S MISTAKE-
SINGLE WAVE -LENGTH
HITCH-A RHOSLLANER-
CHRUGUG BROADCAST-SIR
IVOR ATKINS AT BELFAST. +
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The Vienna Philharmonic.

PROPOSED
co-operation between the

B.B.C., the Germans' and the Dutch
seems likely to bear fruit in a rare

treat for British listeners early in the New
Year. The idea is to bring the Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra to Brussels for a
week, and relay their. performances from
there throughout Great Britain, Germany.
and Holland. In view of the fact that Ow
13.B.C. engineers can now guarantee good
quality from Brussels, these relays should
be the cause of general interest and much
enjoyment.

Changes at Savoy Hill
There are persistent rumours of impending

staff changes at Savoy Hill. It has been
suggested that the broom of the Govern:as,
held so long in suspense, has at last started
to sweep. The two departments which
appear to be in process of reorganisation or
reconstruction arc those concerned with
the Children's Hour and Dramatic Pro-
duction.

Labour Party and the B.B.C.
The Parliamentary Labour Party were

badly upset by the decision of the B.B.C.
to take as an " 0.B." Major Walter Elliot's
speech at the annual meeting of a Highland
Association. The subject was " West
Highland Transport," and Major Elliot
set himself to give an explanation of a
transport bill whose provisions are designed
to make transport conditions in that area
very much better. The Labour Party re-
gard the measure as definitely controversial.
Their protest on the day before the broad-
cast was not successful, and now they are
pursuing the matter further.

King George's Keys.
The ceremony of the Keys, which for

centuries has been enacted every night at the
Tower of London-it is really the locking
up " of the ancient building-has twice
been broadcast during the last two years.
There is something in it which thrills, the
tramp of the feet as they resound through
the dimly -lit passages, the stern challenge
of the sentries " Who goes there ? " and
the reply "The Keys-King George's Keys."

The microphone, or rather the six micro-
phones which are required for this broadcast.,
take us back through the ages as nothing
else can do, for which reason doubtless
there have been many requests that it
shall be repeated again. The B.B.C. has
acceded, and the date will be Monday,
December 10th, at the usual time, 9.40 p.m.

An Enthronement Broadcast.
The most important ceremony of the

Church of England, the Enthronement of a
new Archbishop, takes place in the Canter-
bury Cathedral on Tuesday, December
4th, when the Most Rev. Cosmo Gordon
Lang officially takes over succession to
Dr. Davidson. Listeners throughout the
country will be pleased to learn that arrange
ments have been made to broadcast the
ceremony from London and .5 X X between
11.30 a.m. and 1 p.m.

Captain Eckersley's Mistake.
Although there was much general appre-

ciation of Captain Eckersley's " Birthday
Programme-" this year, there was a good
deal of discontent with his 'message to
listeners at the end : " Good -night, Lis -

WIRELESS BOTTLES.

This ingenious crystal set was made by Mr. H.
Huggen, a Leicester reader, and has taken
several prizes. Whisky bottles (empty, of
course !) make good coil -formers, and several
sweet -bottles in front serve to hold the crystal
detector, leads, etc. Tuning is carried out by
means of a pair of glasses (right) covered with
silver paper and placed one inside the other.

Popular Wireless, December 1st, 1928.

tellers all ; may your rabbits Vie." This
was not the Chief- Engineer at his best.

Single Wave -length Hitch.
The placing of the relay stations on ons

national exclusive wave -length, which was
planned to take effect in November, has
been, postponed to the middle of -January
because of difficulties with the apparatus
required.

A Rhosllanerchrugug Broadcast.
Many listeners who spend the early part

of Sunday evenings fiddling with the knobs
of their receivers endeavouring to " pull -
in " foreign stations will get equal exhilara-
tion if they tune in to 5 N X between
6.30 and 7.55 p.m. on December 9th, when
Daventry Senior will be broadcasting a
service in Welsh.

It is to come from Capel Mawr, Rhos-
llanerchrugug, the largest Nonconformist
place of worship in North Wales, where, it
is said, people often travel long distances
to hear and to join in the music. The
acoustics of the chapel are claimed to be
practically perfect, so that all who under-
stand the Welsh language (and those who
do not) should be able to enjoy the singing
(which will be under Mr. Joseph Davies),
and listen to an address which will be
given by the Rev. Wynn Davies, the Pastor.

Some members of the congregation of this
church have private telephone lines between
the pulpit and their homes, and this broad-
cast will provide an opportunity for compar-
ing telephonic and wireless reception.

Sir Ivor Atkins at ,Belfast.
Sir Ivor Atkins, the organist and master

of the choristers at Worcester Cathedral, is
to conduct an orchestral concert in the
Belfast Studio on Friday, December 14th.
The principal item in the programme will
be a performance of Zoltan Kodaly's
" Psalmus Hungaricus," a Hungarian para-
phrase on the fifty-fifth Psalm for tenor,
chorus and orchestra.

* ........ -- 11.---   ---  -      
TECHNICAL NOTES. By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS. F.Inst.P.

ELECTRICAL PICK-UPS
Gramophone Interest-A Blessing in Disguise, Etc., Etc.

Electrical Pick -Ups.
IRECEIVE all sorts of inquiries, from

readers of these Notes, about gramo-
phone electrical pick-ups and similar

matters, and lately I have been getting many
questions concerned with the gramophone
motor. This is not directly related to
radio in any, way, but the inquiries obvi-
ously indicate the increasing interest which
is being taken in gramoplione matters by
radiO experimenters. In fact, it almost
appears as thoUgh the grambphone art and
the radio it, -t are merging one into the
other.

Gramophone Interest.
Digressing for a moment from the

subject of gramophone motors, it is interest-
ing to consider the causes of the present
unprecedented boom in the prosperity of the
gramophone industry. I suppose it is not
more- than eight or nine years ago that the

gramophone industry was something of a
Cinderella and the great rise in its fortunes
undoubtedly dates from a point somewhere
after the establishment of radio broad-
casting.

No doubt everyone has his own view
as to the explanation of this great develop-
ment ; but my own, opinion is that the
introduction of radio has resulted in an
enormous number of people taking an
interest in reproduced music, to whom the
gramophone had never previously appealed.
It was really natural and inevitable that,
having become interested in the reproduc-
tion of speech and music over the radio, -
they should be much more open to the
appeal of recorded music.

A Blessing in Disguise.
It is very interesting indeed to observe

that whilst the prophets foretold that the
(Continued on page 670.)
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WITH the recent developments in power
and super -power valves, and with
the introduction of the new pen-

todes, or five -electrode valve, the question
of supplying suitable H.T. is becoming
increasingly acute.

Large numbers of listeners are beginning
to realise that in order to get really good
volume and quality_ something more than
the ordinary H.T. dry battery must be
supplied. The pentode valve takes any-
thing from 14 to about 18 milliamps, while
super -power valves take varying but heavy
currents from the H.T. supply. So increas-
ing numbers are turning their attention
to battery eliminators and mains units of -

PARTS REQUIRED.
11-=

E. 2 Terminal strips, 5 in. x 2 in.
Baseboard, 10 in. x5 in.

= 2 Valve holders.
E. 1 Power transformer, "Radcroix" TR2 E

or TR1 (according to mains voltage). F..-
= (Wholesale Wireless Ltd.)
 1 each Philips' 328 and 329 valves.

2 Terminals (plus and minus).
 Wire and Systoflex or Glazite.
E Flex and lamp plug adaptor.
;1:1- 1111111151111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111MOIR

all descriptions are being made and supplied
from small D.C.-H.T. units to the large
A.C. mains units capable of giving anything
up to 500 volts and 120 milliamps.

It is the listener who has the fortune -to
be on A.C. that I want to interest in these
remarks. He is enabled to build a mains
eliminator whiCh will give him practically
any voltage he likes and practically any
milliamps he likes.  The man with D.C.
rather handicapped in that respect.

Also, if one has A.C. it is extremely
simple to rig up a little charger whi:h
can be put on two or three times a
week, or whenever one wishes after the set
has been used, keeping the L.T. battery
up to scratch at a minimum of cost. Tin
current taken from the mains is not so
much as that of an ordinary electric bulb,
while the charging rate of the accumulator
is 2 amp.

Simple and Cheap.
The little charger which is being described

here supplies perhaps a little more current
than most trickle chargers, but is thoroughly
reliable and well worth possessing. The
whole thing merely consists of a maimA
transformer which can be obtained very
cheaply, and a rectifying valve and a
barreter to prevent the current rising above
a certain maximum.

CHARG
),.....,_._._...........
0 4.

Details of an I
+ easy -to -make, t
:economical II
charger, for

: home charging :
f from A.C.
1 mains.

0
9

t
1 1
A By +

d
FREDERICK I

0 LEWIS.
+ A
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As will be seen from the photograph, the
charger is mounted on a piece of wood, very
few components being required, while
absolutely no skill is needed to make it -up.

The transformer is of the usual Radcroix
type (TR1 or TR2). suitable for the voltage
of the mains and suitable for the rectifying
valve in use-the Philips 328. Well -
insulated wire should be used when building
this little unit, but when in use it should
not .be boxed up closely or it may get
unduly warm. ' :

As a matter of fact, when it hai been
placed under the table on which the set
is I have never found it to heat up at
all, the whole thing remaining remarkably
cool with the exception, of course, of the

valve.

Quickly Charged.
This is of the . usual mercury vapour

type; and when the unit -is switched on
there is a bright flash in the valve, followed
by a little blue flicker, and then the whole'
thing settles down to charge steadily at the
rate. of about .2 amps., and will carry on
like this for days on end if required.

Usually three or four hours' charging is
quite sufficient, though occasionally I would
advise that the accumulator be allowed to
run down a little. then given a really good
charge overnight for about eight hours.
This will keep it in far better condition than
by just keeping it up to its top point with-
out ever allowing it to gas properly.

The valve holders are of the usual type,
and, as will be seen, only three sockets are
used in one holder, the grid socket being
left unconnected in this case. This holder
is for the barreter valve-the Philips 329.
In the case of the rectifier holder all the
four sockets are used and are connected as
shown in the wiring diagram.

Connecting Up.
The transformer is connected direct to

the mains by the two top terminals at the
back, the three under terminals being taken
elsewhere, as shown in the diagram. It is
advisable to place a knot in the mains lead
to prevent it being dragged off the terminals,
the knot being on the inside of the ebonite
strip at the back of the unit.

The accumulator positive terminal is
connected to + on the charger and the
negative on the battery to - on charger.
It can be left connected if desired when
the charger is switched off from the mains.

The whole outfit should not cost more
than about 35s., and can he tucked away
in any convenient spot, although care must
be taken that dust should not fall upon
the unit.

The only thing which has to be watched
when using a charger is the level of the
acid in the battery. This must be topped
up from time to time, and it is advisable to
use a hydrometer to tell the true condition
of your battery and whether it is fully
charged or not. A voltmeter will not give
a really reliable test.

(Continued on next page.)

The charger in its final form, showing how simple is the construe io.t. The wh)I3 thing
measures only 10 in. by 5 in.
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THAT OUTPUT FILTER. tj

When should it be used, and is it really an advantage?
- By A CORRESPONDENT.

*- -  --  0-       4-1- ....... ----4
AN output filter is a useful device and

is a great aid towards stability in a
low -frequency amplifier. In certain

types of receivers it is practically essential,
for reasons that will be given later.

Most readers know that it is the usual
practice to choose a power valve of some
kind for the last socket-the output stage
-of a set designed for loud -speaker work.

Now in many of the designs published in
the periodiCals a choke -filter output is
included as part of the set. In others there
is no filter device. Whether or not such an
arrangement should be included depends
largely upon the purpose for which the set
is intended.

It really boils down to a question of D.C.
resistance. The average power valve takes
a fairly heavy current. Readers may not be
quite clear as to why a power valve is
necessary.

Power Valves.
We know that if we wish to work a loud

speaker we must amplify the signals so that
the volume is adequate for our particular
requirements.

If the signals will only work a pair of
'phones at ''decent strength, it is no good
expecting the speaker to give you anything
more than 'phone volume. The actual
signals which the speaker receives must

be many times greater than this. When so
much energy is being handled, the last valve
must have a characteristic _ which will
permit sufficient grid bias to be applied, in
order to avoid distortion.

This necessitates a valve haVing what is
termed a low impedance, or in other words
a power valve.

These valves take a fairly high anode
current because of their comparatively low
impedance or resistance. I have explained
this, because it is all connected with output
filters.

Large Volume.
With small sets, such as two- or three-

valvers, it is scarcely possible for the volume
to be large enough to overload a small power
valve with, say, 120 volts H.T. and 9 volts
grid bias.

This applies in particular to the former
class of receiver. The exception might be
if the set were employed within the
" shadow " of the local station ; but even so,
one would expect the detector valve to be
overloaded first in the case of a two -valve
set.

A small power valve, can be used fairly
safely directly in circuit with a loud speaker
winding, because the current is not so
great as to cause damage to the windings
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(assuming the- instrument to be of high
quality) and because the drop in volts
across the windings is not large.

When, however, we come to the question
of four- and five -valve sets, the use of an out-
put filter becomes very necessary. Such sets
are quite capable of delivering sufficient
signal volume to overload a small power
valve on the local station. A super -power
valve, that is, one designed to handle a
greater volume, then becomes essential.

Now a super -power valve may easily
take twice the anode current required by
a small power valve, and in consequence
it is not wise to connect the delicate windings
of a loud speaker in series with it. It is
not solely a question of current, since one
has also to consider the mechanical stresses
on the windings produced by the greater
power which is being handled.

Preventing L.F. Oscillation.
Then again the heavier current increases

the volts dropped, or in other words the
volts lost across the loud -speaker windings.
This drop is equivalent to so many volts
less H.T. at the anode of the valve, and it
may be serious with one of the super-
power type-in extreme cases producing
distortion.

Thus it is an advantage to pass these
heavy anode currents through the robust
low -resistance windings of a suitable filter
choke, feeding the speech or music impulses
to the speaker via a condenser, in this way
isolating the loud speaker from everything
except the fluctuating currents. In a large
set, which is capable of handling a consider-
able intensity, there is always a danger
of low -frequency oscillation commencing.
By separating the steady anode current
from the music impulses with a- choke
filter circuit it is frequently possible to
stabilise an otherwise troublesome set.

*14.-1   =.   *
A CHEAP CHARGER.

(Continued from precious page-)
*HNC -1N4011--001 11

Either a 2-, 4-, or 6 -volt battery can
be charged with the little charger just
described, the barreter controlling the
output so that it is not more than the two
amp. maximum.

I find this class of charger far more
satisfactory than the liquid types ; but
whatever charger you use, whether you use
the one described here, a dry rectifier, or
even the wet type, it really does pay to

abt a.charger going at home to charge
one's batteries. It saves an enormous
amount of trouble and time, and from a
sheer £ s. d. point of view it works out very
much cheaper than taking the batteries
round to the local garage to have them
charged say once a week or once a fortnight.*  ------------- *

TECHNICAL TIPS.

Cutting a crystal in two and using the
new bright surface instead of the old dirty
one will often result in a great improvement
in crystal set reception ?

Six months is a good time to allow for
the normal life of a grid -bias battery.

A connection to earth is not always
necessary or beneficial for short-wave
work.

* *

Galvanised iron as sold for clothes -lines
makes an excellent stay for masts. Rope
should never be used.

* *

To avoid fouling at the masthead, a
large shell insulator will often give better
results than a metal pulley.

* *-
When a counterpoise earth is used, it

must be insulated just as carefully as an
aerial, -

*-
A good counterpoise earth may Fe made

by running a rubber -covered wire along
a fence, especially if this runs directly
underneath the aerial.

* *

Amplification at high frequency means
that the currents magnified are those
which are flowing in the aerial or the
tuned circuits, before the detector.

*

Amplification at low frequency means
the magnification of those currents which
represent speech or music, i.e., the magnifi-
cation of the output from the detector
(whether crystal or valve), gramophone
records, etc.
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ADI 0 EN EQGY
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Some facts concerning the amount of radio energy which your aerial collects.
By J. F. CORRIGAN, M.Sc., A.I.C.

f*- -- - 0    -  -----H 4.4.1-4.  ------ *
FAMILI-

ARITY
breeds

contempt,
they say.
Certainly, it
is productive
of a large
amount of
i n difference ;

and that is why, I think, that the majority
of us hardly ever pause nowadays to con-
sider the approximate magnitude of the
radio currents which our aerials bring down
into their respective receivers.

Assume, for instance, that the trans-
mitting aerial of a B.B.C. main station
flings out into space a quantity of electrical
energy which; for the sake of discussion,
we will represent as equalling one hundred
horse -power. A man situated, say, at about
ten miles distance from the station may be
working a two-valver in a manner which
is exceedingly satisfactory to him. Yet, is
his aerial receiving anything like a reason-
able proportion of the energy of 'the broad-
casting station 1 Not a bit of it. It can
be shown mathematically that the average
amateur receiving aerial collects an amount
of radio energy equalling about a million -
millionth of a horse -power.

Extraordinary Efficiency.
Such is the magnitude of the electrical

energy which the receiving amateur has
invariably to deal with. A remarkable fact,
but, nevertheless, a rue one ; and, con -

I /

A highly -magnified photo of a Window -Midge,
a single beat of whose wings requires millions
of times more energy than does a single vibration

of a headphone diaphragm.

sidereti from this point of view, one is able
to obtain at once a true appreciation of
the extraordinary degree of efficiency with
which modern valves and. receivers generally
work.

You might express the energy received
by an outdoor aerial as a fraction of a fly -
power. And here, again, mathematical
calculations are apt to come as a surprise.
Dr. Whitney, an American scientist, of
the General Electric Company, for instance,
worked out a little time ago the fact that
an ordinary house fly would expend as
much energy in walking a distance of one
inch as an ordinary receiving aerial would
collect in a space of 35 years.

An ordinary spider, therefore, in weaving
its web around a frame aerial (as, indeed,
such a creature has been known to do)

Close-up view of headphone magnet assembly
(case removed), showing the diaphragm.

would expend more energy than you could
possibly receive on your aerial during the
course of your whole life -time, and that of
your sons-and that, also, of your grand-
children, and their children as well.

These above calculations are based solely
upon the radio energy collected on the aerial
of a receiving station. But, in considering
the magnitude of the energy which flows
into the grid of the valve, or across the
crystal contact, we have still to realise that
a large percentage of it is lost before it
reaches these portions of the circuit. Con-
sequently, in a crystal set, the amount of
energy which is ultimately available for
operating the headphones is almost in-
describably small.

Indescribably Minute.
You will often have noticed, no doubt,

the tiny midge which flits about the window
panes of your den during the summer and
autumn evenings. It is a creature measur-
ing barely an eighth of an inch all over.
Now, this insect, in flying, vibrates its
wings about a thousand times per second,
which is something like the number of
times per second at which the metal dia-
phragm' of a headphone earpiece vibrates.
However, in per.orming one complete
vibration of its 'wings, this tiny window -fly
uses up not less than five million times the
amount of energy which is required to set
up one. complete oscillation of a telephone
diaphragm.

There is yet another point of interest
connected with the subject of energy mag-
nitudes in a radio receiver. It is the question
of the actual distance moved by a headphone
diaphragm in performing a single vibration.
Stated in bald figures, this distance is
approximately one hundred -millionth of
an inch-a statement which conveys really
very little, so difficult is it to form an
adequate appreciation of that magnitude.

Real " DX " Work.
But this is not all concerning the magni-

tude of the energy which is effectively
dealt with by modern receivers. Suppose
you withdraw your present receiver from
its situation a few miles from your local
broadcasting station and place it somewhere
on the other side of the Atlantic.

In such an instance, the amount of
energy becomes incredibly smaller, so much
so that, expressed in* decimals, thus :
.000000000, a row of printed noughts
several yards long would have to be written
before the first numeral was reached.

Alrnost impossible to appreciate, you
say, no doubt. And, indeed, such is the
ease. The fact that radio receivers are
capable of dealing with such indescribably
small amounts of energy is, after all, the
tribute to their wonderfully efficient nature,
for surely when you come to think about it,
it is a matter for amazement that any
mechanical or electrical device can deal at
all with quantities of energy so infinitely -
minute.

A spider, in weaving its web around a frame
aerial, would expend more energy than would
be picked up on an ordinary aerial during the course

of several life -times.
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RADIO AND THE "VESTRIS
TRAGEDY.

Once again the name of a wireless operator is added to the ocean's roll of fame.
By TEE EDITOR. jj

* - *
THE tragic disaster of. the steamship

" Vestris has again drawn public
attention to' the extraordinary value

of wireless communication at sea, and to the
extraordinary heroism of wireless operators.
Every reader knows now that the Chief
Operator of the " Vestris," Mr. Michael
Joseph O'Loughlin, lost his life in standing -
by sending out the S.O.S. while the
" Vestris " gradually listed over, and finally
sank.

Had it not been for the devotion of
O'Louhlin and his two subordinates, Mr.
James) Taylor Forbes MacDonald and
Charles Tulloch Verchere, it is inevitable
that the loss of life on the " Vestris " would
have been much greater. In fact, it is
conceivable that the mystery of the

Vestris " would have been listed with that
of the " Marie Celeste," and perhaps if no
survivors had been picked up we should
.not know to -day what had become of the
ship and why it failed to reach its destina-
tion.

8,000 Lives Saved.
It is not out of place to refer to the

" Vestris " here because the saving of so
many lives from that ill-fated ship is another
tribute to the life4aving value of wireless
at sea and, in fact, brings the total number
of lives saved through the agency of wireless
up to a total of over 8,000 in major disasters
at sea in times of peace.

It has been officially stated at the
enquiry in New York that the wireless on

- board the " Vestris " was handled with
the utmost skill from the time the first
S.O.S. signal was sent out on November 12th
until the ship was 'abandoned when,
according to reports, the late Mr. O'Lough-
lin was reduced to transmitting his messages
while standing on the wall of the wireless
room which, owing to the listing of the
ship, had practically become the floor of his
cabin.

The " Vestris " was equipped with a very
fine Wireless outfit. By the courtesy of the
Marconi Company, I am able to say that
the " Vestris ' apparatus consisted of a
Marconi main 14 -kw. installation, with
emergency apparatus ; also a continuous

long -wave transmitter for special service
and a standard valve receiver. The trans-
mitting apparatus would enable the ship to
carry out communication at distances up to
1,500 miles from its C.W. set, and up to
500 miles on its main spark set. It was
with this latter set that the S.O.S. signal
was sent out.

Emergency Apparatus.
As the " Vestris " was on the New York -

Buenos Aires route, which is a busy shipping
route, the ranges of her wireless set gave
every opportunity for the calling of
attention of other vessels, and the number
of ships which answered her and came to
her aid shows that the apparatus more than
fulfilled its function as regards getting into

communication with rapidity and despatch.
It has been shown at the enquiry that
the operator of the " Vestris " was able to
carry on for three hours with his main
wireless transmitter and after that to
continue communication with the emergency
transmitter until the ship was abandoned.
The main installation was obviously kept
in operation so long as the ship's dynamos
were working, but after the ship heeled over
and the engine -room was flooded with
water, it is probable that the donkey engine,
which supplied power to operate the
dynamos, was. swamped, the dynamos
stopped and the main power supply to the
wireless room cut off. It was then that the

A RADIO HERO.

Mr. Michael Joseph O'Loughlin who died at his post
in the wireless room of the ill-fated " Vestris." The
gallant operator continued to send out S.O.S. messages
on his emergency apparatus until the ship listed

right over.

operator would have had to switch over to
his emergency set operated by battery
power.

Space would not be sufficient in this
issue to pay full tribute to the wireless
operators of the.." Vestris" who, as might
be expected, acted -in accordance with the
best traditions of the wireless service. Mr.
O'Loughlin and Mr. MacDonald were both
experienced operators,- with eleven and
thirteen years' service respectively, while
the junior operator, Mr. Verchere, with only
three months' service in the Marconi
Company, proved himself a worthy recruit
to the wireless calling.

Mr. O'Loughlin was thirty years of age
and joined the staff of the Marconi Inter-
national Marine Communication Company

of the war and subsequently on merchant
ships. He left England for New York on
the White Star Liner " Adriatic " on
June 23rd, and after one trip to Valparaiso
joined the "Vestris " on September 1st,
this voyage being his second between New
York and Buenos Aires on this ship and,
tragically enough, his last.

Mr. MacDonald, the second operator, was
luckily saved. He is thirty-four years of
age, and has been in the service of the
Marconi Company for thirteen years. He
was appointed in February, 1915, and, like
O'Loughlin, served on merchant ships during
the war. On one occasion he was ship-
wrecked.

Charles Verchere, the third operator,
who was also saved, is eighteen years of
age, and is a native of Fifeshire. He joined
the Marconi Co. in July this year, and left
London on his first voyage on August 4th
on the Red Star liner Minnesota." He
transferred to the " Vestris " at New York
on August 24th, this being his second
voyage on that ship.

15,000 Vessels Fitted.
It is interesting to note, in view of the

tragedy of the " Vestris," that wireless was
first introduced to the British Merchant
Service in 1901, when the Marconi Company
fitted the Beaver Line Steamship " Lake
Champlain." To -day there are few ships
of any importance that are not fitted with
wireless gear. From 1901 until the present
day, no fewer than 6,000 British merchant
ships have been fitted with Marconi
apparatus, and at the present moment
there are over 15,000 ships throughout the
world which are equipped with wireless
gear of the Marconi type.

The life-saving potentialities of wireless
were first demonstrated to the. public in
1899 when the East Goodwin Lightship,
which had just been fitted with apparatus,
called for assistance when it was struck in a
fog by another steamship. From that date
onwards wireless has steadily been accumu-
lating records of lives saved at sea.

The tragedy of the " Vestris " should
again remind us of the heroism of those who
stick to their posts and, like the old Roman
soldier when Pompeii was gradually being
inundated with burning lava, subordinate
self to the service to which they are
dedicated.

The name O'Loughlin is but another to
add to the long roll of those men of the
wireless calling who have laid down their
lives and so nobly kept fresh the traditions
of wireless at sea.

=== IMPORTANT POINTS. -

E=

A calibrated receiver is one for which a
chart has been prepared of the dial -

t: readings showing the stations obtainable,
= or the wave -length covered for the
 various dial settings.
7- Sulphation is the greatest enemy of
;=-- the high-tension battery, and the best
- way of keeping it at bay is to have the

battery regularly and fully charged.

Amplification at high frequency means that the currents magnified are those
ff. which are flowing in the aerial or the
 tuned circuits, before the detector.
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THOSE VALVE STAGES

Some practical hints in regard to the operation and maintenance of your set, which tell you how to avoid
" weak signals," erratic reaction, instability and other such troubles.

IN the course of a periodical " polish -up "
of your set, do not forget that attention
to the valve stages and accessories will

improve both sensitivity and quality of
reproduction.. Before taking each valve
stage separately it is a good plan to run over
all the valves and valve holders and clean
them up generally.

Where valves have remained in their
holders for any length of time you will
probably find the valve pins and the interior
of the holder sockets tarnished. In order to
restore good contact, which is really
essential, the pins should be cleaned up with
fine emery paper and the sockets cleaned
out in the same way, and a light smear of
vaseline applied. Where the leads to the
valve holders are not soldered to the socket
connections, but held under a terminal, it is
often wise to clean up the wires and terminal
nuts with emery paper.

The Detector Valve.
The most important points are the grid

and anode pins and sockets. If these are
dirty and making faulty contact, the result
will be poor signals, weak or erratic reaction
effects, and possible unstable L.F. stages.
For this reason it is advisable to take each
valve in turn and gently ease the pins
slightly or prise them open a little with a
penknife where they are split, until all four
pins fit firmly in the valve holder sockets.

Now the detector valve is, in many cases,
the first valve of the receiver, and upon it

 depends the sensi-
tivity of the set
and, to some extent,
the quality of re-
production. In order
to get the maximum
efficiency out of the
receiver there must
be no faults in the
detector stage. If
the well-known grid
condenser and leak
method of rectifica-
tion is used, the grid
leak, if an old pat-
tern, should ,be
replaced by one of
the more modern
resistances.

By J. ENGLISH.

Grid resistances of the older patterns have
the unfortunate habit of changing consider-
ably their resistance value, and possibly the
grid resistance in your set is several times
its original value, so that the detector valve
cannot possibly rectify efficiently. Also,
defective and old grid leaks are responsible
for a background of noise, a faint hissing,
which is all against successful DX reception.
See to it, therefore, that your grid leak is
a reliable one and that the grid condenser
has high insulation resistance. This can be
tested in the well-known manner with a
battery and a pair of 'phones.

Faulty Reaction Control.
Grid - condenser rectification is usually

employed where reaction is obtained from
the defector and the value of the grid leak
and its connections have a decided influence
on the degree and smoothness of the
reaction control. If you find that this is at
all " plonky," the set going into oscillation
with a thud and coming out of oscillation
at a different setting of the reaction con-
denser. then try the effect of using a grid
leak of higher value.

Usually the filament end of the grid leak
is so connected to L.T. that the potential
on the grid is too positive. For the smoothest
control of reaction the filament end of the
grid leak, or the grid return lead where the
leak is in parallel with the grid condenser,
should be connected to the slider of a 400 -
ohm potentiometer. This is then connected

i.ti L4

The horizontally -mounting type of screened -grid valve requires more than usual attention in regarl
to its pin contacts.

across the L.T. battery and a more suitable
positive potential can then be quickly
obtained. This will take all the " backlash "
out of the reaction control, provided the
reaction coil is not too big, making it much
easier to tune in weak signals. For short-
wave work this potentiometer adjustment
is really well worth while.

Where anode -bend rectification is used
and the working negative potential is
furnished by one or more dry cells, these
should be tested and renewed if at all run
down. After standing for six months or so
the useful life of grid -bias batteries generally
comes to an end, and it is false economy to
use them for a longer period. Where the
negative potential is controlled by a potentio-
meter, see that the moving contact is quite
clean and runs smoothly over the resistance
coil.

A great deal depends, of course, on the
detector valve itself as to what degree of
efficiency you can obtain from it. If it is
an old one, it is well worth while investing
in one of the modern detector valves, as this
will probably improve your results more
than you would expect.

On the L.P. Side.
The remaining sections of the receiver

calling for attention are the amplifier stages
and of the two H.F. and L.F, little need
be said about the former, as the treatment
of the coils and condensers has been dealt
with elsewhere, and these practically con-

stitute the H.F.
stages. To be on
the safe side, how-
ever, it is advisable
to see that the insula-
tion of leads pass-
ing through screens
and screening boxes
has not deteriorated.
It may not be worn
through, but the
rubber insulation of
flex, for instance, is
apt to perish in time.

You should now
turn your attention
to the L.F. stages of
(Continued on next

page.)
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BATTERY LEADS.
By A. S. CLARK.

STRANGE though it may seem, even
small things like battery Leads need
to be properly understood if trouble

is to be avoided in a receiver. There is a
correct way of connecting battery leads,
and also a correct way of handling them.

First of all, there is the type of wire to
use. For all batteries, that is to say,
H.T., L.T., and grid bias, rubber -covered
flex should invariably be employed. If
other wire, such as double -cotton -covered
or similar is employed, trouble may be
caused by the insulation becoming rubbed
off and two wires shorting.

Apart from the damage
which might be done to the
batteries, such a short could
easily be the means of burn-
ing out all the valves in the
receiver.

Tag Tips.
Now, as regards the ends

of the leads. It is always
advisable to finish these off
with proper plugs or spade
terminals. Remember, how-
ever, when you connect the
leads to the receiver to make
sure that two of the tags do
not touch. Such is quite

when large tags and
terminals fairly close together
are employed.

This brings us to another
point, namely the order in
which to connect up leads.
All wires should first be
joined to the set before any
are attached to the batteries,
unless, of course, the grid
bias is inside the receiver
when it may be ignored so
far as these mites go.

Connecting to the set first
makes it impossible for the
batteries to he shorted by the
ends of the battery leads
touching. Join up the L.T.
before the -H.T., since this
will help to avoid the pos-
sibility of . connecting the
H.T. across the filaments.

When disconnecting the
set, remove the wires from
the 'batteries first. This is
for the same reason as the
joining of the leads to the
set first when connecting up,
namely to avoid shorting the
batteries. -

Heavy leads for the low-tension must
be used if resistors are employed in the
receiver, otherwise a considerable voltage
drop will occur in the connecting wires,
which, together with voltage drop in the
resistor will result in the valves not getting
sufficient current.

Adjusting Grid Bias.
As a matter of fact with multi -valve sets,

a drop in the L:T. between the battery and
the filaments is almost unavoidable, and
for this reason many designers omit the
filament resistances altogether.

A NE

Never adjust the grid bias of power
valves when the set is switched on and the
H.T. connected. Always switch the set off
between each adjustment. If the above is
not observed you may injure your valve or
H.T. battery or perhaps both.

When the grid -bias plug is removed
there is a sudden heavy rush of H.T. current
of such a value that it may be more than
the H.T. battery can stand. The conse-
quent sudden rush of electrons from the
filament may also weaken it and thus
shorten the life of the valve.

Burnt Out

Finally, an incident
the writer's notice will
the need for treating
carefully. One of the

which came before
help to make clear
your battery leads
multi -battery leads

W JAPANESE STATION.

The foot of one of the 820 -ft. towers at the new Isami (Central
Japan) station, which is to be opened next January. It is stated

to be the most powerful transmitter of the Far East.

which are so popular was in use on a two -
valve set. On moving one of the H.T. plugs
to make an adjustment, both the valves
expired. All connections, both internally
and externally were checked, and as no
fault could be found another valve was
tried. Everything went well until the
leads were slightly moved when yet another
valve went " west ! " (Enter the expert.)

A careful inspection of the multi -battery
lead revealed the fact that it had had a
bath of accumulator acid at some time.
The insulation had been impaired, and
consequently a short occcured between one
H.T. + and L.T. -F.
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ITHOSE VALVE STAGES.
(Continued from previous page.) t

*
the receiver, because the degree of ampli-
fication and the quality of reproduction
is decided largely by the efficiency of
these stages.

Several faults may develop while the set
is inactive during the summer months, and
in any case it is as well to overhaul this part
of the receiver, thus making sure that
all is in order.

In many receivers a transformer coupling
follows the detector valve and it is here that
trouble very often develops due to faulty
insulation or a partial breakdown in the
windings. The transformer can very easily
be tested for continuity of windings in
primary and secondary by means of a pair
of 'phones and a small dry cell, in series,
one 'phone tag being connected to one
primary terminal and the other side of the
battery to the other terminal. A distinct
click on making and breaking the circuit
denotes that all is well, the click with the
secondary being fainter than with the'
primary. The insulation between primary
and secondary and betWeen windings and
the core can be tested in the same way.

Testing L.F. Transformers.
When overhauling the transformer it is a

good idea to earth the frame by a lead
connected to L.T. negative or the earth
terminal. Where thetransforMer has no

the wire can be
secured under one of the holder screws or
under one of the bolts holding the frame
together, first scraping away the enamel
insulation where the wire makes contact.

In order to- obtain good quality repro-
duction the primary of the transformer
should have a large number of turns and
some of the older patterns are very deficient
in this respect, so that the low mites are
hardly amplified at all. Such transformers
should be replaced by a modern type of
proved efficiency.

In resistance -capacity -coupled amplifiers,
the anode and grid resistances must be
perfectly constant in value and the insula-
tion of the grid condenser above suspicion.
Any faults in these components may
occasion serious distortion and poor ampli-
fication. It therefore pays to renew any
doubtful components, especially the grid
coupling condensers, which should be of the
mica dielectric type.

Cleaning Switches.
This almost completes the overhaul of the

receiver itself and the only other components
calling for attention are switching devices,
which are particularly liable to develop
faults.

Most switches depend upon constant use
to keep the contacts clean by the rubbing
action of operating the switch, so that a
period of disuse is bound to result in dirty
contacts due to atmospheric corrosion. You
should therefore get busy with a piece of fine
emery paper cleaning up the contacts of
L.T. and H.T. switches, especially tho
contacts of jack switches, following up with
a smear of vaseline.

Sometimes a contact blade will lose its
springiness and make poor contact, in spite
of the fact that the contact points are quite
clean.
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sere ned grid receiver that
kss THE

0?P',us lirmisput
061"01,411 Met
Show you hour to build it
IN SIX SIMPLE STEPS

You expected something sensationally good when Lissen
announced the new S.G.3 Constructional Receiver; and
now, from all sides, Lissen are receiving proof that this
receiver, built by amateurs in accordance with Lissen's
instructions, is indeed the wonder set of the year. Stations
have been logged on it as far afield as Moscow, as difficult
to separate as Hamburg and Madrid, and these stations
are being received, not under " freak " conditions but
night after night just as desired.

HOW YOU CAN START AT ONCE
Go to your radio dealer now and ask for the FREE STEP-
BY-STEP Chart of the Lissen S.G.3 Receiver ; or post
the coupon below direct to the factory. You have not
got to buy a complete kit of parts, because Lissen know
you probably have many Lissen Components in a previous
receiver. You are not tied to any particular make of
valve ; you choose whatever make you like. You have

To
LISSEN
LIMITED,
Friars Lane,
Richmond, Surrey:

yey
Please send me FREE CHART
of the S.G.3 RECEIVER.

NAME

ADDRESS

414

not got to buy a cabinet of tin, which, as you know, is
bound to damp the tuning ; Lissen suggest that you
choose a cabinet of polished wood for yourself from any
radio dealer's stock, and so make the finished set a hand-
some piece of furniture. Lissen have simplified the
building of this S.G.3 Receiver by supplying diagrams for
each step of the construction. A ready -drilled panel, a
baseboard with component lay -out marked, aluminium
screens all ready to erect-all these Lissen have thought
out carefully and enclosed in an envelope, price los.,
which also contains wire, terminals, sleeving and all the
screws and sundries you require. The building is made
more simple by the fact that ad. standard Lissen parts are
used, and you can buy them at once from any one of

10,000 RADIO DEALERS
Not only this, but any Lissen deale
help and advice. You can buy the
by instalments, just as you like.
Get a Lissen S.G.3 Chart at once
and take advantage of this latest
development of radio.

ay  g asm 92. am mi nom

r will gladly give you
parts all at once or

r-----------
Completely assembled
receiver, as illustrated,

I 48
(Valves, Batteries,
accumulator and
loudspeaker o n I y

excluded.) I

LISSEN L MILTED, 8,16, Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey ( Managing Director: Thos. N. Cole).
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THOSE " ZEP " BROADCASTS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Referring to HAY.% " letter recently
re Zeppelin broadcasts, I maY mention that
on the following evening to the one referred to -about
(1 p.m. 2 X A D was running again, and the an-
nouncer said that, " for the benefit of Gefmany, they
were relaying speeches from the New York Adver-
tising Club." But when I changed over I could not
find any of the Germans were relaying him again.
Then followed a complete host of speeches, leading
off with one by Sir Thomas Lipton. I heard Dr.
Eckener speak in English. Lady Drummond -Hay said
she was more afraid at being the only lady present
ft that function than at any time on board the Graf
Zeppelin I A nephew of Count Zeppelin spoke. The
commander of the Los Angeles spoke, and an officer
of the Zeppelin spoke in German. I did not find
reception so good on the night as I have found many
nights or afternoons before or since. 2 X A D runs
Mondays and Thursdays from 5 to 6 p.m. and 2 X A F
10 to 12 Tuesdays and Thursdays, as well as at other
times advertised.

I heard the operator at 2 X A D announce the
arrival of the first snow at Schenectady recently
at twenty minutes to 6 p.m. our time. Yes, short-
wave Work is interesting. Java (A N E), 15'74 metres,
is how acknowledging receipt of reports. On
another day I heard reports acknowledged from all
parts of the world including Norfolk (England).
Brisbane (Australia),. Colombo (Ceylon), Sydney
(Australia) Pittsburg (U.S.A.), Delhi (India), and
Lahore (India). These official Dutch East Indies
stations come- in *very strong, and with amazing good
quality for the distance.

Why do not -Melbourne and Sydney try the 17 to
15 -metre baud ? One feels they would get " home "
to England better than the 28 to 33 -metre band at
present used.

Darlington.

Yours faithfully,
G. W. BROWN.

7 t 0 OF NAIROBI.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I have hot yet seen any reports of the
reception of 7 L 0 (Nairobi), so perhaps the following
may be of interest.

I first heard this station on Sunday, November 4th,
at 5:30 p.m. The wave was 325 metres (according to
my, wave -meter), and not 35 metres as published.
The quality was very good, but the strength only
reacted R21. The best of the items heard was the
" Blue Danube " waltz at 6.28, both in quality and
strehgth.

On weekdays 7 L 0 is very badly jammed by
powerful C.W. Morse station on exactly the same
wave -length, which enmpletely spoils the signals.
On Sunday, the 11th, from 6 p.m., onwards; it was not
interfered with, but the quality ngis not so good as at
time first time I heard it.

Has this transmission been received by -any other
amateur, or an I the first to receive it-I cannot
remember seeing any reports,

Fin short-wave work I use a 0-v-1 modified Reinartz,
with aerial connected direct to grid coil, and buried
earth-this gives louder signals than no earth, but
interference and mush are increased.

Hoping this Is of interest.
Yours truly,

D. S. COE.
Plymouth.

CORRESPONDENCE.

TRANSATLANTIC
TELEPHONY.

7 L 0 OF NAIROBI-USING
TWO TRANSFORMERS --SHORT

WAVE EXPERIENCES.
Letters from readers discussing interesting and
topical wireless events or recording unusual
experiences, are always welcomed ; but it must
be clearly understood that the publication of
such does in no way indicate that we associate
ourselves with the views expressed by our
correspondents and we cannot [incept any
responsibility for information given.-EDITOR.

sir

TRANSATLANTIC TELEPHONY.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Your- recent article on the transatlantic
telephone states that it is not possible to listen to the
English transmissions.- with an ordinary receiver.
This does not appear to be the case with the American
transmitter.

About six weeks ago I was listening on a one -valve
short-wave receiver when ,I picked up what sounded
like one side of a telephone conversation. The audible
part of the conversation was being carried on by an
American lady and was of a very domestic character.

I should have mentioned before that this took place
on a Sunday evening, and the -wave -length was about
22 metres.

A few weeks later I again picked up the same station
but this time a male voice was plaintively calling the
" London technical operator " after which it appears
that communication was established with England.
0 If this is not transatlantic telephony, then why
did the American lady broadcast her domestic troubles
to the hams who are hardy enough to be on 22 metres
on a Sunday evening and why did the male American
seek council with the " London technical operator " ?

Perhaps some of your readers can throw a light on
the matter.

By the way, how are the short -wavers getting 3 L 0
(Melbourne) ? Last winter I could always raise them
with a one -valve set, but so far I have only heard an
occasional whisper from them, this winter.

Yours faithfully,
WILFRED B. COLLINS.

Bath.

USING TWO TRANSFORMERS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Sir,-Having read the recent article issue regard-
ing transformers, I am prompted to let you know
that I have constructed and am working the
" Progressive " Four, but am using instead of choke
on last valve, a B.T.H.2-1 transformer, with very
line results. Detuning is necessary on 2 L 0, but
otherwise no distortion at all. On last three valves
I get full loud speaker on all main Continental stations,
having bad on occasions to quieten down Langenberg

and Toulouse. I am now fitting switch to cut out
last valve.

I have found, however, that the H.F. does not pull'
its weight, and rubs in still once again " Is H.F.
worth while ? " I find its only virtue a slight aid
to selectivity, and a slight help to very weak signals.
On most stations it only seems to complicate tuning.

Whilst at it, I must state that the " Sydney " Two
is the very peer of two-valvers. On the lower broad-
cast band 1 can guarantee 18 stations on loud speaker,
as conditions are suitable. Melbourne is good when
obtainable. Yanks on loud speaker. It's great I

By the way, is there any explanation of time fading
by Langenberg ? It is well known that this fading
does take place-but why ? On one Sunday this
was very bad-going from full loud speaker to
nothing.

I am, sir,
Yours faithfully,

S.W.20. ERNEST C. FREEMAN.

SHORT-WAVE EXPERIENCES.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I am a short-wave " fan " who is lucky
enough to have a deep well just outside a corner of
the house. As it is about 60 ft. deep to the surface of
the water I am able to suspend an aerial of nearly
that length in it.

Using this aerial, I heard Java (Bandoeng, 15.93
metres) announce that their wave -length had been
altered to 15.74 metres. This was Wednesday,
November 7th, at about 1.30 p.m. (afternoon). The
following Wednesday, having altered the aerial from
one of a single strand tinned 18 gauge to a twin aerial
of 7/22's, I received this station much louder and was
able to hear all announcements, names of musical
items, etc., on this wave -length of 15.74 metres.

A three -valve straight circuit is used and all tuning'
done on loud speaker. 'The music could be heard all
over the house, but static was rather prominent in the
background.

Fading was only slight, and 1 have .written for:
confirmation.

Living where I am now, I can put up and have
tried) many types of aerial up to 400 ft. long and
Ml ft. high, also many kinds of " earth," such as
water main, gas pipe, electric main, various counter-
poise and, of course, the well, which has 18 ft. of
water at the bottom. In fact, I think that I have
better facilities for testing aerials and earths than
most radio experimenters. Incidentally, my " Perms,
Jar Wireless " is waiting for me every -Thursday'
morning !

K D K A, 2 X A D, 2 X A F, P C J J, and Sydney
(28.5 m.) are regular visitors to my various aerials.:

I might conclude by saying that from long.
experience (and expense) in broadcast reception, the
best aerial of all is one about 60 ft. of wire (stranded)'
suspended as nearly vertical as possible. The one I,
use for all normal reception is suspended from the,
branch of a high tree that leans slightly over the,
house and is just far enough away to let the wirer

. come in the window frame' without touching any,
other object.

By the way, re the strength of P C J J, I advise
the people who complain of his loss of power to look'
to their sets as I am a regular listener to bins and he,
comes in here easily as loud as the local (Liverpool, 
four miles), but of course with a little fading that is
not inconvenient.

With best wishes to " Popular Wireless."
Yours faithfully;

It. BELLIAN.
Liverpool.

FADERS will -probably have gathered
1.N.- from my remarks in these notes

during the past year that my opinion
of the best short-wave receiver has always
leaned strongly in the direction of the
" straight detector and note-mag." They
will not have been mistaken, for I have most
emphatically told anyone asking my advice
that, he or she could not possibly better a
conventional arrangement of this kind.

Screened -Grid Success.
Much as it goes against the grain, how-

ey.er, I must confess to having been corn-
p_etely converted. Luckily I have no one
else to thank for the conversion ; the
bitterness is relieved by the fact that it is
simply a set I have made myself that has
turned the tables on me ! To put it shortly,
I am now a " screened -grid fan."

I have made three screened -grid short -
wavers, and one screened -grid unit for
putting in front of any ordinary and
respectable set, and it is chiefly the per-
formance of -the latter that has made me
sit up and take- notice.

With the " partially -tuned " aeiial circuit
arrangement I have mentioned before"

* -or -0. *

SHORT-WAVE
NOTES.
By W. L. S.

1

(arranged this time with a four -turn coil
and a " Fornaodenser " of low capacity)
no extra tuning control is introduced into
the set, yet the amplification is practically
equal on distant stations to that given by
one note -mug., and the interference from
the locals is not amplified up to the appal-
ling degree usually associated with a second
note -mug.

Well Worth While.
Even if no amplification whatever were

obtained, the screened -grid stage would be
well worth while, on account of the fact
that the interpolation of a stage of this
kind between the aerial and the detector
removes all the " flat spots " from the
latter and makes practically constant re-
action possible. Another point is that I

have as yet had no trouble with threshold
howl on one of these screened -grid sets ;'
whether this is a mere coincidence or not
I cannot yet say, but it looks hopeful for
the future !

The 10 -Metres Band.
Doubtless you have noticed the way

2 X A D and 8 X K (and in fact all the
broadcasters below about 30 metres) are
fading out early in the evening now. They
come in " great guns " about 6.30 p.m.,
and then disappear rather abruptly. By
10 o'clock on the average night they are
not worth listening to, although on some
freak evenings the fade-out does not seem
so severe, and they are still at quite good.
strength almost till midnight.

No one can yet say what the " working
hours " of the new 10 -metre band will be ;.
I have heard the Americans coming over
on a Sunday afternoon and fading out by
3.30, whereas on the following Sunday
they keep in at good strength until after -
6 o'clock. Very few of them seem to have
spare time enough for " brass -pounding "
on week -days, so that Sunday afternoons
are now the time for the " 10 -metre party."
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not a sound upon
the background

A dead silent background is the first thing yoh notice about the
reproduction a Lissen Transformer gives you. You get
volume and you get purity, because the notes of music stand
out with startling definition.
It is well worth while to replace any specified transformer in
any circuit you are building with a Lissen Transformer ; and
if you want to bring your old set up to date, the first step is
to get a new Lissen Transformer for it. Because by doing this
you get rid of the rustling background which less carefully- "
designed transformers always will produce, the notes of music,
words of song or speech are amplified in a background upon
which no other sound is heard.

THE LISSEN SUPER TRANSFORMER
-with which you get almost

perfect amplification . 19f-

The laboratory curves taken of the Lissen Super Transformer
prove that there is exceptionally even amplification over the
whole baud of audible frequencies, and it should be noted that
these curves have been takes with ordinary standard valves.
Two ratios. 31 to .x and z to x. 19/. each.

THE FAMOUS 8/6 LISSEN TRANSFORMER
For all ordinary purposes this Lissen Transformer at 8/6 has
proved itself the equivalent of many at double the price, and its
popularity has been reflected in huge sales. In the two years
since it was introduced it has earned the title of " The trans-
former that never breaks down."

Ratio 3 to r.
Obtainable of all Radio Dealers 8 6

TRANSFORMERS
LISSEN LIMITED, 8-16, Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey (Managing Director: THOS. N. COLE).
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Pat. No. 2 7 1,384.

BUILD THE

TOM THREE" \

WITH THE

cos SUPER COW

SUPER =
with interchangeable
PRIMARIES
FOR ORDINARY VALVES OR
SCREENED GRID VALVES

AERIAL COIL
250-550 metres, Ref. CAC5 Price 10/6
1,000-2,000 metres, Ref. CAC20 12:6

H.F. TRANSFORMER
250-550 metres, Ref. CSP5 - - Price 16/6

Interchangeable Primary Coil 3,

1,000-2,000 metres, Ref. CSP20 ,. 1 ? / 6
Interchangeable Primary Coil 4

SUPER COIL
Obtainable from all dealers. and

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY
& SMITHS LIMITED,

Church Road, Leyton, London, E.10.
Trade Counter and Cable Sales :

7, Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, London, E.C.I.
Full descriptive Leaflet, " R34," free on application.

Me,
.suer vilmommOnlamillelgemorM
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IT is sometimes hard to locate a screw
for condensers and other instruments to -
be mounted on a panel without the aid

of a drilling template. Here is -a simple way
to locate the position of these holes.

Locate and drill the hole for the centre
shaft of the condenser ; then place the
instrument on the panel with the shaft
protruding through the hole and rest it
in exactly the position you wish it to
occupy. Sprinkle a little white powder
or flour around the screw bushings, and
then carefully pick up the condenser
without disturbing the panel. The powder
will form little circles, the centres of which
may be marked with a sharp centre -punch.

Sulphating.
Sulphating may be caused by :
(1) Charging or discharging accumulators

at excessive rates.
(2) Discharging beyond the point at

which the voltage begins to fall rapidly,
i.e. at about 1.8 volts per individual cell.

(3) Short-circuiting.
(4) Allowing cells to remain uncharged

for any length of time after having been
in use.

(5) Allowing the acid solution to become
either too weak or too strong.

An Exploring Glass.
At some time or another I expect you

have all paid a visit to the dentist and,
seated " comfortably " in the chair with
your mouth wide open, observed him ex-
amining the teeth with the aid of a small
mirror attached to a steel handle. The
reflections in the mirror held at the most
Convenient angles enable him to ascertain
exactly what is wrong with the teeth,
and without such an instrument his task
would be rather awkward, as you can well
imagine.

Perhaps it has never occurred to many
readers how an adaptation of the same idea
can prove of great service when it is neces-
sary to examine wireless components
mounted in awkward positions inside
receiving sets. You have found the plates

A selection of short articles covering
many subjects of especial interest
to the home -constructor of radio
receivers, contributed by various of
" P.W.'s " well-known technicians.

* of -the -way parts of components when hold-
ing this device in your hand. You will be
surprised how useful this little gadget
proves on divers occasions.

New Screens for S.G. Valves.

*
of a variable condenser touching but a
view from the top fails to reveal the buckled
plates.

Short of taking the condenser out of the
set, or disconnecting the leads, loosening
the holding nut and twisting, the condenser
round, how can you examine the under -side
and locate the trouble ? You feel sure that
a switch mounted on the panel but close
to the baseboard is.causing those crackling
noises in your set, but how are you to
examine the underneath portion and make
sure that therein lies the fault ?

Easily Made.
The remedy is to use a small looking -

glass which can " get round corners," so
to speak. The accompanying photograph
shows how easily one can be made up and,
if desired, two or three mirrors of varying
sizes can be used. Procure a small piece of
looking -glass of, any shape, and two thin
strips of brass.

Make a crosspiece of ,the brass strips by
soldering them together at the centre
and then solder this to, say, a six -inch -
length of 16 or 18 gauge copper wire. See
Fig. 1.. Point the free end of the wire and
fit it into a small wooden handle and then
grip the mirror in the crosspieces by bend-
ing over carefully the ends of the strips.

Constructional work is now complete,
and the copper wire can be bent in such a
manner that it enables you to view out -

Here is the simply made " exploring glass."

The introduction of 'the new type of
screened -grid valve has been followed by
the production of- a valve holder which
enables it to be used with the conventional
inter -stage screens we have been using
hitherto. Unfortunately, this method of
construction, illustrated in Fig. 3, takes
up rather a lot of room on one side of the
screen, thus wasting space on the baseboard
which might otherwise be occupied in a
more useful manner.

It is true we can mount the valve verti-
cally on one
side of the
screen, b u t
this leads to
instability if
highly effici-
ent coils and
c ondensers
are used; and
it certainly
becomes

necessary to have the output circuit
mounted well away from the input circuit.

An Improved Method.
A simple method of overcoming this

difficulty which enables us to employ -inter -
stage screening is shown in the sketch in
Fig. 2. It will be seen that the copper screen
is bent into the shape of a step, a hole being
cut through the horizental part through
which the valve may be inserted into a
conventional baseboard mounting valve
holder. Input and output circuits are com-
pletely isolated provided that the step is
at the right
height from
the, base-
board, while
the use of a
sprung valve
holder in-
sulates t h e
valve from
vibration
and shock.
This method,
of construe:
tion enables
compactness to be achieved 'in such cases
as it is necessary, and is from practically all
points of view an improvement on the more
vertical type of screen.

The top part of the step need not prove
to be waste space either, since fixed con-
densers or H.Kchokes can be accommodated
On either side of the valve, thus clearing
the baseboard for other apparatus.

VA L VE .

SCREEN

FIXED CO/V0
CAN BE
HERE
MOUNTED A HOD

OVRI/
SIVE

COPPER
SCREEN

Fia2.

OUTPUT
; BIDE

NVENT/ONAL
g4LYE HOLDER
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OPERATING THE " FANFARE"
FIVE.

Important points regarding the handling of the five-valver described
last week.

By THE " P.W." RESEARCH DEPARTMENT.
-4--------.-------4-4.-4. *

OPERATING the " Fanfare " Five is a
little more difficult than -a set with
only one H.F. stage, because there are

three dials to be kept in step and most
people have only two hands to do it with,
but it is not nearly so awkward as you
might think before actually trying it, You
cannot move them all continuously, keeping
them in step, as you do .on a set with only
two dials, but there is quite a simple and
workable alternative.

This is how you should search with a set
like this : Get the dials roughly in step by
putting them all to the same reading near
the middle of the scale, then move each up
a degree, listen, move them a degree farther,
and so on, until you come across a station.
(You will ultimately reach 5 G B if the
circuits are so far out of step that you don't
find a foreigner on the way.)

Once you have got a station you can tune
each dial separately and so get the circuits
accurately in step, and when that is done
you can continue searching by moving each
one degree and pausing to listen.: Each
time you find a station, of course, the mere
act of tuning it in accurately checks up the
" in step " adjustment for .the next bit of
searching.

It may sound a tedious process, but you
are not likely to be bored when you come
to try it., for the simple reason that the
stations roll in so profusely as to keep your
interest pretty closely.

Simple Rules for Neutralising.
Neutralising is little more difficult than

with a single H.F. stage, but not very much
so, since both can be neuted " at the same
time. Here is the procedure : When the
set is finished and first put on test (or when
valves are changed at any later time) you
should set all the neut. condensers to
minimum, and likewise the reaction con-
denser.

Then set the tuning dials to a mid -scale
reading, and move the right- and left-hand
ones a trifle either way, noting whether the
set is oscillating. It probably will be, but
if not increase the setting of the reaction
condenser very carefully until it just does
when the three dials are in step.

Now increase each neut. condenser by an
equal very small amount, and see whether
oscillation stops. It almost certainly won't,
so increase the neuts. a little more and try
again, swinging the tuning dials while you
test for oscillation so as to make sure the
circuits are in tune with each other.

If oscillation stops here, note carefully
the setting of the mutts., then go on
increasing them and re -tuning until you find
oscillation beginning again. When this
happens turn the neuts. back half -way.
towards the setting you had  previously
noted and the job is done.

This method gives quite a good result,
but it is as well to check up on a distant
station when you have found one. Tune it
in carefully and bring up the reaction as far

as you can without making the set oscillate.
Now see whether a slight re -adjustment of
the neuts. will make it more stable, that is,
will enable more reaction to be applied
before oscillation starts.

If so, make the new setting permanent,
for it will enable ylau to make better use of
the reaction on very weak stations. Of
course, when you alter the neut. condenser
settings you must remember to re -tune a
little, to keep the station fully tuned in.

Next we come to the question of the local
station, and what to do about it with so
powerful a set as this. It is not satisfactory
to tune it in fully and then out down on the
volume control until the strength comes
down to manageable proportions, because
overloading of the earlier valves will take
place and probably spoil quality.

Controlling Volume.
The best expedient seems to be this :

Detune the first dial above the loudest
reading, the next one below it and the third
above again. In this way the volume is cut
down, quality improved and there is no risk
of running into some other station. Final
adjustments, of course, can be made on the
volume control proper, to suit different
items, and so On.

There is just one more adjustment to
consider, and that is the control of selec-
tivity. This is effected at two points in the
aerial circuit, namely, on the terminal strip
and on the aerial coil socket. The first
consists in placing the aerial lead on either
of the two terminals provided, which has
the effect of bringing into circuit or cutting
out a fixed series
condenser. IV h e n
the condenser is in,
of course, selectivity -
is greater.

As regards the
aerial coil adjustment,
you will see that one
of the connections is
A flexibl6 one, and
this is to be placed
under either terminal
No. 3 or No. 4. The
greatest selectivity is
given by No. 3, but
No. 4 usually pro-
duces slightly
stronger signals,
especially if the -aerial
is rather a small one
or the station being
received comes in
near the upper end of
the tuning range..

Finally, as to
valves and voltage,.
Both 2- and (5 -

volt valves can be
used, provided that
the 2-volters are of
the improved types
now available, and

them.
The " sixes," of course, are undoubtedly

a little better, but where economy is a very
vital factor the " twos " can be used without
fear of spoiling the set's performance,
subject to the warning that they must be
good modern ones.

For the H.F. and detector sockets you
want valves of the H.F. type, with imped-
ances of from 20,000 to about 30,000 ohms.
It pays to use two of the same make and
type in the H.F. stages so that they shall
neutralise similarly, but the detector can
be of a different make if desired.

not very much to choose between

Some Suitable Valves.
Examples in the 2 -volt range are these :

Ediswan H.F.210, Cossor 210 H.F., Marconi
and Osram H.L.210, Mullard P.M.1 H.F.,
etc. For the first L P. stage a valve of the
same type can be used, but slightly better
quality can be got by choosing one of the
L.F. or general-purpose variety, such as the
Mullard P.M.1 L.F., Marconi and Osram
D.E.L.210, Cossor 210 L.F., Ediswan
L.F.210, Mazda G.P.210, etc. (all 2 -volt).

For the last stage a really good-sized
power, or preferably super -power, valve is
most desirable, for you must remember that
the set gives extremely powerful signals, and
will overload a small valve hopelessly.

If you are compelled to use such a valve
in order to keep down your H.T. consump-
tion, the only thing to do is to cut down the
volume carefully until the valve is just fully
loaded and no more, or you will never get
proper quality. Suitable super -power valves
are available in both 2- and 6 -volt ratings,
and in all the well-known makes.

The H.T. voltages are just the normal
ones for each part of the set, namely, 100
volts on the H.F. valves (H.T. 1), about
60 to 70 volts for the detector (H.T. + 2),
and the maximum available on the L.F.
stage (H.T.+ 3).

Naturally, where the set is capable of
producing really loud signals it becomes
more than ever important to provide plenty
of H.T. on the last stage.

The H.F. end of the " Fanfare " Five, showing the neutralising condenserS,
the setting of which is described in this article.
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HOW TO MAKE
LOUDSPEAKER

No.2. T HE V.W.
CABINET CONE

Here is another inexpensive, easy -to -make but extremely efficient cone speaker,
which any handyman can build. It is specially designed to appeal to the con-
structor who wants a good appearance right from the start. Built in a handsome
cabinet, it dispenses with all the work of making a special framework. Results ?

Well, you try it !

THIS, the second of our series of home-
made loud speakers, is intended to
meet the needs of the man who

desires to build an instrument of pleasing
appearance right away, instead of proceed-
ing in stages.

In other articles in the series, of course,
we are describing how to make up various
types of speakers which take the form of a
complete self-supporting assembly which
can be built and tested and then later
fitted to a baffle, in a cabinet, or otherwise
beautified as desired.

In the case of the one described this
week, however, we are assuming that the
constructor has decided before he begins
that he is going to put the speaker in a
cabinet right away, so that there is little
point in building up a separate assembly.
Accordingly, we have worked out a very
simple scheme for building the speaker
direct into the cabinet, using the latter
instead of a special frame, and so cutting
down the constructional work to a minimum.

Choice of a Cabinet.
Actually, this is probably the easiest

of the whole 'series to build, and is- not,
furthermore, at all costly, for the total
outlay is only a few shillings over two
pounds, varying a little above or below this
figure according to the particular cabinet ,
chosen.

The particular cabinet we used for the
original speaker is one of the standard lines
of Messrs. W. T. Lock, but, of course,
similar types can .be obtained from most of
the well-known cabinet makers (suitable
ones are certainly obtainable from Messrs.
Carrington, Goodman, and others). Prices
vary according to the finish, but mostly
fall round about the twenty shilling mark.
There is only' one point to look out for in
buying a cabinet for this speaker (or in
making one, if you are fond of woodwork),
and tat is to see that the diameter of the'
hole in the front is about nine inches.

How It Is Done.
. .

First of all, it may help to give you a
clear idea of the construction of the speaker
if we give a general description of the way
it is assembled. Well, the cabinet itself

forms the basis of the whole job, and
replaces the usual frame, so that the actual
woodwork involved is very slight indeed.

The paper cone is mounted upon a
" suspension " of soft leather or a special
material known as Suedlin, and this in turn
is stuck to a cardboard ring round its
rim, leaving a space of free leather all
round to permit the cone to move back and
forth fairly freely. The cardboard ring
is then fixed to the inside of the cabinet,
either with drawing pins or adhesive, and
so the cone is held securely in place.

Easily Mounted.
The unit is fixed to a single strip of wood,

which in turn is attached cross -wise inside
the cabinet in a fashion which is very clearly
shown in the photo on the second page of
this article, By taking just a little care
over this part of the work it is not difficult
to get the point of attachment for the cone
on the unit exactly opposite to the point of
the cone. All that you have to do then
is to fit the necessary washers and clamping,
device (provided by the maker of the unit)
to the cone, and the speaker is finished !

Here are all the " bits" fitted and ready for assembly in the cabinet. Note
how the unit is carried on a wooden strip.

4110Y

The actual work is very little more
difficult than you would imagine from this
general description, especially if you adopt
certain labour-saving dodges which we will
explain as we go. First of all, about the
paper cone. This is of exactly the same
size and construction as the one used for
the speaker described last week, and you
can cut it from the grade of " Kraft " paper
which runs about 120 lb. to the quire.
(This is the kind commonly used for the
cones of moving -coil speakers), using last
week's diagram.

Alternatively, you can get the diaphragm
cut out and ready for sticking together from
certain of the firms advertising in " P.W.,"
together with the necessary cardboard ring
and suspension material. The latter, in
this case, will be found to consist of a
number of segments of Suedlin all ready
for sticking together round the edge of the
cone.

Simplifying The Work.
In making the original speaker we used

one of these sets of parts, CO that the work
of construction was cut down very con-

siderably, and the ex-
tra, cost is only a few
shillings. If you use
one of these sets of
parts this is how you
should proceed. First,
stick together the
overlapping edges of
the cone, noting the
"dove -tailing" scheme,
and let it set for a
while. Then take the
Suedlin segments and
stick them on all
round the edge of the
cone on the outside
surface of the latter.

Note in. doing this,
that you should put,
the segments on with
the correct overlap
where they join so
that they will form a
complete ring round
the edge of the cone
(Continued on next page.)
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HOW TO MAKE LOUD
SPEAKERS.

(Continued from previous page.)

when they are all in place. You will soon
see how much overlap to allow once you
have got two or three' segments in place,
if you just lay the others round without
sticking them on. You can then make
any slight variation necessary in the over-

. lap of the last one or two to be fitted.
By the way, the Suedlin should be stuck
on with the rough, leather -like side next
to the paper.

Completing the Cone.
Now for the cardboard ring. This has

an inner and cuter diameter of 91 in. and
111 in. respectively (figure,s given in case
you want to cut it yourself ;'and it need
not be very thick. To attach the' ring to
the suspension material, proceed as follows :
place the cone on the table with the point
upwards, and spread the Suedlin fringe out
smoothly on the table all round. Now
ainear One side of the cardboard ring evenly
all over with seccot inc and drop it down

This view shows all the constructional details so clearly that you
can check up each point as yoti read the description of the work,

over the cone on to the Suedlin fringe,
taking care to get it placed so that there is
an equal space of suspension material all
round, and press it down firmly and care-
fully with the fingers.

Now put this assembly aside to set, going
back to it in a few minutes and pressing
all joints together to make sure they are
well stuck. After the cone and suspension
assembly has had an hour or so to dry, you
can mount it in place in the cabinet, by
driving nine or ten drawing -pins through
the cardboard ring into the wooden front,
or by using seccotine (drawing pins advised).

While the cone part is setting you can
get the rest of the work finished, and still
have some time to spare, for it is a very
simple matter indeed. First, you require
a strip of wood cut rather carefully to a

length which just' allows it to slip rather
tightly into the cabinet cross -wise (See
photo on this page). If you expect to have
any 'difficulty in cutting it accurately to
length, by the way, try cutting it a shade
,too long, and then reduce it o a nice fit
with a wood rasp or a coarse file.

Fixing the Unit.-
NoW take .the loud -speaker. unit, and

secure it to, the centre of the strip, taking
care to.get the position fairly exactly. The.
mounting of the unit will naturally vary
according -to the type chosen. Last week's
method will serve again if you intend to
use a " Lissenola " unit, 'and the photos
show quite clearly how we mounted the
Whiteley, Boneham unit emplOyed in the
speaker illustrated in this week's design.

This unit is supplied ready mounted on
a small oblong, piece of wood, and it is there-
fore extremely easy to attach it to our
wooden strip : all you need is a couple of
wood screws. Schemes can fairly easily be
devised for other types of units, of course,
still keeping to the same general construe -
lion. Here are a few other types of various
prices which can be depended on for good
results : Goodman, Triotron, Blue Spot (the
estimate of a few shillings over two pounds -
for this speaker was based on the use of a

unit costing not mote than
18s. 641., which is the price
of the Whiteley, Boneham
one).

Next, we have to arrange'
for fixing the wooden sup-
porting strip (which, by the
way, can be about
2 in. wide and in. thick)
in the cabinet, and for
this we require two little
blocks of wood which can
be screwed inside the cabinet.
These form two ledges to
which the main strip can be
screwed, as you see in the
photo of the inside of the
finished speaker.

Before you fix these blocks
in place, however, you must
get the cone mounted up
inside the cabinet, so that -
you can determine the posi-
tion for the strip carrying
the unit before you screw it
in. Fix the cardboard 'ring
to the cabinet, therefore,
remove the clamping washer
and screw from the reed of
the cone unit and proceed to
move the wooden strip about
inside the Cabinet until the

attachment point on the unit comes exactly
over and just touching the point of the cone.
Mark the point where the ends of the
wooden strip touch the Aii'les of the cabinet,
then attach your two little wooden blocks
to the cabinet, so that the strip will come
just to the pencilled positions when screwed
down finally.

The Verdict.
There, that completes the fitting work,

and all that remains is to screw everything
in place, cut a little hole in the point of
the cone and fix it to the reed, connect up
the outfit 'to your set, adjust -the speaker
unit, and sit down to decide whether the
results justify your trouble. We don't
think there will be much doubt about your
verdict !

Quite a professional appearance ! The cabinet
used was quite a handsome one, but the total
cost is still only a few shillings over the two -

pound mark.

*

FOR YOUR NOTEBOOK.

A dirty lead-in is a graveyard for distant
signals.

* *

An old curtain rod, hammered to a point
at one end and drilled at the, other end to
take terminals, will make an extremely good
earth.

* * *

Before commencing to build a new set,
it is an excellent plan to run over your
screw -drivers and make sure the edges are
not blunt, as a little treatment with a file
may prevent a slip and a consequent bad
scratch.

* * *

. Valves of the high magnification type
generally make extremely good detectors
in short-wave sets.

* *

Anti -sulphuric paste, which is obtainable
quite cheaply, is an excellent preservative
of awooden accumulator -carrying case and
is very useful for floors and cabinets, etc.,
where the accumulator is standing.

" * -
If your accumulator carrying case has a

leather handle, be .absolutely certain not to
get any acid upon this or the result will be
to eat it away, possibly with disastrous
results to the carpet.

* *

Although, theoretically, 'the anode bend
method of 'detection is capable of giving
better quality than "thegrid leak method of
detection, the latter is very much more
sensitive.

* * *

If threaded brass rod has to be gripped in
a vice remember that it would be placed
between two pieces of soft wood or other-
wise the thread may be damaged. "

*

Be sure to give your valves the correct
grid bias, as failure -to do this results in
imperfect reception, and an unnecessary
strain upon the H.T. battery.

* * *

L.F. Transformers, L.F. Chokes, and
similar highly inductive windings should
not be placed close together, and their cores
should be arranged at right angles to one
another.
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No longer a mystery, Six -Sixty's great new Receiver
has proved itself the very finest of the popular
home -built sets. Dozens of European programmes
searched out and brought in every night-no inter-
ference between them-the tone noticeably pure-
the volume ample for any room. The Six -Sixty
valves are carefully matched to promote supreme
efficiency , and remember, the extra valve
makes all the difference.
Fill up this coupon and learn how to build and use this mar-
vellous set, So simple you can't go wrong.

SIX -SIXTY RADIO COMPANY,
122, CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2.

P. W.1
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THE

BURNDEPT
SCREENED ETHOPHONE

CASH PRICE

1 2 - 7 - 0
(including Valves and Royall:

Features:
zo-25 stations on the loud
speaker at ample volume.
Exceptionally easy to
operate-only two dials.
Excellent quality repro-
duction.
Three valves-including
screened grid and
pentode.

Y.

LBURNDEPt
Wireless (1928) Limited.

BLACKHEATH, LONDON, S.E.3.
Showrooms: 15, Bedford St., STRAND, W.C.2.

" How is it done for the
money ? How is it that one
can buy such an excellent
set ? " That's the question
hundreds of wireless enthu-
siasts have asked about the
BURNDEPT Screened Etho-
phone. And you will want to
know " how " when you hear
this latest and immensely
popular receiver. For here is
a model which gives results
equal to a five -valve set-yet
costs no more than an ordinary
three -valve receiver. Its per-
formance and general quality
of reproduction are-well, go
to your radio dealer's to -day
and hear it for yourself

YOU CAN BUY THIS OR ANY
OTHER BURNDEPT RECEIVER
ON HIRE PURCHASE TERMS.
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR
PARTICULARS.

I I if I

A.J.W.

New Type Log Con-
denser, -0005.

61

Stocked by
Harrods and

good -class
radio dealers.

New Type Log Con-
denser, 0003,

13

A

r"S

CO
W

ERS
AVOID

SPURIOUS
IMITATIONS.

Nothing before has ever approached the amazing precision ofthis new condenser. Clear cut-razor sharp-station afterstation can be lifted out, with wonderful clarity: The Con-
denser that has met the unbounded approval of the critics.

1 One -hole mounting adjustable 4 Reinforced plates prevent vittra-bra rings. lion, and make capacity dead2 Movable spindle giving overhang accurate.
for ganging or left or right-han.1 5 U-shaped frame-rigid construe -drum dial. tion-exceptionally light,3 Itotor lifts out after removing 6 Insulated stator eliminates hand.spindle, for cleaning purposes,etc. capacity.

Full particulars of the complete N.S.F. range of quality components from your
dealer or (Dept. P.W.),

S. W. LEWIS & CO., LTD., 39, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.I.
Indian Agents: Bombay Radio Co., Bombay and Calcutta.

PR .0 .TINMI

4 III

'1
SCREWS
HERE
fOcuni
IN

At.001r USERSll
Cone that z

:70.00atrect Loud /pea

16;(k1511/1°tH7r twhellefficient:ompletelyassekmeb:

es
Floating Cone that Blue -Spot Users
have always wanted. Simply two screws
and the unit is in place-and the whole
ready to screw on to a baffle board of
into a cabinet, making a first-class loud'
speaker that will reproduce with fisci,
nating realism and infinitesimal cost !

A sound job too-perfectly assembled-
light aluminium casting, correct weight
paper cone, supple leather suspension,
post paid and ready for fixing at once.

LIGHT
ALUMINIUM
'CASTING,

CORRECT
WEIGHT
PAPER
CONE

4 LUGS
FOR

SCREWING
TO BAFFLE
OR INTO
CASINOS

SUPPLE
LEATHER

SUSPENSION

GILWIANY
OATING CONE

Send P.O. for 3.3/. to -day to Mantra.,
J. S. Gilman, Portland House,

73, Basinghall St., E.C.2.
Orders in strict rotation " Blue -
Spot " unit (adjustable type 66K)

supplied at 25/- extra If desired.

OR FROM YOUR PE.M,ER.
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FROM THE TECHNICAL, EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK

GAMBRELL VOLUVERNIER.
-WITH the rapidly increasing Popularity`

of the gramophone pick-up, the
demand for high -resistance poten-

tiometers must have risen considerably..
Hitherto; there have been very few of a
reliable design available, but now we have,
among others, the Voluvernier, due to
Messrs. Gambrel' Bros., Ltd.

It provides a variation of resistance from
zero to 1 megohm, and it does this positively
and with a smooth action, and I
certainly agree with Messrs. Gambrel] when
they say that zero in the majority of such
controls is usually so high as to cut off
signals at fair volume, for. I have had actual
experience of many that do this.

With the Voluvernier you have cer
tainly a good control of volume. It is a
high-class production, and appears to la

An earlier Voluvernier." The model now
marketed is completely enclosed in a neat metal
easing and is an improvement on the above.

worth every penny of its 6s. 9d., but I have
one small suggestion to make, and that is
that Messrs Gambrel' should supply models
fitted with substantial terminals. At present
it has only nuts and soldering tags, so that
its use will be debarred to many constructors
-an ever-increasing number these days-
who assemble their sets without soldering.

S. a A HAM-FARISII PRODUCTIONS.
Graham-Farish Ltd., of Bromley, Kent,

recently sent me several of their new
productions. Their new coupler is practi-
cally a complete three -valve set or amplifier;
according to how it is used. Of remarkably
compact form, it incorporates three complete
sets of valve sockets, two sets of anode
resistance clips and two of grid -leak clips,
and the necessary condensers. It eliminates
practically all wiring and, apart from. the
battery connections, there remain only -the
input or coil connections to be made.

This new Graham-Farish coupler liar

separate grid -bias terminals for the -second
and third valves. I believe in the early
model there was one common grid -bias
terminal, a weak. point in the design. No
such -criticism can be made against the new
model.

The new Graham-Farish resistance -
capacity -coupling unit is fitted with an
Ohmite anode resistance. This is a new -
process product capable of standing up to
considerable currents. The R.C.C. unit is
a neat affair, well made and brightly finished.
The grid leak and anode resistance are
provided with terminals and these fit into
clips and can be screwed securely into
position.

THE RUNBAKEN TRICKLE CHARGER.
In our July 21st issue I had occasion to

criticise, somewhat adversely, an Automatic
Trickle Charger due to the Runbaken
Magneto Co'. '."It will no doubt be remem-
bered that two of these articles were very
carefully tested, and that " in both, the
relay was found to be unsatisfactory."

The Runbaken Magneto Co. advance the
explanation that both samples were
damaged in the post and have forwarded a
further charger for our examination.

It so happened that I, personally, un-.
packed the original samples and; as far
as my recollection goes, there was every
evidence that the packages had travelled
well. Further, it should be noted that
one charger functioned satisfactorily for
fourteen hours.

However, it is only fair to say that the
third sample has operated without any
trouble at all, for a very, considerable
number of hours,

The Runbaken Magneto Co. should
endeavour to send all their chargers out so
that they arrive in a similar happy con-
dition, . for it is undoubtedly a device
having many- attractive features.

ZA:MPA MOVING -COIL SPEAKER.
We understand that the type of moving --

coil loud speaker sent us for test by Zampa
.Components two or three months ago has
given way to an improved model. This
last, however, we have not yet seen.' The
model tested by us is one taking a .5 amp.
field winding current at 6 volts. The
moving coil is of the high resistance variety
(1,500 ohms), so that the unit does not
require a transformer.

To test the unit we mounted it in a
moving -coil speaker cabinet. The moment
the outfit was switched on to a standard
set it was apparent that it held very
interesting possibilities. Unfortunately,
however, we found that the unit was
rather insensitive, but the reproduction
was decidedly there, All the piston "

561

ifeela following the percussion in orchestras
and the realistic timbre of the wind instru-
-Ments, were clearly to the fore. The low
notes were realistic and free from booniiness.

Undoubtedly the Zampa moving -coil
loud speaker has the elements of an out-
standing production. If the models now
to be marketed have equally good responses
and are satisfactory in regard to sensitivity
then I, for one, will reckon the " Zampa "
to -line up with the best.

MARCONIPHONE UNIVERSAL L.F.
TRANSFORMER.

The new Marconiphone Universal Trans-
former is enclosed in a handsome metal
case green in colour, It is rather more
compact than is usual with such a com-
ponent, the actual dimensions being 3 in.
x 2/ in. x l in. Nevertheless, it can do

moderately heavy work, as it has a core of
special material and of large cross section.
The price is ]6s., and it is decidedly well
worth that.

= Traders and manufacturers are invited
to submit radio sets, components, and

 accessories to the " P.W." Technical
 Department for test. All tests are
E carried out with strict impartiality,
 under the personal supervision of the
 Technical Editor, and readers are asked
= to note that this weekly feature is in-

tended as a reliable and unbiased guide E
 as to what to buy and what to avoid.
EinumMuninutimunum1MulluMnimmunniniMMUS

We gave it a series of careful comparative
tests and found it well up to standard. We
do not know of any other transformer
round about the same price which could
seriously rival- it. It is available in two
,ratios, viz., 2.7 to 1, which is recommended
for following low -impedance detector valves
or after medium -impedance types such
as the H.L.610, D.E.L.410, H.1-210, when
in an amplifying stage ; and 4 to 1; which
is- recommended after medium or loud-
speaker valves, such as the D.E.L.610, 410,
and 210 in amplifying stages.

The Narconiphone L.F. Transformer described in
the accompanyingparagraphs. The component b

green in colour.

Its mounting in any convenient position
is facilitated by the fitting of reversible
feet. Another special feature is that " the
windings are thoroughly insulated and
impregnated with an impervious compomail
rendering them immune from moisture and
climatic conditions."
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All Editorial Communications to be addressed
to the Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS,
Tanis House, Tallis Street, London, E.C.4.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articlei and
photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to
wireless work. The Editor cannot accept responsibility
for Manuscripts and photos. Every care will be taken to
return MSS. not accepted for publication. A stamped
and addressed envelope must be sent with every article.
AU inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc.. to be

addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John II.
Lite.-Ltd., 4. Ludgate Circus, London,
The constructional articles which appear from
time to time in this journal are the outcome of
research and experimental work carried out with
a view to improving the technique of wireless

receivers. As muck of the information. given in the
columns of this paper concerns the most recent develop-
ments in the radio world, some of the arrangements and
specialities described may be the subject of Letters
Patent, and the amateur and the trader would be well
advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the
patents before doing so.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

FITTING A VOLUME CONTROL.
A. W. G. ( Rugby).-" It is a Det.-2 L.F.

set with a resistance in the first stage and a
transformer in the second. Where can I fit
a i-mcgolim potentiometer so as to act as a
volume control ? "

This is very easily fitted in the following manner.
Fit the volume control in some handy place, upon
the panel, where you can keep the wiring  short.
The necessary wiring is as follows, and you can
easily consider how it will appear and thus mount
the volume control in such a position that these wires
are as short as possible.

At present one of your secondary L.F. transformer
terminals goes to the grid of the last valve. and the
other secondary terminal from this transformer is
taken by means of a flexible lead to a plug on the
grid -bias battery. This lead which goes to t11t plug
on the grid -bias battery is not altered, except. that
one end of the potentiometer is joined to it where it
joins the secondary.

The other secondary terminal is then disconnected.
Now join the remaining end of the potentiometer to
this secondary terminal which has been discon-
nected. Finally, take a lead from the grid of the
valve to the slider on the potentiometer, this com-
pleting the wiring.

You will find that the volume is completely and
smoothly controlled according to the position of the
control knob on the instrument.

WHAT TOOLS ARE REQUIRED ?
E. D. G. (Huntingdon).-" As I have never

tried my hand at it, I should like to know what
tools are required for building a simple set

and any details which you can give me about
the right kind to choose."

Very few tools are required, and the chief of these
will be found in the ordinary household tool -box.
The following summary brings out some important
Points which should be borne in mind if purchasing
them.

A. Soldering iron (get one With a good, heavy end,
not one of the light ones which will not keep hot
long enough to use).

B. A tin of fluxite or similar soldering paste.
C. k pair of cutting pliers. (Those known as side

cutting are very convenient, but the flat -nosed
variety are invaluable for tightening up nuts, etc.)

D. A pair of round -nosed pliers, for bending the
wire when it is required to put round terminal shanks,
etc.

E. A fiat file.
F. A hand drill for drilling panels, etc., and a set

of drills for same.
Cl. A couple of screw drivers, one fairly large, one

small.
There are many other tools which will come in

handy later, such as a vice, etc.. but much depends
upon the set "You decide upon building. With the
above you will be able to make a very good start
upon ordinary constructional work.

A NEUTRALISING HINT.
W. P. J. (Coventry).-" I cannot quite

neutralise the set properly, because although
I screw the condenser right out, it does not
seem to come out far enough, and the set
would be better if I could reduce the capacity
a little further. I am told that I could over-
come the difficulty by buying another neutral-
ising condenser, but this seems rather an ex-
pensive way of getting over it. Is there any
other method ? "

You can easily and cheaply overcome the diffi
culty by adding a little capacity to the grid ano
filament of the valve which is being neutralised.
A good method of doing this is to take two pieces O
Glazite or similar well -covered insulated wire,
carefully bare a little of it and make a loop which
will fit over the valve -holder terminal. Then fit
one piece of the insulated wire on the grid and
the other on the plate terminal of the valve. If now
this insulated wire is twisted together (like flexible
wires) a certain small capacity will be introduced
between the grid and plate of the valve, and this con

(Continued on page 664.)

THE M.P.A. DUAL INDUCTANCE is a Moving Coil
Speaker built on an entirely new principle exclusive to
M.P.A. Although self -energising, it requires neither
accumulators, mains connections, special valves, nor trans-
formers ; and it undoubtedly represents the greatest value in
popular -priced reproduction to date. Hear it at your dealer's!
Note its amazing volume, its clarity, and exceedingly mellow
beauty of tone! " IT GETS THE BEST FROM YOUR
SET," any set-even a 2 -valve receiver.

Its price . . . . 7 guineas.
* * * * *

Other M.P.A. Models include the Popular Plaque,. 29/6; De Luxe
Plaque, 47/6; Table 'Grand Speaker, 5 guineas ; Table Cabinet
Speaker, £4/17/6; Moving Coil Speakers, from to guineas; and the
"Octroda" 8 Electrode Self -Contained Stationary Set, 12 and 17 guineas.
For Irish Free State prices write Brown Bros. (Ireland), Lower Abbey
Street, Dublin, C.8. All Wireless Dealers stock M.P.A. Products.

THE M.P.A. WAY
Products to the value
of Ls or over can be
obtained on Hire
Purchase Terms for

Li down.
Streets

DEPT. 3, M.P.A WIRELESS LTD., 62, CONDUIT ST., LONDON, W.I. TEL.: GERR. 0844®8
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oATLAS
3001.50

-

All " Atlas " Eliminators incorporate the Serie3
Anode Feed System - first used by us years ago.
All Hum from Mains, and Motor Boating obviated.

Send for beautifully illustrated Brochure No. 32, which gives full Range
and particulars of all " Atlas" Eliminators from the sole makers :-

H. CLARKE & CO. (M/cr.), LTD., " Atlas ' Works, Old Trafford, Manchester.

C63
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WIRELESS
BY POST

FROM

YOUNG'S

1929 COSSOR MELODY MAKER
Complete Kit with 3 Cossor -Pi 150Valves in Sealed Cartons al e

- YOUNG'S 1929 KIT
All Parts necessary for 12 . 17 . 6
Or the Set completely constructed with all
Valves including screen grid valve, accumula-
tor and everything neces-
sary fitted free .. 1612 6 _
COSSOR VALVES for the above
Screened Grid, 2 -volt .. 22/6
R.C. 210 .. 10/61 220 P. .. 12/6

Metal Cabinets .. 1016.
Coils for the Cossor, 10/- per pair.
5 X X High Wave, 15/- per pair.

MULLARD MASTER 3
* STAR *

Components as specified by Mullard :-3 Lotus
Vaiveholders 3/9, Colvern Combined Wave
Coil 7/6, Permacore Transformer 25/-,
Climax D.E.A. Transformer 25/, Climax HY.
Choke 7/6, Benjamin Battery Switch 2/3,
*0005 Ormond' Log Condenser 6/ -, *0.3035 5/9,
2 Slow Motion Dials rot-, Mallard '0003 and
2 Meg 5/-, Panel Brackets 6d, Mullard %Doer

Fixed 2/6.

Young's Special Price, £5 - 9 - 9

MULLARD VALVES for the above
P.M.I., H.F. 10/61 P.M.x., D.E., 10;6

P.111.2., Power, 12/6

Q Coils : Finston 17/6, Lewcos 21/-,
Colvern all -wave 17/6.

Write us for quotations.
66 -VOLT H.T. BATTERIES, 3111

Postage r/- extra.

C O. D Send us a note of your require-
ments and goods will be dispatched

per return of post.-You pay the postman.-
No Extra Charge.

YOUNG'S
Note Our Only Addresses:

40 & 41 STOCKWELL ST.
GLASGOW

Telephone, Bell 2419
Telegrams, "AERIAL," GLASGOW

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 662.)

then be balanced out on your neutralising condenser
at a convenient point of its travel, and not right at
its minimum as at present.

SHORT-WAVE ABBREVIATIONS.
Referrnw to a 'question about Morse

abbreviations which was raised in theSe
columns some months ago, and to the answers,
a " P.W." reader who is apparently a wireless
officer in the Mercantile Marine sends us an
interesting letter from Sierra Leone. He says :

" It should prove very interesting to all
hams ' if a collection of all abbreviations

could be compiled. So far this has never
happened and probably it could never be
up to date (unless through the columns of
P.W.') because new abbreviations crop up,

and sometimes old' ones which have been
further abbreviated die out.

" My fellow correspondent, Q.R.SOS,' who
says he is very keen on amateur transmission,
should buy the P.M.G. Handbook for Wireless

11111111111dfiffillfifillffiffillfiffilfillfillffillaffillfill101111111111=

NEXT WEEK
Be sure not to miss your copy of

POPULAR WIRELESS
 next week, for this will be the__=

GREAT
XMAS NUMBER

Usual price - 3d. only. E.

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW E-=
KIII11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111119:

Telegraphists (which costs only 9d. net and
3d. postage) front H.M. Stationery Office,
Adastral House, London, W.0.2. He will find
the above book explains everything he
requires, including the methods of working,
abbreviations, and regulations under the
Radiotelegraphic Convention of 1912, etc.

" Besides the official ones, there are numbers
of other abbreviations and some of these I
give here : A.A. = All after ; A.B. = All
before ; W.A. = Word after ; W.B. = Word
before ; E.E. = End of work ; N. = No ;
Y. = Yes ; E.T. = and ; S.A. = say ; 0.M.=
old man ; O.C. = Old chap ; U. = you ;
U.R. = you are, or your ; R. = received ;
H.R. (or H.W.) = listen here; M.O. = wait ;
N.A. = no answer; N.R. = no reply ; N.D.=
nothing doing.

" In addition to all these, of course, there
are the abbreviated words such as WD for
word ; ADD for address ; ABT for about ;
PSE for please ; TES for thanks

'
SRI for

'
sorry  FR for for IM for hint ; E for he ;
SES for says ; and WX weather.

(About eighteen months ago the signal for
`end of work' that was all the rage was
E.S.E. E.E. ;Yet this is out of fashion now.
I heard a nigger use it the other day front
Nigeria and it was the first time I had heard
it this rear !)"

A 'PHONE CORD PROBLEM.
W. S. (Peckham).-" In connection with the

peculiar troubles of short-wave sets, could you
suggest anything for the peculiar fault taking
the form of a severe wave -length change when
the 'phone cords are handled ? In the ordinary -
way the set is not troubled with hand capacity
on the tuning dials, but the handling of the

'phone leads tunes a wave -length right out.
How can I cure this ? "

Such a fault is very difficult to diagnose in a short-
wave set unless one has the set in front of him in
order to see the exact spacing of it. In many cases
large bypass condensers across the telephones will
effect a cure, but in really bad instances nothing
short of a general rebuild of the set will eradicate the
fault. One thing that is worth trying, howcw, is to
insert a small choke in each of the 'phone -leads. All
that is necessary for this is about 60 turns of 'No. 30
wire wound on a test tube, which makes a very good
short-wave choke for this or similar purpoSes.

A VERY SIMPLE REMOTE CONTROL.
We have great pleasure in publishing the

following hint from a reader who gave the
details in a letter to the Editor. (As the reason
why the mere connecting up of the loud
speaker should act as a remote control may
not be apparent to other readers, the letter
is reproduced below instead of in the "Corre-
spondence " columns.) " Dear Sir," he says.

I am much encouraged and assisted by
reading of the difficulties surmounted by your
correspondents and I find the articles given
in your bright and up-to-date paper most
absorbing. Now, having discovered something
myself, I send it on to you, ' A new method of
remote control.' Two wires run from set to
speaker and I find extra battery power jn my
case, 30 ft. from set (in kitchen) to bedroom
table, unnecessary. My distant on -off -switch
consists of two telephone terminals in line so
that as I push the L.S. lead through, the set
is automatically on. Earth is on water pipe
in kitchen and gas bracket in bedroom, and
volume reduction is not noticeable. Try it.

" W. G. E. P. APPERLEY.
"P.S.-My Valves are 4-v. Mullard."
Accompanying sketch shows that the arrange-

ment is of a more or less standard type, but the
wiring of H.T. and L.T. negatives and the switch,
filament leads, etc., results in the following state of
affairs.

L.T. positive is connected to one filament of a valve
holder. The other filament socket of this is connected
to one side of the on -off switch and to the earth
terminal of the set. Earth is connected also to one of
the extension terminals and to the loud, speaker, so
that by means of the common earth connection L.T.
positive is in fact connected to the one loud -speaker
terminal through the filament.

NT,'

G591

The L.T. negative, on the other hand, is connected
by means of its extension lead to the other terminal,
and consequently when the terminals are shorted by
pushing the lead through, the L.T. current can flow
from L.T. negative, along the extension lead, across
the terminals, to earth, through this, and via the
earth terminal on the set to one filament holder of
the valve. The other filament terminal is joined
direct to L.T. positive, so that joining the break in
the extension lead (the lower one in the sketch)
will have the effect of completing the filament
circuit, lighting the valve, and thus effecting remote
control.

WHICH WAY DOES THE CURRENT FLOW ?
A. H. (Holloway, London, E.7).-" I have

followed each week the articles for the new-
comer to radio and I have made up the set
described. When tested it works fine and the
finished three -valve set is a grand receiver.
Whilst this series was running I think it was
the most interesting part of your paper.

(Continued On page 666.)
ir.
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Are YOU enjoying
THE FORTNIGHTLY SUNDAY CONCERTS

Time
5.40 p.m. to 7.to p

arranged by

BRANDES
broadcast from HILVERSUM
under the direction of Hugo de Groot.
The tremendous popularity of these fortnightly concerts
arranged by Brandes is shown .by the numerous letters
of appreciation received at Cray Works, Sidcup, Kent

from listeners all over the Country.

Tune in on Use
THE BRANDESET ILIA l& THE ELLIPTICON CONE
to ensure the finest radio reception

Wavelength
1071 metres

,---;,

1

iiIiiIii

"NP'Soisit

..._, 'i0 1

111111111.,..----
-

£7 :5s
NOW INCLUDES VALVES

& ROYALTY

HIRE PURCHASE
All Brandes Pro-
ducts to the value
of £5 (or over) can
be obtained on
the Hire Purchase
System.

£3:17:6
THE PERFECT CONE SPEAKER

PROGRAMME DECEMBER 2nd
I. Overture " Maritana " Wallace
2. " Valse Bluette " R. Drigo
3. " Countess Maritza " E. Kalman
4. " Humoreske " Dvorak
5. " Hungarian Rhapsodie No. 2 " Liszt
6. " Chopin's Nocturne " Arranged by

(Violin Solo by Hugo de Groot) Pablo de
Saraste

7. Overture " The Queen's Secret " Thomas
(from Raymond)

8. Melody " The Little Old Garden " Thos.,. Hewitt
9. Waltz " The Rose Bearer " R. Strauss

AO. " Petite Suite de Concert" C. Taylor

Bran es
RADIO =ET .= PRODUCTS
CRAY WORKS SIDCUP, KENT

NOTE
Brandes Products
are only obtain-
ablefrom Brandes
Authorised
Dealers
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ALL -METAL WAY

UNITS
WESTINGHOUSE

METAL RECTIFIERS
FOR

ELIMINATORS
AND BATTERY CHARGERS

NO VALVES

NO ELECTROLYTE

NO MOVING PARTS

NO WEAR

Output
200 volts, ioo m.a.

For H.T. Eliminators or Chargers
Price : 84/ -

Type A.3

Output
9 volts, I amp.

for L.T. Eliminators, L.T.
Chargers, Pot -magnet sup-
ply for Moving -coil Loud-

speakers.
Price : 23/6

Type A.4. Similar to above,
but output 4 volts, 2 amps.

39'6

The Westinghouse Brake
and Saxby Signal Co. Ltd.
82,York Road, London, N.1

Type G.B.I

For Grid
Bias Battery
Eliminator.

Output 4o volts.
Price : 17/6

Send id.
stamp

for our book
"The All -

Metal Way,"
How to build

H.T. and
L.T.

Eliminators
and

Chargers,

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 664.)

" Not knowing very much about wireless, I
learned a lot by following closely the use of
each Part used and how it functioned. There
was one thing, however, I did not know when
making pp the three -valve set, and that is-
how does the current flow ? From the negative
to the positive terminal, or vice versa ? '
.' This is an easy question to ask but a very difficult

one to answer. For one thing, the working of a three -
valve set, even a simple one like that described, is an
extremely complicated and involved affair in which
not one but a great many currents are flowing. -
Dioreover, these currents are of different types, in
fact they are so different that some of them will' flow
with ease through insulators which offer a complete
barrier to the other kind.

The story of the working of a three -valve set, even
simply expressed, would take a long article .to
explain, but even if one considers one of the simplest
types of currents flowing in the set we shall find that
it is not so easy to explain as one might expect. For
instance, the low-tension current In a three -valve set.

ill111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111'1

" P.W." TECHNICAL
-.2.- QUERY DEPARTMENT

la Your Set " Going Good"?
Perhaps some mysterious noise has 24

E appeared, and is spoiling your radio =
FE reception ?-Or ono of the batteries
= seems to run down much faster than E

formerly 1-Or you want a Blue Print ?
= Whatever your radio problem may be,
E remember that the Technical Query E.

Department is thoroughly equipped
E to assist our readers, and offers an E'
 unrivalled service. E.

Full details, including a revised scale of
charges, can be obtained direct from
the Technical Query Dept., " Popular

- Wireless," The Fleetway House, Farling- ia-

= don Street, London, E.C.4. E-2

A postcard will do : On receipt of this an
 Application Form will be sent to you free E.

and post free immediately. This
E application will place you under no :--2

obligation whatever, but having tho
7:4 form you will know exactly what E.

information we require to have before
 us in order to solve your problems. ' E

,...7"11111111111111111111111111n1M11111111111111111111111111111111111M7

is that current which flows from the low-tension
battery along the wires to the three filament sockets,
through the filaments of the valves, out at the opposite
sockets, and finally back to the low tension battery's
other terminal, either direct or through a resistance
and a switch.

Any text book on electricity which is more
than a few years old will explain that the electric
current leaves the positive pole of the battery and '
will flow through the outside circuit (in this case the
valve, etc.) back to the negative pole of the battery.

This explanation was generally believed, and
appeared to be quite satisfactory until comparatively
recently,- when it was shown that an electric current
is really an electron flow. The true nature of an
electric current was not known at all previously, but
now it is believed to be really nothing more or less
than a drift of electrons. Scientific investigation
shows that these " electrons " are what was previously
called negative electricity, and thus it comes about
that the true direction of an electric current is not, as
was always supposed, from the positive of the battery
round to the negative, but is actually a flow of
NEGATivE electricity, starting from the negative end
of the battery and flowing to the positive end I

The Guess that was Wrong.
As the current is an invisible one and as its electrical

effect is not in question, it does not matter which
way round the electrons actually travel. The truth
is that the EFFECTS OF electricity were known before
the NATURE of It was understood in any degree, and
the investigators who did the original work were
perfectly certain in their own minds that a current
was flowing, although they had no idea that this was
composed of electrons.

In order to explain what was happening in a
circuit they had to suppose that the current was a
mysterious drift of something, and they had to guess
1iedirection of its flow-whether from negative to

positive or vice versa. Unfortunately, they guessed
wrong and it is because of this that the confusion
now eitsting arosef'

CHRISTMAS PLANS.
1.

B.B.C.

THE programme staff at Savoy Hill is
always several weeks ahead of the

. Calendar. Just now it is in the throes
of Christmas, or' rather " up to its eyes" in
planning what form the programme stall
take during the festive season.

In accordance with established custom
special programines will be given not only
during the actual Christmas week, but also
during the week preceding, because the
B.B.C. has to its credit a strong desire not
only to celebrate Christmas as this should
be done, but also to create the right feeling
and spirit among listeners for several clays
before 'Santa Claus is due. Here is a brief
glimpse of some of the items which the
officials are hoping to fix up.

A School Breaking -up Party on Monday,
December 17th, will give parents all the
enthusiasm. they may require to get ready
for the homecoming of their offsprings. It
is something new and should certainly go
well.

Plenty of Carols.
On the following evening there is to be a

broadcast of the Nativity Play performed
every year at St. Hilary's Church, MarakiOn,
the -little village in Cornwall " discovered "
two years ago by Mr. Filson Young. - This
play, as most listeners are aware, is per-
formed by villagers who speak in the broad
dialect of their county, and although in-
teresting it is not intended to be in the
nature so much of an entertainment as to
show the simple religious sincerity of those
who take part in it.

On Friday, December 21st, there is to be
a performance of " Alice in Wonderland, "
adapted and produced by Mr. C. A. Lewis,
who still retains close connection with the
dramatic side of the B.B.C.'s work.

Carols by  the Civil Service Choir are
down for Saturday afternoon, December
22nd-the first of other similar programmes
which will be broadcast-viz. at 3.30 on
Christmas Eve'from King's College Chapel,
Cambridge, and by the Wireless Choir
from Whitechapel. Church at 8.30 the same
evening.

Christmas Day Programmes.
 The main part of the programme on
Sunday afternoon, December 23rd, will be
devoted to a performance of " The Messiah,"
relayed from York Minster. This transmis-
sion will begin at 2.30 instead of the usual
time.

For Christmas morning the usual religious
service has been arrange, and this year it
will most likely be that from St. George's
Chapel, Windsor, where Sir Walford Davies
is the organist. After the usual lunch time
music, the Wireless Military Band, under
Mr. B. Walton O'Donnell, will give a con-
cert, and this will be followed at 4.45 p.m.
with a performance of the Nativity Play,
" Bethlehem," by Laurence Housman.
There will be plenty of light, cheery music
throughout the evening, winding, up with
dance music until midnight. For those who
prefer all- dance music, a special programme

(Continued on.page 66S.)
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The Benjamin Vibrolder
has five outstanding features
-perfect contact, shock-
proof design, ease of wiring,
low capacity and low price.
1,500,000 Benjamin valve -
holders have already PRICE

been sold-proof of 1/6
popularity.

13
ELECTRIC, LIMITED. BRANTWOOD WORKS TOTTENHAM.

THE NEW BurTon
MID -LOG CONDENSER

"ANOTHER OUTSTANDING
SUCCESS "

BurTon Condensers assure a clean-cut
separation of all stations and afford the
smoothest reception possible at all times.
'0005, Complete with 4 in. Dial, 6/- each.
'00035, ,t 5/ 9

u. rTo
0:CTSE:

C. F. & H. BurToN PROGRESS WKS., WALSALL

Rupert Collins & Co. Walsall

607

Short Wave fans
or Broadcast listeners.
these are your phones

3 Resistances
(120, 2,000 & 4,000

ohms.)

1 Price

12/6
FO R their sensitivity most DX

workers use Ericsson Supersensi-
tive-for their wonderful response

to all tonal frequencies the B.B.C. use
them in their studios to test the quality
of transmission.
They consist of two aluminium cased
double -pole watch pattern receivers
with a double " Duralumin " headband,
with 6 feet 2 -way best quality flexible
cord. All terminals enclosed (to prevent
short circuits).
Their wonderful sensitivity to weakest
signals is really astonishing.
.Xdopted in 1909 as standard by the
Admiralty and the R.A.F. in 1917.

At all good dealers or direct :

ERICSSON TELEPHONES, Ltd.
67/73, Kingsway, London, W.C.

SUPERSENSITIVE,
TELEPHONES
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INSIST ON

"ISO" DIALS
"BABY "

3 -inch

2/6
"STANDARD'

4 -inch

2 9
Cs Ish

V PP

3 -inch

3;'9

4 -inch

4/6

"SHIELD"
5/3

(2 Movements)

" DRUM DIAL"
Single or Double ; with or without Slow

Motion.

5/6 to 17/0
HAW & CO., LTD.,

20, Cheapside, London, E.C.2
Sole Distributors for " Iso " Products,
Units, Cone Loudspeakers, Condensers,
Pick-up and many tvireless novelties.
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B.B.C. CHRISTMAS PLANS. A NEW FAIRY TALE
(Continued from page 666.)

by Jack Payne and the B.B.C. Dance
Orchestra will be available from 5 G B.

The inevitable pantomime-this year it -
will be " Dick Whittington "- has been
arranged for the evening of Boxing Day,
after which will come a spot " of chamber

--music ; switch over to 5 G B for variety if
you don't like.this.

A. J. Alan has promised to compere a
programme on the Thursday evening, and
there is a Symphony Concert conducted by
Sir Landon Ronald for Friday.

The period ends with an all-star variety
bill and a musical comedy. programme from
London on the Saturday, and a rollicking
Pantomime Revue from 5 G B.

Educational Radio.
Part of the equipment of a new central

school, now nearing completion at Ince-in-
Makerfield, Lancashire, will be a wireless
receiver of the most up-to-date type, by
means of which scholars in every class -room
will - hear broadcast lessons, the local
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NUMBER!
"One-Two-Three-

Four-Five- "
You can go on counting in-
definitely, but you'll never
reach a better number than
the one out next Thursday

-the specially enlarged

XMAS NUMBER
OF

71= POPULAR WIRELESS

Bigger, Brighter & Better
= - than ever before, it will be
= on sale everywhere at the

USUAL PRICE
3 d.

EE=Order Your Copy To -day
E11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111115

Education .Committee having decided that
these shall beconne a regular part of the
curriculum.

This development marks another phase
of the growing interest shown recently by
certain education authorities in Lancashire
to give official encouragement to the new
medium of teaching. Some time ago the
Liverpool Education Committee authorised
the expenditure of £150 for experiments in
wireless lessons in both elementary and
secondary schools in their area, while the
Warrington authority also sanctioned a
grant of £2 10s. towards the cost of appara-
tus in schools which decide to instal re-
ceiving sets.

There is no doubt that the successful
experiments, conducted some time ago by
the Kent Education Committee, have had
a good effect in assisting other counties to
recognise broadcast education as a worth-
while adjunct to the work of teachers.

" FOR MEN."
("IACE upon a time - there was -a -handsome
ki young prince, and his parents wished that

he should grow great in the land and en-
deavoured to make provision for him, therefore
seeking the advice of the wise men of the
East, who trained him in various crafts and
gave unto him much wisdom.

After many years the Prince grew to man-
hood's state, and his father sent him forth,
saying; "Go, my son: - I --Ilaye provided for
thee richly. Thou bast knowledge in thy
head which should bring unto thee many
shekels."

" But." quoth the Pridce, " Father, thou
sayest unto me Go,' bet thou sayest not
whither. Truly thou bast given me of talents,
but how shall I employ- them ? Unto whom
shall I offer them ?

Then his father, the King, was sad at heart,
for he knew not how to make answer. :" Come,
my son," quoth he (weeping the while), " we
will call a council of our wise men."

At the 'council- of the wise men which the
King. called, there rose to speak one Tight of
years but heavy of wisdom, named "Inv."

" O. mighty King," quoth he, " I can solve
thee 'this riddle*, thy son, the Prince, shall
tread- the road that thy heart desires, but he
must get him another father."

" How so ? " quoth the King. " How may
a mad have two fathers ? Solve me this."

To which " Ino " made reply, 0 mighty
King, know thou that there is one wise 'man
who has devoted many years to the guidance -

of the young, who shouteth from the houqe
tops, ' Let me be your Father. Let me be
your Father.' Him thou shouldest consult.
He is known as the Gov-Ernor, and dwelleth
at The Bennett College, Sheffield. He is helped
by many wise men and hnoweth well.the
markets of all the world, and is able to guide
the footsteps of the young and the old, so that
they waste not good effort, 'but shall prosper
even up to thy high desires.

 " Therefore, 0 King, send unto him a message,
tint, 0 King, send not of gold or other presents
for the advice of the wise one is free. Thus
shall thy son, the Prince, have a new guiding
hand, a new f a tiel.."

WIRELESS & ELECTRICAL

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
OF SALES BY AUCTION

AT
13, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1

WIRELESS SETS & MATERIAL
ON

Wednesday, December 5th
AND

Wednesday, December 12th.

ELECTRICAL GOODS & MATERIAL
ON

Thursday, December Sth
AND

Thursday, December 13th
COMMLNCING AT 11.30 EACH DAY.

Catalogues from the Auctioneer,
HENRY J. SHAW, 129, Newington Causeway,
'Phone : HOP 3862. LONDON, S.E.1.

Make
The DAILY SKETCH

YOUR Picture Paper
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GET THIS FREE
BOOK
SAVE money by building your own H.T. or

L.T. Eliminators. This free T.C.C. Book
tells you how. Shows )ou step by step, in

simple language, with diagrams and photo-
graphs to help. It is amazingly simple. And
if you use T.C.C. Condensers, you will have
an instrument that is utterly safe and reliable.

Post the coupon below and start to build your
H.T. or L.T. Eliminator now.

stIRE To

CONDENSERS

To Telegraph
Condenser

Co.,
Ltd , Wales FaTrn Rd.,

N. Acton,
ondon,

W.3.

ii

I enclose
la. stamp.

Please
send me loin book l-owing

None
to build Elindnators--1-1.T.

or .T.

...............
........... ...

.......11,.........

Ada1.8SS.
............................

.. ..........................................................
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..........................................
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b
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Ratio 3: 1 for valves with impedances
of 10,000 to 2o,00o ohms.

Ratio 6 : 1 for valves with impedances
of 5,000 to 10,000 ohms.

7161.
Price

There is an Igranie Transformer for every
purpose. Send to -day for illustrated list.

IGRANIC ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
149, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, E.C.4

SPECIAL, programmesfrom all stations!
Can your set receive
them-without distor-
tion?
Do not let an inefficient
transformer spoil your
pleasure.
Give your set-and your.
self -a Christmas box-
an Igranie "J" type
transformer, the most
efficient of its kind in
the world.

Hear the difference
it makes!

Have you read. "Radio, How It Works and How To Get The
Best From It" ? Price Ed. Send this coupon with your name and
address and get YOUR copy FREE I

Name....... . 7 . .  ..... 
Address ...

Itio4
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FOR BETTER cal LS
RESULTS t,

)1%

foie. NEW
COS SOR
MELODY
MAKER
CIRCUIT

\ Ida

0
GOLTONE

THESE plug-in coils are accurately
wound with best silk covered
wire, each coil separately tested

on actual set. Boxed in pairs.
SHORT WAVE COILS (250-600
metres) CM/6, 5/- each.. 10/- per pair.
LONG : WAVE COILS (600-2000
metres) CM/2, 6/- each ..12/- per pair.

" GOLTONE " 5 -WAY
RADIO ASSEMBLY
CONNECTIN Ai CORDS
Complete with indicating labels, wander
plugs, and terminal ends for connecting

up to Cossor Melody
Maker Set. Gives

a neat finish and
obviates risk of
damage from

cross connect-
ing. 5ft. over
all length.
Ref. CM/5

2/9

" GOLTONE "
FRAME
AERIAL

For the New Cossor
Melody Maker
comprises complete
parts to make up
this useful Frame
Aerial. In box with
full instructions.
Can be easily con-
structed.
R4/200 .. 10,'6

From all first-class Radio Stores-
Refuse Substitutes-If any difficulty
write direct-Radio Catalogue free

oft request.

Oand
...,st

0 on
PENDII ION3....1ZSZAKIIISIElt

LONDON DEPOT:
5 & 6, Eden St., Hampstead' Rd., N.W.I.

'Phone : MUSEUM 2492/3.
111111111Inmellinnnallw

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from pave 644.)

introduction of broadcasting would kill the
gramophone industry, the result has been
precisely the opposite, and I can think of
no more conspicuous commercial example
of an apparent menace turning out, in the
long run, a blessing in disguise.

Electric Drive.
Well, to come back to the question of

gramophone motors, I am often asked
whether there is any great advantage in
using an electrically -driven gramophone
motor rather than one of the spring type
with the hand " Wind."

The electric -motor -driven gramophone
or, if you prefer it, the electric -gramophone -
motor, is considerably more expensive than -
the spring -driven type and can, of course,
only be used where electric mains are
available. Apart from this, however, the
electric gramophone motor has the great
advantage that it runs on `continuously,
and the necessity for re -winding is entirely
done away with.

Speed Variation.
It used to be urged against electric

gramophone motors that they were liable
to variation in running speed, owing to
variations in the voltage of the mains, and
also " pulling up " when a loud passage
was encountered on the record. In the
earlier types of electric gramophohe motor
these troubles, more especially the second
one, undoubtedly existed, but you may
take it that in the present-day types, with
fairly high-speed motors of sufficient power
and with well -designed smooth -running
reduction gear, the performance of the
driving unit is well-nigh perfect.

Spring Drive.
The much more usual spring -driven motor

has also been very greatly improved during
recent years, and provided the spring is of
sufficient effective length," there is really
little cause for criticism. In the larger
gramophone models it is usual to instal a
double spring or even a triple -spring motor.
The springs are mechanically connected
" in series," to borrow an electrical phrase,
and the effect is the same as that which
would be obtained with a spring three times
as long as each of the individual units.
Many people imagine that the advantage
of a long spring (a double or a treble spring)
is simply that the gramophone runs over a
longer time without re -winding.

Uniform Pull.
This, however, is by no means the

only advantage ; a further very important
point is that, apart from the question of the
length of the run, a long spring will give
a more uniform torque during the period
of playing a record than will a short spring,
With a short spring it quite often happens
that the actual torque is appreciably less at
the end of the rim than at the beginning,
and this difference is not entirely com-
pensated by the friction governor.

Portables.
Therefore, from every point of view, it is

very desirable to have a fairly long spring,
but considerations of size, weight, and cost

(Continued on page 672.)
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WHY NOT ?
BE PROUD OF YOUR SET !

THIS FAMOUS RADIOLA

tS

NOW

WITHIN

THE

REACH

OF

ALL

Your
SET

<---

<
Your

Batteries

THE CABINET USED FOR 2D A BY I

POPULAR WIRELESS"

Front 75/- up to £25.
The outcome of six years-a wonderful demand-
NOW this NEW sensational discovery-this beautiful
FURNITURE model-at prices AIL can well afford.
The 751 -'model is -3 ft. high, takes COSSORS; the
MULLARDS, and all Sets up to 21 X 7 panel. Other
models up to 26x 8.
Made the PICKETT'S way, backed by REPUTA-
TION, and GUARANTEED. Full refund of money
if not delighted I

CASH or EASY PAYMENTS.
Full particulars FREE.

pliC Kt' T T
CABINETS

ALBION ROAD. BEXLEYHEATH,
Near London.

REPAIRS
Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or Headphones repaired and despatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS GUARANTEE

with each repair. .1./. Post Free.
Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,
"Repairs" Dept.,

214, High Street Colliers Wood, London, S.W.19.

The Picture Paper with the MOST News

-SUNDAY GRAPHIC-

',
As

New

CLAROSMT
.,, VARIABLE
- 2ESISTANCE5

.F4E100. roR VOLUME ,TON E,
7 t f ',Mr. DISTANT CONTROL,

ELIMINATORS ETC.,
frequently specified by -711e Experts"
HIGH QUALITY  LOW PRICE*

20 Page Brocure free on request-.
Many unique circuits.

CLAUDE LYONS LTD.
76,OLDHALL 0.,LIVERPOOL.

EVERYTHING RA

WOOLLDRIDOE'S,
20, LISLE ST.,
LONDON, W.G.
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MARCONIPHONE
1ST CHOICE AT OLYMPIA

What was the best five -valve re-
ceiver at the Olympia Radio Show ?
The radio public IA ho voted in the
recent WIRELESS WORLD ballot are
quite sure. Marconiphone Portable
headed the poll-a first favourite.

Ask your dealer to demonstrate a Marconiphone
Portable, and you will get the reasons behind the
vote. Marconiphone Portable is the combination
of all you hope for in a Portable Set. Self-contained

-of course-and built to be an attractive addition
to the house, yet sturdy enough to stand any
amount of journeying at home or abroad. There
is one simple adjustment edge control for tuning,
another for volume and a single switch for the long
and short wave bands (250-550 or 1,000-2,000 metres).

The Speaker is the Marconiphone cone : an assur-
ance of natural reception in all conditions, full
harmonics and clean overtones. Marconi economy
valves amplify on low consumption and Marconi -
phone batteries reduce cost on recharging and
replacements. In any normal conditions Marconi -
phone Portable offers the most complete range of
reception available to a portable set. And the
price-complete with loud speaker and full equip-
ment, including royalty --is 28 guineas.

THE MARCONIPHONE
COMPANY, LIMITED,

Dept. P,
210 - 212, Tottenham Court
Road, London, W.1.

- Showrooms:
2:0-212, Tottenham Cowl Road,
117.1., & Marconi House, tlaud.

PORTABLE

ENGINEERING
PRECISION
A rumble . . . a roar . . . a flashing of
enormous wheels . . . a whine of escaping
steam suggesting that the speeding colossus
is pining for even swifter movement . . .

this is the impression one gets of the
modern locomotive, one of the most fami-
liar examples of engineering progress and
precision.
Equally familiar to Radio men as perfect
specimens of engineering precision are the
instruments manufactured by J.B. That
illustrated is the new J.R. Slow Motion -
a 1929 design which excels all previous
instruments of this type placed before the
public.
This J.B. precision instrument represents
the highest point reached in condenser design.

Prices :'0005 urfd., 14 5 ;
'00035 13 6 ;
'00025 tnfd., 13 - ;

'00015 rrifd., 13 - ;

'0005 mfd., Leg. 14 6 ;
'0003 Jirfd., Leg. 13.6.

PRECISION
INSTRUMENTS

671

Advt. of Jackson Bros., 72, St. Thomas' Street. London, S.E.
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A HIGH MAST IS
EQUAL TO TWO
EXTRA VALVES
Everybody knows that to have a high aerial is to
get extra powerful signals. The difficulty of fixing

up a high aerial is banished if you fit a

P.
R. PATI ERNET LSTEESESL MAST

DAMP PROOF I
ROT PROOF I I

CALE PROOF !, I

26VFeet
high. In 3

sections of I lin.
iteel tube tapering
to in. Carriage,
London, t/6 ; Mid
lands, 2, 6 ; else-
where, 3/6. Weight 24 lbs.

w, masts for 28 8.
tati Feet high.
Ia.* sections of I

steel tube tapering
to tin Carriage,Londot ,2/-;
Midlands, 3/-; elsewhere 4/-.
Weight 34 lbs. Two masts
for 40/-.

The' Super"
1-.- Mast.

2916
in 5 sections 01
heavy II in.
Steel tube
tapering to
in. if real bar-
.ain Carriage,
Londoi', 2/6;
Midlands, 3/6;
Isewhere' 4/6.
Weight 46 lbs.
Two masts for
55/-.

P.R. MASTS
are made of
British stet, in

r 9 ft. lengths,
from t4 in.,
tapering 'o t in.
and are supplied
with cast-iron
bed plate, steel
ground pegs,
stay rings, gal-
vanised steel
flexible wire
stays en t to
lengths, pulleys,
bolts ana tunest
erect ing instruc-
tions. No
further outlay

/ necessary.

NO HOLES TO DIG. ONE MAN'S JOB.
Any intelligent man can assemble and erect a P.R. Mast
in a couple of hours. Our patent Mast being tapered,
it is easy for anyone to raise it from the ground into
Position. Ordinary tubular Masts require several
hands and difficult rigging to do this. To help you the
wire rope is sent cut to size-a saving of endless worry.
Imagine sort') g out 500 ft of rope in your back garden I

Minimum
Radius

3 ft. 6 in.

GUARANTEE ' The easiclt
Money refunded without, Mast to
question if not satisfied.; erect.

PAINTING. Any protective coating applied before
dispatch gets so damaged by the Carriers that it is
ussential to paint the Mast before erection. All P.R.
HaSts are sent out oxide -finished ready for painting.One coat of P.R. Colloid covering applied-a 10
minutes' job-to all parts of the Mast when ready to
erect seta dead hard in an hour and protects It against
all weathers.
PRICE OF ACCESSORIES. P.R. Colloid Covering
sufficient for a Mast-with brush, 2/6.
Halyard Log Line-Ryland's patent rot -proof t For 26 -ft.
blast, 1/6; 2/-; 42 -ft., 2/6. Per 100 ft.. 3/-.Heim-Double length supplied to make lowering of
Aerial easy.
A HIGHLY EFFICIENT AERIAL. P.R. Acral
is made of 14-28 High Conductivity Pure Cooper
Enamelled Wire-each strand insulated from Its neigh -
hour to give the highest signal strength obtainable.
100 ft., 4;3; 50 ft., 2/3.

P.R.MASTS
17 23, PATERNOSTER
SQUARE. LONDON, E.C.4.

Opposite O P O. Tube.
IF YOU USE VALVES it will pay you to write to
us for particulars of the famous 3/6 range of P R.
valves. Each valve has a written guarantee of life and
performance.

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 670.)

often prevent the fitting of anything more
than a single -spring motor in the smaller
types of gramophone, especially the smaller
portables.

" Straight Track."
Whilst I am on the subject of gramo-

phones I should like to say something about
another point which has often arisen in
correspondence, and that is the travel of the
soundbox across the record as the record
is played. The point is that when the
record commences the soundbox makes a
certain angle with the sound grooves on the
record (or, to be more accurate, a certain
angle with the tangent to the sound groove
at the point where the needle enters it). -

Now, as the soundbox progresses gradually
across the record from the edge towards the

inlininininnunnininninillinifillnininn1111111111111lInina

S

I XMAS NUMBER
WILL BE -

On Sale Next Week
AND ALTHOUGH IT IS ==

Specially Enlarged=
IT WILL BE SOLD

AT THE

USUAL PRICE
3d.

Amongst the Contributors will be

 Sir Oliver Lodge, F.R.S.,
Capt. P. P. Eckersley., -Commdr. The Hon.

J. M. Kenworthy, R.N. , M.P =
Etc., Etc. =-

Order Your Copy Now. la.

11111111111111111111111111111111111811111111111111111111111111111111118ffii

centre, this angle gradually changes. If we
assume that the conditions are correct when
the soundbox lies in the tangential plane,
it is obvious that if the angle changes the
soundbox must be at an incorrect angle
for the majority of its travel across the
record.

Maintaining Constant Angle.
Attempts have several times been made

in the past to devise an arrangement which
would keep the soundbox at a constant
angle to the track throughout the whole of
the record, but so far as I know these
attempts have been unsuccessful, either
because the mechanical arrangements were
too cumbersome, or because the object in
question was not fully achieved.

Ingenious Parallel Linkage.
I notice that the Varley people, however,

have this year brought out a very simple
(Continued on page 674.)
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Finished in black or beauti-
fully grained mahogany.

neat-
aceufate and
inexpensive

Watch for Brownie's latest triumph in
artistic moulded Bakelite-" The Dominion
Vernier Dial." Special non back lash slow
motion drive gives very accurate tuning,
while the action will fit any condenser and
the new design of the dial will enhance the
appearance of every set. See this latest
Brownie production at your nearest Radio
dealer:

ILANRe IE
" DOMINION " VERNIER DIAL
The BROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (G.B.) Ltd.
MORNINGTON CRESCENT, LONDON, N.W.1,r- WET H.T. BATTERIES -

Solve all H.T. Troubles.
SELF -CHARGING, SILENT, ECONOMICAL.
JARS (w-sed) 2I'' X 1i" sg 1,3 doz.
RIMS new type 11d. doz. SACS 1/2 doz.
Sample doz. (18 volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte, 413, post 9d.
Sample unit. 6d. Illus booklet free.

Bargain list free.
AMPLIFIERS 30,-. 2 -VALVE SET EC
P. TAYLOR. 57, Studley Road,

STOCKWELL. LONDON

MOVING COILS!
Send for our FREE 36 -page booklet TO-
DAY. It tells all about moving coil loud
speakers, and how to get perfect reception.

BAKERS' SELHURST RADIO
89, SELHURST RD., SOUTH NORWOOD, S.E.25
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PLEASE be sure to mention
"POPULAR WIRELESS"
when communicating with
Advertisers. THANKS!
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YOU WANT BARCAINS. WE HAVE THEM.

EVERYTHING
for WIRELESS

ON EASY TERMS
ALSO

WONDERFUL CASH BARGAINS
Nothing too small. Nothing too large,

Write for list and particulars.

THIS SEASON'S BARGAIN
Super Ediswan R.C. Threesome. Circuit
No. R/3 5929 Model. Complete with every ac-
cessory. 1 616 down and 11 monthly payments.

Send us your requirements,
T. A. HARRIS, Reliable Radio Supplies,
St. John's Church Road, Hackney, E.9.

Provident Cheque!: Taken
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MAKE YOUR
OWN

CONE SPEAKER.

CONE UNIT
Exactly as fitted to our
Cabinet Cone Speaker.

Guaranteed to give re-
sults equal to the most
expensive Loud -

Speakers yet made.
Full constructional details

with each Unit.

GRAMOPHONE
ATTACHMENT
Reduced from 32 6 to 15 -
solely as an advertisement
for the famous Bullphone
Nightingale Loud -Speakers.
Cobalt Magnet guaranteed

for all time.
With 4 -inch Diaphragm.

Instantly converts your own Gramo-
phone into a full power Loud-speakei.
giving a wealth of pure undistorted
volume which must he heard to be

believed.

The Nightingale
"DE LUXE"

cash, or 5'- deposit
.and 11 monthly pay-

ments of 5,'-

21 in. high
with 14 10.
Bell, Mahog- -

any finished
with plated
arm stand

AS FITTED
TO OUR £6
POST HORN

BAKELITE
SOUND CONC1411. 4 To. A.

2" HIGH
.,.414.ourw 14

14.45.4.m
tAliOGANY

NIGHTINGALE CONCERT
SUPREME

SUPER
Guaranteed free from
metallic resonance.

cash, or EASY
.TERMS, 5/- deposit

and 12 monthly pay.
ments of 5/-

Obiainable from your Local Dealer or direct from :-

13UL LIMITED ONE
38. HOLYWELL LANE, LONDON

E.C.2.

§-E-Airt4
RADIO BATTERIES

THE

MOST HIGHLY
IRECOMMENDED

H.T. BATTERIES
ON THE BRITISH MARKET

THEY represent the result o
over 5o years' continuous

experience in dry battery
manufacture.
They offer by far the greatest
value in H,T, batteries to -day
and are British made in every
detail.

Specified for the
NEW MULLARD " MASTER " and

BURNDEPT SETS.
Recommended for the New

COSSOR "MELODY MAKER."

No. 1200. 60 volts 8 -
No. 1202. 100 volts 13 -
No. 1204. " Power " 60 volts 13x6
No. 1206. " Power " 100 wilts 22'6
No. 1035. Super Radio 50 volts 25,' -

FOR THE
NEW LOEWE RADIO RECEIVER.

(Type O.E. 333.)
SIEMENS No. 1203, BATTERY, 13/ -
made specially for this receiver and recommended

by the LOEWE RADIO COMPANY.

SIEMENS BROTHERS
& Co., Ltd.

WOOLWICH, S.E.18.



Are You
a

Home
Constructor ?

After giving time and care to the
building of a radio receiver, many
Home Constructors are disappointed
with their first results and blame
themselves for faulty construction,
whereas the whole trouble often lies
in inferior components. Insist upon
Pye Radio components as thousands
of other Home Constructors do, thus
ensuring yourself of the best results
from the first.

PYE
BATTERY
CHARGER.

Price

50f
The Pye Battery Charger
offers the most convenient
and economical method of
obtainingL.T. current supply
for Receivers using L.T.
accumulators. Insist upon
this handsome and efficient
Battery Charger for your
L.T. supply. It reduces the
cost of L.T. accumulator
upkeep, and ensures the best
results. Complete with Flex

1 plugs and adaptor.
'price ou

PYF,
L.F. TRANSFORMER.
Make perfect reproduction certain
by using Pye L.F. Transformers.
The high standard set by this ideal
form- of intervalve. coupling remains

by far the
most popular.
Compact, effi-
cient, and ro-
bust. Entire
absence of
noise and
crackling.
Terminals and
soldering tags

provided.

SEND A POSTCARD TO -DAY FOR
COMPLETE PYE LITERATURE.

PYEICAMBRIDGE

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 072.)

and ingenious linkage arrangement which
ensures that as the soundbox moves across
the record it is maintained parallel to its
original direction. Assuming, therefore,
that it has once been adjusted to the correct
angle, it is clear that it will remain so
throughout the whole of its passage from
the edge towards the centre. I am leaving
out of account very slight discrepancies in
this argument due to the fact that the
actual path of the needle point across the
record is a curved one.

The linkage system employed is a very
simple one indeed, and one which, is used
in a great variety of other applications,
but I do not recollect ever having seen it
adapted to this particular purpose.

Adjustable Pressure.
In addition, the Varley automatic pick-up

arm includes several other refinements.
The angle of the needle may be varied, and
the pressure of the needle point upon the
surface of the record may be adjusted
between quite wide limits by means of a
special spring -tension device incorporated
internally. The arm is mounted upon
ball -bearings so that friction and " play "
are reduced to a minimum. Finally, the
gramophone motor stops automatically
when the tone -arm reaches the end of the
record.

Reaction.
A reader sends me a note of one of the

advantages of using a lw-tension mains -
supply unit or a trickle -charged accumu-
lator which is not often put forward, al-
though as soon as I mention it  I ant sure
a great many of my readers will agree at
once that within their own experience it is
an advantage.

The point is this : with receivers em-
ploying reaction, especially where the
reaction is fairly critical and more especially
where the adjustment of the filament
rheostats has a critical effect upon the
reaction, you will often find that as the
battery runs down you are continually
having to re -adjust the rheostats in order
to keep up a fairly uniform volume, whilst
as soon as a freshly -charged battery is put
in, the set howls and a readjustment is
again necessary.

This is all very well for the experimenter,
but in the large number of cases where
the set is intended to be used by members
of the family, with the minimum amount of
adjustment-in the cases where the receiver
is intended to be simply an " on -and -off "
arrangement-all this continual adjustment
is very annoying.

On -and -Off Receivers.
Now when you use a low-tension mains -

supply unit_you get a constant voltage (or
at any rate a very reasonably constant
voltage) and once the receiver is adjusted
there is practically no need for it to be
touched, so long as it is intended to receive
only the one station.

The same thing applies to practically the
same extent :where a low-tension accumu-
lator with trickle -charger is used, provided,
of cotirse, that the trickle -charring is done
on a regular basis and that the battery is
not allowed to run down appreciably below

fully -charged voltage,

Popular Wireless, December 1st, 1928.
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A CHEAP, PERMANENT SOURCE OF
H.T. SUPPLY THAT RE -CHARGES
ITSELF OVERNIGHT!
Install the Standard Self -generating Leclanche
battery and obtain positive permanent H.T.
supply at a lower cost than ever before. Just
think of it ! You can definitely do away with
the ever-present worry of run-down batteries
and spoiled programmes. The Standard battery
is simplicity itself to maintain. Use it how you
will-evening after evening, it supplies a steady'
current that maintains a wonderful clarity of
music and speech. In the morning it is as
fresh as the dawn !

GET THE FREE BOOK NOW.
Send for free book that tells you every detail for
installing and maintaining this super -efficient and

money -saving battery.
96 -VOLT "UNIBLOC" CABINET

8/7
Complete with 64 No. 2 Cells'
assembled as illustrated, size 15"it8"x
8'. Cash £2-6-5 or 8/1 down end,
five monthly payments of Sir. Hal -
fords Stores, Curry's Stores and allDOWN radio dealers can supply on exactly

the same cash or deferred terms as we do.
Write for booklet to : --

S Sae sacwnse s.
MA III AlsIri

lit la
WET BATTERY CO;

If nd Qffic,s, Kon..roams and Warehouse,
Dept. P.W., 184/188, Shaftesburi Menne,

London, W.C,2.

96 -volt unit
illustrated.

M.B.
HEADPHONES SEP'AIREs 4 -

TainsforMers 5/.. Loudspeakers 4/-. All repairs
remagnetised free. Tested, guaranteed and ready

for delivery ill 24 hours, .

Discount for Trade. Cirri: entrell 1795MASON & CO., 44 East Rd., City Rd., N.I.

A.M.I.A.E.
A .M.i.0 .E. -

A.M. I. E .E.

A BOOK YOU MUST NOT MISS!
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES", is the most com-
plete hand -book on Engineering Mains. and Courses
ever produced. It describes over 60 Exam. and home
study courses in all branches of Mechanical, Electrical,
Motor and Civil Engineering, including WIRELESS.
We ALONE Guarantee-" NO PASS-NO FEE"
This book should be, in your hands-it is a mine of
valuable information and advice. We offer it FREE.
Write for your copy now stating branch or Exam.
which is of interest.
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENCINEERINO TECHNQLOCY,
101, Shakespeare House; Leicester Sq., London, W.O.2.
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ELLOP N4 154011.
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PEARL AND PEARL 65, HOUNDSDITCH
LONDON.1 ( 'PHONE, E )AVENUE 5138

Wish to announce that, owing to a large increase in their business activities, they are now in a position to advertise
and give immediate deliveries of all standard and special components. Hitherto the business conducted by the
main stores and numerous branches has been sufficient to deplete the stocks every few days. We therefore take
this opportunity of reminding the public that in future all components and accessories of outstanding merit
either in price or design will be offered periodically through these pages and will be immediately available.

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL LINES

CONE CABINET, as recommended in this
issue. MAHOGANY, 27,6. OAK, 23/6.
W.B. REED UNITS - - - 18,6
NOTE.-With every Reed Unit sold we will
supply free of charge a complete kit of parts
for the cone diaphragm as specified in article.

PHILIPS
TRICKLE

CHARGERS
Charge the L.T. Battery at the
following rates :

2 v. at 19 ampere
4 v. at '17
6v. at *15

For all A.C. voltages at every
standard frequency.

PLEASE STATE VOLTAGE AND
PERIOD WHEN ORDERING.

PRICE 55/ -
Complete with valve.

SPECIAL OFFER
The above will be offered for 30' -
down and 2 6 per week to anyone
willing to purchase on deferred terms.
TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

CONNOISSEUR'S
CONE

LOUD SPEAKER
As described in the " WIRELESS

CONSTRUCTOR " for November, 1928.1

Aluminium cradle framework,
exactly as specified, fully machined.

OUR PRICE 816 or 9/- post free.
The usual price is 17 6.

BLUE SPOT UNIT -
Non-adjustable .. 17 6
Adjustable type .. 25 -

FREE SETS OF CONE DIAPHRAGM
PARTS WITH EVERY UNIT SOLD.

Special cabinets supplied exactly as
illustrated in article in above magazine.
PRICES ON APPLICATION.
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Radio's
finest tuner

Range
250-2000
metres.

A
Change.

over
Switch.

The PANEL PLATE UNIT
consists of a Double wave -band Tuner,
Slow Motion Tuner Condenser Change-
over Switch assembled on an embossed
Antique Brass Escutcheon Plate, the
whole being mounted on an OAK,
WALNUT or MAHOGANY Panel fitted
with angle brackets. Without PRICE
a doubt the Panel Plate is
the most efficient Tuner Unit aajo
obtainable. Each.

The
BASE-

BOARD
UNIT.

By linking the 5 connecting wires of this
unit to the Panel Plate' orother7Tuner,
a complete a or 3 valve Loud Speaker
Receiver of amazing performance -is-
built.

2 Valve Transformer, 37/6
3 /fbV
3 231/-

LA1VIPLAll UGH
RADIO

PRODUCTS

are
guaranteed

for 12 ,

months.

LA FOLUGINI

The COLLAPSIBLE CABINET
Made to match Panels supplied- with
Panel Plate Tuner Supplied in PRICE
Oak, Walnut or Mahogany:-.: It oo
is assembled in a few minutes. 49/
SEND FOR LISTS and:Wiring Diagrams.

S. A. LAM PLUGH -Ltd"
KING'S ROAD TYSELEY, BIRMINGHAM.

" EVERYBODY'S " THREE.
(Continued from page 643.)

Selectivity can also be varied by altera-
tions of they -size of the aerial coil L,. For
most purposes this will be a No. 30, 35,
or 40, but for higher selectivity, especially
on a larger aerial, a No. 25 will be needed.
While we are dealing with coil sizes and
adjustments it maybe as Well to give some
notes on the other coils in the set. The
secondary, La. should be a No. 60, and for
most valves the reaction coil, La, can be a
No. 50. In some cases (when the detector is
net a eery freely oscillating valve, for
q'xiunple) a No. 60 or 75 may be needed,
but this is not likely.

Long Wave Adjustments,
The long -wave coil. of course, is one of

our standard loading coils, and there is an
adjustment for selectivity on the long
waves here. You will see on the wiring
diagram that one of the connections to
the loading coil is a flexible one, and
this can be attached to the " 60 " or " 80 "
terminalS. The highest selectivity is
obtained on the 60, but signals are usually
slightly louder on 80. it only takes a moment
to try each in turn, and see Which suits
your aerial best.

You will already have gained a general
idea of the arrangement of the LY. circuits
which follow' the detector, but there are
just one or two points to be explained in
detail before we go on to -constructional
matters.

In the anode circuit of the detector you
will- see the first of the safety devices,
which consists of what is commonly called
an anti -motor -boating filter, and forms a
valuable preventive of battery coupling.
It consists simply of the anode resistance
marked .50,000 olims.and the large con-
denser C,.

This device not merely helps to cut out
battery coupling, but also serves to adjust
the H.T. voltage on the detector valve,
so that only one H.T. positive terminal is
needed for the whole set.

The value (50,000 ohms) marked will
suit most detector valves, but if you find
reaction ploppy, remember .that you can
vary the H.T. on the detector very simply
by exchanging this resistance for one of
80,000 or 00:000 ohms.

Killing Reaction Squawks.
In the first L.F. circuit von will see an-

ofher:,special feature, an H.R. choke this
time. This is the one marked' H.F.C.,,
which was added because we found -that
with some pairs of transformers there n -as
a little trouble due to H.P. currents getting
through and causing reaction to be fierce
and " squawky." j

The _extra choke stepped this ,

pletely,-and proves specially helpful on the
short waves.

In the last stagewe find the final scheme
for stopping battery coupling, which- is
simply an output filter circuit properly
arranged.

This is so connected that the alternating
currents which represent the speech and
music pass from the anode of the valve,
through a large fixed condenser, Cs, then
through the loud speaker, and so direct
to the filament circuit without passing
through the H.T. battery. at all. This little

(Continued on page 678.)

The
3 in 1 Set.

Al valve setand a
loudspeaker

The Pioneer Set of Cheaper Radio !
The famous Loewe Multiple Valve used contains
Three Complete Valve systems in One Valve and all
the necessary coupling elements of a 3 -valve
receiver.
A marvel of ingenuity and efficiency, giving loud-
speaker results of excellent volume and purity.

PRICE Complete with Loewe Radio Multiple

£4:10:0 Valve type 3 N F. Special cable with
VI/ander Plugs and Spade Terminals

(Coils not attached ready for connection to
included.) H.T. and L.T.
USE A LOEWE RADIO CONE LOUDSPEAKER
with your Loewe Set for retaining the full purity
of reproduction and a clarity that is unexcelled.
Artistic appearance Silk front. Mahogany finish

obtainable at ..The finest loudspeaker value 401..
Obtainable through all dealers. For illustrated leaflets

LOME RADIO
The LOEWE RADIO Co., Ltd.,
4, FOUNTAYNE ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.I5.

'Phone: Tottenham 3911/2.

EASY PAYMENTS -
LOUD - SPEAKERS, HEADPHONES,
H.T.ACCUMULATORS. Anything Wireless
Send'a list of the parts you are requiring and ,re
will send you a quotation on monthly payments.
H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
'Phone: Museum 141 . at. Portland St., WI.

HIGH-TENSION
AT HOME

riTheNewEto 45 fitted in "EtobonS2 Type, ready for use .. .. 14,-
SI Type, large capacity .. , 18'6
P1 Porous Pot .. .. ..., .. 18,6
"Eton" lost De Luxe 120. The finest yet
produced. All parts for the Home Con.
structors. Send Ild. stamp for Booklet, etc
ETON GLASS BATTERY CO
45, ST. MARY'S ROAD. LITTON. E.10.
' ETON WORKS." GRANGE ROAD, LEPTON.

Ask about the 'New Wet Cell Valve.
COSSOR lam now producing the famous,' Radian
COILS Coils of unparalleled excellence and can

give instant delivery. B.B.C., 15/- pain
Long Wave, 17/6 pair.

MELODY from stock. 20'- down, balance easy pay -
MAKER KITS menu. Completed if required. Any set
Easy Terms or list of parts on easy terms. Quotations

by return.
BUILD THE The 40.station single tuning receiver by
MONOTUNE Allinson. Constructional envelope, mule!

of completeness and clarity, 1/2. Parti-
culars free Traders say " The Best 3.";

A. E. OAKLEY, 43, Carleton Road, London, N.7.

I
To all

Advertisers
PLEASE note that communica-
tions concerning advertising in

POPULAR WIRELESS
must be made

JOHN H. LILE, LTD.
4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4

'Phone . City 7261
gad NOT to the Editorial or Publishin

Offices.
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PRICE 17s: 6d
The above pries is app.lcalile in Great
Britain and Ncrthern Ireland only

MADE IN
ENGLAND

ALL
BRITISH
LABOUR

and that's all
A One -knob control

of your complete apparatus
With the small, neat B.T.H. Power Control Switch
you can control the entire switching on and off of
a mains operated receiver. A single movement of
this switch puts your set into full operation. The
reverse movement puts the set out of action and
the accumulator on charge.

ON (Receiver Operation)
(I) Connects H.T. Eliminator (I) Disconnects H.T. Elimin-

to lighting circuit. ator from lighting circuit.
(2) Disconnects Trickle Char- C) Connects Trickle Charger

ger from lighting circuit. to lighting circuit.
(3) Connects L.T. Battery to (3) Disconnects L.T. Battery

Set. from Set.
(4) Disconnects LT Battery (4) Connects L.T. Battery to

from Trickle Charger. Trickle Charger.

OFF ( Battery Charging)

is

POWER CONTROL SWI CH
06O

The -Bt 'Themson-Houston Co. Ltd.

THE

BUILD and OPERATE in
ONE EVENING-

4.

Obtain a Broadsheet from your
dealer and read why you should-
Completely Screen the Grid

Send post card for FREE FULL-SIZE
LAYOUT PLAN and wiring instructions.

THE FORMO CO.
Crown Works, CRICKLEWOOD LANE, N.W.2
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"POPULAR WIRELESS"
ADVERTISEMENT RATES
Whole Page £40 Quarter Page £10
Half Page £20 Eighth Page £5
Narrow Column Advts. (3 cols. to page) per inch 30/ -
Minimum Space accepted - - - - half inch 15/ -
NO SERIES DISCOUNTS. ALL
ADVERTISEMENT COPY SUB-
JECT TO EDITORIAL APPROVAL

COPY AND BLOCKS MUST BE IN
HAND 11 DAYS BEFORE DATE
OF ISSUE TO ENSURE PROOFS

ALL communications respective advertisine must be made to :-

JOHN H. LILE, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4
'Phone : CITY 7261.

WHEN ORDERINGCABINETS
FOR

THE SIX -SIXTY MYSTERY RECEIVER
30/- Oak, 331- Mahogany

THE MULLARD PORTABLE V
50/- Oak, 561- Mahogany

MASTER THREE STAR
241- Oak, 27,- Mahogany

BE SURE AND SPECIFY

PROMPT DELIVERY

L; -
CARRINGTON Mfg. CC., LTD., HMCO WORKS. SANDERSTEA D RD.. ROUSH CROYDON

'Phone : Croydon s;33.



Ormond Push -Pull Switch 1 3
2 Ormond Log 0005 .. 12 0
2 Cossor pat. S.M. Dials.. 9 0
Peto-Scott -0001 .. ... 4 6
Peerless 6 ohm . 2 0
5 W.B. Valve Holder 5 0
Wearite B.F. Choke 6 6
3 T.C.C. Condensers 8 0.
Dubilier 3 meg.
31-1 ratio L.P. 15 0
2-v. Screened Grid ... ... 22 6
2.v. Power Valve .. 12 6
2-v. B.0. Valve ... 10 6
Metal Cabinet, complete

with terminalaand strips,
baseboard,wire,flex,ete..
screen assembly, grid
bias 9 volts, and clips... 17 6

Total Z6 . 8 . 6
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K. RAYMOND
27 &28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2

Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE.
This address is at the back of Dalv's
Theatre. Phones : Gerrard 4637 and 2821

0 sr 0.11
All orders executed in
rotation. Send ORDER with
instructions and pay Postman.

C.O.D. APPLIES TO UNITED KINGDOM ONLY.

WE ARE OPEN
ALL DAY SATURDAY
ALL DAY THURSDAY
ALL DAY EVERY DAY
Hours 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday morning 11-1

Ebonite cut while you
wait at Id. square inch
also t in. at Id, Only I11,'
best supplied. Drilled
Panels for all Circuits,

C.O.D. orders must
be over 5 -

MULLARD MASTER 3 *
This new and wonderful set must appeal toyoung and old, amateur or experimenter-

in tact. EVERYBODY!
GENUINE

MULLARDS SPECIFIED COMPONENTS
Beware Substitutes.

Every component is available at short notice.This list is strictly to Mullard specification.
3 Valve Holders, Lotus, at. 1/3. Colvern Combined
Wave Coil 17/6. Permacore Transformer. 25/s Climax

LFA " Transformer, 251, Climax H.P. Choice,- 7(6.
Benjamin Flattery Switch, 1/3. 0005 Log. 11/6;
-00035. 10,6. Mallard .0003 and 2 meg, 5!-. Magnum
Panel Brackets, 2/6. Mallard 0001. Fixed, 2!6.

Total Ja5 : 12 : 6 Cagile
LATEST MODEL

AMERICAN TYPE
OAK CABINETS,
MAGNIFICENT

QUALITY,18 x 7 x 10,
16/11. carr. 1.1..(With Kit of Parts).

MULLARD VALVES.
2 at 10,6. 1 at 12/6.
(Super Power. 15/-1.

Please add ay to
above price (total
£5116/0) and I will
include: 2 Handsome S.M.
Dials, Set o" Connecting
Links, 8 Plugs, 2 Spades,
4 Engraved. Terminals, 2
Ebonite Strips, Twin Ilex,
Splendid Aluminium Panel.
18 x 7, drilled ready for
vise, 9 -volt Grid Bias; Base-
board. Carriage Paid.

We stock Igranic, Climax, Ever -Ready,
Hellesen, Siemens, Form°, Ferranti, Wearite,
Ormond, J.B., Benjamin, Lotus, Mullard,
Dubilier, Lissen, Lewcos, Utility, Magnum,
Poto-Scott, Peerless, Burudept, Pye, Marconi,
McMichael, Cosmos, Carborundum, R.I.
Varley, Gambrell, Brown's, Sterling, Amplions-in fact, everything it is possible to stock.

BLUE SPOT A.W. P.W. & M.W.
66K (101) SCREENING BOXES

BALANCED og 12/6
ARMATURE...at.. Screens for all Circuits.

COSSOR NEW MELODY
KIT OF PARTS FOR ABOVE

WITH
THIS
KIT
YOL/
CAN
BUY

2 B.B.C.
Wound Coils
for 2'6 pr.

Or
2 5 XX ditto
for 2/6 pr.

Carriage forward. With Kit Only.

COUPON No. 20
ONLY ONE COUPONON ANYONE ORDER
IF YOU SPEND 25/- OR MORE YOU CANBUY FOR 3d. EXTRA ONE (ONLY) OF

THE FOLLOWING:
S.M. Dial. Permanent Detector. 100 ft. 7/22. 13
Nickel Terminals. Battery Switch. Indoor Aerial.
60X Coil. .0003 and 2 meg. 12 yds. Lead-in. H.F.
Choke. 9 -volt Grid Bias. 6 -pin Coil Bass. FuseBulb and Golder. Pair Panel Brackets. 12 yds.rain Flex. Loud Speaker Cord.

05E OP ABOVE, 3d. WITH 25f- ORDER.

KITS of parts for all Circuits
Make out LIST for keen quotation.
DliN'T worry if it'sWirelessWE HAVE IT.

OUR NEW CATALOGUE 1/-
LATEST UP-TO-DATE SETS & COMPONENTS.

The 1  allowed oft 10  order.

" EVERYBODY'S" THREE.
(Contintied from page 676.)

point is worth noting, Just one other
point , before we leave circuit details.
You will see a fixed condenser of -0005
mfd. marked (15 in series with the tuning
condenser, with a dotted line intended
to inchoate that it can be short-circuited
when desired.

Helpitil on Short Waves.
This is one of the devices, provided to

make the set easier to work on .the. short
waves, andits et -feet -when not shorted is to
make tuning much less critical. It actually

r!I

" P W's."
I XMAS NUMBER

will this year be

Bigger Value
than ever.

==== The many fine articles which have
= been selected are not merely " as
 good as last year but. are even

BETTER
 So if you get the " P.W.- Special
-5 Number you will make a Happy

Radio Xmas even

BRIGHTER
than it would have been.

Arid the beauty of it is that there
--E.- is no extra charge for this wonder-

ful number, which will be

E On Sale Next Thursday
at the

-E USUAL PRICE
i111!1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111E.

reduces the effective maximum capacity
of the Inning condenser to .00025. mfd.,

and, hence tuning becomes easier. It is only
used on the short waves, and is shorted
out for ordinary broadcast work.

The actual shorting is done in a very
simple way, without switches or other com-
plications. It is provided with clips as
though for a grid leak, and in these a piece
of stick (a short pencil will do) wrapped
round with tinfoil. is slipped when it is
desired to short it out.

General instructions for building the set
you will not require, for everything is
quite clear in the photos and diagrams,
and there are no speciO parts to make -
(one of the special attractions of the set is
that it uses perfectly  standard parts
throughout, even to ordinary plug-in coils

(Continued on page 680.)

D13 you know the current delivered
by your Mains H.T. Eliminator ?

Volume and quality depend entirely
on the plate voltage recommended by
the valve Manufacturers. Without
an "Elimeter" you are completely in
the dark. The Sitam "Elimeter ', is
designed specially for this work and
gives accurate dead -beat readings up to
220 volts. Res. 100.000 ohms. (g10/.
Handsome metal dial. Price V
Ask peg; Omfer root wile foe
interesting leaflet "What simple
vu -tens can, show you," to Dept. P. W.,
MAN ELECTRICAL INSTRU-

MENT CO., LTD..
Bush House, Aldwych. W.C.2.
300 volts
external
res. 351-

500 volts
external
res. 37;6 M.B

USE
EE1E,X '

TREBLE -DUTY
TERMINALS-
that will hold securely, spade, plug, pin,
eye, or just plain wires. 40 different
indicating tops and 6 colours. C.d. each,
or without indicating tops, 3d. each.
Write or a cops of Booklet T67 which describes
in detail all EELEX wireless accessories.

J. J. EASTICK & SONS,
Eelex HOES e,

118, Bunhill Row, Chiswell St., London, E.C.1k Telephones: Clerkentoell 9282-3-4.

13 PLEASE be sure to mention
13 '"POPULAR WIRELESS"
0 when communicating with
7 Advertisers. THANKS ! I to"
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ALUMINIUM CRADLE FRAME
AND CONE KIT

FOR VARIOUS BALANCED ARMATURE SPEAKER UNITS

ALUMINIUM CONE CRADLE, constructed to accommodate
various units .

CONE KIT, comprising i 1 in. diameter Kraft diaphragm, four
Suedlin Segments and Card Ring, cut to size

12'6
2'6

Plywood Clamping Washer is included in each complete Cradle and Kit.

Our " SYLPHONE" Moving Coil Loud Speaker received highest comments from the Wireless
Press, and we incorporate a similar Diaphragm System in the above, and guarantee a like result.

FREDK. SQUIRE, 24, Leswin Road, Stoke Newington, LONDON, N. 16

111101016141weerts
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If you can buy a
valve that gives
you the same
service for the same
length of time as a
valve costing treble the money.
it is obvious economy. A
Frelat Valve costs 6,6. It has
a short price-but a long life.
It means cheaper as well as
better radio. It means cutting
valve costs by one third. It is
not coming to you without a
good reputation. The Frelat is

Vitti4t,

famous already.
And there are six
types all costing

the same price-all
capable of the same

trustworthy performance. We
could continue telling you
about Frelat Valves, but
that would not be doing
them full justice. We want you
to test them in your set, give
them a chance to show what
a really low-priced valve can
really do.

WIVES
PRICEC,c)1 PICE

207G 2v .07 Gea. Pur.
407G 4v .07
210NP 2v .1 Power
41ONP 4v .1
207RH 2v .07 R.C. & H.F.
407RH 4v .07

Frellatgoo I MIlrlrcpVe
Importers : Samden Wireless Co., Ltd., 102/4, Shudehill, Manchester,

Continental Radio Import Co., Ltd., 8, Spital Square, Bishopsgate, E.1.
Manufacturers: N. V. Frelat, Amsterdam, Keizersgraeht 77.

A' DESIGNED TO
NEW STANDARDS

THE " PENTOVOX THREE "

ABIGGER brother to the
marvellous Pcntovox Two,

the extra screened grid 11.F.
Valve extending considerably
the range of stations
and satisfying within
few limitations the most
ambitious "searcher."
The Pentode amplifying 1 1

valve preserves fine quality cf
reproduction in ample loud-
speaker volume. Wave -length
ranges are 25o to 500 metres,

and 1,200 to 2,300.
There are no coils to
change. Log scales
are provided to chart
the various stations.

List No. 34
three spec
tested and
set. I ncludi

4. Set with
ial valves

matched to
ng Royalty

. 0 . 0
Write pill literature of Bowyer -Lowe Sets and Components.

yie47-11

130\7ciro I (o.

Pentovo3Z
Bowyer -Lowe CO., Ltd., Radio Works. Lel-chworth Herts.
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Buy a VIOLINA
Loud -Speaker
Do you realise that these are the Boat Hornless
Loud -speakers ever put on the market and that
these Five Guinea Cabinet Loud -Speakers.
are being sold for 25/. The famous Violins
can be heard all day at Electradix.

THE VIOLINA LOUD -SPEAKER
is a beautiful £5 5s. cabinet, and gives wonderful
reproduction over the complete tonal range. This
Loud -speaker de Luxe is of beautifully polished
mahogany. Price, complete with Reed producer
and cord, 25'-.
The famous " VIOLA" Unit is of the latest design
balanced armature, push-pull type, giving a power-
ful drive from moderate signals and a perfect purity
and mellowness of tone unequalled. The power -
drive is scientifically designed to utilise the maximum
magneto -motive force, and the flux path is laminated
efficiently to enable the true handling of full output
volume.
HOME CONSTRUCTOR'S KIT. " Viola "

Unit, fitted twin cord and bracket, 14;6. Brown's
" A" Reed, 2,000 ohms, 14/.. Western Elec-
tric Unit, 10/6. Skinderviken Reed Unit, 2,000
ohms, 8/-. Texas Cone and Metal Centre,
21, Stand, with rim. 8/6, or with Cone. 101,

Ampliton Cone, Gold, Silver or Oak,2,'-. Pleated
Paper, 2/-. Wood frames, 31, Metal Frames,
5/6. Hard Cone Paper, 15 in. square, 1/,

Pick-up Parts, Magnet and Bobbins, 1/2 ditto, in
case, 1f6. Special Sk. Adjustable Unit, 8/..
Booklet,- Wonders of Microphone." 6d.. post free.

THE DIX-ONEMETER: The
55 -range Rolls-Royce of Radio!
The Dix-Onemeter. is nclb: the
acknowledged Radio Standard
and is popular with expert and.
°meteor. Why = Because of its
ample range, Exact Precision,
Double Mirror Scale. Edge
Needle and High Figure of
Merit. Nearly electrostatic. a
resistance of 60,000 ohms per
100 volts, and reading Crystal
Signal Strength in microamps.
to Currents of 20 amps. PreS-
sures of 2 millivolts to 2,000
volts and resistances from 50 , -

ohms to 50 megoinns measured with ease. A
most valuable fault detector. Low Price. High
Value. De Luxe Model with Moulded Base and
Front Zero Adjuster, 55/-. Multipliers. 6,f6 each.
Complete Booklet of Tests Free.

Our Bargain Catalogue will save you Founds,
4d. Stamps.

Capacity Meters, £8. Wheatstone Recorders, £12.
Multi -Micro Galvos, Res. Boxes 17,6.
Hydrometers, 1/6. Relays, 6/3, and Remote
Switches, 15/-. Transmitting Sets and Wave -
meters, £2. Loewe Triple Valves, 38.1-. Cabinet
Violins Speakers, 25 Browns "A" Phones, 30j-.
Sullivans, 3,- pair.

Tons of Bargains.
GRAMO PICK-UPS Magnetic Ear -piece Units

for mating, your own 40,'- reproducer. Adapted
with a little work, 1i2 each. Sullivans are the
smallest and have aluminum case, 1'6 each.
Adapted Brown A pick-ups, 16/6. Electradix,
23j-. Complete outfit 15 les.

Get our New 72 -Page Catalogue.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, Upper Thames St., E.C.4
St. Paul's and Blackfriars Stations. 'Phone: City 0191

OAK CABINETS.-Mystery 660, 1716; Master 3
15/-; Blelody Maker, 15/-; baseboards included. New
Cossor, including polished panel and 5 -ply baseboard,
Oak. 15/.; Oak, Walnut, or Mahogany finish, 10/6.
Handmatie and French polished. Robber feet. Crated

and carriage paid. Send for list.GILBERT, C b ine t Maker, SWINDON.

ROYAL AIR FORCE SALE.
HUGE PURCHASE OF APPARATUS.

Call or send 1 !,,d. stamps for
LIST OF BARGAINS

straight from Depot.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4.

PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS "
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS

" EVERYBODY'S" THREE.
(C'ontiaued from page 678.)

of sizes, which most people will have.
However, there is one point calling for a
word of explanation, and that is the
resistance in, the anode circuit of 'the
detector valve, and its method of mounting.
In the original set we used a Lissen resist-
ance, which is fitted with small terminals.

Taking advantage of this feature, we
dispensed with the usual holder and

hung " the resistance directly in the
wiring. Of course, you can use any. make
of resistance you like. so long as it is a
good one, but you must provide a holder
for other types.

Working the finished set is particularly
easy, for it is very pleasingly free from vices.
Questions of coil- sizes, adjhstment of
selectivity on long and medium wave-
lengths, and the H.T. adjustment on the
detector valve we have already dealt with.

In addition. it should be pointed Out that
to give the set a fair chance you really must
provide it with a reasonable amount of
H.T. (not less than 100 volts).
21i1111111Hi111111111111111111111mun11111111111111111111111111111111111t:i

CHE 4i1"

That's what you want at
CHRISTMAS !

And that's what you'll- feel like doing when you
see

poW,,s /9

XMAS NUMBER
On Sale Next Thursday

SPECIALLY ENLARGED

E And best of all-Usual Price
Order Your Copy Now.

ill111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111=7

Now as to valves. For the detector you
want one of the H.F. type, such as 'the
Mullard P.M.1 Cossor 210 H.F.,
Marconi and Osram H.L. 210, Mazda
H.F.210, Ediswan H.F. 210, Dario Bi-volt.

In the second socket you should use one
of the L.F. or " G.P." type, such as these :
Marconi and Osram D.E.L210, Mazda
G.P.210, Ediswan L.F.2 10, Milliard P.M.1
L.F., Cossor 210 L.F., etc. In the third
socket a good power or super -power valve
is very desirable indeed, because the
set will give extremely powerful signals and
overload a small valve hopelessly.

Here are a- few suitable valves, again all
2-volters : Cossor Stentor Two, Ediswan
P.N7.2 15., Marconi and Osram D.E.P. 215,
Mullard P.M.2, Mazda L.F.2 15, Cosmos Red
Spot, etc. These arc mostly ordinary
power valves, but if your H.T. supply is it
fair-sized one a super power type should
certainly be chosen. Examples are : Cosmos
double Red Spot, Mullard P.M.254, Mar-
coni and Osram D.E.P.240, etc.

Grid bias on the fourth and fifth valves
should, of course, be in accordance with
the maker's instructions.

Popular Wireless, December 1st, 1928.

Talk about " Wonder Fila-
ments," " Sets -that won't work
efficiently without Blank's
Valves," may interest some,
but it is no reason why any-one should pay enough for
two valves and only get enc.

You get twice the 'value wilts " Eagle " Valves, and
tiler,: is a type to suit most all circuits. Each type goes
about- its work in a quiet yet highly efficient manner
and gives sustained service, too.

HERE ARE SOME OF THE FAVOURITES.
THE NEW " EAGLE " (1929) TYPES

GLOWLESS COLD EMITTERS.
Ty Volts Fil.Carrt. Impedance Pritc,

Gin. Purpose. E210 2 .1 11,700 4/6
Cea. Purpose, E206 2 06 15,000 5'6
R.P. E206 RC 2 06 22,00(7 5/0
rower E2 P 2 15 4,200 7i3
NOTE.-Any of the abovo types can be ob-tained in either 4 or 6 volts at the same prices.
Front all Dealers. Send Ord, Direct if any difficulty

liCrielE 1511 -AYES, LTD.,
47, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.1.

 WHY WORRY? m
® When a Small First Payment enables 
m you to Build or Buy a Wireless Receiver?

m EVERYTHING WIRELESS LI
ON

EASY PAYMENT TERMS M.

 ALL COMPONENTS. H.T. UNITS,
LOUDSPEAKERS AND SETS

III NEW COSSOR MELODY MAKER KIT £7:15 
12 monthly paynmnis of 14;6.

 MASTER THREE STAR COMPONENTS 0
12 monthly payments 01 15:10. ii

NEW LISSEN S.G.3 COMPONENTS -

12 monthly payments of 11,10.. BEST MONTHLY TERMS FOR ALL U
RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS II.

SENT BY RETURN.
CASH ORDERS promptly executed.

Il Goods sent C.O.D. by return.
M Standard Loading Coils in Stock
Ill New Lotus Combined Wave Coils 167,!6S

cacti.
,i'

Cossor Type Coils (Right Wave) . . .... ...15/- Per pair. mi

II Call at showrooms or list of requirements. M The P.D.P. Co., Ltd. II
il (Dept. P.), 121. CHEAPSIDE, London, E,C.2. III

'Phone : City 9896. IN

NI II.111NIM111MS111111111111111111111

SCREENSC PAR EX
COILS

" THE FANFARE 5"
Highly polished and mottled
screens - - - each 3/6

" EVERYBODY'S 3"
Standard Loading Coil 7:6
From your dealer or direct from

F. PAROUSSI 10 Featherstone Bidg's ,
HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.1.

PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS "
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENT

P. It
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POINT' ABOUT
MET-VICK .C. VALVES

THE VALVES WITH THE INDIRECTLY -HEATED CATHODES
Why have so many of the leading manufacturers of wireless sets adopted as standard Cosmos
A.C. Valves? A few reasons are here given indicating that for successful operation of sets

completely from the electric light supply mains these valves are indispensable.

All valves with directly heated cathodes ("Raw"
A.C. Valves as they are called) operate with
hum. This hum even if small, makes them
quite unsuitable a; detectors --the most critical
position. Cosmos A.C. Valves do not Hum,
and are suitable for all stages.

By reason or their big cathodes and
great cathode emission, Cosmos A.C.
Valves are robust, strong and long-lived.

Cosmos A.C. Valves give great amplifica.
tion per stage. They are extremely sensitive
and by reason of low impedance values, give
high tone quality of reproduction and
handle power volumes with ease.

The prices of Cosmos A.C. Valves are corn.
parable with the prices of ordinary battery
valves. Why use any less satisfactory?
Type ACIG 1 s a i. Type ACiR 1, /1i.
Green Spot i 4.7 Red Spot )17 ; A(F
High Amplification) (Power Amplification)

A.C. Sockets 3J -each and Met -Vick Disc Adaptors 6d.

LONG LIFE/

A valve that emits from the grid, cannot
be used in R.C.C. Sets, nor, if serious, in
transformer coupled Sets. Grid emission
is a more serious defect than "softness"
and no one would dream of using a "soft"
valve. Cosmos A.C. Valves do not
grid -emit.

Special capping and the use of cl'sc adap-
tors enable Cosmos A.C. Valves to be
used in existing battery sets without re-
wiring. The extraordinary good character-
istics of these valves however, may render
a slight modification to some circuits
desirable.

Eliminators especially designed for these Valves.
Send for Section C.

MET -NICK
A.C. VALVES

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES LTD., 155 Charing Cross Rd., LONDON, W.C.2
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THE HISTORY
OF THEMULLARD
P.M. FILAMENT
IS THE HISTORY

OF RADIO
POPULARITY

WITH a four years' lead in construction
and performance ; with the finest

research and laboratory organisation in the
World, working and maintaining this lead ;
with the wholehearted support of a huge
majority of the radio public behind them -
Mullard P.M. radio valves must be
the choice of every radio set owner.

They make an old set modern,
they make a modern set perfect.

Mullard
THE MASTER -VALVE
doommommo

ADVT. THE MILLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO. LTD., MULLARD HOUSE, DENMARK STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.

Printed and published every Thursday by the Proprietors, The Amalgamated Press, Ltd., The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4. Ativertis.im.m
Offices : Messrs. John H. Lile, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4. (Telephone: City 7261). Registered as a Newspaper for transmission by Canadian Magazine Po:..t.
Subscription Rates : Inland, 17/4 per annum; 8/8 for she months. Abroad, 19:6 per annum ; 9/9 for she motiths. Sole Agents for South Africa : Central. News Agency,
Ltd, role Agents for Australia and New Zealand Messrs. Cordon & Gotch, Ltd. Saturday,, December 1st, 01'0. It/lt
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Greetings from
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SERVICE AND INVENTION
By Captain P. P. Eckersley
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'YES,
WE APE SPENDING
A HAPPY XMAS

WITH

EDIS AN
VALVES'

The VALVES which maintain their emission throughout life
MANUFACTURERS OF THE WORLD'S FIRST RADIO VALVE
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fOr every kind of Christmas
i'MARCON1 PHONE

Model 75.

Model 33.

However you spend this Christmas - danCing or just
lazing by the fire-Marconiphone will make it merrier.
Whispers of sound built up into glorious undistorted
volume by the new Marconiphone Transformers-repro-
duction that gives life and vitality to your set with
the Marconiphone Speakers. And remember, Marconi -
phone brings you Christmas Toys that last all the year round.

CONE SPEAKERS
Listen to a Marconiphone Cone Speaker, - Your
ear tells you it's an exceptional performance.
No imagination needed-you really hew, the rich,
incisive, commanding high tones, the satisfying
notes of the bass. Everything is there-every
note in its true relation to every other.
Marconiphone gives you this perfection of repro-
duction- in two speakers :-
Cone Speaker Model 73 .. Price 75
and Model ro3 Cabinet Cone .. Price 105/ -

MODEL 33
Sterling " Type 33." This acknowledged leader
amongst full-sized horn loud -speakers, embodying
the latest improvements, is reduced in price.
Complete with connecting cord and supplied in either
Walnut or Mahogany finish, it costs only £4 4s.

MODEL 45
Marconiphone Model 45. .A new inexpensive Horn
Speaker giving improved tow." and power handling
capabilities.. Particularly attractive appearanc:.,
2,006 ohms. .. Prick

.0. 0 -
All the latest Transformer developments are to be
found in the new Marconiphone range. In conjunc-
tion with the present series they offer a choice which
satisfies every demand of the constructor. Send
now for descriptive booklet.

POPULAR
TRANSFORMER
An inexpensive but efficient
little instrument suitable
for small receivers or
portable sets. Price 12 6

UNIVERSAL
TRANSFORMERS
These have a higher inductance
than any other at a similar pr ice
and offer extraordinary value.
Two ratios are available : 2-7
to i and 4 to i.

- Price 16/-

" IDEAL " TRANSFORMER
This famous Marconiphone Transformer combines particularly
high inductance with an unusually low self -capacity, whilst
the large iron core precludes any possibility of saturation
under normal working conditions. The " Ideal " is, to all
intents and purposes, distortionless throughout the musical
scale, and guaranteed against mechanical and -electrical
defects for twelve months. In four ratios : 2.7 to 1, 4 to I,
6 to I, and 8 to i . . .. Price 25/-- each

THE Mif3illept icONIPHONE Co., Ltd.,
210 - 212, Tottenham

 Court Road, W.1.
Shovvroom3: ^:o-212, Tottenham Court
Road, W , and Marconi House, Strand,

W.C.2.
TRAM_

,N I

5
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Good Enough
for a

Laboratory

Various makes of Mica Con-
densers were used in some
important experiments and all
were. found wanting-notably
in their poor power factor-
except the Dubilier Type 6ro
and a condenser specially pro-
duced in the laboratory. The
latter proved too fragile, and
therefore only Dubilier Con-
densers were used.
The absolute constancy of the
Dubilier Condensers was also
noted during the Research.

Vide Proceedings of Royal Society.

UBILIE
CONDENSERS

If unobtainable from your dealer, write direct to
us, mentioning your dealer's name and address.

IkEC:57111,0 i1162E M.14

Dubilier Camdc,>er Co, (1925) Ltd., Ducon Works,
Victoria North Acton, London, IV .3.

@i98
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rrHE new B.T.H. Gramophone
1. Pick-up and Tone -arm is an

exceptionally sensitive instru-
ment, which when used in con-
junction with a suitable amplifier
and loud speaker gives results un-
approached by any other instrument.

The wonderful reproduction ob-
tained is due to the faithful response
over a wide range of frequencies.

An important feature is the balanced
tone -arm which ensures that the correct
needle -weight is applied to the record.
Surface noise and record wear are there
fore reduced to an absolute minimum.

The tone -arm is telescopic, and can be
extended from 8 to 10 inches, greatly
Amplifying adjustment when fixing to
gramophone.

PRICE. _4265'0

MADE IN ENGLAND, ALL BRITISH LABOUR

tn!°
slim The British Thomson -Houston Co. Ltd.

The R.T.M.
PICK-UP AMPLIFIER

This instrument will appeal to
those who have their own power
amplifier, but require a further
stage. In addition to the one
stage of amplification, this instru-
ment embodies a scratch elimi-
nator and volume control.

Price £3 : 7 : 6
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Only 2 weeks
to Christmas

Yfice

TO PERFECT RADIO
COSSOR MELODY

MAKER.
Complete kit including- valves in sealed carton. This
wonderful Setrean be .milt in 9c minutes.
Send 1 01" RIlance in 11 monthly 14 7
only Lat al meats. of .. A

Order NOW to
ensure delivery

MULLARD MASTER - THREE STAR.
Complete kit of components, including panel and
cabinet.
Send
only 1, 01

Belanes in 11 monthly 15/3
raymentr of ..

MULLARD MASTER FIVE PORTABLE.
Complete kit of comp.:mei-AS includiiig all requisite
accessories-such ai valves, batteries, etc.
Send .20/ Balance in 11 monthly 35/_
only 4LJ payments of

OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET.
A very efficient Receiver using latest type of Osram
S.G. Valve. Compl?',e kit of parts.
Send
only 16/ -Balance in 11 monthly 1515

instalments of . .

EDISWAN R.C. THREESOME.
Complete kit of components including panel and
cabinet.
Send 1 01. payments of ..

down and 11 monthly 1 f.
only

EKCO JI.T. ELIMINATOR.
A famous product by a famous firm. Variable
tapping o to 120 and r fixed 12o. Maximum output
zo m/a. For A.C. Mains, rectification by valve.
Send 1 or Balance in 11 monthly "only payments of ..

REGENTONE ELIMINATOR.
Model W.ra. r variable tapping o to 200 volts, I
fixed 90 volts and I power. Maximum Current
3o m/a at 18o volts.
Send 1 3f 1 Balance in 11 monthly 1-411
only instalments of ..

Oldham D:C. Charger and
120 -volt I.I.T. Accumulator.

The charger incorporates Westinghouse ---Metal
Rectifier under licence. Safety fuse prevents over-
load. The Accumulator is one of the finest made.
Send

1 Of 1 0 instalments
Balance in 11 monthly

only 10110of
A.C. Model, z payments 12'3.

Console Loud Speaker Cabinet.
Handsome polished Console Cabinet in mahogany,
dark oak cr golden oak, including bailie board.
Send Q 13 Balance by 11 monthly 12/3only 0 payments of ..

Celestion C.12 Loud Speaker.
An instrument combining handsome appearance
with all-round efficiency. In polished mahogany.
Send 13/9 Balance in 11 monthly /9
only instalments of .. "

ULTRA DOUBLE ACTION AIR
COLUMN LOUD SPEAKER.

,Perfect reproduction over
the whole range of frequen-
cies due to automatic segre-
gation of high and low notes.

Send only 81'3
Balance in 11 monthly IZ /3
instalments of .. "

The Peto-Scott "MAJESTIC SCREENED
GRID

THREE."
A set of f e-Markablerange and
Uses Detector,
Triode andPentode
valves. Brings programmes from all Europe. ap-
plied complet with valves, batteries, and Loud
Speaker of leading makes. Royalty paid.

2Sen 1
7 16only Cash Price f1.9 :19 : 0

Balance in Easy Instalments.

The Peto-Scott
" RADIOGRAM

SENIOR."
A combined Receiver and
G7aniophone housed in a lux-
urious cabinet. The Receiver
uses Pentode valve and brings
you programmes from a wide
range of British and Continental
Stations. Gramophone is of the
highest quality double -spring
type 'and plays two twelve -inch
records with one winding.
Send 55,9

Easy In-
stalmentsonly stalments

SOCIABLE FIVE
A portable Set whose
appearance enables it
to be placed in any
room without looking
out of place. Complete-
ly self-contained. Light
and easy to carry about.
Wonderful range and
selectivity. Exceptional
purity of tone. Adapted
to play gramophone re- -
cords electrically. A
turntable enables set to
be faced in any direc-
tion. A remarkable portable at a remarkable price

Send 401
only

Balance in 11 month-4
ly instalments of ..

SOCIABLE THREE
A set of great sensitivity.
Covers both wavebands
with no coil changing. Com-
pletel y self-contained. Sim-
plicity itself to operate.
Needs no aerial and no
earth. Ideal set for the
Flat Dweller.

Send only 211-
Balance by easy instalments.

Cash Price f15 :10 : 0

BRANDESET III A.
A new and extremely efficient three -valve Set which
is simplicity itself to operate. In handsome cabinet
with oxydised silver fittings.
Send 1314 Balance in 11 monthly 13/4
only payments of ..

G.E.C. " VICTOR THREE."
A remarkable set at a remarkable price. Complete
with valves, batteries, and loud speaker. Royalty
paid.

Send 18/4 Balance in 11 monthly 184only payments of

Philips' 3 -valve A.C. Mains
Receiver.

All battery troubles dispensed with. Uses Screened -
Grid and Pentode Valves. Just plug into ordinary
electric -light mains. For the set complete (except
loud speaker)
Send A
only "r2 Balance by 11 pay-

ments of 42/-

Amplion Lion Loud Speaker.
Another new loud speaker which created a sensation
at the Oympia Show. Marvellous reproduction at
all frequencies. All models available. For the
chassis only.
Send 1 1 Balance by 11 monthly 1 f_
only 1 payments of ..

MOVING COIL LOUD SPEAKERS
All the leading snakes supplied.

R.K. Send only 15/2. Balance in II

monthly instalments of..
Magnavox. Send only 14/8. Balance

in it monthly instalments of ..
Marconiphone. Send only 11/7.- Bal-

ance in It monthly instalments of
These prices are for units only.

1512
1418
1117

Bring Your Old Cossor Melody
Maker up to date.

The wonderful Keystone H.F. Unit which uses the
neW.. Screened -Grid Valve increases the range,
selectivity and volume of your old Melody Maker.
Thousands of delighted users all over the country
are getting many more stations with this Unit,
which can he used with practically any Set. Com-
plete with Valve and Royalty.
Send 8,3 Balance in 11 monthly 813
only payments of ..

Our comprehensive stocks embrace every radio
necessity. Call at any of our showrooms and inspect
our wonderful range of components, instruments
and accessories-all of which are obtainable on
our Easy Terms. If you cannot call, post the coupon
below for fuller details of the Easy Way to Perfect
Radio.
Continuous demonstrations at all our

showrooms.

Please send ins your Big List.

NAME

ADDRESS

P.W. 8/12.

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD. 77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.I.
62, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I.
4, MANCHESTER STREET, LIVERPOOL.

Clerkenwell 3406. Chancery 8266. Liverpool Central 2134.

..,c4-1,) 0771
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You PAY A
COMPLIMENTWHEN -;ammi

YOU GIVE
A

DISC
LOUD

SPEAKER
FOR

XMAS

gig There are, of course,
many other types

of mrown Loud Speak-
ers-priced from 30:- to
55 guineas. Made only
by S. G. Brown, Ltd.,
Western Avenue, N.
Acton, London, W.3.

MADE BY

IF, this Christmas, there is one
whom you would honour, there is,
no gift which can more eloquently

express your tribute than thislf3rOWn
Disc Loud Speaker. For, in the
reproduction of the Disc you hear
music at its purest and speech at
its clearest. It has been said of
this speaker that its reproduction

cannot be distinguished from the
original itself. We do in all confi-
dence assert that in its interpreta-
tion of the broadcast, the Disc is
as faithful as Science can make it.
Give a Disc Loud Speaker this
Christmas, and the beauty of its
voice will echo throughout the com-
ing years your message of goodwill,

Price (in black £5 5s (In Oxydised
and gold) : a Silver :£6: 6s.)

C0\0 6632
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Reliable Resistances result in Rich Reception
agassio,

The most perfect form
of Coupling between
Stages

MET-VICK
COUPLING

UNITS
complete for

5/-
The results obtained from
Met -Vick Skeleton Resist.
ance Units cannot be im-
proved upon, even by using
expensive wire -wound re-
sistances. The values of the
components have been care-
fully calculated to give max-
imum amplification per stage
and as moulded resistances
and leaks are used, their
values are retained indefin-
itely and they are noiseless
in operation. List MS 4761

Met -Vick Skeleton Resistance
Coupling Units for Mains Opera-
tion with Met -Vick A.C. Valves :-
Anode Resistance 200,000 SiGrid Leak 1 megohm
Coupling Condenser '005 mfds. -

Similar for Battery Operation :-
Anode Resistance 400,000 ohms,

.)Grid Leak 4 megohm . c 5,/
Coupling Condenser '005 mfds.
Extra for Moulded Base 1 3

Lowest in Cost due to
Met -Vick' Moulded

Resistances

MET - VICK
DETECTOR

UNITS
complete for

2/6
The use of moulded resist-
ances in 'Met -Vick' Skeleton
Detector Units, ensure free-
dom from 'rushing' noises
often experienced with sur-
face deposit leaks. Both the
condenser and the grid leak
components retain their
original values, quite un-
affected by climatic or other
variable conditions.

List MS 4761.

61./V

Met -Vick Skeleton Detector Unit
for Mains Operation: -

Grid Condenser '0003 mfd. -1
aw
ob /6

Grid Leak 1/2 megohm -l/
Similar for Battery Operation :-
Grid Condenser '0003 mfd. - -1
Grid Leak 2 megohms .

Extra for Moulded Base 1/3

MET-VICK
MOULDED

RESISTANCES
Anode & Grid Leak for

1/2
Similar to those embodied in
the Coupling and Detector
Units 'Met -Vick' Moulded
Resistances are available as
separate components. They
are chemically inert, the en-
tire material being the actual
resistance element. They
1. Carry heavy currents 5.10
milliamps without becoming
noisy. 2. retain their values
3. Are non -inductive. They
are ideal and inexpensive.

List MS 4760

Anode Resistances :-
100,000 ohms - - - 112
250,000 112
500,000 112

Eliminator Resistances :-25,000 ohms - - - 1/2
50,000 112

Grid Leaks: -
1 megohm 112
2 megohms 1/2
3 Of 112

Clips for mounting . . 1/3

MET -NICK
Components, Valves and Sets

Metro -Vick Supplies Ltd., 155 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
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Employs latest Steep -Slope and Pentode
A.G. Valves . . . gives choice of programmes
from local and high power stations .

will operate moving coil speaker . . . tunes
from 200 to 2,000 metres . . . simple control
. . . selective . . . gramophone pick-up
facilities. No batteries . . no accumula-
tors . no trouble.

Type 2515
Supplied complete with all
valves and connecting leads.

Write for leaflets. 111

PHILIPSI14.1its
for Riadio

ADVT. OF PH/LIPS LAMPS LTD., RADIO DEPARTMENT. PHILIPS HOUSE. 146 CHARING CROSS ROAD. LONDON, W.^.2
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Bring your old -model
up -to-date - in the

Gramophone
BURNDEPT way

You've probably gota grainophone which can hardly be, called modern. Its given
you years of jolly entertainment, perhaps . . . but its rather " dated "-rather
old-fashioned. If it was only a question of design it wouldn't matter so much-but
you can't get first-class results ,from modern recordings with it . . . You can,
though ! Just fit a BURNDEPT Electric Soundbox and-presto !-your old -type
gramophone is brought into line with the latest developments ! The previously
unheard beautiei of your records-the rich full harmonies and the extreme notes
of the musical scale-come to life with a tonal purity unequalled even by three
times more costly attachments. There is no surface noise with the BURNDEPT,
Electric Soundbox, you merely fit it in place of the old soundbox and connect to

Your radio set-the operation of a few minutes.
Try it with your new gramophon-e too, you will

be amazed at the results.

ELECTRIC
SOUNDBOX

PRICE

: 0 : 0

BURNDEPT
Wireless (1928) Limited

Blackheath, LONDON, S.E.3
Showrooms: 15, Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.2

ADAPTER :
For plugging -in to any receiver. With
9 ft. twin flexible wire. - - Price 4/ -

GRAMOPHONE VOLUME CONTROL:
With 2 ft. twin flexible wire for connect-
ing to Soundbox. - - - - Price 8,'6

Publication No. 127 gives complete instructions and Circuit Diagrams, together with
practical advice on how to get the best out of gramophone records : it is sent out with

each Soundbox.
W.

NreikAM'AMW4CASAKAM.giffifkg-ACAMIWACAC-r<CM.Idigtg-MMASSW-Mktig$:7114WWffiCAMW;M`Nik°'.,,Mgii:Aglid.fidAS.U.1M1'ZWY

4
4 0,

4 tititi8Y Two Splendid Christmas Gifts 0
A

g ' 01. v'e4uil: g.0 ' itBUMPER BOOKS FOR BOYS !
4 k

The HOLIDAY ANNUAL
11 Here's a fine big book that every boy of school it

ii age will .enjoy. It contains a large number of A
A

ilf stories featuring well-known schoolboy characters. A
0 Billy Bunter, Harry Wharton, Jimmy . Silver, g

Tom Merry and all the jolly pals of Greyfriars,
St. Jim's and Rookwood Schools are here to 4

ii,,entertain with new adventures. There are other
A

W
thrilling stories and articles as well and lots
of pictures.

. , A

The CHAMPION ANNUAL P.

rt A -big budget of thrills, mystery and adventure- I
that's the CHAMPION ANNUAL. Here are
stories of hazardous exploit& in all parts of the

;$ world. Stories of sport and tales that carry P;

you on breathlessly to the last word. Every A

boy will want this book. it

ifl

1 At all Newsagents 61s. net Bay them
'14

X and Booksellers each TO -DAY
itnvwn--xswv--:vnsv,-nw-:.;r.m-yr,n3vYrSYVNPM,Vk,NM'='n3r.,z,c-mwnnw-x,ur..rx--y,-,w4;ntcvz.-n--2nrp-rox9,-..--mrvmn-nvnA

iQ-
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Contributions by :-
Sir OLIVER LOD a, F.R.S.
Dr. J. A. FLEMING, F.R.S.

Capt. P. P. ECKERSLEY,

Commander J. M. KENWORTHY,
R.N., M.P.

PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E.

ROSITA FORBES

BEVERLEY NICHOLS

G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.

G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.

K. D. ROGERS

etc. etc., etc.

 a.v. - ' -.  11k

A

Magnificent Christmas

Double Number

NOW ON SALE

Price 1 /6

Sets That Will
Interest YOU !

THE " S.G.P. ' ' THREE
Consists of an H.F.-Det., using a screened -grid valve
and a pentode valve amplifier ; either unit can be
used independently.

THE " R.G." CRYSTAL SET
Something quite new in crystal -set design.

THE " THREE-BAND " TWO
A Det.-L.F. set embodying wave -change switching,
which can also be used on the short waves.

THE " SHORTRADYNE 1'
A special short-wave receiver designed and described
by " W. L. S.," the well-known short-wave expert.

Secure Your Xmas Copy of

" MODERN WIRELESS "
NOW
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MOLD VMS POIR441:36B
THE Mullard Master Five can be

carried from house to house -
from room to room-from fireside to
bedside. It will give you music
wherever you go-at your house-
your friends' houses, in your car. It
is entirely self-contained - receiver,
batteries, aerial and loud -speaker all
enclosed in one attractive cabinet.

To Dept. 8, " Radio for the Million,"
63, Lincoln's Inn Fieds, London, W.C.2.

Pleas-, send me Simplified Plan of Assemb!y of The
Mut and Master Five and
Free copy of "Radio for the Million," Vo!. 2 No. 4.

Name

Address

P.W.

It gives an amazing choice of pro,
grammes with one dial tuning. It
is highly efficient on long waves as
well as on the broadcast band, an
achievement rare with portable sets.
Its tone is rich and realistic. Its
operation is of the simplest. Its
simplicity of construction eliminates
error and assures success.

Post coupon now for full details and simplified
Plan of Assembly.

ullard
MASTER  RADIO
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A

COIL IS AN
ACCEPTABLE

PRESENT

" QAM " COIL

SHORT WAVE
COIL

CENTRE TAPPED
COIL

(Pat. No. 271,384)

-

BINOCULAR
COIL

(Pat. No. 277,876)

COLOURED CON-
NECTING WIRE

THE LONDON ELECTRIC
WIRE COMPANY

AND- SMITHS LIMITED,
Church Rd., I.eyton, London, E.10

Trade Counter and Cable Sales:
7, Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane. E.C.1

SCRAP THAT

YOU'RE wasting money every
time you buy an accumulator
-if you have electric light. For

here's a way you can get constant
radio power-from your switch. Get

i41114,
this T.0 C. Book. It shows how any.

iliv-mil
one can build a safe, reliable L.T.

allii

Eliminator-in an evening. You
can't possibly go wrong if you follow

14;)

the easy instructions, clear photo.
graphs and simple diagrams. There
are only 6 components and 12 wires.
The result will be an eliminator that
will give you steady, silent power-
at the touch of a switch. Send the
coupon to -day.

OUR 144116

snows
I ...IN .
To Telegraph Condensor Co.. Ltd.,

Wa'es Farm Road, N. Acton, London, 1,12.3
I enclose lol. stamp. Please send Eliminator book.

Nam -

Address
a

mi  mo fiao J

CON DIEN SIEIRS
[a) 5604:
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Triotron

TriotZen

Emitter

RIDLEYSI; RADIO
Brightest and Best -

Hullo, Hullo, Everybody! What about your Christmas
Radio? Make it a success by overhauling your set
after looking over the splendid offers given below.
Everything from Ridley's gives Radio Satisfaction-and
at prices which cannot be equalled and quality which

cannot be excelled.
FREE! With every order of £2 worth of these
radio parts a Worthmore " coil winder, value

5 -, will be given free.

Fixed Condensers
01 to 05
1 . .

0001 to 001 mid.
.002 to 006 mfd.
25
5
1 mfd.
2 mfd.
R.C.C. Units
Transformer!,

Coils

s, d.

each 1 9
1

1 0
1 6
2 0

. ,, 2 3
6

each 2'3 & 23 6
. . each 4 0

3 to 1, each 3'-,
4 6, & 8'6

5 tc 1, 3 -,
4 6, & 8 6

30, 40, 50, 60, 7:1
100
150 & 5XX
200 & 250 .. . 3
Grid Bias Batteries, 1,-, 1 3 & 1
Silk Flex, 36 yards . . 3
Double Covered Cotton Wire
16, 18, 20, 22, 24 (in 1 -lb. reels) 9
26, 28, 30 (Ditto) .. 1 0
32, 34, 36 (Ditto) . . 1 3
Metal Filament Lamps
(Any voltage in 10, 20,

30, 40, 60 watts) .. each 1 0

0
3
6
3
0

6

s. d.
j, -watt type, 40 & 60

watts . .. each 1 3
-watt type, 100 watts 2 0

(Special prices for orders
of 1 dozen.)

Variable Grid Leaks
Usual price 3-, to clear, each 1 6

Fuse Wire . .. per coil 2
7 25 Aerial Wire .. 1 6
Coil Plugs .. .. each 3
Baseboard Coil Mounts 6d. & 9
6 -in. Panel Brackets .. each 8
H.T. Units, 10 -volts 5 0
3 Cone Speakers (Usually

£3 35. Od.1 To Clear Et 1s. 04.
H.T. Batteries, 60 -volt .. 3 11
Ditto 100 -volt .. 6 11
(Send 1 - postage & packing.)
Headphones .. .. 3'11 & 4 11
Valveholders .. each 1 0
10 -ft. Coils Insulated Wire 6
Grid Bias Clips .. each 6
Push -Pull Switches .. 9
Dundas tul!-size Horn Loud

Speaker 0
Kontact Wire -4 Coils) .. 1 3
6 -pin Coil Bases with terminals 1 0
Master Three Coils, B.B.C. 5 6
Master Three Coils, Daventry 5 6

A FEW OF RIDLEY XMAS  SPECIALS "
s.

Razor Blades .. each
d.

1 Flash Lamp Bulbs, 2-5
s. d.

per doz. 9 each 3
Spot Torches, complete, each 3 0 Flash Lamp Cases .. 1 8
Flash Lamp Batteries, 4' Watches .. 2 6

volts, 3 6 per doz. 4 Flasks, Vacuum 10(,
Fairy Lamps in strings of 18 Large Sponges .. .. .. 9

assorted coloured lamps . 9 6 Super Bicycle Reflectors Ruby 5
Bread Knives each 9 Alligator Clips for quick
Torch Batteries 2 joints .. . .. each 2

CECIL RIDLEY
RADIO HOUSE

MIDDLESBROUGH

s. d.
M.A.L.'s H.T. Batteries

60 Volts . . 4 11
100 8 11

Amplion R.S.M.1. Usually
£6 6s. Od. To clear.. 3 3 0

Amplion A.R.58. Usually
£2 8s. Od. To clear.. 1 9 0

Amplion A.R.88. Usually
£4 4s. Od. To clear 2 2 0

Screened Grid Valves.. each 12 6
H.F. Chokes . 3 6
B.F. Dual Chokes 6 0
Aluminium Panels . 3 6
Ditto, Mahogany Effect 6 0
Combined Wave Coils for

Mullard 3.. .. 14 6
H.F., L.F., & Power

Valves. 2 -volts 3 6
Dial Indicators . 2
Spring H.T. Connectors

for 2 60 -volt H.T. bat-
teries .. 5

Slow Motion Dials, 4 -in.
2 6, 2,9, 3;-, 51-, 6.- each

Spade Tags, Grip type, per doz. 3
Headphones .. each 3,'11 & 4 11
S.L.F. Condensers

0003 2 9
0005 . .. 3 0

R. & B. Flex .. per yd 1

Coil of 72 yards .. 5
Six -Pin Bases .. each 1

21 x 7 Cabinets, Oak 16
18 x 7 Cabinets, Oak 16
Small type Torches .. 1

Aerial and Earth Switches 1

Loud Speaker Leads, 6 ft. 1

Ditto 12 ft. . 1

Enamelled Aerial Wire .. 2
7 22 Base 1 11
Hydrometers . each 1 9
M.A.L. H.T. Batteries

60 -Volts 4 11
100 -Volts .. .. 8 11

Double Reading Volt Meters
0;12, 0.120 .. each 4 9

Push -Pull Switches . 9
2 -Way Geared Coil Hol-

ders . 2 6
0003 & 0001 bevicon

Condensers with Vernier 3 6

0002 & .0005 Ditto
Ordinary .. 2 0

Grid Bias Clips .. 2

T.E.F Transformers, 3(1&51 3 0

2 -Volt Accumulators 3 6

4 -in. Condenser Dials 9

Terminals 1

Insulated Named Ter-
minals .. 3

2 -Volt G.P.
Valves 3 9

2 -Volt Power
Valves . 6 9

2 -Volt Dull
Valves . 5 0

s. d.
Special Carriers for 2 -volt

Accumulators .. .. 1 0
Lissy Potentiometers .. 1 6
.25, .5, 1, 2, 3, 4-meg. Grid

Leaks .. 1 0
'01 Fixed Condense.- 1 9
1 Mfd. 2 6
2 Mfd. . 2 3 & 3 6
1'. -volt Dry Batteries 1 6

COSSOR  MELODY MAKER 
PARTS.

2 S.L.F. Condensers, 3 6 each 7 0
2 Slow Motion Dials, 2 9 each 5 6
10001 Fixed Condenser . 1 0
20003 Fixed Condensers . 2 0
1002 Fixed Condenser .. 1 6
1001 Fixed Condenser .. 1 0
1 2-mfd. Condenser .. .. 2 3
2 Grid Leak Clips (Lissen) 1 0
1 Grid Leak, 4 megohm (Lissen) 1 0
1 Grid Leak, 25 megohm

(Linen) 1 0
1 Grid Leak, 3 megohm (Linen) 1 0
3 Valve Holders 0
1 Lissen Transformer .. .. 8 6
2 Panel Switches . . 1 6
1 Variable Resistance for B.B.

Mounting .. . 1 0
9 Terminals 9
Connecting wire, insulated 1 3
1 Yard Systoflex Covering . 3
1 Black Panel, 21 in. x 7 in. 5 0
1 Cabinet, Oak . .. 17 6
3 British Valves for same
Special offer to purchasers of

the complete set!, the three
including 1 Power Valve 9 6

Cossor Coils.. . . 4 6
1 Black Terminal Strip, 21 in.

x 1( in. .. Free

MULLARD " MASTER THREE "
PARTS.

2 Terminal Strips, 2( in. x
2 in. x in. .. Free

4 Terminals 4
1 Coil Base 1 0
1 .0005 Condenser, S.L.F. 3 6
1 .0003 Condenser, S.L.F. 3 3
1 H.F. Choke .. 4 6
3 Valve Holders 3 0
1 Cabinet .. 17 6
1 Pair Brackets 8
1 fi-pin Coil, B.B.C. 5 6
1 2 -volt Accumulator, D.F.G. 8 6
1 2 -volt Valve 3 6
1 2 -volt Valve .. . 3 6
1 2 -volt Power Valve.. 3 6
1 100 -volt H.T. Battery .. 8 6
1 Grid Bias Battery, 9 -volts 1 0
1 R.C. Unit Lissen .. 4 0
1 L.F. Transformer .Lissen, It 6

1 Condenser and Leak, fixed 2 0
1 Switch .. .. 1 0
2 Spade Terminals 2
8 Wander Plugs . . 8
1 Ebonite Panel, 18 in. a 7 in. 5 0
3 Yards Red and Black Flex 5

WITH BEST WISHES FOR A HAPPY RADIO XMAS FROM CECIL RIDLEY
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Short Wave fans
or Broadcast listeners-

these are your phones

3 Resistances
(120, 2,000 & 4,000

ohms.)

1 Price

12/6
F0 R their sensitivity most DX

workers use Ericsson Supersensi-
five-for their wonderful response

to all tonal frequencies the B.B.C. use
them in their studios to test the quality
of transmission.
They consist of two aluminium cased
double -pole watch pattern receivers
with a double " Duralurnin " headband,
with 6 feet 2 -way best quality flexible
cord. All terminals enclosed -(to prevent
short circuits).
Their wonderful sensitivity to weakest
signals is really astonishing.
Adopted in 1909 as standard by the
Admiralty and the R.A.F. in 1917.

At atl good dealers or direct:

ERICSSON TELEPHONES, Ltd.
67/73, Kingsway, London, W.C.

0

SUPERSENSITIVE
TELEPHONES

The Supremacy of
HINE 'POT

SPEAKERS !

' Blue Spot ' speakers 49 and 59 repro-
duce music with absolute accuracy on --

upper, lower and middle registers alike. -.

Every note receives its proper em-
phasis-the whole composition flowing
with all the beauty and grandeur of
the orchestra itself.
Reality is the explanation of Blue
Spot success. Whether it is the
matter-of-fact voice of the announcer,
or the sweep of dance music, the same
sense of realism is present.
Quality of workmanship and science
.of design make rendering faithful to a
high degree. There are no mechanical
noises to trouble you.
The' speaker illustrated above is Blue
Spot ' -59. Its driving unit is the
wonderful 66K (4 -pole balanced arma-
ture with adjusting screw). Corn-
plete in well designed L4-4-0mahogany case. Price
13Tue Spot' Cabinet Cone- speaker 49 is

enclosed in a handsome Trolite case. The
driving unit is 66Z (tongue type), which
handles great volume f2260without distortion. Price 040

The 66K unit is ob-
tainable as an inde-
pendent unit for the
use of the constructor.
Complete with in-
structions for build-
ing a cone speaker at
home. Price 25 -.
Ideal Blue Spot cone Speakers are sold under full protection of
the patents owned by Standard Telephones and Cables, and the

Hopkins and Lektophone Corporations

F. A. HUGHES'& CO., LIMITED
204-6. Gt. Portland Street, W.1
DISTRIBUTORS FOR NORTHERN ENGLAND, SCOTLAND
& NORTH WALES : H. C. Rawson (Sheffield and London/ Ltd..
100, London Road, Sheffield; 185, Princess Street, Manchester
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Technical experts have long adopted CELESTION
as their standard. The Technical Press leaves no
doubt as to the merits of Celestion (vide - the
" Wireless World The embodiment of all that
is good in Loudspeaker design,' etc.). Eminent
musicians are unanimously in favour of Celestion.
All the leading national set manufacturers incor-
porate Celestion in all their models. Many,
Many thousands of satisfied users attest to its

extraordinary realistic response.
EXCELLENT REASONS wily
you should consider , Celestial

as a most acceptable gilt.
Your dealer wilVdemonstrate without obligation.
Or, call at our showrooms, one minute from
Victoria Station, where you can also hear the

finest sets.

Celestion is British throughout. Models
range from £ 5-10-0. Write 'for new
Booklet, and particulars of the Celestion-
Woodroffe Gramophone Pick -Up, price

£4-4-0.
SHOWROOMS:

106, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1
Write to :

Dept. B, Celestion Radio Co., Kingston -on -Thames.

PPM ON MEW -

Model C.12

ONSTRATION

Mad: t nder Vceice

Model C24

ELESTIO
Very Soul Music
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THIS CHRISTMAH

A. C. Cossor Ltd.. Melody Department, Highbury Grove. Lordc; 1V5

GIVE
THE FAMILY

COSSOR
"Melody Maker"

. ... give them hours and hours of happy entertain
ment . . . . plays . . . . songs . . . . dance music
.... vaudeville .. endless amusement all through
the holidays .. . and all next year too! If your local
programme does not appeal to you, at the mere turn
of a dial time Cossor Melody Maker will cut out its
overpowering transmission like magic and bring you
superb Radio music from Madrid . . . . from Paris
. . . . from Rome .... from Berlin . practically
all Europe. Yet this amazing Receiver costs only
£7.15.0. You can assemble it yourself without
soldering a single wire .... without drilling a single
bole and you need know nothing about Wireless ....
it's as simple as Meecano. 90 minutes after yen
start assembly you will he able to tune in Toulouse
. Langenherg . Vienna .... wherever your
fancy dictates. Get full details of this wonderful
Set from your dealer or use the coupon now.

- 15s.
price includes the three Cossor Valves, the handsome cabinet
and even the simple tools-everything necessary to assemble
this amazing Receiver.

Will give them many
happy hours this Christmas
and every day next year as welt

6577

roommoravrooremoorompotatow
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS.
A Hapiy Christmas. to You. All !-So Near and Yet So Far-The Way Out-The

B.B.C. Orchestra-Light Interlude-Wireless Exchange-Popular Wireless Pictures.
A Happy Christmas To You All!

THE time has come, said the walrus
To talk of many things-

Of puddings and pies of e-naw-nius
size-

And the fun that radio brings.

For this is the time of year, my friends,
When the dancing chestnuts fizz,

When you make a bet
That your radio set

Is the finest set there is.

CHORUS: ,

The finest set there is, my boys,
For it's a " Filadyne,"

A " Handyman," a Sceptic's Three,"
Or one of that goodly company--

" P.W.'s " design !

The Amateur Wells.
T HAVE no thirst to come a cropper inI trying to rival a dreamer like Wells,

but as it was only a dream it will not
be taken in evidence against me. I dreamed
quite clearly that radio had developed .to
such a pitch that a man could talk into his
office telephone in London- and his words
be reproduced in Roman characters on paper
tape in any far country. We all know that
in modern telegraphy Morse signals are
turned into ordinary printed letters, but
what about speech ? Is it wilder to imagine
my dream come true than to believe that
men could fly

So Near-And Yet so Far.
MEANWHILE, radio has a great deal

more room for expansion, and it
must expand over the seven seas.

I do not know whether the report is correct,
but I saw in one paper a note to the effect
that the steamer " Montoso " was only
25 miles from the "Vestris " at the time
of the disaster, but did not hear the S.O.S.
because she was not fitted with wireless
apparatus. In other words, she could
have reached. the- " Vestris " in, say, threa,
hours; if she had known of the need.

The Way Out.
CAPT-P, P. ECKERSLEY is reported

as saying, " If interference is not to
take place in reception there is only

room for 100 stations (broadcasting) in
Euro'fe." Now, a reader of the " Bradford

Telegraph and Argus " writes to that paper
(November 5th) suggesting that all relay
stations should be scrapped and all original
British stations,raised to 10-30 kw., put on
a. -common :wave -length and a common
source of programme, namely, Lendon.
Good, but it would not please the Scots, I
am afraid !

The B.B.C:-Orchestra.
SOME weeks ago I ventured, in my

timid way, to suggest that the B.B.C.
Orchestra might be capable of im-

Once again we present to you
our 1Rabio gmao 'Humber of
" 0.1Xl."-ally tape this oppor=
tunity of wishing you a lhappy
Christmas ant) a Crosperous 'Pew
Pear. tong may we continue to
proribe you with a Christmas
" ipAta ," ant) long may you
Eire to enjoy It On another
page tbe 'ROO [cabers of this
country wish you seasonal greet=
Inge, ant) with them we on
tbe staff of "P.VO." Join most

bearttly.-Cbe Ebitor.
likratrarVP,MVMMe.,-MPIloin POW%

provement, much as I enjoy it. Hence I
was suffused With a glow of pride when I
read in the " Saturday Review," from
the pen of a man who must know a lot about
music, " At present their orchestra is by
no means the best in London." Why do I
say that this critic must know a lot about
music That's easy ! He praises the
B.B.C. for producing dine like Honegger's
"King David" and Sch5nberg's " Gurre-
lieder " instead. of " known favourites."

A News Note.
TOWARDS the end of this year it is

hoped that the new Prague station
will be in operation. With its 50-

60 kw. it will be one of the most powerful
in Europe.

The British East African Broadcasting
Company operates on two transmitters ;
one a 1 -kw. set, on 33.5 metres ; the other

a 4 -kw. set, on 400 metres. The Marconi -
phone Company provided no leas than
sixty Public Address Equipments for re-
laying the Armistice broadcasts.

Wireless Exchange.
THIS idea grows apace. as well it might,

though I doubt whether " P.W."
readers are likely to lay awake thinking

about it. Portsmouth has it. Reading
is going to have it, though the local wire-
less traders are fulminating at the idea. And
Darlington has been attacked and has re-
pulsed the proposal on the grounds that
the wires necessary for the service would
be dangerous. I seem to remember a story
about railways being considered dangerous.
And George Stephenson gave the answer,
" Awkward for the cow " ! Come, Darling-
ton, move with the times --and blow the
consequences.

Light Interlude.
GLANCING at an American magazine

devoted to the interests of telegraphs
and telephoneS, two things caught my

delighted eye. First, let John D. Rocke-
feller speak : " Have I not God 'to thank
that I can still hold this glass without
trembling Y " He holds his liquor like a
gentleman-or a telegraphist. Second :

I never won games as a boy, but that, to
my mind, is the gorgeous part of sport."
That was Theodore Roosevelt, a "Britisher"
who once ruled America, and had the right
idea. What a "fan" he would have made
if he hadn't gone shooting lions in British
Africa ! '

'Popular ,Wireless Pictures.
THE results Cif a, competition held in

connection with the Manchester Radio
Exhibition showed that the three most

popular exhibits were Wireless Pictures,
Daily Concerts, and the Ferranti Amplifier
and Stand. The next three in order of
popularity were Mullard Valves and Master
Three, Cossor New Melody Maker, and
Amplion Lion " Speaker. By the way,
it was with the aid of the Ferranti Amplifier
that the picture of the King, broadcast -by
the B.B.C. for the demonstration of the
" Fultograph " system, was picked up at
the exhibition, 100 miles from Daventry.

(Continued on page 734.)
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From SIR JOHN REITH.
I am glad to send good wishes for Christmas

and the New Year to readers of " Popular
Wireless."

From the GOVERNORS OF THE B.B.C.
The past year has been one of steady pro-

gress, both in the service itself and in the
number of
licences. An
adjustment of
wave - length
arrangements
has effected
an improve-
ment in lis-
tening condi-
tions of relay
station cen-
tres. The new
era of dis-
tribution
through fewer
stations of
higher power
is brought
appreciably
nearer by the
beginning of
work on the Sir John Reith, Director -General
London Sta- of the B.B.C.

tion at Brookman's Park. Preparations for
the other new stations are also in hand. In
sending cordial greetings to your readers we
also are glad to be able to anticipate far-
reaching developments.

11A010 XMA
'"411(flitskl(),$

44 de,

.474/.. 1**-mob
itek nay gip, AvA

From SENATORE G. MARCONI, G.C.V.O.
Once again I have much pleasure in accept-

ing your invitation to wish the numerous
readers of " Popular Wireless " a Happy
Christmas and a Prosperous New Year.

Much progress has been made in all branches
of wireless during the past year, and many
important developments for the year upon
which we are now entering are foreshadowed.

The future is full of promise and also, it may
be, of surprises, and I am still of the opinion
that we are a long way from finality in the
utilisation of electric waves.

Wireless experimenters will, I feel sure,
continue to contribute their share to our
increasing knowledge, and I wish them every
success in their endeavours.

From SIR OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.
All good wishes to radio workers for Christ-

mas and the New Year. This old year has been
a time of promise in many directions. More
progress has been made towards world peace
than could have been anticipated ; let us back
it up in every way we can. The English
summer has been an exceptionally fine one,
the harvest has been plentiful, friendliness is
continuing to spread among all classes, no
great upheaval has occurred, nor any misfor-
tunes that could have been avoided. We should
feel grateful for the old year as it passes, and
not abuse it. Let our message be one of
thankfulness and hope.

From Dr. J. A. FLEMING, F.A.S.
I have pleasure in sending all your readers

of " Popular Wireless " a Christmas greeting
and wishes for a prosperous New Year. The
attendance at the Exhibition at Olympia this
year showed that there is no falling off in the
public interest in wireless and that it continues
to enlist the keen interest of amateur elec-
tricians. We are not yet by any means at the
end of its wonders.

From GERALD MARCUSE, Esq.
A year has quickly passed since my last

Christmas greetings to readers of " Popular

Wireless," and in the meantime certain develop-
ments have taken place in radio.

My small efforts in connection with Empire
broadcasting have made me many new friends
throughout the length and breadth of the
British Empire, and I cannot let this festive
season pass-when naturally every member of
this great Empire of ours turns his thoughts
towards the Homeland-without wishing them
a Happy
Christmas
with Good
Luck and
Prosperity in
the New Year.

I must con-
fess to being
somewhat dis-
appointed in
so far "that
developments
have not been
so fast in con-
nection with
Empire broad-
casting as I

had hoped,
but perhaps in
1929 greater
strides will
be made in
this direction and so bring activities in Old
England to every home in the distant parts of
the Empire. My small efforts to this end have
proved that it is a practical proposition, and
every effort should be made by those interested
to inaugurate an Empire service.

From CAPTAIN P. P. ECKERSLEY, M.I.E.E.
It seems a long while ago when, at the

Writtle Station, on or about Christmas, 1922,
I asked one of the Writtle staff if he could
possibly buy me a popgun. Owing to the blind
and unquestioning obedience which is the
attribute of everyone who has worked under
me for long, a popgun arrived. It was designed
to make a noise like an erupting champagne
bottle. The actual champagne could not be

purchased by us as the
Writtle transmission de-

Il
Frcm :elt to right, the Iowa photographs show the Earl of Clarendon, Chairman of the B.B.C., and Mr. Montague Lentiall

Mrs. Philip Snowdon and Sir Gordon Nairne, Bart., Governors of the B.B.C.

Dr. J. A. Fleming, F.R.S.

signed for the amateurs of
England was not paid for
at highly remunerative
rates.

Nevertheless, the amateurs
were, on that occasion, with
me in spirit if not in cham-
pagne. I hope to -day, with
the more difficult task and
the less intimate relations,
they are none the less still
with me in the cause of
wireless broadcasting ; and
as far as T am concerned I
may reassure them that,
where they help in that
cause, I am with them
still.
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IF someone managed to be clever enough

to secure the services of a good
publicity agent, and succeeded in: con-

vincing a non -technical journalist thitt, he
had invented an apparatus for smelling, at
any distance, I have no doubt he Would
form a company and that the public
would rush in to buy shares. " The smell
of Southern vineyards in your home,"
would run the headlines. " Inventor's
long nose," " the sewer ' and the wrong
wave -length," so we should read, While

invent
a

less sensational headlines would
a new name like " Telesmelography,"
which a rapturous technician would trans-
late to " Telesmelly."

" So Wonderful."
Would you inquire how much you

could smell, what you would smell, and
whether you wanted to smell at all ?
And, secondly, assuming everyone liked
the idea and went on liking it, and really
and truly wanted it, would anyone inquire
whether it was practicable to do it ? By
observation of other similar things, I am
inclined to think people would say, " Oh,
yes, isn't it wonderful ? We must have it ;
it's so wonderful."

The faculty for wonder- is admirable,
but if engineering is to be judged as to its
service value by the degree of wonder it
excites, one may as well give up being an
engineer and start being a modern inventor.
I believe if I set about it, and had enough
money, I could excite all sorts of wonder
in people's minds. Death rays, now ;
given the thing that is specially unpro-
tected, a death ray can easily be deMon-
strated, -

A Hysterical Age.
You can stop a motor -car running at

full bat if you're allowed a few hours to
talk to the motor -car before you start
the experiment. Isn't it wonderful ? Death
ray, and all that ! I suppose if you worked
hard enough and long enough, you could
produce an apparatus which would start
cooking your dinner by. wireless (wireless
must come into it ; it always makes the
shares go to higher values).

The prospectus might be got out for the
British Foodcasting Company. A common
menu cooked simultaneously in every home.
No more restaurants (and quite possibly
no more good food), but still, wouldn't
t be wonderful ? Wonder-what is wonder

'liTIONI 'and

LI,

It is usually interpreted by people as their
sensations when confronted by the unusual.
When a baby is born, people usually don't
say, " How wonderful ! " (except the
mother and father, if it's the first), when,
in fact, to my mind, the birth of any living
thing is far more wonderful than, say,
" wireless."

So really many inventors obtain great
prestige because they associate them-
selves with some apparatus that associates
itself with the unusual and makes the
layman astonished and the technician
frequently disgusted. This is a hysterical
age. Reasoning is at a low ebb ; sensa-
tionalism and romance are to the fore.
Jaded, nervous, bored workers cry more
and more for sensation. " I'm tired of
livin' but Ica; t of dyin' " ; their mind
grasps eagerly at some new promised
marvel to free them from the horror of
thinking.

A- past generation covered up the legs
of their tables as indecent ; reality was
indecent, and so they lived shielded from
all that might hurt them. The present
generation secs barer and barer legs, but

CAP TAIN P. P.
KE R S LEY

M.I.E.E.

In this article the Chief Engineer of
the 8.8.C. discourses about inventions
from a practical point of view, and
makes special reference to television.

still shrinks from unromantic reality. As
always, human beings crave some shield
from actualities, some romance, some,
way of turning their heads aside from the
ugly but interesting nakedness of truth,

Wrong Judgment Standards.
So invention is judged in terms of

romance, not in terms -of either service or
practicability, and we who have to live
with actualities must ever be disliked
for our apparently superior and dis-
couraging attitude to inventors. But what,
in the end, counts in an invention ? What
is the truth in this matter ? To my mind,
all judgment must be based on the follow-
ing :

(a) Although crude at present, can the
apparatus be improved so that it -will work
under service conditions ?

(b) If improved to give a worth -while
result, will this have permanent public
service value ?

(c) If, in spite of favourable answers to
(a) and (b), is -the invention profit -making ?
Are its economics sound ?

(Continued on next page.)

' Capt. P. P. Eckeraley, at horns with his wile and their favourite Alsatian.
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IINSULATING i
SCREWDRIVER BLADES.

LiAn idea that will be of value to all constructors. g

W
By H. J. B.

SlitlISAMSAMMitlitratIMINSM.VV.VMPSYVIWN7431Sitt,MISAMISIttlf6MISAtIVA

WE know that " to err is human," but
when the result of the error of our
ways is calculated in terms of hard

cash we resolve once more to adopt those
precautions which will prevent a recurrence
of such happenings. How often has the
wireless enthusiast burnt out valves, short-
circuited accumulators or batteries, etc.,
through his neglect to render the set " dead "
by switching off before he attempts to make
any adjustments or alterations inside the
cabinet.

In making these small adjustments
it happens invariably that a screwdriver is
Called into play, and its metal blade has

 been the means of inadvertently metallically
bridging contact points which should be
left open.

Easily Insulated.
In my own case I find it an excellent

plan to render screwdriver blades non-
conducting, as then accidents will not occur
even if the receiver on -off switch is not
operated when making internal adjust-
ments. There are several ways of carrying
t his into effect, one of the easiest being to
wrap black adhesive tape round the blade
as shown in one driver illustrated in the
accompanying photograph.

If this covering exhibits a tendency to be
tacky outside, dust it with powdered chalk,
or wrap a strip of oiled silk over the tape.
Only the tip of the blade is uncovered, and
this is hardly likely to be large enough to
cause any accidents.

When the driver blades are narrow
enough, Systoflex sleeving may be slipped
on and held in place by Chatterton com-
pound ; or rubber tubing will serve the
same purpose in an admirable manner, as
is clearly demonstrated in the second small
screwdriver shown in the illustration.

The little trouble necessary to carry these
suggestions into effect will be well repaid by
the reduction in the possibility of accidents
from short circuits, awl merits the attention
of all readers.

The two screwdrivers insulated as described on
this page.

VAIMPItiretWiNCSIMINIMEAMPEIRESESION:

INVENTION AND
SERVICE.

(Continued from previous pdge.)

. ASIOSIIONSASISIVMVIIIMMMVIS/ISAitA

It will perhaps be interesting to examine
some later inventions on this purely
factorial basis, a basis which to all reasoning
people must appear undeniably sound.
 Take something well-known, like the

petrol engine. Under (a), when the first
engine was made it was crude enough-
carburetter a wick dipped in petrol, ignition
by coil and a funny sort of sparking -plug,
automatio inlet valve and probably quite
wrong valve timing. But there was nothing
fundamentally wrong. Aluminium pistons
for higher revs, higher compression, me-
chanically operated valves, super -chargers,
better and better plugs, the magneto,

proper " timing," lubrication by pumps,
special oils for high temperature, more
scientific design of exhaust chambers,
and so on, built up, from the old, crude
engine, something which has revolutionised
land transport, made flying possible as
an actuality and not a stunt, and changed
the whole aspect of warfare.

Under (b) the compactness of the petrol
engine was its chief usefulness, weight
per horse -power in fact, combined with its
extraordinary simplicity in operation. It
scored over steam because of the more
direct link between fuel and fly -wheel. It
therefore renders public service.

Under (c) its economics are obviously
in its favour.

Take, however, the invention of low -
temperature combustion. Under (a) this
has long been known possible as a laboratory
experiment, but in the past most attempts
to make it possible on a large scale have
failed because of the unwieldiness of the
larger mass.

Transmission of Photographs.
It has obvious potentialities of success ;

it is on the border -line, and those who coax
it from laboratory to factory will reap a
rich reward. Under (b), obviously, if it can
be got to work, it will render great public
service. Under (c), obviously, if it can be
got to work, it will have to be economically
sound before it can be exploited.

And, lastly, take telephotography and
television. Let us examine them both
according to our simple acid tests.

Telephotography ? It is not crude now.
Can it be developed up to a pitch of technical

excellence worthy of public service ? It is,
in my opinion, even now technically good
enough to be considered in the public
experimental stage. Is it useful to the
public ? Well, that remains for the public
to see. Some will support pictures because
of their novelty.

Use of Television.
The people who believe in wireless

pictures must establish a lasting public
service benefit before the public will give
them a lasting support. Is it economically
sound ? Perfectly.

And television : is it crude now ? No
one can deny that it is very crude compared
with the cinema-crude in reproduction,
crude in the amount that it will show.
But will it be improved 7 My own view
is that along the lines of mechanical
scanning as used by Baird it cannot
improve ; quantities beat it. Even if that
problem is surmountable, it requires such a
large number of (effectively) wave -lengths
that by wireless it is hopelessly unwieldy.
Any technician will say the same. Television
is in the state of an interesting laboratory
experiment. Has it ultimate service value ?
Of course, if it can show us events in our
own homes as they happen. Are its
economics sound ? At present they are
not, and never will be until the whole
problem is attacked from some as yet
undisclosed but quite different angle,

Watch Your Step.
I counsel the interested reader, when

assessing invention claims, to consider the
permanent service value of the invention,
and to ask himself (or, rather better, an
unbiased and knowledgeable technician)
whether in fact the thing is practicable,
does it work without too skilled care,
do the public want it ?

Examine Empire broadcasting on this
basis, and see how sceptical you must
become except as to very limited applica-
tions. Examine all inventions this way,
and stop yourself and everyone else saying
" How wonderful." The only time I
exclaim " How wonderful ! " is when 1
examine the trend of some contemporary
investment !

A ODDS AND ENDS. o.

,,innnnnr,,-m.n7S-MN71,7SPX.-N.nn-,,5
It is an excellent plan to use a low -capacity

tuning coil for the H.F. choke on a short-wave
set. (Different coils will be found better for
different tuning ranges.)

* *

When high-tension positive leads are taken
through holes in a screening box it is advisable
not to trust to the insulating covering on the
wire, as the sharp edges of the box may easily
cut through this.

One common cause of " threshold howl "
and unsatisfactory reaction control in a short-

, wave set is the use of an unsuitable L.F.
transformer following the detector valve. (It
is a good plan to try another transformer.

The old-fashioned plan of shunting a grid
leak or other high resistance across the secon-
dary of a low -frequency transformer is some-
times of assistance in extreme eases of reaction
trouble in a short-wave set employing this
form of coupling between the detector and the
L.P. valve.
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RADIO gifts make perfect presents, but
IN the choosing of them often offers some

difficulty. " ;

Thinking over my own and other people's
Christmas presents, I determined, that -
one practical way. to attack the problem
was to visit the big stores and to watch
how the crowds there hunted for bargains.
It proved to be a good move !

The first chap I noticed was a peppery
old colonel who wanted to get high-tension
from the electric light, don't -you -know !
In true army style he had got all the details,
"Type A.C., cycles 50, voltage 240," etc.,
written on a " chit," and despite his
martial appearance he was a devotee of
Safety First!

" It must be safe to use," he said. " I
want 80 milliamps and perfect safety. No
electrocution, you know. Eventually he
went off with one of the Ferranti H.T.
supply units on order, quite happy in the
promise of the required voltage, 80 milli -
amps, and perfect safely.

Economy First.
Looking over some H.F. chokes  was a

short-wave fiend, who paid 3s. 6d. for a
Burndept because the salesman told idea
impressively that its capacity was only
-000007-a fact which fairly floored the
hunter of the high frequencies ! Next I
heard an interesting argument about using

The new Mullard Loud Speaker would make a
very handsome present to the person who studies

both appearance and performance.

.1a2t4-71e.-M3tc-NnAr5e0g-Plar--2err,.1;
t An article to assist you in the
Ef annual problem of present -giving.
IP; By P. R. BIRD. SZ
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dry cells -for H.T.. an economical gentleman
contending that it was a sin and a shame to
throw away good cells because one was a
dud in a battery.

Eventually he was persuaded that for
real power work you must have a super -
capacity type of battery. But he got his
way in the end, for he took one of the
Gecophone interchangeable dry batteries,
which is made up in sections, so that when
one section runs down it is simply replaced
by a new one.

" And do you mean to say," said one
lady, looking at the leaflet her friend had
given her, ' that the box will contain a
real wireless cabinet, and all the parts to
make a wireless set, and the valves, as well
as the screwdriver, or whatever it is to
connect it with ? "

Being assured that she could indeed -get
all this for £7 15s. if she purchased a Cossor
Melody Maker, the lady turned to her friend
and said, "My dear, isn't it too beautiful ?
He can spend the first part of his holiday
making the thing. and the rest of it listening
in with it ! " Some schoolboy in for a
good time !

The Schoolboy's Ten Bob.
Talking of schoolboYs, there was one who

obviously had about ten shillings to spend,
and he was determined to leave no stone
unturned until he had laid it out to the
utmost advantage.

Amongst his purchases were a Benjamin
battery switch for Is. 3d., two W.B. valve
holders for half a crown, a Brownie dial
for 3s. 6d. (purchased on account of its non -
backlash slow-motion drive), some Belling -
.Lee terminals (3d. each), and a number of
those handy little Clix and Eelex acces-
sories at 4d. and 3d.

The cabinets, I noticed, are in a par-
ticularly good profusion this year, some
really ,excellent examples being available.
Numbers of wise men brought their wives
with them to choose the cabinet. on  the
principle of " what's yours is mine, and
we've both got to live with it." The
'question of suitable size, etc., need never

iitViAstOWst2KM
trouble the purchaser nowadays, for people
like the Carrington Mfg. Co. (Cameo)
not only make cabinets specially for most
of the famous sets, but are also willing to
oblige as to any other style of cabinet
required.

Another cabinet difficulty, that of paying
down for an expensive piece of furniture,
is overcome by the Pickett cabinet people
by granting facilities for easy payments.

Adding a Valve. .

The difficulty of having a loud speaker
available in two or three different rooms,
and controlled quite apart from the set,
has appeared insuperable to some pur-
chasers until they made acquaintance with
the " Lotus " remote control. This simple
little component is easily installed in several
rooms if required, each room containing a
wall plug which is pushed in to hear the
programme, and pulled out when you want
to switch off.

Constructors who want to add a stage of
R.C. coupling but have not much room to
do it in will understand the triumph of the
old gentleman (he was sixty at least, and art
ardent constructor) who found that the
new Dubilier R.C.C. unit incorporates a
valve holder with it, the whole thing being
very little bigger than an ordinary valve
holder. Complete with two interchangeable
Dumetohms, and costing only 8s. 6d.,

(Continued on next page)

A new L.F. Transformer wilt often " transform '2
reception.
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CHOOSING YOUR XMAS
PRESENTS.

(Continued from, precious page.)

one could understand his elation at pro-
curing it.

Talking about compactness,. it is rather
interesting to notice that a great many
people are still unaware that it is not
necessary continually to keep coil changing,
nor to have a wide range of coils to cover
both long and short waves. Instead, it is
possible to use One of the new types of
tuners. One customer being shown the new
R.I.-Farley tuner, which retails at 25s.,
could hardly credit that when tuned with
a .0005 variable condenser it would cover
the wave -hand from 265 to 600 metres, and
then, by merely throwing over the switch
at the bottom of the dial, start again at
1,200 and go to 2,000 metres -

.Loud Speakers and Valves.
Amongst the general favourites in loud

speakers, such as the Brown, the Celestion,
the new Marconiphone moving -coil, the
Orphean, the Brandes Elipticon, etc., is
now to be found the new Amplion Lion
loud speaker, and a host of newcomers,
some of really outstanding merit. Amongst

 these can be mentioned the new Blue Spot
unit, the M.P.A. loud speaker, and the new
types specially designed to operate with
those receivers which utilise the latest
valve developments, such as the Pentode.

Such a loud speaker is the new Philips
five -guinea model, which, with its large
balanced -armature movement and special
cone construction, has three different
impedance values available to suit any out-
put valve.

The moving -coil loud speakers continue
their triumph, and in this field there is not
only the original Rice -Kellogg B.T.H.

This is the Inductance Unit for the famous Ediswan
" R.C. Threesome."

loud speaker, but a host of others including
such well-known names as Goodman,
Lang & Squire, " Sylphone," etc.

Treating yourself to a valve is a. very
exciting business, for there are some won-
derful things from which you can choose.

For long-distance work several makers

are already making excellent 2-, 4-, and
6-volters in the screened -grid type which
are capable of giving great signal strength
on long-distance stations. But undoubtedly
the valVe of the moment is the new Pen-
tode, introduced in this country by the

"Tent one." This valve is a kind
of screened -grid valve for low -frequency
work, and it is fitted with a third grid which

enables one single
valve of this typo
to produce an
enormous volume
of -sound such as
previously could
only be obtained
with two valves.

Used in a set like
the P.W." " Pen-
tode " Three, which
was described int his
journal recently, a
pentode ha nd 1 es
the whole of the
output from the
detector valve, and
works the loud
speaker " on its
o w n." But in-
tensely interesting
as the Pentode is,
the Millard people
are not the only
ones alive to new
developments in
valve design.

Ediswans, for in-
stance, have not
only a wonderful

range of all ordinary types of valves, but
they are also specialists in valves for use
from the house lighting mains, valves for
H.T. eliminators, and other recent, develop-
ments in this field of radio research.
Another great valve, firm, the " B.T.H.,"
has recently put upon the market a whole
new series of Mazda valves in 2-, 4-, and
6 -volt types, the whole range comprising
valves fitted with nictel filaments.

One advantage of the
Lissen Resistance is that
it can be mounted
either vertically or tori-

zontaUy.

Coil and Condenser Bargains.
Prominent amongst the firms catering for

the man with mains are the Metro-Viek
Supplies Ltd., and for a few pounds this
firm can supply Cosmos H.T. valves for your
set, and an eliminator which enables you
to dispense with batteries altogether, and
to operate straight off the electric -light
mains.

Another firm very famous- for 'this class
of work is E. K. Cole & Co., makers of the
" Ekco " Units, and talking of H.T. elim-
inators, etc., recalls the possibility of .build-
ing your own, a task that any home con-
structor can do very satisfactorily with the
aid of the handsome booklet issued by the
Telegraph Condenser Co.

The Colvern people will supply, not only
the sets of coils for long waves, short waves,
or medium waves, but also all the necessary
coil -holders, formers, etc., and considering
the efficiency of the modern coil the price
is really remarkably low. This applies also
to H.F. chokes, even such as the " Lewcos
which is suitable for use on all wave -lengths
from 20 to 2,000 metres.

So many and varied are the wireless
products of to -day that not a few people
will be purchasing on the " good firm "
principle. The idea behind this is that
suppose a purchaser gets, say, a Lissen

H.T. battery. The fact that Lissens gave
him a good battery for his money en-
courages him to believe that if he buys,
for instance, one of their transformers,
they will not let him down, and thus it is
that a single firm such as Lissens can score
success after success in different directions
in radio.

One of the finest features about a crowd
of shoppers is that you do get enthusiasts
there. The loving way in which some
elever-fingered long-distance fiend will
turn a J.B. condenser dial, or will gloat
over one of those little Wright and Weaire
baby condensers, proves that the fine work
put into the making of radio goods is net
wasted.

Talking of precision instruments, what a
grand gift a " Sifam " voltmeter or milliam-
meter will be or one of those little One -
meters (Electradix Radio Ltd.). It is
not necessary to pay a lot of money to
get a precision instrument either, for some
of these slow-motion dials such as Ormond's,
can fairly be called that.

Radio is an Investment.
If it is not so much precision as robust.

ness and dependability that appeals to one,
there are long-lasting components like
Exide batteries or those Atlas battery
eliminators which will give one all the
reliability that could possibly be required.

Radio is really reliable nowadays, conse-
quently a firm like Ripaults selling an
H.T. battery with a whole life history
attached to it, find themselves in a very
strong position when they are up against
competition from anonymous firms. Re-
member, too, that those " P.W." stand-
ard loading coils supplied by Paroussi,
Burne-Jones, and other well-known firms

In the excitement of the Christmas Pudding, don't
forget the Pye-Transformer.

may give pleasure out of all proportion to
their' cost, and even the best-known firms
put out a number of low-priced components
nowadays. Igranics, for instance, will sell
you an Indigraph dial for Is. 6d., rheostats,
jacks, neutralising condensers, etc., any
of which will leave you quite a nice bit of
(lenge out of a couple of half-crowns.

Such a firm as Siemens, too, or the Ever -
Ready Battery Company, the Columbia
Battery Company, etc.. do not rely upon
the popularity of their excellent super -
type batteries only, , but upon every single
component they make, including even the
smallest grid -bias battery, or the little
11-volters for anode -bend bias.

Remember, finally, that a well-chosen radio
present offers all the advantages of a gilt-
edged investment, returning a rich measure
of full flavoured enjoyment for every little
bit of time, care, and money spent upon it.
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A selection of high -quality sixpenny
terminals is always sure to please a
set constructor.

The R.I. Adjustable L.F.
Choke is a heavy-duty com-
ponent. for effective chok-
ing even under heavy loads.

AMO OFT'S

Above (to the right) is shown
the recently introduced and
modernised " Star " version of
the famous Mullard Det. and
2 L.F. receiver-" The Master
Three."

In the centre of the page is de-
picted the " Lion," the new
Amplion loud speaker which
created so much attention
when introduced to the public a
month or so ago.

A centre -
tapped coil of
the type
shown here is
a great aid to
selectivity.

Cossors, living up
to their great repu-
tation, have pro-
duced this remark -

a b 1 y efficient
An excellent screened -grid
example of compact valve.
workmanship and The set to the
soand design is the right is a Mar-
Lissen portable coniphone pro -
receiver shown here. duction wit h
The loud speaker is wonderful dis-
contained in the lid. tance-g e t t i n g

properties.
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The B.T.-H. pick-up with tone -
arm, illustrated below, is ingeni-
ously adapted for use with
different gramophones.

The handsome loud
speaker illustrated below
is one of the well-known
M.P.A. models.

SIXTY

A terminal on the
top of the Six -
Sixty screened -grid
valve takes the plate
connection, and the
other four pins fit
into an ordinary
valve -holder.

A "Screened
Etbophone " is
shown to the
left. This is a
Burndept pro-
d u c t, which
tunes between
210-550 metres
and 650 - 2,100
metres.
To the right is
illustrated t h e
Orphean "S u -
p e r " Cabinet
Cone Loud
Speaker.

Even the best
set will benefit
from proper bat-
tery conditions,
which can be
checked with
ease by means
of a Three -
Range Meter.The model
shown to the
right is one of
the famous
Ferranti range
of components.

The set of the future will be of the All -
from -the -Mains type, with no battery bother
at all. That shown below is an Ekco "
production, with just a plug for connection
to the house wiring.

Above is illustrated a very
useful present for the set -
builder, in the form of a
non-microphonic valve
holder (Whiteley, Boneham,
Ltd.).

T h e gramophone
pick-up illustrated
in the right-hand
bottom corner of
the page is made by
the well-known
" sound " special-
ists, S. G. Brown.
Ltd., of Acton.
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An Osram valve is a gift that
goes on giving good service
indefinitely. Below is shown a
handsome Brandes receiver, for
ordinary and long -wave pro-
grammes.

705

The Lotus Distant Control is illustrated above, and to the left is
shown one of Goodman's Cone Loud -Speaker Units.

The Gecophone electrical
pick-up shown below en-
ables gramophone music to
be reproduced upon the loud
speaker.

Well -designed grip and easy movement are welcome features of the Ediswan
variable condenser (left). Below is a " Blue Spot " Loud -Speaker Unit, fixed to a
suitable frame.

4

.*
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ES ER -READY
WIRELESS

One of the famous Cosmos A.C. valves is shown
to the right, and below it is the seven -valve
" Neutro Sonic," an Igranic product.

To the left is a reminder that a dry battery
makes a most acceptable gift.
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Fitted with a slow-motion
drive, the popular Ormond
Dual -Indicator Dial is a
great aid to fine tuning.
To the right is illustrated
a selection of Eastick's
terminals-always accept-
able.

Bother with frayed ends of wire will vanish and
good contact will be assured if the " Clix " speciali-
ties (right) are fitted to the flexible leads.

The Magnavox
"Dynamic" (left)
is a quality moving -
coil loud speaker.
Above it is shown a
familiar favourite-
the Dubilier mica
condenser, and
(centre) a " Formo"
semi -variable con-
denser.

Popular Wireless, December 8th, 1998.

A really good tun-
ing. condenser is
a joy to own andoperate - that
shown below is a
" J.B. " (Jackson

Bros.).

Above is illustrated
a T.C.C. fixed con-
denser. easily fixed
in either a hori-
zontal or vertical
position. To the
left is an " Atlas "
Mains Unit, with
variable voltage
controls, for use
with A.C. mains.
The Philips L.F.
transformer (right)
is an excellent ex-
ample of compact
and efficient design,
small in size but
big in performance.

A Siemens' battery is a very sound present.

Solodyne and " P.W." Standard Loading Co Is
(E. I a:oustii.
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THE
" Empire " Two is one of the most

attractive two -valuers designed by
the " P.W." Research and Construc-

tion Dept.
In what way does it differ from other two -

valve sets ?
Well, it is really two receivers

combined in one. That is to say,
the design has been carefully worked
out so that the set will give excellent
results on three different wave-
bands. With one set of plug-in coils
the broadcast programmes from the
British and Continental stations
operating on the 250 -500 -metre
wave -band can be received. At a
touch of the switch the set can be
instantaneously changed over to
Daventry on 1,600 metres without
any alteration in the coils.

An Efficient Circuit.
But the " P.W." Research Staff

realised that there were many
listeners who, although desirous of
hearing such stations as Melbourne
and New York, etc., were deterred
by the fact that a special set was usually
necessary for work of this nature on the
very short waves in the neighbourhood of
20-30 metres. Therefore, an endeavour was
made, with complete success, to provide a

Here is a set that sets a standard ! With it
you can turn from your local station and
reach right out to 3 L 0 Melbourne, and the
other famous short-wave stations. it is a

revelation of what two valves can do !
Designed and Described by

THE " P. W." RESEARCH AND CON-
STRUCTION DEPT. _

set capable of going down to 20 metres
and yet retaining its utility as a purely
domestic receiver.

It is unnecessary to go into the theoretical
considerations which governed the design,
but there is no harm in giving a few brief
details of how the set works.

moderate distances from the local main
station, and either of the thigh -power
stations (5 G B -and -5 X -X). One would
put the range, as far as loud speaking is
concerned, at 80 miles from Daventry and
10 or 12 miles from a station such as 2 L 0,
or Manchester, or Cardiff, etc.

Now, plug-in coils are used
throughout, the reason for their
choice being twofold. In the first
place it is quite likely that a
number of enthusiasts will, already
have a stock of the usual sizes
which they.have employed in
another set. Secondly, such coils
are cheap and obtainable anywhere.
For instance, the loading coil is a
standard No. 200 X or other tapped
coil, and the remaining coils are
perfectly standard sizes..

It looks simple, doesn't it ? But it can reach round the habitable globe
and thinks nothing of ordinary European stations I

The circuit is a straightforward detector,
followed by a transformer -coupled L.F.
valve. Now, such "a circuit arrangement is
very suitable both for long-range reception
on the 'phones and loud speaking at

Reaction Control.
The set is selective and, what is

more, the degree of selectivity can
be varied by changing the size of
the aerial coil.

The method of controlling reac-
tion is, perhaps, one of the most attractive
features in the design.

The reaction coil itself is magnetically
coupled to the grid coil. The scheme is

(Continued on next page.)

COMPONENTS REQUIRED.
1 Panel, size 12 in. x 7 in. x <1, in or k in. pault, Raymond, Colvern, Peto-Scott, sen, Brown, R.I.-Varley, Pye, Igranie,

(Red Seal, " Kay Ray," Resiston, etc.). Mullard, Mareoniphone, Philips, etc.).
Beeol, Trelleborg, Ebonart, etc.). 1 *0003 fixed condenser and one 001 1 On -off switch (Lissen, Benjamin,

1 Cabinet to fit, and baseboard 9 in. ditto T.C.C., Mullard, Lissen, Lotus, Burne-Jones, Igranie, Peto-(Dubilier,
= deep (Cameo, Pickett, Makerimport, Clarke, Burne-Jones, etc.).

Raymond,Raymond, Bond, Lock, Caxton, Gil- 1 .0001 reaction condenser (Bowyer-
beet, Artcraft, Peto-Scott, etc.). Lowe, Cyldon, Peto-Scott, Dubilier,

4 Baseboard coil sockets (Lotus, Peto- J.B., Ormond, Igranie, etc.).
.-VE Scott, etc.). 1 H.F. choke (Lewcos, R.Iarley,

== 1 Neutralising condenser for use as Cosmos, Lissen, Bowyer -Lowe, Climax,
series aerial condenser on short Colvern, Dubilier, Wearite, Burne-
waves (any standard make). Jones, Peto-Scott, Igranie, etc..).

= 1 0005 variable condenser, slow-motion 1 2-megohm grid leak and holder
type or with slow-motion dial (Igranie, (Mullard, E:liswan, Lissen, Dubilier,

= Lissen Cyldon, Formo J.B., Dubilier, Igranic, Marconiphone, Pye, etc.).
S Ormond, Bowyer -Lowe, Lotus, Ri- 1 L.F. transformer, low -ratio type (Lis-

:=_

Scott, etc.).`
I Wave -change switch of usual type

(Lissen, Lotus, Burne-Jones, etc.).
2 Sprung valve, holders (Lotus, Pye,

W.B., Benjamin, B.T.H., Marconi-,
E

S
phone, Wearite, Biundept, Forme, =
Igranie, Ashley, Burne-Jones, Bowyer- .5
Lowe, etc.). ==

1 Terminal strip, size 1Q in. x 2 in.,
and 10 terminals (Eelex, Igranic,

S
..-4.,-

Belling -Lee, etc.).
Quantity of wire, flexible, screws, etc. E.
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THE "EMPIRE " TWO.
(Continued from previous page.)

oISIMI/M2M-roPMV-MONOW-MnSi

not unlike the older method of obtaining
reaction by means of a swinging coil. But
in this case the coil is not variable ; it is
closely coupled to the secondary winding.

The actual reaction control is carried out
with the aid of .a small -0001 variable con-
denser. This scheme is known as
" throttle " control, and is one of the
finest methods in existence of getting
smooth reaction.

.On the long waves when the loading coil
is switched in, a portion of this coil is
utilised to obtain reaction, together with the
existing reaction winding used on the 250-
500 -metre band.

The Series Aerial Condenser.
A " neutralising " condenser is placed in

series with the aerial for short-wave work.
The reason for this very small condenser is

that some aerials have a large capacity,
possibly due to such causes as their
proximity to buildings or trees, and
because of this it is fre-
quently difficult to get the
set to oscillate on wave-
lengths of about 30 metres,
and should be very valuable
in such cases. The small con-
denser should always be tried
when it is found that the
receiver does not function
as it should with the aerial
lead joined to A2.

The L.F. stage is of
noi mal type, and any
transformer of medium
ratio is suitable As a
matter of fact, on the very
short waves a fairly high
ratio instrument or, alter -
n ativ el y, a moderately -
priced one with not too large a primary
winding is frequently an advantage.

Now for the constructional details. Since
there is no high -frequency stage, the layout
is not super -critical, and small variations

are not likely to have &detrimental effect
upon the working of the set. Even so,
it is highly desirable to follow the lay -
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out as shown in the photographs and en
the wiring diagram. After all, one cannot
do better than to copy the original.

Making a Start.
Start off by drilling the panel. Take a

scribei or a sharp nail and a straight -edge,
and mark off the drilling centres in accord-
ance with the dimensions given in the
diagram. Then drill the four holes for the
components, which comprise the tuning
condenser, reaction control, and the two
switches. All these are of the one -hole -
fixing type.

Mount these on the panel and do not
forget to choose a good slow-motion dial
for the tuning condenser, otherwise you
will never be able to tune in the short-
wave transmissions.

Drill four holes along the bottom edge of
the panel about *-in. up, to secure it to
the baseboard, and use ordinary wood
screws, preferably countersinking them for
neatness.

Then having screwed the panel firmly
to the baseboard commence the layout by
placing the various components in position
as in the wiring diagram.

Note how these have been arranged so
as to be able to obtain short leads where
possible.

Screw down the parts and mount the
terminal strip against the back of the
baseboard.

Place the three coil sockets in position
with the coils in place if you can, because
you will then be able to see how far apart
to put the sockets.

The coils should be just touching, or
very nearly so.

Wiring up.
Now you can make a start with the

wiring. Use insulation covering on all
the leads, either Systoflex tubing or Glazite,
and bend the wires carefully in order to
keep the spacing as per wiring diagram
and as shown in the photographs.

You will note that there are two flexible
leads, apart from those for G.B.-F and -.
One goes from the L.T.- terminal of the
valve holder V1 to the tap on the loading
coil and the other from the centre -point
on the wave -change switch to earth and
L.T. -.

Wherever -possible it is advisable to solder
the various wires because a good mechanical
joint is very necessary on the short waves.
These are the main points to note in
wiring up.

(Continued on page 711.)
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root erayland/

Strasburg

Munster

Cologne

Konigsberg

Newcastle

Bournemouth

Petit Parisien

Barcelona

I London

Madrid

Stuttgart

Manchester

Hamburg

Glasgow

Frankfurt

Rome

Langenburg

Daventry 5GB

Brussels

Munich

Hilversum

Koenigswuster
Hansen

Moscow

Daventry 5XX

Radio Paris

To:
Lissen Limited,
Friars Lane,
Richmond, Surrey.

Please send me the
FREE STEP-BY-
STEP Chart of the
S.G.3. Receiver.

NAME

A DDRESS

G PLEASE MARK ENVELOPE S.G.3 IN
TOP LEFT CORNER.

Build a Lissen S.G.3 Receiver before Christmas, and
you can hear the Christmas Greetings from practic-
ally every important station in Europe. Because this
new receiver actually does " Span the Eastern Hemi-
sphere." The stations mentioned in the column on
the left are only a very small number out of those
that have actually been logged.
Lissen have published a STEP-BY-STEP Chirt which
shows you how to build the Lissen Screened Grid Receiver
in six simple steps. Every detail is explained to you, and
yet you are not tied down to buying a complete kit of
parts." If you already have in a previous receiver some of
the standard Lissen parts required, you cap make use of
them again for this latest development of radio. Lissen
leave it to you to select your own cabinet, merely Suggesting
a handsome one of -polished wood, because a tin cabinet
damps the tuning; and you thoose whatever make of valve
you like. Panel, baseboard, aluminium screens, and all the
sundries you require for the Lissen S.G.3, are sold complete
in an envelope obtainable from any radio dealer for rob-.

Ask for the FREE STEP -BY- -
STEP Chart of the LissenIt you prefer it, you can

buy the Limn S.G.3 S.G.3. Receiver ; or send the
receiver already assem-. coupon on the left direct to
bled. Complete in hand., factory for it.some wood cabinet big
enough to take batteries,
aacvm ul(ao rsi laud LISSEN LIMITED,
traced). Price....
This price includes every- 8-16, Friars Lane,thing except valves, bat-
teries, accumulator and Richmon d, Surrey.loud speaker.

(Managing Director : Thos. N. Cole.)
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vi(31/4'1. LISSEN FIXED
CONDENSER.

Holds its charge and delivers
it without leak or loss. In any
R.C.C. circuit, the condensers
you use should be absolutely
leak -proof, otherwise 5o% of
volume will be lost. Lissen
condensers never leak, never
vary, and they are accurate
to within 5% of their marked
capacity.

*0001 to oot. 1
Price, each

'002 to 'oaf). Price 1:6 each.

LISSEN
GRID LEAKS.

These resistances are absO-
lutely unvarying, no matter
what the conditions
or the current load. 11

All values, each

LISSEN
R.C.C. UNIT

Embodies a .01 condensec
which delivers all its stored -
up energy and resistances
that will never vary, no
matter what the current
load, interchangeability of
resistance values.

4/_Price

LISSEN WIRE -
WOUND RESISTANCES.

Ohms.

10,000
20,000
25,000
50,000
8o,000

100,000
150,000
200,000
250,000

Price.

3/6
3/6
3/6
3/6
4/6
4/6
5/6
6/-
6/6

Use all Lissen parts in every circuit no matter what is specified
and get results you could never get with mixed parts. Practically
every radio dealer will help you in your use of Lissen parts.

LISSEN LIMITED,
8-16, Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey

(Managing Director: THOS. N. COLE).
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(Continued from page 708 )
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When you have completed the con-
structional work you will naturally be
eager to try out the set.

Well, the connections are as follows :.
Join the highest voltage tapping on your
H.T. battery to H.T. +2 and take a tapping
at about 40 volts to H.T.+1.

This view shows the tuning end, where good
are essential.

spacing and

Connect H.T.- on the H.T. battery to
-the H.T. - terminal on the set. Join up
L.T.+ and- on your accumulator to their
respective terminals on the strip. Connect
up the aerial and earth, taking the aerial
to A2, and join your 'phones or speaker to
L.S. + and -.

Testing Out.
In coil socket L, place a No, 25 coil and

in L2 a No. 60. L3 is the reaction -coil
socket and it is probable that a No. 35
or 50 coil will suffice. Try a No. 35 first.
In L4 place a No. 200 coil of the X or tapped
variety and join the flexible lead to one of
the tappings. Pull the wave -change
switch out.

In valve holder- V, insert a general-
purpose valve similar to the Marconi
H.L.210 in the 2 -volt series, and in V2
any small power valve.

Now switch on, using the switch S2.
Rotate the tuning condenser and keep the
reaction control in a position so that the
set does not oscillate. You should have no
difficulty in hearing your local station
or 5 G B at good strength. If you find
that you cannot obtain reaction use a
larger coil in the 143 socket and if this
does not remedy matters try reversing the
two leads to the coil socket (L3).

Now try for the long -wave station. 5 X X
by pushing in the wave -change switch.
Rotate the tuning condenser and note
whether you obtain any reaction when
you turn the reaction knob.

If not, try another tapping on the
tapped coil L4.

For the very short-wave stations you will
need a set of short-wave coils, such as the
Igranic or Atlas.

Place a 2 -turn coil in L1, a 4- or
6 -turn coil in L2 and one of six turns in
L,. Place the set in an oscillating con-
dition and see whether you can tune in
the carrier -waves of a station. 5 S W is
a good one to try for. Let me warn you that
tuning in these very short-wave trans-
missions requires a certain amount . of
practice, and you must not think that you
will be able to obtain wonderful results
without some experiment. Even experts

cannot tune in these
stations just when they
wish. Atmospheric con-
ditions are an important
factor and a delicate
touch of the reaction
and tuning controls is
very necessary.

Smooth Reaction.

Decrease the H.T.
voltage on the detector
until you obtain per-
fectly smooth reaction:
Try the aerial on both
Al and A, and see
whether removing the
earth lead helps mat-
ters at all. Wear 'phones
for the preliminary tests
on the short waves.

You may find the re-
action control very criti-
cal on 20-30 metres;
It is frequently the case
that the removal of
one's hand causes sig-
nals to vanish. This
being so, the use of an
extension handle on the

reaction knob will often reduce this trouble.

sound wiring

When on the short waves try various
H.T. values on the detector until you get
the best results. You may find that 20
volts is ample and just right for smoothest
reaction.

VIFEN.WALgetAMITZ

LOUD -SPEAKER "BOOM."
kid

wriw-mstlita=scummAtAtrkut
HORN=TYPE loud speakers, snore es-

pecially the older models, are often
observed to give rise to a " Morning "

effect in their reproduction of speech and
music, an effect which is- rather apt to give
the hearer the impression that the music
or speech is issuing forth from out of a
long tumid of deep shaft.

Added to this. loud -speaker " boom,"
there is often a certain amount of rattle
and reverberance which makes the repro-
duction most unpleasant to listen to.

Faults of this nature are often very
difficult to cure. Their cause, in many
instances, lies in the defective design of the
horn of the instrument, and, this being the
case, it cannot be eliminated entirely.

Despite this, however, it, is generally
possible to make a very big improvement
in the reproduction by the simple process
of connecting the two magnet coils under
the diaphraam in parallel, instead of in
series, as they will be found to be wired.
This re -arrangement tends to lessen the
diaphragm vibration on the low and middle -
low notes, and, as these are the very notes
on which the speaker gives the unpleasant
boom and rattle, a much greater clearness
of reproduction will be effected.

For slight booming and rattling effects,
a plug of gauze or of cotton -wool stuffed
very lightly into the neck of the speaker will
effect a great improvement without, at the
same time, muffling the tone.

The " Empire Two" seen from behind the panel. Compare this view of the original set with the wiring
diagram on the previous page, and you won't find the slightest difficulty in wiring -up.
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LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.

THE PASSING OF
UNCLE PETER

LORD MELCHETT AND THE
B.B.C.- BROADCASTING
H 0 U S E-TELEVISION DE-
VELOPMENTS-BRIGHTENING
5 G B -MR. PITT VISITS
WALES - " THE THIRD DE-
GREE " AT MANCHESTER-
RADIO REVEL AT NEW-
CASTLE.

LAST week POPULAR WIRELESS gave the
first hint of important impending
changes in the organisation arrange-

ments of the B.B.C. Children's Hour. It is
now possible to add that Mr. C. E. Hodges,
chief of the Children's Hour for the past
three years, .has resigned, to be replaced by
Mr. Alan Howland.

The passing of Uncle Peter will be
regretted by many children, and other
members of Radio Circles up and down the
country. Except that Mr. Hodges is stated
to be returning to the film world, which
engaged his attention before, no reason is
given for this move. Fortunately, however,
Uncle Peter is to continue to contribute to
the Children's Hour from the outside,
particularly in his well-known barnyard
scenes.

Lord Melchett and the B.B.C.
Lord Melchett was " down " to give the

most important talk of the series on indus-
trial tendencies arranged by the B.B.C.
According to gossip at Savoy Hill, Lord
Melchett departed for Paris on the day
arranged for the talk, and made no ex-
planation whatever to the B.B.C. In the
end the talk was read by an announcer.
There were- other circumstances which
annoyed people at B.B.C. headquarters.
The result is that Lord Melchett and the
B.B.C. are no longer on " speaking terms."
It will be interesting to see whether any
" remarks " will be made by either side.

Broadcasting House.
Now that the contracts for Broadcasting

House have been signed, sealed, and
delivered, public interest is reawakened to
what the B.B.C. have in mind. From the
imaginative illustration issued by Savoy
Hill, it is apparent that the architectural
style is the rugged American, after the
model of Bush House. It is by no means
certain, however, that the building will be
as symmetrical as is represented.

The reason for this is that the B.B.C. has
had a lot of trouble with various authorities
in the course of an endeavour to adjust the
building line. It may well turn out that the
building will be lopsided.

Television Developments.
I A curious calm has fallen upon the rela-
tions between the B.B.C. and Baird Tele-
vision. Mr. Sydney Moseley, the versatile
publicist, who is chivalrously sponsoring
the Television cause, and is usually decisive
in his *views of B.B.C. policy towards
Television, shows a surprising reserve lately.

It is rumoured that some big technical
development is about to be announced at
Baird Headquarters. Meanwhile, the B.B.C.
seems to have dismissed the subject except
for a murmur the other day when the check -
receiver at Savoy Hill discovered the Long
Acre transmitter wandering from its allotted
wave -length of 200 metres.

Brightening 5 G B.
The extension of the lighter side of

5 0 B's programmes, as it affects the major
part which comes from the Birmingham
studios, has been decided upon, particularly
in the provision of more musical shows on
revue and concert party lines.

A start will be made during the afternoon
programme on Saturday, December 22nd,
when what is described as a New Radio
Show with the title of " Moonshine,"
written and arranged by Charles Brewer,
with sketches by Edwin Lewis, will be broad-
cast. The cast includes Edith James,

IF YOU GET A FIXED CONDENSER
IN YOUR STOCKING ! . . .

hentemoer teat you can oaten improve selectivity,
and prevent programmes from trespassing on one
another's ether by connecting a -0001 (or there-
abouts) between the aerial terminal and aerial

lead-in.

Phyllis Lones, Harry 'Sennett, Alfred
Butler, Harry Saxton, and Brian. Victor.
5 G B remains by far the most popular of
B.B.C. stations.

Mr. Pitt Visits Wales.
Christmas music, including compositions

by Percy Pitt, Musical Director of the
B.B.C., and Victor Hely-Hutchinson, a
member of the staff at Savoy Hill, will form
the programme to be given by the National
Orchestra of Wales in the City Hall, Cardiff.
on Saturday evening, December 22nd. Part
of the concert is to be relayed 'to 5 G B
listeners, the artist being Topliss Green
(baritone). Later, the Station Repertory
Choir will contribute some well-known carols
in which, it is hoped, the Orchestra will join.

The National Orchestra will also be heard
on Thursday, December 20th, when the
concert in the City Hall will include the
last scene of the " Mastersingers," May
Blyth, Tom Dickens Alexander, Arthur
Fear, Parry Jones and William Michael being
the principals. The choir of seventy will
be drawn from the Cardiff Musical Society.

Incidentally, it is good news that Mr. Pitt
has been persuaded not to take advantage
of the privilege of retirement next year.

" The Third Degree " at Manchester.
A typical example of the requests for

repeat performances of various items in the
programmes at more or less regular intervals
is provided by Charles Klein's four -act play,
" The Third Degree," which is to receive
its third broadcast from Manchester on
Saturday, December 22nd.

After its first performance, 500 con-
gratulatory letters were received, the
writers of most of which asked for an oppor-
tunity to hear it again. The second per-
formance resulted in well over 1,500 letters
from listeners, and though more than two
years have since passed, requests are con-
tinually being received that the play shall
be broadcast again. Such are the difficulties
and compensations of the programme
builders.

Radio Revel at Newcastle.
The Newcastle Station has decided again

to organise a Radio Revel for young
listeners, the date fixed being Saturday,
December 22nd. The event will take place
in the Grand Assembly Rooms, Barras
Bridge, where the Lady Mayoress, Mrs.
Arthur W. Lambert, will present awards for
the best fancy dress. By the way, why
doesn't London have another Radio Revel
on the lines of that which was so successful
in 1925. Wake up, Savoy Hill !

*40 -4. -4 -4 -4.4.40 -4 -4 -40 -4 -4 -4.40 -4.4.40-4-4.4-4-4-401-4-4-44.4-4.-4.4.-40-0.---4011.-4.40.4. *

TECHNICAL NOTES. By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS. F.Inst.P.

FILTER CIRCUITS
GRAMOPHONE INTEREST-A BLESSING IN DISGUISE, Etc Etc.

*....e.. --------4-4-4.------------4-0-8.-.-0-4-4.-... 4-40-4 4.*
Filter Circuits.

FILTER circuits are now used for such a
great variety of purposes that it is
almost impossible to define in what

cases filter circuits may be useful or in what
particular way they may be employed,
They have, of course, been used for a very
considerable time past in telephone circuits
of all types and, as you know, they have
served many very useful purposes in radio re-
ceiving circuits during the past few years.

In these days of loud -speaker improve -
merits, especially where very large volume
of reproduction is required, filter circuits

are finding a still further field for useful
application.

Various Types.
As I am often asked questions relating

directly or indirectly to the use of filter
circuits for various purposes, I should
perhaps say first of all that a filter circuit
may be roughly described as a circuit
arrangement which will separate direct -
current from alternating current (or vice
versa) where the two are already mixed,

(Continued on page 760.)
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There's a hush of expectancy-the
sharp tap of the conductor's baton-
and then through the silence comes
the melody of familiar instruments.
Judge a Lissen Transformer by the intensity of
this preliminary hush ; you will not hear a sound
to break the stillness. By this alone you may
know that the Lissen Transformer brings a new
standard of purity to transformer amplification.
Test the Lissen Transformer by any other
standard-listen for the low bass notes of some
sonorous chord, or be critical of the purity of
some passage in the upper register. In every
case you will find. the Lissen Transformer is
supreme and this is scientifically proved by the
laboratory curves taken with a Lissen Transformer
using ordinary standard valves ; these curves show
that a Lissen Transformer gives exceptionally
even amplification over the whole band of audible
frequencies.

111LEA
TRANSFORMERS

THE LISSEN SUPER TRANSFORMER
This Super LISSEN Transformer is made in
two ratios, 31 to 1 and also 2.1/3 to 1. The
3', to 1 is suitable for use in either the first
or the second stage of an L.F. amplifier, or
can be used in cascade for both stages, and
with practically any valve. The 21/3 to 1
transformer is suitable for use after a high
impedance rectifier valve without
fear of distortion or loss of high
notes and overtones. The price
is the same for both ratios. 191-

For GENERAL USE the 8,'6
TRANSFORMER IS STILL
SUPREME AND WILL

NEVER BREAK DOWN
The famous 8/6 Lissen Transform.
er is suitable for all ordinary pur-
poses, and its huge sale proves it
still supreme value. It continues to
earn high praise as " the trans-
former that never breaks
down." Turns ratio 3 to 1. 816Resistance ratio 4 to 1.

LISSEN LIMITED, 8-16, Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey (Managing Director : THOS. N. COLE.)
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Extra Quality -
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MADE IN ENGLAND, Sold by all Wireless Dealers.

gadCeDdeat A set of OSRAM VALVES as a gift
Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsioay, London, W.C.2.
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AT Christmas old jokes are raked up, old
games are played once more, some in
new guise and some with new names,

but all based on ideas which are as old as
the hills.

Even wireless as a source of entertainment
has been exploited, but there are a number
of ways of introducing this new visitor to
our party. So we will assume that we are
going to have a party with the assistance
of Mr. Radio, the great entertainer.

Announcing Arrivals.
Everything is in readiness, suppressed

excitement reigns all over the house, and
it is time for the guests to arrive at our

anticipated party. A knock at the
door, a rush, the first guest has " turned up."
Effusive greetings and he or she or both are
escorted into the reception room.

As soon as they enter, the loud speaker
loudly announces to the host and hostess,
" Master Percy Boyd," or whatever the
name or designation of our guest maybe.
Think of his surprise, and the first question
will be how is it done.

At this point I should like to warn all
entertainers : Never explain how such a
thing as this is done ! A good conjuror would
not be considered good for long if he
explained how he performed his tricks. In
this case you can tell your friend that you
have made arrangements with 2 L 0 to
announce all your visitors as they arrive,
which is done by a special new telepathic
process combined with televisual trans-
migration. This will give the learned
atmosphere so necessary to the entertainer.
The guest then will take great interest in
the advent of the next arrival, which is what
you want him to do.

How It Is Done.
This performance, which is really the

basis of some of the other suggestions made
in this article, is quite easily carried out

This is the " Give -your -Guests -a -surprise)"
apparatus-and you will see it is quite easy to

rig up.

Wireless, coupled with a little imagination, can be employed as a
most mysterious and effective Christmas Entertainer. Here
some perfectly wonderful party stunts are described in detail.

By H. BRAIVIFORD.

and, in this particular
instance, is not abso-
lutely new, but is pre-
sented with new adap-
tations. A two -valve

amplifier is best for the purpose, or if you do
not posSesS this separately, you may use an
ordinary receiver by coupling to the input
of the first transformer, or making the
same connections as would be used between
a gramophone pick-up and the set.

From the input secret lines, which are'
connected to an earpiece, are laid to an
adjoining room, a small microphone or the
pick-up itself may be used for the purpose.
The diagram, Fig. 1, shows how the arrange-
ment is set out, and Fig. 2 shows how a
" pick-up " is used as a microphone. The
announcer in the adjoining room must be
in a position to see the guests arrive, but
not so that they can see him. As each one
enters he just calls out their names with due
ceremony, and this is reproduced through
the speaker in the reception room with
greatly increased volume. The Set is " on

for the pur-
pose, but the
aerial a n d
earth a r e
temporari-
ly discon-
nected.

While the
guests are
amusing
themselveSin
some other
part of the
house, yoUr
family en-
gineer pre-
pares for the
next experi-

ment. In the meantime, over the
tea -table you announce that you intend to
carry out an entirely new experiment of
great interest and of a very wonderful
nature. You then make the startling
announcement that you have invented a
receiver which can read thoughts and which
is almost human.

If a microphone or ear -piece is
not available, the ingenious con-
structor can rig up a novel micro-
phone upon the lines shown here.

Thought Reading by Wireless.
For this entertainment the receiver is

exactly the same as before, but has been
inspected during the interval to see that
all is in perfect order, as failure in such a
case is fatal to the reputation of the per-
former. The announcer once more quietly
takes his place in the adjoining room,
slipping out unseen by the others. This
time he is in " co " with the performer
and has a previously prepared list of an-.
nouncements to make in their correct order.

The performer memorises the various
questions he is to make, which may not be
more than six in number, as a prolonged
performance dulls the interest of the
audience. Start off by asking a question,
which you
declare your
receiver will
answer for
you, such as
"How many
persons are
there in this
room ?" The
concealed
announcer
immediately
speaks into
the " mike "
saying in a
clear but dis-
guised voice
" Twenty ,"
or the number that there actually are.

As each question is asked, the performer
" switches on " the set, which will be the
signal to the announcer to answer, as if
he listens at the mike " he will hear the
switch, then he announces and waits to
hear the switch put " off " in readiness for
the rtext question. In the second instance
you may, by way of variety, hide something
and demand an answer as to where it is
and so on. If properly carried out the
whole performance should be a great success,
and there is no possible means of the
audience arriving at a solution to the
mystery.

Real Jazzy Jazz.
Now leave the receiver for a while, dis-

connect the concealed input lines, and link
it up to the gramophone by means of the
pick-up. Induce your recent audience to
forget all about radio mystery, and tell
them that you are going to treat them to the
last word in real jazzy jazz. with all sorts

(Continued on next page.)

The Mad -Jazz Bard will give a
surprising and indescribable turn
it arranged in the manner dealt

with on this page.

Have you ever heard of kiss -control P Arranged
like this, the loud speaker will loudly give the game

 away, and tell the audience just how much kissing
is going on
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(Continued from previous page.)
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of variations. No one minds a little noise
at Christmas -time,- and if they do; invite
them to come and share it. This Is the
opportunity for dancing, and such games
as musical chairs, and -so forth, or a general
romp. You can first switch on the set if
music is being broadcast- or play the
gramophone records via the pick-up, and
then demonstrate your jazz band gone mad.

XMAS RADIO

Really Modern Music !
The mad jazz is simple to conduct, and

the general idea is shown in the diagram,
Fig. 3. Place the soundbox, which is
attached to the tone -arm of the gramophone,
on the recordst the point where the grooves
begin. Then place the pick, -up on the same
record, but a few grooves further in.

Start the motor and the result is inde-
scribable and can be varied in all sorts of
ways by altering the distance between the
starting points -of the two instruments.
The volume from the receiver via the pick-
up should be toned down to equality with
that of the gramophone itself from the
tone -arm soundbox, as with the two run-
ning together one should not drown the
other for real 'effect. This adjustment
might be made before demonstration.

The same idea can be carried out by
using two records, one small, of the 6 or 8 in.
diameter type, which is placed on the turn-
table over one of the 10 or 12 in. type.
Thus, with the sound -box on one and the
pick-up on the other, the medley of two
distinct tunes is obtainable, often with
interesting effect.

The ventriloquial performance is the star turn of
the evening-if the "dummy" has a real live

person's voice.

" Giving the game away " is a new version
-of that time -old game, Postman's Knock.
You propose that this should be the next
game to play,. and no doubt many of the
party, both grown-ups and children, will
heartily agree. The essential thing is that
the party must now be in one room, the
host in the room where the receiver is, and
the postman outside the door of this room.

The game causes all the usual fun, with
a lot of extra fun in the nature of harmlesg
chaff and uproarous laughter. For what
actually happens is that the receiver is
made to give a definite indication of the
actual amount of kissing that goes on ;
or, in other words, it simply. " gives the
game away."

How It Is Done.
Remove one of the connections made by

one of the loud -speaker leads to the set,
and from it extend a secret line, together
with a further concealed line to the outside
of the door where the postman knocks.

At the end of each line attach a metal knob,
and conceal the wired part. The players
are instructed that in this particular
kind of postman's knock it is essential
for each player outside the door to touch
one of the knobs and to keep their hands
on it.

You tell them that if they fail to do this
a forfeit must be paid, or that something
will happen. The postman knocks, and
whoever is called for comes from the room
beyond and out to the postman. Now, as
soon as they kiss, or continue kissing, the
music will start up from the speaker. Adjust
the volume so that it is just audible to
those in the room. If they stop kissing, or
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A deep sepulchral voice, apparently issuing from
your victim, announces to all and sundry " I am

silly"

do not kiss at all (?), there will be no
response from the loud speaker.

The reason is that as soon as the kissing
commences the circuit is completed by
human contact, and this sets the receiver
in operation. The receiver is on -all the
time, of course, but only operates when
contact is thus made. What an opportunity
for endless chaff and merriment, whatever
the result may be ! -

When the first players have been caught
they are let into the secret, so that they
may enjoy the joke at the expense of the
players who follow them. The illustration,
Fig. 4, should make the preparation of
this trick quite clear.

Magnetic Power.
All these things need not be tried at

one party, but a suitable selection may be
made and practised beforehand. In this
instance the same lines are used as for the
previous example. To commence with,
the performer boasts of his wonderful
power of magnetism, which is always an
attractive subject to the uninitiated. Then
he proceeds to prove that by simply
exercising this remarkable gift under
great stress of will power he can cause
music or speech to emanate from any
person present simply by touching them.

Force of Will !
The lines which were used for the previous

game are used once more, but this time
they are concealed beneath the table -cover.
At the end of each line a piece of tin -foil
is attached, and the loud speaker is hidden
below the table. The announcer once
more fades away into the next room and
attends to the " mike " lines.

You take two pins and give one to your
victim ; then stick your pin into the table
over one of the tin -foil pieces and tell the
other player to stick his pin into the table,
also, just where the foil is concealed. You
can signal the announcer at appropriate
intervals by sharply rapping the table,
apparently for general attention, which he -
should hear.

You have, of course, prepared your
questions beforehand with him. Supposing
you start off by telling your victim that

'you will make him say, by sheer force of

will, " I am silly." He will not believe you,
so you rap the table and immediately take
hold of his hand or touch his face and look
him sternly in the eyes, and immediately
a deep, sepulchral voice, apparently from
him, will announce the startling fact,
" I am silly," which, of course, is really
spoken by the announcer into the mike
in the next room. Your remarkable powers
will be recognised by all, and although the
victim will swear he did not say it, no one
will believe him. (Fig. 5.)

A Ventriloquial Performance.
This is the event of the evening. All

the other tricks have been temporarily
forgotten in the midst of laughter and
merriment. Refreshments have gone round
many times, and the heur is getting late.
Thoughts turn to Scrooge, and Tiny Tim.
and ghosts, and bed. It has been a jolly
time, so let us wind up well. The great
ventriloquial act is about ti be performed.

Preparations.
Prior to this turn everyone except those

sharing the secret should be accommodated
in another room. The performance room
is then lit with subdued lights. A small
stage, appropriately curtained, is tem-
porarily erected. The receiver is as before,
and the concealed input lines are still used,
and the announcer is also concealed. The
output lines are used and concealed, and
terminate at the figure of a dummy such as
is usually used by a ventriloquist.

This dummy should be a really good one,
and should by itself, without speaking,
make the spectators laugh. The dumrhy
however, really made up from a cone
speaker which offers good scope for disguise.
The output lines are connected 'from
behind, and all is ready for the ventrildquial
act of the evening.

A movable mouth may be operated on
the dummy by means of a piece of string.
Fig. 6 shows how the general scheme is
laid out, and, providing everything is in
order, the turn should be, a great success
and a good wind-up for the night.

Cone
SPEAKER
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Old clothes, an easily -made stand, and a cone
loud speaker are all that is necessary for the

production of a perfect dummy.
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The Neu., Amplion can roar. Hear it on a Saturday afternoon when a football match is
being broadcast. The New Amplion can whisper. Listen to Auntie whispering half -secrets
to Uncle in the Children's Hour. The New Amplion can be Sir Henry Wood and all his

Orchestra-or A. J. Alan. For this is no ordinary speaker El it is the first
speaker (not excepting the expensive -to -operate moving coil type) to tell the
truth about broadcasting. It lets you know that the B.B.C. 'cellos are bass
instruments and that the B.B.C. drums give a deep boom. It tells you when
Albert Sandler is fingering the E string tremulously near the bridge.
things that are clear at the microphone are clear at the mouth of

New Amplion. It gives measure for measure. No

more. No less. E1 This "no less" is its triumph.
The subtleties, the depths of tone which the ordinary
loud speaker cannot reproduce, are revealed by the
New Amplion. It represents a new era in the science
Of sound reproduction. Hear it to -day.

AMPLION

A:l

the

The New Aflifiiion Speakers in Hand-
some Cabinets of Oak or Mahogany
range in price from 19 10 0 to 142 0 0.
Chassis only, /6 and /8.
The Amplion Radio Gramophone in
Oak 158 12 6 . . . . in Mahogany
163 12 6, including Royalties.
Amplion Standard Speakers, Cone ar.d
Horn Types, 52/6 to 15. Junior Mcdels,
35/- to /3 3 0.
Catalogue from all Radio Dealers or
from Graham Amplion Limited.
London: 25/26, Servile Row, W.1.
Manchester: 10, Whitworth St. West.

Glasgow: 6/8, West George St.
Works, Slough.
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GIVE YOUR SET A PRESENT

new components will transform

Ratios 3 :1
6 : 1

your radio reception

Price 17/6

IGRANIC
" J " Type

Transformer
has set an entire-
ly new standard
in transformer
design. It will
help your set to
give you radio
music of purer
tone, more con-
stant in amplifi-
cation and free
from distortion.
Get one and
hear the differ-
ence it makes.

IGRANIC
PENTOFORMER

volume and clarity.

If you use a
pentode valve,
you need this
IGRANIC
Pentoformer. It
enables you to
secure the full
advantages of
pentode valves
by matching
the impedance
of the loud-
speaker with
that of thevalve-a n
essential pro-
cess both for

LIST PRICE 30/

Have you read " Radio, How it works and how to get
the best .from it " ? Price 6d. Send this coupon with
your name and address and get YOUR Copy FREE.

Na me

Address

.R 1 0 5

*174, -Aodirskip..vA67-7'VR% ."1-14:41i*

WIRE WOUND
VARIABLE RESISTANCE

A new and most useful
component which gives
eight different values of

resistance-any one
of which is avail-

able by a turn
of the switch.
Excellent as a
variable anode
resistance or
volume control.
50,000 ohms
variable resist-
ance, Price 15/-
250 , 000 ohms
variable resist-
ance, Price 17,6

IGRANIC
INPUT TRANSFORMER

For Metal- Rectifiers
A most efficient trans-
former for reducing vol-
tage delivered by the
A.C. electric supply
mains to a value suit-
able for input to the
metal rectifier. Full in-
structions are sent with

each transformer.

Model 92a for 100-
110 or 200-220 volts,

A.C.
Model 92b for 115-
125 or 230-250 volts,

A.C.
Price (either 'le) ,4

model) L'G,

gpm,

RANIC)
ELECTRIC

149, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON.
Works : Bedford.

gWILW.1o -
,12_041. 2.3" %ft , *- o.

0 0
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BY COMMANDER THE HON J.M.KEN'WORTHY
0 4-1-0 1

f
+ Some interesting things would happen to

radio if the writer of this pungent arecle
had the G.P.O. under his control.

......

TF I were the Postmaster -General, which
heaven forfend, there are many things
about which I should energise ; such

as extending and improving the telephone'
service and providing country postmen with
motor -bicycles. These are, however, outside
the scope of this article.

Particularly would I do something drastic
about wireless generally. I fear the present
Postmaster -General, his political assistant
and his department ,as a whole, have not
yet " tumbled to " the immense importance
of wireless telegraphy and telephony gener-
ally, and broadcasting in particular.

This great invention will eventually
have an effect on humanity similar to that
of the printing press. A particular respon-
sibility rests on the Postmaster -General as
the representative of the Government in
the matter, in that we have allowed a
monopoly under complete Government
control to be set up. And the only apology
for a monopoly in such an institution as
broadcasting is that it must be thoroughly
efficient, up to date, and give the best
possible service.

The P.O. " Rake -o8."
Now this is partly, but only partly, a

question of money. The British Broadcast.
ing Corporation needs all the money it can
get, firstly, for the benefit of the public ;
and secondly for national prestige ; for
our wireless programmes and concerts are
listened to by the public in most European
countries and presently, as the technique
of the science improves, will be available
for the whole civilised world.

To begin with, what justification does
the Post Office itself have for taking a
rake-off of 2s. 6d. in every 10s. wireless
licence ? In the last five or six years they
have probably been making a profit on
this every year of between £100,000 and
£150,000 ; and there should be a surplus of,
at least, half a million pounds in hand.
Who has this money, what is being done
with it, and why shouldn't it be devoted
to the development of our wireless system ?

I speak of profit, because the cost of
issuing the licence is nothing like 2s. 6d.
each. The Post Office does a huge business
in pensions, postal orders, money orders,
telegrams, etc., and the same staff issues
the wireless licences.

Graduated Licence Fees.
This licence isn't a tax like the game

licence, the dog licence, and the gun
licence, for the benefit of the Treasury ;
and yet, such is the force of habit and
precedent, when the B.B.C. was in its in-
fancy and licences were issued by the
hundred this rake-off was started ; and
continues now that licences are issued by
the million.

Apart from the improvement in equip-

*

ment and
broadcast-
ing sta-
tions which
could b e
ma de withextra
money,
bet ter fees
could be
paid to the
artists who
entertain
the public. Indeed, one of the many func-
tions of wireless should be to encourage and
develop all forms of British art, musical,
dramatic, poetic, etc. Still, on the question
of finance, I would be in favour, unless there
are insuperable difficulties in the way, of
graduating the licence fee.

It is not democratic to charge the same
licence fee to the owner of a cheap crystal
set as to the owner of a fifty -guinea
multiple -valve apparatus. The tax should
be graduated, as it is with motor -cars ;
but should not be so high as to hamper the
industry as, I am afraid, the horse -power

Commdr. The Hon. d. M. Kenworthy, R.N., M.P.

tax has hampered the development of all
but the lightest type of motor -cars.

And, in any case, I would give a rebate
on sets that are incapable of interference
and oscillation. The neutrodyne receivers,
for example, should get an allowance off.
And this brings me to the question of inter.
ference generally.

Far more drastic steps should be taken
to detect and prevent this nuisance. Care-

less oscillators, with their " howling."
should not be allowed to interfere with the
enjoyment of innocent people, and we should
wage a really strenuous campaign against
this minor trouble of the wireless world.

The Imperial Aspeet.
And before I finally leave the all-important

question of finance, an extraordinary inten-
tion was expressed by the Government,
when the present departmentally -controlled
organisation was established, that the
surplus or profits from the B.B.C. should go
to the Treasury ! This, as Postmaster -
General, I would fight to the utmost. Any
surplus should go to the improvement of
the service ; and, after that, to the reduction
of licences on the cheaper instruments.

Now as to the Imperial aspect of wireless.
I think we have been slack in the Imperial.
both political and business, aspect of
wireless. I refer now to wireless telephony
as a means of communicating with distant
countries. Far more could be done to develop
this, especially with our own Dominions,
to the advantage of inter -Imperial relations
and of trade and commerce alike. The
charge for telephoning to Canada to -day
is almost prohibitive. By lowering the rates
and advertising the service, we should get
a bigger turnover, and should not lose
money but would, indeed, gain in the long
run.
Future Possibilities:

The, other Governments, also, I would
encourage to make more use of the wireless
telephone. The great departments of State
should be invited to make use of wireless
telephony for communicating with their
agents and departments abroad whenever
possible. This is more a matter, I think, of
the future ; but the science is developing
fast, and it won't be long before the
Admiralty will be able to speak to our great
naval stations abroad, the India Office to
Government House in Simla, the Prime
Minister in Downing Street to the Prime
Ministers in the Dominion capitals. Indeed,
this great subject of the development of
inter -Imperial wireless would need an article
to itself ; and here I can only indicate
its importance and possibilities for the
future.

(Continued on page 750.)
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T1 :Veto Simplified Radio

44.' *Nei
Eliminate Your Radio Troubles

.se. , and Reduce Maintenance Costs
Nike

0° The " Ekco " All -from -the -Mains 3 v. Receiver is a product of the pioneers of
Mains -power Radio in this country ; of specialists, too, in this new and most
efficient method of Radio 'power -supply. This wonderful Receiver operates
entirely from your electric supply by simply attaching the adaptor to a light or
power socket. It is safe, silent, sound, and " fool -proof." Thus your radio
supply becomes as simple and economical as your electric light, and goes on,
year in and year out, giving no trouble whatsoever.

No batteries or accumulators with their worries and continual expense. Home
and Continental stations are received at full loud -speaker strength with won-
derful clarity and volume, and continuous smooth reception is assured.

"EKCO" PRICES ARE THE LOWEST IN MAINS -POWER RADIO

ALL -FROM -THE -MAINS 3v. RECEIVER
PRICE COMPLETE, INCLUDING VALVES AND ROYALTY :

D. C.
AINS ns. NikIcisis 2i Gns.

"EKCO" DEFERRED PAYMENT
SYSTEM

If desired, the " Ekco " All -from -the -Mains

Receiver and all other " Ekco " products of

£2.0.0 or more can be obtained from all good
dealers on the easiest of monthly payments.

SEND TO -DAY
FOR OUR NEW
1929 BOOKLET
"A," GIVING
DETAILS OF ALL
" EKCO " MAINS -
POWER RADIO
DEVICES, POST

FREE
A LETTER FROM YORK.

the"-m
I

have receivers,
one of

I have beenur
excellent 3 Valvetune- E.m- E K. COLE, LTD.,Dept. A, LEIGH -ON -SEA, ESSEX

ass

many foreign stations at really good loud-
speaker strength, and in spite of the distance,
the tone is excellent."

J. D. C., York.
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RADIO and CO-OPERATION
A CHRISTMAS MESSAGE OF GOODWILL

NOW that the ends of the earth are
being drawn together by radio con-

; munication, and now that the nations
are seriously considering a method . of
settling disputes in a more rational manner
than by attempts at mutual extermination
and irrational wholesale destruction, it
behoves us to try and cultivate an inter-
national sentiment-that is to say, to
extend friendly co-operation and mutual
assistance beyond the limits of family,
tribe, and nation, as heretofor?, and begin
to treat the whole earth as a unit in which
htimanity is striving to develop its better
qtialities, and to rise to a higher state.

The welfare of every nation should be
regarded as a contribution to the progress
and free development of the whole. Nor
should there be any jealousy at the achieve.
ments of any one branch of the family in
special directions.

Even in games the Old Country has been
too apt to feel chagrin and disappointment
when beaten by its offspring in the
Dominions ; but it is a constant family
experience that the old are sooner or later
eclipsed by the young. And surely we should
rejoice at their prowess, and feel encouraged
by the signs of exuberant vitality.

Why Not Share Success?
So also every nation is likely to have

special aptitudes and achieve exceptionally
good results in various directions. This,
too, should be welcomed by the others.
Every nation should cultivate its own
powers, and by free interchange make the
results available for all.

-If America is better than we are at big
telescopes, ingenious mechanical devices,
and the production of films, we need not be
constantly on the strain to do what we are
evidently not so fit for. We can proceed
to cultivate our powers in other direbtions,
and do things which they are not able to
do so well.

Again, if the Germans have a natural
aptitude for encyclopaedic knowledge, for
indexing and cataloguing and collecting
and putting on record the progress . in
knowledge all over the world, then, though
it may be well for us to translate their
efforts into our own language, we need not
try to duplicate the labour, and waste our
time and energy in trying to do what they
can do better.

Our scientific powers lie in other direc-
tions. We have on the whole been stronger
than they in individual genius. Of course,

ARtits/VAMMIVRaMtrn-MCNAMMV
By

SIR OLIVER LODGE, F.A.S.
kogis;f1r4SiC54rAiWigAili-SEAMENMENOil,

there have been exceptions. such as Helm-
holtz and Hertz, and, indeed, many others ;
but we have had Newton and Maxwell
and Kelvin and Faraday, and can hold up
our heads with pride in our individual
achievements. In chemistry they have
had a multitude of workers, supported by
the great industries and by the State ; and

The Doyen of British Scientists-Sir Oliver Lodge.

on the whole their results have eclipsed ours.
But in biology all nations have contri-
buted ; and in that subject it is we that
had Darwin, the French that had Pasteur.
In music, again, they beat us hollow. But
in literature we have been supreme. Why
should we not divide up among us the
limited supply of human genius and
rejoice at each other's successes, which,
after all, contribute to the enjoyment and
well-being of the whole.

Better Understanding.
The whole tendency of the present year

has been in the direction of good will among
the nations. A better understanding is
growing up ; ill -feeling and 'Motility are
dying down. Difficulties and controversies
must arise ; but if only we can agree to

settle them by legal and rational methods,
without flying into a temper and smiting
at each -other, then the present is an era
of hope for the world. The message of
Christmas is good will among men. There is
no. patriotism of a local. and an exclusive
kind about Christianity. Its real message,
apart from ecclesiastical considerations, is
world-wide peace and good -will. And the
progress of science and its applications are
rendering this more and more of a possi-
bility, and are tending to make it actual
instead of only a pious ambition

Scientific men are teaching us, moreover,
that humanity is naturally much better
than ecclesiastics have thought. The
depressing doctrine of Original Sin is dying.
We are told by anthropologists that savage
men are not always fighting and destroying
each other any more than civilised men are.
Mutual aid and friendly co-operation are
prevalent among primitive tribes. The tiger
instinct is not natural to man. It is aroused
in defence of the young and the weak, or
in. defence of property against aggression;
but it requires a good deal of stimulus to
arouse it ; it is not the natural condition
of mankind.

Radio's Great Chance.
Sir Berkeley Moynihan has recently

said that in his experience as a surgeon-
experience of humanity under difficult
eireumstanees7-he finds a nugget of gold in
the heart of every human- being; it is that
which comes to the surface in times of
stress,however mach it be hidden ordinarily.

MOreoverr he -is struck with the innate
goodness of children. until they, are warped
by the mean conditions of present life and
the perverting circumstances around them.
It is. -these circumstances that need amend-* it is these that many societies arc
trying to ameliorate. Our state is not
desperate ; but it is so far from perfect that
too many human beings are deteriorated
by their passage through the world, and
leave it worse than they entered. If that is
true, it is a serious indictment against
society.

Let us radio workers be thankful for the
means that have now been put into our
hands-far in advance of anything pre-
viously possible in the whole long history
of the earth-and let each do his best and
contribute his or her quota to the divinely
inspired and guided international effort
in which statesmen of all countries are no
co-operating. -
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WELL, hcr.?with the seventh special
Christmas Nuinber of POPULAR
WIRELESS.

Writing those words is a bit of a shock,
for it certainly does not seem seven years ago
since the first public excitement about
broadcasting was aroused in this country
by reports of the success of a new innova-
tion in entertainment in America, and which
subsequently grew so quickly in this country
that POPULAR WIRELESS was planned and
produced some months before the British
Broadcasting Company had its first trans7
miffing station ready.

B.B.C.'s Seventh Year.
And this year we should also remember

that the B.B.C. is entering into its seventh
year of activity. In fact, it was on Novem-
ber 14th, 1922, that the first B.B.C. pro-
gramme was transmitted. If I remember
rightly, Mr. Arthur Burrows was the first
announcer to open the new broadcasting
service. That evening he said that broad-
cast messages would be sent twice each
night, at six and nine p.m. The Call Sign
would be 2 L 0 and the wave -length 36'0
metres. And I shall never forget how,
after -the official announcement, he began a
little talk by saying : " You know, this
broadcasting is going to be jolly good
fun ! "

Well, up to a point it has. And, being
Cluistmas time, we all ought to bear in
mind that the chief spirit of Christmas is
that of good will and perhaps, we should
refrain from criticism of the B.B.C., at
any rate in this particular number. But,
in all friendliness, we suggest those words
spoken by Mr. Burrows when 2 L 0
first began broadcasting-" You know,
this broadcasting is going to be jolly good
fun "-are well worth bearing in mind.

Broadcasting has been jolly good fun ;
but perhaps it would be hardly right to use
the word " jolly " these days. There is
rather a lack of jollity about broadcasting,
a lack of spontaneity, and a lack of that
intimate comradely feeling which was so
great a feature of the atmosphere of broad-
casting when the old B.B.C. first began its
duties.

It would be a great pity if that spirit of
jollity were to be lost, and we sincerely

hope that this Christmas time any little
misgivings we may have had on this point
will be quashed, and that the B.B.C. will
begin the New Year by a strenuous endeavour
to recapture that spirit of jollity and friend-
liness which was so greatly appreciated in
the past. Not for one instant do we sug-
gest that the B.B.C. do not feel friendly.
They exude good will and friendliness. But
in such a way that it is rather difficult to
appreciate in these days. We suggest
perhaps it may be due to the fact that

VABREMEMMACREAVArtaftArea
N In this article the Editor looks

back over previous Christmases, ill

.. and recalls the " good old days"
of radio following the birth of

1
the B.B.C.

In wishing readers " A Happy
Christmas," he makes a plea
for a renewal of the old spirit
of jollity, and spontaneity in the
programmes.
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super -organisation has left little room for
sentiment and, however much we may
decry sentiment, it is no good denying that,
without sentiment, life would be a very dull
business.

Too Much Aloofness?
Broadcasting has certain definite draw-

backs which even Captain Eckersley will
admit. For example, the most perfect pro-
duction from the finest loud speaker, in
conjunction with the finest transmitting
gear, will never dispel that little feeling
of " mechanism." But a good deal of
the atmosphere of mechanism can be
dispelled if the voices we hear via the
microphone from 2 L 0 and other stations
are vibrant with comradely feeling and
intimate good -fellowship, plus a little harm-
less jollity and freedom from aloofness.
Perhaps aloofness is the keynote of the
present atmosphere of broadcasting.

On certain nights, especially when the
B.B.C. gives its own concert party, that air

vanishes, and we listen in with a keener
enjoyment and a keener appreciation of
the benefits of broadcasting. We suggest
that even when reading the news bulletins,
the announcer should be given a much freer
hand, and be allowed to intersperse a little
aside now and then and a little joke and,
above all, a little warmth.

However, that is really an aside. The
fact remains that the B.B.C. has now
entered upon its seventh year of activity
and, that one little criticism having been
said, let us admit that the progress of the
B.B.C. since 1922 has been extraordinarily
rapid.

Rapid Progress.
Six years ago I remember meeting Cap-

tain Eckersley for the first time in a little
cubby hole of an office in Kingsway, while
in another cubby hole sat Sir John Reith
and, fluttering in and out of the room, up
to their eyes in work, were Mr. Cecil Lewis
and Mr. Arthur Burrows. To -day one has
to pass by several stalwart guardians at
Savoy Hill and, after a long journey in a
lift, and the exploration of several corridors,
one may perhaps succeed in reaching Cap-
tain Eckersley, now installed in a very
different sort of office ; and, instead of
being whirled to the top floor of Marconi
House into a little studio decorated with
soap boxes and suspended microphones,
one can now visit Savoy Hill and wander
into several studios, the size and magnifi-
cence of which makes one realise what real
progress has been made in the last six
years.

And, before very long, the Regional
Scheme will have its first station ready at
Brookman's Park and, in fact, one wonders
what will be the state of broadcasting in,
another six years time. But again, in
all friendliness, we revert to that question
of atmosphere and to the words spoken by
Mr. Arthur Burrows when 2 L 0 began its
first transmissions : " You know, broad-
casting is going to be jolly good fun."

Well, let us hope so. And let us close
by wishing the B.B.C., our readers, our
advertisers and everybody connected with
radio a very happy Christmas and a
bright and prosperous New Year.
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To The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS,
Dear Mr. Editor,

You wrote me early in October, inviting
me to contribute an article to your Christ-
mas number, but whether from considera-
tion for me, or from lack of inspiration
on your part, you made no suggestion as
to subject.

Now, as you can, perhaps, imagine, I
receive a good many similar requests.
Most of them are immediately declined,
courteously, I hope, but certainly firmly.
A small number are referred to Mr. Murray
at Savoy Hill. You know him ; in fact,
I think you know him very well. Of that
small number so referred the majority are
also in due course declined ; quite defi-
nitely, but still, I think, politely. A few,
however, he bids me accept.

Enormous Expansion.
In your case, I was informed

that I should comply with the
request, but no offer of " assis-
tance " was vouchsafed. I
accordingly replied to you, in
indeterminate fashion, a n d
about three weeks after the
receipt of your letter. By that
time I had imagined that it
would be too late. You speedily
reminded me that I had written for you
each Christmas, and implied that it
would be unfortunate now to break that
excellent record. And, moreover, you
added that there was still plenty of
time.

You are always rather a difficult person
to deal with, and you usually manage to
get your own way. Also you occasionally
put your own interpretations on things and
draw your own deductions. In fact, you
require watching.

I am very busy. I dislike writing articles
almost as much as I dislike speaking.
There is nothing at the moment about
which I am moved to write. It would, in
fact, - have been much better if I had,

qK

once again, courteously but firmly declined
your invitation immediately it arrived.
Not, however, that I delude myself by
imagining that that would have ended
the matter.

Apart from anything else, it is much
more difficult to -day to write articles on
broadcasting than it was a few years
ago. There are various reasons for this.
One is that practically everything that one
might wish to say has been said already
either by oneself or by somebody else ; and
repetition is wearisome and pointless.

Moreover, the volume of work and the
sphere of activity has expanded so enor-
mously that naturally and rightly we are
tending more and more towards specialis-
ation. Comments on recent developments,
speculations as to the future, and so on, can

gk'ArCAMALIKOrtafMXICAMTAIIIIZItiCiliE-SPNAP.XiCAMII

0Sir John Reith was born in 1889 in Stonehaven. He
is the fifth son of the Rev. Dr. Reith, a former Moderator
of the Church of Scotland. Sir John was educated at
Greshams School, Holt, and was afterwards apprenticed to an
engineering firm. He is a Master of Science, and served in
the Royal Engineers in the War. He was Knighted in 1927.

reovvmv-72.*-nv-mmgpsryv/e,z1svinn-n-rs-,s.;
therefore more properly and adequately
come from those more immediately con-
cerned. Another difficulty is that the public
and individual outlook on broadcasting has
changed. Its functions and significance
are now much more generally appreciated
and understood. In the early days there
were so many oppositions and obstructions,
so many misunderstandings and mis-
interpretations, some of them deliberate,
that there was real need for explanation
and defence of the position and attitude
of the B.B.C.

Many Difficulties.
Very interesting those days were, Mr.

Editor. We never knew what combination,

or combination of combinations, we should
find in array against us. These combinations
were considerate to this extent, that they
did not often overlap. Usually one lot had
been dealt with before the next lot appeared.
There was little breathing space in between,
however. Very interesting and very satis-
factory, I have always said that antagonism
is preferable to apathy. Antagonism is
easier to handle. Apathy is one of the
curses of this age.

You will remember that there were
different ways of dealing with these oppo-
sitions. Some of them were met squarely
and brought to definite issues ; others were
evaded ; and perhaps the majority were
ignored altogether.

Course of the B.B.C.
Do you not agree that

much the best way to deal
with stupid or sell -interested
oppositions is to ignore them ?
It saps morale. Sometimes, of
course, their irritation is so
increased that they become
fiercer and more determined
than ever-but almost always
more futile or ridiculous. To
reduce one's enemies to a state
of uncontrolled rage is to win

bloodless victory. On the whole, therefore,
I think it is sound policy to proceed upon
one's settled course-provided always that
the course was wisely chosen and every
energy employed in its pursuit-and decline
in general to be perturbed by the malcon-
tents and the axe -grinders, and so forth,
and be satisfied that their tactics will be
abortive in the long run.

That was a lesson early learnt-not to
worry. There were plenty of things to cause
worry in those early days ; so many, in fact,
that had we been the worrying kind, all our
time would have been spent in worrying,
with none left for constructive effort. Some

(Continued on pag'e 758.)
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THE PRIME. MINISTER (Rt. Hon. Stanley
Baldwin, M.P.).

CAME doWn one Sunday morning atI
Chequers a few minutes before break-
fast was ready, and I went to the wire-

less set and tried all round Europe to see if.
anything was coming through at 9 o'clock
in the morning. By chance I struck some
exquisite music in Berlin, and heard shortly
the singing of a hymn. I thought im-
mediately that when the day comes when
nearly every cottage in this country can
switch on to any station in Europe
hear the peoples. of Europe at their music,
their dancing,
h y m n -sing i n g,
and prayersovhat
a bond that will
be throughout the
world !

Look back on
your own child-
hood. Look back
at the people in
the country you
used to talk to.
We in England
regarded every -
lane who lived
across the seas as
savages, pagans.
We knew nothing about them.; we were
not interested in them ; they were " those
foreigners," and when the mass of the
people realise that, in whatever country in
Europe a man lives, he is a human being like
himself, with a family and family life, a
wireless set, with his services on Sunday,
his dancing in the evening, and with his
lectures, war presents a very different
aspect, and I believe that wireless-ordi-
nary, common or garden wireless -1 -is going
to be one of . the greatest bonds between
the common people of the whole world, and
it is the common people who, in the long
run, will decide whether there will be war
or not. (In a recent speech.)

* * *

MR. RAMSAY MACDONALD, M.P. (ex -
Prime Minister).

You ask me why I welcome the growth
of broadcasting. I welcome it because
it is one of the greatest educational oppor-
tunities that has ever been given to the

The Prime Minister, the R .

Hon. Stanley Baldwin, M.P .

fliftfortfsMAKMIEMIREUfsiMACtriM1
A symposium of opinions from
famous men and women upon the

subject of broadcasting.
4-fiElOglitaWALOAltiASiliMAMIKACof

young people living in the scattered dis-
tricts from Land's End to John o' Groats.

I welcome it also because it makes us
more independent of a syndicated press,
and because it brings us all into more direct
touch with one another.

*

Mr. LLOYD GEORGE, M.P. (ex -Prime
Minister).

I welcome the growth Of broadcasting
because it is bringing happiness into millions
of homes and because it has great poten-
tialities as an educative medium. I have
watched its growth during the last few
years-both in public popularity and in
the realm of scientific achievement ; and
when I think of the mighty strides that it has
made, and the still mightier strides that
it is destined to make, I feel thankful for
this scientific development which is bring-
ing happiness and knowledge daily within
closer reach of an ever growing number of
our people.

* * *

Mr. PHILIP SNOWDEN, M.P. (whose wife is
one of the Directors of the B.B.C.).

Wireless promises to be one of the most
revolutionary of social influences. Its
possibilities are only yet in the first stage of
development. As an educational factor
its influence cannot be 'exaggerated. As a
means of bringing music into the lives of
people hitherto excluded from enjoying its
highest expression it is an inestimable
blessing. As an adjunct to the means of
teaching in schools it is already being
successfully used, and highly appreciated.'

Mrs. HILTON PHILIPSON, M.P. (formerly
Miss Mabel Russell, the variety star).

Broadcasting is a veritable blessing to
multitudes of people. I have an invalid
sister, for instance, into whose life it brings
a ray of sunshine every time the pro-
gramme opens. Her case must be typical
of thousands of others.

It is an absolute boon to the hundreds

of war wounded and disabled men who are
still lingering, in their hospital blue, in
hospitals and homes in various parts of
the country. People do not realise how
many of these men there are. They can-
not get out to theatres and other places
of amusement at night, and the wireless
enables them to have an entertainment
every evening. It brightens what would
otherwise be a very dull life, and it enables
them to keep in touch with the outside
world in a, way that would not otherwise
be possible. -

Then think of all the blind people-the
civilians as well as the soldiers-and the
aged people who are forced to stay in
their homes for the greater part of the day.
Broadcasting relieveS the monotony of
their existence.

And the housewife. Wireless takes her
mind off the worries of the home, it livens
up her daily round, and it even provides
the children with a programme% of their
own to -listen to before going off to bed.

It is impossible to welcome too heartily
the advances that wireless has made during
the last few years.

* *

CAPTAIN IAN FRASER (the blind M.P.).
Why do I welcome the growth of broad-

casting ?
Because broadcasting is probably the

cheapest, method
of bringing daily
news, views and
music into humble
homes.

Because the cul-
ture and educa-
tion that must
arise from broad-
casting will be a po-
tent factor in pro-
viding more equal
opportunities for
individual de-
veloiment and
enjoyment of life.

Because broad-
casting may sub-
consciously teach

Englishmen and women to speak better
English, and ultimately may make English

(Continued on page 729.)

Mr. Lloyd George.
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Give a
GECOPHONE Cone Loud
Speakers have the widest
frequency response and
will give the greatest out-
put for given input. As a
gift a GEC°PHONE Cone
Speaker will not -only give
enduring pleasure in per-
formance but reflect, as
well, the good taste and
wise judgment of the giver.

Cabinet 4, e
LOUD SPEAKER 070

CONE LOUD SPEAKER
that YOU would like-!

10
Cat. No, B.C. 1690.

No other instrument at the price can produce with such wonderful
faithfulness the intricate tones and inflexions of the human voice, the
deep, rich tones of the organ or the sweet; high treble of the piccolo.
The cabinet is of solid mahogany, and the appearance of the instrument
is pleasing in the extreme.
Cat. No. B.C. 1692. The same in solid oak

Senior Plaque CONE LOUD
SPEAKER

Cat. No. B.C. 1670.
Artistic and pleasing design. Cone
and unit similar to the "Standard"
type, but are mounted in a circular
frame. Finished in walnut.

Price 23:17:6

Standard CONE
LOUD SPEAKtR

Cat. No. B.C. 1650.

Finished in rich coin
bronze. Gives a wealth
of rich tones with clarity
and wonderful realism.

Price £5 .10

Super Cabinet CONE
LOUD SPEAKER

(on left)

Cat. No. B.C. 1694.

Fitted with a large cone
operating from a deli-
cately balanced armature.
Its power of reproduction
is a revelation. Will do
equally well with low
inputs. Cabinet of either
solid polished mahogany
or oak (B.C. 1696).

7:7Price £
MADE IN ENGLAND.

Sold by all Wireless Dealers.

Advt, of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House,. Kingsway, London, W .C.2.
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Its amazing value and tone have astounded the
critics and public alike. Substantially built, in
either dark mahogany or oak, its success is due to
patents exclusive to M.P.A. To hear it is to buy.

Other M.P.A. Models include the De Luxe
Plaque 47'6, Table Cabinet Speaker £4117;6,
Table Grand Speaker 5 gns., Dual Inductance
Speaker 7 gns. and Moving Coil Speakers from
so to 12 gns. All Wireless Dealers stock M.P.A.
Products.
The M.P.A. WAY - Products to the value of
£5 and over can be obtained on Hire Purchase
Terms for Li down.

DEPT* 5, MPA WIRELESS, LTD., 02 CONDUIT ST., LONDON, WA*
ts

Tel. GERR. 084.4re8

" EDDYSTONE"
SCREENED GRID H.F.

SHORT WAVE KIT.

_instaisulakinallsama

WORLD-WIDE RANGE. LOUD SPEAKER
RESULTS. ONE DIAL TUNING. NO
BODY CAPACITY' ADAPTABLE TO

BROADCAST.
The wonderful EDDYSTONE Scientific Three S.W. receiver is now available
as a complete Kit of parts for a metal chassis assembly as shown. Supplied
with full constructional booklet, it can be assembled by anyone in a few hours.

PRICE: £8 . 10 . 0 COMPLETE
with coils 14 -100 metres.

The constructional booklet (P.1) can Send for complete lists of S.W.
also be obtained, 6d. post free, on apparatus.
request. London Service Depot 
STRATTON & CO.,LTD., Webb's Radio Electric Stores,
Bromsgrove St., Birmingham. 164, Charing Cross Road, W C.2.

MORE PEERLESS
PRODUCTS !

FOR USE WITH MOVING -COIL
LOUD -SPEAKERS

Heavy Shrouded Transformer, 25-1 Ratio 17/6
Heavy Power Choke .. 15,' -
Gramophone Scratch Filter .. .. 17/6

Send for illustrated Catalogue.

THE BEDFORD ELECTRICAL & RADIO CO., LTD.
22. Campbell Road, Bedford

SCOTTISH OFFICE: x13, St. 17:ncen" Street, Glasgow, C.2
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5E. 225
SPECIFICATION
Max. Anode volts

150
Priming Grid volts

100 - 150
Amp. Factor 80

Impedance
66,000 ohms

Price 25/- each

,%% W,NANNSN

,sr-VOOTEIS
for still better
radio results

Don't let your
batteries disappoint you

Your dealer has
them or can get

them for you.

Keep your batteries well charged with an Ediswan
L.T. Charger and lengthen their lives. You know
that your accumulators will always be properly
charged according to the instructions given.

The Ediswan L.T. Charger will charge two, four
or six -volt accumulators at 2 amps. from A.C. Mains

Price X2 - 17 - 6 complete

ED SWAN
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD., 123/5, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.

V.5.

.MANUFACTURERS OF THE WORLD'S FIRST RADIO VALVES
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Advt. of K. Raymond Advt. of K. Raymond
COSSOR NEW

MELODY
Genuine Cossor Kit of Parts

IN SEALED CARTON 27 15 0WITH 3 VALVES

ORMOND CONDENSERS
.0005 SLF 6 '-. .00035 5/9.
.00025, 5 6. No. 3 New
Log used in Cossor .00056/ -

SLOW MOTION DIALS
Drum Control ... 5/ -
Dual Indicator 5/ -
Small ditto ... ... 3/6
Friction Dual ... 7;6

EKC9 UNITS
2 F I 0, DC ... ... 29/6
3 FA20, DC ... 50/-
1 VA20, DC ... 58/6
4 F60, DC . . 72'6

MULLARD
SCREENED GRID AND

PENTODE VALVES.
2 and 4 volt.

VERNIER DIALS
Lotus . . . . 4'9
Polar ... . . 4'9
Brownie .. . . 3 6

ALL MAKES.

CYLDON
" SYNHRATUNE "
Twin Thumb Control

.0005 . . . . 47/-
Bebe .0001 . . . 76

ALL CONDENSERS
STOCKED.

CLIMAX
DC, HT UNIT .. 34' -

All HT Units Stocked.

BRANDES
Wonderful Slow-motion Var-
iable Condensers, with Dial.
'0005, 12/6; '0003, 12/-.
Matched Headphones, 11'.
pair, 4,000 ohms. L.F.

MULLARD 12/-; 5-:, 12/6.
Brandes Table Talker, 30VALVES Brandola Horn Type, 5 0,

n ConeLeading Stockist The ERiptico
Speaker. 7 7 /-.

LEWCOS PRODUCTS
C.T. Coils, 40, 50, 60, 75, 3,'6 each; 100, 150, 200, 5/3 each.
Glazite, 10d. 10 ft.; Frame Aerial Wire, 3/6 100 ft. Battery
Leads, 5 -way, 5/6; 6 -way, 7/6; 7 -way, 8/6. Binocular 6 -pin
Coils, B.A.C.5, 10/-; B.A.C.20, 12/-; B.S.P.5. 15 -
20. 20/-; B.A.R.5, 10/-; B.A.R.20, 12/-. Q -Coils, Aeria1,15
H.F. Transformers, 21/-. Touchstone, 30,- pr. For Pentode
:t. Super Six -pin Coils, Etc., Stocked.

SIEMENS, LISSEN, HELLESEN,
RE AULT% EVERREADY, ETC.,

H.T. BATTERIES.

Parts
Mullard

Junit Switch,
Permacore
Differential,
Pye Valve

9,'6;
Transformer,
5'6

Holders,

in Stock for
Master Five

Pair of Climax Chokes, 15 -;
25 - each ; Pye

; PM Speaker Unit, 25 - ,
2- each, etc., etc.

LEAFLETS FOR SETS FREE
CONCERT 4, RADIANO 3
RADIANO 4, INCEPTOR 3

and many other Circuits.

COSSOR NEW MELODY
81'l' OF PARTS FOR ABOVE

s, d.
Ormond push-pull switch - I 3
2 Ormond log '0005 - - 12 0
2 Cossor pat. S.M. Dials - 9 0
Peto-Scott *0001 - - - 4 6
Peerless 6 ohm - - - - 2 0
5 W.B. Valve holders - - 5 0
Wearite H.F. choke - - 6 6
3 T.C.C. condensers - - 8 0
Dubilier 3 meg. - - - 2 6
3---1 ratio L.F. - - - 15 0
2 v. screened grid - - - 22 6
2 v. power valve - - - 12 6
2 v. R.C. valve - - - 10 6
Metal cabinet, complete with ter-
minals and strips, baseboard, wire,
flex, etc., screen assembly, grid
bias 9 volts, and clips for 17/6

TOTAL ,C fi  ft  fa
Carr. fwd. "' is.r  

With this
KIT
you

can buy
2 B.B.C.
WOUND

COILS for
2/6 pr.

or
2 5XX do.
for 2/o pr.

With
Kit
Only.

CAA
(U.K. only)

Orders Accepted.
Sent in Rotation.
Forward Order

PAY POSTMAN.

MULLARD 7.11ASTER 3*
This new and wonderful set must appeal to Young and
Old, amateur or experimenter-in fact EVERYBODY !

These Components are those
ACTUALLY AS SPECIFIED

BY MULLARDS
BEWARE SUBSTITUTES !

3 Lotus valve holders -
Colvern combined wave coil
Mullard Permacore, L.F. -
Climax "L.F.A.," L.F. -
Climax H.F. choke
Benjamin battery switch
J.B. *0005 log variable
J.B. *00035 log variable
Mullard '0003 and 2 meg.
Mullard '0001
Magnum Brackets

£ s. d.
3 9

17 6
- 1 5 0
- 1 5 0

7 6
1 3

11 6
1CI 6

5 0

£5:12:6
(If over 150 miles

PLEASE ADD 3/6
AND I WILL

SEND WITH KIT
OF PARTS

2 6
2 6

Carr. Pd.
Carriage Forward)

2 Handsome S.M. Dials, Set
of connecting Links, 8 Plugs,

Spades, 4 Engraved Termi-
nals, 2 Ebonite Strips, Twin
Flex, Splendid Aluminium
Panel, 18 x 7, drilled ready
for use. 9 -volt Grid Bias,
Baseboard. Carr. I'd. up to
150 miles.

Actual value of above Accessories is 21/ -
AMERICAN TYPE ALSO IN
CABINETS MAHOGANY

As shown in 20,1 -
OAK BOTH

1611 List 21!- ABSOLUTELY
WITH PARTS BEST QUALITY

UP TO 150 MILES CARRIAGE 1!-.
OVER 150 MILES CARRIAGE FORWARD.

MULLARD VALVES
H.F. P.M.3 P.M.5X

10/6 each
r L.P. P.M.; P.M.5X

10:6 each
I'.51.2 P.M._} P.M.'/

12/6 each

SPEAKERS
Mullard - S3 /6
Phillips - SO/-
M.P.A. - 29/6
B.T.H. Cone 60/-

H.T. BATTERIES. Siemens 108 v. 13,-;
Siemens 100 v. Power, 22 6.
L.T. BATTERIES, Exide D.F.9, 8/6;
Exide D.M.G., 11  ; D.H.9., 14/6; Oldham
1V.D., 9  ; U.V.D., 14`- (All with Carrier) .

Carriage extra on Batteries except by arrangement.

OUR NEW CATALOGUE 1/-
143 pages profusely illustrated with

LATEST UP-TO-DATE SETS & COMPONENTS
The 1 - allowed off 10'- order

We stock Igranic, Climax, Ever -Ready, Hellesen, Siemens,
Forms, Ferranti, Wearite, Ormond, J.B., Benjamin, Lotus,
Bullard, Dubilier, Lissen, Lewcos, Utility, Magnum, Pets -
Scott, Peerless, Burndept, Pye, Marconi, McMichael,
Cosmos, Carborundum, R.1.-Varley, Gambrell, Browns,
Sterling, Amplions-in fact, everything it is possible to stock

in Radio Components.

KITS OF PARTS
FOR

ALL CIRCUITS

Quotations for Sets of
Parts over 25 - in
Value. Customers are
requested to make out
List Of for a particular
circuit please give title,
date, and name of
paper). Lowest pos-
sible estimate given.
Please write plainly.

Advt. of K. Raymond

K. RAYMOND
27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2

Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE.
This address is at the back of Daly's
Theatre. Phones Gerrard 4637 and 2821

HOURS OF Esvr illay 9 to 8

BUSINESS suanu.rMoaryn.71
to

91

XMAS ARRANGEMENTS
DECEMBER 17th, 18th, 19th I OPEN

20th, 21st, 22nd (9 to 991

Dec. 23rd, Sunday, 11 to 1
Dec. 24th, Monday, 9 to 9
-> CLOSED XMAS DAY <-
OPEN BOXING DAY 11 to 1
and as usual afterwards. So Don't For-
get TO NOTE ABOVE [IN CASE! I)

ACCIDENTS WILL HAPPEN.
SPEAKER CABINETS EVERYBODY'S 3

"P.W." 1/12/28
Kit of Parts, including
Panel, strip -marked Ter-
minals, Wire, Screws and
Baseboard, (List of parts
Free.) Carr. paid U.K.£4 17 6
BLUE SPOT UNIT 25/.

66K. 101.
BALANCED ARMATURE

BLUE SPOT 15/.
662,

Adjusta b'e for Portabies

Takes 10 -in. Cone, 9 11 ; 12 -in.
Cone, 12 11 ; 15 -in., 18 11.

Handsomely Polished Oak
Fidsh. Will take Blue Spot.

Carriage 1'3

AMERICAN TYPE CABINETS
MAGNIFICENT
QUALITY OAK,

LATEST DESIGN.

7 .. 12'6
14 x 7 .. 14`11
16 x 7 .. 17 11
18 x 7 21 -
21 x 7 . 21 6
24 x

all 9" deep. Carr, Pais.

GOODMANS Cone
Unit, Double Reed 27, 6
HOVEY .. .. 13 6
LISSEN . . . 15 -
LOEWE .. 18 6

Pick-ups-all makes

LISSEN
Valve -holders, 1'-; Fined
Con., l'-, 1;8; Leaks, 1'-;
Switches, 1.13, 2'8; Latest
2.xay Cam. Vernier, 4 8;
Itheobtats, 2'8: B.B., 1,8;
Liasennia, 13,6: L.P. Trans-
formers, 843: Coils, COT, 6'9;
2,,,OX, 9/9, UO-v. H.T., 711;
100-v., /2,11; Saber 60-v.,
13/8; Grid Bias, 11; 45. 51.
Super L.F., 19,-; Variable
.0003, 6,-; .0005, 8,'8.

A.W., P.W., M.W.
STANDARD LOADING

COILS, 7 /6
Post

Wearite, Magnum, Lewcos.

COPPER SCREENS
ALUMINIUM SCREENS
10x12, 10x6, 8156, in stock.
M.W. Screening Boxes, 12,6

COSSOR NEW
MELODY

SPECIAL OFFER
250 600 B.B.C., 8/6 per pair

POST 1

PLUG-IN COILS
ACCURATELY WOUND
HIGHEST QUALITY
D.S.C. WIRE TESTED

Long Wave, 9,'6 per pair.
pair.

TUNEWELL DUAL COIL
FOR

MASTER 3 STAR
7;9 (switch 1 --

EBONITE PANELS best
Grade "A" 3/16" Stocked
in usual sizes or cut to
special size at Id. square

eh .

COUPON No, 22
ONLY ONE COUPON ON ANY ONE ORDER

If you spend 25,'- or more you can buy for 3d. extra
any one (only) of the following :

S.M. Dial, 100 ft. 7/22 Copper Aerial, 12 yds. Lead-
in, Fuse and Holder, 12 Nickel Terminals, 60X Coil,
H.F. Choke, Permanent Detector, Battery Switch.
.0003 and 2-meg. Leak, 9 -volt Grid Bias, Panel
Brackets, 6 -pin Coil Base, 100 ft. Insulated Aerial,
Loud Speaker Silk Cord, 30 ft. Covered Connecting
Wire, Ebonite panel, 9x6. 12 yds. Twin Flex. 100 ft.
Indoor Aerial.

.....ONLY
AVAILABLE AT K. RAYMOND'S
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SOME SHORT- WAVE
EXPERIENCES. IR

gw THE FILADYNE CIRCUIT-THE
" ANTIPODES ADAPTOR."

t'lLetters from readers discussing interesting and
topical wireless events or recording unusual

W experiences, are always welcomed ; but it must g
st be clearly understood that the publication of 2,
r such does in no way indicate that we associate ,.,,"
Zit ourselves with the views rexpressedacceptby our K,
V correspondents and we cannot

responsibility for information given.-EDITOR.any 1
g..7.raMPSIre,W-NVMsPAVAMPS.MSPr7:4

SOME SHORT- WAVE EXPERIENCES.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-It will no doubt be of interest to you
to hear of my experiences with a two -valve short-
wave receiver, which I assembled a week ago from
details given in two articles published in your paper,
namely : The ." Handyman" Two, described in the
issue of " P.W." dated February 25th, 1928, and
the " P.W." " Short -Wave" Two, described later.

I have only made one coil, that for the 20- to 40 -
metre wave -band, and that was built on the principle
of the one given in the " Handyman " Two, only
that it was wound on a built-up skeleton former.
The 24 wire was bared of its cotton covering, and,
as I had no 34 wire, the-reitction winding was wound
with 32 D.C.C.

In wiring the set I added to it refinements given
in the" P.W." Short -Wave" Two, namely, a .0005
fixed condenser in series with the -0005 variable.
Also a -001 F.C. wired across the anode of the last
valve and L.T. negative. Lastly, instead of using
the fixed choke, as given in the " Handyman " Two,
I put in its place a single coil holder, and. for short
waves plugged into it a home -constructed choke
of 150 turns of 36 D.C.C., wound on an inch former,
and tapped at 50, 75, and 100 turns.
Wonderful Results.

Results obtained were as follows : PCJJ on
9,554 kc. was received during broad daylight, at good
speaker strength. 2 F C (Sydney, N.S.W.) was re-
ceived clearly on 'phones, on Wednesday, November
7th, at about 7.30 p.m. (I cannot state definitely
the length of time I was receiving him, as I didn't
note it down.) However, here are some items from
his programme : Two gramophone records, one
" The Rollicking King's Highway," and the other
a popular dance number, " She's Tall and Dark and
Handsome." The announcer also called 5 S W,
and asked him to try and pick up 2 F C's trans-
mission on Sunday morning, when they would
hear the M.C.C. team before the microphone. I may
mention incidentally that I intended listening for
this broadcast, but made rather a silly mistake and
-forgot that Sydney time is in advance of ours, and
I realised too late that though they would be working
on Sunday, it would be Saturday night over here.
On November 8th I picked up 8 X K, though I
believe that this is no extraordinary feat, and listened
to him from 11 to 12 p.m. At thnes he could be
heard twelve inches away from the 'phones, and was
relaying a concert from the Astoria (?) Hotel. A
few items from his programme were : " Tell Ale
Your Dreams," also a selection from the operetta
" Irene," and Rachmaninov's " Prelude in D Minor."
Part of the programme was relayed from K D K A.

The following night I received him again, only
this time much louder than before. To give you an
idea of his punch, another person was wearing the
'phones while I seated myself about six or seven feet
away, where speech could be heard but not dis-
tinguished. This was while he was giving a talk on
Mohammedanism. I also .received another Yank
the same night, but did not get his call -sign.
The New IC D A.

I have also received a German station on this
wave -band, who comes in very loud and very clearly
during daylight, but as I don't understand his lingo,
I therefore cannot identify him. During his intervals
he transmits a loud metronome signal, and a pecu-
liarity about his transmission is that he always
seems to be giving a kind of dictation, reading very
slowly and very distinctly, with pauses at frequent
intervals. Can any reader give me Information as
to the identity. frequency, and power of this station ?

There is just one other transmission I can mention,
and that is K D K A, who is now working on a new
frequency of 9,800 kc, This station I received one
Sunday evening from 7 to 8 p.m. He comes in very
well and is worth trying for. The announcer stated
that K D K A had just recently started transmitting
on this frequency, and that reports on the reception
of his transmission would be welcomed. I don't
know whether any reader has picked this station up
yet, but as I have remarked, he is worth trying for.

Reverting to the receiver, there is just one thing
I am troubled with at present, and that is hand -
capacity effects. I have yet to cure this fault.
However I think that the results are pretty decent
for the first " kick-off."

Well, I will close now, tha uking you. for the valuable
assistance and- knowledge I have gained, from your
excellent paper.

I am, yours sincerely,
E. BIRCRENALL.

Manchester.

THE FILADYNE CIRCUIT.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS,

Dear Sir,-When are you going to have another
"Filadyne " set ? It is about two years Ago that I
made my first Filadyne, and have since built two
others. Each new Filadyne seems to be better than
the last, and ff it goes on, I forone cannot see how
this sytem can fail to displace most others.

With a two -valve Filadyne made up to the latest
circuit I have seen, I can get anything on the Con-
tinent I want, heterodyning and static permitting.

Yours faithfully,

Birmingham.
L. COOKE.

[En. Nom-The " P.W. " Research Department
is busy at work on several new Filadyne develop-
ments, and full details of them will be published in
due course. Articles and sets by Mr. English on the
Filadyne are also in hand.]

THE " ANTIPODES ADAPTOR."
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS,

Dear Sir,-Having had no previous experience of
short-wave sets I decided that the " Antipodes
Adaptor " would suit my requirements admirably,
so I hooked it up out of some old junk parts and
settled down to try it out.

The results are exceedingly above my expectations,
for up to now I have logged the following stations :

2 X A D-good loud -speaker strength.

Annismonammponnron,yme,--/ne!!
A TRIBUTE TO "P.W." SET DESIGN kg

MR. EDGAR WALLACE
(the famous author and playwright).

Dear Sir,-The set you lent me is working
wonderfully. I get perfect reception from ti
Germany, and, the other morning, at 4 o'clock, "
I managed to get quite a number of American P
atmospherics punctuated by jazz bands. It g
is great fun, and remains an essential part of 40,
my domestic equipment. IK

Yours sincerely, 0
.0 EDGAR WALLACE.
gr.0.66ACUACACAMACSirsiU14-MSCafia

2 X A F-slightly less volume than 2 X A D.
P C J J-roaring strength on loud speaker.
P C L-good loud -speaker strength, but badly

distorted.
5 S W.
3 L 0 (Melbourne).
K D K A-on 27 metres.
A F K (Doberitz).
Also what I believe is transatlantic telephony

from 2 X A A-Houlton (Maine).
All the above on 0-v-2.

- I think you will agree that this is a fair bag for
a newcomer to short waves. I might add that my
set for broadcast reception is the " Spanspace"
Four, which gives me every satisfaction.

Wishing POPULAR WIRELESS continued success,
I remain, yours faithfully

BUTCHER.
Barnstaple.

1V-ACSESif KS ['AMA k" -.s CA 'AC trk.f.

WHY I WELCOME
BROADCASTING. it
(Continued front page 724.)

MNIS-20-71N-M71710-207070110711701114-X0*

an even more universal language than is
now the case.

Because it offers an unrivalled oppor-
tunity-which has up to the present been
wasted-to statesmen and politicians to
communicate their views to the people
from whom they derive their strength,
without the intervention of newspapers,
which seldom transmit their views faith-
fully, but almost invariably amplify or
distort them.

Because when politicians wake up to the
fact that this new power is at their service
they will be better able to work a democratic

system dependent upon an almost un-
manageably large electorate. .

Because it should provide-when the
B.B.C. reads public opinion aright in its
love of the British Empire-a means where-
by many areas inhabited by British sub-
jects may be linked together for the purpose
of simultaneous broadcasting, as is the
United Kingdom at present.

Because it provides amusement and
interest to large numbers of blind, disabled
and bedridden persons, who are deprived,
by their physical condition, of access to the
older methods whereby these amenities were
distributed.

Miss ELLEN WILKINSON, M.A., M.P.
It is very good for a working woman,

who is within four walls for so much of- er
clay, to be able to relieve the tedium of
housekeeping, sweeping and cooking, by
turning on the wireless to hear a pleasant
voice giving her not only hints on modern
cookery, but pleasant popular music to
keep her spirits up.

I think there might be some improve-
ments in the Children's Hour. Most of the
children, I know, dislike the Children's
Hour intensely. They seem to think that
the B.B.C. do not hit the right note. The re
is a tendency to talk down to the children
too mue'h-and to be too superficially
hearty.

Miss SUSAN LAWRENCE, M.P. (for many
years a workhouse visitor and Guardian
of the Poor).

I do not think that anybody living in
London ever has been in want of daily
entertainment, but when I think of the
extraordinary dullness of the life of a
middle-aged woman in the villages, prior
to the introduction of the 'buses and wire-
less, I realise the extraordinary benefits
that wireless has brought.

In many places, too, subscriptions have
been raised for the purpose of installing
wireless sets in the workhouse wards. It
is impossible to over -estimate the immense
amount of pleasure that has been given
to the old people as a result of this kindly
and thoughtful act.

Although there is a Children's Hour in
the broadcasting programme it is true
that children are usually able to provide
their own amusement. It is the elderly,
and particularly the women, who have
gained such enormous pleasure from this
new form of entertainment.

SIR WILLIAM JOYNSON-HICKS, M,P, (the
Home Secretary).

In the first place, because all knowledge
is good, and broadcasting increases the
knowledge of mankind in almost every
direction. Secondly, because it affords
facilities for public men of all shades of
political and religious opinion to express
their views to the million.

I have myself recently had some experi-
ence of broadcasting ; as a speaker, as well,
of course, as a listener.

It is a wonderful thing to sit before the
microphone at the B.B.C. Headquarters,
and realise that you are speaking to-it
may be a third of the population of Great
Britain. I have often addressed large
meetings in a hall, but that is nothing to the
power which broadcasting gives to a speaker.

I am certain that it will increase in power
and utility as the years go on.
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I HOPE you recollect my friend Geary--
Aloysius (lea,ry. He is the fellow who
put the " oh ! " in Radio down our

way. He is Tooting's Own Ass. He knows
no more about radio than the secret of.
absconding- from my house with small
parts, generally the choicest measuring
instruments or a pet condenser. When
bowled out, he says that they must have
hooked .themselves to his garments as he
bruShed past them.

Geary's ambition to shine as 11 golden
radio bug is in inverse proportion .to his
skill in, and knowledge of, the subject.

. Every, now and then Geary's evil -angel
prompts, him to concoct some unusually evil
plot, at which 1 generally am forced to
connive.

He Turns Up Again.
No\ , a Neck or, two back Geary came

to my house, ostensibly to borrow a
fen -shilling note, a lemon -squeezer, and a
No. 75 coil ; all quite normal and above
suspicion. But as soon as he got into my
radio den and had lit a pipe of my tobacco,
he began :

" Look here, Higham ; I've an idea."
" If that's so, if you haven't mistaken

a pain in the head for an idea, I'm going
to Davos for the winter sports, and I'm
going to -morrow. Try and get Snarper
to help you."

" There, there ; it's all right ! Listen !
You know this 5 S W racket ? "

" Go on."
" Well, it's no earthly ! Small beer, as

we say in the trade. Heeltaps ! Swipes ! "
" Possibly the, ardent pioneer in his

lonely shack in Bongaruba, and such
places, _considers it-er-inadequate. But
what would you ? "

" Well, Higham, I would give 'em a
show for Christmas."

" Ha ! -Likewise, ho ! I thought so.
My richest aunt is puffing out and needs me
at Barnsley to witness her Will. So you
see, my esteemed Aloysius, I cannot possibly
come in on this."

I Fall for It.
" Forget it, Higham," he purred. " But,

as I was saying, you know this Marcuse
racket ? Good man, Marcuse ; pioneer !
Drove the jolly old plough and swung the
axe to blaze the trail, and all that. Showed
them the way, eh ? Brought tears to the
eyes of hard cases in every corner of the
world, in the great open spaces and closed
prisons where men are Scots, and so forth.
But, Higham-and Higham-you mark my
words. What the Empire is yowling for is

EARY ROUSES
THE EMPIRE

a slap-up, homey, Christmas programme.
And A. Geary's the bloke to supply same,
f.o.b., empties returnable. None genuine
without our label."

Again I fell for it. Built his transmitter,
arranged the tests, wangled the licence,
and supplied most of the refreshments.:
He held his great Empire reception on
December 1st, to anticipate possible com-
petitors. My aunt, I sweat to think of it !

After due advertisement, the Empire was
all one large ear at seven p.m., and I
switched on, carefully backing away from
the mike.

Geary hoarsely whispered, as softly as
a prompter at the Old Vic :

' Son, where did you put Aunt Annie's
hot-water bottle ? "

Things Go Amiss.
Like a flash, I switched off, and cursed

him: in a friendly way. After that we got
down to business and gave " God Save
the King:' But I forgot to switch on until
the end, and as the gramophone had not
been fully wound up, I fear that all the
Empire heard was a note like those Holborn
" dying pigs " emit. Said Geary non-
chalantly :

" That's that, old bean. Let's stick on
Bransby Williams in ' Scrooge,' and go and
have a coupla spots while the Empire sobs."

That bit got over perfectly, as I later
learned from Nyasaland, Kenya, Borneo,
British Guiana, and St. Helena..

I am sorry to say that Bert Geary
messed up the gramophone, so that the
Empire got "ticrooge " perfectly, but
backwards. I learned afterwards that a
whole tribe of
Booloozagis recog-
nised it as a " talk"
on ants, in the ver-
nacular, and became
entomologists on the
spot, much to the
annoyance of the
governor, who was
devoting his leisure
to stamping ants into
blazes.

When  Gea:ry and
I got back to the
" mike " the time o'
day indicated that
the management was
due to provide that
charming lyric known
as " Love's Old Sweet
Song." For this we
had engaged Miss
Swattlebloom, who
Started up in the
approved manner.
But Geary thought
she needed a little
male assistance, so he
supplied what I
believe is known as

" seconds." A melancholy duet, i' faith !
Just as they got. to " Love's old sweeeet
song " there was an unexpected " third."
in the form of the " maiden helper." This
wench, who had not the foggiest notion of
what was on, thrust her head through the
door and bawled :

" Sir, the cat's -meat man ses shall he leave
lip er and lights or just lights and no liver 1? "

A Prize Nuisance.
I switched off. Hurried explanations.

I switched on. Geary said :
Cuss the gal ! Where's her tact ? "

The Empire said afterwards : " That's
the sort of girl we want out here."

Then we gave 'em " Oranges and Lemons,"
and a lot of squalling kids supplied the
chorus. And after that a recipe for plum -
pudding. But, by some oversight, young
Bert Geary mixed that up with a gramo-
phone record of " Once in Royal David's
City," so that what the Empire heard was,
more or less, " Once a pound in Royal
Candied Peel stood a lowly pound of
David's suet." And the musical chairs
were complicated by Mrs. Geary's urgent
request for Geary's key of the tantalus,

because Cousin Jane has got her usual
attack of whatsisnames, and brandy is the
only thing."

Anybody shooting Geary, well and truly,
can apply to me for a reward. Not more
than five shillings ! But. I will supply a
monument of purest Aberdeen granite
and glad of the chance.

For he is the world's-and Tooting's-
Own Prize (£20,000) Nuisance.

HIOHAM BITRLIC.

. . . the cat's -meat man ses shall he leave liver .

and lights . . . ?
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"Can't I use c?"
FE PANTO

The following extracts are from
letters typical of many that reach
us daily.

Will 'you please advise me whether your
transformers will give equally satisfactory
results to those officially recommended for use
with the '-'

" I have just bought the new, complete
kit for building the ' I find the trans-
former is one made by - themselves, and
they say it matches valves, etc Now, I
am convinced that.... it can never be like my
(FERRANTI) A .F .5. . . . "

" I have just purchased a complete kit of
parts for the construction of the 1928 '

and to my dismay I find that a smaller trans-
former is included instead of the A.F.3, which
I had expected. I cannot believe that this small
Transformer can be equal to the Ferranti. .can
I use Ferranti.. . .?

Discriminating constructors hesi-
tate lest they should impair results
by including a Transformer inferior
to Ferranti.
For every one who writes, many
must desire a verdict on the
question.

WE THEREFORE ISSUE THIS
DECLARATION :-FERRANTI
TRANSFORMERS A F 3, A F 4
or A F 5, WILL GIVE RESULTS
IN ANY SET BETTER THAN
ANY OTHER TRANSFORMER
AT, OR APPROACHING, THE
FERRANTI PRICES.

FERRANTI LTD. HOLLINWOOD

Ti
LANCASHIRE
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ENGLAND

EVERYTHING &.6.c., ELECTRICAL

By>ind the best
Setsfain'and

LT Su

andAccesses
MADE IN

Write for Folder No. L4794 for full par-
ticulars and prices of GECoPHONE Dry
Batteries and GEEKO Accumulators and

Ch:rgers.

" GEEKO"
H.T. ACCUMULATOR
CHARGER FOR A.C.

" GEEKO "
L.T. ACCUMULATOR

" GEC0PHONE "
INTERCHANGEABLE
H.T. DRY BATTERY

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., 3Iagne! House, Kingsw2y, London, W.C.2.

MA.1"numblv°67;7......71MIR
OWN

CONE SPEAKER
The New Wonder

" Nightingale "

CONE UNIT
Exactly as fitted to our
Cabinet Cone Speaker.

Guaranteed to give re-
sults equal to the most
expensive Loud -

Speakers yet made.
Full constructional details

with each Unit.

GRAMOPHONE
ATTACHMENT
Reduced from 32 6 to 15 -
solely as an advertisement
for the famous Bullphone
Nightingale Loud -Speakers.
Cobalt Magnet guaranteed

for all time.
With 4 -inch Diaphragm.

Instantly converts your own Gramo-
phone into a full power Loud-speakei.
giving a wealth of pure undistorted
volume which must be heard to he

believed.

secays
iftis sPectkpit
The Nightingale
"DE LUXE"

50/
cash, or 5 - deposit

. and 11 monthly pay-
ments of 5 -

2t its, high
with 14 'in.
Dell, Mahog-
any finished
tv i t h plated
arm & stand.

svcisFAcrioiy
mtiorreED
orretTalAY1

AS FITTFD
TO OUR £6
POST HORN

BAKELITE
Sacs, Co,sxor s Tor. ARM

also
No.e401.1.°  14,;

INAZGAN

NIGHTINGALE CONCERT
SUPREME

SUPER
Guaranteed free from
metallic resonance.

60/

Send

cash, or EA SY
_TERMS, 5,'- deposit

and 12 monthly pay,
ments of 5 -

Now.

Obtainable from your Local Dealer or direct from :-

Bin LIMITED ONE
HOLYWELL _LANE, LONDON
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITORS NOTE BOOK

SWITCHES FOR WAVE CHANGING.
OF particular interest to readers of

P.W." will be a new switch pro-
duced by A. F. Bulgin & Co., Ltd.

This is styled the Triple -Short -Circuit
switch, and it is suitable for use in the
majority of " P.W." wave -change sets. The
switch, which is of the single -hole panel -
mounting variety, has three terminals, each
of which carries a spring contact.

All three terminals are isolated when
the plunger is in, and when it is pulled out
they are all connected together. Thus a

Some idea of the heat generated by the short-circuiting of a good
H.T. battery is given by this photo of two Hellesens inadvertently

so treated.

connection at three points is possible with -
Out the necessity for such improvisations as
connecting a piece of flexible wire to the
centre plunger of a normal switch. This
Bulgin switch, which retails at 2s., is
distinctly well made and has a smooth and
positive action.

A MOVING -COIL BOOKLET.
Messrs. Baker's Selhurst Radio recently

sent us one of their catalogue booklets,
-which is entitled " A New Hobby for
Wireless Constructors and Experimenters."
Full details of the various moving -coil com-
ponent parts obtainable from this firm are
given together with several circuit diagrams.

" CHRONICLE WIRELESS GUIDE."
Allied Newspapers, Ltd., have now pub-

lished the sixth edition of the " Chronicle
Wireless Guide." The price of this publi-
cation is 6d., and it can be obtained at
any bookstall or newsagent. It appears
to be a remarkably good sixpennyworth.
Some dozen sets and amplifiers are con-
cisely described and there are interesting
articles on such modern things as moving -
coil loud speakers, " Wireless and the
Gramophone," and so on.

ETON VALVES.
The Eton Glass Battery Co., of Eton

Works, Grange Road, Leyton, E.10, have
produced a range of low -voltage valves
specially designed for use in conjunction
with their large -capacity Leclanche cells.

The actual voltage and amperages of the
valves are stated to be from F2 to 1-4 volts
at 15 to 18 amperes. It will be noticed
that the voltage is brought down to
below that of one primary cell of the
Leclanche type.

In fact;the makers state that their valves
will rim satisfactorily from one large dry
cell for a long period. Four large -capacity
Leclanche sac cells, such as those which
they supply, will run a one -valve set from
six to twelve months for four hours daily..
R.C, H.F., L.F., and power valves are

available at 8s. 6d. and
Os. 6d. each. Country listen-
ers should find them of
considerable interest. Op
test we found the Eton valves
quite good and their consump-
tions well within those
specified.

A POCKET SOLDERING
OUTFIT.

An interesting novelty
recently placed on the mar-
ket is the Soldometa Pocket
Soldering Outfit., due to
Elmesan London, Ltd. It is

sold at 2s. 6d. complete, and comprises
everything necessary for doing small
soldering jobs. In a strong metal box
with a hinged lid are a tiny soldering
iron, some Meta Fuel, a burning tray, a tin
of Soldo, a stick of solder, and a tin of
Fluxite. " Meta " is, of course, a solid
fuel which burns hotly like methylated
spirits. It is quite a
safematerial to handle.
A brochure entitled.
" Hints and Tips on
Soldering " is supplied
with each outfit.

HAY'S RADIO WAX.
A week or two ago

Hay's Marine Water-
proof Glue Co., Ltd.,
sent me a tin of their
" Radio Wax," This
is a black compound
which is unaffected by
moisture or acids, and
which is very easily
melted. The tin in which it is sold (at 6d.)
has a handle so that it can be held over a
flame.

It is a most useful substance, and all
kinds of repairs can be carried out with it.
Holes in ebonite panels can be filled up,
temporary insulation affected, fixed con-
densers, etc., mended, and so on. Addition-
ally, terminals of batteries and battery tops
can be protected with this excellent wax.

Its electrical properties are similar to

those of ebonite, and altogether it is the
sort of stuff a practical radio man can find
many uses for.

. AN AERIAL PULLEY.
S. H. Collett Mfg. Co. recently sent

us one of their No. 2 rotary Eze-Way
aerial pulleys. The price of this, with
halyard, is 2s. 6d. It is said to be the
only pulley on the market specially de-
signed for the wireless mast. The special
features of the device are that it is fitted
with a pivoted back plate so that it is
self -centring to the pull of the aerial wire.

This means that however the line of the
aerial is changed, the pulley follows it and
no damaging halyard friction results. The
pulley wheel, which is made of duralumin,
such as is used in aeroplane work, has two
grooves, one for the halyard and the other
for the aerial line. The body of the
pulley is made of stout brass heavily tinned
and will not rust. Taking everything into
consideration it certainly appears to be a
considerable advance on the ordinary
simple pulley wheel.

E Traders and manufacturers are invited
 to submit radio sets, components and
= accessories to the " P.W." Technical De-
 partment for test. All tests are carried

out with strict Impartiality under the
-;r: personal supervision of the Technical
= Editor, and readers are asked to note

that this weekly feature is intended as
= a reliable and unbiased guide as to

what to buy and what to avoid.
Th111111111111i111111111111111111i111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ii

ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRON.
Some time ago S. Woolfe & Co., Ltd., of

115, Southwark Street, London, S.E.1, sent
us two of their electric soldering irons for
test. These were immediately placed in
commission in the construction department
and, up to the time of writing, have given
excellent service. It has been noticed that
they maintain even temperature throughout
long periods of usage.

The F.L. type, which has a current con-
sumption of 120 watts, retails at the
reasonable price of 13s. 6d. It weighs 14 oz.
and is well-balanced and easy to handle.
The bit is interchangeable. The F.Z.O.O.

The two electric soldering irons after having been in use for some weeks.

is a somewhat lighter iron having a current
consumption of 80 watts, and selling at 13s.
Its design is in every way satisfactory.

THE " INDISPENSO " CHARGER.
In our recent report concerning this

interesting and useful product of Ward &
Goldstone, Ltd., we gave the price of the
De -Luxe pattern as 24s. 6d. This was,
however, incorrect ; it should have been
22s. 6d.
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NOTES AND NEWS,
(Continued from page 097.)

The Essential Sag.
ISUPPOSE that no " P.W." reader

needs warning about the erection of an
aerial wire without a certain sag as a

safety factor. If that is correct I may
infer that my neighbour, on the starboard
side as you face the gasometer. does not
read " P.W." stuff a copy through his
bill -slit (letter -box) one dark night. Not
long ago I was an interested spectator
of the ceremony of installing his new mast
and aerial. Aerial nice and taut ; mast
with a bias towards the house. I was very
sad-but I never give advice to neighbours
unless they seek it.

The winds of a week or two later crashed
the mast, which brought his rose -pergola
down

Wireless in the. Wilds.
INTERESTINGdetails of the Chevrolet

Car and One Ton Truck expedition from
Cape Town to London are to hand.

Mr. W. Watson of Port. Elizabeth, Was
" called in ," to help arrange the radio gear.
This had to be such as would transmit
10,000 miles and stand all the exigencies. of.
travel over the length of Africa. Mullard's
Jo'burg agent built the set in two days, the
transmitter being , fitted with M tale
valves, and run off the One Ton Truck
Engine.

CaSt-Iron Valves.
THE aerial was slung between two 15 -ft.

poles on the truck. Over desert,
mountains, and forests they struggled,

crossing many rivers which in some in-

. . -

stances submerged them, but all the time
after reaching Rhodesia they got their
messages away and received the Savoy
Hotel music and Big Ben. It took them
five months to reach Cairo and seven to
reach London, but those all -fired, cast-iron
valves stuck it out ,and not one had to be
replaced, being- as healthy at the finish
as ,at the start.

Radio from the Mains.
N startling relief from the 'haughty atti-

.11tude of the Westminster electricity
authorities and others, are the attitude

and action of the Middlesbrough Corpora-
tion. They do not say " You have not
been authorised to work your wireless
from our mains," but have approved a
unit which, plugged into the lighting socket,
will supply both H.T. and L.T. for any
type of valve set at a cost of about 30s. per
annum. The unit may be purchased by in-
stalments. Middlesbrough is to be con-
grattdated on its luck-and its Electrical
Enaineer.

" Purple Patches."
WHAT broadcast item has most im-

If fV pressed you ? This question has
aroused more interest than I ex-

pected. Here are some of the " purple
patches " notified so far. New Year's
Greetings, 1924-5 ; last Cenotaph ceremony
on November 11th ; Mr. Baldwin's strike
speech ; " R.U.R."

'
" first item picked up

from 3 L 0 (Melbourne) " ; Menin Gate
Ceremony ; " my ' daughter's first , song
before the microphone " ; debate between
Sir E. Benn and Mr. Maxton ; " when my
battery conked out diving a talk on Toad -
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stools " ; relay of Zepp landing in America ;
Sir 0. Lodge on Atoms, etc. ; Mary Pick -
ford ; Melba.

Wireless Society Note.
THE Kentish Town and District Radio

Society still has room for new members,
who will be initiated heartily by the

Hon. Sec., Mr. A. H. Sartan. Meetings at
8 p.m. every- Friday at the Carlton Road
Schools, Kentish Town. Fee, one shilling
per quarter, and no "extras." Why not
join a club this winter 1 A session in the
company of a few .experienced fans may
bring you near to a Valve Bartship. I have
still a few left.

A Warning.
As I have seen numerous references in the

Press to the so-called " broadcasting "
by Major Court Treatt, who is with

his expedition in Southern Soudan, I think
it well to remind readers a second time that
his transmissions are no! radio -telephonic, but
in Morse. His call is F X C T. and the wave-
length about 30 metres. The note of his
signals will probably vary because he is
using a hand -power generator.

More League Broadcasts.
THE Secretariat of the League of Nations

is to resume its experimental short-
wave broadcasts, using Kootwijk

(Holland), probably on 18.4 metres. The
station will be connected with a studio in
the Palais des Nations at Geneva. The
experiments are intended to reach certain
specified areas, especially the Americas,
Japan, Australia and New Zealand.

(Continuer) on page 730.)

We can have music wherever we go !
Send for complete catalogue of

EDISON BELL Sets & Components
THE

MA1SON THREE

The Maison Three is
of unique and original
design, having the
appearance of a cabinet
speaker.
Size 18 in. x 15 in.
X 7.12 in. deep, incor-
porating Detector and
2 L.F. with a switch
for high and low
wave -length. A cone
type speaker is fitted,
covered, with golden
gauze to tone with
the light oak cabinet.

In addition to the usual sockets for earth and aerial, etc.,a
frame aerial is built in the Set, which will operate within
reasonable distance of any main Broadcasting Station.
There are only two controls, Tuning and Reaction, making
the operation simplicity itself.

PRICE Z9 9 - O. In Oak only.
(Valves, Batteries and Msrconi Royalties Extra.)

The Set is built into a well -made folding
cabinet measuring 13i in. X 131 in. x TO in.
covered in dark blue grained Leatherola,
with patent carrying handle.
There are 5 Valves, comprising 2 H.F.
Detector and 2 L.F. stages, and is fitted with
first-class quality cone speaker of original
design; Nou-spill accumulator, Grid Bias
and 108 volt standard size H.T. Battery.
Inclusive weight, 26 lbs.
Leads are clearly marked with aluminium
tags. There are only two controls, Tuning
and Reaction, making the working of the
Set simplicity itself.
A switch is fitted for
changing from high to
low wave -lengths, and
independent connections
for outside aerial, earth
and speaker, for use if
desired.

PRICE £17-17-0
Including Valves, Speaker,

Batteries, etc.
(Marconi Royalties Extra.)

EDISON BELL CONDENSERS ACKNOWLEDGED BEST. I
EDISON BELL, LIMITED, LONDON, S.E.15. PICNIC FIVE PORTABLE
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ATL'Ab
BATTERY ELIMINATORS

The Supreme Units for Performance and Durability
MODELS TO SUIT EVERY NEED AND

Model- A.C.18.
Earth -Warty suitable for the ' Cos-
sor Melody Maker" and "Mal-
lard Master Three '' sets, For
A.C. 200/250 Volt Mains 3ofuo
cycles. Max. Output on t-iVave
Rectification 13 WA 20/25 mIA
on Full -Wave Rectifcation. Price
14 :17: 6 including one Half -
Wave Rectifying Valve and Roy-
ally. 7 6 extra for Full -Wave
Rectifying Valve.

Model A.C.56.
For Alternating Current 2oo125o
Volts, 30/020 Cycles. Suitable for
one to seven -valve sets. NO
VALVES TO BURN OUT-
a Westinghouse Patent Metal Rec-
tifier,being incorporated. Maximum
Output' 5o 'WA: Price £8 : 15 :0
including Royalty.

Model A.C.36.
For Alternating" Current 200/230
Volts, 54figo Cycles. Provides one

fixed hipping of 306 volts maximum
with two additional variable -tap-
pings of oil8o Volts. 'Maximum
Output 6o mIA. Price,' includ-
ing Two Rectifying Valves and
Royalty, 212 : 12

THE ever-increasing demand for
Clarke's " ATLAS " Battery Elimi-
nators is proof of the success in

working and thoroughness in manufacture
of these instruments. Every model is
British to the last screw-backed by the
" ATLAS " Guarantee and incorporates
the Series Anode Feed System-first used
by us years ago. All Hum from Mains and
Motor Boating is obviated.
The instruments fully comply with the
Institute of Electrical Engineers Regula-
tions, and every thought has been given to
ensure safety. A Flick of the switch
ensures perfect and unfailing Current to
your set. The ideal Xmas Present for
yourself, or radio friends.

YetiAS'
NEW L.T. SUPPLY UNIT

THE latest model in L.T. Supply Units (Illustrated
above) represents the last word in ensuring perfect

and continuous L.T. Current to your set. This model
is suitable only for Alternating Current Mains 200/250
Volts, 3o/120 Cycles. It is universally adaptable to
any receiving set without alteration to existing wiring.
There are No Chargers, No Floating Batteries, No
Liquids, No Hum, No Moving Parts --it is Bone 1)1
and Fool Proof.
For 2-, 4-, 6 -Volt Valves up to I Amp. Price 10 Gns.
For 2-, 4-, 6 -Volt Valves up to 2 Amp. Price 12 Gns.
Send now to the Sole Manufacturers for Eliminator
'Brochure No. 32 and L.T. Unit Leaflet No. 36, post free.

H. CLARKE & CO..(M/cr.) LTD.,
"ATLAS" WORKS,

OLD TRAFFORD, MANCHESTER

PURSE

Model D.C.I8.
For Direct Current 200/250 Volts.
A Popular Model guaranteed to
work any 3 -valve and serve most
4 -valve sets. Maximum Output
13 tnIA. Price 17:6.

- Model D.C.10.
For Direct Current 200/250 1721/S.
A thoroughly efficient and refined
model, giving one variable tapping
of o/moo Volts and a Fixed tapping
of 120 Volts. Maximum' Output
20 mIA. Price £3 :15 :0.

Model D.C.50.
For Direct Current 200!25o Volts.
A super -Model designed for Re-
ceivers requiring large output
current. Has two variable tappings
of o,/18o Volts each and Two
Fixed Tappings of which one
is 120 Volts and the other, which
is for the output, zoo Volts. Gives
varying outputs from 20 to 6o
tnIA. Price £7 :15 :0.
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ALSO
G.P,

AND
R.C.C.

516

SUPER

" 3.3"4#i
11 "a/ vo,

'18 4,4ip4.8P

Radio -Micro's latest
and greatest. These
two remarkable valves
are unique in that they
are the only valves
satisfactorily fulfilling
the public demand for
a super -amplification
and economical H.F.

valve.

NOTE THESE
OUTSTANDING
CHARACTERISTICS

of the Super H.F.

Impedance, 25,000 ohms.
Co -efficient of amplifica-

tion, 25.
Slope or Mutual conduct-

ance - 1 milliamp per
volt.

Astonishingly successful

results on short waves,
down to 10 metres (limit
of present experiments).

R.C. Coupling Super Am-
plifier on lower stages of
R.C.C. using 200,000
ohms as anode resistance.

General Purpose. V General Purpose,

0 o 5p. -?/6R.C.C., '06 amp.Va..07
L - - - - 6 L - . 5/6
,... Super -Power, Super-Power,
I '18 amp. - - 7/6 T -1 amp. - - 7/6

(Dept. B), IMPEX ELECTRICAL, LTD.,
538, High Road, Leytonstone, E.11.

Irish Free State .gents : Ihirwoods of Corp.

°ARA° j
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from page 734.)

Angel Voices.
APROVINCIAL newspaper asks why

the B.B.C. has no . full-time women
announcers. The answer is easy ;

women's voices, except in instances of
trained elocutionists-the late Ellen Terry
for one-and certain exceptions, do not
reproduce well. Some of the " talks "
and debates in which women have faced the
" mike " have been most disappointing.
I am rather afraid that too many ladies
cultivate mannerisms in their speaking-
the " well-off " society drawl, you know-
and these are mostly fatal to clear repro-
duction.

iS

A

;$ 0.
041

We have no doubt I
* 0*

AN EYE FOR BUSINESS.
O Crabshaw : "I can't afford to buy you a
0 radio set, Willie." ,

kIK

Willie : " It will pay for itself over and
over again, dad. Just buy me one and I'll 0.

Z.11 radio Santa Clans for the finest bunch of A
ii Christmas presents you ever set eyes on."

" Rani° News."

ROCKCAKE AND RADIO. 00 ,-.

ilt 'Twas Christmas Eve in the workhouse, 0
Because the day after was Christmas Da}',..,..

And the gloomiest man in the institution P.
la' Was one named Jock McKay. 0
kil IAA wireless set and loud speaker,

Donated by Sir John de Smithe,
;14

Was the one redeeming feature
V t

lit
Of this dread workhouse life. 0

0. And from it there issued music - ASweet carols-and now and then
Z4 Messages of Christmas greeting 0
A Of peace and goodwill to all men.

*il They were seated at the big deal table, 0
N Eating their frugal repast, PiilWhen his hand reached out for a rockcake-- 4,ih

Though he still had half of his last. 0%

ib He rose to his feet, took deliberate aim- t

10",46:,41.4.'alAM.iia-A014..litAMWAM-fk.fv

SHORT WAVES.
We sincerely hope that all short-wave fans

will have a very happy D X-mas.

SCIENTIFIC AGE.
Freddie : " There's no sign of a new sled,132

where ma hides the Christmas presents, so I'.
going to send a letter to Santa Claus."

Jimmie : " You're too late, kid. Your only
chance to get him in time is with a radio."

" Radio News."

Radio Expert : " What on earth are pill
grinding that wire for ? "

Novice : " I'm building a radio set. arid
they tell me a good ground wire is essential."

" New Zealand Radio."

" A loud speaker for 10 -. Sounds an im-
possibility," runs an ad. in a provincial
paper.

A crash, and the music ceases :
kg The deadly missile found its niark,
;$ And the set lay there in pieces.

" Popular Radio Weekly." 1414

g W--,:e171,WWW-7ev114-11`;7:-V,,W7070-M-lar- .7.-rvAt

Barkisland and the B.B.C.'s Water.
UNLESS Barkisland can supply the B.B.C.

with 10,000 gallons of water .a :day,
the B.B.C. cannot put its regional

station there. Now Barkis is short on water,
and has asked Soyland to help it out, but
Soyland, possibly with an eye to its own
eligibility, has refused the request. What a
chance for an out -of -work dowser; (or
" water -diviner ") ! Let him step, like the
Pied Piper, into the Council Chamber...and
say, " Me and my little twig will solve your
problem." Or why should not Barkis
sink a few wells ? They might strike Oil !

(Continued on page 738.)
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ORMOND
THREE POINT PUSH-PULL SWITCH

ACTUAL SIZE

This is a new Push -Pull Switch, provided with three Terminals.
Among its numerous uses, it may- be specified in " Hartley " or similar
circuits for long and short wave control, or for switching " ON " and
" OFF " both L.T. and H.T. Batteries.
It can be mounted on a metal panel, and insulated by means of the small
ebonite bush if necessary.
Fitted with a moulded bakelite former, it is neat and compact, very
robustly made.
Complete with knob, terminals and soldering tags.
"One -hole" fixing.

Cat. No. R/325 .. Price 1/6

TWO POINT TYPE
Cat. No. R, 323a (for ,Y panel) Price 1/3 Cat. No. R/323

Leaflets and Booklets on request.

Registered Trade Mark.

.. Price 1/3

The ORMOND ENGINEERING COMPANY, LIMITED
199-205, PENTONVILLE ROAD, KING'S CROSS, LONDON, N.1
Telephone-Clerkenw ell 9344-5-6. Telegrams-" Ormondengi, Kincross."

Factories-Whiskin Street and Hardwick Street, Clerkenwell, E.C.1.
Continental Agents-Pettigrew and Merriman, Ltd.

" Phonos House," 2 & 4, Bucknall Street, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.1.
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from page 736.)

One Jay-Less.
PHILIPS' advise me that in accordance

with the Washington agreement their
famous short-wave station known as

P C J J, will from January 1st;' 1929, be
known as P C J. So when you hear the new
call don't mistake it for Jix's initials or
think that your grid has dropped a stitch.
As you know, j's are fluid. One has run right
away. (Copyright joke.)

" P.W.'s " Puzzle.
THE tribulations of a man with a daughter

in the Girl Guides might fill a bopk.
Besides being supposedly an

authority on birds' nests, astronomy and
sailors' knots, I am expected to give help
on all questions arising out of signalling.
The latest question is this :

" Daddy, if a dash is T and a dot is E,
how can a dash and a dot be N. It ought
to be T E."

Now, I ask you ! What is the correct
answer ?

Amazing Radio Conversation.
IT is reported by the G. E. C. of America

that W G Y (Schenectady), 2 M E
(Sydney), and a station at Bandoeng

(Java) held a three-way radio talk. The
2 M E man " introduced " W G Y to Ban-
doeng, and then all three settled down to a
nice cosy little chat. Kindly note the
distances. Schenectady to Sydney, 10,000
miles ; Schenectady to Bandoeng, 9,500
miles ; Sydney to Bandoeng, 4,000 miles,
It certainly is a mad world, my masters.

Plato on the Farm.
THE Radio Correspondent of the " Daily

News " says that Miss Matheson, the
Director of Talks, told him she found

" that even Sussex farm workers read aild
enjoyed Plato's Irefoutlie ' after a broadcast
talk 'on philosophy." Nothing wonderful

VirriMPLAMAIIIMENNIMIKAESIIVM

The XMAS 0;

i4 DOUBLE NUMBER
OF

MODERN WIRELESS

A

A
,,,Aps,,,,;,-;35-wys'nwN:7P-orp:--psutuwigAzAt

is now on sale, and contains a splen-
did selection of sets to build

also

Ot Special Contributions by

!4_1

ti

Sir Oliver Lodge, F.R.S.
Dr, J. A. Fleming, F.R.S.
Capt. P. P. Eckersley, M.I.E.E.

Rosita Forbes
Beverley Nichols

Etc, Etc.

MODERN WIRELESS
XMAS NUMBER

Now On Sale. Price 1/6

in that. Anything would be enjoyable after
such a talk. But why that word " even " ?
Does the lady mean that the Sussex man is
superlatively cloddish ? If so, she is in
error. -.Arid, finally, how many AA

-them
re.alcl

and enjoy Plato ? I'll wager she wouldn't
find a round dozen. Do let's be reasonable,
even if we are enthusiastic about adult
education.

Baldwin the Spartan.
ACCORDING to Mr. Baldwin, in his

speech on Lord Mayor's Day, he is
the sort of man who comes down be-

fore, nine o'clock on a Sunday, and has the
hardihood to go dialling all round Europe
before breakfast. That's the stuff " men of
goodwill " are made of, my sons, and don't
forget it. Stout as nails. But, joking aside,
Mr. Baldwin surely hit the mark in saying
that radio is going to be one of the greatest
bonds between the common people of the

Radio and Esperanto.
IF radio is destined, as Mr. Baldwin

thinks, to produce a sort of inter-
national comradeship, Esperanto must

surely play its part. The movement for
the marriage of Esperanto and radio is
growing healthily, and it is said by the
German Esperanto Union that the following
stations are in the conspiracy and announce
certain items in the international lingo :
Berne, Breslau, Brussels, Danzig, Dresden,
Freiburg, Gleiwitz, Huizen, Konigsberg,
Kiev, Laibach, Leipzic, Langenberg, Mos-
cow, Madrid, Minsk, Paris, Stuttgart,
Vienna and Zurich.

ARIEL.

C.F.&H.BurTon, Progress 1k orks, WALSALL,ENG

INPUT COLLINS  CO I. SAO.

TRIOIRON
VALVES
They bring reception
nearer perfection than
any other valve.
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Really powerful
on distant Stations !

The Extra Valve
makes all the
difference

4T11,,
71 5..

MYSTERY RECEIVER

The Six -Sixty Mystery Receiver
not only captures scores of European
stations but presents them at
ftill loud -speaker strength,
with all the richness of their
original tone maintained.

Such startling long-distance recep-
tion has only been made possible
by the four matched Six -Sixty
valves. Wonderful what a difference
that fourth valve makes! Wonder-
ful what a difference there is with
valves that are matched !

Fill in this coupon and learn more
about this marvellous Mystery
Receiver. You will find it as easy
to build as it .is easy to use, and as
easy to use as any Set could be.

1

s.
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Vo '"
b

/
le 

-S'\# 4:2=

SIX -SIXTY RADIO COMPANY, 122, CHARING CROSS RD., LONDON, W.C.2 A .1.,S 4,4

:.'Y--./&'(4,
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All Editorial Communications to be addressed to the Editor,
POPULAR WIRELESS, Tallis House, Tallis Street, London, E.C.4.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

BATTERIES INSIDE THE CABINET.
A. H. G. (E.C.4.).--" Recently I have heard

and read on several occasions that accumulators
put too near, or in a cabinet under a set will
damage the components, etc.

" I am about to make a cabinet to combine
set, batteries and probably loud speaker, and

wondered whether by making several holes
about i-in. diameter at the back of the battery
compartment, near the partition, this would
overcome the difficulty.

" Also, I have just put up an aerial corn -
posed of seven strands of 22 D.C.C. wire.
Will it be better if it is bared, or left covered ?"

The use of a separate battery compartment (as
shown by your sketch) is quite a sound idea, and no
harm will result to set or components. The holes
for ventilation are recommended, but telephones or
other sensitive apparatus should not be stored in the
battery compartment.

There is.not much noticeable difference between
bare and covered wire for the aerial. One advantage

Popular Wireless, December 8th, 1928.

A " CHOKE OUTPUT."
" POPULAR WIRELESS " (Walworth, London,

S.E.).-" I have read with interest the article
in a recent ' P.W.' about the ' P.W.' Flexible
Filter, but there is one thing that I would
like you to answer me through your columns:
That is, you say that most loud speakers have

01-1WAIMINEIWICAMPM990:11M4W1M(4!
The Editor will be pleased to consider articles

It and .phologrtiphs dealing with all subjects apper-
NI tainang to wireless work. The Editor cannot
11,I, accept responsibility for manuscripts and photos.

-lEvery care will be taken to return MSS. not
accepted for publication. A stamped ,and ad-
dressed envelope must be sent with every article.

. All inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., g

H. Lite, Ltd., 4, Ludgate CircusiLondon., E.C.4.
to be addressed to the Sole .Agents, Messrs. John

The constructional articles which appear from '

tune to time in this journal are the outcome of U.
research caul expierimental work carried out with IX
a view to improving the technique of wireless
receivers. As much of the information given in ,V,
the columns of this paper concerns the most recent K.;
developments in the radio world, some of the p,
arrangements and specialities described may be the IN
subject of Letters Patent, and the amateur and the IN
trader would be well advised to obtain permission #1,*
of the patentees to use the patents before doing so. k

-.:rommonnamag-nmown-mmnA
a high -resistance winding, and very often the
voltage is dropped by 20 volts by the time it
reaches the plate. Does it mean that if one
adds an L.F. choke to a set that the ri.T.
battery will last longer, or is it that one will
get better volume out of the set ? I can quite
understand that 'it will be better for the set,
but could you tell me if the H.T. battery has
a longer life by adding a choke ? "

The adding of an L.F. choke means that the Ii.T.
battery will last longer if long loud -speaker leads are
used, because with these there is nearly always a
certain amount of leakage going on. When a choke

(Continued on page 742.)

of covered wire is that exposure to weather has less
effect upon it than upon bare wire. But the insulat-
ing covering should be thin-such as enamel-or the
increase in bulk will more than counterbalance any
gain.

...............

:::::
77 .
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Polar
Ideal
126

(As Illustrated. With Slow Motion.)

WINGROVE &
188-189,
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1111111311111Mtigill'

STRAND,
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Polar
No. 3

519
(Without Slow Motion.)

ROGERS, LTD.
LONDON,
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each 1 01" per pair

NEW
COSSOR
MELODY

/MAIREP
CIRCUIT

GOLTONEI

These plug-in coils are accurately wound with best silk -
covered wire, each coil separately tested on actual set.
Boxed in pairs.
SHORT WAVE COILS
( 250-600 metres) CM '6

fioo-2000 metres) CM/2 61each 12,- per pair
LONG WAVE COILS

Full particulars on request.

t=m------;tGOLTOPIE"
(REGISTERES)

DUAL
RANGE
COIL.
SUITABLE FOR THE
MULLARD MASTER
THREE AND OTHER
la CIRCUITS.

Range Zoo -600 metres and i,000-2,000 metres. A
movement of the con trolling knob provides high or low
wavelength ranges. List No. MM/ro. PRICE 15,6.

Full particulars cn request.

" INDISPENSO"
BATTERY CHARGER

 (For D.C. Mains only.)
A high-grade Instrument fitted with
Polarity Indicator and Ammeter, showing
current passing to Accumulator. No.
R.42/4o (as illustrated). - Price 22/6.
STANDARD MODEL with Polarity Indi-
cator, but without Ammeter. No. R.44/4.
Price 6/-.

FOR H.T. BATTERY ELIMIN-
ATORS WORKING FROM
A.C.MAINS. Made in Two Types.
TYPE D.W., for Full Wave Rectification. Maximum Current Output,
8o-roo milliamperes. No. R x4.airo. PRICE £1-12-6
TYPE S.W., for Half -Wave Rectification. Maximum Current Output, go
milliamperes. No. R 14a/5. PRICE 18/6. Full particulars on request.

" Goltone " SUPER -CHOKE
This Choke is specially designed to work in conjunction with the
" GOL T ON E " MODEL 'D.W." POWER TRANSFORMER.
Inductance approximately 5o henries. Limiting current 8o milliamperes.
Approximate D.C. Resistance r,000 ohms. Size 31 x 21 x 5 iris. high.
List No. 1214a,'5o. PRICE 26!-.

POPULAD
OCT 's WIRELESS

.

NO.332. .8
BLUE

A SIMPLE
r. UNI-r

"COLTONE"(Rega.) NEGROLAC
AERIAL

The Aerial that adds 25 per cent.
volume and brings in far distant stations
hitherto unobtainable.
Sample and full particulars with extracts
from numerous testimonials received, sent
on request.

14121WW10
PENDLE TON Its.

ELONDON ( 5 s, EDEN STREET,
HAMPSTEAD ROAD,N.W.1DEPOT 'Phone: MUSEUM 2492-3.

"GOLTONE"
GRAND

L.F.
TRANSFORMER
FOR PURITY, VOLUME

AND FAITHFUL
REPRODUCTION.

Maximum possible effici-
ency with remarkable
amplification and freedom
from noise and distortion.
List No.R r5/88 Ratios -I)(

1 2/6
ListNo.R15/98 ( Ratio 3-I)

1 2/6
Use the

Goltone "JUNIOR"
L.F. Transformer

Price 8,6
For Portable Sets and
where small space only

is available.

Full particutari on request.

"ALTERNO"
BATTERY CHARGER

(For A.C. Mains only).
This Rectifier is recommended for
charging H.T. Radio Accumulators.
Will charge at negligible cost. Com-
plete with adaptor, connecting cords,
and full instructions.

No. R.44/6. 0 1 /
Price 1.11 / each.

No. R.44/7. With ammeter (as
illustrated.) Price 12/6 extra.

a.

From all best Radio Stores. Refuse
substitutes. Illustrated Radio List
P.W. R/119 free on request.
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All Manufacturers'
WIRELESS GOODS

advertised in

" POPULAR WIRELESS "
can be obtained

BY POST from YOUNG'S
C0 D Send us a note of your require-

ments and goods will be dispatched
per return of post. -You pay the postman. -

No Extra Charge.

MULLARD MASTER 3
* STAR *

Components as specified by. Mullard :-3 Lotus
Valveholders 3/9, Colvern Combined Wave
Coil 17/6, Permacore Transformer 25/-,
Climax L.F.A. Transformer 25/-, Climax H.F.
Choke 7/6, Benjamin Battery Switch 1/3,
0005 Ormond Log Condenser 6/-, '00035 5/9,
2 Slow Motion Dials rot-, Mullard *0003 and
2 Meg 51-, Panel Brackets 6d. Mullard 000t

Fixed 2/6.

Young's Special Price, 15- 9 - 9
Any part sold separately.
MULLARD VALVES for the above

P.M.r., H.F. 10/61 P.M.r., L.F., 10/6
P.M.2., Power, 12;6

Q Coils: Finston 17/6, Lewcos 21/-,
Colvern all -wave 17/6:

ALL
COMPONENTS
IN STOCK FOR
COSSOR M D Y
MAKER; WILLARD
MASTER 3, MULLARD
PdRTABLE 5, SIX -
SIXTY, PORNO
SCREENED GRID, 3,
GECOPHONE MUSIC
MAGNET, EDISWAN
R.C. THREESOME.,J

LEWCOS
C.T. Coils, 4o, 5o, 6o, 75, 3,6 each; boo, 15e, )
200, 5/3 each.''Gazite, 10d. x 0 ft. Litz, .

27/42, 11/6. so yds. Fraine, Aerial Wire,
3/6 roo ft. Battery Leads, 4 -way, 5,6 r
5 -way, 5/6; 6 -way, 7,6; 7 -way, 86. All
Binocular Coils. '
" Q " Coils, 21/-. Aerial, 15/-. In stock.

BLUE SPOT ;UNITS
SPECIAL .. .. 17/6

66a .. 21/- 66k .. 25/ -

Write us for, quotations.

66 -VOLT H.T. BATTERIES, 3/11
Postage r/- extra.

YOUNG'S
Note Oar Only Addresses:

40 & 41 STOCKWELL ST.
GLASGOW

Telephone, Reit 2419
Telegrams, "AERIAL," GLASGOW

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 740.)

output is used the fixed condenser employed for this
type of output circuit restricts the H.T. to a much
shorter path (through the choke) than would be the
path via the loud -speaker leads.

Another advantage of the L.F. choke is that it,
has a low resistance compared with the loud speakers
referred to, and consequently there is not such a big
voltage drop across it.

Yet another advantage is the removal from the
loud speaker of. the steady current from the' H.T.
battery. But from the point of view of your question
the most important effect of a good choke output is
the removal of leakage from the loud -speaker leads,
and the Comparatively slight loss of H.T. voltage
owing to the lower D.C. resistance of the L.F. choke
as compared with the loud speaker.

A HOME-MADE PICK-UP.
C. A. A._ (Woolwich).-" Can you tell me

where I can get details of how to make a
pick-up for gramophone work ? "

The only how -to -make particulars for an instru-
ment of this kind that we know of are contained in
the Radiogram supplement of the November issue of
" Modern Wireless, where you will find a full -de-
scription of a little instrument which, though not
intended to compete with the products of pick-up
manufacturers, is yet capable of givinggood
The article was entitled A Pick-up_for7s. fid."

" VERY WORRYING."
" WORRIED " (Llandudno).-" It is very_

worrying, because although it is all right
sometimes, it is very worrying at other times.
If we are listening to a talk it may . stop sud'..
denly, and no more is heard unless I. tap the
set gently _with my finger, when it comes on
again in bursts. This is very worrying, and I
cannot make out what is wrong, so I should
like- you to tell me if I shall have toget another
valve. At present I would rather be without
the set, it is so very worrying."

From your description we expect that all that is
wrong is that one of the small nuts inside the receiver
has come undone, or a joint partially unsoldered,
and as this is the kind of thing that an experienced
amateur could put right in a couple of moments we
think that if you can show the set to any friend
that has had experience of wireless construction he
will be able to solve your difficulty at once.

DOUBLE OUTPUT CONNECTIONS.
H. K. D. (Glasgow).-" The problem is this

I am using a moving -coil -loud speaker with a
D.E.5A. in the last stage. For an output choke
I employ one side of a large 1 -to -1 transformer,
the- moving coil between connected between
the `plate' end of this and the large fixed
-condenser, which is earthed. Would it be
possible to take off leads from the other
(secondary) terminals on the L.F. transformer
to a separate loud speaker line, using an or-
dinary loudspeaker and not a- moving -coil
type ? Anthhow would this affect results ? "

You will find that if you connect the loud -speaker
lines as suggested the signals will come through all
right:on the other loud speaker, and probably there
will he no very marked effect upon the output to
the moving coil. But the exact effect of such an
arrangement is very complicated, add if you have a
critical -ear for music -it is possible that an alteration
in results may :be detected when the second loud
speaker is switched in.

A PRESENT PROBLEM.
T. W. T. (Leominster).-" My friends have

get a tin loud speaker but it's very nasal, and
I should like to give them a cone cabinet one
for Christmas. But could they work both
speakers from' the same set without losing
strength -one in one room and the other in
another ? If so, the maid could listen -in as
well, which would please everybody. How
could the two speakers be joined to one set "

The two loud speakers will work perfectly well
together. All you have to do is to break the line
going to or from the old speaker and put the new
one " in series." If you examine the speakers you
will notice that each has a positive (marked + or
red) terminal, and a negative (-, or black, or'blue)
terminal.

(Continued on page 744.)

FOR COMPLETE
SATISFACTION !

INSIST ON

" ISO " DIALS
" BABY

3 -inch

2/6
"STANDARD'

4 -inch

2/9

rf

" NOSTRA "

4,-
(2 Movements)

" I K.
3 -inch

3,9

"I.K"
4 -inch

4/6

SHIELD "

5/5
2 Movements)

"ISO " DIALS CANNOT BE
EXCELLED FOR CHEAP-
NESS AND QUALITY.

HAW & CO., LTD.,
20, Cheapside, London, E.C.2

Sole Distributors for " 1 so "
Products, Units, Cone Lou d -
speakers, Condensers, Pick -up
and many wireless novelties.
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The new Philips Gramophone Pick-up fulfils
the long -felt want for a real light -weight pick-
up which would not put any more strain on
records than an ordinary sound box and give
faithful reproduction without surface noises.
This neat, scientifically made instrument has
standard fitting for any tone arm. An in-
genious switch greatly simplifies
the fixing of needles.

TYPE 4005.

SOUPS
AMPLIFIER

Built on the same advanced principles
as the well-known PHILIPS Receiving
sets, this new Amplifier, incorporating
the famous Philips L.F. transformer
type 4003, a steep -slope detector and
Pentode valve, gives reproduction of
gramophone records with a purity and
volume hitherto unobtainable.
Volume control permits the reducing or
increasing of volume without altering
the sound proportion between high
and low notes.

TYPE 2781.
Price, including 16. 10.
valves and leads,

PHILIPSfor adio
ADVERT. PHILIPS LAMPS LTD., RADIO DEPT., PHILIPS HOUSE. 145. CHARING CROSS ROAD. W.C.2.
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ake that
Christmas
arEga success

Wireless can be the very
making of a Christmas Party.
A Loud Speaker of pleasing
tone and attractive appearance
is essential for such occasions.
This Whiteley-Boneham Loud
Speaker delights the ear and
the eye, and at as low a price
as 47/6 can scarcely be said to
touch the pocket.
It will carry melody into the
farthest corners of a spacious
room without allowing a trace
of distortion to spoil its sweet
and even tones.
Compare it with other
makes and you will recog-
nise its unequalled value.

476
A new and remark-
able Cone Unit
marketed in response
to a popular demand.
Is entirely British
made, and incorpor-
ates a Vickers7Arm-
strong Cobalt Steel
Magnet.
Price, complete with
2 Belling -Lee insu-
lated ter- 18/6
minals,

THE W.B. ANTI -PHONIC
VALVE HOLDER

has been specified for some of
the most famous Circuits of
recent times, including the
Six -Sixty Mystery Re-
ceiver. Price, complete 1 6
with terminals,

WHITELEY, BONEHAM & CO., LTD.,

Nottingham Road,
Mansfield, Notts.

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from pag 742.)

One side of the loud -speaker terminals on the set
also is marked positive (+) and the other side
negative (-). The correct connections for two
loud speakers are : From positive L.S. terminal on
set to first L.S. + terminal. From negative ter-
minal of this loud speaker to the positive ( + ) terminal
of L.S. No. 2. Finally, negative (-) terminal of
No. 2 L.S. is joined to the negative (-) loud speaker
terminal on the set: There will be no marked
falling off in strength after the second loud speaker is
connected in circuit.

THE WEIGHT OF WIRE.
W. E. L. (Leyttuistone)..-" I am going to

use No. 24 D.C.C. wire, and I have carefully
worked it out from the diameter of the former,
etc., and I find I shall need in all 150 feet of
wire. As the wire is not sold by length but
by weight, can you tell me how much in weight
I shall require of this kind of, wire ? "

No. 24 h.c.c. wire weighs approximately one
pound for 199 yards. A little calculation will show
you that the length you require will represent almost
exactly a quarter of a pound of wire. - -

SWITCH FOR AN INVALID'S SET.
T. R. (Norwich).-" He will have to spend

his Christmas in bed, so I wonder if you can
suggest a cheap and easy way of switching

WHEN WRITING IN

ift

ENCLOSE A STAMPED g
z41

SELF-ADDRESSED
ENVELOPE

?z-7:2;,-MNPf.4%-/%210-26t-'nMr4017%21M16V-A

out the bedroom loudspeaker, without dis-
turbing the other loud -speaker downStairs.
Something simple enough _for an invalid to
work even When -half asleep, and preferably
something on a flexible" lead like the bedside
bell which I fixed up "

All you need is a short extra flexible lead and a
push-pull, or any other kind of make -and -break switch.
Connect up as follows : -

At one end of the flexible lead the two wires go to
the two terminals of the invalid's loud -speaker, At
the other end of the flexible lead one end of the wire
goes to one side of the switch, and the other end to
the remaining side of the switch. " '

When lie wants to listen -in he puts the switch
" off," or open, and the current has to flow through
the loud speaker, which therefore works.

When he wants,silence he closes the switch, and this
then " shorts " the loud speaker and opts off the
music.

Other loud speakers joined in series will not be
affected.

TROUBLE WITH TUNING.
J. A, (Whitley Bay).-" You will see from

the sketch that it is a simple set, but all the
same it works good except for one thing.
I get the crystal right, and I can't hear
anything at 0 on the dial, but it starts to
come in at about 100. Then it gets stronger
as I go further, and is best of all at 180.- If
I could turn a bit further it would be a bit
better still, I think, but the condenser is all
in then and won't go any more. Is there any
way of getting farther mune. the dial, as I
should like it as good as it can be during the
Xmas holiday ? "

. (Continued- on Inge 746 )

to the TECHNICAL QUERIES
DEPARTMENT, remember that
the thousands of letters received
cannot possibly be dealt with
unless the rules are obeyed.

On no account can a reply
be sent co you unless you-

r3 WEEKS TO XMAS.:
BUILD OUR SET AT ONCE:

MI EASY PAYMENT TERMS N
enable you to do this without delay.

W W. SUPPLY

 EVERYTHING WIRELESS:n
El ALL COMPONENTS, H.T. UNITS,

LOUDSPEAKERS AND SETS,
NEW COSSOR MELODY MAKER,

MASTER THREE STAR, ETC. II
Best rno,thly terms for all Receivers and

Component.: quoted by return.

! CASH ORDERS executed
Standard Loading Coils in Stock. 7,6 eacf.. 2
Lotus Combined Wave Coils 16,'6

111 .i WHY NOT N

111 GIVE A WIRELESS XMAS PRESENT .- aa M.P.A. Plaque Loud Speaker ... ... ... £1 9 6
 Amplion Mahogany Cabinet Cone Loud II

Speaker .. .123 3 0
=
IN

Headphones from 818, etc., etc.

a Goods sent C.O.D. by return. II
 Call at showrooms or post your list of requirement,. . The P.D.P. Ca., If -Ad. 
 (Dept. P.), 121, CHEAPSIDE, Loockn, E.C. 2. 

'Phone: City 9846, IN1111M1110EllMMIIIIN
THE

`'ARTILLERY" ELECTRIC TORCH
2 in. wide by 5 in. high, it is therefore just a size for
the pocket; and switch cannot be accidently left on.
This Torch was specially manufactured to the Govern-
ment Specification for use. in the ARMY. It is there-
fore made with very best =laterals to stand hard wear.
The ends are brass and the body is Zinc which cannot rust.
fitted with a powerful Bvillseye Lens, white untarnishable
reflector, and tested 2.5 bulb.
With new Ever Ready" two -cell batteries (No. 16261,
fall strength, capable of .6 hours intermittent light for
months with ordinary care and.use.
These torches being Government Surplus, we are able to
offer a limited stock at the very low price of

Each COMPLETE 2r6' CASH WITH ORDER
Packing and postage in the United Kingdom 6d. extra.

THE TORCH CASE ALONE COST MORE THAN THIS TO
BIANDPACTDRE.

Refills 1/. each Spare bulbs, 2.5 volts,64. each.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, UPPER THAMES ST., E.C.4,

MAKE YOUR OWN HIGH-TENSION
,ELIMINATOR AND ALL -POWER UNIT.

RADCROIX
Mains unit Components.

Guaranteed output 200 volts 30 m/is.
H.T., A.C. 'Unit - 6 Variable Voltages £2 17 9
All -Power A.C. Unit 12 Variable Voltages - sD3 18 6D.C. Unit - 6 Variable Voltages - £1 8 6
Battery Charger, complete with valves,

charging rate 2 amps - £1 15 6
Wiring Diagrams free. State A.C. or D.C.From your dealer or direct from

THE WHOLESALE WIRELESS COMPANY,
103, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.I.
Telephone: Clerkenwell 5312.

PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS "
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS

DURING

= DECEMBER =
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IN PERIL AND IN PLEASURE
Now if the Exide Battery is used

-as it is used-where the be-

haviour of the battery is a matter

of life and death. If the Exide

Battery is found- as it is found

- in the Marconi Station on the

coast and in the wireless cabin

at sea. And if the Exide Battery

soars with the aeroplane and

submerges-as it does-with the

submarine- does it not follow

that you, installing the Exide

Battery in your own wireless set,

are following the highest scien-

tific example and making sure

of the finest musical results ?

THE LONG LIFE BATTERY
FOR WIRELESS

FOR LOW TENSION
THE DTG SERIES

These cells give more
effective burning
hours per charge in
relation to first cost
than any others. They
are particularly suit-
able for the Mullard
Master 3* and the
Cossor Melody Maker
Receivers.

SIZES AND PRICES

TYPE DTG
2 volt. 20 amp. hrs.

Price -46
TYPE DFG

2 volt. 45 amp. hrs.
Price -8/6

TYPE DMG
2 volt. 70 amp. hrs.

Price-II/-
TYPE DHG

2 volt. I00 amp. hrs.
Price -14/6

Obtainable from Exide Service Agents and all reputable dealers.

EXIDE BATTERIES, CLIFTON JUNCTION, NR., MANCHESTER Essa
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Are You
a

Home
Constructor ?

After giving time and care to the
building of a radio receiver, many
Home Constructors are disappointed
with their first results and blame
themselves for faulty construction,
whereas the whole trouble often lies
in inferior components. Insist upon
Pye Radio components as thousands
of other Home Constructors do, thus
ensuring yourself of the best results
from the first.

PYE
BATTERY
CHARGER.

Price

50/.
The Pye Battery Charger
offers the most convenient
and economical method of
obtaining L.T. current supply
for Receivers using L.T.
accumulators. Insist upon
this handsome and efficient
Battery Charger for your
L.T. supply. It reduces the
cost of L.T. accumulator
upkeep, and ensures the best
results. Complete with Flex

"IN plugs and adagn 50/-

PYE
L.F. TRANSFORMER.
Make perfect reproduction certain
by using Pye Transformers.
The high standard set by this ideal
form of intervalve coupling remains

by far the
most popular.
Compact, effi-
cient, and ro-
bust. Entire
absence of
noise and
crackling.
Terminals and
soldering tags

provided.

SEND A POSTCARD TO -DAY FOR
COMPLETE PYE LITERATURE.

PYE,CAMBRIDGE

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
(Continued from page 744.)

You need a larger coil than the one you are using,
so get either a new coil which is larger, or add a few
turns to this one, (say 15 or 20). You will then find you
can " time through " by turning the condenser dial
right round-that is, you can start at 0, bring it
up to full strength, and then by turning still further,
make it start " falling off " again. This proves your
tuning is O.K., so adjust it back to the setting where
the prograinme is strongest, and then listen in with
confidence that your set is properly tuned.

RADIO AND RACING PIGEONS.
J. E. L. (near Brighton).-" I am writing to

ask you whether an indoor aerial which runs
round the room several times would be strong
enough for a 100 Per Cent Crystal Set ? The
trouble is, my father has got racing pigeons,
and he does not like an outside aerial in case
his birds hit it. If the indoor aerial is not
strong enough, what is the best thing for me
to do ? "

We are afraid that you won't get good results
with an indoor aerial, even with the 100 Per Cent
Crystal Set., because you arc such a long way from a
broadcasting station. An indoor aerial gives very
poor results compared with an outdoor aerial when
used with a crystal set, but there is one thing which
might overcome the difficulty.

Ask your father if he thinks the birds would hit
the aerial wire if you put corks all along it, every
2 or 3 feet. This is what they do up North, where
lots of racing pigeons are kept, and it seems to be a
perfect protection, for the birds can see the line of
corks very easily, and they avoid it without any
trouble.

If your father says no, you will find that the corks
have little or no bad effect upon reception, and you
will therefore get good outdoor aerial results.

EVERYBODY'S" THREE ON SHORT
WAVES.

To use " Everybody's " Three (which wan
described in " P.W." last week) upon the
short waves, is quite an easy matter.

The first thing to do is to remove the plug-in
coils and in their places insert the special
short-wave type of coil, as sold by " Igranics,"
" Atlas," etc.

The most interesting short-wave programmes
are those between 20 and 40 metres, in which
wave -band are included the programmes of
2 X A D, 2 X A F, 8 X K., (America) ; 3 L 0
(Australia) ; PCJJ (Holland), etc. For this
band of wave -lengths the necessary coils will
be aerial coil, No. 2 ; secondary or grid
coil, No. 4 ; reaction coil, No. 6 or 9.

When changing over to short-wave work,
remove the shorting bar from the *0005 mfd.

(Continued on, page 748.)

Mal

CASTLE
RADIO

CABINETS
will grace the most beau-

tifully furnished room.
Our new list is now ready

E. FARNELL & SONS,
Birkenshaw, Nr. Bradford.

ALL
communications
concerning
advertising in

POPULAR
WIRELESS

MODERN
WIRELESS

WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR

must be made to

JOHN H. LILE,
LIMITED

4, Ludgate Circus,
LONDON, E.C.4.
(Phone: City 7261.)

Will your panel show reflections like this
Think how much a mirror like- surface
will enhance the appearance of your Set.

Is your panel a credit to you ? Does
it glisten and gleam as the light falls
Upon it ? Choose " Resiston " and be
certain of appearance-land perfect

insulation.
Send for stew booklet.

Please send me, free, a copy of your new booklet, " The
Panel Makes all the Difference." " P.W." Dec. S.

NAME

ADDRESS

American Hard Rubber Co, Ltd., 13a, Fore St., E.C.:.
li 6616

G IV E HIM a Multi Range
DIX-ONEMETER

Model de Luxe
INSTRUMENT CASE

55f -
MULTIPLIERS

6/6 Each.
Complete RADIO OUTFIT

. 10 . 0
Mirror Double A XMAS GIFT.Scale.

New Winter Bargain Catalogue ii ill Sare You Pounds -
45. Stamps.ELECTIELILIIIIX RADIOS,

218, Upper '1111ames St., 31,::41C.
Dlackfriars Sta., Met. Ely. y Ojtt

PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS "
WHEN REPLYING TO L.DVERTISEMENTS

.4111111,'

Save Valves by using

Do you know that very few valves
ever live to die a natural death ?
Buy a packet of CORTABS
to -day and save the lives of
your valves. Metal labels for
battery cords are corrosive and
conducting. CORTABS (made
of ivorex) are both
non-corrosiveand non-
conducting. A carton
of 12 popular Is ordings
only costs

9d.
Of all good dealers or-

MONEY HICKS, LTD.,

LIST OF WORDINGS.
Aerial. Earth. H.T. 1.
H.T.+ 2. H.T. +3. H.T.-.
LT.+. L.T.--. L.S. + .

. Bias Bias -1.
Bias -2.

HT.

ii 7 ...

-7- BIAS -1
/-

c,.1

abls.----ri----;--

Every tail should wear a tab

54-60, Britannia Road,
Watham Green, London, S.W.6.
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MADE IN
ESIGIANID

ALL
BRITISH
LABOUR

The British Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd.

MAZDA VALVES ARE THE
LATEST & FINEST PRODUCT
OF THE SAME WONDERFUL
RESEARCH ORGANISATION
THAT PRODUCED THE
WORLD FAMOUS MAMA

LAMP

THE NICKEL FILAMENT

ALVES,

TRANSFORMERS

Ratios 5-1 and
3-I. Shrouded
and with detach-
able feet. Entirely
British and ob-
tainable every-
where.

Incorporate TELSEN
L.F. Transformers
and you will notice a
marked improvement

at once.
RADIOGRAND 12,6
ACE 8/6
The" ACE- is specially de-
signed for Portablc SEts.

Manufactured by the

TELSEN ELECTRIC
CO., LTD.,

207, Aston Road,
Birmingham.

Phone: Central 5265
Grams: Escort Birmingham

111111l,

WEAV
COMPONENTS
STANDARD Loading Coil - - 7i6

17 77 Unwound 5/-

COSSOR MELODY MAKER
Aerial Coil ' BBC. - - 7i6

5XX 8'6,, 9/
Anode 8,6

77 77 BBC. 7:6
James Special Three ::,11;

H. F. CHOKE (Standard) 6/6
do. (Shari Wave) 4/6
do. (Combined) 9/6

Push -Full Switch - - /.

WRIGHT & WEAIRE LTD.
740, HIGH ROAD, TOTT.NHAM, N..17

Telephcdie : Totteuharn 3U4
..angsmmummormumnammommm

111117--'.1:;,'I mi
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Columbia

The Worlds
BEST

Battery Value
The new 60 volt Columbia High
Tension Battery (No. 4721) is
definitely the world's best battery
value. Costing only 10 6, it is a
battery of extremely high capacity,
its lasting powers are enormous,
and its very name and high stan-
dard of excellence will commend
it to every discriminating wireless
man in the country.
In addition to this amazing offer,
we have pleasure in announcing
the following reductions in price
of other Columbia Batteries.

60 volts. High (Triple) Capac-
ity (No. 478o) 20/.

45 volts. High (Triple) Capac-
ity (No. 4767) 16/6

45 volts. Vertical High (Triple)
Capacity (No. 4772) .. 16/6

22'5 volts. Power Grid (No.
4766) .. .. 9/.

4'5 volts. High Capacity Grid
(No. 4771) R . s 21.

Write for our in-
structive brochure,
"Why Radio is
better with Bat-

tery Power."

J. R. MORRIS, Imperial House, Kingsw ty,
S,uttana; J, 7'. Cartwright, 3, Catiog.in Strat,

(.7asgow.

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued front page 746.)

fixed condenser clips, and if any " dead
spots " (i.e. places where reaction is unobtain-
able, or very difficult to obtain) arc found
when searching, connect the aerial to Al,
and set the semi -variable condenser. Cs to. a
very, small value.

If reaction  should prove. to be fierce or
" floppy," try the effect of placing .a 100,000 -
ohms resistance in the H.T. -I-- (detector) lead.

Ncre.:--It has been found that the volume
obtained is generally far too great for any
ordinary power -valve to handle unless volume
of the local station is cut down. The easiest
way to do this is to reduce C3 to a small value,
connect the aerial to At, and then de -tune a
little.

A FLEXIBLE ONE -VALVE SET.
"WOULD-BE EXPERIMENTER ' (Stockton-

on-Tees),-" Can you tell me 'of a one -valve
set that I can carry out experithents with ?
I should prefer it to be a pretty good-lOoking
set se that it will not be objected to on account

v.1,,a-magilitAmAmAKArmAfamAgzwito

" P.W." TECHNICAL
QUERY DEPARTMENT

VF

OC

Is ).our Set "Going Good"?
Perhaps some mysterious noise has
appeared, and is spoiling your radio
reception 1-Or one of the batteries
seems to run down much faster than
formerly 1-Or you want a Blue Print I
Whatever_ your radio problem may be,
remember that the Technical Query
Department is thoroughly equipped
to assist our readers, and offers an
unrivalled service.
Full details, including a revised scale of
charges, can be obtained direct from
the Technical Query Dept., " Popular
Wireless," The Fleetway House, Farring.
don Street, London, E.C.4.
A postcard will do : On receipt of this
an Application Form will be sent to you
free and post free immediately. This
application will place you under no
obligation whatever, but having the
form you will know exactly what
information we require to have before
us in order to solve your problems.

iItIMPOIr.NOMM,PMPS/C.MNAPOIMPPROK

of appearance in the home, but I would like
to be able to try different kinds of circuits,
and I am very keen on getting the last ounce
out of the valve.

" I do not want to have to pay too much for
it, but I do not mind getting good components
providing the set is not one of the kind which,
once put together, you can never touch."

One of the best circuits we know for your purpose
is that described in the free booklet given away with
the November Issue of " Modern Wireless. ' As
probably you are aware the performance of a one-Yalve
set will depend -to a very great extent upon the
-efficiency of the reaction adjustment and there are
several things which will affect this quality in a
circuit.

With any given circuit, Reinartz, Schnell, etc., it is
obvious that the best results are obtainable when a
particular kind of valve having a certain H.T. voltage
and an' aerial having certain characteristics are
employed. By juggling about with these factors a
one -valve receiver can be " hotted up " to an ex-
ceptio-nal degree.

The set referred to incorporates a switch on the
bottom of the panel by which it can change from one
form of reaction to another while you are actually
receiving distant .stations. In addition, the receiver
is provided with alternative methods of coupling the
aerial to the set.

This seems to be just the -set you require.

EASIEST TO ERECT

"C P " "CARRIAGEPAID

STEEL MASTS
Eft

Tapering from 11" dia.21 0'.to 1". In 3 sections.
CARRIAGE PAID

34ft. Tapering from ill:" dia. ,
to I". In 4 sections.

CARRIAGE PAID
r

4
ft. Tapering from 11-" dia.

CARRIAGE PAID 2 l'to 1". In 5 sections.

Being the actual manufacturers our prices are 50 p.c.
less than similar masts, and include Steel Tubes with
Mast Rings, ample galvanised stranded Stsy Wire,
Pulley, Foot Rest, galvanised. Stay Fasteners, and
necessary bolts and instructions for erecting. NOTE.-
CP. Masts will not blow down. 26ft. has 12 stays;
34ft., 16 stays, and 42ft., 20 stays.

HALYARDS. Best Manila, will not rot. 50f..
1,3; 100ft., 2/3. AERIAL WIRE. Pure copper,
12 strand, 28 gauge 100ft., 2/6. Special ANTI -
RUST PAINT. Sufficient for 1 Mast, 1/..
When ordering pease state clearly nearest station.

MONEY REFUNDED IN FULL IF
NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED.

Extra for carnage to Scotland. Ireland and
Channel Is:ands, 3'6 per mast.

al
STEEL SUNNINCVALE AVENUE

RIVIAST CO. Biggin Hill, Kent:

J The NEW
WET CELL VALVE

Valves that run from "Eton" and Leclanche
Cells. She latest radio development. El .F., L.F.
R.C., a/6. L.P. 5/6. The valve that eliminates ac-
cumulators. Don't change anything. Just push in
" Eton " Wet Valves and use Primary Batteries.
Send 144. stamp for further particulars to:-
ETON GLASS BATTERY CO
96, ST. MARY'S ROAD, LEPTON, EAU.
" ETON WORKS," ORANGE ROAD LEVTON.

MOVING COIL LOUD SPEAKER
Outfits made by Baker's Selburst Radio, 89, Selhurst
Road, S -.E.25, are unexcelled. Send for FREE 36 -page
Booklet, "A New Hobby," and learn how to be certain of
PERFECT REPRODUCTION

NEW COSSOR
MELODY MAKER

PROMPT DELIVERY.

We arc in a position to give immediate deliver)
of the New Gasser Melody Maker Kit.

gal E7- 15-0 CarriageFree.
or 10/- with order and 11 monthly payments of 14/6

We also supply all other Wireless Apparatus that
is on the market, under our easy payment scheme.

Send list of requirements to:-

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY,
11, Oat Lane, London, E.C.2.

TelePhone: CITY 1977.

Keep on Saying
DARIO for Radio I

See page 736
ANIIIIIIIIIIEM1111111111116111111MINCIININEIMIlk
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WILT OND

A New Calm/ref al a
New Price 4Inehs

12 x 7 x 7
12 x 6 x8

Oak Ma hog' y
21/- 23/-
21/6 24/-

BUILT with the same care and precision
that hall -marks all Bond products, but

14 x 7 x 7
14 x 7 x9
14 x 7 x 12

22/6
24f.
26/-

25/-
26/6
2816

built to meet a more popular demand. 16 x 8 x9 26/6 29/6
The lid is hinged from the back and

opens completely, giving convenient
16 x 7 x 12
18 x 7 x 9
18 x 7 x 10

281-
27/6
28/-

31/-
30/6
31/-

access to the set. The top and bottom 21 x 7 x 9 28/6 31/6
are solidly framed up to prevent warping,
twisting or splitting.

21 x 7 x 10
21 x 7 x 12
21 x 8 x8

29/6
31/6
2816

32/6
34/6
3116Highly polished in light, medium or 245 7x 12 32/- 35/-

rich dark oak and mahogany at the 26 x 8 a8 31/6 34/6
following ranges of prices and sizes. 26 x 7x 12 32/6 36/ -

Carriage Paid. Baseboards FreeA cabinet worthy of the finest Set.
Send cash- Wilh order. Satisfaction guaran-
teed or money refunded in full. Illustrated
list of Cabinets on -application.

V. C.BOND 6 SONS
(Dept. A), 61, THE GROVE, MARE STREET LONDON. E.h.
Telephone Clissold 0883. Telegrams: VeeCeeBee. Hack, London."

EST. 1899. TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

SCOTT'S ALL -WAVE EBONITE TUNER
Price Now ONLY 1 3'6 Post Paid

" P.W." Test Report, may 12th.
" On test we found
Ibis unit covered the
wave -length range

2, 000
metres - reaction con-
trol being quite satis-
factory throughout. It
is nicely made, more
robust than t h e

!majority, and can only
be regarded as an
economical propositionat 15/.."
A similar report was

.8 published by " Anta-
1 tear, Wireless," June
; 16th, and " Wireless

World," Oct. 10th.

Constructional De -
Wound with green silk
wire on a polished
ebonite tube; switch
and variable reaction
combined; nickel -plated
parts. Size, 41 ins. a
38 ins.
Supplied with wiring
diagram, drilling tem-
plate and instructions.
If your dealer dues
not stock this Tuner,
send direct to the mane.
lecturers. Cash with
order or O.O.D. All
orders despatched same
day as received.

S. W. SCOTT & CO., 67a, Lothian Road, London, S.W.9.
TRADE SUPPLIED. Phone Brixton 1504

SCREENsei PA R EX COILS

STANDARD LOADING COILS
as used and recommended by P.W.
and M. Technical Departments each 7,'M 6

AERIAL & INTERVALVE COIL - each EV6

SCREENS FOR ALL CIRCUITS
From your Dealer or diced from

E. PAROUSS1,1°'L FEATHERSTONE BUILDINGS,
HIGH HOLBORN, Vi.C.1.

 /,/,,,,,e . Chancery 7010.

°thin
better

Type " 13." Stan-
dardlarge insulated
polished black
bakelite, 6d. each.

. . as an acceptable tVireTeES

gift this Christmas than
Belling -Lee Terminals.
When you buy Bellirig-Lee
you buy perfectly manu-
factured terminals, products
that any wireless man would
appreciate, products which,
moreover, despite their fine
quality, cost very little. Yet

this very small item makes
a very big difference to a

Set's safety and efficiency.

Try them on your own Set
and see for yourself.

Type " M." As

type " B " but with
only the engraved
top insulated.
Rest nickel -plated
brass, 4,1d. each.

Type " R." Low

priced model with
rotating name.

3d. each.

BELLING -LEE
TERMINALS
BELLING AND LEE, LIMITED,

Queensway Works. Ponders End, Middlescx.
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POWER -

TRANSFORMERS.
Largest and most varied Stocks in
London for incorporating in :-

H.T. Eliminators
L.T, Eliminators
H.T. Battery Chargers
L.T. Battery Chargers
Valve Rectifiers
Westinghouse Rectifiers

How to obtain strong, silent, and
enduring results from ,the Mains
Unit you are about to build is ex-
plained with diagrams in our lists.

I I rile, 'phone or call,

F. C. HEAYBERD & CO.
8 9, Talbot Court, Easteheap, E.C.3.

Cyl'ullild 'WO

PATENTS, TRADE MARKS.
Inventions Advice Handbook & COUSIlitaLions TREE.-B. T. RING, C.I.X.E., Regd.,
Patent Agent (G.B.. U.S. & Canada), 146a,Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.4.
40 nears references. 'Plme. Cent. 0b52.

DARIO Super H.F.
means Super Radio

See page 736.

- EASY PAYMENTS-

II- I WERE P.M.G.
(Continued from page 719.)

But to return to our equally important
domestic broadcasting. The ban on con-
troversial subjects has, thank goodness,
been removed ; at any rate, in theory.
But in practice it still exists up to a point.
In this respect the ether should be as free
as the printed page.

There should be no more interference
with what goes over the wireless in the way
of discussion and debate than with what is
printed in the newspapers or what people
discuss in public. The only limits should
be those of morals and decency.
" Censored " Talks.

One hears a lot them days of broadcast
programmes being " submitted " to the
political office of the Party in power. This
is an intolerable state of affairs, and ho such
interference should be permitted. Once
one political office is allowed to interfere,
the political offices of the other Parties
when they are in power will claim the same
right and privilege. Free broadcasting in an
age of free speech and a free press will
then be non-existent.

I would certainly make a serious attempt
to get part of the Parliamentary proceedings
broadcast. We could at least try the experi-
ment. And if listeners didn't like it we could
drop it again. But I think the most import-
ant debates in Parliament, on, for example,
the Budget, or great questions affecting
the lives of the people, should be broadcast.

Again, as Postmaster -General, I would
insist on every sympathy being shown to
genuine experimenters and amateurs. Some
of the most wonderful of recent discoveries
have been made by amateurs working with
enthusiasm and genius under difficulties
at this great science. Every reasonable
facility should be given to bona -fide ex-
perimenters, and the only safeoruard should
be that they should not interfere with the
ordinary enjoyment of licence -holders.
Sorting the Amateurs.

It should not be difficult to separate the
genuine experimenters and keen and know-
ledgeable amateurs from the cranks. Before
granting experimental facilities we could
invite applicants to appear before a small
expert panel and satisfy these experts as
to their suitability and claims for facilities.

I think I have said enough to show that I
LOUD - SPEAKERS, HEADPHONES, should realise, and should make my- sub-
H.T. ACCUMULATORS. Anything Wireless ordinates realise, that wireless is not a side -
Send a list 01 the parts you arc requiring and we line or a passing craze. Just as the Press is
will send you a quotation on monthly payments. spoken of as the Fourth Estate, so it is
H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET, quite proper to speak of wireless to -day as
'Phone' Mu.eumitii Cit. Portland St., vv.1. the Fifth Estate ; and no limits can be set

to its importance, usefulness and the pro-
found influence it will have in the future.Ion

ram

,744,

cLAR0STAT
VARIABLC

RESISTANCES
FOR VOLUME ,TONE,
DISTANT CONTROL,
ELIMINATORS ETC.,

As Frequently specified by -The Experts:
°HIGH QUALITY  LOW PRICE

New 20 Page Brocure free on request-.
Many unique circuits.

CLAUDE LYONS LTD.
76,OLDHALL ST.,LIVERPOOL.

PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS "
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS

A .M.I.A.E
A. M. I.0 .E.

A.M. I . E E.
A-M.I.r%1rcnE.

A BOOK YOU MUST NOT MISS T.
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" is the most com-
plete halid-book on Engineering Exams. and Course,
ever produced. It describes over 00 Exam. and home
study courses in all branches of Mechanical, Electrical,
Motor and Civil Engineering, including WIRELESS.
We ALONE Guarantee-" NO PASS-NO FEE"
This book should be In your hands-it is a mine of
valuable information and advice. We offer it FREE.
Write for your copy now stating branch or Exam.
which is of interest..
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENC!NEER!NC TECHNOLOCY,
101, Shakesreare House Leicester Sq., London, W.C.2

peer
For

iegULLARD NASTERS,MULLARD MASTER
AND SIX SIXTY

LISENIN'S
FOUR

LATEST
TRIUMPHS

SIX -SIXTY MULLARD
RECEIVER MASTER 3*

2 Spade Ends
83 Wander Plugs 2

WanderSPad

Spade Endsdis

MULLARD
MASTER 5

4 Plugs and Sockets
2 Spade Ends

Also included in the Cossor
Melody Maker.

Obtainable from all radio dealers.
Look for the Lisenin showcase on the
counter. Send for descriptive leaflet Xi:

flASTMilN
WIRELESS CO.,

1r, Edgware Road, London,W.2.

OAK CABINETS.-Mystery 660, 17/6; Master S
151.; Melody Maker. 151-; baseboards included. New
Cossor. including polished panel and 5 -ply baseboard,
Oak, W.; Oak. Walnut, or Mahogany finish, 10'6.
Rand -made and French polished. Rubber feet. Crated

and carriage paid. Send for list.
GILBERT. Cabinet Maker, SWINDON.

SOLVE ALL H.T. TROUPLES
WET

BATTERIES

LONC

LIFE
SILET

TAYIR ECONOMINCAl.

--- SELF -
GENERATING

ARS (w . X 1/3 doz.
ZINCO, new type lid. dos. SACS 1/2 doz.
Sample doz. (18 volts), complete with
hands and electrolyte, 4/3, post 95.Simple unit, 6d. Blue. booklet treeBargain list free.
AMPLIFIERS 301- 3 -VALVE SET £5Y. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Roan.

STOCKWELL, LOS DON
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PREPARE NOW
FOR THE CHRISTMAS PROGRAMMES

AND GET A

RADIO BATTERY
BEFORE THE LAST MINUTE RUSH.

HAT can be more annoying than a run
down H.T. Battery during the Christmas
holidays, when all the shops are shut.

and there' is something " on " which you par-
ticularly wish to hear ?

And by the way, have you ever censidered that'
aSiemens H.T. Battery Will Make a most useful,
reliable and welcome present
for some of your friends ?

SIEIIENS BROTHERS & CO.,
LTD. :: NVOOLVVIC

"POPULAR" TYPE
No 1200. 60 volts - -
No. 1202 100 volts - -

"POWER" TYPE
(For Power Valves)

No. 1204. "Power," 60 volts
No. 1206. "Power," 100 volts

STANDARD TYPE
(Brown Label)

No. 829; 66 volts, It -
No. 913: 120 volts 20 -

.

At -your
Dealers.

THE NEW COSSOR
MELODY MAKER

YOURS

FOR

20' -
WITH

ORDER

GENUINE

COSSOR

PARTS
ONLY

SUPPLIED

Scrap the dud obsolete Set and send at once for this
Wonderful Set. REMEMBER, NO FUSS OR FORMALITIES
AND No WAITING. DELIVERY FROM STOCK.

SET A.-The New Cossor Melody Maker Kit in Sealed Carton,
complete with every component, including valves for making
the above three -valve screened -grid set (for further description
send for Maker's pamphlet). CASH £7 : 15 : 0

TERMS -20 with order and 9 monthly payments of 16.6

SET B.-The New Cossor Melody Maker Kit complete as
above, and with M.P.A. Cone Loud Speaker, EX IDE
2 -Volt L.T. Accumulator and 2 60 -Volt British " long
life " H.T. Batteries. CASH £10 : 10 : 0

TERMS -201,- with order and 12 monthly payments of 17,3

SEND FOR PAMPHLET 1V.3 : 'PHONE NORTH 4430.

FOSTERS (HIGHBURY) LTD.,
74, Highbury Park, IfighbUry Barn, .London, N.5

HERE IS THE
OAK WIRELESS CABINET

YOU ARE LOOKING FOR
Do not put a
fine piece ofwork into afourth -rate

box.
Install a

"LANGMORE"
and be proud
of your set.

-e cabinets are made in
i.he following sizes

No. 1. Panel, 16 in. x 7 in.
Cabinet, 2 ft. 6 in.

ft. 8 in, wide.
12 in. deep.

Nc. 2. Panel, 18 in. a 7 in.
Cabinet 2 ft. 6 in.
high, 1 ft. 10 in,
wide. 12 in. desp.;
no- Cabinet for the
British Station Three,
G.E.C. Maguct "Ibree,

No. 3. Panel, 21 in. x 7 in.
Cabinet 2 ft. 6 in.
high, 2 ft. 1
wide, 12 in. deep.
Suitable for the
Castor Melody Maker
and Britain's Favour-
ite Three. 32/6Price

All are fitted. with hinged
top. heavy baseboard, etc..
and a tray' underneath gives
accommodation for batteries.
London made. Highly finished
in Jacobean style. If required,
enclosed- Battery tray with
double doors in front of
same 101- each extra to
above prices.

6 - EACH
PACKED ANDAND SENT CAR,RIAGL PAID

TO ANY ADDRESS 'IN
GREAT BRITAIN.

I'lease note this price does not tnetrde Panel.
Other sizes and styles; prices ca'aPPli,oliol

Trade enquiries invited.'

PRICE
ONLY

Nos. 1 and 2

27/

The MISCELLANEOUS TRADING CO. Ltd.
phone:H.91.1SW. 143, High Holborn, London, W.C.1
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;WV YOUR RE( RIO

WITH 'YOUR NM IREL,E0
v.

WITH the opening of our
new gramophone saloon,

another extension to our
rapidly -growing business, it is
now possible for all lovers of
music to purchase gramo-
phone records at the same
time as their wireless parts
and accessories.
We Tiave already been ap-
pointed official agents for

t.'4:1ZtIMSth
*014°1"4"6 voic:

soxixt, otio""ET4'
and other leading makes, and
hold large stocks for imme-
diate delivery.
Pay a visit to our gramophone saloon, hear
and choose your records in comfort.

141 ° IPRA    

Solve your Xmas present problem by visit-
ing our showrooms. What could be more
acceptable as a present than a portable
gramophone, a small table grand, or a few
good records? Or, if they are wireless
enthusiasts, a low-priced portable set, or
some useful adjustments, such as -

Wet High -Tension flattery,
G.E.C. Music Magnet Kit,
Cossor Melody Maker Kit,
New Master 3 Star Kit,
Mullard Portable Five Kit,
Soldometa Soldering Outfit,
Voltmeters,
Ampmeters,
Red Spot Loud -Speaker Unit,
New Lion Amplion Speakers.

If you cannot call, write for our new
gramophone booklet," Sound Waves
from Days," or Wireless booklet,
"Rays from Days," or our Compre-
hensive Catalogue, post free, 6d.
(free to callers).

WILL DAY LTD.
(The Best in the West)

13-19, Lisle St., Leicester Sq., W.C.2.
Telephone - Regent 0921-0922.
Telegram " Titles, Westrand, London."

CONT114411011/ DEMONSTRATION!
P A.M.-7 P.M.

fk`AMfia-AtIliMPiffifeik=AKAEU-rafea 0

SHORT-WAVE k
NOTES.
By W. L. S.

PS-7.t,NNIVallMn-'7070-1M-NOMPON-NSt

MY notes recently about the unknown
German or Dutch station working
in the region of 37-38 metres have

awakened considerable interest, and I have
to thank various correspondents who have
forwarded either their own observations
or some further information about the
station. It was not, however, as one writer
suggests, PCLL in Holland, as I have
often heard him since, and his wave -length
is generally exactly 38.5 metres, whereas
this other station was considerably lower.

The most likely suggestion is that the
station is  A F K, at Doberitz, Germany.
This station used to operate on interrupted
C.W. for long periods, much to the an-
noyance of my ear -drums when I was
listening foi ".DX " on schedule ! At any
rate, I cannot see the idea of transmitting for
clays on end without ever giving a mention of
the call -sign. It is not as if the transmission
is one of which they need be ashamed, since
it is really excellent in every way.

With reference to 10 -metre work, London
amateurs in particular have lately been
dispelling the bogey that " 10 " is only a
long-distance daylight wave. All the
London amateurs active on this wave-
length seem to be in regular communication
with each other, and although, from the
entire absence of signals from the other
active British stations, it seems as if, after
20 miles or so, signals fade out completely
up to 3,000 miles or more, there is much
more to be found out yet regarding results
with different types of radiating systems, etc.

Successful Londoners.
The active stations in and round London

at present appear to be 0 2 F N, G 2 K F,
G 2 N H, G 2 0 D, G 6 H P, G 6 L L,

2 C X, G 6 Q B, and a few others.
G 6 H P has been in communication with
0 2 0 D, a distance of about 25 miles,
which appears to be one of the " longest
short distances " yet covered on 10 metres.

The R.S.G.B has practically resolved to
drop " metres " altogether now, and pin
its faith to " kilocycles." The fact is, of
course, that wave -lengths should never
have been allowed to intrude into radio.
Frequency is the fundamental, and it
should always have been frequency in
which we thought and spoke. It has
clearly got to be frequency in future, and
it seems to me that there is nothing to do
but to try our hardest to forget  wave-
lengths altogether from now onwards.

It is a bit laborious to speak of the 40,
20, and 10 -metre bands as the " 7,500,
15,000, and 30,000 ke." bands, but the
megacycle (one million cycles) is con-
venient, and it is almost as easy to speak
and think of " 30 megacycles " as 10
metres." The great advantage of thinking in
frequency is that a change of 10 kilocycles
represents the same amount of variation
wherever we take it, as I explained before.

Also, as a rough guide to calibration,
we know that if we are receiving a signal
or carrier - wave " in the silent point "
with our receiver oscillating, and we de -
tune until the signal has just gone out of
audibility, we have made a change of,
roughly, 10 kilocycles.

readings
on I elicit

AN AMAZING
NEW METER
On your way home to -night, call at your usual radio

- dealers, and ask to inspect the wonderful new Wales
Volt -Amp Test Meter-the meter that has so sensation-
ally eclipsed every preconceived notion of measuring
instrument value and performance. This super meter
gives three readings from one clearly engraved dial.
Now you need never buy a variety of single purpose
measuring instruments-The Watee Meter is entirely
sufficient for your needs, it tells you all you want to
know to ensure that quality of reception that only per-
t ect set control can give. No valve set user should be
without it. From all good class dealers or direct com-
plete with explanatory leaflet. Finished in attractive
crystal black and nickel plated fittings. Guaranteed
dead -beat accuracy.

Readings. PRICE
0-150 VOLTS tr,,I most .1:,();,, (halt re.

0- 6 VOLTS Resistance 5,000 ohms.
0- 30 MILLI- Dead -best movement.

Crystallised black
AMPS finish. Fully Guaranteed

THE STANDARD WET BATTERY CO.
(DEPT. P.W.), Head Offices, Showrooms and Warehonse :
184-188, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE,LONDON,W.C.2

(near New Oxford Street end.)

WAT E S
VOLT -AMP
StAD 10 TEST METER.

EiMiiiiMEMIIIIIMEIMENI  B IEEE
WILLESFORD'S PATENTS FOR XMAS PARTIES
12 it. Telephone Extension Flexes, to join on
ordinary telephone leads, enabling you to sit 15 ft.

from receiving set. 216 each. 2 for 419 P.O.
Multi -pointed Catswhisker, gets sensitive point
straight away. 11- each, P.O. Buying Agents Wanted.
Willeaford's, 14, Cursitor St., Chancery Lane, London, E 0.4

Sideboard
Rifanco Phone

Make or Buy a Gramo-phone or Cabinets only
Tor Wireless at a Quarter
shop prices. Size 32 x 30
16, with double spring motor.
12 in. Velvet table, swan
tone -arm soundbox, horn,
cups, sE5 carriage paid. All
the above 'fittings less Cabinet,
£1 18s. 6d. Motors 9s. Ac-
cessories. List Free. 64 -pp.
Drawing and How to make
Gramophone, 3d. Rub. 21 years.
Regent Fittings Co., P.W.,
120, Old Street, London, E.C.I.

07 n
WIRELESS GUIDE

Send for NewEdttionNo.T999. It's
FREE. Packed full of good things
at keen prices for Wireless Con-
structors. Trade Enquiries Invited.

J  H -TAY LO R Er CO.4RPC,10 MOUSE
MACAU LAY DT. HUOCIERSFYCLO
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Within the last few weeks the demand
for every type of Cleartron Valve
has been so huge that although we
have worked day and night it has
been impossible to fulfil all the orders
received.
Now new machinery has been installed
and enlarged premises are in use, and
all orders can be promptly filled.
But we desire to apologise to those
customers and their dealers who have
been inconvenienced by a delay that
was entirely unforeseeable. We realise
the annoyance they must have suffered,
but we ask them to believe that we
did our very utmost to cope with a
most amazing situation.
Nobody could have prophesied the immense
national demand for Cleartrons ; a demand that
is the best possible tribute to the quality and
performance of these inexpensive British Valves.
Ask your dealer for them now and he should be
able to fulfil all your requirements.

CLEARTROH
ALL -BRITISH VALVES
the Choice of Millions

CLEARTRON (1927) LTD.,
21, Cumberland Street, Birmingham.

London Offices and Stores:
Fetter House, Fetter Lane, E.C.4.

Telephone.: Central 8o62.
Scottish Distributors:

Clydesdale Supply Co. (1922) Ltd.. 2. Bridge St., Glasgow.
Northern Ireland:

Rbt. Patterson & Sons Ltd. 13. Bridge Street, Belfast.

ENGINEERINGPR ECISION
Think of the hours of thought and labour

expended in design and construction of the
wonderful Graf Zeppelin-the flying palace
-which recently performed the colossal
feat of crossing the broad Atlantic. One
simple error meant disaster.

But engineering skill triumphed over all
difficulties as it has done throughout this
wonderful century. Consider the amazing
skill necessary in the design of Radio coin-
ponents . . . the difficulties which have
to be overcome . . . and the absolute
perfection of the finished products.

This brings our thoughts automatically
to the new J.B. Midget Condenser-the
smallest, the neatest, the most workman-
like condenser on the market.

The low minimum capacity is ensured
by specially shaped Vanes and the elimina-
tion of end plates.

Highly efficient insulation. One - hole
fixing. Smooth movement ensured by the
presence of cone and ball -bearings.

The J.B. Midget Condenser
Supplied complete with neat
pointer knob. Prices :
00002.5 319 '00004 4/-

oorn 4,5 .00055 4/9
'0002 5,6 '00025 5/9

The J.B. Neutralising
Condenser. Another ex-
ample of J.B. Engineer-
ing Precision. So far
ahead of all othet4A. -

models that it CANNOT
GO WRONG.

3/6

PRECISION INSTRUMENTS
Advt. of Jackson Brothers.. 72, St. Thomas' Street, London, S.E.s.
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PEARL AND PEARL
65, HOUNDSDITCH, LONDON, E.1 (Ave rti n5e 138)

What about a Radio Christmas Present?
May we help you to choose something that will give pleasure, say, a Loud
Speaker, or alternatively, something which will prove of service, such as a
battery, trickle charger,voltmeter, &c. We have a £30,000 stock to choose
from at our stores in Houndsditch, E.1. Pay us a visit-it will pay you.

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS

SUTRA (French) LOUD SPEAKER
UNITS for gram ophoneor hornA_ 1 1
attachment. (aN ed) To dear

HEGRA (German) CONE CI%
UNIT for cone speakers 101,

TRIOTRON 4 -POLE BALANCED
ARMATURE CONE UNITS, adapt-
able to the aluminium frame 17'6shown above -

Some Suggestions
and . Offers.

THE CONE LOUD
SPEAKER WHICH WILL
BE THE TALK OF THE'

RADIO WORLD.

Illustration at side shows com-
pleted loud speaker without
cabinet. Aluminium 12/6
framework - -

Adjustable Blue Spot 25f-Unit -
The frame includes the front wood
board, and we supply the cone kit
FREE OF CHARGE with the

Reed Unit.

PHILIPS TRICKLE
CHARGERS

for charging L.T.accumulators
from A.C. mains. All voltages
and standard periodicities in
stock. Price, in- 55/.
eluding valve,
Please state voltage and period when ordering.

SPECIAL OFFER.
We will accept 30/- down and the
balance at 2/6 per week. No
references required. We pay carriage

on all country orders.

COSSOR and MULLARD KITS IN STOCK.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

VfigAiraWAMAK44010KAONAKW-4-
0

A

;/
4 LATEST 1

TELEVISION
NOTES.

'0,201VIP.iltiUMIPOT46410.'&V/4%it

Mthaly's System.

MORE
doings in the von Mihaly camp !

The young Hungarian is back in his
Berlin laboratory after a series of

demonstrations with a simple television
set. He is pushing on his experiments
while he negotiates with the German Post
Office for the sale of the German rights of
his system.

steps Forward.
Now he tells me : " Yesterday we made

a very big step forward. We succeeded in
making a light -valve 70 times surpassing
the modern cell. A further step forward
is our Snow-white Light ; and another is
thatrwe have devised a constant synchro-
nisation device which automatically corrects
itself."

Full details of all these improvements
are coming to me,' and as soon as they are
available you shall have them.

High -See -All.
Aero-television is a popular pastime in

America. Apparatus in a giant tri-motor
Ford plane has just picked up a television
broadcast 3,000 feet above Chicago.

A Science ?
Academicians will not yet look upon

television as a serious branch of science.
When I was approached not long ago to
write a monograph on the subject for
graduates and science teachers I thought
that they did. But a friend of mine has
offered tht. history of television as the
thesis for his M.Sc.', and the authorities of
London University find it " unsuitable."

On One Wave -Band.
Carter Radio Company, Chicago, have

broadcast voices and television on one
wave -band. They claim to be the first in
the world to do it.

Contusion.
When will the public-and many more

scientific than the general public-stop
confusing " television ' and photo -tele-
graphy " ? Even a deep -brow paper like
"Nature" cannot avoid the error.. I have
had to write to tell them so. Meaning tele-
vision, they said that " radio pictures "
were disappointing. Whatever the. views
on Baird television, - photo - telegraphy
results, as, you know, are by no means
disappointing.

Experts Go Wrong,
Captain W. G. Jarrard represented Alm

Baird system at a meeting of the Radio
Manufactures' Association, in America,
which attempted to standardise television
terms. The " experts went wrong im-
mediately by defining television as " vision
by radio." . Most television demon.strations

(Continued On page 756.)
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THE NEW LOUDSPEAKER
ALL THE MOVING COIL REFINEMENTS ARE EMBODIED IN IT

size
0!

BaffleYOU LIKE GOOD MUSIC ! ! x 20'

The greatest artists, the finest orchestras
are yours, right at your fireside. Now why
not enjoy them to the full? Scrap that
old-fashioned Horn that you have.
The "P.R." Speaker will reproduce every
note clear as a bell-the full depth of the big
drum to the harmonics of the violin-the
reality of the performance will surprise you.
Try one-give your set a chance to show
what it can do.

THE " P.R. " SPEAKER IS
SUPERIOR IN TONE VOLUME
BECAUSE it is not hampered by " Cabinet "
resonance. It is driven by a delicate fully
balanced armature unit that is hermetically
sealed and absolutely foolproof. The Cone is
free to swing to the weakest impulse-the Baffle
clears the treble notes and brings out the rich
double bass of the organ. It is fitted with a
simple tonal adjustment that " stays put." It
is the most powerful reproducer on the market.
Full strength from a two -valve set ! ! It is
simple-no extra H.T. or other gadgets required,
just connect it to your set-that is all.
SPECIFICATION. The P.R. Speaker is driven
by a full balanced electro-magnetic armature
under the influence of powerful cobalt steel
permanent magnets. Adjustment is easily made
by lever control which once set-" stays put."

NEW

P.R.
SPEAKER

FOR ONLY

2919
CARR. PAID. PAY C.O.D. (3/- extra).

P.R. Loudspeaker Unit alone, 12/9
Port Free. -

.1 he special fabric Cone is supported to the
baffle by a flexible non -resonant diaphragm-the'Phone :

City 32SS. baffle itself being of oak heavily reinforced by a
GUARANTEE special frame designed to. prevent sympathetic
Money refunded resonance. The whole is finished in highly Fl en .h

Opposite G.P.O. without question polished natural oak, the cone and sur ou id
Tube Station. if not satisfied, being giv n a pleasing contrasting

P.R. PRODUCTS, 1 7a, PATERNOSTER SQUARE, LONDON, E.C.4

THE roe-

le ONE EVENING

estivate
BUILD and OPERATE in

Obtain a Broadsheet from your
dealer and read why you should-
Completely Screen the Grid

For short wave work specify the
famous D X Coils. Experts use

them wherever Radio is known.
Wound 3 in. diameter , fit standard
coil holders. Tinned copper 16 7/6
gauge ; open core can be tapped any
where by alligator dips. The Set

3, 5, 7 and 9 turns. of four
DX COILS, LTD., LONDON, E.8.

Send post card for FREE FULL-SIZE
LAYOUT PLAN and wiiirig instructions.

THE FORMO CO.
Crown Works, CRICRLE WOOD LANE, R.W.2

(Registered Trade Mark.)

USE THE FORMER
WITH A REPUTATION.

GOLD MEDAL
and first four prizes.

THE ORIGINAL FAMOUS
BECOL LOW LOSS FORMER

PINLESS
FORMER.
Can be fixed
in the dark.
FOOLPROOF.

Send for Becol
Handbook on
Wireless Cir-
6uits, General
data and
illustrations.

Price 4d.
Post Free.

Ebonite Sheets, Panels, Rods, Tubes, Mouldings.

TH BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD., HANW ELL. LONDON, W.7
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WAVE
SELECTOR

VOUR need is
interfering stations,

want to cut out
2 completely stations, either Local or

Distant, and to receive any station desired.
You can do this in a minute by fitting the Harlie
Wave -Selector between your Aerial and Set. It
increases volume too !
Whatever Set or Aerial you may have, the Harlie
Wave -Selector will increase its selectivity, range
and volume. You must at least try -out this
wonderful Wave -Selector. Obtain it from your
dealer, or request us to forward by post C.O.D.
under the conditions of our £100 guarantee.

NO ALTERATION TO SET-JUST PLUG
AERIAL INTO SOCKET PROVIDED-
FULL PARTICULARS ARE GIVEN.

41" high, 31" diameter. In finest grade
black crystalline finish th r o ugho u t.

2 MODELS SUPPLIED:
(a) Normal Waveband, 200-700 metres.
(b)  High Waveband, 700-2000 metres.

Please state model required when ordering.

£100 GUARANTEE
Money returned in full if the " Harlie "
Wave -Selector proves unsatisfactory, and
is returned to us within 7 days of purchase.

Write to (Dept. C.),

HARLIE BROS.,
Balham Road, Lower Edmonton, N.9

LATEST TELEVISION NOTES
(Continued from page 754.)

have been given by line. Following the
cinema industry they named each complete
image built up at the receiver a frame."
Standard Television.

A standard for television broadcasting
was fixed : 48 lines to an image, and 15
" frames " a second.
This Year, Next Year?

Five men who should know have been
asked when television will be available to
the average radio fan. These are the
replies : Dr. Lee de Forest : " May be a
matter of ten years or more " ; Dr. C.
Francis Jenkins : " Radiovisers for Christ-
mas presents this year, baseball by tele-
vision next summer " ; David Sarnoff, vice-
president of the Radio Corporation of
America : " Four or five years are yet
needed for perfection " ; a television -set
manufacturer : " It's here now ! "
B.B.'C. v. Continent.

I have heard the threat of Continental
broadcasts for English listeners-and seers
-before. Captain Fulton told me, in
Vienna, a year and a half ago, that if the
B.B.C. would not take up'his radio picture
apparatus he would broadcast photographs
and cartoons for English receivers from
Paris.
Tuning -In.

A New York man has fitted a sliding
visor before his television disc so that he
can bring 24, 36, or 46 holes into use. He is
now able to " tune -in " to stations broad-
casting images made up of different numbers
of lines. H.J.B.

"TROMBA" WET H.T.
90 v. for 2 108 v.for multi -

valves, 13 4 vrlvea, 39 5
ALL SIZES 144 v. for m C.

STOCKED speakers, 51'5

NO EXTRAS-CARRIA6E PAID. Steady
wired in pot. mattog. case. Small cap. SACS..
1'4. ZINCS, £d. doz. Large cap. SACS,
ZINCS, 10d. doz. JARS for either size. 1/2.
Milli -amp. voltmeter. 7', IMPROVED

TYPES.
VISIT OUR NEW SHOWROOMS,
or send lid. stamp Icr booklet, 6d. a cell.

1/- full range of samples.
TROMEA ELECTRICAL co_ Dept. W.,
51, CHALK FARM RD., CAMDEN TOWN
Buses -24, 31, 63, 68. N.W.1

Solid Mahogany Cabinet
Hand french polished, satin
finish, hinged lids. Will take
any set or panel up to 20"X
10", and battery compartment
20" long, II" high, and 12"
deep. The overall size is

34 high, 23" wide, 14" deep.
Delivered f re e
England & Wales

=_- 56/-= Scotland 2/6 extra.
Crate 5/- extra, ret urnable.

F.DIGBY, 9,The Oval, k
Hackney Road, E.2. 'Phone

Bishopegate 6558

Let us quote for your ou n design==.

ALL APPLICATIONS for ADVERTISING SPACE
n "POPULAR WIRELESS" must be made to the

77elo Advertising Agents, JOHN H. LILE, LTD.:
4 LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON, E.C.4. : ,

Finished in black or beauti-
fully grained mahogany.

neat-
accurate and
inexpensive

Watch for Brownie's latest triumph in
artistic moulded Bakelite-" The Dominion
Vernier Dial." Special non back lash slow
motion drive gives very accurate tuning,
while the action will fit any condenser and
the new design of the dial will enhance the
appearance of every set. See this latest
Brownie production at your nearest Radio
eater,

BRIDIRIVESSNIE
" DOMINION" VERNIER DIAL
The BROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (G.B.) Ltd.
MORNINGTON CRESCENT, LONDON, N.W.1

COILS for "NEW COSSOR 3"
Guaranteed super -efficiency and ready to fit Coss'or
holders quick delivery; 225-600, 15'. pair:
900-2,000, 17'. pair. Thesecoils really give wonderful
results and are perfectly made, using low -loss formers
and correct to size. Trade supplied If your dealer
cannot supply, order direct from us. Our name on

the hog is a guarantee of perfection in every way
POSTLETHWAITE BROS., ROWER, STOURBRIDOE

Coil specialists since 1922.

A.P. 4 - ELECTRODE
The wonderful new valves for your
set which only require half the usual
H.T. yet give better 'selectivity and
purer reproduction. They are sent
on 3 clear days' approval against
cash order.
The range also includes special patent
5 -pin and 4 -pin dull -emitter low -con-
sumption valves for H.T.-less circuits.
History and data of the A.P. family,
together with reports by "Popular
Wireless," "Amateur Wireless," etc.,
will be promptly sent upon receipt of
your postcard.

ANELOY PRODUCTS,
36,Hindmans Rd.,E.Dulwich,London,S.E.22

Phone: New Cross 4074,
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Are you a Mains User?
"CLIX" Power Plug & Socket

Constructors and experimenters have in
thesePlugs and Sockets a strong, reliable
fitment giving full protection from
shorts and shocks when used for Battery
Eliminators, Chargers, etc.
There are no exposed wire connections,
highly efficient insulation is assured,
and strong contact is obtained by the
application of " Clix " patented con-
struction methods.
With " Clix " Plugs and Sockets you
are guaranteed safety and satisfaction.

POWER PLUG and SOCKET COMPLETE 6d.
including Socket Insulating Bush

Power Plug, corn- Power Socket, com-
plete with In- 9 a plete with wiring slot 9,1
sulator &.(2 and one lock -nut - ""

Socket Insulating Bush -

"CLIX" COIL PINS
" Clix " Coil Pins can be used for perfect and sure con-
tact wherever standard valve sockets or tth-inch socket
are employed ; such as for Coil Holders, Wall Plugs.
Multi Plugs, and connectors generally. Ideal for

" home constructors."
Price 2d. each. Complete with two nuts.

Our new Catalogue contains details and illustrations of all the" Chg.' aids to
perfect contact, eight of which can be seen in the showcase on pour dealer's counter.

LECTRO LINX, LTD.,
254, VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, S.W.1

A Special Table
for your Set

Why not have a suitable cabinet table for
your set so you can keep batteries, etc.,
neatly out of sight? Here is a fine
mahogany table any amateur can build.
Wood supplied ready planed, and legs ac-
curately cut and grooved. Full construc-
tional details provided. A large design
with full-size patterns and details of all
parts (worth 9d.) is given away with
Hobbies' 1929 Catalogue. The contents
include a special wireless editorial section
and particulars of lots of gadgets, wood,
and materials of interest to the wireless
enthusiast. Get a copy to -day -280 pages
and five free designs.

Obtain one (price 9d.) from any
Hobbies' Branch or Newsagent, send 1, -
Postal order for one to Hobbies. Ltd.
(Dept. 69), Derehain, Norfolk.

S(oo4.' aft. s3/4 ins. high with 33 in, X
ii ins. top. Doubt, door cabinet 9 ins.
high. Pruett ,1' J1,11,,vany.withbvsnig

ELECTRIC
SOLDERING

IRON
For comst meting
your New Set -
InVarious

Sizes

Send P.O. for 10/ -
and the Iron will
be forwarded

Post Free.
State Voltage.

S AVIILF LTD
Specialists in Electric Tools for oves.20 Years

115 SOUTHWARK ST..S.E.1
.e/e/ahone -Hop. 2733'4

Jfor volt aith your frienbe
this Christmas.

MODEL W.la.
FOR A.C. MAINS
16o V. at 3o mla

£7 2s. .6d.
Other models up
to 35o v. at roo

re/a.

All A.C. Models
incorporate W e s t-
in ghou se Metal

Rectifier. r'
SATISFIED USERS ARE
OUR ONLY SALESMEN

The following is from a Trader :
"It is a splendid instrument, absolutely silent in operation
" and of the highest efficiency. I have no hesitation in
" recommending the Regentone Unit to anyone who wants
" ' The Best.' "

Add. of Regent Radio Supply Co., 2c, Bartlett's Buildings, E.C.4.

c.(oice
nicri tic,s

RADIO IN
EVERY ROOM!

LETTERS PATENT
No. 273490 & 294765

THOUSANDS of
homes, hospitals

and institutions of
all kinds are now
equipped with
Bulgin Junior Wal
Jacks, and radio re-
ception is simply a
matter of plugging -
in where required.

Handso me
Nickel -Plated
Cover on Black or
Chocolate
Bakelite 2/6
Base - - EACH

Our new 56 -page Catalogue will be sent
free on request and contains complete
construction and easy wiring diagrams.

A. F. Bulgin & Co.
RADIO MANUFACTURERS

9-11, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.C.4
Telephone: HOLBORN 2072.
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WIRELESS
ACCESSORIES

are specially designed to minimise the possi-
bility of a wrong or an accidental connection.

These are a few of the EELEX wireless
accessories-write, for the new EELEX
BOOKLET T 67 which gives full details.

iff J.J EAsTicK&SoNs

Eelex House, 118, Bunhill
Row, Chiswell Street

London E.C.1.
Phone: Clerkenwe'l 9282-3-4.

" DEAR MR. EDITOR."
(Continued from page 723.)

oppositions have. of course, to be reckoned
with and valuable time occupied thereby.
This is bad enough. being negative instead
of positive, but it is part cf the game, and
can be done without worrying.

What Worry Does.
Perhaps I might have written an article :

" On Not Worrying." Have you ever
reflected how enormous and tragic an
influence worry has on the world's affairs ?
I suppose most mental and physical col-
lapses are due to it. I believe mighty few
people collapse owing to overwork. In-
cidentally, do you know what is at the back
of a great deal of worry, a very great deal
of it, in fact.? Fear of losing one's job or
means of livelihood. Just that. There are
all sorts of contributory circumstances,
of course,- but it usually . comes to that
simple statement in the long run.,

However, I am sorry I cannot write an .
article for you this year. You leave quoted
the precedent of previous years. There
is another possible article : On Prece-
dents." It is quite good to have precedents
to follow, or make other people follow.
Sometimes, not always, they are embar-
rassing. One must be, strong enough to
refuse to be bound by them. This is some-
times difficult. Perhaps it is still more
difficult to create precedent, but what a
fine and satisfactory thing to do. You
remember the classic story where the ob-
jections of the bureaucratic and timid were
brushed aside by the magnificent " I am
here to create precedent."

Still reed for Imagination.
That was one of the delightful things

about broadcasting. There were no prece-
dents, certainly not in this country, and
such as existed elsewhere were of the sort
to be avoided. Precedents were being
created all the time and in everything that
was done. One likes to feel to -day that
most of them were sound and good. I
hope, however, that we are strong enough
and wise enough to depart. from precedent
when occasion demands. I, certainly, ant
not going to be bound this year by the
precedent of Christmas Articles to you in
previous years, as you will by this time
have gathered.

If I had been writing an article for you.
Mr. Editor, you would have expected me
to say that the B.B.C. is not inclined to
rest on its oars or its laurels, or whatever
it is that complacent people do rest on.
I could have assured you and your readers
of this. I could have said that, whatever
measure of success has been achieved-
and, mark you, we are not so silly as to
pretend that nothing has been achieved-
we all feel that there is still need for the same
outgoings of imagination and enterprise
and devotion.

All to the Good.
I think, however, that many erstwhik

captious critics have a more adequate
conception of what broadcasting means and
what is involved in its conduct, snore
tolerance of  the things they personally
dislike (or did dislike), more appreciation
of the necessity for catering for other
people's tastes. And that is all to the good.

(Continued on page 760.)

The
3 in I Set.

Avalve set
and a

loudspeaker
The Pioneer Set of Cheaper Radio!
The famous Loewe Multiple Valve used contains
Three Complete Valve systems in One Valve and all
the necessary coupling elements of a 3 -valve
receiver.
A marvel of ingenuity and efficiency, giving loud-
speaker results of excellent volume and purity.

PRICE Complete with Loewe Radio Multiple
14:10:0 Valve type 3 N F. Special cable with
Royalty pald Wander Plugs and Spade Terminals

Wails 1,1 attached ready for connection to
incteded H.T. and L.T.

USE A LOEWE RADIO CONE LOUDSPEAKER
with your Loewe Set for retaining the full purity
of reproduction and a clarity that is unexcelled.
Artistic appearance Silk front. Mahogany finish

The finest loudspeaker value 50/
obtainable at ..

Obtainable through all dealers. For inustrated leaflets
write :-

LOEWE RADIO
The LOEWE RADIO Co., Ltd.,
4, FOUNTAYNE ROAD, TOTTENHAM, Nil

'Phone: Tottenham 351-1:2.

SOMETHING NEW !!
"UnoleTom's" EXPONENTIAL HORN.
Tried against the BEST onthe Market and

-proved vastly SUPERIOR to them ALL.
Moving Coil and Cone Speakers beaten every time.
Prices from £2.12 6 to £6, Including unit;

Particulars Free.
"Unde Tom." PAYNE & HORNSBY, LTD.,

Gallowgate, Newcastle -on -Tyne.
And at Dublin,Sonderland, North Shields.

REPAIRS
Any make of L.P. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or Headphones repaired and despatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE

with cacti repair. .4.1- Post Free.
TI "I. to Trade.

TRANSFORMER KEPA! it CO.,
" Repairs '' Dept.,

214, High Street Colliers Wood, London, S.W.19.

EBONITE
BUSHES,

III'

FOR MOUNTING ON
METAL OR WOOD

PERFECT
INSULATION

Orders tinder I'. Two required
send lid. postage. for each hole.
NUMBER 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Hole in Bush : 61IA, 4RA, 2BA, 5/15% I', 7115°
Price each: Id. 1d. 1d. 186. 2d. 2d. 20.

(complete List of sizes free on application.)
DAREX RADIO CO..

Waldram Rd., Forest Hill, London, S.E.23.
TRADE SUPPLIED. IIIMMEIMIIMMINWIL

KA
RA

Ea

asF1

PLEASE be sure to mention
"POPULAR WIRELESS"
when communicating with
Advertisers. THANKS!

RA
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zT'S VERY IMPORTANT !
-THE
BATTERY
SWITCH

The whole set depends
on the battery switch
to " start it up." There-
fore, be sure the switch
you use is reliable, that
it makes certain con-
stant contact. In fact
be sure it's a Benjamin.

PRICE

115
This switch may
be obtained with-
out terminals:
PRICE 1/ -

ELECTRIC LIMITED
BRANTWOOD WORKS. TOTTENHAM, LONDON. N.17

MAKE IT A
" POWQUIP "

PRESENT

THIS CHRISTMAS
There's pedigree
behind POW -
QUIP Transfor-
mers. They are as
old as Broadcast-
ing itself. The
first made is still
giving good ser-
vice. Circuits may
a It er, fashions
and fancies may
change, but the
correct Transfor-
mer is always the POW -

QUIP. The ORCHESTRAL
model illustrated, reproduces
music and song without the

slightest distor-
tion. Each in-
strument in the
Orchestra is most
clearly defined,
thus bringing
the actual atmo-
sphere of the
concert hall into
your home. Re-
member that allPOWQUIP
Transformers are

GUARANTEED for ONE
YEAR.. Ask for free copy of
N.P.L. Curve and:
satisfy yourself. 2..2.6

MAKE YOUR OWN
H.T. MAINS ELIMINATOR

WRITE FOR FREE BLUE -PRINT AND PRICE LIST
OF COMPLETE KIT OF PARTS FOR H.T. ELIMIN-
ATOR AND L.T. CHARGER, TOGETHER WITH YOUR

DEALER'S NAME AND ADDRESS.

for

10)\
PoWOU Pan-

ANSFORMERS
Pedigree & Performance

THE POWER EQUIPMENT CO. LTD.,
Kingsbury Works, The Hyde, Hendon, N.W.9

ttlk

0.

66
t ... results compare

.49 with instruments cost-
ing three times as much . . .

"A Loud Speaker for 15;-"'-" was the title of Mr. Yorke's article in the November
17th issue of "Amateur Wireless." In describing the " OV " Cone loud speaker
he wrote " the results obtainable from it will compare very favourably with
instruments costing twice or three times the amount ..." there are the requisite
features in it to enable the instrument to perform efficiently and provide a satis-
factory reproduction both of the bass and treble notes!

What more convincing testimony to the qualities
of the " OV " Cone Unit could there be than this
expression by an expert? And if you were to ask
the many hundreds of listeners about their "OV"
Units, they would say, the very same thing.
Make yottrtelf a loud speaker with the OV
Unit. Git to know how powerful, pure and
lifelike reception can really be-call in at your

dealers to -due or order direct.

FOUR LARGE MAGNETS,
LAMINATED POLES.
ARMATURE BALANCE.
LARGE BOBBINS.
2,000 OHMS RESIST-
ANCE DUST COVER.

ze

--I II
mniumunuonn

lk

giallI1111111181,

CONE
UNIT

1,./1/1.

1316

99

Another splendid
and simple method
is to use the -0\P
Ridged Ccne. 3/-.

with this Unit.

RIDGED CONE CO., LTD.,
York House, Southampton Row, London, W.C.1.

Telephone Chancery 8313 & 8136.

WISE
WOMEN
MAKE
MEN
MEND/
WITlin
FLUME
it simplifies all solderin

FLUXITE is sold
in tins, price Bd.. SOLDERING*1/4 and 2/8.
Another use I 0 r SET COMPLETEFlu cite:
Hardening Tools and
Case Hardening.
Ask for leaflet on
Improved methods.
FLUXITE LTD. or LAMP

(Dept. 3241, only 2'6
Rotherhithe,

S.E.18.
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the
CONDENSER

for all Mains Units
HYDRA was the first commercial condenser

to be sold under guarantee of a test at
500 volts. It is mill the most popular condenser
that manufacturers of Mains Units use exclusively
in the smoothing circuit. To amateur con-
structors of Mains Units Hydra Condensers make
all the difference between success and failure -
ensuritt_ trouble -free Mains supply for all time.

PRICES:

2 mfd., 4/- 1 mfd., 3/ -
Tested at 500 volts A.C.

Work voltage 240 A.C. at 50 M.A.
Do not accept a silver grey condenser without
the Hydra label. Others are imitations and
we are not responsible in case of breakdown.

Of all radio dealers. In case of difficulty, write

LOUIS HOLZMAN
34, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2

When you fit the New Eagle Valves you are
assured of results equal to and often better,
than those you get from extensively advertised

valves sold at fancy prices.
-For any Star set you build, use the New Eagle

Valve and get equal results at half the cost.
A Power Valve in the last stage is worth 2
before it if you use the New Eagle E.2.P.

Power Valve.
THE NEW 'EAGLE" (1929) TYPES

GLOWLESS COLD EMITTERS.
.Type Volts Fit. Cure. Imp.

Gen. Purpose, E210 2 .1 ri,700
Gen. Purpose, E208 2 'o6 15.000
R.C. Cping., E206 RC 2 m6 22,000
Power Valve, E2 P 2 'r5 4,200

All above at same price for 4 or 8 volts.

Price
416
5/8
5/8
7/3

From all Dealers. Send Order
Direct if any difficulty locally.

EAGLE VALVES, LTD.,
47, FARRINGDON ROAD, LONDON, E.G.I.

DEAR MR. EDITOR.
(Continued from page 758.)

By the way, Mr. Murray now says I am
right to decline to write an article this
year. He says your suggested fee was
preposterous (*). I agree with him.

Yours sincerely,
J. C. W. Reith.

* If you take a thousand pounds and subtract
EX front it, you will see that the fee offered to
Sir John was a very generouts one.-The Editor.

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from'page 712.)

or a circuit which will separate alternating
currents of one frequency or one group of
frequencies from alternating currents of
another frequency or another group of
frequencies.

Filter circuits may be broadly divided
into three classes-low-pass filters, high-
pass filters and band-pass filters.

Low -Pass Filters.
A filter of the low -frequency or low-pass

variety is one which is designed to pass all
the low -frequency currents below a certain
more or less definite value, and to resist the
passage .of frequencies which are appre-
ciably above the critical value.

The critical value, by the way; is generally
referred to as the cat -off ' frequency
and, although the impression is sometimes
given that the cut-off frequency is very
sharply defined, as a rule this is not so,
and the cut-off frequency is more of a
region than a particular frequency.

Zero Resistances.
Of course, an ideal low -frequency or low-

pass filter would be one which offered zero
resistance to frequencies below the cut-off
value and an infinite resistance. to fre-
quencies above that value but, as I have just
mentioned, the curve showing the relation
between the frequency and the resistance
is never in practice quite like that which
would be -given by the foregoing theory.

The high -frequency choke in the plate
circuit of a detector valve functions to some
extent as a low -pats filter, since it permits
audio frequencies to pass into the L.F.
amplifier but excludes the H.F. from the
amplifier.

High -Pass Filter.
An H.F. or high-pass filter as its name

implies has precisely the opposite effect to
a low-pass filter and permits the passage
of high -frequency currents whilst obstruct-
ing the passage of low -frequency currents.

The H F. chokes and condensers used in
the plate circuits of an H.F. amplifier
constitute an example of a high-pass filter,
passing the high -frequencies directly to the
filaments thereby keeping them out of the
plate stipply " but obstructing the ,passage
to the filaments of the D.C. plate current ;
the D.C. may be considered as an alternating
current of zero frequency.

Band -Pass Filter.
An example of a band-pass filter as used

in radio receiving circuits is a series tuned
circuit.

(Continued on page 762.)
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'volts Ft SET the admiration of ALL

THIS XMAS.

NOW!

IS

THE

TIME

TO

INSTALL OAK or
THIS MAHOGANY RADIOLA

BUREAU for WIRELESS.

ForALL
SETS4-

4 ---
Batteries

Loud
Speakers
& Plant

Used by RADIO PRESS.
For " 2.DA " '^ Big Ben," by Percy Harris;
" Binowave Four," by W. James. (See also
" Popular Wireless," Nov. 1011,, page 494.)

NEW MODEL from 75 - SUPER £5-5-0
DEL/GHTS the HOME! This beautiful
FURNITURE model-an achievement of six yea
-brings a tremendous improvement. Note, too.
how simple to rebuild NEW Sets, to combine the
Gramophone, the Moving Coll or Cone Loud Speakers.
Think of the past old ideas, and NOW-this
Modern Ideal. Compare the excellence and
REALISM I For ROME entertainment.
SAVES YOU MONEY, also, in a Lifetime's
Service. Over 3.000 delighted clients.
DEMONSTRATE it yourself. FREE on 7
DAYS' APPROVAL. Money refunded if not
well pleased. Viewing it from your Armchair brings
a thrill of pride.
He in time for Xmas. Full particulars FREE.

plICK_EITSCABINETS
ALBION ROAD, BEXLEYHEATH,

KENT.

DARIO
This week's best bargain

See page 736.

PEKE CABINETS
OF MERIT

OAK
12 x 7 .. 12 8

I
16 x i 16/8

14 x 7 .. 14/- 18 x 7 18/4
Melody Maker 25.'" List Free.
Master Three 25/- Prompt Delivery.
PEKE WORKS, 68. Hatlesden Road, N.W 10.

The Picture Paver with the MOST News

-SUNDAY GRAPHIC-

Protect Your Set
with the

RMONIC
Safety

Earthing Switch
ie-titcally designed to adequately

protect your set in all conditior s. Hat
I fuse between the aerial and the set.
thus giving security from lightnini
even if the set is left concerted.
Soundly made with Bakelite cover

4 /6 to keep It waterproof. Price 4/t .

dcalers cant supply are send post fro-
aerroon, a.. ,,.Free.on Malue?/-bacti guarantee.
TAMES CHRIsTIE S SCRs. Ltd., 29t, West St. SHEFFIELD,
or London Agents A F. gillgin ,c Co in. Cursitor St. P.C..
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WIRELESS brings
YOU

Pictures NOW
and you can receive

them with any set
working a loudspeaker
Pictures, perfectly defined . . . reproductions which
have a real interest . . . topical news pictures with a
world-wide appeal, cartoons, fashion plates, etc., are
being broadcast daily in this country and from various
Continental Stations. They can be received by anyone
with a Fultograph connected to their set in place of

the loudspeaker.
Working a Fultograph
could not be a simpler
operation-it has only to
be substituted for the loud-
speaker of any ordinary set.
After that, it works itself,
automatically star ting
when picture transmission
starts, automatically stop-
ping when the picture is
complete. Then it can be
removed and retained-

neither fixing nor develop-
ing are necessary.
And the price is so reason-
able as to bring this latest
addition to Wireless enter-
tainments within reach of
everyone.
Deliveries of Fultograph
models have actually
started, and will continue
in increasing quantities.

WIRELESS PICTURES (1928) LTD,
Dorlarld House, 14/16, Regent St., LONDON.

jruttorapb
Price of complete installation (excluding Valve).
In Oak £22 15s. Od. In Mahogany £24 15s. Od..
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TECHNICAL NOTES:
(Continued from page 700.)HUGE GOVERNMENT

DISPOSAL SALE
of High Grade Electrical and Wireless Appara-
tus by the R.A.F. and G.P.O. The most com-
prehensive stock of instruments ever available
to the public at bargain prices. This oppor-
tunity may never occur again, and as the Sale
period is short orders should be sent in at once
as these cannot be obtained elsewhere. Order
early and send cash for cost of carriage, if you
cannot call.
L.T. Accumulators. Celluloid, 4 volt, 40 amp.,

101.. H.T., in Ebonite, 1003 m.a. hrs., 60 volt,
1916 ; 90 volt, 29/-; 120 volt, 39/-. 3 volt Inert
cells, Dura, 1/3. Cell fillers, 1/6. Hydrometers,
1/... Thermometers, 1/-.

TRANSMITTERS. R.A.F. I in. Spark with
A.T.I. and all fittings, in polished mahogany case.
Cost £15. Sale, 15/- each ; 100 watts, 25/. ; 250
watts. 50/-. 2 -Valve Aircraft ditto, with Osram
valves. Speech or Morse, 40/- each. No. I Tap-
ping Keys, open type, with massive contacts, 6/ -
each. Transmitting No. 51 KB, .with aluminium
cover, double contact, fine work, 7/6 each.
Morse Practice Sets with Buzzer and Key on
Mahogany panel, 8/6 each. Morse Recorders, for
making picture machines. 35/ -each. Spark Gaps,
2/-. Artillery Electric Torches and Battery, 2 6.

RECEIVERS. New R.A.F. Aircraft 3 -Valve
semi -portable, I Det., 2 L.F. 3 anti-pong Holders,
Remote Control, Variable Condenser, and Rheo-
stat. All tested on Broadcast, 40/, R.A.F. 5 -
Valve ditto, with Valves, £4. Or fitted in polished :.
Mahogany Cabinet with S.M. Dials, £6 10s.
3 -Valve L.F. Amplifiers, 30/ -. Twin Loud
Speaker Wire, per 100 yds., 1./. 2 -Pin Wall
Plugs and -Sockets, 10d. Remote Tuning Controls
fitted 2 varia. condensers.and rheo., 2/- each.

TELEPHONES. Brown s 4,000 or 2,000 ohm.
pairs, headband and cord, 35/- per pair. 1,500
ohm. ditto, 30/-. 120 ohm. ditto, 25,-. Sullivan
Phones, 3/- pair. ,Single Receivers, 60 ohm. or

750 ohm., 10/-. 2,000 ohm., 141, Single Western
or Ericsson Receivers for Pick-ups, 1/6. Wrist
Micros, 12/6. Public Address Hand Micro-
phones. 15/-. Speech Buttons, 1/.. Carbon
Micro. Insets, 91 Skinderviken, 2/6. Amplion
Loud Speaker Units, N., 7/8.

METERS. Milli -ammeters, all ranges, 15/- to
22/6. 0 to 500 volts, 45/-. Weston Meters, all
ranges to 1,600 volts. Elliott, etc..Testing Sets,
E.I08, 4 ranges, amps. and volts, 45/-. A.C. Hot
Wire, / amp., 4/-. Frequency meters, various
ranges.

GUN TELESCOPES,251, GYROSCOPES,15 '-
DYNAMOS. L.T. Charging. W.W. 20 volts, 5

amps.. 50/-. L. 12 volts, 8 amps., 45/-. Ct. 18
volts, 8 amps., 651-. 50 volts, 25 amps., £7 10s.
80 volts. 20 amps., £8 10e., and others. High -
Tension Charging Motor Generators. 230
volts A.C. to 100 volts, 100 ma. D.C., 701..
Dynamos. 100 volts. 4 amps.. 25/-. 250 volts,
4 amps.. £3 10s. H.T. Anode Motor Generators.
100 volts D.C. to 250 volts, 250 m.a., £10. 220
volts D.C. to 400 volts D.C. 200 ma., £12. Fine
Brand new 2 commutator G.E.C. Aircraft
Generators. 950 volts, 60 ma. and 6 volts, 5 amps.,
£10. 600 volts 100 m.a. and 6 volts, 5 amps.. £5.
Fine Newton H.T. Generators, ,1 K.W., 2,000
volts, £30. Slow Speed I K.W. 2,000 volts, £40.
2 K.W. 2.000 and 4,000 volts, £52. Large E.V.
Megger Hand Generators, 600 volts and 1,500
volts, £8. Medium, £5. Hand Magnetos, 80 volts,
50 ma.. 6/- each. H.T. 4,000 volts 1 mfd. Mica
smoothing Condensers, 10/-. 2,000 volts Glass
Case Variable Condensers, 15/.

WHEATSTONE BRIDGES. G.P.O. and dial
type, £7 10s. Mirror Galvos Reflecting Beam, by
Paul, Gambrel!, Sullivan and Tinsley, £3 to £10.
Standard Resistance Boxes and Universal Shunts,
35/, Paul Unipivots. Electrostatic Voltmeters
to 5,000 volts, £8. Silvertown Galvos, 7/6.
Various and Testing Sets cheap.

TRANSMITTING VALVES. 6 volt 40, 100 200
and 250 watts, from 4/6.

WAVEMETERS by Townsend, Paul, Silvertown,
Gambrell and Marconi, from 15/-.

ELECTRIC POCKET TORCHES with new
" Ever -Ready " Battery, 2/6. Hand Lanterns
ditto, 4/6. Airship Safety Lamps, 2 volts, 7/6.
25 volts Candle Lamps. 6d. each. Radiator 250
watt 110 volt Lamps For Charging, 2;6.

ELECTRIC BELLS. G.P.O. Circular, 2/-. Out-
door, 1/6. Sounders, 10/-. Large Ironclad Bells,
5/-

50 PETROL ELECTRIC GENERATING SETS
Air Force Portable. I K.W. 50/70 volts, 20 amps.,
Irons £15. 150 Electric Bench and Portable 110
and 220 volt Drills, from £5. Electric Hand
Blowers, 220 volt, 17/6. Immersion Heaters, 110
to 230 volt, Ediswan, 2/6 each. Electric Sauce-
pans, 5/-. (To be continued.)

HAVE YOU BOUGHT
YOUR DIK.ONEMETER ?

ELECTRAD1X RADIOS,
218 UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.4
St. Paul's and Blackfriars' Stn. Phone : Ciiy 0191.

Dynamic Speaker.
The so-called dynamic type of loud-

speaker depends, as most of my readers
know, upon the production of a strong
magnetic field between the poles of a magnet,
the moving coil being situated in this
strong field,

The magnetic field exists across an air -
gap and may be produced either by means
of a permanent magnet or by means of a
magnet which is energised by the passage of
an exciting or " field ' current.

Value of Flux.
The maximum value of the flux which can

be produced depends, amongst other things,
upon the magnetic properties of the iron
used for the field magnet.

The strength of the magnetic field, how-
ever, is influenced to quite a large extent by
the shape of the pole -pieces of the magnet
and also by their distance apart, that is; by
the effective length of the air -gap which the
magnetic flux has to bridge.

Small Air -Gap.
It is a very great advantage to have the

air -gap made as small as possible as this
greatly concentrates the flux into the region
in wIlich the moving coil is placed. Naturally
this means also that the moving coil has to
be reduced as much as possible in dimen-
sions and in practice the coil is so arranged
that it only just clears the pole -pieces.

As a matter of fact, the attempt to reduce
the clearance between the pole -pieces and
the moving coil to the smallest possible
dimensions sometimes results in trouble
being experienced due to some slight
imperfection or to the coil having got out
of adjustment.

Buzzing.
Thus it will sometimes be found that

a buzzing sound is produced when the
moving -coil speaker is used, whilst if some
other type of speaker be substituted for the
moving -coil speaker the results may seem
to be quite satisfactory.

On the other hand, if this occurs it is
not always safe to assume that the receiving
set itself is not to blame, for cases will
sometimes arise where a moving -coil
speaker, even if in perfect adjustment, will
give imperfect results, whereas a speaker
of a less sensitive type will seem to give
quite satisfactory results.

In such cases the real explanation is that
the imperfection in the receiving circuit
is not sufficient to be brought into evidence
by a loud speaker of ordinary sensitivity,
whereas when a speaker of extra sensitivity,
such as a carefully adjusted moving -coil
speaker, is used the defect is immediately
made apparent. Therefore, if you have
trouble with your moving -coil speaker you
should try the speaker on another set before
assuming that it is the speaker that is to
blame and not the set itself.

Printed and published every Thursday by the Pio.
ietors, The Amalgamated Press, Ltd., The Fleetway

Hotter, Farringdou Street, London, E.C.4. Advertise-
ment Of Messrs, Jolts H. Lily, Ltd., 4 Ludgate
Circus, London, E.C.4. (Telephone: City 7261.1 Regis-
tered as a Newspaper for transmission by Canadian
Magazine PoSt: SuMfelnition Rates: Inland, 17/4 per
mutton; 8/8 for six months. Abroad, 19/6 Per annum:
9/9 for six months. Sole Agents for South Africa:
Central News Agency, Ltd. Sole Agents for Australia

and New Zealand: Messrs. Gordon & Cotrh, Ltd.
Saturday, December 8th, 1926. Lit R/11 RIR Et,'R
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Two New Lines.
" BROADCAST "

INDOOR AERIAL
MADE OF TINNED COPPER WIRE

PRACTICALLY INVISIBLE
GREATLY IMPROVES SELECTIVITY

Makes an EXCELLENT
COUNTERPOISE EARTH.

POST 21- FREE
With Leaflet Giving Useful Suggestions for

Obtaining Selectivity.

" BROADCAST"
MATERIAL FOR

CONE SPEAKERS
THE IDEAL SUBSTANCE FOR CONES

NOT PAPER --NOT LINEN
Packed in Tube to prevent creasing. In each
Tube are TWO PIECES of the Material and
a 4 -page Illustrated Leaflet giving full instruc-
tions for making Free Edge Cone and Floating
Edge Cone. Au Artistic Design Is printed on
the material for Free Edge Cone.

PERFECT TONE -NO MUZZINESS

POST 2'6 FREE

Carlton Manufacturing Co.,
la, Gospel Oak Grove, London, N.W.5

TRADE SUPPLIED

MALCIA

RED DIAMOND

REGe

Once set always
ready. Not
affected by vibration.
Each one is tested on
broadcast before despatch,

and is perfect.
Of all high-class Radio Dealers,

or Sole Makers:

JEWEL PEN LTD.
(Radio Dept. 46)

21 2, Gt. Sutton St., London E.C.1.

"RED DIAMOND' I
THE RECOGNISED DETECTOR

FOR ALL CIRCUITS USING
CRYSTAL RECTIFICA-1

TION. By Insured Post,
21, or 21 with shield.I

Can be mounted on
brackets or through I

panel.

RD 4.0.1

21

YOU WANT BARGAINS. W HA THEM.

EVe.RYTHING
for WIRELESS

ON EASY TERMS
A LSO

WONDERFUL CASH BARGAINS
Nothing too small. Nothing too large,

Write for list and particulars.

ANOTHER BARGAIN OFFER
Ceram Music Magnet complete with all
Batteries, Valves and Amplion A.C.4 Speaker

23/6 down and 11 monthly payments.
Send us your requirements,

T. A. HARRIS, Reliable Radio Supplies,
St. John's Church Road, Hackney, E.9.

Provident Cheques Taken.

- HEADPHONES REPAIRED 4'Transformers

5/.. Loudspeakers 4/-. All repairs
remagnetised free. Tested, guaranteed and ready

for delivery in 24 hours.
Discount for Trade. clerkentvell 1795.
MASON & CO., 44 East Rd.. City Rd.. N.1

4 -ELECTRODE VALVES

G o L=non

We are now the sole suppliers
thegenuine U.C. and 6/of 11Thorpe Valves, as specially

tested and recommended by Ca /,
" Popular Wireless." U.C.5
and Thorpe K.4 (both 4 -electrode 5 -pin
valves) Post free. Only ghee; from-
UNIDYNE VALVE CO.,
1, CHARING CROSS, LONDON, S.W.1
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TH E single -valve
wave -change
set, of which the

theoretical e it cuit
diagram is given be-
low, employs a very
well -tried although
simple scheme. By
means of a single
push-pull switch the
set can be adjusted
for reception on
either the lower
broadcasting band
cr the 5 X X band.
By this means it is.
unnecessary to
change any coils, an
arrangement of which the advantages are
obvious.

The coil for the lower broadcast band is
home-made, all three windingsl-that is
to say, aerial, tuned, and reaction-being
on the same former. As far as reception on
this band is concerned, the set is of the
usual Reinartz reaction type, a variable
condenser being used to control the reaction.
The leaky grid -condenser method of recti-
fication is employed. When reception on
the long waves is desired, . a loading coil
is switched in series with the tuned circuit
of the lower band, the whole then being
tuned by the. .0005 variable condenser.
A portion of the loading coil is included
in series with the aerial winding, so as to
increase the coupling.

Home-made Coils.
Reaction' is still capacity controlled,

but is now partly Reinartz and partly
Hartley. The latter is automatically
provided by the fact that the earth is
tapped on to the loading coil at a point a
number of tunnel froin the end at which
the L2 coil is joined.

It will be seen that when the wave-
change"switch is ,pulled out, the loading
coil shOrted in two sections, thus only
leaving the home -wound coil in circuit,
which tunes to the loiver broadcast band.

Very little needs to be said re the con-
struction of the set, the diagram overleaf
being more or less self-explanatory. Details
of the coil for the ordinary broadcast wave-
lengths' will, hoWever, be required.

Of the three windings, L1 and L, may be
of 24 -gauge D.C.C. wire, and L, of No. 30,'
and they must all be wound in the same
direction. The coil former is 3 in. in

)111010IMVPAPPKM-VMV-V.7-71-3§k'-n-MOVi-N-MMIO,W9VVISe-V.Ig-V-ViA

THE "P.W." "WHITE PRINTS." -
A NEW SERVICE FOR OUR READERS.

White Print Na. I. :: A Wave -Change One Valve Set.
This week we piblish the first of our White Prints. This page may
be easily and safely torn out-along the dotted line overleaf-and the
White Print filed. In due course you will thus have available an
encyclopaedic collection of the best circuits used in modern radio
practice. A " White Print " will be published on the last page every

week in " P.W." until further notice.-THE' EDITOR.
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diameter, and the spacers between L, and
L2 may conveniently be small pieces: of
wood, and six of them should be arranged
equi-distant around the coil.

First wind on L2, which should have
55 turns. L3 can be put en next, with a
small gap between it and L2. This is the
reaction winding and should have about 30
turns, ' sometimes, . hoWever, it will be
found in practice that a few more or
perhaps less turns than this will give

Having completed
the coil, the con-
structional work may
be continued. First
drill the panel. The
positions of the com-
ponents May be
gathered front the
wiring diagram by
means of the scale,
which will be found
in the bottom right-
handeerner.

The dimensions for
the terminal strip
are actually given.
Mount the compo-
nents on the base-

board as nearly to the positions shown
as possible. The. method of mounting
the short-wave coil is left to the in-
genuity of the constructor, and a number of
ways will immediately suggest thethselves.
When the set has been wired strictly in
accordance with the wiring diagram it is
ready for use.

A valve of the H.F. type is used, although
one of the usual general-purpose or detector
valves could be employed: H.T. up to

COMPONENTS
Ebonite panel, 12 in. x 7 in. x 4 in. or Ise

fn. Cabinet for above with baseboard
7 in. deep.

1 '0005 variable condenser with plain
or slow-motion dial according to
choice.

1 0001 reaction condenser (a '00015
could be employed).

2 Ordinary type push-pull on -and -off
switches. (One suitable for wave-- change.)

8 terminals with ebonite strip for 4 of
them, 5 in. x 1 in.

.71111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

best results, when an adjustment should
be made.

L, is wound on top of L2 but spaced
as already described. It should begin at the
No. 3 end of L2 and have 30 turns in all
with taps at 15 and 25 turns. The numbers
on the coil correspond to those on the
circuit, the thick wire running next to the
No. 3 wire 'being the beginning of L,. If
desired, L, may be wound with a slightly
smaller gauge wire than specified.

A ER /A L.

WA V E -
Cl-/A /V GZ
S W/TC H

000/
0003

3MEG.
.0005

2/6

80 J.---.,60. c>
,..
25

THEORET/CA L C/R CU/77

1)015.00
H. F. C. PHONES

H.T.

e

_

EARTH

Z 7.-spv/rcH L. T.

g ye

Y7717

REQUIRED.
1 Standard loading coil. Thii coil is

made up by a number of firms to
specification given in " P.W."

.0003 Fixed condenser with grid -leak
clips.

3-megohm grid leak.
1 Anti -vibration valve holder.
1 H.F. choke to cover low and high

broadcast bands.
31 in. length 3 in. diameter coil former.
Quantity 24 and 30 D.C.C. wire, wire for

connecting up, screws, spring clip,
spade tag, flex, etc.

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.7.

about 90 volts will be required, but the
actual value employed must be the highest
which gives_ smooth reaction.

No filament rheostat or fixed resistor is
employed, since with modern valves of the
2-, 4,- or 6 -volt type these may be dispensed
with.

Increasing Selectivity.
For reception on the lower band, pull the

wave -change switch out and switch the
set on with the other switch. The clip to
the aerial should be placed on the end
of the 30th turn of the coil L1. The set
is now tuned in a similar manner to any
ordinary one-valver. The reaction con-
denser capacity must be increased as the

atuning condenser capacity is increased.
This will enable you to keep the set at
its most sensitive point, namely just before
it oscillates. '

If selectivity :not high enough, try
the aerial clip on the two tappings of the
aerial coil L1. For long waves leave the
aerial clip where it is and push in the wave -
change switch. The set is tuned in just
the same way as for the lOwer barkl. The
flex lead to the Standard .1ciitlitik coil should
go to 25, 60 or 80, according to the degree
of selectivity found necessary.
4111IIIIIMMimminummunnmumMumMuMMMIIIIIIIIIS

NEXT WEEK :
at A WAVE -CHANGE TWO -VALVE SET.
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CHOKE

.7:
SWITCH

WAVE -
CHANGE
SWITCH
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T I/N/NG
CONDENSER

.0005 4REACT/ON
CONDENSEF? AEA/AL000/
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Test them for tone, for volume,
for sensitivity to distant stations;
judge them by any of the stand-
ards of valve performance and
you must admit that Mullard
Master Valves are supreme.
Use Mullard P.M. Valves in

every set you build or buy.

Mullard
THE MASTETLVALVE

ADVT. THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO. LTD., MULLARD HOUSE. DENMARK STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.
ARKS
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A GREAT ACHIEVEMENT
-all the wonders of the Screened -Grid Valve, incorporated in a per-
fectly designed Receiver working entirely from the Mains-that's what
we have achieved in the new R.I. & Varley 4 -Valve Mains Receiver.
This wonderful set " takes hold of " the advantages of the Screened -
Grid Valve, utilises them to the full in a wholly Mains -driven Receiver,
and combines in this perfect instrument selectivity, volume, range,
and real quality of reproduction.
There are no batteries-it's transportable in the real sense of the
word-just plug in to the Mains, and the Set is ready for operation.
The Mains apparatus is entirely protected, making the Receiver
absolutely safe to handle. Designed for both medium and long waves,
it is so simple that a child can operate it.
This new Receiver is the first of a range of complete Mains Sets which
will shortly be " the standard " of high-class design in Wireless Re-
ceivers in the British Isles.
NO AERIAL-NO EARTH --NO BATTERIES

4 -valve Mains ReceiverFor D.C. Supplies £29 : 0 : 0
For A.C. Supplies £35 : 0 : 0

Prices include all Valves and Royalties. -

and still another
Only those who have heard the R.I. & Varley Compound Mass Sus-
pension Pick-up can appreciate what realism in electrical reproduction
means. A gramophone with a Pick-up is totally different from an
ordinary gramophone. It took months of intensive scientific research
to perfect this wonderful instrument, but it was terarth it-to-day it is
far ahead of any other Pick-up.on. the market.
It is the ideal Xmas Gift-for your friend, for yourself.

THE MARK OF

Kingsway House,

RIBETTER RADIO

CValieY.

Compound Mass Suspension
PICK -UP
£3 : 3 : 0

103, Kingsway, London, W.C.2. 'Phone: Holborn 53o3.
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COLLECT THE "P.W." WHITE PRINTS

No. 341. Vol. XIV.

opular Every Thursday
PRICE
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SPECIAL CONTENTS:

A New Filadyne Circuit
How to Make

The P.W.` Chassis ' Loud Speaker

H.F. Short Wavers
A Television Demonstration

A Beginner's One-Valver
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If uno!ilainable from your dealer write
to us giving Ins nanze and address.

POPULAR WIRELESS Dfeezther 1511%1938

Buy DUBILIER
COMPONENTS
and you can
count the cost

as
a NON
recurring
one

UBILIE
RADIO (0011r

tiff< PRODUCTS

Advt. of DWniier Condenser Co. (1925) Ltd. I Ducon IVorizs, North Acton, W.3. 1..;7
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7i1. Volts .. 2'0 max.
Fil. Current, 0.15 amps.
Anode Volts, 15o max.
*Amp. Factor, ..7
*Impedance,

5,000 ohms.
*Normal Slope,

r4 Ma/v.
*At Anode Volts roo

Grid Volts, o

The very latest
process for im-
proving the
vitality and life
of the filament is
employed in the
manufacture of
Marconi Valves.

785

superiority
MARCONI TYPE D.E.P. 215

2 -volt power valve.
ALOW frequency amplifier, capable of

giving magnificent volume in any
type of Receiving Set. The improved
characteristics permit it to handle ample
input without oVerldading. When used
with 120-15o volts high tension, and the
necessary grid bias, 'MARCONI D.E.P.2 5
will give Clear reproduction of music,
song- and- speech.
The filament is of the latest construction
giving increased emission with a minimum
current consumption.
With 4 or 6 volt accumulators MARCONI-
PHONE D.E.P.4io or D.E.P.6ro are the
most efficient valves for the last stage, giving
exceptional clarity and fullness of tone.
There is a Marconi Power Valve for every
circuit, froth. the simple two valve set to the
largest Moving Coil Amplifier.
Fit Marconi Valves and let Marconi's vast
experience in design and manufacture enrich
your reception.

Write for full particulars of
New Marconi Valves mentioning

" Popular Wireless."

MARCONI
VALVES

THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY Ltd., 210.212, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.1



w THE NEW " BUSINESS MAN'S " FOUR
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you must on no account miss the January
issue of the magazine of that name.
It will be on sale everywhere on Dec. 14th
and is full of How -to -Make and Save -

Your -Money Articles. Don't miss this

SPECIAL XMAS AND NEW YEAR NUMBER
30. re'Llgaa'arZAKAMAM lig:f4AMWALVfli:14-1404
t4

Amongst the valuable constructional
features are :-

THE " DIRECTOR " (an All -From -The-

Mains Two-Valver)

" CIRCUIT 29 "

CALIBRATING A SHORT -WAVER

CHATS AT THE WORKTABLE,
etc., etc.

04
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0. Everyone interested in radio should
read :-

A DX CHRISTMAS

HAPPENINGS AT SAVOY HILL

"BIG BEN" STRIKES THE RIGHT NOTE

RADIO-GRAMOPHONICS

QUEER QUERIES

WITHIN THE VACUUM

XMAS GIFTS FOR YOURSELF AND
OTHERS, etc., etc.

Fi-nnnni-vnnnnnn.7-,-zronnpnt

THE IDEAL RADIO READING FOR THE XMAS HOLIDAY

The WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR
Usual Price 6d. On Sale Dec. 14th
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IF YOU ARE-OR IF YOU WANT TO BE-A

"Wireless Constructor"
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VALVES
clod Griszq you, action:girt up4v-date

The very complete range of These valves maintain theirE liswan Valves includes Screen
Grid, Pentodes and Super- full emission throughoutPower Types.
Pentodes now available from life.your local dealer.

767

Write to -day for Catalogue of
Complete range of Ediswan
Valves to The Edison Swan
Electric Co. Ltd.(PublicityDept.)
123-5, Queen Victoria Street,

London, E.C.4 i'.7

ED1SWAN THE 100% BRITISH VALVE
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THE B.T.H. DE LUXE
EQUIPMENT

This is the last word In highclass radio equipment
an consists of Receiver and R.K. Reproducer, bath
*rated from the mains. Two stages of screened
grid H.F. amp: fication are employed. The output
stage is coupled to the R.K. Reproducer Amplifier.
The equipment is supplied for 200)250 and 1001125v.
25130 or 40/10() cycle A.C. supply or :00250v. D.C.
supply. There are two tuning ranges, co trolled
by a switch, coveri,.g 250/.500m. and 1000/2000m.
Extremely long range reception is obtainable. Pro-
vision is made for employi:ig an electrical pick.upi,
PRICE: Also including valves

and royalties.

B.T. H. RADIO
441.51).
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Opmentintnttiatite
present it is

r HEillinapstpreuaml panelradio

sible to give
or receive.

It is a 5 -stage completely mains operated
receiver with the world-famous R -K repro-
ducer fitted in the cabinet.

The B.T.H. Range of radio apparatus is
illustrated on these pages. There are gifts
ranging in price from 10/6 to £110. All
are of the very finest quality and work-
manship, fully up to the high standard
implied by the B.T.H. monogram.

Select your gift this Christmas from this
new and wonderful range. Such a gift is
sure to please and will reflect the sound
judgment and good sense of the donor.

Ask your dealer to -day for full particulars
of any or all of the items illustrated.

/he Range of
B. T .H. Apparatus
Bijou Crystal Receiver.
Two Stage Receiver.
Three Stage Receiver.
Five Stage Receiver.
De Luxe Equipment.
l'ortable Receiver.
Cone Loud Speaker.
Type C2 Horn Speaker.
N.K. Moving Coil Repro-

ducer Unit.
Junior R. K. Reproducer

(A.C.&D C.) Table Grand
and De Luxe Models.

Senior R.K. Reproducer.
5 ma. H.T. Batterv,Elimi-

nator.
10 m.a. H.T. Battery Elimi,

nator.
Junior R. K. Eliminator

(A.C. & D C. Models).
Pick-up Amplifif,r, ScratchFilter and Volume

Control.
Junior R.K. Amplifier (with-

out R.K.
Pick-up and Tone Arm.
Electric Gramophone

Motor.
Two Stage Unit.
Tungar Trickle Charger.
Power Control Switch.
Headphones.
Transformers.
R.C.C. Units.
Etc Etc.

In addition, an extensive
range of the new Mazda
Nickel Filament valves
covering every require-
ment of the 2, 4, and 6 volt
user.

APPARATUS
The British Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd., Crown House, Aldwych, London, W.C.2.
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GIFT OF GIFTS!
Cossor

Melody Maker
Unassembled it will give double joy-the pleasure
of budding it and the delight of listening to its
superb reproduction. Or, you can give the complete
Receiver-it can be assembled by anyone in 90 minutes
without the slightest wireless knowledge. The Cossor
Melody Maker brings in 20 stations any evening.
The world's lowest price
for a Receiver of such
advanced design. . . .

Any Wireless Dealer will supply you.

Advt, A. C. Cossor Ltd., Highborn Grove, London, N3
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Scientific Adviser:

Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S
Editor :

NORMAN EDWARDS.
g:4 CG Technical Editor: G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.

Assistant Technical Editors: K. D. ROGERS, P. R, BIRD,
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS.
Wales Wants Welsh-One Wave -length Relay Stations-More About the Aurora-
Speaking Spools-The First Broadcaster-New DX Feat-The Father of the Valve.

In the Air.
THE family wash, Dr. Mansfield Robin-

son (the man who paid to send our
love to Mars !), Lindbergh, television

-all these are in the air." But what
else ? Ask little Johnny, who is beginning.
to show signs of  studied and quite un-
natural virtue. Ask any turkey. Ask
Pa. Ask yourself. The 14128th Christmas !
And still there is a thrill in the sound of the
word.

A Few Suggestions.
I SHOULD like to see a special effort.

through 5 5 W, for the benefit of
Britons overseas. And what about

the nien of the Navy ? Are they allowed
to listen -in ? Why not send them a kindly
word or so and a few special items ? Not
forgetting the exiles in lighthouses and
lightships.  And a special message of cheer
andlope to the blind. the sick, the inmates
of workhouses (terrible word !) and the
kids in 'the 'orphanages ! And - the
prisoners ? Why not ?

Wales Wants Welsh.
ABERYSTWYTH has sent to the B.B.C.

a petition asking for a large increase
in the Welsh programmes pending

the provision of a Welsh station. It is
said that there are 150,000 Welsh people
who speak Welsh only-by which, I suppose,
the 'petitioners mean to imply that those
people cannot understand spoken English.
Well, be it far from me to deplore the igno-
rance of English prevalent in Wales. But
I fancy that the B.B.C. will be hard to
convert to the " whole hog " in this matter.
They will probably suggest English lessons
for the 150,000.

" Sport."
BY way of a Special News Bulletin let

me announce that the results of the
championship of the Wireless and

Allied Trades Tennis League were : 1st.
Baker Perkins Tennis Club; 2nd. Messrs.
S. G. Brown, Ltd.; and 3rd. Messrs. C. A.
Vandervell & Co. Applications for mem-
bership of the League should be addressed
to Mr. M. Hailes, 0/0 Dubilier Condenser
Co. (1925), Ltd., Ducon Works, Victoria
Road, North Acton, W.3.

The One Wave -length Relay Stations.
I N order to avoid interference from
-L foreign sources the B.B.C. plans to

operate all its relay stations on one
Wave -length, but owing to the time required
to instal the necessary apparatus the
scheme will not come into effect until the
spring ; thereafter it will remain in force
for about three years until the " regional "
scheme gets going. In return for non-
interference listeners will have to put up

DON'T DENT DIAPHRAGM.

If you wish to test whether the 'phone diaphragm
is free or touching the magnet pole -pieces,DON'T
tap it with a pencil, as shown. But see page 778.

with one programme for all relays, which
will generally be that sent from Daventry
(5 X X). One programme is better than
none, eh ?

Golly ! What Gales !
AT the time of writing the December

gales are still doing their darn-
dest to boost the aerial and insula-

tor trade. Next door's aerial has so closely
twined itself round the poles of my pergola
that it will have to stay there. They say
that the Eiffel Tower (1,000 ft.) -swayed so

much that visitors were kept off its top
stage. What high steel structures can
stand from the wind is simply incredible
.to the lay mind: I have stood at the foot
of a 200 -ft. wireless mast made of steel
and ',seen the top moving like a pendu-
lum ; there were about 20 sections and yet
nothing went wrong.

More About the Aurora.
MY remarks about the effect of the

Aurora on wireless have drawn a
welcome letter from Mr. F. Dearlove,

who has spent the past eighteen months in
Labrador and has carefully studied the
matter. He states that according to his
observations the Aurora is of two types,
affecting transmission and reception differ-
ently according to their direction compared
with the path of the wave. He agrees
with me that the polar regions are " top -
hole " for reception, but adds that the
Aurora does not often make itself very
evident far into the Arctic Circle. I live
and learn. By the way, Mr. Dearlove con-
tributes an absorbing account of his Arctic
adventures to the current number of
" Modern Wireless."

Speaking Spools.
AGERMAN inventor, Dr. Stille, has

demonstrated a wonderful steel (or
Stille) wire which will, it is said,store

up records of the human voice as long as
necessary and deliver up the sounds when
required. A speech which takes an hour
to deliver can be repeated to this wire as
fast as tongue can utter it, and the darned
thing will transmit it again in as little
as ten minutes. We shall live to hear the
B.B.C. announce " Julius Caesar." "In three
reels."

" A Lordly Pleasure -house."

THE
B:B.C.'s new headquarters bids

fair to set the pace to the rest of the
world, U.S.A. included. The site is at

the corner of Langham Street and Portland
Place, and the building is estimated to cost
between £400,000 and half a million. Space
is insufficient for me to detail all the
wonders of the projected palace of chamber
music, but I may say that there will be
nine studios, one of which will be big

(Continued on next page.)
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enough to hold a large orchestra and an
audience of 1,000 people. Ready in 1931,
barring strikes.

The Terrible Infant.
MY kid son has reached the stage of his

intellectual history where he daily
conceives, and propounds to me,

strings of questions. Cunningly devised,
they appear to be intended to catch me
napping or to make me contradict something
that his schoolmaster has said. Some of
them are snorters and the following is a
typical instance : " Daddy, if sounds get
weaker farther away from where you make
them, why can't you hear the wireless louder
down the garden than in this room ? Isn't
it nearer London down there ? " How is
that for a small trial order ?

Mullards' Make Merry.
THE first dance at the New Royal Horti-

cultural Hall was given by the Mullard
Wireless Service Co., over 1,500 of the

guests being members of the staff. Care-
free, in spite of their tremendous output,
and with no thoughts of valves, they wore
out the floor with their " light, fantastic "
toes and then gave Mr. S. R. a wrist -watch
to show there was no ill -feeling. Several
nobby nobs were amongst the guests, in-
cluding the Mayor of Battersea (the place
where they fly the " red flag " of liberty).
A fine firm ! Long may they give dances.

The Point of View.
WHAT do you think about it ? A

" Daily News " reader wrote de-
ploring that the B.B.C. had inter-

posed the time -signal upon a beautiful song
by Schubert which was being sung by a lady
with a lovely voice. In reply another
person alleged that the B.B.C. time signal
" is of more importance in a vital sense
than all the solo singers, however illustrious."
My own feeling is that the B.B.C. com-
mitted a sin against art, good taste, and
commercial sense. Confound the blessed
Sime ! Let's forget it when the day's work
is done !

The First Broadcaster.
TT'S news to me, but a New York paper
1 alleges that the great Caruso broadcast

as early as 1909. The paper says that
Dr. Lee de Forest installed the radio trans-
mitter in the attic of the Metropolitan
Opera House, and put microphones on the
stage. The piece sung by Caruso was the
Siciliana aria from " Cavalleria Rusticana."
It is added that the broadcast was not
very successful and that only a few people
heard it, mostly ship operators. Would
any ship's radio operator who heard this
favour me with a few lines, please ?

Chamber " Music " and Education.
I AM not sure that the B.B.C. is going to

" get away with " this Chamber Music
and Radio Education business. Some-

times, I have feared that I was just a lone
voice " crying in the wilderness " about
those abuses of power, but now I Tim
gladdened to note that the Manchester
Radio Society has carried a resolution view-
ing with alarm the increasing amount of
time allotted to purely educational talks.

The discussion also revealed considerable
horror of Bartok and Co. and their works,
i.e. Chamber -Highbrow Music. One
speaker expressed a preference for the noise
which accompanies the tuning -up by the
orchestra. Hear, hear !

A Radio Tragedy.
EXCEPTIONALLY sad is the true story

of the death of Mr. G. Jones, radio
operator of the " Princess May."

On his announcing his forthcoming marriage
to a Carnarvon lady, Engineer Leon Fiesta
slapped him on the back, overbalanced
himself and fell overboard, grabbing at Mr.
Jones and carrying him over also. The

SHORT WAVES.
" The latest device for amusing baby is the

installation of a wireless set in the pram," we
read in the " Sphere."

Well, if it's a boy, he's got to get used to
loud speakers some day, anyway.

English Visitor : " Nice outfit, eh, what,
old bean ? "

Yankee Hans : " A watt ? The dickens !
Fifty watts, OM."-" Radio News."

" Loud speakers in large varieties from 12s.
Bone or Horn."-" Acton Gazette."

We'll have one of the former ; we can
always say the dog chewed it.

It has been suggested that loud speakers
should be installed in dentists' operating
rooms, with programmes as follows :

Topical Talks on Gumboils. By A. Swell.
Jack Mumbles' Toothless Syncopaters.
One -act drama : " The Yeller Room."
Revue : " Sore this is Tornmouth."

* *

Answer to Correspondent : The best way
to eliminate the crackle of static from your
loud speaker is to CIIT,THE LOUD SPEAKER
CORD !

*

THANKS, B.B.C.
Morning talks for housewives are the latest

wireless development. Perhaps they will let
us read oar papers over breakfast now.-
" Birmingham Daily Mail."

Smith : " If prizes were given for the
laziest man, Biggs would get the furlined bath-
tub."

Jones : " Is he so lazy ? "
Smith : " Is he ? He's so lazy he'd rather

listen to a bedtime story than turn the dial ! "
-" Radio News."

Even now critics are asserting that wireless
is responsible for bad weather.

Is it " talks," I wonder (drat 'em 9,
On the " Nature of the Atom,"
Or " Some Fossils Found at Chatham,"
Which invite this endless mud?

Or perhaps we ought to banish
Little chats in French or Spanish ?
Or, should all Ian music vanish,
Lest the land be one large flood

" Manchester Guardian."

'Intik!!! im!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!amm) linudalatuummunull

engineer was rescued, but the ill-fated
wireless man's body did not come to the
surface again. " P.W.'s " deepest sympathy
is extended to his parents and fiancee.

Sothething for Nothing.
THIS is, apparently, the principle dis-

covered by the Lancashire man who
has been widely reported as having

invented a means of amplifying electricity.
So far as I know, electricity can only be
amplified by first subtracting energy from
something else, and this can already be done
satisfactorily. My view is that the inventor
is a clerk in the local power firm, who has
found a means of amplifying electricity
bills -and the reporter misced out the last
word.

Oh, Worthing !
FROM a local paper I learn that a com-

pany asked the Worthing Corporation
for permission to instal a radio ex-

change. The conditions under which the
application was made appear to me to be
quite reasonable, every security and pre-
caution being offered.

But no, the dignitaries of the Council
refused consent, though offering considera-
tion to individual applications in certain
streets. Apparently it is the overhead
wires which scare them. Why ? Has
Worthing no overhead wires carrying more
than 20 volts ?

New DX Feat.
ABROTHER Scot of Mr. Baird's,

T. W. M. M., of Edinburgh, who
agrees with our editor on the subject

of television, writes to say that on. Armistice
Day, 7.30 p.m. (G.M.T.), he received 6 A G
Perth, W. Australia. I haven't heard much
from the short-wave DX fellows lately, and
presume that they are busily occupied in
making sets for the winter's work. But I
should like to know whether 6 A G has been
properly heard here by anybody else. Wave-
length about 32 metres.

News from Afar.
AN amazing epistle from a Jap with a

signature like a cobweb. His postage
stamp was received'by my young son

with a murmur of joy ; his letter gave me a
few moments of sunshine. Here is some of
it :

" Adverting to your long -distant remarks
of the short wave, I speculate if they there -
over intercept the Joak. Here we have
Teishinsho. That is not the better thing,
but it is ours."

Always glad to intercept jokes. Sorry
about Mr.-or Mrs.-Teishinsho. A poor
thing, but your own, as Shakespeare
might have said.

The Father of the Valve.

DR.
J. A. FLEMING, F.R.S., inventor

of the first type of valve, has accepted
the presidency of the Television

Society. He is only 79 years old. Do not
think that your struggle with the income-
tax form necessarily shortens your life. Dr.
Fleming,after a life of strenuous brain -work,
will cheerfully " take you on "-on any
subject connected with electricity-and
wipe the floor with you in higher mathe-
matics.

He is a living example of the truth of
the saying, " Man is immortal till his
work is done." He, like Sir 0. Lodge, is a
source of shame and inspiration to young
men who dream of retirement at sixty.

Gee ! Likewise-Whizz !
JUST to show you the desirability of

keeping as far away from litigation as
possible allow me to mention a case

which has lasted eleven years and put more
than £200,000 into the pockets of the
lawyers. Dr. Lee de Forest v. Major
Edwin H. Armstrong-a name not quite
unknown to our readers. The U.S.A.
Supreme Court has terminated a perfectly
good case, which might have been con-
tinued for many years and kept the lawyers
in clover, by deciding that De Forest and
not Armstrong was the original inventor
of the regenerative or " feed -back " circuit.
So now we know.

ARIEL
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NEW FILADYNE
CIRCUITGOOD NEWS FOR THE AMATEUR EXPERIMENTER,

By J. ENGLISH.

DOUBTLESS you are well acquainted
with the details of that very novel
and efficient detector scheme, the

Filadyne circuit, originated some two years
ago by Mr. G. V. Dowding. In my opinion,
this is quite one of the most interesting
circuits of recent years and, although widely
used, the scheme deserves an even more

prominent position in receiver design than
it enjoys at present.

Although the Filadyne circuit is so un-
orthodox it is yet capable of remarkedly
fine results and the possibilities of the
scheme have not yet been fully developed.
Filadyne enthusiasts will welcome details
of new modifications of the circuit, and in
this article I shall deal with the more
interesting results of some of my recent
experiments.

Work for the Anode.
In Fig. 1 you will recognise the standard

Filadyne scheme wherein the two filament
coils form the tuned input, the grid being
the output electrode corresponding to the
anode of the ordinary valve detector, while
the actual anode is given a suitable positive
bias by means of the potentiometer, re-
action being controlled by variation of this
anode bias.

Now, although the anode performs im-
portant work in this circuit it seemed to
sue that it might be possible to give it still
more to do by removing the reaction coil

from the grid circuit to the anode circuit.
If the circuit worked properly after making
this change we should obtain reaction from
the anode circuit, while the grid circuit
would be free to deal with the audio -fre-
quency output:

As you know from previous experience,
a valve whose L.F. output circuit carries
considerable H.F. current, as in the grid
circuit of Fig. 1, is liable to cause serious
trouble through H.F. energy getting into
the L.F. amplifiers. In our new scheme,
however, it would be easier to suppress this

"In my opinion, the Filadyne is quite one of E7--

E the niost interesting circuits of recent years, E
E and, although widely used, the scheme de- =
-1.-- serves an even more prominent position in =
E receiver design than it enjoys at present." E
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIillllllliilllllllllillilillII'

stray H.F. component because all the H.F.
current we require would be that in the
anode circuit, which is quite distinct from
the L.F. output circuit.

In order to get a clear idea of the pro-
posed new arrangement let us concentrate
on Fig. 2, where you will see the reaction
coil transposed to the anode circuit. The
latter is completed through the potentio-
meter as before and this component is
shunted by a small 'fixed condenser in order
to bypass freely the H.F. component.
Referring for a moment to Fig. 3, which
gives the anode and grid current curves of a

One of Mr. Dowding's very earliest Filadyne sets. Large H.F. chokes were
used to " isolate " the filament.

valve under Filadyne
conditions, you will see
that a change of anode
potential produces a vari-
ation of anode current
almost exactly opposite
to the corresponding
variation of grid current.

This fact tells us that
if there is an H.F. current
in the grid circuit there

must also be an H.F. current of almost
equal magnitude but opposite in phase- in
the anode circuit. This anode H.F. current
we turn to advantage in the circuit of Fig. 2
in the shape of reaction effects, shunting to
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earth the H.F. component in the grid
circuit. Since the anode H.F. current is
opposite in phase to the grid H.F. current
the connections to the reaction coil must

be reversed when it is
removed from the grid.
Smoother Reaction.

Now, on trying out
an experimental re-
ceiver built to the cir-
cuit of Fig. 2, I found
that oscillation was
readily obtainable, and
that the degree of react
tion could be controlled
very easily by varying:
the potentiometer set-
ting as before. The
advantages of changing
the position of the me -
action coil quickly made
themselves evident in a
smoother control of re-
action without howling
at the critical state and
a better elimination of
H.F. current from the
(Conlinued on near page.)
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A NEW FILADYNE
CIRCUIT.

(Continued from previous page.)
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grid output circuit. These advantages
are of some importance, chiefly the latter,
which makes for much better stability when
one or more L.F. stages are added. Inci-
dentally the layout of the circuit is some-
what simplified and wiring made easier.

For the circuit of Fig. 2 the size of the
reaction coil is not critical, and a coil
having one-third of the number of turns of
the filament coils is of sufficient size. It is
rather instructive to note that an H.F.
coil inserted in the grid circuit, having
removed the bypass condenser, 03, produces
a complete cessation of regeneration, so
that for this reason alone the bypass con-
denser is a necessity. The correct capacity
is shown in Fig. 2.

Reaction control by means of a potentio-
meter as in the standard Filadyne, although
extraordinarily effective and simple, is
somewhat of a " brute force " method.
For the best results we should first set the
anode potential for maximum .rectification
efficiency and then adjust the degree of
reaction by some other means. This, of
course, is quite easy to arrange and in Fig.
4 we have the standard Reinartz method of
control incorporated in the circuit of. Fig. 2.
The anode bias is applied through an H.F.
choke, and from the anode we have the
usual series circuit of reaction coil and
condenier back to the filament.

An H.F. Choke Point. 
When first trying out this circuit I found

that the usual reaction condenser was much
too big and at minimum setting oscillation
persisted with the-potentioMeter adjusted
for maximum rectification efficiency. A
three -plate variable condenser proved to
be quite ample for full control of  reaction
over the whole tuning range of the set.

Although reaction control was all that
could be desired I was somewhat surprised
to find that Signal strength was noticeably
less than normal when using this method of
control; At first I was at a loss tb.aeeount
for this falling off in voluthe until I recalled
to mind some previous experiments with
the circuit of Figs 1,_ which showed>, that a
resistance introduced into the anode circuit
flattened the grid -current curves and rounded

One of the later Filadynes. In this is incorporated the "filament -tuning "scheme
originated by Mr. English, which proved such a valuable asset in the practical

development of the circuit.

off the bends, thus reducing the efficiency of
the valve as a rectifier._

This was presumably the reason for the
behaviour of the circuit of Fig. 4, because
the H.F. choke in the anode lead has
quite an appreciable resistance. The keen
amateur will find plenty of scope here for
experimenting with different H.F. chokes,
as it would seem that a special choke of
low D.C.-resistance and high' inductance
would bring the efficiency of the circuit up
to standard once more.

The Valve to Use.
'There are certain amateurs who have a

preference for the swinging -coil method of
reaction control. The circuit of Fig. 2 is
readily adaptable to their needs by making
the anode coil the moving one. With this
arrangement we obtain the advantage of
separating the reaction and anode bias
adjustments which we attempted with Fig.
4 circuit. With the swinging -coil method,
however, there is no loss of rectification
efficiency as in the Reinartz method.

If you have had any previous experience
with the Filadyne circuit you will know
that the type of valve used makes all the
difference to your results. Some valves
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work excellently while others give but poor
results -

Valves of the type D.E.2 L.F., D.E.3,
D:E.R., etc.. are known to be particularly
.geed -for llie4'iladyne scheme, while certain
foreign valves of the .06 type are excellent
for this circuit. In any case, it is a matter
of a few moments testing out the valves
you have in stock until you find the one
that gives, the best results.

You will not find it necessary to use
 more than 30 to 45 volts H.T. with the
Filadyne valve. These low voltages will
give ample signal strength and although an.
H.T. voltage up to 60 produces an increase
in signal strength the higher voltage incurs

the risk of shortening
the life of the valve. I
rarely find it necessary
to use even as much as
45 volts H.T.
Adding L.F.

The coupling between
the Filadyne valve and
the succeeding L.F.
amplifier is of some
importance when you
begin to think of adding
another valve. If you
intend using a trans-
former there is no
necessity for a very high
primary inductance be-
cause the output im-
pedance of a valve
used on Filadyne lines
is considerably less than
its normal value.

If we use a transformer having a primary
smaller than the ,more`expensive models
we shall not be troubled with the distortion
which is bound ' to occur when such a

transformer is used with, a detector of higher
impedance. A similar state of affairs
governs the choice of the coupling following
a first stage L.F. amplifier where the valve
impedance is considerably less than that of
the preceding detector valve.

With some valves in :the Filadyne stage
I prefer to, use choke coupling. Some of
the voltage step-up of the transformer is
lost, but the lower D.C.' resistance of the
L.F. choke gives a better rectification
efficiency by producing less flattening of
the grid -current curve. As for R.C.
coupling I have not yet been able to
squeeze from the elastic and adaptable
Filadyne scheme the amount of reaction
necessary for a useful detector arrangement.

* 4--------- .1.---11.-4.- *
FOR YOUR

NOTEBOOK 1
.4..................

A3IPLIFICATION
at high frequency

means that the owrents magnified
are those which are flowing in the

aerial or the tuned circuits, before the
detector.

* * . *

The ampere is the unit for measuring
the flow of electric current. One ampere
is equal, to the flow which takes place
if one volt 'of pressure is applied to one
ohm of resistance.

* * *
An acceptor circuit consists of a coil

and condenser in series with one another ;
it gets its name from the fact that its
opposition to a* flow of current is at a
minimum at the frequency to which it is
tuned, i.e. it accepts that frequency more
readily than any other.

Alternating current is that sort of current
which is continually changing its direction,
rising from zeio to a full -positive maximum,
returning to zero and then falling to a
negative maximum before returning to
zero again. The complete rise and fall,
fall and rise, is called a " cycle," and
ordinary A.C. (alternating -current) usually
performs about fifty of these cycles per
second, i.e. the "Irequenoy " is fifty pe;
second.
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BEGINNERS
ONE-VALVIER

IF
you are a crystal -set user growing

tired of the limitations of your re-
ceiver and thinking longingly of valves

here is just the set you want. It is just the
ideal outfit for making a start with valves
and provides an excellent introduction

1..iimilinimiiiiitniiiiiiiimitiiiiiiiiiirlitillitimiiniiminliiiE

COMPONENTS REQUIRED.

-f- 1 Panel, 7 in, x 8 in. x -11,- in. or
I in. (Any good branded material,

= such as Becol, " Kay Ray," Resiston,
Ebonart, Red Seal, Trelleborg, etc.).

 1 Cabinet to lit, with baseboard 7 in.
E deep, and slot 2 in. high cut out right f -

across the back for the terminal strip -
(Bond, Caxton, Raymond, Cameo, -±-_---

- Peto-Scott, Artcraft, Lock, Maker-
E= import, Gilbert, Pickett, etc.).
= 1 '0005 - mfd. variable condenser, LE

= preferably with slow motion mech-
= anism or vernier dial (Dubilier,=
= Igranie, Lissen, Cyldon, J.B., Bowyer-
= Lowe, Formo, Raymond, Ripault,
== Colvern, Ormond, Lotus, Gecophone,

Marceniphone, etc.).
- =  1 L.T. switch (Lotus, Lissen, Ben-

=- jamin, Peto-Scott, Burne-Jones, etc.). =
1 two-way coil holder, baseboard

7=- mounting (Raymond or similar, type).
E. 1 0003-mfd. fixed condenser with g - Ff-

== leak clips (or separate holder).
==. (Lissen, T.C.C., Dubilier. Milliard,
La_

Clarke, Igranic, Goltone, Marconi -
phone, Burne-Jones, etc.).

 1 2-meg. grid leak (Lissen, Igranic,
= Millard, Dubilier, Ediswan, Pye, etc.).

1 *0005-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier,
T.C.C., Lissen, Igranie, Mullard,

..,-...-- Marconiphone, Clarke, Burne-Jones,
E.' Goltone, etc.).
=  1 Sprung valve holder (Lotus, Bowyer-
E- Lowe, W.B., Benjamin, B.T.H.,- Igranie, Pye, Burndept, Ashley,=
= Marconiphone, Fenno, Wearite, Red-=
7_ fern, etc.).
= 1 Terminal strip, 8 in. x 2 in. x 1 in.
-_-E

and 8 terminals (the engraved or
= indicating type is convenient, such as
= the Igranic, Eelex, Belling & Lee, etc.).
L-- Wire, screws, and a little flex.
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to the loud -speaker set you will one day
build.

It is not at all difficult to make, requires
nothing but standard parts such as you
can buy anywhere, and is extremely
simple, both in theory and practice. All
the same, you will be able to pick up quite

a lot of foreign stations with it when you
have lad a little practice in handling it, and
have got the hang of the controls.

With it you will be able to learn all
the ins and outs of the use of reaction,
how to search for distant stations without
oscillating, how to bring them up to their
maximum strength without causing any
squeaks and howls, and a host of other
things which will be a great help to you some
day when you tackle a bigger set.

Again, a little receiver like this is always
a valuable start, because it is so easy and
comparatively inexpensive to add a one -
or two -valve L.F. amplifier later, where-
upon you have a loud -speaker outfit with-
out actually building a complete new set.

Another use which we should like to
suggest for this set is
this : most of us have
felt at some time or
other Unit we should
like to make a set for
some friend or rela-
tive who is missing the
pleasures of broadcast
entertainment, b u t
have shirked the con-
siderable amount of
work and expense in-
volved in aloud -speaker
outfit, so that in the
end nothing has got
done. Well, what
about a little set for
headphone reception ?

Attractive Points.
It may not be so

pleasant as listening to
a really good loud
speaker, but it will
still give a great deal
of very real enjoyment,
it is very cheap for
you to build and for the
recipient to maintain.

If you choose the
present design you will
have something like
the ideal receiver for
the purpose, for it is
particularly easy to
work, it looks neat and
attractive, and it is
very compact. Fur-
thermore, it has no

* ---41.- ------ *
Here is a first-class set reduced
constructionally to the simplest
possible form. It employs
swinging coil reaction and is
of outstanding sensitivity and
selectivity. You can roam the
whole Continent with this
receiver. Designed and de-
scribed by the " P.W." Research
and Construction Department.

-41,-4- -4,-0-4- *

critical adjustments so long as it is used
only for the local station and 5 G.B. (as it
would be in the circumstances we are
supposing), and so can quite safely be put
in non -technical hands.

Simple but Efficient.
Just in case the beginner should get the

perhaps natural idea that so small and
simple a set cannot give much of a per-
formance, we had perhaps better give some
account of what it will do before we go any
farther. Let us point out right away that
it is actually quite a sensitive little receiver
which will give a decidedly good account of
itself when the operator has mastered the
simple art of handling it.

(Continued on next Page.)

As will be seen in this photo, the parts required are few in number and are
very easily assembled on the pane) and baseboard.
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A BEGINNER'S ONE-
VALVER.

(Continued from previous page)
*

When used on an average outdoor aerial
it will give really good " signals " from
5 G B and 5 X X practically anywhere in
the kingdom, also from any main station
up to at least 50 miles (much f artFer after
dark).

This is without any real delicacy in
handling. When it is handled with just a

little skill it will bring in quite a 1st of
foreign stations as well.

Selectivity, too, is quite good, bearing
in mind how simple the circuit is. You
must not expect to cut out the local station
easily if you live within a few miles of it,
of course, because that calls for a super -
selective set, but it is an easy matter to
add a simple little wave -trap and get rid
of it that way when desired.

How It All Works.
Now let us take a look at the circuit,

and get a general idea of how it all worts,
since this is our first valve set. First note
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that there is one main tuned circuit made
up of the coil Lr and the variable condenser
C, of *0005 mfd.

The grid and filament' of the valve are
connected across this circuit so as to detect
any signals flowing therein, the usual
grid condenser (c2) and leak being provided
to make the valve rectify and produce
sounds in the telephone receivers.

In the anode circuit of the valve is a
reaction ,coil L2, which is arranged to
" couple" magnetically with the tuning
coil and so feed back a little of the
amplified energy flowing in the plate cir-
cuit. In this way the incoming sivnals are
boosted up and made louder, but, of, course,
the exact degree of coupling between the
coils must be properly adjusted.

If too much energy is fed back the set
will actually oscillate, and then everything
we hear will be more or less distorted, and
there will be squeals as we tune through
the carrier -waves of the stations we are
trying to hear, squeals, moreover, which
our neighbours will hear and be annoyed
by.

Be Careful About This.
If ever you accidentally set the circuit

into oscillation, therefore, always slack off
the coupling a trifle until it just ceases
before you continue searching. Above all,
never run the slightest risk of oscillating
when tuning in the local station or 5 G B,
for if you do you are certain to spoil the
reception of scores, possibly hundreds,
of other people. Just how these adjustments
are made we shall see later.

The aerial is coupled to the main tuned
circuit by using what is called an " X " coil,
as L1, which has a couple of tapping points
provided for the  purpose. The aerial is
wired to one or other of these, and we then
have what is called auto -coupling ; in other
words, the aerial .and earth are connected
across just a portion of the tuned circuit,
giving quite a respectable amount of
selectivity.

The arrow on the end of the aerial lead
in the circuit diagram, by the way, is
intended to indicate that this is a variable
connection which eau be made to either of
the tapping points on the " X " coil. The
other arrow drawn through the two coils is
the usual sign to denote variable coupling.

So much for the general principles of the
set (it is just as well to understand them,
so as to be able to get the best out of it).
Now let us turn to the practical arrange-
ments. First of all, notice that the set is
built on the American plan with a vertical
front panel and a horizontal baseboard. The
panel carries only the actual operating con-
trols, namely, the knob of the coil holder,
the variable condenser, and the on -off
switch:

Simplifying The Work.
On the baseboard are the rest of the

components (coil holder, valve socket; grid
condenser and leak, and telephone by-pass
condenser), and a terminal strip for the
aerial and earth, batteries, and 'phones.
This system of construction gives you the
extra job of fixing the panel and baseboard
together, but it makes all the rest of the set
very simple to put together and wire up.

Just one other point before we go on to
constructional matters. You will see by
now how the desired adjustment of coupling
between the tuning and. reaction coils (L1

(Continued on next page.)
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(Continued from previous page)

VALVER.

and L2) is obtained. The first is placed in
the fixed socket of the coil holder and the
other in the moving one, and so by turning
the knob you can move them closer together,
or further apart, and so strengthen or
weaken the reaction.

Building the set is really very little more
difficult than making a crystal outfit,
because it is so extremely simple. First, take
your panel and mark the positions of all the
holes, taking them from the diagram here-
with, and not forgetting the necessary
three or four holes along the bottom edge
(about in. up) for the screws which will
later hold it to the baseboard.

Some Drilling Hints.
Now take your smallest drill (preferably

an i in.) and run it through at each point,
not forgetting to put a piece of wood under-
neath. Next proceed to enlarge each hole

This is the circuit in theoretical form.

with a suitable drill up to the size required by
your particular components, and counter-
sink slightly the ones for the screws along
the bottom.

Now fix all the components in place which
go on the panel and screw the latter to the
edge of the baseboard, after which you can
go on and screw down all the other parts on
the baseboard, copying the original lay -out
as well as you can. Next, cut the terminal
strip, drill it and fit the terminals, and fix
the strip to the rear edge of the baseboard.

Now you are ready to start the wiring,
and this will not take you long. There are
only one or two points to explain here, for
the wiring diagram and photos make every-
thing pretty clear. First of all, there is the
obvious point of spacing out the leads
nicely, and the photos will help here. Next,
observe that the leads to the moving socket
of the coil holder should be of flex, in case
you get no reaction at first and have to
reverse the connections. The only other
point is that the lead from the aerial
terminal which goes to the tapping on the
" X " coil (L1) should also be of flex.

The First Test.
Now for testinur' the finished set. Connect

up aerial and earth and 'phones, also an
L.T. battery to suit your valve and an H.T.
battery of, say, 60 volts (even a little lower
voltage will do). Next insert the valve and
the coils : for Li you want a No. CO " X "

coil for the ordinary waves and a No. 250
" X " for long waves, with a No. 50 or 150
(long waves) for reaction. Join the flex
lead from the aerial terminal to one of the
tapping points on L1, set the reaction coil
well away from the tuning coil and proceed
to tune in the local station. Now bring up
the reaction coil gradually and see whether
signals get a little louder. If they do not,
reverse the leads to the reaction coil.

Next test the reaction control for smooth-
ness, by tuning to a point well clear of the
local station and tightening the coupling
until the set oscillates. As it starts to do
so you should hear a very, slight click,
followed by a faint, continuous sound of
rushing.and general liveliness. Adjust the
H.T. to get the smoothest possible passage
into oscillation, and you are then ready to
begin searching

just turn
distant stations. Search-

ing is simple : turn the condenser very
slowly, adjusting the reaction all the while
to keep the set just below the oscillation
point, and you will soon pick up some of the
foreigners.

One final point : the set is not critical as
to valves, and 2-volters work excellently in
it. In general the best kind to use is the
H.F. or general-purpose type, which is
available in all the well-known makes.

*
+++ DID YOU KNOW

THAT . . .?

If a battery is regularly overcharged or
undercharged the plates are liable to buckle,
and this trouble may arise also from short-
circuiting the battery.

* * *

Amplification at low frequency means the
magnification of those currents which represent
speech or 'music, i.e. the magnification of the
output from the detector (whether crystal or
valve), gramophone re-
cords, etc.

* * *

The " aerial circuit "
is generally understood
to mean not only of
the aerial itself, and the
down -lead, but also the
lead-in wire, the aerial
coil (whether tuned or
untuned), the earth lead,
and the earth itself, to-
gether with any con-
densers which may be in
series.

The best way to
measure the high-tension
voltage actually on the
plate is by means of a
high resistance volt-
meter connected between
the valve filament and
the plate terminal.

A good deal of leakage
due to a wet lead-in
tube can be overcome
by arranging that the
down lead either bends
below the level of the
lead-in connection or else
is fitted with a little
draining pipe down
which the rain, etc., will
run in preference to run-
ning across the lead-in
insulation.

When "Systoflex " or similar covering is not
obtainable for protecting H.T. leads that pass
through screening boxes, a little insulating
tape will afford sufficient temporary. protec-
tion.

* * *

When a set employs a potentiometer across
the L.T. leads it is important that this should be
disconnected when the filament switch is in
the " off " position, or otherwise there will be a
constant and unnecessary drain upon the bat-
tery.

* * *

When a loud -speaker filter circuit is con-
nected between the plate of the last valve and
H.T. negative, it is a good plan to include a

flash -lamp bulb in series with the condenser
and loud speaker so that in the event of a con-
denser breakdown the bulb will act as a fuse.

The coupling between adjacent coils is far
greater when their axes are in line than when
these are at right -angles.

* * *

Short-wave " dead spots " or places on the
tuning condenser where reaction is unobtain-
able are generally due to aerial radiation and
may be overcome by adjusting the aerial to a
different wave -length by means of a neutralis-
ing condenser in series with it, or by other
convenient method.,

The Beginner's set with coils in position. The wiring is almost elementary
in its simplicity. But you must not judge the powc o. this little :et byi its

very simple make-up
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1 LATEST BROADCASTING NOTES.

QUIESCENCE ON TELE-
VISION FRONT.

TRADE WAR ON THE B.B.C.?-
DANCE BAND CHANGES-
A "VIRGINIA BROADCAST
-SPECIAL BAGPIPES FOR
STUDIO-A_ K.C. SONG-

WRITER BROADCASTS. jj

* T41.. -II. -.0- 4. -0- - - *
Quiescence on Television Front.

THE abrupt termination of arguments
between the B.B.C. and Baird Tele-
vision early in November has been

followed by a prolonged truce. Meanwhile,
there are growing rumours of at least two
new systems of television to be exploited
by established wireless firms. It is stated
authoritatively that one of these, coining
from America, is a good way ahead of the
Baird system, and will emerge from the
laboratory stage early in the New Year.

 Trade War on the B.B.C. ?
Members of the Radio Trade Committee

on Broadcasting declare that that means of
liaison with the B.B.C. is about to be dis-
solved. Following a period of amicable
relations, there have been several acute
disagreements lately,' and the chances of
the continuance of the committee are re-
garded as slight.

There has been acute difficulty about the
attitude of the B.B.C. towards " wireless
exchanges," and also towards reception in
general. Savoy Hill is disposed to encourage

re -diffusion" through wireless exchanges
such as exist at Southsea and Hythe. The
result of the trouble on the Trade Com-
mittee may well be a new war on the B.B.C.
with the radio trade ranging itself alongside
of other malcontents and the theatre
industry.
A Puplie Campaign ?

It is already stated with some show of
authenticity that important interests have
decided that the B.B.C. monopoly will be
brought to an end next year by legislative
action.

The public campaign is being delayed
until it is ascertained whether or not Lord
Melchett can be induced to take the leader-
ship.

Lesser lights, in particular Members of
Parliament, have a curious dread of coming
out 'into the open against the B.B.C.,
because they believe that that body has
ways and means of taking effective reprisals
against all except the most high. But if
Lord Melchett's recent contretemps with
Savoy Hill can be exploited to the end that
he will lead the charge, there is promise
of a worthy struggle. But those who' believe
that the constitution of the B.B.C. will be
changed before 1936 are living in a false
heaven.

Dance Band Changes.
It is understood that the transmissions of

dance music from the Savoy Hotel will
shortly be replaced by transmissions from
another hotel in the same group. The
Berkeley is mentioned in this connection.
So far, I have heard no reason for this
proposed change.

A " Virginia " Broadcast.
Part of the second het of " Virginia," the

successful musical show,- will be broadcast
from the Palace Theatre, London, to London
and 5 X X listeners at between 10 and 10.45
p.m. on Saturday, December 29th. The
broadcast will begin with the overture to
the, second act, and continue until the end
of the item " Roll Away Clouds."

Another, broadcast which will be pleasur-
ably anticipated is a carillon recital by

TESTING A DIAPHRAGM...

. . . Is best ,kaneil out by dropping a match as
shown, when the sound will indicate whether or

no the diaphragm is free.

Le Chevalier Jef Denyn, from Messrs.
J. & E. Atkinson's, Old Bond Street, on
December 21st between 4 and 4.W p.m.
The programme will include "O Canada,"
" Juanita," " Marching thro Georgia,'
" Stile Nicht," and " La Parisienne."

Special Studio Bagpipes.
A unique set of small bagpipes, the

invention of Pipe -Major A. Ross, late of the
Scots Guards,' designed for playing indoors
-an attribute not possessed by the large
variety-has solved the problem of  broad-
casting pipe music from the studio.

The instrument, which is known as the
chamber -pipes, is effective; when played
with pianoforte accompaniment, and Scot-
tish listeners will no doubt look forward to
hearing this combination during the Glasgow
programme on Monday evening, December
17th, when the pipes will be played by
PiPe-Major William Ross, Instructor to the
Army School of Piping at Edinburgh
Castle, the piano accompaniment being
provided by his daughter Cicely.

A K.C. Song -writer Broadcasts.
By the end of the year Mr. Fred E.

Weatherly, K.C., the well-known and
prolific song -writer, will have spoken on
twenty occasions before the microphone.
Mr. Weatherly gave his first broadcast in
February, 1927, after which he had to con-
fess that, accustomed as he was to speaking
in public, he was just a little distrustful of
himself before the " magic box." His next
broadcast is arranged for Tuesday, Decem-
ber 18th, when, with the assistance of
Dennis Nobel and Ethel Dakin, he will take
listeners to many places associated with the
familiar songs which bear his name.

TECHNICAL NOTES. By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

EXPONENTIAL LOUD SPEAKERS.
PUBLIC ADDRESS WORK-VOICE DISTORTION-THE CRITICAL EAR, Etc., Etc.

Exponential Speakers.
IWROTE in these notes some little time

ago about the exponential type of loud-
speaker horn which has been developed

in America and largely used there.
The characteristics of the exponential

horn have been fully described, and you
will remember how the cross-sectional area
depends upon the axial distance from the
small end of the horn.

It bas been claimed -that owing to the
particular relationship between the cross-
sectional area and axial distance from the
small end, the exponential horn gives very
special amplification to the sound -waves
introduced into it and that there is very
little loss of faithfulness in the reproduc-
tion.

Public Address Work.
A few days ago I was given a demonstra-

tion of some very large models of exponen-
tial horn in connection with combined radio -
gramophone sets. The reproduction in both
cases was very powerful-as a matter of
fact the particular models in question were
intended for public demonstration work-
but 1 thought that the quality of the

reproduction was particularly good, having
regard to the enormous volume.

Everybody knows that when the volume
of reproduction is very greatly increased
there is invariably a certain amount of
" tubbiness," and distortion is often pain-
fully apparent.

Voice Distortion.
This is particularly the case where the

item happens to be a vocal one, because we
are not accustomed to hear the human voice
at more than a certain maximum loudness
in the ordinary way, and when we hear the
voice very greatly magnified we are bound
to feel that there is something unnatural
about it, even though an actual analysis
of the wave -form might show this to be
reasonably near the original.

The Critical Ear.
Where instrumental music is being repro-

duced the ear does not seem to be so critical.
Whether this is due to the fact that, owing
to the comparatively simple character
of the waves from musical instruments
(as compared with the very complicated

(Continued on page 814.)
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LOUD -SPEAKER EXTENSIONS.
How to wire up loud -speakers in different rooms safely

and efficiently.
By W. L. S.

THE whole business of wiring a house
so that one radio receiver may be
used to provide programmes in any

room in the house, using one or more loud-
speakers, is in itself quite simple. The
entire difference between success and failure
is, however, usually due to the type of
arrangement which has been decided upon
in the first place, and on whether it is really
suitable for the user's particular require-
ments. There are many different ways
of tackling the job, and there is, in all
probability, one of them which is far more
suitable to one's own conditions than any
other.

Generally speaking, it is always advisable
to wire all the speakers in parallel, if a
number aro to be used. We are more con
cerned, however, with the form the wiring
shall take with only one speaker (or two at
the most) in use, these being moved more or
less frequently from room to room.

The average reader will not feel qualified
to make a really good job of the wiring,
using lead -covered cable and taking it
through the walls and ceilings,. so that the
article will be confined to arrangements
within the reach of those who believe in
ordinary twin flex.

In the first place, it is best to erect your -
aerial with due regard to the lead-in, and
to arrange this so that the set can be
placed and operated in a position not too far
away. For one class of listener, who wants
to listen only to the local station, and,
perhaps 5 G B, it will often be best to keep
the set in a bedroom or at any rate a first -
floor room, and to run leads downstairs.
The writer's " home " receiver lives in such
a room, and the extension is taken outside
the window and down the wall, two lengths
of heavy single flex being used.

Two Types of Output.
If the reader is badly bitten with DX

fever," it will naturally be inconvenient to
have the set so placed, in which case a
downstairs room with a window conveni-
ently placed for taking the lead-in should
be utilised. Incidentally, always, if possible,
avoid bringing the lead-in for a long-
distance between two houses. Rather than
use such an arrangement, with the aerial
going for half its length down a long
" passage -way," sacrifice a little length
and end the aerial at a point from which a
good, short, straight lead-in can be arranged.

Returning to our leads, however, a
further sub -division may be made-those
sets that use an output filter and those that
do not. The latter are, in general, sets of
the smaller type, and, provided that not
too much wiring about the house is necessary
it will not matter very much whether this
system is used or not. With an excessive
amount of wirinct however, the total
capacity of it maybe high enough to have
quite an appreciable effect upon the tone
of the loud speaker, in which case it will
be necessary to modify the output.

Fig. 1 shows what is probably the most
popular and most effective method. A
20 or 30 -henry choke is suitable, and the
condenser may have a value of 1 or 2 mfd.

It will be noticed that
one side of the loud
speaker is connected
directly to H.T.-,
which, in most sets will
be earthed. Thus, if we
have an earth connection
available anywhere near
the room in which the
loud speaker is to be
used, ono lead may be
dispensed with.

Various snags arise, however, and the
scheme is occasionally disappointing in
results. In such cases the trouble is nearly
always due to faulty design of the set, and
is caused by presence of H.F. energy in the
plate circuit of the last note -magnifier.
Fortunately, not many sets are prone to
such troubles .nowadays.

It is, generally speaking, always best to
arrange a twin lead to the loud speaker, and
with this scheme in use there is no objection
to the presence of such a lead.

Better to use Filter.
In the case of a large set without a filter

output circuit, the writer would strongly
advise that one be put into use before the
use of a landline of any, length is contem-
plated. Failing this, it is as well to use
two separate wires two inches apart or so,
rather than resorting to twin flex, and I
am of the opinion that most will prefer the
filter -output scheme to the business of

erecting young telephone wires all round
the house.

With small sets (such as the ubiquitous
detector and note-mag.), the design of
which is fairly simple and the operation
straightforward, it will very often be found
possible to carry out quite a fair amount of
wiring without having to resort to the out-
put filter.

Making it Tidy.
Now as regards the actual placing of the

wires. Generally the phenomenon known as
" domestic interference " will make tidiness
an essential feature. If the house is equipped
with the. modern type of picture -rail, it will
be found easy to dispose of ordinary
five -ampere twin flex by tucking it down
behind the rail, making quite an invisible
job of it.

The wire should, of course, be carried
round until it reaches the corner nearest the
point at which the loud speaker is to stand,
and it may then be taken down the wall
in the corner and held in one or two places
with small insulated staples of the type that
can be bought anywhere for one shilling
per hundred. A very neat and permanent
job may be made of the whole thing if one
takes a little trouble in this way.

The loud speaker itself may either be
affixed to a two -pin plug, sockets being
attached to the ends of the wiring in the
various rooms, or the two tags may be left,
and little " two -terminal " strips may be
made up for the occasion and screwed to
the top of the skihing. In the case of the
terminals it is, of course, easy to make sure
that the loud speaker is correctly connected
as regards polarity. With a two -pin plug,
unless one of the eccentric variety be used,
this is not so easy. Here is another advan-
tage of the output filter, for with one in use
it is not important that the loud -speaker
should be connected with the windings in the
right direction.

A small two -pin porcelain plug which is
very suitable for the purpose may be
obtained from most electrical shops, and
may be rendered distinctive by making
a thick line in red ink down one side
of the plug, the socket being similarly
treated.

Question of Polarity.

Common-sense with regard to the placing
of the wiring where many rooms are to be
wired up will probably result in much
saving of wire. Probably if the set is upstairs
one single wire to a convenient point down
below will suffice, the other various wires
radiating from that point. Joints in the
flex should be carefully made and after-
wards bound with insulating tape.

It is, incidentally, preferable to use
red and black coloured flex on account of
the ease with which the polarity may be
found. I have met cases of loud speakers
which sounded well in one room and
perfectly hideous in another, the reason
being simply that one of the points had
" slipped " and was incorrectly wired up.

Nothing more than these few generalities
need be said to keep the reader on the right
track, and if the more experienced find the
remarks appear somewhat obvious, perhaps
they will be forbearing and remember some
of the " obvious mistakes that they have
all made at some time or other. It has been
my experience all along that the " obvious "
points are those of which we need to be
reminded most !
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TRANSFORMERS IN TEAM.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Your article re above in your issue
November 10th, will attract widespread attention,
as it is so well known that two stages of transformer
L.F. magnification will far exceed in volume one
resistance and one transformer, particularly with
modern valves and transformers. I for one was
anxiously looking forward to your first circuit
(modern), using two transformers. Amateur con-
structors have a lot to thank you for, and this is
another instance of " P.W." being first in the field.

Whilst on this subject of volume, I have often
wondered why a volume control is not incorporated
in any of your circuits ? In view of the fact that
volume on the local station with two transformers is
bound to be enormous, why did not you incorporate a
volume control in your first circuit ?

Yours faithfully,
GEORGE LEACH.

N.W. S.
[ED. NOTE.-The "P.W." Research Department

reports that : Regarding the use of volume controls,
we would explain that they are not often incor-
porated in " P.W." sets for the main reason that we
endeavour to keep the cost down as much as possible.
We find that in practice on all the smaller sets it is
perfectly satisfactory to limit volume on the local
station by the simple expedient of de -tuning. Where
there is no H.F. amplification there is little risk of
running into another station on de -tuning if reaction
is kept at minimum. Where the L.F. side is so
powerful that there is some risk of picking up another
station on de -tuning with reaction at minimum,
as in our new set (" Everybody's " Three), we
provided a semi -variable series condenser which can
be placed in the aerial circuit when desired. This
serves to increase selectivity for normal working,
or, if set to a very small volume, will reduce sensi-
tivity so much that the local can be detuned without
any chance of picking up another station.

Where one stage of H.F. is employed, do -tuning
can still be used. By de -timing one dial above the
wave -length and the other below, the desired reduc-
tion is again obtained, and without running into
other stations. Where more than one H.F. stage is
provided this method becomes inadequate in some
cases, and we then do provide a volume control as a
rule. (See the " Fanfare" Five, in " P.W." for
November 24th.)]

ELIMINATOR PRECAUTIONS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-The article on page 550 of your issue of
November 17th is timely, as many people fail to
realise that there are considerable dangers involved
in the use of the direct -current mains for obtaining
supplies for radio receivers, and in view of the
uncertainty involved as to whether the negative
or positive main is earthed, it is advisable in all cases
to connect a 2-mfd. high -voltage condenser in the
earth lead so that there is no direct connection
between one's H.T. supply unit or the set and earth.

To comply with all the regulations of the Institute
of Electrical Engineers, all these connections, includ-
ing the terminal of the condenser, should be placed
in such a position that contact with them is not
possible.

There is a further difficulty which is a very serious
one, namely, in the case of three wire direct -current
supplies the middle wire is earthed by the supply
authorities through. a limiting resistance, and in

*
CORRESPONDENCE

TRANSFORMERS

IN TEAM.
ELIMINATOR PRECAUTIONS - UN-

KNOWN GERMAN STATION, Etc.
Letters from readers discussing interesting and
topical wireless events or recording unusual
experiences, are always welcomed ; but it must

' be clearly understood that the publication of
t such does in no way indicate that we associate

tourselves with the views expressed by our
correspondents and we cannot accept any
responsibility for information given.-EDITOR.

certain cases the out -of -balance current through the
middle wife is such as to produce a voltage drop as
high as 160 across this resistance, which means that
when working on one side of the system the H.T.
negative of the receiver, including the L.T. battery
and all the L.T. wiring of the set, can be, say, 160
volts above earth, and in consequence the maximum
H.T. applied to the set on a 220 -volt supply can be
as high as 380 volts, which is obviously very dan-
gerous.

This will indicate clearly the danger involved in
the use of D.C. supplies for radio purposes, and it
would seem advisable before installing any D.C.
apparatus to get a competent electrician to make sure
of these points, and to arrange one's receiver and
all the wiring connected in it so that accidental
contact is not possible.

Further, it will be seen that the use of metal
panels, dial or dials having metal parts on the front
of the panel, should be carefully avoided in all mains.
driven apparatus.

Manchester.

Yours faithfully,
F. BAGGS.

UNKNOWN GERMAN STATION.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Referring to W. L. S. in the "Short -
Wave Notes " regarding the unknown German station,
I have heard the German station at various times
during the evenings of the last fortnight. Using Det.,
1 L.F., signals have been R.8 ; at times transmission
has been a little coarse.

I have always been very interested in short-wave
reception, and can receive Morse at eight words per
minute.

Yours sincerely,
W. P. HUTCHINSON.

Derbyshire.

THE " SCEPTIC'S " THREE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Having waited for some time to see
what reports were available in respect of your late
set, the " Sceptic's" Three, I feel as if I must write
and ask you to tender my log to many of those
" P.W." readers who, like myself, undertook the
task of building this wonderful little set. It seems

probably unbelievable that on one single evening,
taking some pains, I managed to rope in no fewer
than 61 stations, ranging from 2,000 metres to 236.
Of the stations recorded, I can assuredly state that
each and all have been definitely identified by either
call -sign or  relative programme. I believe one or
two more would have come under my log, were it
not for heterodyning, chiefly on the broadcast band.
I shall be pleased, sir, if you could find room in our
weekly (" P.W.") for this little log ; I might then hear
of others who have also had such satisfactory reports.

My thanks and appreciation naturally goes to the
" P.W." Technical Staff, for the designing of such an
efficient little circuit.

Thanking you in anticipation, I am. Yours,
" A FERVENT READER."

(Leading Aircriraftsman Preston, T., Royal
A Force).

P.S.-I have built the " Antipodes Adaptor " to
go with the " Sceptic's " Three, and expect wonders.

Winchester, Hants.

FAITHFUL TRANSMISSION.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-May I request that you refrain from
instructing your readers in the gentle art of obtaining
faithful reproduction of the B.B.C. transmissions
from their receiving sets ! To attain anything
approaching such an achievement is a mixed blessing.

For months I have been striving to accomplish the
high ideals as set out so frequently in your admirable
journal but have dismally failed to eliminate a form
of distortion which I can best describe or liken to a
tin tray being dropped on a table. Many weary
hours have I spent in trying to overcome this
irritating jangle, which is most pronounced when a
piano is being played.

Being an honest fellow, I took for granted that the
B.B.C. could be relied upon to live up to their
statement that their transmissions were beyond
reproach, and in consequence always looked for the
seat of the trouble in my set. You can imagine how
shocked I was to hear this very same form of distortion
the other evening via crystal and 'phones I

This form of distortion has been consistent,
especially via the local station, for a matter of months.
Have you had any complaints of this nature from
other quarters ?

On the strength of this, may I beg of you not to
encourage your readers to aim at faithful reproduc-
tion as it only emphaelsee the poor transmission.

Yours faithfully,
C. E. LEWIS.

P.8.-No. It's not overloading nor a faulty loud
speaker. I'm too old a hand to be tripped by these
snags.

Swansea.
[Ed. Note.-We have had a few reports concerning

alleged faulty transmission from B.B.C. stations,
more particularly in regard to piano and gramophone
transmissions from London. And undoubtedly there
are cases where such complaints are warranted. But
on the whole, more especially in respect of important
stations such as London and 5 G B, the transmissions
are relatively far ahead of the best it would be
possible to do in the way of reception. We have seen
the carefully checked curve of 5 0 B's apparatus
taken by a 10 to 10,000 cycle oscillator and it is one
to make a purity fan's mouth water, being practically
straight and free from peaks I Much of a station like
Swansea's input is handed over from secondary land
lines and the. B.B.C. is obviously, In such circum-
stances, somewhat handicapped.]

AS I write this a most decided change in
conditions is taking place, and
distant stations are coming through

incredibly well once more on all the wave-
bands allotted for amateur work. It is
9.30 a.m., and the American stations are
still coming through at great strength on
the 40 -metre wave. Last night 2 X A F
on 33 metres was twice as strong as I have
heard him for months, while during the
early evening 2 X A D, on 22 metres, was
fairly shaking the walls of the room on a
big set finishing up with a pentode and
moving -coil loud speaker.

Strong Signals from 2 X A D.
It is rather remarkable to note-as I

have now done for the first time-that a
change for the better in " DX " con-
ditions apparently coincides with a distinct
drop in the strength of 5 S W (in London,
at all events). The latter station was so
weak that he caused me several anxious
moments until I found 2 X A D several
times stronger than usual!

Having been optimistic ever since I
failed to receive W G Y on a crystal, 1

* 1-.11.-.10-1-.11.--4 *

SHORT-WAVE
NOTES.
By W. L. S.

*H *
predict that the spell of good conditions will
remain with us until the end of January at
least.

I am much indebted to a correspondent
who sends me the following authoritative
information re PCLL : Wave -length 38.8
metres. Location, Kootwijk, Holland.
Power 30 kw. Transmits regularly. on
Wednesdays., 4.0 to 7.0 p.m. Irregularly
at other times. This information was
received by my correspondent from the
director of the station, and may therefore
be taken as absolutely accurate.

I also wish to thank others for the nice
" bouquets " sent me re these notes. It
is a hard business to keep them interesting
when the sole topic is my own observations.
A few notes from other sources, criticisms,

etc., such as I have been receiving lately,
are a valuable help and guide.

And now, to return to the topic of
screened -grid amplification on short waves.
One point I have found most definitely
during my work on two or three sets of
this type-if parallel feed is used, the size
of the coupling condenser must not in any
circumstances exceed .0001 mfd. This is
slightly on the large size, and I am going to
use a neutralising condenser of the larger
baseboard - mounting type in the next
receiver.

Screened -grids on Short -Waves.
If too large a coupling condenser is used,

we introduce more damping into the grid
circuit of the detector than would normally
be introduced by an aerial coupled straight
on, and we lose at once one of the most
valuable properties of this form of ampli-
fication. I am also experimenting with a
" grid tap " on the detector valve, and
hope to place results on record shortly.

I am convinced that for the short-wave
broadcast listener, as apart from the
searcher, this form of short -waver cannot
be beaten.
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The LISSEN SUPER
TRANSFORMER
This Super LISSEN Transformer is made in two ratios,
3A to 1 and also 21 to 1. The 31 to 1 is suitable for
use in either the first or the second stage of an L.F.
amplifier, or can be used in cascade for both stages, and
with practically any valve. The 21 to 1 transformer is
suitable for use after a high impedance rectifier valve
without fear of distortion or loss of high notes and , 9,_
overtones. The price is the same for both ratios IL

The famous 8/6 LISSEN Trans-
former is still suprame in price
and will never break down-
The famous 8/6 LISSEN Transformer is suitable
for all ordinary purposes, and its huge sale proves
R still supreme value. It continues to earn
high praise as the transformer that never breaks
down. Turns ratio 3 to 1. Resistance 8'6ratio, 4 to 1

yOU can only get the lights and
shades of fine music if you
have a transformer which

leaves the background entirely
silent. Again a single low note
missing from a_ sonorous chord or
a single high note distorted in am-
plification will rob a beautiful
composition of much of its effect.
That is why musical people who
build radio sets almost invariably
use LISSEN Transformers'; first
they want the dead silent back-
ground which LISSEN Trans-
formers give, the entire absence
of that rustling sound which is
almost always present in less
carefully designed transformers.
Then the critical ear discovers
how very even is the amplification,
so that every note keeps its true
value; a fact which is proved by
laboratory curves taken with
LISSEN Transformers.

ISSEN
TRANSFORMERS

LISSEN LIMITED, 8-16 Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey
(Managing Director: Thos. N. Cole)
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FROM THE, TSCHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK

THE " MICRO LOG " DIAL.
AVERY great number of home -constructed

receivers have to be used- by two
totally different kinds of operitors.

The " fan " of the house takes over the out-
fit at irregular periods, and with more or
less skilled and razor -edge adjustments he
DX hunts the world. Then there are the
" hams " of the home, viz.,
those who are reckoned to be
able only to make simple
tuning alterations, and to
switch the set- An and off.

A set subject to such vari-
ous treatment can well do
with dials of the kind of the
Micro Log, a product of, C. F.
& H. 'Burton. Two types
are sold,, one at 5s. lid. With
the, slotvonetion movement
only, and another at Gs, hay-
inga directand a- slow-motion
movement. The special fea-
ture of the dial is that it has
the ordinary aperture reveal-
ing a black and silver scale
and hair line, as well as a
central knob having a
pointer which. runs' around
an inset white logging strip.

On this strip thetmiing positions of the
alternative stations available for ordinary
programmes can he noted. The dial appears

This is ths
Micro

Log " Dist.

to be quite well made and the slow-motion
movement is smooth and free from back-
lash. As to the appearance of the com-
ponent. that can be gaiiged by the aecom-
panying photograph.

A " PICK-UP " CARRIER.
Readers will no doubt remember a report

published recently- eonceining a gramo-
phone arrangement especially designed for
use in conjunction with radio sets. The
makers of this novel instrument, Messrs.
Beagley and Musto, of 47, Cranbourn Street,
W.C.2, have now sent me one of their

This is the Pick-up Carrier Arm as sold complete with leads. Note
the earthing terminal.

"Beamu" Counter -balanced Pick-up
Carriers. It is exactly as fitted to their
" Drive," and is a bright, cleanly -made
article. It can easily be fitted to an ordinary
gramophone without interfering with its
normal duties. It has leads running through
it which can be taken to terminals mounted
on the back of the gramophone.

The carrier has an exceptionally easy
swing and the counter -balancing adjust.
ment is excellent. It is supplied complete
with a junction arm suitable for any
specified pick-up at 10s. 6d., post free. It
seems to me cheap at the price.

IPSO H.T. BATTERY.
A Mr. D. Grabow recently sent us an

FIN. battery for test. An outstanding
feature is that the week and
year of manufacttire are
stamped on the back of each
Ipso. Thus the purchaser can
see when the battery was
made and is safeguarded
against old stock.

The sample kft with us is
60-volter, and is tapped at,

every 11 volts up to 74 volts,
enabling grid bias to be taken
at that end. On It Trash test
the battery -Showed four am-
peres. and this is quite good.
A subsequent slow discharge
indicated possibilities of a
useful life. We are informed

that these batteries are to be sold at lower
prices than normal. The batteries are
made by a Berlin firm.

A FINE GANG CONDENSER.
Now that the technical snags of Screened -

Grid valves and Pentodes are being over-
come, it would appear that the day of the
five- and six-valver is passing. We only
want a detector having a proportionately
greater efficiency to make three valves all
that could be wanted. And, by the way,
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Traders and manufacturers are invited
to submit radio sets, components, and
accessories to the "P.W." Technical
Department for test. All tests are
carried out with strict impartiality,
under the personal supervision of the
Technical Editor, and readers are asked
to note that this weekly feature is in-
tended as a reliable and unbiased guide
as to what to buy and what to avoid.'

Filinsunannunaturanuaanannuinamunwilimmini

it is curious that L.F. and H.F. stages
should have jumped so far ahead while the
detector stage has remained more or less
stationary.

A one -valve super -regenerator will give
an enormous volume, but it is not easy to
handle, and quality of. reproduction' tends
to go by the board, but it would be foolish
to consider it impossible that one day we
shall have an easily handled detector stage
capable of great amplification without
impairing quality. What calmed me to
reflect in this way was the arrival a week or
two ago of a triple gang variable condenser
due to Ormond Ltd. Actually we 'want
another revolution or two before the multi-
stage H.F. amplifying set vanishes. True
one control with selectivity and purity is,
in the immediate present, only possible
with a string of tuned circuits, ganged.

This particular Ormond gang has a drum
control. Its special feature is that it has
additionally two knobs which are fitted
one on each end of the panel. These

trimmers " provide adequate compensa-
tion to cope with not too well -matched
transformers. The gang is not fitted with
screens, but the design is such that simple
screens can easily be arranged. It is a
well -made piece of apparatus, and the move-
ment is delightfully smooth.

"SWORN TESTIMONY."
C. S. Dunham, the well-known radio

manufacturer, recently sent us a book of
extracts from letters written by apprecia-
tive customers which have been declared
genuine on oath.

The Ormond Triple Gang Condenser assembly.
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c):40
Lissen SiG3has brought a new interest to radio

opened up new and fascinating fields abroad

The Lissen S.G.3 is the latest development of radio
science, brought within the reach of every listener.
As you turn the dials of this receiver, station after
station comes in at full loud -speaker strength.
There is dance music for you to a late hour on
Sundays when the home programmes are of
a serious turn. Nothing like it has ever been
available before, and Lissen have arranged
that you can either build it yourself or buy
it completely assembled in a fine mahogany
cabinet.
You will find a new interest in radio when
you own the Lissen S.G.3, because it
will enable you to keep in touch

with all the important station s
of the Continent night after

night. At first it will seem that the
stations are never-ending, . and

as you get accustomed to the
dials you will find that you
never really knew what selec-
tivity was until you owned it.

'3111116111HUIVIgall

Lissen have published a FREE STEP-BY-
STEP CHART which makes failure impossible.
Go to your Radio Dealer and ask for a copy
of this Lissen S.G.3 Chart ; on the back
of it you will find a complete list of the
parts required. Your dealer will help
you to choose them from his stock.
There is an envelope sold separately
which contains pane I, baseboard,
screens and all the sundries you
require, price I 0/-. But Lissen
have' not tied you down to any
particular make of valve, nor to
a cabinet of tin. You can even
use it without a cabinet at all
if you wish. The selection
and arrangement of the
parts is such that you are
bound to get results
which make you proud to
say, " I built it my-
self."

° If you prefer it, you can buy the Lissen :
o S.G.3 receiver already assembled.

Complete in handsome wood cabinet
It, big enough to take batteries, accu-

mulators and valves, as £8illustrated Price ..
(This price includes everything
except valves, batteries, accu-
mulator and loud speaker.)

7

LISSEN LIMITED,
8-16, Friars Lane,
Richmond, Surrey

( Managing Director :
Thos. N. Coln)

NAME

ADDRESS

1 lo :
Listen Limited,

8 16, Friars Lane,
Richmond. Surrey.

Please send me the
FREE STEP-BY-
STEP Chart of the
S.G.3. Receiver.

Please Mark Envelope S.G.3 in top left corner
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Delivers
all its
stored up
ENERGY

Serious experimenters as well as amateur constructors
who realise the importance of the fixed condenser

are turning to Lissen, because Lissen Fixed Condensers
deliver all their stored up -energy, are leak -proof and
are accurate within 5% of their specified values.

YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO IGNORE
CRITICAL AND ACCURATE VALUES

In almost every circuit volume and purity depends upon the
precise making of a fixed condenser and a fixed grid" leak.

Select these from the Lissen range and you will get the utmost
from your receiver. Any radio dealer will supply you with the
correct values of Lissen Condensers and Lissen Grid Leaks.

LISSEN FIXED
CONDENSER

hulls its charge and delivers it
without leak or, loss. In any R.C.C.
circuit, the condensers you use
should be absolutely leak -proof,
otherwise 5o per cent of volume
will be lost. Lissen condensers
never leak, never vary, and they are
accurate to within 5 per cent of
their 'marked capacity.
'0001 to ',Dor, price, each I

oo2 to oo6 price, each, 116.

LISSEN
FIXED
GRID

LEAKS
These resistances
are absolutely un-
varying, no matter
what the conditions
or Vie current load.
All values,

each A'

LISSEN
R.C.C. UNIT
Embodies a oi con-
denser, which delivers
all its stored -up energy
and resistances that
will never vary, no
matter what the
current load, inter-
changeability of resis-
tance values.

Price 4,"

ISSEN
LISSEN LIMITED
8-16, Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey

DircAr : Thor,. N. Oole).
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AMATEUR II:
"BROADCASTING"

Ready for the amateur broadcasting tour.

INSPIRED by the efforts of various mobile
1. amplifiers on publicity work (equipments

costing about four thousand pounds we
are told), the writer and a colleague set out
to see what could be done with compara-
tively simple apparatus. In the first place,
we had at our disposal an Austin 12 saloon
car, which seemed as reliable and easy
running as one could desire, and also
two papier-mâché five-foot straight horns
which were more " ex -anything " than ex-
ponential.

The first task was to fix these to the roof ;
a stipulation was that no holes or fixtures of
any kind were to be made in or on the ear.
Fortunately, each of the four doors had a
slightly projecting hinge ; accordingly we
constructed a wooden cradle and this was
mounted on a felt pad on the roof.
Only 130 volts H.T.

A stay rope from each corner of the cradle
was then anchored to the corresponding door
hinge. The horns were fixed into felt beds
on the cradle, one facing fore and the other
one aft.

The back section of the car had now to
become the control -room, and as everything
for the trip had to be in the back, there was
little room to play about with. The high-
tension problem was overcome by employing
four -electrode valves. Though it sounds
almost impossible, the total H.T. voltage
used was 130. and the loud speakers had a
range of nearly a mile in the open country.
The current consumption was rather less
than 100 milliamps, so a small bank of
accumulators in duplicate went on board.

The total filament current required was
2 amps. at 6 volts. This was taken from the
12 -volt car battery, via a plug on the dash-
board and a 3 -ohm resistance. As a stand-
by an ordinary 6 -volt 60 accumulator was
carried and this also supplied the micro-
phone current. These batteries were all
packed on the floor and leads then taken to a
switchboard fixed over them. This board
enabled the alternative supplies to be fed
to the amplifier, while meters showed us
that all was correct during working.

The Amplifier Circuit.
There now remained just sufficient floor

space for the case holding gramophone
motor, turntable and dummy tone -arm
supporting the pick-up. The winding handle
was accessible through one of the doors,
and most operations could be carried out
from the same point. The leather pockets
behind the two front seats were packed with
records, whilst the microphone was mounted
behind the driver's seat.

The adventures of two amateurs who fixed up a simple
" public address" outfit and toured the country giving

open-air concerts.

By LAURENCE E. COUSSELL,

Now we were ready
for the amplifier it-
self. This had been
constructed previously

and fully tested at a garden fete where dance
music and announcements were " broad-
cast." One photo shows the apparatus
installed in a conservatory on that occasion.
This photograph will give a good idea of the
amplifier, but a few details may be of
interest.

Altogether four stages of amplification
are employed, the last stage consisting of
four super -power valves in parallel push -
pull. The valves are arranged on-* shelf in
front of the panel, the latter accommodating
an ampmeter and milliampmeter, a heavy-
duty master rheostat, volume control and
two insulated terminal strips-that on the
left for the leads from the pick-up and the
microphone and that on the right for H.T.,
L.T., and output.

The back of the panel is open so that
everything is accessible in case of trouble.
The output from the pick-up or inicroPhOne
and associated transformer is fed to the
grid and grid -negative connections: of the
first valve, resistance -coupled to die second,
transformer -coupled to the 'third, and finally
comes the push-pull stage.

Fig. i. tutelioi of the car showing the amplifier,
turntable and the gramophone nick-np.

At the output a heavy-duty tapped choke
is employed, each loud -speaker lead being
taken through a 2-mfd. condenser.

The transformer and choke cores, together
with the pick-up frame, are taken to the

common negative connection and on the
car this was automatically earthed to the
framework through the car battery No
self -oscillation was then encountered.

Having mounted the amplifier on the
back seat, the remaining space was occupied
by a special resilient valve container for a
dozen valves-five of them spares. Although
the fourvlectrode valve is constructed with
very close spacing of its electrodes. no single
breakage occurred in the whole run. A
partial view of interior of the car is shown
in the photograph below.

Did They Start at Barking ?
At last all was ready for the journey, and,

when finishing touches had been completed
outside the suburban house, a trial " Hallo !"
was directed at the microphone. " Mike," a
little excited about the pending holiday,
put up a good show, and most of the dogs
in our corner of London commenced public-
address work on their own account ! We
were a little dubious about the strain on the
rod structure when in motion, but after
driving. for some miles with occasional
halts for examination, we hoped for the
best and drove on at full speed.

On arrival at a South -coast resort, we
found a big hospital campaign in progress.
so offered our services, and thereafter had an
excuse for creating an uproar in different
parts of the town. The inhabitants had
recently had similar demonstrations, firstly
from a newspaper publicity outfit and then
an effort by a company just commencing
open-air work.

The latter gave indifferent results for one
hour in three-during the other two hours
their engine was running hard to charge
their batteries. From various conversations
we gathered that the publicity outfit gave
good results in most people's opinion, but
our own set seemed to ' give satisfaction,
because its tone  was altogether more
mellow, though, of course, we had not the
same power.

Lady Loses Her Voice !
It was rather interesting to note that the

first short demonstration without appeal for
funds attracted a very large crowd, but
when we summoned up all our powers of
oratory to make appeals for the hospitals,
our activities created a more distant interest.
Nevertheless, the financial result once more
proved the wonderful advertising value of
such equipments.

Of course, we had many visitors willing
to discuss at great length the whole of their
wireless career-but many were really
interesting and welcome. There were others
who did not quite grasp what was happen-
ing ; if it wasn't wireless, and it wasn't a

(Continued on next page.)
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WHEN you get down on the really short
waves, such as the 20 to 35 -metre
band, usually a number of things

strike you as being perplexingly different.
from the conditions you are familiar with
on longer waves, and although you may get
used to them, there is always a feeling that
the set would be pleasanter to work if it
would behave in a more rational fashion.

Sometimes it is possible to remove or
reduce these little peculiarities by vatious
dodges, such as one learns by experience,
and the disconnected notes which follow are
intended to help in getting rid of two of
the most tiresome ones. They are based
on experiences with sets of the general type
likely to be in use among readers of F.W.,"
and it may be taken that the remedies
suggested are of a pretty universal nature
and will suit practically any case.

Moving "Flat Spots."
First of all we, have the rather curious

phenomenon of," flat spots " on the tuning
range of the set. These are patches-
sometimes only a few degrees wide, at which
a great deal more reaction has to be used to

BELOW
50 METRES
Some practical hints of value to

the short-wave enthusiast.
By G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.

make the set oscillate (in. extreme cases it
may refuse to oscillate at all), and on either
side of which reaction is quite normal
again.

You may find two or three of these patches
on the tuning range of a given coil, and they
can be a great nuisance,. in "ways -Which I
need not describe since they will be pain-
fully familiar to most readers who have
tried the_ short waves. The usual .remedy
recommended is _ to place . a small- fixed
condenser in the aerial lead, and although
this works (at any i.ate, it shifts the flat

Fig. 2. The experimental public address amplifier installed in a conservatory. note the microphone on
felt and cotton wool. (The loud speakers were fixed on the roof.)

spot somewhere else !), it is rather a nuisance
to be obliged to transfer the aerial lead to
a fresh terminal on the set, and then shift
it back when the flat spot is encountered
once more in its new position. Besides,
the condenser, if small enough to do its
job, usually reduces signal strength a
little.

A better cure in most cases is to weaken
the coupling of the aerial to the tuned
circuit. Where a separate aerial coil is
used this is fairly simple, and it generally
pays to provide soma tactile for swinging
this coil away from the secondary. For
example, where plug-in coils are employed,
you can use only a single screw for fixing
the aerial coil socket, so that you can
afterwards adjust it to various angles.
Flat spots are generally quite easy to move
in this way.

Cures for "Threshold Howl."
When the aerial is connected straight to

the tapping on the tuned grid coil matters
are a bit more difficult, and probably the
best solution is a tapping clip which can
be quickly moved from turn to turn to
give various degrees of coupling. The
only serious drawback to this method is
that it causes considerable changes of wave-
length, so that you must be prepared to
re -tune fairly frequently to find your station
again.

Then again there is that annoying squawk
or howl heard with some sets as they go
into oscillation, con mo i'y called " thres-
hold howl," since it --)ps once oscillation
has started properly. It is a rather myste-
rious complaint, but the main causes appear
to be these (the remedies being fairly
obvious where they are not given) : (1)
Aerial coupling too tight. (2) Reaction
winding too big, or possessing too much
capacitative rather than magnetic coupling
to the grid coil. (3) Detector valve of too
high an impedance, or unsuitably supplied
with H.T.and LT.. or unsuitably biased
as to grid (try connecting lower end of grid
leak to slider of a potentiometer). (4) L.F.
side unstable (reverse I S and 0 S leads to
transformer) or being upset by intruding
stray H.F. currents (use better H.F. choke,
by-pass transformer primary with *0005-
mfd. condenser, and space out the parts a
little more widely).

S AMATEUR
" BROADCASTING."

(Continued from previous page.)

*
gramophone-then what was it ? They
would look through a window and see us
chatting to " Mike," but really could not
associate that with the great voice above,
any more than the revolving record with the

band strength " outside.
Microphone nerves were encountered

even with our set. The writer, who trotted
out most of the brilliant (sic 1) speeches,
managed one afternoon to persuade an
interested lady to make a short appeal
herself. The record ended, the -fade switch
brought " Mike " into action, and a little
introduction was made.

Thoroughly surprised that such a quiet
voice was required at some distance from

* the instrument, she found herself unable
to say a word ! The announcer came to the
rescue and carried on with the next item !

" Spectacular " S.O.S.
Another little adventure occurred when

* we visited a popular " landslide haunt
near the town. We dropped anchor at the
top of a cliff and could send out our efforts
to everyone scattered about the country
below. Shortly after we commenced action
a gentleman came up to us and explained
that he had lost one lens of his spectacles ;
would we -kindly send out an S.O.S. ? We
accordingly delivered a little speech on the
subject, and a short while later we had the
pleasure of announcing that the lens had
been restored to the owner.

On another occasion we visited, quite
accidentally, a delightfully sleepy village
far from the beaten tracks. We were giving
a performance on the village green, when a'
splendid old gentleman came up and told
us that during the eighty years he had lived

there he had never seen anything of the
kind in the village before.

Feeling very satisfied with the experi-
ment, we at length set out on the homeward
run. By this time we were quite accustomed
to the staring crowds who lined our route,
though at first the attention we attracted
was almost embarrassing. This would
rather point to the fact that a  private
car with two dummy speakers on the roof
and an advertisement for the latest cure
for 'flu would gain great publicity.

The Only /Want.
On arrival in London we had our first

accident. On the homeward run we had
not even withdrawn the valves from their
holders, yet in removing the amplifier
from the car one of them had the
misfortune to fall out on to the pave-
ment. The glass " bent " very badly, and
that was the only accident during the
whole trip.
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AL You've read that Dr. N. W.
McLachlan, D.Sc., M.I.E.E.,
the well-known authority on
loud speakers, claims that " it
(the New Amplion) reproduces
sound better than any loud
speaker now on the market."

*And perhaps you noted that
the New Amplion headed the
recent " Wireless World"
Ballot, being voted not only
the best loud spesker on view
at the recent Olympia Radio
Exh,bit'on, but also the most
outstanding exhibit of the
show.

4' What says the North ? On
November 28th the Man-
chester Radio Society devoted
their meeting to loud speakers,
half -a -dozen being tried. They
were switched on in turn both
on speech and music, and the
members voted by numbers,
the make of the speaker not
being known. To quote the
" Manchester Evening Chroni-
cle " "The New
Amplion was easily the first
in the voting."

*And now to hear the views
of Mr. Ernest Newman, the
famous music critic. Writ-
ing in the " Sunday Times," of
December 2nd, he says : " My
wireless set having been sup-
plemented by one of the New
Amplion loud speakers, I have
done a good deal of intensive
listening -in this week. Some
of the results have been quite
astounding ; what I h ve heard
has been nearer the real th ng
than anything that has come
my way before."

Height 17l in.
Width 17A in.
Depth 8l in. 14" cone

For £6 you can buy the New Amplion in chassis form. The
unit is a complete full-size speaker, ready for connecting to
your set. It is supplied in a p ain, wooden box from which
it may easily be detached to fit any cabinet of your choice.
The power chassis (size 211- x 211" x 104") is also available
in this form, with 18" cone, price £8'0/0.

,7atalogues from Graham Amplion, Ltd., 25/26, Savile Row, London. W.1.
Manchester: 10, Whitworth Street West. Glasgow: 6:8, West George Street.

Works SLOUGH.

PLION
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Popular Wireless is now assured!
Tune in Hilversum

(1071 metres)

alternate Sunday Evenings
5.40 p.m. to 7.10 p.m.

FOR THE FORTNIGHTLY POPULAR SUNDAY CONCERTS
under the direction of Hugo de Groot arranged by

BRANDES

1111111111111i_
BRANDESET IIIA7 : 5s

NOW INCLUDES VALVES AND ROYALTY
PROGRAMME FOR DECEMBER 16TH

r Overture "Pique Dame " Franz von Suppe
2 " Transactionem Waltz "..Jos. Strauss

6 Overture " Tambour du Garde " Titl
7 " I Love My Little Cottage "

3 .. .."Peer Gynt Suite No. I" Edward Grieg Geoffrey O'Hara

4 a Toreador et Andalouse" A. Rubinitein 8 " .. "Down South " . . Myddleton
(from the " Bal Costume ") 9 Reigen aus dem Marchenspiel Cl. Schmallstick

5  " Czardas of Monti " " Peterchens Mondfahrt '
(Violin solo by Hugo de Groot) 10 Selection "The Geisha " Sydney Jones

Ask to see the complete range of new type dry -charged Accumulators
N1.4,11eVioNleArVioNloNIAII,V1.9

HIRE PURCHASE
Brandes Products
value of £5 (or over)
may be purchased on
Hire Purchase Terms. RADIO

CRAY WORKS

es
PRODUCTS

SIDCUP, KENT

NtIV1WVI/Vlo

NOTE
Brandes Products are
only obtainable from
Brandes Authorised

Dealers.

-4wwwv.ovvvvvetr.dw
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A TELEVISION
DEMONSTRATION

The scene aboard the " Berengaria " during the well-known mid -Atlantic tele-
vision experiment.

Upon my return from New York a
little while ago, I was somewhat sur-
prised to find that the Press was

giving so much publicity to television.
Frankly, I at first little heeded those over-
optimistic literary approbation, supposing
the reports to be as highly exaggerated as
those which appeared legionfold in the New
York papers. Indeed, I have subsequently
learned that this was precisely the case,
although the reports at the time became so
persistent and colourful that I was finally
moved to investigate.

Reports " Too Optimistic."
. My interview with Captain Eckersley
on the subject has alieady been recorded
in POPULAR WIRELESS, his remarks to me,
in essence, refuting ,the current rumour to
the effect that the B.B.C. was preparing to
engage itself actively in the transmission
of television programmes.

He pointed out to me that the existing
systems of television were as yet in their
early stages, and that a development some-
what radical in nature would be necessary
before the general public could be interested.

Although the B.B.C. chief engineer's
remarks were non-discriminatory, I gathered
from his carefully -worded replies that his
opinion of known television systems was
not high. Perhaps that is putting it a little
strongly, but its emphasis will tend to
offset to a degree some of the ridiculously
optimistic statements which so carelessly
seem to creep into the editorials of certain
journals.

Purchasers are "Pioneers."
A little while ago, Mr. Baird very cour-

teously showed me over his laboratories at
Long Acre, for at that time I had been com-
missioned by an American wireless journal,
" Radio Broadcast," to report on television
developments in this country. Whereas the
frequent Press reports on the progress of
television are invariably highly coloured and
optimistic, I formed my opinion during the
interview that the inventor's personal
views were definitely more conservatively
balanced. He seemed prepared to admit
that the art was still in a vastly experi-
mental stage.

" Will, you, in future years," I asked Mr.
Baird, consider the amateurs who pur-
chase the television sets you are now
designing, as pioneers ? "

AND AN INTERVIEW WITH MR. BAIRD.
By LAURENCE CORBETT.

Mr. Corbett was for some time on the staff of " Radio
Broadcast," the well-known American radio journal,
and while in New York acted as the " P.W." official
correspondent. Mr. Corbett has lately returned to this
country, and one of his first duties was to interview Mr.
J. L. Baird. The following article gives a faithful

account of what took place.

" Yes," was the immediate reply.
Surely this must be construed as a definite

admission that the art is yet in its, cradle
days, for a pioneer is hardly one who steps
in and takes the reins after accomplishment
has materialised. Yet reports have it that
television is ready for the masses, and the
B.B.C. is being criticised in some quarters
as a result of its stand in the matter. -

I Witness Colour Television.
While I was in his offices Mr. Baird

promised to give me a special laboratory
demonstration. " The monochrome ap-
paratus is not set up," he informed me,

but I will give you a demonstration of
colour television."

Within a few moments we were in the
laboratory, Mr. Baird issuing orders to an

informed me that monochrome television is
six times more effective than colour tele-
vision.

Subsequently, the operator was ordered
to " put on a green hat and wear a red
scarf," etc., etc. Whereupon the change in
colour became reasonably evident on the
miniature screen. Whether the features lent
for the experiment on this occasion were of a
chimpanzee, a Hyde Park policeman, or of
Greta Garbo (with due apologies to the
latter two), I have never learned.

Doubtful "Detail."
The occasion of my visit was previous

to the recent B.B.C. demonstration, when
the system was finally turned down, and
before leaving I questioned Mr. Baird on his
future plans. His attitude was one of de-

termination, and, ac-
cording to his remarks,
I gathered that he
proposed t o'star t
transmissions despite
the fact that he held
no licence to do so.
(I understand that he
has now obtained an
experimental licence.)
The B.B.C.'s stand he
described as acutely
hostile, an opinion
that cannot be en-
dorsed by this writer.

Since my visit to
Long Acre I have
again been privileged
to witness a Baird
television demonstra-
tion, this time of the
" highly developed "
monochrome system,
and I was disap-
pointed.

Mr. Baird (right) describing one of his television instruments. The photo
was taken in his laboratory in Long Acre, London, where the interview de-

tailed in the accompanying article was given to oar correspondent.

operator in a distant part of the building.
" Transmit your head,"' he called.

The resultant image was, to say the most,
crude. It was indeed possible to see the lips
moving, and even the eyes opening and
closing, but the features were not recog-
nisable, and lacked contour. I was some-
what relieved, therefore, when, during the
course of the demonstration, Mr. Baird

Flickering was quite
apparent, and al-
though it was a simple
matter to recognise

and describe broadly the object being sent
over," it was no simple matter to recognise
features.

An engineer friend of mine, who wit-
nessed a demonstration, supports this
in the following sentence : " I spent the
whole half-hour endeavouring, to determine
whether the televised object had a mous-
tache or not, and came away still in doubt."
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ITIHIC ROCCO'S OW- Tulle PGilirOVOX
II S NOTINIIING SNORT ®i PINCH kilefealla

PC TOVOYA.
The public response to the
introduction of the Pentovox
Three, instant and significant, is
growing in volume every day.
This fine 3 -valve set is not only
new but right-a combination
that never yet failed to ensure
success. The reproduction is
perfectly smooth and even over
the whole musical range, and
selectivity is equally outstand-
ing. Wavelength ranges are 250/
500 metres, and 1;200 to 2,300
metres. There are no coils to
change, and the whole set is a
model of simplicity and effic-
iency. Nothing outside the 5.
valve class can compare with
the Pentovox Three in emality
of performance.

PRICE COMPLETE
including Royalties
and 3 special valves
tested, matched to

set.

BOWYER-LOWE CO., LTD., SPRING ROAD, LETCHWORTH
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AFEW years ago we used to hear fierce
discussions upon the question "Is
H.F. amplification worth while ? "

and many and varied were the arguments
put up by the opposing camps, one party
claiming that they could do as much with
a set of the " det. and L.F." type as
anyone else with a multi-H.F. receiver,
while their opponents swore they could get
loud -speaker results from stations that
the " det. and L.F. " merchants couldn't
even get a smell of.

Well, that particular feud seems to have
died out at last, chiefly because modern
properly stabilised H.F. stages give so much
real amplification that it is scarcely possible
to argue the point any further.
that one still occasionally meets a real
die-hard who hasn't tried a neutralised
H.F. stage, doesn't want to, and claims
that his " det. and two L.F. " combination
is a world-beater, but they are rare, and
most of us now realise that for long-distance
work a stage or two of H.F. is a great
advantage.

Chiefly, of course, it enables us to get
our stations without forcing reaction so
much, and so quality is better, fading
effects are not exaggerated, and there is
far less risk of annoying one's neighbours
by oscillating in an attempt to squeeze in
a weak signal. It is much easier, too, to
get good selectivity with the aid of a stage
of H.F. properly designed than with the
ordinary detector and L.F. receiver.

All Over Again.
It seems, however, that the whole busi-

ness is likely to start all over again with
greater bitterness than ever in connection
with short-wave receivers in the near future.
so perhaps it would be as well to try and
clarify our ideas a little before the subject
is confused by partisan argument.

Now, the position on short waves is
rather different, for the carrier waves of
even very distant stations are often quite
strong when they come in at all, so that a
set of the " det. and L.F. " variety will give
surprisingly good results. For example,
on a good aerial and a good night it is quite
frequently possible to get one of the
Americans (2 X A D, 2 X A F, 8 X K, and
Co.) just up to moderate loud -speaker
strength by tuning in very carefully and
Batting just the right reaction setting.

Evidently, then, the opponents of H.F.
are going to be in a pretty strong position,

e HF
SHORT WAVERS

* 44 1. 0 0 40 0 0 0 04 0- 0 4. 00 044 ..... .. 4-4-* *
+ A considerable amount of experimenting has recently been
+ carried out by the " P.W." Research Department in connec-

tion with the various problems concerned in short-wave
+ reception. As a result, some interesting circuits have been +
+ originated, and much data of really practical value collected. +

By G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.
*4 0 .0 01.4-4 4 4 0 0 0 0 ..... -001-0 .0 00-0- 0 *

especially when we remember that to get
H.F. amplification on the really short
waves is not very easy. They are likely
to make the best of it, too, because the
aforesaid die-hards are now mostly short-
wave enthusiasts, and you may be sure
they haven't forgotten the old arguments
in favour of the simple, cheap, and easily
built " det. and L.F. " receiver.

What they are rather apt to forget,
however, is that although this type of set
is undoubtedly capable of an excellent
performance, and is very simple and inex-
pensive, yet the fact that it possesses only
one tuning dial does not mean that it is
very easy to operate. On the contrary,
tuning is very critical, and so is the reaction
adjustment.

The Real Difficulties.
As a matter of fact, this last is the crux

of the whole matter, for on the short waves
success depends very largely on this factor.
With the set in its most sensitive state, on
the verge of self -oscillation, signals may be
quite strong, but if the reaction is slacked
back the merest trifle they may vanish
altogether. To make things more difficult
there is usually a certain amount of hand
capacity on the reaction control, and

A short-wave circuit using a screened -grid valve, developed
by the " P.W." Research Dept.

reaction adjustments usually upset the tun-
ing a little more than on the longer waves.

All this means, of course, that to operate
a short -waver one must cultivate a more
delicate touch, pick up some special tricks
to counteract hand -capacity effects, and
so on. It is really something of a special
art, and although it is not too difficult for
anyone to learn it is rather an irksome
business.

I don't want to give the impression that
operating a short -waver of the det. and
L.F. type is an impossibly difficult business,
for it is nothing of the sort, and anyone can
learn to do it. All that I wish to do is to
emphasise the fact that there is a certain
amount of difficulty in working a short-wave
set of a type which depends entirely upon
the use of critical reaction, because this is

a point which the short-wave enthusiast
is apt to forget.

He has learned the art, and is scarcely
conscious of the difficulties with which he is
contending every time he tunes in 3 L 0.
Hence, when he tells you that there is no
need for H.F. on short waves you should
bear this point in mind.

If we could only manage to get a little
real H.F. amplification working in front of
our detectors on short waves these diffi-
culties would be very greatly reduced,
because we should no longer have to use so
critical a reaction setting, and so tuning
would become less razor-edged, while
signals would no longer slisappear alto-
gether when the reaction is slacked off a
trifle.

Now, we have been investigating this
problem closely in the " P.W." Research
Department, and have reached some very

interesting preliminary conclu-
sions. We have found that it
certainly is possible to get quite
a useful amount of H.F. ampli-

 fication even on waves down to
20 metres, and the expected
benefits do undoubtedly follow.

Success.
To get such H.F. amplifica-

tion on the short waves is
certainly a difficult matter with
the ordinary three -electrode
valves, but the arrival of the
screened -grid valve, particu-
larly in its latest 2 -volt types,
opens a new and most promis-
ing field. With these valves

and some quite simple circuits we have
obtained very good results indeed, and we
hope soon to give practical details.

Our general conclusion is that for a
short -waver of the " De Luxe " type. a
stage of screened -grid H.F. amplification is
worthy of serious consideration. For the
simpler type, where first cost is a very
serious consideration, the " det. and L.F."
set seems likely to remain the standard.
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BROADCASTING HOUSE.
Some details of the great building to stand near Oxford Circus.

By THE EDITOR.

Q0 at last the B.B.C. have definitely
announced details concerning their
new home. The new Broadcasting

House, when it is built, will undoubtedly
be one of the most palatial and impressive
buildings in London, as our readers will
judge for themselves by looking at the
photograph which we publish this week.

To Cost Over 1400,000.

Broadcasting House will stand at the
corner of Portland Place and Langham
Street, near Oxford Circus, and probably
the shift will be made to the new home in
1931. The building is expected to cost at
least £400,000, probably £500,000. It
will include nine studios, four of which
will be more than twice the size of the largest
studio at present in use at 2 L 0, and that,
I believe, is at present 44 ft. by 25 ft.
There will also be a super -studio, three
storeys high, and very nearly 4,000 sq. ft.
This will have a gallery and will be able to
accommodate an audience of over 1,000
people, as well as a large orchestra.

Work has already begun on the new
building, and the site is being rapidly
cleared. There is still the formality of
having the plans passed, but it is antici-
pated that no difficulty will be encountered
with the L.C.C. in this direction.

Huge Premises.
The ground on which the new home will

be built measures about 20,000 sq. ft., and
is in the form of a peninsula facing south,
and visible from Oxford Circus. The
western front of the building will look
out on Portland Place and the eastern
will face on Langham Street. The outside
of the building will not be decorated
with much carving, etc., for which mercy,
many thanks ! London has far too many
over -decorated buildings and the simplicity
and austere dignity of the new Broadcasting
House will help to enhance the beauty
of some of London's new buildings. Pro-
bably all the building will not be occupied

by the B.B.C., for there will be some office
space available to let out and probably
some ground floor shop space will be avail-
able.

The studios and the necessary offices
for the B.B.C. will be insulated from all
external noise, so that in the studio not a
sound from the outside world will penetrate
to interfere with that sensitive gentleman,
Mr. Microphone. The studios will all be
grouped one above the other in a big central
tower of heavy brickwork, and they will

be ventilated artificially, so that open
windows will not be necessary.

Wide corridors with thick brick walls
will be the order of the day. To each of the
four large studios will be attached a suite,
which will consist of a waiting room, band
room, engineers, announcers, listening and
echo room. There will also be eight re-
hearsal rooms, six waiting -rooms, a special
suite and a dramatic effect studio. This
new building is being financed by a Syndi-
cate on terms favourable to the B.B.C.
which retains an option to purchase it if
and when this appears necessary or desirable.

Lieut.-Colonel G. Val Myer is the architect,
and already he has to his credit Portsoken
House in the Minories and Asia House in
Lime Street.

Increasing Licence Figures.

Wireless licence figures for October
indicate that a very large increase in the

number of listeners has been
recorded this year. The
total, in fact, was just over
21,000, while in the same
month of 1927 the figure
was only about 4,000. The
B.B.C. seems to think that
this increase is due to the fact
that many people of to -day
have grown so familiar with
wireless that when marrying
and making a home for them-
selves, they instal a wireless
set as a matter of course.

Broadcasting House, as it will appear when completed.

Not the Programmes !
It has been suggested, also,

by some critics that the
great improvement in pro-
grammes is responsible for
this increase in licences. But
that theory is a little difficult
to appreciate when we con-
sider the case of Mr. George
Hicks, of Sidcup, who was
fined £10 at Bromley Police
Court the other day for
assaulting a policeman, and
there also followed a fine of
40s. and costs for using bad
language. Mr. Hicks stated
that he arrived home and
put on the wireless ; that it
was so dull he went to the
pictures afterwards and had
two glasses of port. The
rest of the story you know !

* -4.-4. 4. 4----4..4.--.4,---.4.-4.-4.-4--4,---.*

A LETTER FROM
SIR JOHN REITH.

DEAR MR. EDITOR,-This is very confus-
ing. It seems only yesterday that I had
to decline a request from you for an article
in the Christmas number of POPULAR
WIRELESS. And now I have to deal with
a request for a criticism of a " Special
Christmas Number " of " Modern Wire-
less." You may not have realised the risk
you run in inviting an opinion of this kind I

In order to stop such requests I should
like to have told you that the special
Christmas number of " Modern Wireless "
is the worst production of its kind that I

have had the misfortune to encounter. I
should like to have said that there was
altogether too much " talk " in it, that its
wiring diagrams were wrong, that it was
hopelessly edited, and was bound to fail.
I might have said all these things, and more
besides, if ,I had been wise enough not to
look at your Christmas number.

Unfortunately I have looked at it and I
cannot say all these things or anything like
them ; in fact, I cannot avoid praising it.
But then, if I praise it, I might be guilty
of making an unfair distinction between
your excellent " Special Christmas Num-
ber " and perhaps equally excellent
" Special Christmas Numbers " edited by
your competitors. So there it is. I must
ask you to note the growing strength of
precedent. Yours sincerely,

(Signed) J. C, W. Rom.

TECHNICAL TIPS. I

THERE are several forms of local action
which can ruin an accumulator, but the
chief cause of this in a good class cell can

usually be traced to impurities in the electrolyte.

Owing to minute irregularities and imper-
fections in a low-tension battery, even a fully -
charged battery will in time run down When
not used to supply current externally.

If a cell has been accidentally charged in
the wrong direction so that its polarity has
become reversed this may sometimes be
corrected by a long charge in the normal
direction or by several long charges and dis-
charges in turn.
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How to Make
Loudspeakers

WE are offered a range of units working
on the reed or balanced armature
principle which are, on the whole,

more sensitive than the most expensive
moving -coil loud speakers, and, therefore,
more suited to the man who owns a small
receiver. There are, roughly, a dozen

reeds being offered for sale in England at
the present time, and the performances of
these, when incorporated, are every bit -as
good as many loud speakers costing two
or three times the price.

Naturally, when one purchases one of
the rather expensive reed units, the results
should be proportionately better, assuming
the correct type and weight of paper is
chosen for the cone diaphragm, and other
suitable arrangements made. Therefore, in
introducing. the " P.W." " Chassis " Cone
to the readers of this paper, the writer has,
no hesitation in stating that, while being
the most expensive of those yet described,
it is by no means an extravagance.

Cheap but Efficient.
Costing under £2 for parts, without

cabinet, it can very easily be assembled in
an hour or so. Compared with the usual
home-made loud speaker, the volume ob-
tainable, using an ordinary detector and
L.F. receiver. is about half as much again

No.3. THE P.W. 'CHASSIS'
MODEL

on this loud speaker (while the quality
first-class).

The bass register is, frankly, not so good
as obtained from a moving -coil loud speaker,
but bass is there, and in good proportion.
Further, the higher register appears more
brilliant than that on the average specimen
of the moving -coil type of instrument.

Referring now to constructional details,
the wood framework for mounting the unit
costs less than one shilling.

Dimensions for the diaphragm are given
in diagram form, the cone being made of
" Kraft " paper of a grade having a weight
of approximately 120 lb. per ream.

Commmcing Construction.
A good gum or liquid glue should be used

to stick the overlapping portions of the
paper, and the same adhesive employed to
attach the Suedlin segments (special fabric
which supports the periphery of the cone
diaphragm) to the cardboard ring on which
the whole suspension
ring is mounted

The writer has found
the particular suspen-
sion material used in
the construction of this
cone very suitable for
moving -coil loud
speakers, and it was
the latter which gave
him the idea of employ-
ing it to advantage on
this type of cone. Once
the paper cone is form-
ed it is simplicity itself
to attach it to the
Suedlin segments and
cardboard supporting
ring ; as the following
notes will prove.

Make the cardboard
ring to the required
dimensions and coat
one surface of it with
the gum and allow the
adhesive to get
" tacky." Now pick up
the Suedlin segments
one by one and press
them into contact with
the gummed surface,
the surplus of Suedlin

A speaker of considerable sensi-
tivity capable of results not far
short of first class moving -coil
quality. This is just the instru-
ment for the medium or small

set man.
By G. V. COLLE.

*

being towards the inside of the ring and
the outside edges flush with the outside
edge of the cardboard ring. The segments
should overlap each other for about a
quarter of an inch or less, and they should
be so arranged that they form a continuous
and even Suedlin ring inside the cardboard
ring to which they are attached.

Mounting the Unit.
When the gum has set, the paper cone

can be introduced so that one can gauge the
amount of cone which has to be gummed
on the outside surface of the diaphragm.
It can then be removed, the paper surface
near the periphery of the diaphragm treated
and again introduced into the Suedlin ring,
the latter being pressed firmly into contact
with the paper.

While the assembly is put by to allow
the gum to become hard, the reed
unit can be fitted to its supporting frame -

(Continued on next page.)

The unit is held in position by a simple wooden framework, all the details
Of which can be seen in the above photo.
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(Continued from previous page.)
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work. It will be necessary to clamp the
permanent magnet on the reed unit betteen
the long wood strip and a smaller piece of
wood fitted to the opposite side cf the
magnet, the whole being held together by a
long wood screw, or a piece of 4 or 6 B.A.
screwed spindle, .with clamping nuts each
end. (See photo.)

The Last Step.
The next and last process, other than

attaching the completed unit to the " baffle "
board, is to attach the cone diaphragm to
the fine screwed rod projecting from the
reed unit. This involves no special inge-
nuity on the part of the constructor, pro-
vided he obserVes a few small points. In
the first place a small hole should be made at
the apex of the .cone, and then the sur-
rounding paper must be pressed into a
shape corresponding to the coned washers
supplied with the unit.

The latter can be done by removing the
top coned washer, inserting the screwed
rod through the hole in the diaphragm, and
replacing -the washer and nut and then
screwing the nut up tight against the back
nut and washer. The final position of the
washer is at the extreme end of the screwed
rod, and this must be strictly observed if
rattle and buzzes are to be avoided.

Care should also be taken 'in fitting the
red felt washers under the coned washers,
as the metal should not be in actual contact

with the surface of the diaphragm. Lastly,
see that no undue stress is thrown on the
screwed rod, as the correct position for
this is a free control one assuming the nuts
and washers are removed, and not taking
into account the stress caused by the nuts
when in position.

The cardboard ring supporting the peri-
phery of the diaphragm can be attached to
the wood " baffle ' board by drawing -
pins or round -head wood screws and small
washers.

1111101111111111111.11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.,

PARTS REQUIRED.
E 1 Reed unit (Blue Spot adjustable type,

price 25s., used in the original. Quite
a number of others will work into
this design perfectly).

 3 Pieces of wood, two 41 in. x i in. x
in. thick, and one 12} in. x 2 in. x
in. thick, and one plywood board

approximately K in. thick, or less,
E.- measuring 13 in. x 131 in. with hole

cut in its centre 9# in. diameter.
Alternatively,

i Complete metal framework and ply-
wood front. (F. Squire.)

 1 Sheet of Kraft paper cut as per sketch,
E alternatively 1 stamped sheet ready

for forming into a cone.
 4 Pieces of Suedlin of suitable size (ob-

tainable at any drapers).
= 1 Cardboard ring (see text regarding

these three items), 11 in. outside
= dia. and 91 in. inside dia.

Suitable cabinets are obtainable from a
number of wireless cabinet makers and other
firms, including Lock, Carrington, Bond,
Goodman, Squire, etc. With any of these
cabinet type " baffles,, ' it is essential that

the fretted hole should be of
a diameter equal to the
inside, diameter of the card-
board ring.

Do not use a "baffle" or
cabinet which has a hole
smaller than that specified,
as this will probably cause
the reproduction to be
muffled. Again, one can
omit a " baffle " altogether,
but with a loss of the lower
frequencies. It is also pos-
sible to employ the cheaper
model Blue Spot unit, having
no adjustment, the results
being the same except that
greater care has to be exer-
cised in erecting the unit,
to avoid decentralising the
reed. Quite a number of
other units can also be used,
of course.

A metal framework which
can be used for mounting
the unit instead of the wooden
frame can be obtained from
various specialists in such
devices.

The cone is fastened to a ring of Suedlin (a kind of leather
material-kid or wash -leather is sometimes used), and this is

held to the front board by means of a cardboard ring.

INTERESTING ITEMS.

One of the best methods of
obtaining very smooth reaction
and avoiding " threshold howl "
in a short-wave set's detector
is to connect the L.T. end of

Instead of the simple wooden framework, a
metal arrangement can be used.

the grid -leak to the slider of a potentiometer
fitted across the L.T. leads.

Dirt is a great enemy to good reception,
and many apparently untraceable cases of
fading, or poor signals, may eventually be
traced to this cause.

Never allow the acid from an accumulator
to spill on any carpets, clothes, or fabrics, as it is
one of the most destructive agents known,

When an accumulator is allowed to stand
inside a wireless cabinet it is a good plan to
have a little baseboard to stand it on so that
any small leakage or accidental excess of acid
on the case is absorbed by the baseboard in-
stead of reaching the cabinet.

* * *

BAD REACTION CONTROL.
If the plate or grid leads to your detector

valve are unduly long, or run parallel to one
another, it is quite likely that smooth reaction
control will be out of the question owing to the
unwanted capacity coupling introduced.

* *

Cheap foreign batteries often have a high
internal resistance, even when new, and they
may thus give rise to " motor -boating " or to
unsatisfactory reaction control.

* *

When using a potentiometer to control a
detector valve, remember that it is quite likely
that the best position for the slider for rectifying
purposes is not always the best position for
reaction control.

The value of the resistance of the grid leak
often has an important bearing upon the
smoothness of reaction obtainable.

* * *

When reaction control is fierce, or " over-
lap" is present, the substitution of a grid leak
of a rather lower value than the one at present
in use will often overcome the trouble.

* * *

One of the most important components in
a short-wave set is the choke, and unless it is
suitable to the circuit it will be impossible to
get proper reaction control or long-distance
results.
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All " Atlas " Eliminators incorporate the Series
Anode Feed System - first used by us years ago.
All Hum from Mains, and Motor Boating obviated.

Sena for beautifully illustrated Brochure No. 32, which gives full Range
and arliculars of all  Atlas" Eliminators from the sole makers

H. CLARKE & CO. (M/cr.), LTD., " Atlas " Works, Old Trafford, Manchester.
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All Lditorial Communications to be addressed
to the Ldstor, 1OHJLAR WIRELESS,
Tains House, Tanis Street, London, E.C.4.

The Etta," will. be pleased to consider articles and
photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to
wireless work. She Editor cannot accept responsibility
for ntanuscripts and photos. Every care will be taken to
return MSS. not accepted for publication. A stamped
and addressed envelope must be sent with every article.
in inquiries concerning advertaing rates, etc., to be

addressed 'to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John
Lite. Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London E.C.4.
The constructional articles which appear from

L.,.) time to time in this fournal are the outcome of
research and experimental work carried out with
a view to improving the technique of wireless

receivers. As much of the information given in the
columns of this paper concerns the most recent develop.
meats in the radio world, some of the arrangements and
specialities described may be the subject of Letters
Patent, and the amateur and the trader would be well
advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the
patents before doing so.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.
WHAT IS A C.A.T.?

C. S. T. (Hamilton, N.B.).-" I am told
that I ought to put a ' C. A. T. condenser
in the aerial, but as I have not the fEtintest
idea what a C. A. T. condenser is I should be
glad if you would tell me what kind of a thing
it is and why it is sb called,"

A C.A.T. condenser is merely a small condenser of
approximately .0001 nifd. capacity which is placed
in series with the aerial in order to give a constant
timing effect. It has been found ,that the effect of
connecting such a condenser in series with an aerial

primary coil is largely to overcome the difficulties
which arise owing to the discrepancies in aerial
tuning with different aerials. With a " constant
aerial tuning " (C.A.T.) condenser connected to the
aerial, the tuning -condenser readings will tend to
resemble strongly those of other receivers fitted
with a " C.A.T." condenser, even although the set is
connected to aerials the lengths of which differ.

USING SEPARATE H.T. TAPPINGS.
R. R. E. (Old Trafford).-" What is the

advantage of having a lot of _different H.T.
plus terminals ? In my last set I only had two
and it was perfectly satisfactory, abut in the
new one which I am thinking of building there
are no less than four. Are they really neces-
sary ? " - f

The idea of having a large number of H.T. plus
tappings on any set enables each particular valve to
have exactly that high-tension voltage which it

requires. For very selective, and high -quality
reception it is frequently necessary to adjust the
high-tension positive and the grid -bias potentials
very accurately in order to obtain the maximum
results, and it is impossible to do this for separate
valves unless each has a separate high-tension supply.

It is for this reason that the H.T. positive terminal
is duplicated or triplicated on many sets, and we
think that in general you will find that it is a refine-
ment that is well worth while in practice.

Care of L.T. Battery.
W. H. E. F. (Longeaton, Notts).-" When I

first took up wireless we used to be told that
it was absolutely fatal to short a low-tension
battery, and great care was taken to prevent
this. But recently I have noticed a tendency
among any friends to think that accidental
shorting of a battery will not do it any harm
at all, and I have, indeed, heard this stated'
as a fact. What really happens when this
occurs, and what is the damage done to the
battery, if any ? ".

Sudden over -discharging is likely to lead to a
good many accumulator troubles, though certain
modern accumulators are far more " hardy than
their predecessors. Amongst other things, shorting
often gives rise to the buckling of a plate and to the
loosening or shedding of the active material in the
plates. (This latter is due to excessive sulphation,
which is accompanied by a certain amount of expan-
sion of the active material in the plates, anti if this
expansion is greater than the containing grid can
cope with, when the sulphate is reduced by the next
charge on the accumulator a certain unavoidable
loosening and shedding takes place.)

The over -discharge due to a dead short-circuit or
to a short through quite a low resistance is likely
to give rise to buckling of the plates and frequent
over -discharge may quite easily cause a reversal
of the polarity of the plates in one or more of the
cells, espeeially if they are partially discharged to
begin with.

A SIGN OF SULPHATION.
" DEALER " (London, N.W.).-" What is

likely to be the trouble in a L.T. battery
which when placed on charge shows a very
quick and unusual rise of voltage ? "

(Continued on page 798.)

Dorit, let your batteries
disappoint you/
Keep your batteries well charged with an Ediswan
L.T. Charger and lengthen their lives. You know
that your accumulators will always be properly
charged according to the instructions given.
The Ediswan L.T. Charger will charge two, four
or six -volt accumulators at 2 amps. from A.C. Mains.

Price £2 - -17 - 6 complete

ED SWAN
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD., 123/5, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, EC4

MANUFACTURERS OF THE WORLD'S FIRST RADIO VALVE
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BUY

96. e.
ELECTRICAL
XMAS GIFTS

means
EXTRA QUALITY

WITHOUT
EXTRA COST

"TENACIOUS COATING"

These Four Points,
are worth having'
'AT NO EXTRA COST,
I. Altogether purer tone.
2. A more abundant volume with

distortion eliminated.
3. Background noises" will have

ceased.

4, Foreign stations will be 'more
easily tuned in and seem per-.
ceptibly nearer.

MADE IN ENGLAND
Sold by all Wireless Dealers.

OSRAM VALVES are the valves with "Tenacious Coating," the secret
of purity and maximum power throughout an abnormally long life.
L. \%.%M.V1
444. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.0 2;
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 796.)

Frequently this is due to over-sulphation which,
by its retarding action, has the effect of concentrating
the acid strength over the active area, and so giving
a misleading indication of the condition of the
whole electrolyte.

A SHORT-WAVE SNAG.
W. W. V. (Bradford, Yorks).-" The only

snag is this howl which at times nearly drives
me balmy. I am told that the best way of
curing it is to fit a potentiometer, and as I
have one on hand from my first set, where .it
was used for the H.F., I should like to know
whether I can use this for the short-wave set,
and if so what are the connections ? "

Such a potentiometer as you have is quite suitable
for the purpose, and it is very easily fitted in the
following method . One of the terminals on the poten-
tiometer which is connected to the end of its winding
should be joined to one of the leads on the set which
goes to L.T. negative. The other terminal which is
pined to the opposite end of the winding of the
potentiometer is connected to one of the wires which
goes direct to L.T. positive terminal.

This leaves you with one other terminal on the
potentiometer, which is internally connected to the
slider. Before connecting this you must examine
well the winding of your grid leak.

You will notice that one end of it is connected to
the grid socket on the valve holder and also to the
grid condenser. This end of the grid leak is not
interfered with and remains connected to the two
points named above. The other end of the grid leak,
however, is disconnected from its present wiring
and a lead is taken from this other end to the terminal
on the potentiometer which has been left vacant
(i.e. the terminal which is connected to the slider of
the potentiometer).

This completes the new wiring, and it should be
noticed that in all short-wave sets the spacing and
length of wiring is important so that considerable
care should be taken before the actual position of
this component is decided upon. Place it as near as
possible to Its former position so that the leads are
short and direct ones, and do not interfere or run too
close to any existing high -frequency leads.

In order to cure the threshold howl do not forget
that not only is the exact position of the potentio-
meter setting important, but if any difficulty is ex-
perienced in controlling the howl, or if there appears
to be a tendency for the signal strength to drop,
owing to the potentiometer setting, the whole of
the other adjustments of L.T. resistance, H.T.
voltage, etc., should be varied in conjunction with

illi111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!:

" P.W." TECHNICAL
QUERY DEPARTMENT

Is Your Set " Going Good"?
E Perhaps some mysterious noise has

appeared, and is spoiling your radio
reception Y-Or ono of the batteries
seems to run down much faster than
formerly 1-Or you want a Moo Print 7
Whatever your radio problem may be,
remember that the Technical Query
Department is thoroughly equipped
to assist our readers, and offers an
unrivalled service.
Full details, including a revised scale of
charges, can be obtained direct from
the Technical Query Dept., " Popular
Wireless," The Fleetway House, 'earring.
don Street, London, E.C.4.
A postcard will do : On receipt of this
an Application Form will be sent to you
free and post free immediately. This
application will place you under no
obligation whatever, but having the
form you will know exactly what
information we require to have before
us in order to solve your problems.

Fill111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!11111113

the potentiometer. A little careful adjustment and
readjustment will soon determine the best position
for the setting of the potentiometer, but do not
forget that threshold howl is caused by a great many
different causes, and it is quite possible that in your
case the potentiometer alone will not effect a cure.

Probably it will do so, but if not, try the alteration
of grid -leak value, or if this fails try substituting one
L.F. transformer for another if you have a second
one on hand. Small output chokes in the telephone
leads are also very useful for preventing this, as is
also a bypass condenser across the 'phones, or from
R.T. negative to the telephone terminal farthest
from H.T.

Threshold howl is a very difficult fault to get rid
of, but if you watch " P.W." closely you will find
that cures for this are constantly being found by
readers, or are recommended in the articles dealing
with short-wave sets.

CURE FOR MOTOR -BOATING.
N. P. S. (Walthamstow).-" To cure the

motor -boating I am told that I should use a
3,000 ohms resistance and a large fixed
condenser connected in series together. As
I have these parts on hand I should like to
try it, but I am not sure how they should be
connected in the 1st L.F. valve's lead. Can
you give me the connections Y "

One end of the resistance is joined to the lead from
H.T. positive. The junction between the resistance
and the large fixed condenser then goes to the
point to which the H.T. positive was formerly
connected. The final connection is from the remain-
ing side of the fixed condenser, which is taken to
H.T. negative, or to any one of the leads connected
thereto.

TROUBLE WITH OSCILLATION ON SHORT
WAVES.

D. R. W. (Reading).-" The set will not
oscillate on the very low waves, unless I take
the aerial coil out or remove the aerial lead
from it. What is the cause of this and how
can it be overcome Y "

Your aerial is coupled too tightly to the grid
coil and, consequently, too much of the energy in
the grid circuit is being drawn off by the aerial and
radiated, thus preventing the set from reaching
oscillation point. You can either use a smaller coil
in the aerial circuit, or else tap the present coil by
means of a " crocodile " clip.

This is very easily arranged, for all that is necessary
Is for you to take the permanent lead from the aerial

(Continued on page 800.)

The Polar 5 -Valve Portable Receiver is entirely
self-contained, and can be carried from room to
room with ease. Change -over switch for long or
short waves. Inbuilt ClariCone Loud Speaker. In
oak or mahogany, or leather -fabric covered. Com-
plete with valves and batteries 4.23 . 10S.(royalty paid) ..

Now we shall have
a Merry Christmas !

WHAT a happy thought ! A Polar 5 -Valve Portable will
make Christmas this year jollier than ever.

No longer need radio be confined to a single room, for you can
pick up the Polar Portable and carry it where you wish
from dining -room to drawing -room, from drawing -room to
nursery, as need arises. Its reproduction is delightfully mellow,
and even the inexperienced can be sure of tuning in a number
of British and foreign stations.

Get a Polar Portable in Time for Christmas. Your dealer
can supply it if you order now.

ti
The

POLAR"
5 -Valve

PORTABLE
Obtainable through

all dealers.

Manufacturers : WINGROVE & ROGERS LTD., 188-189, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2
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BATTERIES
SCORE AGAIN!

r72±iteuczzi
FOR

CHRISTMAS
What an ideal Christmas
gift an Exide DTG Bat-
tery would be for your
friends. They need never
be without wireless as
long as they use the Exide
DTG alternately with
their existing battery. It
would come at Christmas
time when to be without
the wireless would be a
calamity indeed.

The new Exide DTG series of Low Tension
Batteries provide yet a further example of
Exide leadership. In those little details
which make perfection they are supreme.
Note the smoothly moulded lid with the
terminal pillars actually moulded in so that
they cannot work loose and let the acid creep
past. Note also the non - interchangeable
terminals, differently coloured and differently
shaped, thus leaving no doubt which is the
positive and which the negative even in the
dark.
These developments, together with their al-
ready well-known reliability and great economy,
will make Exide DTG Batteries the first

choice of all discriminating users of wireless.

THE LONG LIFE
BATTERY

Type DTG DFG DVIG I DM.
Capacity in amp.

hours - - - 20 45 70 100

Price, per a volt.
cell - - - -

4/6 8/6 11,'-

-
14,'6

Price with Metal
Carrier - - -

5/. 9/- -
Obtainable from Exide Service Agents and all

reputable:dealers.

EXIDE BATTERIES, CLIFTON JUNCTION, NR. MANCHESTER
London Sales and Service Depot :-215-229, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2.
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All Manufacturers'
WIRELESS GOODS

advertised in

" POPULAR WIRELESS
can be obtained

BY POST from YOUNG'S
C.O.D

91

Send us a note of your require-
.' meilas and goods will be dispatched

per return of post.-You pay the postman.-
Extra Chow.

1929 COSSOR MELODY MAKER
Complete Kit with 3 Cossor
Valves in Sealed Cartons 17 15.0
Any part sold separately.
COMPONENTS NECESSARY
FOR THE 1929 COSSOR KIT
Push -Pull Switch V-, 2 Var. Condensers 7/,

2 Slow Motion Dials 7/-, x 000r Reaction
Condenser 5, 6, 16 -ohm Rheostat 2!-, a H.F.
Choke 5/-, 5 Valveholders 4/-, 3 T.C.C. Con-
densers 8!-, x Grid Leak 3 meg. Igranic
Transformer I41-, Wire, Terminals, etc., 3,-.

Young's Special Price, 12 - 17 - 6
EXTRAS REQUIRED

x S.G. Valve lx.2.6, R.C. Valve Ic46, I
Power Valve x216, B.B.C. Coils 916, x Ac-
cumulator 13'6, I ao8-volt Sure-a-Lite H.T.
Battery 14/3; I 9 -volt Grid Battery x,6.

MULLARD MASTER 3
* STAR *

Components as specified by Mullard :-3 Lotus
Valveholders 319, Colvern Combined Wave
Coil 1716, Permacore Transformer 25/-,
Climax L.F.A. Transformer 251-, Climax H.P.
Choke 7'6, Benjamin Battery Switch 1/3,
-0005 Ormond Log Condenser 6/-, -00035 5/9,

Slow Motion Dials xo/-, Mullard -0003 and
2 Meg 5/-, Panel Brackets 6d. Mullard ',Dow

Fixed 2/6.

Young's Special Price, 1 5 - 9 - 9

MULLARD VALVES for the above
H.F. 10;61 P.M., L.F., 10/6

P.M.2., Power, 1216

Q Coils: Finston 17 6, Lewcos 211-,
Colvern all -wave 17/6.

CABINETS FREE with above KITS
Write us lor quotations.

66 -VOLT H.T. BATTERIES, 3/11
Postage 11- extra.

YOUNG'S
Note Our Only Addresses:

40 & 41 STOCKWELL ST.
GLASGOW

Telephon 1e, Re t2410
Telegrams, ". ER ' GLASGOW

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 798.)

terminal to the aerial coil 'holder away, and in its
place fit to the aerial terminal a flexible lead with a
crocodile clip at the end of it. This clip can then
either be affixed to the soldering tag on .the coil
holder (thus restoring the previous connection, for
long -wave work) or, when used on the short waves,
this clip tan he put on any portion of the bare wire
of the aerial coil.

In this way 3 -On can, in effect, make the aerial
coil of one turn, two' turns, or whatever you may
desire, thus giving very loose coupling and over-
coming your trouble. If you find any difficulty in
fitting the clip, or find for any reason that this is not
easy to do, try moving the aerial coil further away
from the grid coil holder, which, in conjunction with
an aerial coil of fewer turns, should do the trick.

WHICH VALVE SHALL I USE ?
T. F. R. Kent).-" I am going

to buy a detector valve for use in a short-
wave set-DA., 2 L.F.-transformer coupled
with Reinartz reaction. Would it be an
advantage to use a very high impedance valve
for detector, or should I get a general purpose
type 1 ".
. For your purpose we recommend a valve having
an amplification factor of about 20 and an impedance
of 20,000 or so. Very high impedance valves often
give good results, but generally speaking the valve
in such a set is not unduly critical. The general
purpose type will do, but we recommend one of the
types known as " H.E. valves," with impedance, and
amplification factor of approximately the figures
given above.

THE POSITION OF THE FILAMENT SWITCH.
' A. W. C. (Crewkerne, Som.).-" If it is

possible I should like to disconnect the H.T.
battetky as well as the L.T. when the filament
switch is in the " off " position. If this can
be done will you please tell me what the
connections are ? "

With the ordinary on -off switch you can only
break one lead, though if desired the switch can
be placed in such a position that L.T. and H.T.
negative leads are only joined together when the
filament switch is " on." This, however, is no
protection to the valve because it means that H.T.
negative, instead of being joined to L.T. negative
direct, is joined to the valves themselves, and thus
it Is always in the potential " danger position." lf,
however, H.T. and L.T:negative terminals are joined
together and led to the switch, with the object of
cutting off both from the filaments when the set is
switched off, the danger remains so long as the L.T.
battery is connected up, for through this the H.T.
negative will be connected to the other side of the
filament, which is the very thing it is desired to avoid.

The best way to break both the leads when using
only one switch is to use a double -pole double -throw
switch or its equivalent, one section carrying the
lead from -H.T. negative terminal and the other arm
or section taking the lead from L.T. negative. The two
corresponding contacts can then be joined together
so that when " on " the H.T. and L.T. negatives are
joined together and to the filament: But when in
the " off " position the connections will be : arms on
the switch joined together and to filament and thus
to L.T. positive, L.T. negative to the stud making
contact with one arm of the switch, H.T. negative
to the stud making contact with the other arm of the
switch. This arrangement will afford complete
protection.

H.F.C. AND R.F.C.
"H. F. C. and II. F. C." (Gloucester).-"What

is the difference between an H.F. choke
(H.F.C.) and an R.F. choke (R.F.C.) ? "

There is no difference, " radio -frequency " being the
American name for high -frequency.

WHEN THE EARTH WIRE MAKES NO
DIFFERENCE.

V. B. (Hampshire).-" Ever since I have
had the H.T. eliminator in use I have been
puzzled about one thing, and that is the earth.
Formerly the earth wire used to make a great
deal of difference to the set, and removing it
would cause half the stations to fall off.

" Now I find that even on distant stations
the earth appears to make no difference at all,
and as the aerial -earth system has not been
altered I am very puzzled to account for this.
Has it anything to do with the fact that
whereas I used to have the earth lead corning

in to the earth terminal of the set I now have
it coming in to one earth terminal of the
eliminator ? "

Probably it la the change -over to the use of a mains
unit that accounts for your different results with the
earth lead. Previously; if you removed the earth
lead there was no way for the aerial current to pass
to earth except through the batteries, and any stray
capacities connected to the filament. As this stray -
capacity would be slight, the effect of removing
the earth lead would be very noticeable.

Now that you have a mains unit connected to the
set the filaments are joined to the negative lead of the
mains, and this is probably earthed, so that you have
a very good earth at this point. Consequently, the
effect of connecting or disconnecting the extra earth
lead, which is connected to the elelminator, would
be negligible (although in many instances the mains
might be differently connected, and that is why the
mains unit is fitted with the earthing terminal).

THE " VARIACTOR HALE."
A. C. (Letchworth, Herts.).-" I have just

seen in your letters from readers that one from
Woodhall of Wolverhampton, in which he

says ho combined the Variactor and the Hale,
getting 32 stations on the speaker.

" I am especially interested in the volume
obtained from 2 valves and crystal, and
should like to know what are the actual circuit
connections."

The circuit sent to the Editor in the letter from
Mr. Woodhall, which was published in " P.W," No.
337 (Nov. 17th issue), is reproduced herewith :

It will be seen that the second stage is a con-
ventional L.F. amplifier, but the first valve has a
variometer in the plate circuit on the lines of the
" Variactor," whilst its grid circuit incorporates the
" Hale " method of L.F. transformer connections.

A LEAD-IN QUESTION.
" NEWCOMER " (Stanstead Essex).-" Is it

really an advantage to leave the set placed
close to the lead-in ? "

Yes, it is decidedly advantageous in nearly all
cases to have the shortest possible lead-in, so the
answer to yo'ur question is in the affirmative.

THE REQUIRED RESISTANCE.
S. M. (Bath).-" Can you tell me if No. 40

Eureka resistance wire will carry -1 of an
ampere, and if so, about how many ohms
resistance will a yard of this wire have ? "

No. 40 S.W.G. Eureka resistance wire will easily
carry 1 ampere, and the resistance of this wire per
yard is about 37.184 ohms.

THE USE OF A COUPLING CONDENSER.
A. S. A. (Hatton Garden, London, E.C.).-

" I have become very interested in the use of
resistance -capacity coupling instead of trans-
former coupling, but I am very puzzled as to
the use of the coupling condenser. Does this
act like a transformer and transfer the energy
from the first valve to the succeeding valve 1 "

The coupling condenser can hardly be said to act
In the same way as a transformer, for the latter often
gives a very useful step-up in voltage, whilst the
coupling condenser would invariably be better out
of the way if we could do without It. The reason

- that It cannot be dispensed with is that resistance -
capacity coupling, unlike transformer coupling
requires a direct connection between the plate of
the preceding valve and the grid of the succeeding
valve.

Actually a direct connection cannot be used,
because if it were made the full H.T. positive would
be on the grid of the valve as well as on the plate
of the preceding valve. The fixed condenaer, how-
ever, possesses the property of insulating the grid

(Continued on page 802.)
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NOTE THESETHESE POINTS
20-25 stations on the loud speaker, at

good volume.

Three valves-including screened grid
and pentode-giving results equal to a

five -valve receiver.

Easy operation-only two dials.
Exceptional selectivity.

Faultless reproduction.

Ranges of 210-550 and 560-2,100
metres. No coils or H.F. transformers

to change.

AA STRONG statement-adequate-
ly supported by the Screened

Ethophone's performance
by its unique design, its excellent
workmanship, and by the
BURNDEPT reputation. With
no other 3 -valve receiver can you
get 5 -valve results-and at such a
low price. Hear this Screened
Ethophone at your local radio
dealer's TO -DAY.

THE SCREENED ETHOPHONE
PRICE, including valves and
royalty, EU : 7 : 0 Cash, or £1
down and twelve monthly pay-

ments of 19s. 10d. each.

BURNDEPT
Wireless - (1928) - Limited
BLACKHEATH, LONDON, S.E.3
Showrooms: 15 Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.2

A.J.W.
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ASECURE foundation is
the first essential of a
strong building. Simi-

larly, the panel is the first
essential of a good Set.
Even the best components
will give poor results if they
are mounted on an inferior
panel. Before you choose
the panel for your next Set,
send for this helpful free
book, " The Panel makes all
the difference." It tells, in
interesting language and by
graphic pictures, the essen-
tials of a good panel, why
panels vary and how to make
sure of your panel. Send the
coupon For this book NOW,
and learn all about Resiston,the Panel beautiful, the
Panel Perfect-the Panel for
dour Set.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued front page 800.)

from direct current, and at the same time acting as a
conductor for the L.F. impulses which it is desired
to hand to the second valve.

THE "EMPIRE " TWO.
In the wiring diagram of the " Empire "

Two (page 708, " P.W." December 8th issue),
one of the wires was marked " See Text."
The object of markin,, this wire (it is the one
that joins the fixed' plates of the tuning
condenser to the grid condenser and grid coil -
holder) was to indicate where the tuning
condenser's capacity can be reduced for short-
wave work.

On ordinary wave -lengths there are several
degrees upon the dial "covered" by any parti-
cular station, but if you use a set of short-wave
coils and try for short-wave stations you will
find all this is altered. On the short -waves the
tiniest touch of the condenser is all that is
necessary and the programmes of half a dozen
different stations might be concealed behind a
ten degree space on the dial !

Consequently very slow motion of the con-
denser is necessary, and it is for this reason
that an (extra) .0005 fixed condenser can be

t_411111111111111111111!1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IM
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MODERN WIRELESS
CHRISTMAS NUMBER.

-E. Now on Sale, Price 116.
From the Managing Director, of Lissen Ltd. 1-

E- Dear Mr. Editor,
I think this year's Christmas Number of E

"Modern Wireless" forms an excellent
74 Christmas box in itself to anybody inter-
= cited in radio. It is the most interesting

Christmas Number of " Modern Wireless"
= that has yet been put out. You give your E

readers everything-receivers to build, and
= full instructions how to set about it : you
= review the development of broadcasting ;
=. you survey the past and look into the future ; E
= you take up some of the themes that have E.

been discussed by broadcast debates; you E
take us to the desert and impress us first
by vivid pictures of its expansiveness and
loneliness. and show us afterwards how its
eternal stretches have become less forbid-

- ding since radio came.
E The industry which has gone to create this
E year's Christmas Number of " Modern E

Wireless" must have been amazing. The
result is a diversity of subiects which pro- E

= vides fare for the most varied of tastes. It E
= is really a most interesting issue, and I E-E congratulate you !

Yours sincerely,
T. N. COLE.

connected to the lead at the point marked X on
the diagram. Its effect is to make the tuning
condenser much smaller, so that the movement
of the dial will not give such a disconcertingly
sharp alteration in the tuning as would be the
case if the tuning condenser's capacity were
.0005 mfd. By adding a .0005 fixed condenser
in this way, the one tuning condenser is per-
fectly efficient for both the long and medium
wave -lengths, and also for the short waves.

Changing Capacity As Required.
Any good make .0005 mfd. fixed condenser

can be affixed to the baseboard (at the point
marked X in the diagram), if the set is to be
used for short-wave reception. Some means of
cutting it out of circuit quickly is desirable,
so that when ordinary wave -lengths are being
received the tuning condenser's capacity is
restored to .0005 mfd.

One good method of doing this is to fit a
3 -in. length of flex with two crocodile clips,
the joining of these to opposite terminals of
the fixed condenser being all that is necessary to
restore the effective tuning capacity from
.00025 to the original .0005 mfd.

FOR COMPLETE
SATISFACTION!

INSIST ON

" ISO " DIALS
"BABY

3 -inch

2/6
"STANDARD'

4 -inch

2/9

(2 Movements)

11

513
2 Movements)

"ISO" DIALS CANNOT BE
EXCELLED FOR CHEAP-
NESS AND QUALITY.

HAW & CO., LTD.,
20, Cheapside, London, E.C.2

Sole Distributors for " Iso "
Products, Units, Cone Loud-
speakers, Condensers, Pick -up
and many wire less novelties.
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EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

Choose and get
the world's

programmes
this Xmas

111.r

GE CoPHONE
WORLD *ME sc.R.T-4

50 STATIONS
READ THIS REMARKABLE TESTIMONIAL,

received. by a GECoPlIONE dealer, from

Capt. Bentinck Budd, WORTHING.
October 7171

With reference to the G.E.C. four -valve set I had front
you last week, which I' have now thoroughly tested,
I would like you to know that, in my opinion, it is by
far the best wireless set on the market at the present
time. I have tried out many of them, as you know,
since. broadcasting first started. For tone, power and
easiness to handle, there is nothing like it. I herewith
enclose a list of Stations I can vouch for, but many
more Stations have been tuned in, but I have been
unable to understand the call sign, such as Stamboul,
Turkey, for instance. Leningrad and Dublin I
received with remarkable strength and tone.

(Signed) H. H. BENTINCK BUDD.

1.1.1"'

PRICE including ROYALTY
and 'pedal °SRAM VALVES

£23:10:0
MADE IN ENGLAND.

Sold by all Wireless Dealers.
WRIT- Brochure B.C. 4766 for infor-

motion regarding all the season's
"GECOPHONE" Radio Receivers and Gramophone
Reproducers, Loud Speakers. etc. SENT POST
FRI.6 on request.

s., Ltd., Magnet house. Kingsway, London, W.C.2

TERMINAL OF SET

HOW TO
CUT OUT

THAT LOCAL
STATION-

To cut out interference from your local station
instal a LEWCOS Wavetrap. You can fit it to
your receiver in a moment and stop the unwanted
prograritiTie'-the results will merit the cost.
Recommended by " Popular Wireless." Full par-
ticulars with each wavetrap. Obtainable through
all dealers. 'Write now for leaflet with diagrams.

FIT THE

WA VETRAP "GI)

THE
LEWCOS STANDARD
LOADING COIL
The LEWCOS Standard
Loading Coil can be pur-
chased through all Radio
Dealers. Suitable for use in
all circuits in " Popular Wire-
less" where standard loading
coil is specified.

Price 7i6 Retail.

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE
COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED,
Church Road, Leyton, London, E.14.

Trade Counter and Cable Sales :
7 Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane,

LONDON, E.C.I.
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106 VICTORIA ST,SW. 1
(One 'Minute from Victoria Slation)
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THE CHALLENGE
TO THE B.B.C.

tBy A. A. CAMPBELL SWINTON, F.R.S.

I AM asked by the Editor of " Modern
J. Wireless " to write a few words of

criticism on his rema'r'kably instructive
special Christmas number, and I think I
cannot do better than give some of my views
upon what is mentioned therein as the
Challenge to the B.B.C. Those who know
me will understand that I should be the
last upholder of what I understand the
" Sunday Dispatch," in one part of its
columns, calls a calculated experiment in
state socialism, for personally I am indi-
vidualistic to the core, and all forms of so-
called socialism are to me anathema and
proper things to be fought to the last gasp.
At the same time, my opinion is that what
the " Sunday Dispatch " says in this
respect is pure nonsense, while I entirely
agfee with the further excerpt given from
the same paper that we have, in the B.B.C.,
a system which has proved itself under men
of high ability.

It is, of course, an entirely impossible
task to satisfy all tastes.

No doubt, too, we shall' have eventually
a real choice of two programmes which can
be easily and simply separated, which is
not the case when you live, As I do, within
a very short distance of the London B.B.C.
sending station.

Anyway, I am sure that the present
system of all broadcasting in this country
being under a single control is much the
best, and that the suggestions of inducing
r2iiiiinillallndiffladdlinlialnidniddld111111111111111111adda

Another " M.W."
Appreciation.

Senatore Marconi writes : -
" Thank you for the Christmas

Number of Modern Wireless.'
"I have had no time to do

more than just glance at it, but
it appears to be both an attrac-
tive and informative issue."

rim111111111111111111111111I1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111116

competition from neighbouring foreign
states is most unwise. Furthermore, I do
not believe that in practice it will ever be
allowed, as the law, if not sufficiently wide
to catch all offenders, can easily be effec-
tively strengthened without going to the
absurdities of the last Post Office Wireless
Telegraph Bill, which was simply laughed
out of existence by the absurdity of its
diction ; while again, those who infringe
the law of this country, even from foreign
territories, will find that the arm of the
British law is very long and eventually
very BUM

Meanwhile, I am clear that the B.B.C.
are right to concentrate on work that the
present state of wireless telegraphy renders
certain of successful results such as are
worth reception, and to leave alone others
which for the present are only interesting
to speculators on the Stock Exchange, and
I trust that in, this view they will continue
to have the support of the Post Office and
of the Government,

Finished in black or beauti-
fully grained mahogany.

neat-
accurate and
inexpensive

Watch for Brownie's latest triumph in
artistic moulded Bakelite-" The Dominion
Vernier Dial." Special non back lash slow
motion drive gives very accurate tuning.
while the action will fit any condenser and
the new design of the dial will enhance the
appearance of every set. See this latest
Brownie production at your nearest Radio
dealer.

Ol
RE ALENS 1E rN

" DOMINION " VERNIER DIAL
The BROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (G.B.) Ltd.
MORNINGTON CRESCENT LONDON N.W.1

r 1s7eo, PANELS
7 X 6,1/3
8x 6,1/4
Ox 8,211
Ox 9,2/4
2 x 10.3/.
4 x 12,4/-
4x 7,2/7
6x 8,3/2
8x 7,3/2

Post Free
Money bad,

9 x 6, 1,7
11 X 8,2/3
12x 8,2/6
12x 9,2/1'
14x 10 3,5
16x 9.3,6
21 x 7.3/7
24x 1. 4/-
P, in. thick
Thoroughly

Recommended to
Guarantee the Cosso. "Meted

Megger Test Inanity Maker' 121" x T Panel. 3. 71
Panels cut to any else. Con, write, or 'Phone
Clerkenweli 7853 for Quotations. Samples and prices
post free to Trade. BRITISH AND BEST
CROXSONIA CO. (Dept. Phi... um cit. Soo ...T., s.,
Agents:-John henry Smith 139. atuaby Rd.. Bun
L. Ii Fielyar, 82, Chamberlin Rd.. Norwich. A.
stredwick & do., 27, The Mkt Chatham. Bornron

& Co. 73, Stafford St B'hain

SOMETHING NEW ! !
"Uncle Tom's" EXPONENTIAL HORN.
Tried against the BEST on the Market and

proved vastly SUPERIOR to them ALL.
Moving Coil and Cone Speakers beaten every time.
Prices front £2.12 6 to £6., Including unit.

Pailiculars Free.
" Uncle Tom." PAYNE & HORNSBY, LTD..

Gallowgate, Newcastle -on -Tyne.
And at Dublin, Sunderland. North Shields.

YOU WANT BARGAINS. WE HAY' thrta.

EVERYTHING
for WIRELESS

ON EASY TERMS
ALSO

WONDERFUL CASH BARGAINS
Nothing too small. Nothing too large.

Write ior list and particulars.

ANOTHER BARGAIN OFFER
Osram Music Magnet complete with all
Batteries, Vaive, and Amplion A.C..t Speaker

23/6 down and 11 monthly nayments.
Send si your requirements,

T. A. HARRIS, Reliable. Rad:a Supplies.
St. John's Church Road, Hackney, E.9.

Provident Cheques Taken.
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TUNING
More programmes than ever on
the air this Christmas-a greater
need for highly accurate tuning.
To get the stations of your choice
you need components that are
designed and constructed by
specialists-you need IGRANIC

components.

Here are two instruments, soundly made and deli-
cately adjusted, that will assure you the fine tuning
needed for good reception.

IGRANIC LOKVANE Variable Condenser-the new
condenser with improvements that ensure perfect
electrical connection and prevent "slip."
.0003 mfd., price 9/6 .0005 mfd., price 1016

INDIGRAPH
Vernier Knob and
Dial, an extremely
handsome slow-
motion dial. It
gives smooth, even
adjustment free
from " backlash,"
and cannot get out
of order. Reduc-
tion ratio approxi-

mately 8 : 1.
Price 6 --

Have you read " Radio-how it works and how to get
the best from it ? " Price 6d. Send this coupon with
your name and address and get YOUR copy FREE.

147
(Itia.rVideriaSt

ICIRAN/C
A.ELECTRIC Co.,Ltd.

Works BEDFORD

Short Wave tans
or Broadcast listeners-
these are your phones

3 Resistances
(120, 2,000 & 4,000

ohms.)

1 Price

12/6
FO R their sensitivity most DX

workers use Ericsson Supersensi-
tive-for their wonderful response

to all tonal frequencies the B.B.C. use
them in their studios to test the quality
of transmission.

They consist of two aluminium cased
double -pole watch pattern receivers
with a double " Duralumin" headband,
with 6 feet 2 -way best quality flexible
cord. All terminals enclosed (to prevent
short circuits).
Their wonderful sensitivity to weakest
signals is really astonishing.
Adopted in 1909 as standard by the
Admiralty and the R.A.F. in 1917.

At all good dealers or direct:

ERICSSON TELEPHONES, Ltd.
67/73, Kingsway, London, W.C.

SUPERSENSITIVE
TELEPHONES
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\Lou inustlave
Faultless

Reproduction
V:or

Parties

"PYE"
RANSF'ORMERS

Make perfect reproduction certain this
Christmas by insisting upon Pye L.F.
Transformers. This form of intervalve
coupling is by far the most popular.
Compact, efficient in action, and robust.
Entire absence of noise and crackling.
Tested by actual measurement of ampli-
fication, and guaranteed. Terminals
and soldering tags provided.

Ratio 2.5 I
Ratio. 4 :
Ratio 6 : I

- 17/6
- 17/6
- 20/.

MAKERS OF
FINE RADIO

OBTAINABLE
FROM

PYE AGENTS
EVERYWHERE,

PYE,CAMBRIDGE

USEFUL RULESRULES OF

o
THUMB.

QUITE apart from formulae, which are
rather forbidding to the non -mathe-
matical, there .are certain rules of

thumb of the simplest kind, which are often
exceedingly useful in wireless work. Take
coil making, for example. If you wish to
construct a coil to tune to a maximum of,
say, 500 metres with a -0005-mfd. condenser
in parallel, you could work out either by
using a complicated formula or by employ-
ing a special slide rule, just the amount of
turns required.

That, however, is a comparatively long
business, and there is a rule of thumb which
provides a convenient short cut. If coils
are wound solenoid fashion, as they usually
are to -day, you will fmd that with a 3 -in.
former every turn corresponds to roughly
10 metres on the medium waves. Thus
fifty turns would be approximately right.

The wave -length of the eoil will, of course,
depend upon the thickness of the wire used,
the closeness together of the turns, and the
actual maximum capacity of the variable
condenser, for not all -0005-mfd. con-

u 66111166MMialarnimaiMinalMniMmaalmimil.

FAMOUS SCIENTIST'S N.

TRIBUTE.
This is what Dr. J. A. Fleming,

F.R.S., inventor of the thermionic
valve; says regarding the Special
Xmas Number of " Modern
Wireless " now on sale every-
where, price 1/6 :

"it is a splendid and compre-
hensive series of articles, and should

- interest a large circle of readers, and
gives a large a,,,ount of novel in-

- formation."
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densers actually reach this figure when
the moving plates are fully meshed with
the fixed. Still, it will be found that the
rule is close enough to be a very useful
guide.

It is helpful, too, when you have made a
coil and find that it is not quite of the right
size. It tunes, we Will say, only to 450
metres and you want it to go up to 600.
How many extra turns do you need ? At
10 metres per turn fifteen will be required.
Put on sixteen or seventeen, you can then
strip off one or two if necessary.

Another useful rule to remember is that
if a coil of a certain number of turns tunes
to a particular wave -length in a circuit,
then one made on a similar former with
twice the number of turns will tune to
approximately- double the wave -length,
and one with half the number of turns to
half the wave -length.

Do you make your own fixed condensers
occasionally ? If you do, there is really no
need to make use of complicated formulae
to calculate the number and size of the
plates required to give a certain capacity.
Provided that you use the best ruby mica,
-002 in. thick, and make the overlap of
your plates exactly one square centimetre,

(Continued on page 808.)
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Trace 6 re ctify
distortion with

RADIO METER
SCREECH .... EE0OWEE

The Soprano's voice takes on an
uncanny resemblance to a vociferous roar.
The distortion fiend is at it again, and all
enjoyment is gone. Why be put off with
this when with a Sifam Radio Meter you
can obtain truly perfect reception. Sifam
Radio Meters trace and rectify distortion,
avoid burnt -out valves and run-down bat-
teries, and correctly regulate plate and
filament supply. Nearly half -a -million
listeners use them. Ask your dealer or
write for leaflet " What Simple Meters
Can Show You." Free from Dept. P.W.

SIFAM ELECTRICAL INSTRUMCNT CO..LTD., Bush House, Aldwych, W.C.2.
===.11111...11=1110.11.11111=1V113.V.

Make
The DAILY SKETCH

YOUR Picture Paper

VARIABLr
ItESISTANCE$

FOR VOLUME 'TONE.
DISTANT CONTROL,
ELIMINATORS ETC.,

A; frequently specified by Experts:
 FUG/PI QUALITY  LOW PRICE*

New 20 Page Brocure free on request-.
Many unique circuits.

CLAUDE LYONS LTD:
76,OLDHALI. ST.,LIVERPOOL
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FOR POWER
GRIP, SELECTIVITY

ONLY & TONAL QUALITY
We say P.R. valves are as good as the best. If you don't think so.
the trader you buy them off will refund your money without
question. If not we will l Bear in mind P.R.'s are the only valves
with a written guarantee as to life and performance. You are the
sole judge. Just try one-refund by return of post if not satisfied.

Post and Packing 4d. T C.O.D.
'Phone : City 3788. _I

A standard Io/6 valve for 3;6! A perfectly coated " tenacious " filament, strong enough
to stand postal despatch-you know what that means-with an astounding emission that
makes users of P.R. valves order again and again for their friends. As one man wrote,
" I can't ' keep ' your valves, my friends are always ' borrowing ' them ! "
Startling as this may sound, it is backed up by the wireless press and thousands of satisfied
users.
For years it has been impossible to get a good reliable valve for less than 1o/6. Many
have tried and failed.
We have cut down overheads, eliminated factors' profits, insisted on cash business with
the trade, and by strict economy and attention to business made it possible to supply a
first-class valve at 3/6.
We have profited by others' mistakes. The chief reason for failure has been want of
careful and repeated testing before sale. The policy of allowing rush work during the
season.

OUR AIM
We want our name, P.R., to represent Perfect Reliability in your mind. Our only
aim, the aim of our staff, is to give satisfaction if it is humanly possible. Don't
hesitate to ask us for a refund if you are not entirely satisfied. Our tests are as
thorough as possible. P.R. valves are tested twice at the factory and once in our
London offices-yet with all the care a " bad-un " will get through. Don't nurse
a grievance, let us know, let us settle it. We are building up a business-we want
to be proud of it-we want to make friends all over the country-friends who will
trust us to give them a square deal. We want this because we know it is the only
way to build up a sound solid business.
A year's experience, during which we have made many friends, has proved our treble test
policy to be right. At our works in Birmingham each valve has to pass through two
exacting tests before despatch to us. Each valve is again tested on broadcast conditions
in London before being sent out. These tests weed out the undesirables and ensure you
getting the best humanly possible.

SPECIAL CIRCUITS
Since some circuits are very ticklish as regards valves-Super-hets, for instance-the
intermediates of such sets require to be matched so that they come into oscillation together
-we do this for you at a charge of if- a set.
Choke coupled H.F. stages are very touchy to suit because only by trial on a set can the
best valves for the purpose be found. In such cases half a dozen assorted valves should
be ordered and the ones required picked out-the others can be returned for refund.

Our valve list has a full page of valve
notes. We are told that this page con-
tains more honest information than many
expensive books on the subject. Please
send addressed envelope for full lists.

litADIO PRODUCTS

ito

17- PAT617ZNIOSTEQ SQUAQ6
LONDON 

GUARANTEE
Each valve has attached to it a written guarantee
covering 7 months. In the event of the valve losing
emission or becoming inefficient in any way during
this term a new valve will be supplied under the
terms of the guarantee. If not fully satisfied that
the valves received are equal to any they should
be returned within a week, full refund will be made

by return of post.

If you are in any doubt, send a diagram of the
set and we will send you the best combination.

LIST OF DULL EMITTERS

16
..,..
.7"

PR 1

Fil.
Volts

2

A....
""'v'

Imp.
Ohms.

Amp.
Fac.

095 30,000 14 H.F.
PR 2 2 *095 28,000 13 Det.

Post 4d. PR 3
PR 4

2
2

*095
*095

15,000
120,000

8
32

L.F.
R.C.

2 for 61'9 PR 8
PR 9

3.5.4
3.5.4

'063
'063

23 000
18,000

15
14

H.F.
Det.Post 6d. PRIO 3.5.4 '063 10,000 8'7 L.F.3 for 10/- PR11 3.5.4 '063 88,000

Post 6d. PRI6
PRI7

5.6
5.6

1
*1

19,000
18,000

13
17

H.F.
Det.4 for 15;,,- PR18 5.6 1 9,500 0 L.F.

Post 9d. PR19 5.8 '1 80,000 40 R.C.
POWER PR20 2 15 7,000 6 Pcwer

71a Each
0 Post 4d. PR40

PR60
4
6

'15
1

7,000
5,000

6
6

P. R. VALVES, 17-33, PATERNOSTER SQUARE (°g,°:10Gzi?),LONDON, E.C.4.



Solve your Xmas present problem by visit-
ing our showrooms. What could be more
acceptable as a present than a portable
gramophone, a small table grand, or a few
good records? Or, it they are wireless
enthusiasts, a low-priced portable set, or
some useful adjustments, such as-

Wet High -Tension Battery,
G.E.C. Music Magnet Kit,
Cossor Melody Maker Kit,
New Master 3 Star Kit,
IVIullard Portable Five Kit,
Soldometa Soldering Outfit,
Voltmeters,
Ampmeters,
Red Spot Loud -Speaker Unit,
New Lion Amplion Speakers.

//
BUY YOURRWORDS

YOUWIRELEfWtTh

WITH the opening of our
new gramophone saloon,

another extension to our
rapidly -growing business, it is
now possible for all lovers of
music to purchase gramo-
phone records at the same
time as their wireless parts
and accessories.

We have already been appointed
official agents for

(.0031ViDip °St CtICtVZ0,4° 10°"1,"OP".A 6,51415 ebPA" SIC°
and other leading makes, and
hold large stocks for immediate
delivery.

Pay a visit to our gramophone saloon, heal
and choose your records in comfort.

if you cannot call, write for our new

from
booklet," Sound Waves

from [Mi.'s," or Wireless booklet,
"Rays Jrom Day's," or our Compre-
hensive Catalocue, post free 6d.
(free 4, callers)

WILL DAY LTD.
,Tlio Bus' its the West)

18-19, 1.Ise Sc, Leicester Sq., W.C.2.
I:icphon Regent 092 i
Teiegi tims " I %Vestiatid; London."

CONTINUOUS DEMONJTRATIOM$
F P 0 M 9 A.M.,-7 P.M.

USEFUL RULES OF THUMB
(Continued from page 806.)

then the capacity of the condenser will be
.0001 mfd. for every dielectric.

A -0005-mfd. condenser can be made by
using five dielectrics (which means six
plates) with the same overlap. Or a single
dielectric will suffice, if the area of overlap
is 5 square centimetres.

You want to couple the rectifier or the
first note -magnifier in your Set by means of
a transformer to the following valve. What
should be the inductance of the transformer
primary for gOod results ? Here is a rule
which works out in almost uncanny accord
with abstruse calculations. Instead of
covering reams of paper with figures, or
spending an unconscionable amount of time
in discovering by experiment the most
suitable value, proceed in the following
simple way.

Cross off the last three noughts in the
maker's figure for the valve impedance,
and multiply what remains by five. Thus,
if your rectifier is a 20,000 -ohm valve, a
suitable inductance value for the primary
of the coupling transformer is 5 x 20 or
100 henries.

H.T. Current Consumption.
Shoup the transformer be between a

first note magnifier which has an impedance
of 10,000 ohms and the output valve, then
a good value is 5 x 10, or 50 henries. The
same rule holds good for low -frequency
chokes, whether used in choke -capacity
coupling or in output filter circuits.

What is the proper capacity of dry -cell
high-tension battery to use with a given
receiving set ? High-tension batteries,
though the fact is not always known, are
made in four different capacities. The
" Standard " capacity has cells measuring
,1 in. x 21 in., the " Double " cells 1 in. x
21 in., the " Treble " cells 1 in. x 21 in.,
and the " Quadruple" cells 1 in. x 3i in.

The maximum economical outputs are :
Standard, 6 milliamperes.
Double, 10 milliamperes.
Treble, 15 milliamperes.
Quadruple, 20-25 milliamperes.
All that you have to do to answer the

question is to ascertain the high-tension
current drain of the set. This is very easily
done by inserting a milliammeter, which
you can probably borrow if you do not
possess one, into the common high-tension
negative lead when the set is working.

Should you be unable to obtain a milli -
ammeter, a reasonably good idea of the
H.T. consumption can be obtained by
taking the figures from the valve curves.

Popular Wireless, December 15th, 1928.

AvaIve setand a
Loudspeaker

The Pioneer Set of Cheaper Radio!
The famous Loewe Multiple Valve used contains
Three Complete Valve systems in One Valve and all
the necessary coupling elements of a 3 -valve
receiver.
A marvel of ,ngenuity and efficiency, giving loud-
speaker results of excellent volume and purity.

PRICE Complete with Loewe Radio Multiple
14:10:0 Valve type 3N F. Special cable with
Royalty paid Wander Plugs and Spade Terminals
(c.a. at attached ready for connection to
included.) H T and L.T.

USE A LOEWE RADIO CONE LOUDSPEAKER
with your Loewe Set for retaining the full purity
of reproduction and a clarity that is unexcelled.
Artistic appearance Silk front. Mahogany finish

The finest loudspeaker value 4111.,
obtainable at ..

Obtainable Ihro,rzli all dealers. For illustrated leaflets
write -

LOEWE RADIO
The LOEWE RADIO Co., Ltd.,
4, FOUNTAYNE ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.15.

Non, 7 oltenham 3911/2.

ELIMINATE THE BUGBEAR
OF BATTERY CHANGING

OR CHARGING!
The New " Eton 45 " fitful in " Etobox."
8.2 Type, ready for use ... ... ... ... 14 -
8.1 Type, large capacity :.. ... ... ... 16 6
P.1 Porous Pot, large capacity ... ... 18'6
Eton 1928 De Luxe 120 Cell. The finest s,
produced. All parts for the Home Constructor.
THE NEW ETON WET CELL VALVE.
Valves that run from " Eton " Leelancht
Cells. The latest radio development. H.F.,
L.F., RC., 8/6; L.P., 916. The valve
that eliminates accumulators. Send ltd.
stamp for further particulars to:-

ETON GLASS BATTERY CO.
" Eton Works," GrangeRoad. Leyton ; 46. St.
Mary's Rd., Leyton.E .10.

PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS"
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS
- HEArtrl:CNES 'sEFAIRED 4 .

Transformers 5/.. Loudspeakers 4f.. At renal,
remagnetised tree. Tested, guaranteed and ready

for delivery in 24 hours
Discount for Trade. Clerkentretl 1795
MASON & CO.. 44 East ltd., City Rd.. N I

rjailillaWlegagallgaltilltlearsessaillitlakav

Price : 17/6
BRITISH MADE.
Moving Coil
Reproduc-
tion for
any se'.

iiimsturugariamift..

- off
THE LAT=LT SCr--NTiFIC

DISCOVERY IN
CONE UNITS

The '.assophone Triangle Double Reed Fork
Cone Unit is a triumph of British inventiv,
genius and workmanship. Reproduces all fre-
quencies equal to a Moving Coil Speaker. Guar-
anteed not to overload on the most powerful set
and sensitive enough to work on a two valve set
If your dealer cannot supply send P.O. for 17 6
Jirect and we will forward by return.

The 1-../LSSOP1401STE
Triangle Double Deer, Cone Unit

Manufactured by:
H. H. LASSMAN, F.R.A.,
429, Barking Road, East Ham, E.G

M. B.
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MAKE YOUR
OWN

CONE SPEAKER. tl

CONE UNIT
Exactly as fitted to our
Cabinet Cone Speaker.

Guaranteed to give re-
sults equal to the most
expensive Loud -

Speakers yet made.
Full constructional details

with each Unit.

GRAMOPHONE
ATTACHMENT
Reduced from 32..6 to 15,' -
solely as an advertisement
for the famous Bullphone
Nightingale Loud -Speakers.
Cobalt Magnet guaranteed

for all time..
With 4 -inch Diaphragm.

Instantly converts your own Gramo-
phone into a full power Loud -speaker.
giving a wealth of pure undistorted
volume which must be heard to be

believed.

The Nightingale
" DE LUXE"

50
cash, or 5'- deposit
and 11 monthly pay-

ments of 5/.
2x. in. high
with 14. en.
Bell, Mahog-
any finished
wlth plated
arm it stand

03143ANTEr4):traded, '

AS FITTED
TO OUR £6
POST HORN

rrSecA's-es
7/1W l

BAKELITE
SOU.; Coipuir 6 TONE Air

2CHIGH
B,116017.ota

NIGHTINGALE CONCERT
SUPREME

SUPER
Guaranteed free from
metallic resonance.

60
/cash, or EASY
..TERMS, deposit

and 12 monthly pay.
ments of 5/.

Obtainable from your Local Dealer or diriet from e --"t

LLIMITED ONE
38, 140LYWELL LANE, LONDON

E C 2
PaillidlaaaLIZEMILMEMMEIMINIMMI
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K. RAYMOND
27 & 2Ba LISLE ST., LORDON. W.C.2

Come to LvICESTER SQUARE TUBE.
This address is at the back of DaIv's
Theatre Phones : Gerrard 4637 a.nd 2621

All orders exe.outed in
C rotation Send ORDER with40 ea instructions and nay Postman.
C.O.D. APPLIES TO UNITED KINGDOM ONLY.

Ebonite Cut while you
wait at id, square inch
also + in, at Id. Only the
best supplied, Drilled
Fends for all CirCuits.

WE ARE OPEN
ALL DAY SATURDAY
ALL DAY THURSDAY
ALL DAY EVERY DAY
Hours 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday morning 11-1

C.O.D. orders must
be over 5,-

MULLARD MASTER 3*
youngnew da nodl dw

oanmeartfeuulr
sotr ter-inmuxpsteampefact. EVERYBODY!

MULLARDS SPECIFIED COMPONENTS
Beware Substitutes.

Leaflet Free.
Every component is available at short notice.
This list is strictly to Mullard specification.
3 Valve Holders. Lotus, at 113. Colvern Combined
Wave Co)), 1718. Permatore Transformer, 25/, Climax
 Lyn Transformer, 25/-. Climax H.F. Choke, 7/8.
Benfamin Battery Switch, 1/3. J.B. 005 Log Magnum
-00035, 10!6. Mallard .00013 and 2 meg,Ed-,
Panel Brackete, 216. Mullard .0001 Fixed. 2/6.

Total £5 : 12 : 6 ,f;giNom'aied,
Please add 3/8 to
above price I total
X5116,0) and I will
include: 2 Handsome S.M.
Dials, Set of Connecting
Links, 8 Plugs, 2 Spades,
4 Engraved Terminals, 2
Ebonite Strips Twin Flex,
Spleiadid Aluminium Panel,

use g9 7, drilled Biagi BaseMULLARD VALVES. uSe, 9 -volt Grid Bias, Base,
2 at 1018. 1 at 1216. board. Carr. Paid under
(Super Power. 15/4 150 miles.

We stock Igranic, Climax. Ever -Ready,Hellesen, Siemens, Formo, Ferranti, Wearite,
Ormond, J.B., Benjamin, Lotus, Mullard,
Dubilier, Lissen, Lewcos, Utility, Magnum,
Pete -Scott, Peerless, Burndept, Pye, Marconi,
McMichael, Cosmos, Carborundum, R.I.-
Harley, Gambrell, Brown's, Sterling, Amplions-in fact, everything it is possible to stock.

LATEST MODEL
AMERICAN TYPE
OAR CABINETS,
MAGNIFICENT

QUALITY,15 a 7 x 10.
16'11, carr. 11..(With Kit of Parts).

BLUE SPOT
66K (101)

BALANCED fin/
ARMATURE 8.0/

A.W. P.W. & M.W.
SCREENING BOXES

12/6
Screens ter all Circuits.

OUR NEW CATALOGUE 1/.
LATEST UP-TO-DATE SETS & compowri.rrs.The 1!. allowed off W. order. Folders FREE.
EVERYBODY'S 3 12/2(PSC")11.)

 0005 Variable, 5/.. Alt Dial, 31. 0001 Reaction.
4,', On -and -Off Switok, 1/1. P.P. ditto. for wave
changing, 1/6. Standard Loading Coil, 776. 3 B.B.
Coil Stands, 3/, 0003 Pormodenser, 2/-. 2-meg.
Leak and Holder, 2,,6. 2 H.F. Chokes, 8/-. 2-mfd.,3/6. 1 mid., 2!!!3. Mansbridge Condensers. 2 Sprung
Valve Holders, 3/, H.T. Fuse, 1/6. Output Filter
Choke, R.I. d. Varley, 21/, 2 L.F. Transformers,
Igranic, 14/- or R.I. t/ Varley, 15/-. 50,000 -ohm
Anode Wire 'Found, 8/6. Strip, 9 Terminals, Wire,
Screws, Strips, Plugs. etc. Panel, 18 by 7, and Base-
board. Carriage Paid U.K

0.0;0.. 1/6 extra. 4.18.6
COSSUR NEW i PLUG-IN COILS

MELODY ACCURATELY WOUND
SPECIAL OFFER HIGHEST QUALITYD. WIE TESTED250 600 B.B.c., 616 per .S.Cpair; Long Wave, 9/Sper pair. POST 1,- pair.

 COLT/PON' Jan. IsIcs. 25.
ONLY ONE COUPONON ANY ONE ORDER
IP YOU SPEND 251. OR MORE YOU CANBUY FOR 3d. EXTRA tugs (ONLY) Op

THE FOLLOWING:
S.M Diet Permanent Detector. 100 ft. 7/22. 12
Nickel Terminals. Battery Switch. Indoor Aerial.
501 Coll -0003 and 2 [neg. 12 yds. Lead-in. H.F.
Choke. 9 -volt Grid Bias. 6 -pin Coll Base. FuseBulb and Holder. Pair Panel Brackets. 12 yds.Twin Flex. Loud Speaker Cord.

ONE OF ABOVE, 3d. WITH 25/. ORDER.

KITS of parts for all Cireuit3.
Make out LIST for keen quotation.
DON'T worry, if it's Wireless WE HAVE IT.
Limitations for Sets of
Parts over 1151- in value.
Customers are requested
to make out List Hi for a
part,cular circuit please
give title, date, and
name of paper). Lowest
possible estimate given.
Please write plainly.

Squire Cradle Frame
12'6 for Blue Spot.

Cone Kit 2/6
Free plywood damping
washer with 15,'- kit,

post free.

NEWS FROM
FRANCE.

-.0- -4-*

GASTON DOUMERGUE, PresidentM of the French Republic, is a wireless
enthusiast. In the presidential

palace of the Elysee he has one receiving
set in his dining -room another in the
billiard -room, and a third in his study.
When the President occasionally removes
to his country seat at Rambouillet he is
not without his wireless, for there also are a.
number of receiving setsPfor his use.

An Ancient City
Toulouse, an important city of Gaul in

the days when Caesar's legions invaded the
country, has paid a pretty compliment to
its former masters. On a recent occasion a
message was broadcast from the radio
station of this city in Latin. In trans-
mitting one of the world's oldest languages
by the newest scientific means the speaker
invited listeners to transmit their appre-
ciation or criticism " a directorem gallievee
stationis Toulouse -Pyrenees in urbe Tolosa
mdificatT."

The wireless station at Toulouse, France,
is broadcasting by the Belin system auto-
graphed photographs of the artistes re-
sponsible for each evening's musical en-
tertainment.

A number of agricultural societies in the
neighbourhood of Toulouse have requested
that statistical and weather charts should
also be transmitted.

This station promises to broadcast
reproductions of pictures, statues, and other
works of art by artists of the south-west of
France.

A Radio Ramp
Much remains to be done to educate the

public in France in matters relating to
wireless. At a recent trial in Paris a share -
pusher was condemned to a term of im-
prisonment for selling shares of a bogus
company which the prospectus intimated
was formed " to plant steel posts all over
France for the conveyance of wireless
waves which shall bring the world's concerts
to the humblest crystal set." .

" BUILD YOUR SET';
 NOW FOR XMAS !I. LET US HELP YOU -WE SUPPLY m
 Everything Wireless on 
 EASY TERM S
. ALL COMPONENTS, H.T. UNITS,

LOUDSPEAKERS AND SETS, 
 NEW COSSOR MELODY MAKER,
II MASTER THREE STAR, ETC.
IN BEST MONTHLY TERMS

MIquoted by return --send your list.

CASH ORDERS DxecutedMillitlYe
Goods sent C.O.D. by return.

Call at showrooms or post your list of recuurements. psi The P.D.P. Co., Ltd.
 (Dept. P.), 121, CHEAPSIDE, Lonc.c n, E.C. 2. M
il 'Phone: City 9848.  - 

of

Finston Dual Coils
are a very efficient type of coil
covering a wavelength of 250 2000
metres. The design of " Q " Coils
makes them exactly suited for

inclusion in the
MULLARD MASTER 3*

17;'6 each.
NEW

COSSOR MELODY MAKER
This type of Dual Coil is made with
pins for plug-in connections as
specified. A change -over switch is
embodied which immediately gives
you short or long wave reception,

No coils to change.
Price complete 30  per set.

Send for Descriptive Leaflet (Pfc)

STONE MFG. CO.,
108, Gt. Saffron Hill, London, E.C.1.

Tel.: Hol. 484.1.

(CABINET FOR MASTER 3 8/9 !
Made from Selected Oak. 20" a 12"; Panel, 18" a 8".
Complete with 10" Baseboard. Also 21" x 7, Panel,
8" Baseboard, 8/6. Postage, 0.0.D., 1/7. Immediate
delivery. Any size to order. Satisfaction guaranteed.Approval. -J. TEAGI.E, Woburn. Bletchley.

GIVE HIM a Multi Range
DIX-ONEMETER

Model de Luxe
INSTRUMENT CASE

55f -
MULTIPLIERS

6/6
Complete RADIO OUTFIT

£4 . 10 . 0
Mirror Double A XMAS GIFT.Scale.

yew Winter Bargain. Catalogue Will Save Tea Pounds -
4d. Stamps.ELECTR.A.IDIX. RADIOS,

218, Upper 'A homes E.C.
Blaokfriars Sta., Met. Rly. City 0151

A .M.I.A.E.
A .M.I.C.E E.

A.M. I. E . E.

A BOOK YOU MUST NOT MISS 'I
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" Is the most com-
plete hand -book on Engineering Exams. and Courses
ever produced. It describes over CO Exam. and home
study courses in all branches of Mechanical, Electrical,
Motor and Civil Engineering, including WIRELESS.
We ALONE Guarantee-" NO PASS -NO FEE"
This book should be in your hands -it is a mine of
valuable information and advice. We offer it FREE.
Write for your copy now stating branch or Exam.
which is of Interest.
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOCY,
101, Shakesreare Rouse. Leicester Sq., London, W.C.2.
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Obtain a Broadsheet from your
dealer and read why you should-
Completely Screen the Grid Crown Works, CRICKLEWOOD LANE, N.W.2

THE FORMO

a.m....11111r

Send post card for FREE FULL-SIZE
LAYOUT PLAN and wiring instructions.

WORK A LOUD SPEAKER from

34' your CRYSTAL SET
without VALVES, ACCUMULATORS
or H.T. BATTERIES. You can do
this with a

"BAR -AMPLIFIER 99

which, working from an inexpensive 3 -volt dry
battery (NOTHING ELSE NEEDED), will
give equal to 2 -valve amplification from your
CRYSTAL SET. Easy to operate. Nothing
to get out of order. It will increase your
pleasure and MAKE WIRELESS CHEAPER
FOR YOU.

Ask your nearest dealer to demonstrate the " BAR -AMPLIFIER" to yon,
or write to -day for free Ilustrated particulars to Dept. P.W.

NEW WILSON ELECTRICAL MNFG. CO., LTD.,
18, FITZROY STREET, EUSTON ROAD, W. (Museum 8974)

EECABLINISETTSOFFOR

THE MUSIC MAGNET
MULLARD CIRCUITS

MEGAVOX SIX -SIXTY RECEIVER, etc., etc.
Send this coupon to address
below now for NEW LIST.

Carrington Mfg. Co Ltd.,
Camco Works,

Sanderstead Road,
South Croydon.

'Phone Croydon 0623

To Carrington Mfg. Co., Ltd., Camco Works
Sanderstead Road, South Croydon.
Please send me your NEW ELISTd

Name

Address

P.W,
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DIRECT CURRENT
FROM

A.C. MAINS
For every purpose in
wireless operation-

L.T. BATTERY CHARGING,
H.T. BATTERY CHARGING,

TRICKLE CHARGING,
H.T. BATTERY ELIMINATION,
L.T. BATTERY ELIMINATION,

GRID BIAS BATTERY
ELIMINATION,

SUPPLY FOR PLATES OF
L.S.5a OR SIMILAR VALVES,

POT MAGNET EXCITATION FOR
MOVING COIL LOUD SPEAKERS.

there is a suitable
WESTINGHOUSE

METAL RECTIFIER
which is a dry rectifying unit using
neither valves nor electrolyte. It has no
moving parts and there is nothing in
it to wear out.

The
Westinghouse
Brake and
Stucky Signal Co.,
82, York Road,
London, N.1.

Send rd. Stamp
with your name
and address for
a copy of our
24 - page book:

"The
All Metal Way"
-how to build
and L.T. Eliminators

and Chargers.

TEN DX
COMMANDMENTS.

NOW that DX, or long-distance, reception
is again possible, due to the winter
months, the following Ten Command-

ments for the DX fan may be useful.
1. Good reception begins with the inter-

ception of ample signal strength. There-
fore, make sure of a good aerial and
earth connection. Joints should be
soldered.

2. Reception can be no better than the
valves employed. Valves, contrary to
general opinion, do not last for ever.
Even if they light, that is no indication
of their goodness. When they have been
in use more than a year, they should be
replaced with fresh ones. Only valves of
a reliable brand should be used. Cheap
ones are most expensive in the end.

3. Proper H.T., L.T. and Bias voltages
should be applied. In the case of
batteries, this may be done by voltage
taps. In the case of mains units, this
may be done by employing efficient
variable resistors, in obtaining precise
voltages for all purposes.

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111E

 FROM SIR OLIVER LODGE
E Dear Mr. Editor,
E I congratulate you on the good appear -
E once of the Christmas Number of'" Modern

Wireless," on its broad scope, and inter-
= eating illustrations, as well as some provo-
E cative articles. You have certainly provided
E.- plenty of material for radio enthusiasts
= this Christmas.

Yours sincerely,
(Signed) OLIVER LODGE.

= Salisbury.

4. The grid leak in the detector circuit
should be adjusted for best results.
While the 2 megohm value may be
satisfactory for powerful local signals,
this resistance value is too low for weak
DX signals. Either a collection of grid
leaks of various values should be on
hand, or a suitable variable grid leak
should be employed if you would enjoy
DX results.

5. Reaction is practically essential to real
DX results.

6. A sensitive loud speaker should be
employed, or, better still, a pair of head-
phones. Many loud speakers to -day are
relatively insensitive, because they arc
designed to operate on powerful local
signals, without rattling.

7. It is well to change valves around, so as
to obtain the best valve for each function
in the radio set, increasing the magnifica-
tion where possible.

8. If troubled by excessive background
noises or microphone interference, the
cause is generally traced to the detector
valve, which should be changed.

9. By-pass condensers of 1 or 2 mfd.,
connected between minus H.T. and the
various plus terminals of the radio set,
may,improve sensitivity and tone quality
of weak signals.

10. And in the final analysis, DX is largely
a matter of patience and skill, for some
fellows can cover long distances on a
crystal detector while others cannot
cover 500 miles with an eight -valve
super -heterodyne,

Popular Wireless, Dacember 15th, 1928,

LEAD
TO

LEAD
FOR

PERFECT CONTACT
The advantages of using lead -plated Spade Ter-
minals for accumulators are two -told. Firstly,
they offer the least resistance for a steady low
of current. Secondly, one not only secures a
firmer contact but such terminals are not easily
affected by Acid,
The method of wire attachment is most
It leaves no exposed wires and ensures a safe
and good connection.
Made in two sixes for all types of screw terminals.

Price 2d. each.
Also supplied nickel -plated at the same price.

CLIX-LOX
Does your wander plug fit your
R.T. battery socket? If not
there is a danger of it jumping
out and causing trouble) Not
only that, but your reception
will be marred by unpleasant
noises due to bad contact.
Fit a Clix-Lox Adjustable Wan-
der Plug and there will be no more
trouble or danger. It fits snugly
into the socket of co? H.T. Bat-
tery by a turn of the insulator.
A further turn and it is securely
lod.,,1 into position.

Price 21d. each.
The Mix Showcase, in addition to
the above, contains she other aids to
perfect contort. See it Oct your
dealer's counter.

LECTRO LINX LTD.,
254, VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD,

LONDON, S.W.1.

THE
I

"ARTILLERY" ELECTRIC TORCH
2 in. wide by 5 in. high, it is therefore just a size for
the pocket; and switch cannot be accidently left on.
This Torch was specially manufactured to the Govern-
ment Specification for use in the ARMY. It is there-
fore made with very best materals to stand hard wear.
The -ends are brass and the body is Zinc which cannot rust
fitted with a powerful Bullseye Lens, white untarnishable
reflector, and tested 2.5 bulb.
With new "Ever Ready " two -cell batteries (No. 10.6),
full strength, capable of 6 hours intermittent light for
months with ordinary care and use.
These torches being Government Surplus, we are able to
offer a limited stock at the very low price of

Each COMPLETE 21413 CASH WITH ORDER.
Packing and postage in the United Kingdom 6d. extra.

THE TORCH CASE ALONE COST MORE THAN THIS TO
MANUFACTURE.

Refills each Spare bulbs, 2.5 volts,6d. each.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, UPPER THAMES ST., E.C.4.

MOVING COIL LOUD SPEAKER
Outfits made by Baker's Selhnrst Radio. 89, Selhurst
Road, S.E.25, arc unexcelled. Send for FREI. 36 -page
Booklet, "A New Hobby." and learn how to be certain of
PERFECT REPRODUCTION

SOLVE ALL H.T. TROUBLES

LONC

LIFE

TTERIE
W E T

TAYJLEX
SILENT

ECONOMICAL

SELF
GENERA-INC

:AU (waxed) 21" X se. 1'3 doz.
ZINGS, new type lid. doz. SACS 7 j2 doz.
Sample doz. (18 volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte, 4/3. post 9d.Sample unit, 6d. Mae. booklet freeBargain list tree.

AMPLIFIERS 30!- 3 -VALVE SET £5P. TAYLOR, 67, Studley Road,
' OTOCANELL, LONDON
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AMAZING TRIBUTE
TO THE WONDERFUL.WEILO

TRANSFORMER
Again and again we receive positive proof of the immense superiority
of Weilo Transformers. When tested alongside the highest priced
instruments on the market they have given a cast-iron efficiency of
performance worthy of the highest standards of transformer value. In
many cases the experts have been amazed that such unusual efficiency
and high quality could be marketed at such a low price.
A. J. B. writes

. . . have tested this against severe!
well-known transformers at double the
price . . . find they do everything
you claim . . . purifies reception .
equal to another value . . .

Oct. 7th, 1928.
Push -PullType Illustrated.

writes :
. . . surprised with the performance

. . . fills my house with majestic volume
. . . am informing my radio friends-

"The man with the small pocket"-that
at the price he will have to go a long
way to beat Weilo . .

Sept. let, 1928.

Send now for our latest catalogue,
one of the most complete and in-
teresting in Radio, giving details
of the complete range of Weilo and
N.S.F. quality components. You
can obtain direct or from most
good -class dealers. Stocked by
Harrods.
GUARANTEED TWO YEARS

Power Type Heavy Type

11'6 8/6
Power Type has been specified for the

Manchester Evening Chronicle" cir-
cuit Distance Two" by Radidea.

Full details from

S. W. LEWIS & CO., LTD.,
Dept. P.W.

30, Victaria Street, Londor, S.W.1,
Indian Agents Bombay Radio Co..

Bombay and Ca'cutta.

THE

urToN
FAMOUS

CONDENSERS
SLF AND
MID LOG

dtunp,ttuittD :iii

1p\pAil,

ri

.0003 .0005
579 67-
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RUPERT COLLINS & CO. WALSALL

If you can buy a

valve that gives
you the same
service for the same
length of time as a

valve costing treble the money,
it is obvious economy. A
Frelat Valve costs 6'6. It has
a short price-but a long life.
It means cheaper as well as
better radio. It means cutting
valve costs by one third. It is
not coming to you without a
good reputation. The Frelat is

6TYPES
1 PRICE ut

813

44,
famous already.
And there are six
types all costing

the same price-all
capable of the same

trustworthy performance. We
could continue telling you
about Frelat Valves, but
that would not be doing
them full justice. We want you
to test them in your set-give
them a chance to show what
a really low-priced valve can
do.

207G 2v .07 Gen. Pur.
407G 4v .07
210NP 2v '1 Power
41ONP 4v .1
207RH 2v .07 R.C. & H.F.
407RH 4v .07  

Frellat
AibizE 1E100 111r1r ir2

N. V. Frelat, Amsterdam, Keizersgracht 77.
importers : Samden Wireless Co., Ltd., 102, 4, Shudehill, Manchester.

Continental Radio Import Co., Ltd., 8, Sptial Square, Bishopsgate, E.1.
SELLS

ADVICe.
for all our clients.

BUY THE EASY WAY, a SMALL FIRST
PAYMENT BRINGS PERFECT RADIO INTO YOUR HOME NOW
Established before broadcasting started in this country, we aro able to
give advice that is sound and of inestimable value.

A FEW OF OUR WONDROUS ,OFFERS
CELESTION C.10 loudspeaker, 9/9 now and 9/9 monthly.
BROWN MOVING COIL loudspeaker, 15!6 now and 15/6 monthly.
COSSOR MELODY MAKER KIT, complete with valves in maker's
sealed carton, 13 3 monthly.
DUNHAM A.C. MAINS UNIT, output 150-v. 20 in/a, £5/18/8, Or 10/.
now and 10/- monthly.
DUNHAM LONG-RANGE 3 VALVE SET, in handsome cabinet with
compartments for all batteries, LEGAL PROOF given that actually

 0 S7A770AIS CA' LOUD SPEAKER

trel.Avalloefie4.e.alleVt/VVerVIA/Vt.

are average results obtalned. -,2, ills Screened (Ind, and Pentode Valves. Bat-
teries, Loudspeaker, etc., Cash £21, or 47'6 now and 281- monthly,
Constructor's Envelope this set, 2/9 only.
DUNHAM DE LUKE ALL -WAVE MULTI -RANGE TWO -VALVE
CABINET SET, for all wavelengths, Hilversum, etc. NO COILS REQUIRED.
Complete, £9/1010, or 16/- monthly. Your own set taken in part payment.

Elm Works, Elm Park,
if he is a Dunham Agent. r .sOU NHA AA London
Order from your Dealer Brixton Hill,

-'41,----1 als.e.,01.4eafteeVv1.1, Nlory,..Ary ea,

TEIE NEW LOUDSPEAKER
ALL THE REFINEMENTS OF THE MOVING COIL

The " P.R." Unit will reproduce every note
as clear as a bell-the full depth of the big

1 2 1
drum to the harmonics of the violin-the6 reality of the performance will surprise yOu.

.
Try one-give your set a chance to show
what it can do.
SUPERIORin TONE VOLUME
The" P. It." Loudspeaker Unit is driven by a fully -
balanced eieetro-magnetic armature under the
influence of powerful cobalt steel, permanent
magnets, hermetically sealed and absolutely fool-

proof. It swings to the weakest im-
pulse, bringing out the treble notes
and the rich double bass of the organ.
Fitted with a simple tonal adjust-
ment that " stays put." Most power-
ful Unit giving full strength from a

2 -valve set! ! No extra H.T. Ash your deaf.;
for one or send your remittance direct to-

Pat. PRODITCTS, 17E, Paternoster Square,
London, E.C.4.

ONLY
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Radio's
finest tuner

Range
250-2000
metres.

A
Change-,

over
Switch.

The PANEL PLATE UNIT
consists of a Double wave -band Tuner,
Slow Motion Tuner Condenser, Change-
over Switch assembled on an embossed
Antique Brass Escutcheon Plate, the
whole being mounted on an OAK,
WALNUT or MAHOGANY Panel fitted
with angle brackets. Without PRICEa doubt the Panel Plate is
the most efficient Tuner Unit aal-
obtainable. Each.

A COLLAPSIBLE CABINET
is another accessory which will be welcomed
by Set Builders; this is made to fit the above

is assembled in a few minutes. Price AO
Panel Plate and in the same finish; it

0

The
BASE-

BOARD
UNIT.

By linking the 5 connecting wires of this
unit to the Panel Plate or other Tuner
a complete 2 or 3 valve Loud Speaker
Receiver of amazing performance i- built.

2 Valve Transformer, 37 6
3 I, f) 50-
3 f, R.C.C. 23 -

All
LAMPLUCH

RADIO
PRODUCTS

are
guaranteed

for 12
months.

ILAWPILQ.AGIMI
THE

QUALITY
TUNER

An ideal Aerial
Tuner for Profes-
sional and Ama-
teur Radio Set
Builders, covers
the entire broad-
cast band from
250-2000 metres,
only requires
Push Pull Switch
to effect the
change. Circuit
diagram is sup-
plied with /6
each. Price IL./

Send for Lists and Wiring Diagrams.
S. A. LAMPLUGH Ltd.,

KING'S ROAD, TYSELEY, BIRMINGHAM.

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(canti.ed from Tar 778.)

wave -form of the human voice) the ear can
" put up with " a much greater amount of
distortion, or whether it is due to the fact
that we are accustomed to hear musical
instruments sometimes played -very loudly,
so that there is nothing particularly un-
natural in hearing very loud reproduction
of a musical instrument-is a matter which
scientists have not yet been able to decide.

Psychological Meet.
It seems very probable, in fact almost

certain, that the psychological effect plays
a very important part in the impression
received on listening to reproduced sound.
For one thing, the mere fact that you know
that the sound you are listening to is not
the original is in itself quite sufficient to
set your ear and mind into a critical attitude.

Loud -speaker Progress.
It is rather curious how one type of

device will come into favour and then be
superseded by something else and finally
come into favour again. I am thinking in-.
this instance of the horn type of loud
speaker. This was practically the only type
worth considering a very few years ago.
but in the forms then available it was
afflicted with many serious disabilities.

Then came the advent of the cone type,
which has certainly had a very good run
for its money, and was undoubtedly a
great improvement in many respects upon
the older type of horn.

The cone type of speaker has been made
in various sizes for public - address work
and, with the introduction of the moving -
coil speaker with the small cone and the
baffle -board, this type of instrument has
made a very definite and permanent place
for itself as a loud -speaker achievement.

A Throw -back.
Now we come to the exponential horn,

which in a sense is a throwback to the
horn type, but with a very great difference.
Certainly the reproduction which I heard
in the demonstration referred to above was
quite equal in quality to that which I have
ever heard from any cone type of speaker,
and was enormously greater in volume.

In this connection, there is another point
which I think is rather interesting, and
which I have never heard discussed in any
serious way : I refer to the question as to
whether for really loud reproduction to,
say, several thousand people in a large hall,
it is better to use a single loud speaker
(or a collection of loud speakers bunched
together) or to distribute loud speakers
at different points throughout the hall.

A Single Source.
Now you will remember that the latter

method was the one which was originally
adopted for public - address purposes, but
personally I have always felt that it was
unnatural to hear a reproduction of a voice
coming from two or three different direc-
tions, with different degrees of loudness.
This method meant that the sound from
one source reaches the ear at a different
instant from the sound from another
source, and this must be confusing to the
ear,

Popit7ar Wirvless,December,15th, 1923.

WIRELESS DRY BATTERIES
cilicule by

BRITISH BATTERY CO. LT1D,.

Established 14 Years.

For Value and Economy
No. 1w 41.volt Batteries

Standard Pocket Lamp
Size made with highest
recuperating agents.
I' a tent Spiral Wire
Terminals and Wander
Plug Sockets. Perma-
nent connections with-
out soldering, Illustra-
tion shows how to
connect in series. Build
up the voltage you need.

6/- per "doz.
1 doz. = 54 volts.

No. 8w Super Capacity
Type 41 volts. Extra
large size Unit with
Pa tent Spiral Wire
Terminal and Plug
Socket to take Wander
Plug. Capacity 4 times
that of No. 1w. Size

3 ins.
14'6 per doz.

Carriage Paid with Wander Plugs.

THE SERVICE BATTERY
St Co volts 7/6 Tapped every six volts.

S2 too volts 12!9 Obtainable front al! Deale!
or direct from-

British Battery Co. Ltd. Clarendon Road,WATFORD, HERTS
Tel. Watford 617.- EASY PAYMENTS

LOUD - SPEAKERS, HEADPHONES,
H.T. ACCUMULATORS. Anything Wireless
Send a list of the parts you arc requiring and we
will send you a quotation on monthly payments.
H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
'Phone. MnReum 1111, Gt. Portland St.. W.1.

RADIOfir
SPECIAL niA
BARGAIN

E x - Government
R . A .F . Stores (200
only) NEW 3 -
Valve Wireless
Receiver in case
20 x 16 x 7 ins.,
with extra Coil
and pair of
Phones.

Each £2
Carriage paid.

Special
Orders for above

Notice :
sets will be taken

in strict rotation.
NEW single High Resistance 'Phones 2 6 each,

post paid. SOO only.

Ion ft. Insulated Aerial Wire (7 strands
Copper) (NO STEEL) 2,'9 post paid.

A. J. SMITH Government
Dispasal

Contractor,

47a, Rectory Grove, Clapham, S.W.4,

PLEASE MENTION "POPULAR WIRELESS "
(Continued on page 816) WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS
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ALUMINIUMfgiiAA

AND CONE KIT
FOR VARIOUS BALANCED ARMATURE SPEAKER UNITS
The Frame is ready to take Blue Spot, Triotron, Bullphone and G.E.C.
Units, &c., which are secured rigidly and DIRECT to ALUMINIUM
CRADLE or CHASSIS. Setting remains constant, and speaker will

take full output from set without chatter.
ALUMINIUM CRADLE
FRAME, ready

ous units - - 1 216to receive vari-

Designed to give easy access to
adjusting nuts on reed of unit.

CONE KIT, comprising
118 in. Kraft Diaphragm
(forming 91 in. Cone) 4
Suedlin Segments, 1 Card
Ring, all cut to
size ready for 2/6mounting - -

INSIST ON THE GENUINE
SQUIRE CONE KITS, IN
LABELLED ENVELOPES.

Framework is as used in Loud Speaker
described in this issue.

CRADLE, complete with
Cone Kit, packed Iin box -  u
A Plywood Clamping Washer

included with complete set.
Postage 9d. extra (inland).

FREDK. SQUIRE
Manufacturer of " Solphone"
Moving Coil Speaker Parts,

24, Leswin Road, Stoke
Newington, London, N.16.

BIS

YI BROLDER

TINt1:1111,1
'');121:it.:).V-1

EUELLEMCEofDESIGN
Look at the base of the Vibrolder;
study its design from behind the
scenes. Note the one-piece springs
whose coils form the sockets for the
valve leg --the self -aligning contacts ;
the celluloid " window " which
excludes all dirt and dust ; the ready
tinned soldering tags. PRICE

Next time say "Vibrolder" 116and be sure of the best.
1,500,000 Benjamin valve holders are already in use

ELECTRIC LIMITED
Brantwood Works, Tottenham,

London, N.17

wre--Ammf-z,Acullmt.ufzfzw=m-AmAiz'is,47s-Am.lzm..z.vtiorzoic-sir.tvlicAm-foigmAmAvrexowlm-Ac":-s-fz.tzlz-va-nturaturz
s\c A

Two Ideal Christmas Gifts

A

CHUMS A

12/6

)1,1

ti4rol.;2:35-21=7;ZiN7e.kn-rp-n--nst,-n-7,-,7,,o,sw2gx7o,5=;me,v-vnwnIfon-nn-nn".--7,--n-z-non.r.-nnvn7eammpomr.m.ma

BUMPER BOOKS FOR BOYS !

The NEW NATURE Book
Here is an entirely new sort of book that will
appeal to every boy who loves the great " out
doors." It contains a large number of remarkable
" action photographs " showing Birds and Beasts
in their natural surroundings-how they live, hunt
and make their homes. Famous natural-
ists and explorers contribute the letterpress
to this original and delightful volume.

The finest and biggest gift book for Boys ! 832
pages of reading and 12 colour plates. Stories of
school life, mystery and adventure. Articles on
sport and hobbies and everything in which
the modern boy is interested. There are
months of entertainment in CHUMS. net

net

Buy them TO -DAY.
On Sale at all Newsagents and Booksellers
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WIRELESS
ACCESSORIES
are specially designed to mini-
mise the possibility of a wrong
or accidental connection ; and
each individual part is of a

standardised size.

EELEX
T 14 PLUGS

with hole in top
for another plug to
be fitted if desired.
6 different coloured
sleeves. 3d. each.

EELEX
T 14 E EYE

CONNECTOR,
specially suitable
for connections to
accumulators t o
safeguard a short
circuit. etc. Red
or black sleeve.
2d. each.

EELEX T 14 S
SPADE END

for immediate
multiple con-
nections, Nickel
plated. Red or
black sleeves.
2d. each.

EELEX
MULTIPLE CONNECTOR.

Non -reversible, detachable name plates, built
with EELEX standardised plugs and sockets.
all parts interchangeable. Price 4/- each.
tri,:goured Flex from 13d. yard. Complete
CI rds, 3/6

-

EELEXEELEX
SPRING

CONNECTOR
showing method of
using a phone tag
in conjunction
with a socket.
Spring only costs
Id.

Write for the new
EELEX Booklet T.68,
which gives full details.

Eelex House, 118, Bunhill
Row, Chiswell Street,

London, E.C.1.
Phone : Clerkenuell 9282-3-4.

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 814.)

Modern Practice.
More recently it has become the practice

to use either a single powerful reproducing
instrument, or a collection of such instru-
ments located. in as close proximity to one
another as possible, so that the whole of
the sound comes practically from a single
place. The effect is much more natural,
and I think the reproduction, especially if
it be speech, 4s much more intelligible when
the loud speakers are used in this way than
when the same loud speakers are distributed
about the hall in different places.

A Special Pick-up.
Talking about gramophones and loud

speakers, I saw recently a special type of
electrical pick-up to be used with gramo-
phone records which I can best describe
briefly as being a reversed moving -coil
loud speaker. It is unnecessary for me to
dilate on the particular features of the
moving -coil loud speaker as distinct from
the ordinary electro-magnetic type, as I
suppose all my readers are fully conversant
with the details of moving -coil speakers.
The essential principle is to use an extremely
light moving coil operating in an intense
magnetic field produced by a large electro-
magnet.

The ordinary type of loud -speaker wilt
depends upon the movement of a magnetic
armature in the magnetic field .of a perma-
nent magnet, the speech currents being fed
into a coil wound upon the latter. This
system, although simple and convenient, is
comparatively insensitive.

A Reversed Movement.
Now, so far as I know, most of the

electrical pick-ups at present in use may be
described as reversed electro-magnetic loud-
speaker movements. The moving arma-
ture, which is attached to the gramophone
needle -holder and therefore vibrates in
correspondence with the needle, acts in a
way to vary the magnetic flux in the perma-
nent magnet and the corresponding induced
speech currents are drawn off from windings
placed upon the permanent field magnet.

In the pick-up which I am describing,
however, the vibrating element is a movirr,
coil, and is consequently very small in ialas:z.
This vibrates in the intense magnetic fie1,1
produced by an thaw -magnetic and the
speech currents are drawn off from the
moving coil.

Extra Amplification. "

The speech or signal currents induced
in the moving coil are comparatively small
and consequently a somewhat greater
degree of amplification is necessary, but
according to the results which I heard, the
reproduction was extremely good in quality,
and well worth the difference.

Of course, the use of a mere moving -coil
form of pick-up is not in itself anything
new, but there are certain features are:,~
the one which I am describing, which I
asked not to divulge at this stage, which
struck me as being extremely clever and
which I was assured-and was prepared to
agree -were largely accountable for t he
excellent quality obtained,.

(Continued on page 81S.;
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OVERWHELMING

ADVANTAGE OF THE SAC
LECLANCHE BATTERY

in its most compact and practicable
form as represented by the original

Slie'. PICAPACRD
WET BATTERY*

At our offices may be seen hundreds of testimonials
paying glowing tribute to the great advantages of
this super efficient and money saving battery that
is positively permanent and

LASTS FOR YEARS
It saves pounds in costly dry batteries and ensures
an amazing clarity and purity of reception because
its super efficient cells maintain

CONSTANT
POWER PRESSURE

thus completelybainishing all" background noises"
and ripple. The voltage is steady, even, and non -
sagging. This wonderful battery is self -regener-
ative IT RECHARGES ITSELF OVER NIGHT-
in the morning it is as fresh as the dawn and is
ALWAYS UP TO VOLTAGE
Once installed It requires little or no attention.

voltage.Periodic

al replenishment of the elements at long
intervals being sufficient to maintain the required

POINTS OF SUPERIORITYIn the Standard Battery
Super construction and material of the highest
quality throughout ensure utmost efficiency. Its
design is far ahead of any other similar form of
I1.T. supply on the market and creeping is com-
pletely eliminated. The space occupied has been
brought down to a minimum, and the appearance
of the battery is extremely neat and compact. The
cells are strongly constructed. Each gives volts
and any voltage can be made up from them.
GET THE FREE BOOK NOW
Send for the free interesting book that explains all
you want to know about this super efficient and
money saving battery.

NOREFERENCE. NO DEPOSIT.
81196 volt Unib1of" Cabinet

as illustrated. Cad
DOWN 482 . 6. 5, or 8'1 down and 5 monthly

yments of 8 1.
STOCKISTS

p
:
a
Halfords Stores, Currys Stores and

all Radio dealers can supply on exactly the same
cash or deferred terms as we do.

THE STANDARD WET BATTERY CO.
Dept. P.W.

Head Offices, Showrooms and Warehouse:
184-188 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2

THOUSANDS
IN USE

OAIC CABINETS.--ilystery 560. 1710; Master 3
15'-; Melody Maker. 151; baseboards included. New
Cossor, including polished panel and 5 -ply baseboard.
Oak, 15;-; Oak, Walnut, or Mahogany finish, 1011
Hand -made and French polished. Rubber feet. Prated

and carriage paid. Send for list.
GILBERT, Cabinet Maker. SWINDON

REPAIRS
Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or Headphones repaired and despatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE

with each repair. 4/- Post Free.
Turns to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,
"Repairs" Dept.,

214, High Street Colliers Wood. London, S.W.19.
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HAVE you made or are you just going
to make an H.T. eliminator ? If
so then here is an extra refinement

that you can add to it, if it does not already
incorporate such an arrangement, that will
greatly increase its utility and enable you
to dispense with the last battery so far
remaining-the grid -bias battery.

In cases where the actual value of H.T.
available is limited and a fairly high value
of bias is required it should be borne in
mind that the method of obtaining grid
bias that I am going to describe will
reduce the H.T. voltage available by an
amount equal to the maximum G.B. which
has been allowed for. If this drop is going
to be at all serious, then it is advisable to
retain the battery for biasing L.F. valves.

How It Is Arranged.
The actual arrangement will be seen

in the theoretical circuit in Fig. 1. The
resistance which enables the required
grid bias to be obtained is shown at R. In
order to avoid any instability resulting from
its presence in the common .11.T. return,
it is advisable that it be shunted by a high
value fixed condenser C, 2 or 4 mfd., the
latter for preference if two stages of L.F.
are being used.

The actual value of the resistance re-
quired will, of course, depend on the total
current consumption under normal condi-
tions and the maximum voltage required,
and this is the first point to decide. Suppose
you want an optimum bias available of

G.B-/ G.B-2

r7r,

011\ \
416

/-1. 7:-
J
/1536

20 volts and the H.T. current taken is
20 milliamps, then the value of R should
be 1,000 ohms.

You will also need one, two or three
sliders, according to the number of tappings
you need. Since the average set with

*--...-4.-4-4-4.-.4-4.--...............-4.-........*
Why not take your grid bias as well
as H.T. from the mains 9 Our
correspondent tells you how to do it.
By C. P. ALLINSON, A.M.I.R.E.,

F.Inst.P.Inc.
*.e.-......-4.-0-4-4.4-4-4.-.0-4.......-4-4.4.--..*

different valves in the different stages will
not require two values of bias to be the
same, there is no need to arrange the sliders
to pass over each other. The chief thing
is, of course, that they should be insulated
from each other,

There are two ways of making up a
suitable potentiometer. One is to make

't on the lines of those big instruments
used on switch boards. A rectangular
insulating former carries a straight solenoid
winding of resistance wire. As is shown in
Fig. 2, a rod is mounted parallel to the
former which carries two sliders to which
connection may be made by means of a pig-
tail or piece of flex. I have not attempted
to give any dimensions, since these will
depend on the value of the resistance,
and the gauge of the wire, this latter depend-
ing again on the current the wire has to
carry. These details can be obtained from
the usual wire tables,

An Easier Method.
This method of construction is not, how-

ever, too easy, since it is desirable that the
former be threaded to take the wire, which
must be put on very tightly to prevent
shifting. The making and mounting of
the sliders, too, is not a job all will be able
to undertake.

The alternative form of construction,
shown in Fig. 3 is, I think, a little simpler.
The resistance wire is wound on to a flat
strip of fibre, or some similar flexible
insulating material of a suitable width
and length to take the length of wire needed.
This is mounted, as shown, on a circular

core. Two insulating discs either end
of this core carry the sliders, the completed
component being mounted as suggested.

This method of construction also has the
advantage that the two sliders do not in
terfere with each other in any way.

An excellent method which can be
employed is to use two potentiometers in
series. The sliders on each gives you a
different voltage, and the use of this arrange-
ment simplifies the question of controlling
the bias from the outside of the eliminator.

Automatic Adjustment.
If the total resistance of the two potentio-

meters is not sufficient, the extra resistance
needed can be connected in series either
between them or between the first one and
L.T. - according to which side of the first
tapping you need the extra voltage.

An interesting point to consider with
regard to this method of obtaining G.B. is
that it is, so to speak, self -compensating.
For instance, turning to Fig. I, it will be seen
that as you increase the H.T, owing to the
rise in H.T. current, the voltage across R
will rise and the grid bias rise, for the grid
bias voltage is directly proportional to the
H.T. current. On the other hand, if you
decrease the H.T., then the H.T. current
will drop and the grid bias will also drop.

2"...5t/oea
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GOVERNMENT
SALE BARGAINS
TELEPHONES. Brown's 4,000 or 2,000 ohm.

pairs, headband and cord, 35/. per pair. 1,500
ohm. ditto, 30,1-. 120 ohm. ditto, 251.. Sullivan
'Phones, 31- pair. Single Receivers, 60 ohm. or
750 ohm., 101-. 2,000 ohm., 14/-. Single Western
or Ericsson Receivers for Pick-ups, 1/6. Wrist
Micros, 1016. Public Address Hand Micro-
phones, 12/6. Stand Micros, 15/.. Speech
Buttons, 11-. Carbon Micro. Insets, 9d. Skinder.
viken, 2/6. Amplion Loud Speaker Units, N., 7/6.

METERS. Milli -ammeters, all ranges, 15/. to
22/6. 0 to 500 volts, 45/, Weston Meters. all
ranges to 1,600 volts. Elliott, etc.'Testing Sets,
E.I08, 4 ranges amps. and volts, 45/-. A.C. Hot
Wire, 1- amp. 4/-.

GUN TELESCOPES, 25/,
DYNAMOS. L.T. Charging. W.W. 20 volts, 5

amps., 501.. L. 12 volts, 8 amps., 451-. Ct. 18
volts, 8 amps., 65/, 50 volts, 25 amps., £7 10s.
80 volts, 20 amps., £8 10s., and others. High -
Tension Charging Motor Generators. 230
volts A.C. to 100 volts, 100 ma. D.C., 70/,
Dynamos. 100 volts, 4 amps.. 25/.. 250 volts,
4 amps.. £3 10s. H.T. Anode Motor Generators.
100 volts D.C. to 250 volts, 250 m,a. £10. 220
volts D.C. to 400 volts D.C. 200 m.a., Fine
Brand new 2 commutator G.E.C. Aircraft
Generators. 950 volts, 60 m.a. and 6 volts, 5 amps.,
£10. 600 volts 100 ma. and 6 volts, 5 amps., £5.
Fine Newton H.T. Generators, K.W., 2,000
volts, £30. Slow Speed I K.W. 2,000 volts, £40.
2 K.W. 2.000 and 4,000 volts, £52. Large E.V.
Megger Hand Generators, 600 volts and 1,500
volts, £8. Medium, £5. Hand Magnetos, 80 volts,
50 ma., 6/. each. H.T. 4,000 volts a mfd. Mica
smoothing Condensers, 10,'.. 2,000 volts Glass
Case Variable Condensers, 15,-

WHEATSTONE BRIDGES. G.P.O. and dial
tvpe, £7 10s. Mirror Galvos Reflecting Beam, by
Paul, Gambrel, Sullivan and Tinsley, £3 to £10.
Standard Resistance Boxes and Universal Shunts,
35/-. Paul Unipivots. Electrostatic Voltmeters
to 5,000 volts, £8. Silvertown Galvos, 7/6.
Various and Testing Sets cheap.

TRANSMITTING VALVES. 6 volt 40, 100, 200
and 250 watts, from 4/6.

WAVEMETERS by Townsend, Paul, Silvertown,
Gambrel and Marconi, from 15',

ELECTRIC POCKET TORCHES with new
Ever -Ready " Battery, 2/6. Hand Lanterns

ditto, 416. Airship Safety Lamps, 2 volts, 7/6.
25 volts Candle Lamps, 6d. each. Radiator 250
watt 110 volt Lamps for Charging, 216.

ELECTRIC BELLS. G.P.O. Circular, 2/, Out-
door, 1/6. Sounders,,10/-. Large Ironclad Bells,
5/,

50 PETROL ELECTRIC GENERATING SETS
Air Force Portable, I K.W. 50/70 volts, 20 amps..
from £15. 150 Electric Bench and Portable 110
and 220 volt Drills, from £5. Electric Hand
Blowers, 220 volt, 17/6. Immersion Heaters, 110
to 230 volt, Ediswan, 2/6 each. Electric Sauce-
pans, 5',

Air Speed Indicators, with Tube and Head, 7/6.
INSULATORS. High Tension in Porcelain and

Ebonite, from 6d. each. Empire Insul. Cloth for
Coils, Chokes, etc., 1/. per roll of 100 sq. ins.
4 -pin Plug and sockets, 8d. pair. 2 -pin wall
plug and socket, 10d.

SWITCH GEAR. Slow-motion geared slide
Rheos, 250 watts, 7/6. 147 S.P. Plug Boards,
9 -way 10 amp., 2', Lucas 8 -way switch boxes,
mahogany with brass cover. Six S.P. 1 D.P.
1 CO. switches, 3,16. S.P.C.O. Switches, 1/6.
H.T. send -receiver, 2/6. Hundreds of other
Switches and Controllers.
Electric Flashing Signal Lamps, Aldis, 14/6.
CAV, 12/6. 3 Colour Band Leather Cases, 10 by
8 by 6 ins., with strap, 5/-. Aerial Lanyards, 6d.
Aerial Winches with brake, 1/6. Valve 3 -cell
padded boxes. 1/4. Double Protractors in Leather
Case, 5/, Instrument Cases, mahogany, with
handle, lid and drop front 7 by 8 by 51 ins., 2/6.
Plated Angle Terminals, (0 CA, Id. each. Mar-
coni T 6 Table Variable Condensers, 7/6.
Mahogany Cases with lid and Ebonite panel,
with 5 brass sockets, for D.C. Eliminators,
8 by 4 by 31 ins., 2/, Loud Speaker Condensers,
.05 mfd., with 4 taps, 5/-. Earth Spikes with
Terminal, 1/2,

Tons of other Bargains too numerous
to detail. Send Stamp for Special

R. A. F. December Sale List.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218 UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.4

Paul's and Blackfriars' Stn. Phone : City 0191.

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page Silk)

Reinartz Modifications.
Experimenters using the Reinartz type of

circuit, with detector and, say, two low -
frequency amplifiers, often find themselves
desirous of increasing the sensitivity and
range of the circuit. The suggestion which
naturally occurs is to add a stage of high -
frequency amplification before the detector,
but this is not so easy with the Reinartz
circuit as might at first be imagined.

Critical Reaction.
In the first place it should be noted that

the accurate control of reaction is one of
the characteristics of the Reinartz circuit,
and this is a circumstance to which it already
owes most of its sensitivity.

If high -frequency amplification be used in
addition, it is necessary to introduce the
H.F. amplifier between the aerial tuning
circuit and the detector, and this involves
such an amount of interference with the
circuit that it amounts practically to re-
designing the whole thing.

In actual practice, therefore, it is generally
inadvisable to attempt introducing high -
frequency amplifying stages with the simple
Reinartz circuit, the latter being eminently
suitable for a simple and easily operated
receiver.

WHAT TO GIVE

FOR .C1-107TMAS.

IT is often difficult to know what to give a
boy but this problem is soon solved if
you choose a book. This year the book-

shops have a wider selection than ever before,
but you will save yourself much time and
trouble if you choose either the -NEW
NATURE BOOK (0/ -net) or CHUMS (12/Cruet).

The former is ideal for any boy who glories
in the great " Outdoors." It -is packed with
hundreds of fascinating action photographs
of Birds and Beasts in their natural sur-
roundings. It is a really thrilling book -there's
not a dull page in it. Famous naturalists and
explorers are, among the contributors.

MOMS offers equally attractive value
in a different way. It contains 832 'big pages
of reading and twelve colour plates. There
are long, book -length stories of school life,
footer, cricket and adventure and plenty of
shorter tales as well. There are many pages
of articles on sport and hobbies --in fact,
everything a boy likes best.

COSSO ft I ant now producing the famous Radian
COILS Coils of unparalleled excellence and rah

give instant delivery. B.B.C., 15/- pair.
Long Wave, 17/ - pair.

MELODY from stock. 20/. down, balance easy pay -
MAKER KITS ments. Completed if required. Any set
Easy Terms or list of parts on easy terms. Quotations

by return.
BUILD THE The 40 -station single tuning receiver by

Allinson. Constructional envelope, marvel
of completeness and clarity, 1/2. Parti.
culars free. Traders say " The Best 3."

A. E. OAKLEY, 43, Carleton Road, London, N.7.

MONOTUNE

Printed and published every Thursday by the Pro
prietors, The Amalgamated Press, Ltd., The Fleetway
Douse, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4. 'Advertise.
ment offices Messrs. John H. Lite, Ltd., 4, Ludgate
Circus, London, E.C.4. (Telephone City 7261.) Regis-
tered as a Newspaper for transmission by Canadian
Magazine Post. Subscription Rates: Inland, 17/4 per
annum; 8/8 for six months, Abroad, 19/6 per annum;
9/9 for six months. Sole Agents for South Africa
Central News Agency, Ltd. Sole Agents for Australia
and New Zealand: Messrs. Gordon Gotch, Ltd.
sai urday, Decomber 15th, 1928. TIE It/11 Nflt D,11

ASTOUNDING
PERFECTION
IN CONE LOUD -SPEAKER. REPRODUCTION

EASILY ATTAINED BY USING

"BROADCAST"
CONE

MATERIAL
Not linen. Not paper.
Gives true tone without

muzziness." Suitable
for any reed unit.

POST 2/6 FREE.
Two sheets of the
material are included in
each outfit. One, on
which an artistic design
is printed, is for a free -
edge cone, whilst the
other is for a floating -

edge cone with baffle -board. A 4 -page illustrated
leaflet, giving full working instructions, is also
enclosed,

" BROADCAST "
INDOOR AERIAL
Full too feet. Indispensable for short-

wave reception.
PRACTICALLY INVISIBLE.
Greatly improves selectivity. Makes an
EXCELLENT COUNTERPOISE EARTH.
Made of tinned copper wire, it does

not collect dust.
POST 2/- FREE.

" BROADCAST "
PLUG-IN COILS
We have been making Plug-in Coils for
five years, so know your requirements.

NOTE THE LOW PRICES:
5o..1/2 125..1/6 250.. 2 3

30, .1/- 60 .. 1/3 150..1/6 300.. 2 6
35.  1/- 75 .1 /3 175..1/9 400..3 -
40..1/2 100..1/6 2 oo. . 500..3,6

CENTRE TAPPED, 6d. EXTRA.
" X " COILS, 1/- EXTRA.
Post paid on two or more coils.

CARLTON MANUFACTURING CO.,
1 a, Gospel Oak Grove, London, N.W.5.

TRADE SUPPLIED.
Phone Hampistead 4796.

The Picture Paper with the MOST News

-SUNDAY GRAPHIC-
KAY'S CABINETS

This Cabinet soundly constructed of
Oak and equipped with Baseboard nun -
tiers. Fall Front, Hinged Top. Polished

to .18 ins. wide. . . . ""x
rich Jacobean. For panels up A5/.
Also made to accommodate any Popular
Set. Quotations for specials by return.

Illustrated Lists Free.
H. KAY, Cabinet Manufaoturer,
Mount Pleasant Road, London, 01.15

Phone. IFALTH.4MSTOW 1826.

tRAO

"RED DIAMOND"
Pull and Push

Switch,

RO39 (Radio Dept. 46)
11

3 21 2, Gt. Sutton St., London, E.C.1.

MARS

RED DIAMOND

REG.?.

Robust construction. Definite
" on " and " off " positions.
No shaking. Perfect contacts.
Terminals for easy 1 f3
Difitting. Price A

g or lay insured post, 1;6.

Of all high-class Radio 13,:a1.:rs
or Sole Makers:

JEWEL PEN, Co., Ltd.,
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THE set chosen
for this week's
" White Print "

is again a very
straightforward and
well -tested one. It
employs two valves,
a detector with reac-
tion and a low -
frequency amplifier
with transformer
coupling, and forms
a very neat little out-
fit for loud -speaker
work on the local
station (and 5 G B
at moderate dis-
tances), and head-
phone reception from the Continent. When
conditions are at all favourable and the
aerial is a good one, moreover, it will often
put some of the foreigners on the speaker as
well.

The circuit of the detector valve with its
tuning and reaction arrangements is one of
the standard wave -change schemes, with
some special detail features which make it
a decidedly individual design. These are
mainly devices for getting very high
efficiency from the detector valve, and so
getting the utmost sensitivity.

For example, this valve is fitted with a
variable filament resistance, so that the
current can be adjusted to the least value
which gives the best reaction effects,
which is sometimes helpful. Also, it is pro-
vided with a potentiometer for adjusting the
exact potential on the grid, and this is a
very valuable feature, for it makes it much
easier to get really smooth and progressive
reaction.

ir -t-6,-*

THE "P.W." " WHITE PRINTS."
A NEW SERVICE FOR OUR READERS.

White Print No. 2. :: :: A Wave -Change Two -Valve Set.
This week we publish the second of our White Prints. This page may
be easily and safely torn out-along the dotted line overleaf-and the
White Print filed. In due course you will thus have available an
encyclopaedic collection of the best circuits used in modern radio
practice. A " White Print " will be published on the last page every

week in " P.W." until further notice.-THE EDITOR.

Real Trouble -Saving.
Since the circuit is a wave -change one,

of course, there is no coil -changing to be
done, and you can go from the ordinary
broadcast waves to the long waves, and
vice versa by operating a single switch, a
feature you will find a great convenience in
use. With the knob pushed in you are on
long waves, and by pulling it out you come
back to the lower band.

The general details of the switching
scheme are very much like those of White

Print No. 1, the only serious difference being
on long waves, where the aerial coupling and

dOMPONENTS AND MATERIALS
REQUIRED.

1 Panel, 14 in. x 7 in. x In.
1 Cabinet to fit, with baseboard 9 in.

deep.
1 0005-mfd. variable condenser.
1 '0001 or 00015 -mid. reaction con-

denser.
NOTE.-The one shown has an

earthing terminal for a screening
plate. With types not so fitted
simply omit the lead shown to E.)

1 L.T. switch.
1 Wave -change switch of usual type.
2 Sprung valve holders.
1 Baseboard -mounting potentiometer.
1 Baseboard rheostat.
1 H.F. choke.
1 L.F. transformer.
1 '0003 fixed condenser with clips, and

2-megohm grid leak.
1 001-mfd. fixed condenser.
1 " P.W." standard loading coil.
I " Sceptic's Three " type aerial coil,

or materials for home construction
of the very similar one shown in the
drawing (see text).

1 Terminal strip, 12 in. x 2 in. x 1 in.,
and 9 terminals, or two separate strips,
as shown.

Wire, screws, flex, G.B. plugs, tapping
clip, etc.

".i711111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i11111111111111e

H.F. CNOKEC>
000/ 00/ c>

reaction scheme is
altered somewhat.
This alteration is in-
tended to provide a
slightly better degree
of selectivity, desir-
able in a larger set.

The main tuning
coil, i.e. the one for
the ordinary waves,
can be one of the
same type as was
used in the " Seep-
tic's" Three and
various other sets,

chased ones may be arranged for mount-
ing vertically, and this can be done without
risk of ill-effects if it seems easier.)
Otherwise, a special coil can be wound
from the data given on one of the diagrams
herewith.

and this can be
bought ready wound
if desired. (Pur-

Winding the Coil.
This diagram is almost self-explanatory,

giving turn -numbers, size of tube, etc., and
showing how to use small wooden spacers
to support the primary (L1) and so on. It
should just be added that L3 must be
wound in the same direction as L2, and that
the space between them should be only
I -in. (the draughtsman exaggerated the
space for the sake of clearness). The wire
for the reaction coil should be No. 30 or
32 D.S.C.

Finally, some brief operating notes. The
first valve should be one of the H.F, or
general-purpose type, with a small power or

NEXT WEEK:
A HIGH -EFFICIENCY THREE-VALVER.

f11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 11111111111111111111111111111

L.F. valve in the second socket, with suitable
grid bias. H.T. on the detector will be
about 60 volts, and 100 or 120 on H.T. +2.
The potentiometer should be set to give the
loudest signals and smoothest reaction,
and will generally be best fairly_ near the
positive end. (Reaction may be smoothest
of all at the negative end, but signals are
then usually not at their loudest.)

S TA R T 4.10/A/E0
TO .STAR 0.44,44VO
TO TERN/MAL O'ON
LOAD/NG CC7/L

STA RT END OF
OA 12 L2 ro
TO ONE TERM/NAL.
SIDE OF 2 / 6
GR/D LOADING
CO/VOS-R CO/L.

1779.

END OS
L TO3

FIXED
PLATES
OF REACr
COND SR
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THE VALVES WITH THE INDIRECTLY - HEATED CATHODES
Why have so many of the leading manufacturers of wireless sets adopted as standard
Cosmos All -Electric Valves? A few reasons are here given indicating that for successful
operationof sets completely from the electric light supply mains these valves are indispensable.

By reason of their big cathodes and great cathode
emission, Cosmos All -Electric Valves are robust,
strong and long-lived.

Cosmos All -Electric Valves give great amplification
per stage. They are extremely sensitive, and by
reason of low impedance values, give high tone quality
of reproduction and handle power volumes.with ease.

ADAPTABILITY
.1

The prices of Cosmos All -Electric Valves are comparable
with the prices of ordinary battery valves. Why use
any less satisfactory ?
Type AC/G1, 51_ Type AC/Rt , 716
Green Spot f Red Spot f
(High Amplification) (Power Amplification):
A.C. Sockets 3,1- each and Met -Vick Disc Adaptors Gd.

Eliminators especially designed for theSj
Send for Section C.

VALVES
METRO-VICK SUPPLIES LTD., 155, Charing

All valves with directly heated cathodes (" Raw,"
A.C. valves as they are called) operate with hum.
This hum, even if small, makes them quite unsuitable
as detectors-the most critical position. Cosmos
All -Electric Valves do not Hum, and are suitable for

. all stages.

-LONG LIFE
A valve that emits from the grid cannot be used in
R.C.C. sets, nor, if serious, in transforfner-coupled
sets. Grid emission is a more serious defect than
" softness " and no one would dream of using a
" soft " valve. Cosmos All -Electric Valves do not
grid -emit.

Special cappinoband the use of adaptors enable
Cosmos All -Electric Valves to be used in existing battery
sets without rewiring. The extraordinary good char-
acteristics of these valves, however, may render a
slight modification to some circuits desirable.

COST NO MOIZE.,

ljalves.

Cross Rd., LONDON, W.C.2
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Uniformity of Filament-Uniformity
of Vacuum -- Uniformity of Con-
struction-Uniformity of Emission
-Uniformity of Efficiency.
Because of this uniformity, designers
of receivers specify Mullard P.M.
Valves. MUllard uniformity is your
guarantee that the set you build or
buy will be equal in performance
to the designer's original model.

All radio dealoi sell
Mallard P.M. Valves.

TON L
VOLUME

DISTANCE

.V7

They make an old set modern ;
they make a modern set perfect

Mullard
THE MASTERVALVag

AI

ADVT, THE- MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO. LTD., DENMARK HOUSE, DENMARK STRLfa, LONDON, W.C.2
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" SPECIAL XMAS WEEK NUMBER

No. 342. Vol. XIV.

opular Every Thursday -
PRICE
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CONTINENTAL
VALVES CAROLLING

WITHOUT CURVES

TI+7
" SHORT -WA VE " SEE LAST PAGE FOR

TWO " P.W." WHITE PRINT No. 3

RADIO
AND CHRISTMAS
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HIGH TENSIGN

WINNER 60 volts, 7/ -

WINNER 66 volts, 7/6
WINNER 59 volts, 11 6
WINNER 120 volts, 14 -

GRID BIAS

WINNER 9 volts,

EVER READY CO.
(G.B.) LTD.,
Hon.:may, N.7.

Nov we are right
divr Christmas

w,th

EVER READY
BRITAIN'S BEST BATTERIES
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K.C. CONDENSER
WITH SLOW MOTION

CONDENSER
BLOCKS

FOR BATTERY
ELIMINATORS

MICA
CONDENSER

TYPE 620

Imosawom......... , re

DUWIROHM

DUCON

TOROIDS

P.C. COUPLING UNIT
H.F. CHOKE WITH OR WITHOUT VALVE HOLDER

DUMETOHM

MIDGET
VARIABLE CONDENSER

.1; ri

MINICAP SWITCH

Otir fnias Greetings

TAIL% tibt
13'x%%:!

unobtainable front your dealer write
to its giving his name and address.

K C. WITH
DRUM CONTROL

1,1

PAPER
CONDENSER

TYPE RR

MICA
CONDENSER

TYPE 6775

DUMETOFIM
HOLDER

. HORIZONTAL

TYPE DIO

MICA
CONDENSER

BILIE
RADIO PRODUCTS

Advt. of Dubilier Condenser. Co. (1925) Ltd., Ducon IVorhs, North Acton, W.3 V. I I
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EXTRAORDINARILY LOW It F.
RIEWTANCE 4111Ifti ANIAZIN6
/ELECTIVITY/

C.1'.

LEWCOS Centre -tapped Coils have
established their popularity with ex-
perienced users of radio sets because of
their all-round efficiency. They are Litz
wound in scientifically spaced sections
which ensures minimum self -capacity.
H.F. Resistance being extraordinarily
loss', amazing selectivity is inevitable.

Lewcos" X "Coils also are
a great improvement On
ordinaryinduct ance coils.
They have two tappings
instead of the standard
centre tap, thus you can
tune in more stations
with razor sharpness.

(REGO.)

CENTRE -TAPPED AND "X" COILS
13oth Centre -tapped and " X " Coils can be supplied with

Continental two -pin fitting if desired.

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED,
Church Road, Leyton, London, E.10.

Trade Counter and Cable Sales : 7 Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, E.C.1.

x.
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Two Splendid Christmas Gifts t
BUMPER BOOKS FOR BOYS !

FA:

There is not a dull line to be found in the BRITISH BOY'S
ANNUAL. It is a wonderful big budget of exciting yarns,
splendid pictures and illustrated features. The stories are
real " thrillers " and its articles axe both useful and enter-
taining. This jolly book will appeal to boys of all ages and A
will provide many happy hours of reading.

5/- net

NOW ON SALE
At all Newsagents and Booksellers

The HOBBY ANNUAL
For the boy who likes to make things and to know how
things work, the HOBBY ANNUAL is ideal. It is full of
clearly -written articles on all sorts of hobbies and photographs
and diagrams tha,t show you exactly what to do. This
book will bring months of entertainment. It is just the
thing for the long winter evenings. Wireless, Mechanics,
Photography, Carpentry are all dealt with.

6/- net

BRITISH BOY'S ANNUAL

*P1t4S1M-Mi*VMPI;MIV-74.,-"rAPP-V-2.0-n-MM.-7r4M:S2V.X-2,VPINNM.V.Yel,1MXP..V.V.
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A CH
CORITUNIFICY

You are doubtless considering the
question of Christmas Gifts. Here are
four solutions of the problem. Each
,of the four items -has been specially
reduced in price for the Christmas.
Season. Take advantage of this reduc
tion and make a presentation this
year that will give immediate and
permanent delight.

PUCE
REDUCTIONS

Pelow are given brief desctiptions of these items.
Each one will do all that is claimed of it, and
eF ch is a useful and desirable gift reflecting the
good sense of the donor.

Two Stage Receiver
A very capable receiver employing the Mazda 1 S213 'Two Stage
Valve which functions as Detector and L.F. Amplifier. This giVk S
two valve results with a filament consumption of one iz. :7- 0.15
amp. Two tuning ranges are provided 20(1650 and 920/2000m.
Old Price £5 0 0 New Price £4 0 0

5 M. A. Eliminator
This Eliminator is designed for use with the average 1 or 2 valve
set working at present from a small capacity dry battery. Half
wave rectification is obtained by means of an R.H. 1 Mazda rectify
tog valve. Completely enclosed in metal case. _

Old Price f 9 10 0 NeW Price .E3 14 0

zo M.A. Eliminator
A similar instrument to the above but is capable of supplying high
tension current to receivers having anode consumption sly to
including 10 milliamps. The average two, three, fold
receiver can be operated from this unit.
Old Price £6 15 0 New Frice £ 5 1 2 6

Three Stage Receiver
The ideal receiver for those requiring fairly long range reception
yet simplicity in operation. The first two -Stages are obtained by the
Mazda T.S.215 Two stage valve whilst the final stage is coupled
through a B.T.H. Transformer to either a L.F.215 or P.227 INIaze..t
Valve. This set is extremely economical to run. Two tuning ranges
are incorporated -2001650 and 900/2000m.
Old Price £9 10 0 New Price ET 18 6

11 above prices include valves and Royalties.

Ask yorr dealer for details

THE BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON MAXI% 432
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To ensure the enjoyment of

A HAPPY RADIO XMAS
You will need some good Wireless literature in the house.
You can't go wrong if you get a copy of the January
SPECIAL -XMAS and NEW YEAR NUMBER

of the WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
riLticrAcAmAc:riaAmAmo-imAcAm-Aam-61

4. Amongst the valuable constructional .1S.

features are :- "4rt

4 THE NEW " BUSINESS MAN'S " FOUR A
ITHE " DIRECTOR " (an All -From -The-

4 Mains Two-Valver) A,

" CIRCUIT 29 "
1,

A

CALIBRATING A SHORT -WAVER A

0
ACHATS AT THE WORKTABLE,

'4 etc., etc. R
A

44e -V 9Vt;714-70-MI N -N.- ViN:-/IMW %; 5irr -9IM A

NOW ON SALE 6d.

xt 2.9,1CACtie AVM ALIZ OZ aje eAC fig AM.14,

Everyone interested in radio should
read :-

0 A DX CHRISTMAS
HAPPENINGS AT SAVOY HILL

4 "BIG BEN" STRIKES THE RIGHT NOTE 4
14 RADIO-GRAMOPHONICS 4

QUEER QUERIES 4
Y WITHIN THE VACUUM
4 XMAS GIFTS FOR YOURSELF AND 1

%.

OTHERS, etc., etc. 44 .44

,;(.9%,:7.-.74NIVAM7,,,'nn7f:N9,-.0,074,N,S,S-Ar "OA

USUAL PRICE

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
VN4:.'40A'A:hiO4

INVALUABLE TO EVERY AMATEUR & CONSTRUCTOR

"POPULAR WIRELESS 9 9 BLUE PRINTS
of Tested Circuits

The following is a list of the "P.W." 6d. Blue Prints for Constructors in stock, showing the different circuits available.
P.W. BLUE PRINT Number P.W. BLUE PRINT Number

1. DETECTOR VALVE WITH REACTION.
2. OUT OF PRINT.
3. 1 -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER.
4. CRYSTAL DETECTOR WITH L.F. AMPLIFIER.
5. H.F. (Tuned Anode) AND CRYSTAL WITH REACTION.
6. H.F. & CRYSTAL (T ransf ormer Coupled, without Reaction).
7. 1 -VALVE REFLEX WITH CRYSTAL DETECTOR

(Tuned Anode).
8. 1 -VALVE REFLEX AND CRYSTAL DETECTOR

(Employing H.F. Transformer, without Reaction).
9. H.F. AND DETECTOR (Tuned Anode Coupling, with

Reaction on Anode).
10. H.F. & DETECTOR (Transformer Coupled, with Reaction).
11. DETECTOR AND L.F. (With Switch to Cut Out L.F. Valve).
12. OUT OF PRINT.
13. 2 -VALVE REFLEX (Employing Valve Detector).
14. OUT OF PRINT. 15. OUT OF PRINT.
16. H.F. (Tuned Anode), CRYSTAL DETECTOR AND L.F.

(With Switch for Last Valve).
17. CRYSTAL DETECTOR WITH TWO L.F. AMPLIFIERS

(With Switching).
18. 1 -VALVE REFLEX AND CRYSTAL DETECTOR, with

1 -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER, Controlled by Switch.
19. OUT OF PRINT. 20. OUT OF PRINT.
21. THE 2 -VALVE LODGE " N."
22. " THE GUARANTEED REFLEX."

23. THE 1 -VALVE " CHITOS."
24. THE " SPANSPACE THREE." Three -Valve Receiver

employing 1 Neutralised H.F. Valve, Detector with
Non -Radiating Reaction Control, and 1 L.F. Valve.

25. OUT OF PRINT.
26. A " STRAIGHT " 4-VALVER (H.F., Det. and 2 L.F
27. OUT OF PRINT. [with Switching).
28. A "MODERN WIRELESS" 5 -VA LVER (H.F., Det

and 3 L.F.).
29. AN H.T. UNIT FOR DIRECT -CURRENT MAINS.
30. A REINARTZ ONE-VALVER.
31. A STANDARD TWO-VALVER (Detector and L.F.).
32. THE " CUBE SCREEN " THREE (H.F., Det. and L.F.).
33. A " KNIFE EDGE " CRYSTAL SET.
34. AN H.F. AND DETECTOR TWO-VALVER.
35. THE " UNIVERSAL THREE " (Det. and 2 L.F. stakes

resistance -coupled).
36. THE " SPANSPACE FOUR " (H.F., Del. and 2 L.F.;.
37. THE " LONG SHORE" CRYSTAL SET.
33. A TWO -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER.
39. THE " SYDNEY " TWO.
40. THE " SUPER SCREEN " THREE.
41. THIS YEAR'S " CHITOS " ONE-VALVER.
42. THE "Q AND A" THREE. A simple set (Det. and 2 L.F.).
43. THE " INEXPENSIVE FOUR."
44. THE "ECONOMY FIVE." For longrangcloudspcaker work.

ALL "POPULAR WIRELESS" BLUE PRINTS 6d. EACH
All orders for these Blue Prints should be sent direct to the " Popular Wireless " Queries Department, F leetway House, Farringdon
Street, London, E.CA., enclosing a stamped addressed envelope and a postal order for 6d. for each Blue Prin. Ordered.
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C;°Ie an
E SWAN

CHARGER

EDISW AO'
f URN vita

SO zci

It is the ideal gift for wireless

1

owners, banishing for all time
let -downs through accumulator
failures.

Make a Saturday night habit of
putting your batteries on the
EDISWAN ACCUMULATOR
CHARGER; give them one full
charge each week and double the
life of the cells besides enjoying
wireless reception at its best.

EDISWAN ACCUMULATOR
CHARGERS are obtainable from
all wireless stores at £2 /7 6 each.
Make enquiriesand let your local
dealer demonstrate.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
123/5, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.4:

Fit EDISWAN. Valves and bring your radio up.to.date
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Price includes the three Comer Valves,
the handsome cabinet. all the Darts. and
even the simple toots-everythint necessaro

4, to assemble this wonderful Receiver. Long
Wave Coils 8/6 each extra if required.

%
'7/44,.

*4.

A. C. CMOS' Ltd., Melody Department, Highbury Grove. London. N.b.

Popular Wireless, December 22nd, 1928.

GIFT OF IFT
The

Melody Maker
Nothing can give greater pleasure

. . this amazing Wireless Set will
provide endless entertainment ....
vaudeville .... plays .... songs ....
opera . . . . dance music, .... all
through the Christmas Holidays and
all next year as well. It is the ideal
Christmas Gift. Unassembled it will
give double joy .... the pleasure of
building it and the delight of listen-
ing to its superb reproduction. Or
you can assemble it yourself and

give it as a complete Receiver
anyone can build it in 90 minutes,
no holes to drill, no panel to saw, no
wires to solder, it's as simple as
Meccano. Included in the sealed box
(obtainable from any Wireless Deal-
er) are the three Cossor Valves, the
handsome cabinet., all the parts and
even the simple tools necessary for
its assembly. Get full details from
your dealer or ....

Fill in this coupon now !
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS.
" Ariel's " Christmas Mottoes-Radio Out of the Wall-A Warm Corner for Listening-

Miss " Sparks --Radio in the Kitchen-Well, Well !-The Hidden Hand.
A Good Christmas Programme.

WHEN Station XMAS starts,
-Tune it in, my lads, tune it in !

When it broadcasts peace to'ali hearts,
T one' it.in, tune it in!

When it bids you bear in mind
What you (lid tkat was not kind;
And recounts to you the burdens
Of the- old, the 'sick, the blind ;
When it tells ofwires and kiddies
" rnknOwn Warriors" left bthind ;
T ulieit in-and _" do the needful "-tune.it in.

Packing Up. -

WELL, boys, work this side
is practically over, bar the shouting.
I won't touch a pen till Black

Thursday- next. (If I have to score in games,
or dritw pigs with curly tails with my eyes
shut, I'll dd it with an HB.) have
nothing to do with radio except to put up
the aerial, charge the battery, tune the set,
supply spare valves, and generally wet -
nurse the outfit. And the same to you.
Here's hoping ! A Happy Christmas ! A
good time t Smiling kids and pretty
girls ! And the, old folk clucking by the
fireside I

"Ariel's " Christmas Mottoes.
" ASWITCH in time saves a burn -out."

" Love me ; love my set." " It's
never too late to --make sure the 

battery's charged." " Empty accumulators
make you make the most sound." " It's
a long lead that has no kink." " Stolen
circuits are the neatest." ` When the
` fan's' away the wife can play-with the
set." " Kind hearts are more than Valve
Bartsbips." ". Hitch your aerial to a star."

All's fair, in radio-so long 'as you get
3 L 0 (Melbourne)." " Still trams are
good trams." " Set, an Eck to catch an
-oscillator." In conclusion I offer a
prize of one volt for the,best verse beginning,
 Trickle, trickle, little charger."

Radio Out of the Wall.

REPORTS
from the U.S.A. state that if

matters continue to develop in the
way they are at present tending, in

twenty year's time all broadcasting will,
be done by " wined wireless" over 'the
household light and power cables, thus
leaving the ether much freer for commercial
and service radio-cummunications.

There is a lot of sense in this notion, for
at the present rate of increase in wireless
stations of all kinds the ether will be stiff
with electricity in much less than twenty
years. 'Already responsible Wireless people
are considering frequencies of over
300,000,000.

Canada Prefers Size.
AFRIEND whose normal domicile is in

Canada, but who is over here for
Christmas without zero, tells me that

the radio set trade over there runs violently
in the direction of the " console " type of
goods. In other words, they want " a piece
of furniture," and so the poor wretched
sets have to be camouflaged as linen presses,
cottage pianos, settees, whatnots-and
what not. I am past the age which pre-
sumes to dictate other peoples' tastes, but
for the life of me I fail to grasp the point of
view of a person who must have a modern
convenience dolled up to look like a domestic
object.

OS

A Foolish Consistency.
SINCE this is a sort of off week, let us for

a moment debate this matter further.
People often say something like " Yes,

I should like a set but it must be suitable
for my drawing -room." Heaven knows
what is suitable for the rooms of such folk,
but I'll trouble you to tell me whether (1) a
Porn., (2) a husband with a bald head and
walrus moustache, (3) a picture of a sunset
looking like a fried egg, (4) several electric -
light bulbs, (5) a hassock, and (6) a bunch of
yellow chrysanthemums in a tartan vase.
are in keeping with the esoteric taste which
shrinks from a mahogany -covered radio
set of moderate size.

A Couple of Jokes.
T' EVER hear about the American radio

ei enthusiast who during the Great War
joined the artillery on condition that

he was drafted to " B. Battery " ? And
that one about the dumb Scotchman whose

(Continued on next pee.)

WAS IT FATHER CHRISTMAS?

La Hungary passengers waiting for their trains are provided with 'phones to listen -in. The gentleman to
tl_arizht of the picture looks rather " sheepish," doesn't lee ?
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from previous page.)

wife thought a radio set might brighten his
existence. " And how much shall I pay
ye for the instr-r-ument ? " she asked the
agent who had called. The Scotchman
turned his head sharply and said-nothing.

A Warm Corner for Listening.
IHAVE been reading a short account of

1 the observatory on Mount Etna, which
is situated within the very crater zone.

A wireless station has recently been set up
there, of what kind was not stated, but I
presume it is not for " broadcasting." The
 story goes on to say that when the evening
wind sweeps the acid fumes from the active
craters across the station it is observed
that reception is specially clear. Nasal
reception, I suppose they mean. The most
violent eruptions are said not to interfere
with reception. Try a boil on the ear.

The Professor Disowns the Brick.
SEE " P.W." November 24th, paragraph 1,

page 587. Professor A. M. Low writes
to say that he thinks that all he said

was " that electrical disturbances affected
radio." If his memory ' has served him
aright then the whole incident is a " wash-
out," because that statement is unassailable
and as safe as houses. The Professor adds
that anyone who realises that in this century
we waste about 90 per cent of our fuel,
and have virtually no idea as to the meaning
of the word 1` electricity," should be
humble. No, sir ! Not humble, but
thoughtful-especially a scientist. No need
to be Heepy because we are not omniscient,
surely

Evidence from the R.C.M.P.
CR. P. (Edinburgh) kindly tells me of

a Royal Canadian Mounted police
officer who, having spent the last three

years in Baffin Island, alleges that during
auroral displays his set was dumb."
That is an extreme case, anyway. But I
would point out that I did not query the
effect of the Aurora upon reception in polar
regions, but upon transatlantic telephony.
In fact, hardly that. 1 asked only how it
was known that the Aurora upset the
telephony service. The Professor washes
his hands of the matter and talks about fuel
and etymology. So where are we ?

A Cry in Passing.
LSEE in the " Irish Radio News " that at

7.30 p.m. on December 4th, Dublin
broadcast an item entitled Leigheacht

Ghaedhilge. Padraig 0 Domimallain. " An
Tuatha-Cead bliadhain o shoin." Heaven
send that Mr. Stobart (Education) of the
B.B.C. does not hear of it, for if he does we
shall have six months of " The foundations
of Ghaedhilge," every Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday.

Miss " Sparks."
IT is announced that Miss A. J. Burns, of

Lanarkshire, is the first woman to
secure the P.M.G.'s certificate authoris-

ing her to act as wireless operator aboard
ship. More, they say that she headed the
list, heating twenty-five men. Congratters,
and all that! And then ? Well, I hope
she will shortly marry and live " happy
ever afterwards," for she must not go to
sea as an operator. It's simply not done,
dear lady.

The Old Stagers Dine.
ON November 27th, Senatore Marconi

entertained to dinner forty Marconi
employes who had served that

organisation for twenty-five years or more.
There were the Kite -flyers of Newfoundland,
including Mr. G. S. Kemp, still hale, hearty
and fluent. There was Dr. J. A. Fleming,
who had a great deal to do with the Poldh
station, and there was Mr. R. D. Bangay,
whose book on wireless you probably all
know. Quite an historic gathering ! Little
they thought in 1903 that radio was destined
to play such a noble part.

Wireless Beacons.
THE Trinity House wireless beacon at

Start Point, the seventh of its kind to
be erected round our coasts, has

recently been completed. Its call -letters are
G S M and it works on 1,000 metres, using

isillitPSAMIM:-YreKintlf-7-10-7VgA
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SHORT WAVES.
It is suggested that wireless should be used

in the campaign against germs. The idea
is a good one, but how can the little beggars
be compelled to listen -in ?-" Humorist."

Jack : " I think I'll have to get a new radio
set."

" Why, what's the matter with the
one you have ? "

Jack : " I can't meet the payments on it."

AT HOME.
Wireless ought to be a great success in

China, as it is almost impossible to distinguish
atmospherics from the Chinese language.-
" Birmingham Daily Mail."

A Croydon correspondent writes to tell us
that he has built up a very good set from
details published recently in " P.W." In
fact, be says, it's so good it frequently refuses
to work on Sundays.

Wireless experts are considering how to
make Britain laugh louder than it has ever
laughed before . . . but nobody seems to
have suggested funnier jokes.--" Time and
Tide."

Anti -Wireless Vicar.
L 0 calling the British Aisles.-" Daily

Mirror."

A preacher says that he doesn't think
women listen -in to sermons over the wireless.
Naturally they can't criticise the dresses of
the rest of the congregation.

" Young man, I would desire to get
Your very best selective set.
I crave to hear one single song,
And not a motley scrambled throng."

" Well, sir, permit me here to show
A real selective Radio.
You tune one voice from a Duet
And hear a Solo on this set Radio
News.''

SF
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" interrupted continuous waves." The
power is 500 watts. The installation of
this station permits cross -bearings to be
taken by ships carrying D.F. apparatus,
using the three Channel beacons. So if you
hesitated in the summer over a trip to
Dieppe or Boulogne you need no longer
do so. 'Squite safe !

What Is An Amateur ?
THE Editor of " Radio in Australia and

New Zealand," after splashing a whole
page in order to explain that radio

is not wireless, and vice versa, has turned
his etymological mind to the meaning of the
word " amateur." His conclusion is that
the private radio experimenter is not an
amateur. Sorry, I can't agree. " Amateur"
is a French word applied to one who has a
fondness or love for an art. That was why
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it was applied to radio " fans." A man
may be a professional during business hours
and- an amateur afterwards. " Amateur "
by no means is synonymous with " dabbler "
or " non -expert." The amateur does for
pleasure what the " pro " does for pay.

" M.W." Christmas Number.
I SAY ! Did you forget the December

issue of " Modern Wireless " ? Hard
luck ! Well, perhaps they can rake

up another copy. Mention " Ariel's " name-
it has a heavy pull "-with the boy who
fetches the night-watchman's supper. The
Christmas " M.W." is the finest all-round
wireless magazine that ever refused my
article on Chaucer's Views on Radio."
Just the ticket ! Get a copy by some means
and reserve it for perusal during the sacred
calm which follows " The Dinner of
Dinners."

Radio in the Kitchen.
HAD rather a hectic time of late in the

matter of domestic assistance, and in
an attempt to woo our latest acquisi-

tion from the attractions of the R.A.F.
men, who have an establishment in the
district, I have put a one-valver in the
kitchen and get 2 L 0 and 5 G B, 'phone
strength, on a bit of " flex " stretched
across the room. I explained the adjust-
ments to the lady, warned her to turn off
the valve, and gave her the Radio
Times." It was The .Foundations of
Music," just then! " And 'ow do I get
the Sevoy Bend ?" she asked.

Well, Well !
DD you spot Mr. R. Bellian's letter in

our issue of December 1st ? I have
heard of men flying kites for aerial&

and using bedsteads, dustbins and fenders ;
burying their aerials in the ground ; doing
without aerials, and using several aerials
at once, but I never before came across one
who put it " in the well," along with Truth
and Pussy. It's a great, new idea, capable
of all sorts of development. Mr. R. B.
might, for example, put his set down the
well, or he might put the local tax -collector
there, or go down himself, the set and all,
and put his "earth " in the top of a tree.
Nothing like variety !

The Hidden Hand in Erin.

IRELAND,
that land of freedom, has

apparently been a bit too free, for
according to a letter in the " Irish

Independent " the hand of the wily adver-
tisement -monger is at work, corrupting Irish
broadcasting with a boost of -ye gods !-
baking -powder. Worse, the baking -powder
manufacturer is a " foreigner," which, I
suppose, means " Englishman." It is un-
thinkable that the bread of a M'Ginty
should be " raised " by bi-carbonate of soda
sold by a Britisher (whose Income -Tax
inspector is probably an Irishydan). When
will the " curse of Cromwell " be lifted
from a suffering nation ?

Great Scotch Discovery.
GREAT Scot ! The " Edinburgh Evening

News " prints a letter from a canny
fellow who found that he could receive

broadcasting for nothing by placing his
ear against a telegraph pole. All the tele-
graph poles in Aberdeen are now beautifully
polished to a height, of twelve feet ; ladders
are growing longer and longer, and I predict
that the next generation of. Aberdonians
will have telescopic ears. A RIEL
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IT is a curious combination, this association
of wireless with Christmas, a combina-
tion of modern and ancient wisdoms

which at first seems a little incongruous.
I must confess that when the Editor asked
me to write on this subject, I found that my
ideas tended to run away and hide them-
selves behind some formidable piece of
wireless apparatus.

However, I have coaxed them-and they
did not need much coaxing-into telling
me that the Christmas message comes as
well by radio as by reindeer. Indeed, I
think that in wireless Father Christmas has
the sort of ally he would choose to spread
most effectively his tidings of goodwill.

Wireless Christmas Presents.
Times change and science advances, but

it is good. to remind ourselves that the spirit
of Christmas is the same as it ever was.
It is a simple thing, this Christmas spirit,
and because it is simple it is one of the most
beautiful of our possessions. That parcel
on the breakfast table on Christmas morning
may contain a super -heterodyne receiving
set instead of clockwork train, but it will
be a Christmas parcel just the same. There
will be all the thrill of opening it, there will
be the delight on the children's faces, there
will be the incredulous surprise in father's
voice as he wonders how Santa Claus knew
so perfectly the present which would give
most joy.

There is no morning in the year like
Christmas morning ; it has a spirit of its
own which has persisted through the
centuries. To me the fact of that per-
sistence is very wonderful. I am afraid it
cannot be said that we encourage things
spiritual in these days ; indeed, we are apt
to ,put them aside as unworthy of our
practical consideration.

Goodwill Everywhere.
I hope you won't think me solemn "if I

talk of the spiritual side of Christmas, for
in the spiritual lies its true reality. As I
have said, it is a simple thing, and I do not
think that even the most enthusiastic
scientist could call it forbidding. Perhaps
I had better try to explain what I am
getting at.

First there is the phenomenon of that
spirit of goodwill which seems to be released
in the world at Christmas -time. It may 1?e
that it should not be a phenomenon, but
it is certainly a fact. We have all felt it,

that strange lightening of the heart which
makes us so much more kindly disposed to
our fellow -men than we ever are at other
times. You may tell me that it is caused
by the. traditional pageantry of the day,
but you will forgive me if I do not believe
you. I believe rather that there is actually
a spirit of love abroad, just as there are
wireless waves passing through the air.

A " Marvellous Season."
Unconsciously we all tune in to that

spirit ; I say unconsciously because any
deliberate assumption of goodwill, any
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Every listener has heard the "Bishop
of Broadcasting "-and although ill -
health has kept the Rev. " Dick "
Sheppard from being heard more often
of late, this fine article from his pen will
again remind listeners of his vivid and

human personality.-The Editor.
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forced jollity to meet the occasion would
make our enjoyment of Christnias im-
possible. It just happens that. something

The Rev. H. R. L. Sheppard.

enters our lives at Christmas -time, and,
to my  mind, there is implicit in that
" something " a great part of the truths of
religion.

You have only to look round you to see
what I mean, to see serious-minded people
forgetting their solemnities in lovely childish
games, to see families who, perhaps for the
rest of the year are apt to bicker among
themselves, to see them happy together,
forgetful of the petty irritations which
disturb the daily round.

I love to go through the crowded shopping
streets just before Christmas and see men
coming home from business carrying their
parcels, and loiter before the brightly -lit
shops, and the fat turkeys in the poulterers.
It is true that those turkeys remind us that
there are some for whom Christmas cannot
be a happy time, some who, through
want or loss, can only be lonely or miserable
on this day of days, and I think in our
happiness we ought to remember them, and
try not to intrude our own joy, if we meet
them, on their sorrows. But for all that
Christmas is a marvellously happy season,
and it is this very happiness which expresses
all I am trying to say.
Christmas AU the Year.

We imagine so often that religion is
rather a straight-laced affair, a series of
prohibitions and exhortations which cannot
touch our ordinary lives.

We think of it, perhaps, as something
outside ourselves to which we may turn in
the hour of need, but which we may forget
when all goes well with us. That is where
the quiet and unobserved entry of the
spirit of Christmas into our hearts proves
us to be wrong. Religion is not an ex-
traneous philosophy, but a better way of.
ordinary life. It should be as much a part
of us as breathing and eating and sleeping,
and possibly Christmas was given to us to
remind us of the fact.

We say and hear so often that God is
Love, but unless we happen at the moment
to need His love rather specially, we regard
the statement with polite but mild interest.
It -takes Chri4tmai to prove that this cell.
ception is a very simple reality, and one
which we should do well to try to rememb&
for the rest of the year. It is, to my mind,
wrong that we should feel the influence of
the Babe of Bethlehem only for one day
out of three hundred and sixty-five.

(Continued ore page 864.)
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an LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS. ti

THE FUTURE OF

.41 THE FULTOGRAPH
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THE FINANCE OF BROAD-
CASTING HOUSE-THE
YORK ENTHRONEMENT-
THE BIRTH -CONTROL
DEBATE-CARDIFF LOOKS
BACKWARDS-NEW YEAR
ARRANGEMENTS AT SAVOY
HILL-FORTHCOMING

TALKS.
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The Future of the Fultograph.
GERMANY, France and Austria have

now included Fultograph transmis-
sions in regular broadcasting hours

as part of the general service of broadcast-
ing. The B.B.C., however, has not yet
made up its mind, with the result that
Wireless Pictures 1928, Ltd., is in a state of
great perplexity.

The issue is coming to a head shortly,
when it is believed that Savoy Hill will
announce their intention to extend the
experimental transmissions over a definite
period long enough to encourage the public
to buy sets. This step will represent the
admission that Fultograph has come to stay
in British Broadcasting.

The Finance of Broadcasting House.
The silence of the B.B.C. with regard to

the financial arrangements for the new
building is ill-judged. Critics have natur-
ally concluded . that the terms would not
bear too strict an examination. Members
of the " Syndicate " have let the cat out.
It appears that Sir John Keith struck a
very astute bargain.

The result is that Broadcasting House
will be built to B.B.C. specifications without
initial capital outlay. It is believed that
the syndicate will have great difficulty in
showing any profit at all. The whole cost
is spread over a period of years, at any
time during which the B.B.0 has freedom
to buy out the syndicate and acquire the
freehold.

The York Enthronement.
The ceremony of the Enthronement of

Dr. Temple, the new Archbishop of York,
will be broadcast from all Northern Stations
on Thursday afternoon, January 10th.
As Bishop of Manchester Dr. Temple has
been closely associated with broadcasting,
and thousands of listeners will look forward
to hearing his address to the Clergy as well
as other details of the solemn ceremony.

The Birth -Control Debate.
Our old friend, the oft -postponed birth -

control debate, is now planned for early in
the New Year. Apparently the latest
suggestion in favour at Savoy Hill is that
the debaters shall be women, but no names
are known as yet. Of course, this will be
disguised by some such title as the Popula-
tion Question,

Cardiff Looks Backwards.
Sunday, December 30th, has been chosen

by the Cardiff Station for a programme of
memories entitled Looking Backwards."
The whole of the past year will be reviewed
in a manner calculated to create a deep and
lasting impression upon listeners, and in a
way appropriate to Sunday, for which
perhaps Cardiff Station, more than any
other, has indelibly stamped the Sabbath
Day transmissions through the Silent
Fellowship.

New Year Arrangements at Savoy Hill.
The final details of marking the passing

of the Old Year and the birth of the New
in the broadcast programmes have not yet
been decided, but the tentative arrange-
ments show that this year will witness a
departure from what has hitherto been
done.

There will most likely be a Suprise Item
at 10.35 p.m. following a popular concert,

KNOW THE KNACK ?

When putting a valve into its holder, it is a good
plan to keep one finger on the plate pin, which
can then be guided into its socket by the feel of

the terminal on the bolder.

after which there will,be dance music until
11.50, when a short religious service will be
held, to be followed by muffled bells relayed
from St. Michael's, Cornhill, until midnight.

The actual hour will be signalled by the
chimes and strokes of Big Ben, and this
will be immediately followed by a peel of
unmuffied bells relayed from Southwark
Cathedral. In both instances the bells will
be rung by members of the Ancient Society
of College Youths.

Forthcoming Talks.
The New Year will see the introduction

of a series of morning talks to be broadcast
at 10.45 a.m.-Daventry (5 X X only)-
by Mrs. M. I, Crofts on Law and the
Home." The early part will show how the
Law affects our everyday lives, and later
the subject will be developed on more ad-
vanced lines.

Other interesting forthcoming talks are :
" My Day's Work," by a Factory Girl-
Monday evening, January 7th ; a further
talk on Rabbit Keeping, by Capt. Walter
Brumwell, Tuesday, January 8th ; the
first talk on current events, entitled, " A
Woman's Commentary," by Mrs. Ray
Strachey, 10.45 a.m. (5 X X only)-Wednes-
day, January 9th ; a new series on our boys
and girls, covering the child at home, at
school and at work, introduced by Mrs.
Wintringham, Thursday, January 10th ;
the first of a series of " Letters from Over-
seas," tracing the progress of a typical
family in the Dominions and Colonies,
arranged in collaboration with the Overseas
Settlement Department, Thursday, January
10th ; " The Origin of New Plants," by
Mr. Charles W. Unwin, Friday, January
Ilth ; " Coming Fashions," by Mrs. Allison
Settle (5 X X only), Saturday morning,
January 12th ; and the first of a series of
episodes entitled " Six Strange Saturdays,"
by Holt Marvell, the novelist, 9.15 p.m.
the same day.
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TECHNICAL NOTES. By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

DX RECEPTION
CARE OF RECEIVER-A GOOD EARTH, Etc., Etc.
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DX Reception.
MANY receivers, which have been opera-

ting well for distant reception, after
a time seem to become leas efficient ;

in other words, distant stations do not seem
to come in properly. This may be due to
quite a pumber of, different causes, and with
distant reception one is, of course, always
very much dependent upon atmospheric and
transmission conditions generally.

At the same time, unless your receiver
and all accessories are very carefully
attended to, there is .bound to be a gradual
deterioration, even if other conditions
remain normal.

Care of Receiver.
Perhaps the easiest way in which to

improve the sensitivity of the average
receiver is to commence with the aerial -
and -earth system.

Whilst almost any type of aerial will
serve for powerful local stations, it takes
an efficient aerial to bring in DX signals

properly. Furthermore, even the best of
outdoor aerials may become poor in time,
especially if the aerial consists of a' bare
wire with any exposed joints, for these
accumulate a high -resistance coating of dirt
and oxide, from exposure to the elements.

Enamelled aerial wire has the advantage
that it is protected from corrosion ; any
joints which it is necessary to make should
be carefully soldered and then taped.

A Good Earth.
The earth connection is often considered

by amateurs to be of minor importance
compared with the aerial. So far from this
being the case, the earth is, if anything,
more important than the aerial, and whilst
good results may sometimes be obtained
with a good earth and an indifferent
aerial, it is rarely that a good aerial will
give satisfactory results' without a good
earth (or its equivalent).

(Continued on page 8,,76).
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In response to many requests
 W. L. S., our well-known and
0 popular short-wave expert, has
0 designed this special short-wave
0 set. Its special feature is that it
la can be adapted to give results
;' above the average on the ordinary

wave -lengths.
zt Designed and described by W. L. S.
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IN accordance with the doctrine I have
always preached-to the effect that an
efficient short -waver, with the necessary

alterations, will make a broadcast receiver
of more than average efficiency-I have
made such a set, with the object of showing
that it is not necessary for every short-wave
enthusiast to possess two separate sets if
he wishes occasionally to listen to broadcast.

Primarily for Short Waves.
The little two-valver described herewith

is first and foremost a short-wave receiver.
It was designed as such without any thought
of any other work that it might have to do
when completed. It was tested out, first,
as a short -waver only, and as such we will
consider it.

The circuit employed is the usual detector
and one note-mag., with capacity -controlled

reaction on the well -tried " throttle -con-
trol " principle. There are, however, one
or two deviations from standard in the
general layout and arrangement of the set,
which will be discussed as they come up.
The theoretical diagram shows the full
arrangement.

It is, of course, always realised that the
great essential of a short-wave set is that
the variable condenser and coil used should
be chosen in such a way that they just cover
the band of wave -lengths on which it is
desired to listen without an undue amount
of overlapping at either end.

In this way it is ensured that the tuning
is not too critical, and that we do not haVe
a 180 -degree swing of dial with all the
interesting stations crowded in between, say,
30 and 40 degrees. To arrive at this state
of affairs it is necessary to use a very' mall

tuning condenser,
quite a convenient
size being -0001 mfd.
This is, however, such
a small capacity that
if we wish to use the
set for any other pur-
pose we are always
changing coils and the
whole thing becomes
rather inconvenient.

The short-wave enthusiast will find this set as good as any he has ever handled,
and he can use it for ordinary broadcast reception as well. Further, this
set can be definitely descriked as having no tendencies whatever in the direc-

tion of that annoying complaint " threshold howl."

"Distortion."
One method that

has often been
adopted is the use of
a larger condenser -
4)003 or 1)005-with
a small fixed con-
denser that can be
placed in series with
it, thus giving an
effective maximum
capacity of a value
rather smaller than
that of the fixed con-
denser used. A -0005
variable with a fixed
condenser of -0001 in
series gives an effec-
tive capacity of about
-00008.

The disadvantage
of this, however, is
that we distort the
curve of the variable
condenser, since the
fixed condenser in
series with it does not
have an equal effect

YOU CAN TUNE IN
3L0 OF AUSTRALIA
AS WELL AS 2L0
OF LONDON WITH

THIS SET.

throughout the full capacity variation of
the components.

A scheme which has, in practice, proved
much better, is incorporated in this set, and
consists of tuning only part of the coil of
the variable, which has a capacity of -0005.
Thus if we have a 10 -turn coil and connect
the variable condenser across only five turns

'11111111,11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111L-

COMPONENTS REQUIRED.

1 Ebonite panel, 16 in. x 8 in. x 4 in.
ors in. (Ebonart, Radion, Kay -Ray,
Red Seal, Beeol, etc.).

1 Baseboard, 16 in. x 9 in. deep
(Cabinet if desired).

1 .0005 and 1 '00025 -variable condenser
(Formo De Luxe in set). (Any good
make giving a really good and silent
connection for moving vanes.)

1 Set short-wave coils, with base and
broadcast adaptor (Marconiphone Co.).

2 non-mierophonic valve holders
(Lotus, B.T.H., Benjamin, W.B.,
Igranic, Pye, Redfern, Burndept,
Marconiphone, Bowyer -Lowe, Burne-
Jones, Wearite, Ashley, etc.).

1 L.F. transformer (R.I.-Varley General
Purpose in set). (Any good make of
a type which does not incorporate or
require a condenser across the
primary.)

1 baseboard -mounting rheostat (Lissen,
Igranic, etc.).

1 Fixed condenser .0001, and 1 .002
(Dubilier, Lissen, Mullard, T.C.C.,
Clarke, Igranic, Goltone, etc.).

1 Push-pull switch (Lissen, Benjamin,
Lotus, Igranic, Peto-Scott, Burne-
Jones, etc.).

2 Slow-motion dials and 1 panel lamp
(Igranic on original). (Other good
makes can, of course, be used.)

1 Seven -terminal and 1 two -terminal
strip (Or one strip 14 in. 2 in.,
to suit a cabinet with the stoned
back now standardised).

Wood screws, tinned copper wire, etc.

:511111111111111111111111111111111111111111111H11111111111M11111111111111117

of it, we have the effect of a smaller con-
denser across the whole coil, and we can, if
we desire, simply by moving a clip, tune
anything down to one turn of the coil.

Changing Over.
This does not upset in any way the curve

of the condenser, and stations remain evenly
spread out over the dial. All that is neces-
sary then to receive broadcast is to inset".
a 'suitable coil, and, at the same time, shift

(Continued on next page.)
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the variable condenser clip so that the
condenser is across the whole coil.

No switch for this purpose was incor-
porated, as it was felt that it was essential
to keep the whole thing as simple as
possible, and it is no hardship, while one is

inside the set " changing coils, to shift the
pbsition of one clip.

Another object that I had in view when
constructing the set was to arrive at a set
which could be described definitely as one
which had no tendencies towards thres-
hold howl," which seems to be upsetting so
many short-wave enthusiasts at the present
time.

No "Interlocking Control L'
It can certainly be said of this original

set that at no time during its career has it
shown the least desire to start this or any
other ungentlemanly action ! Naturally, it
is impossible to guarantee that a replica of
the set will behave in exactly the same way,
but it is perfectly true that the original set
has always behaved as if it did not know
what " threshold howl " was.

Yet another point is that a e reaction
control has barely any effect upon the wave-
length. Far too many sets have what is
known as an " interlocking control," mean-
ing that the process of tuning in a weak
signal is one long juggle with two controls,
the slightest movement of each upsetting
the other.

We have our station nicely tuned in but
think the set sounds as if it is oscillating too
hard, so reduce the reaction slightly,
whereat the signal disappears. We then
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increase the reading of the tuning control,
bring the signal back, chase it away again
with the reaction control, catch it again,

Keep this page before you whilst wiring up. You can trace practically every lead shown in the
wiring diagram from its beginning to the point where it terminates if you carefully look at the photo-

graph. Also you will be able easily to identify the various terminals.

and so on, by which time the station has
probably closed down.

Why one should ever put up with this
sort of thing I cannot understand, but I
have seen very few home-made short -
wavers which are not victims to it. As a
sport it is quite exciting, but rather out of
place if one intends to do any serious
reception !

On this set the reaction condenser affects
the frequency just sufficiently to enable it
to be used as a vernier control, and as such
it is rather useful. A fifty -degree swing of
the reaction condenser (its size being
-00025) just raises the pitch of a 20 -metre
C.W. signal from the silent point to the
normal pitch of 800 or 1,000 cycles at
which one usually listens to C.W.

The " Safety " Condenser
Incidentally, although there is a fixed

condenser connected in series with the
reaction condenser, this does not appre-
ciably reduce the effective capacity of the
latter, since its value is .002. Its purpose
is, of course, to protect the transformer
primary and H.T. battery, should the
variable accidentally develop a short circuit ;
but it also quietens the movement of the
latter considerably if there happens to be
any dust on the plates, since it is impossible
for any leakage of the H.T. to occur.

No filament rheostat has been provided
for the note -magnifier, but a baseboard -
mounting control was provided for the
detector filament voltage, as this has proved
useful in previous sets. So far, on this par-
ticular set it has not been used at all, but

(Continued on next page.)
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in several eases of threshold howl in other
sets a slight reduction of detector filament
voltage has cured the trouble, so that,
owing to lack of faith, it was included in
this case. Readers who wish to dispense
with it may do so.

It will be noticed from the back -of -panel
photographs that a panel lamp has been
incorporated, behind the main tuning dial.
This has proved well worth while, par-
ticularly as-I believe-most short-wave
" fans " burn considerable quantities of
midnight oil.

This is the broadcast adaptor which can be
plugged in to make the set suitable for ordinary

wave -lengths.

One can now listen in perfect comfort
with no other illumination than that pro-
vided by the set. In my own case there
was yet another reason for its inclusion,
since I have recently been troubled by a loud
A.C. hum when I have switched on the
light above my work -bench late at night.
It is a real relief when listening to weak
distant signals to be able to switch this light
off and have a really quiet background.

" Light " on the Reaction !
This lamp, by the way, helped to show the

constancy of the reaction control, since on
one occasion when my accumulator was

there is really very little to be said. The
somewhat ragged appearance of the wiring
is due to the fact that each wire has been
taken viathe shortest path instead of being
made to walk round right-angled bends.
This is a point of real importance with a
short -waver unless one has arranged the
layout extremely carefully.

The grid lead is about 2 in. long, and
the anode lead not more than X in. The
only leads in the set
that are at all long are
those in the filament
circuit, which do not
matter.

The coils that have
been --used are the new
products of the Mar-
coniphone Co., and
there is a " broadcast
adaptor " which fits in
the entire holder and
enables three standard
plug-in coils to be used.
Provision in both cases
is made for a swinging
aerial coil to obviate any possible trouble
from dead spots."

Assembling the Set.
The diameter of these coils is not unduly

large, so that it is not necessary to make
a very big affair of the set in order to keep
them away from the transformer, variable
condensers, etc. It will be seen that they are
separated from all the metal components
by quite a reasonable distance without the
necessity for long leads to the coil -
holder.

Nothing has been mounted on the front
panel but the two variable condensers
and the L.T. switch, but in addition to the
necessary holes for these and the slow-
motion dials a 1 -in.

TWEORET/CAZ C/JRCZ/77

running low the switching'' on of the lamp
perceptibly dimmed the filaments of the
valves and stopped the set oscillating. To
re -start it it was necessary to advance the
reaction condenser by 40 degrees or so,
and yet the signal I had been listening to
was still there !

It is useful, by the way, to use a vernier
dial on the reaction condenser, as has been
done in this case, for the purpose of very
fine tuning.

Regarding the constructional details,

hole has to be cut
for the panel lamp.
Templates and full
instructions are pro-
vided with both the
dials and the lamp.
so that no difficulty
should be experienced
over this.

When the set is
completed and every-
thing `1 on board

two valves should be
inserted-one of the
general -' pUrpose or
H.F. type -as detector
and a small power
valve for note-magni-
fier-and the batteries
connected up. With
d valve of" the D.F5b
class --as detector I
used 60 volts 'H.T.,
giving the note -snag.

the full 100 volts available, with about
6 -volts negative bias.

operating Details.
The grid condenser and leak in use proved

quite suitable for this class of valve, the
values being -0001 infd. afid 5 megohms.
Insert the 'larger of the two short-wave
coils (labelled 29-52 metres) and place the
variable condenser clip on the bare wire
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PANEL LAYOUT. Y767

of the coil, three turns up from -the filament
end, which is the right hand end, looking
from the front of the set.

Now operate the controls in quite the
normal manner, and it should be found that
the set slides smoothly into oscillation when
the reaction condenser is somewhat less
than half -way in. If there is a pronounced
spot over which it will not oscillate, slacken
off the coupling of the aerial coil until it
disappears.

With the condenser clipped across the
number of turns mentioned, the range is
not quite 29-52 metres, the top of the scale

a wave of about 47 metres.
This is, however, high enough, and numerous

(Continue,' on page 869.)

One at the points you should pay particular attention to in the building of
this simple, inexpensive, but powerful set is direct, well -spaced wiring.
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By HELEN ALVEY.
Theoretically we agree with our contributor, but the practical methods of the
B.B.C. in co-operation with the educational authorities are very far from ideal.
However, here is a new plea for a spirit of eagerness to which we are glad to

give publicity.-THE EDITOR.

THE tragedy about school education is
the lack of the spirit of eagerness
that alone can make the dry bones of

fact live.
The schoolmaster must go on year after

year cramming the same dull lessons into
the more or less reluctant child, who often
learns in parrot -fashion, not realising any
connection between the different subjects.
And now broadcasting has swept through
the world, with Aladdin -like possibilities of
illuminating the misty dullness of routine
work, a searchlight to cut across the
boredom of both teacher and child.

True Education.

I see new hope for both town and country
schools. How can we call a child educated
who has never listened to the songs of birds,
nor ever seen a real expanse of sky ! The
birds can now penetrate his town -deafened
ears. And who can say what beauties of
nature may not be shown to him if and
when television becomes a practical possi-
bility.

Reciprocally the towns can now bring
their benefits to the country child, broaden -4
ing his views, and kindling in him new
ambitions. For the schoolmaster can draw
upon the inspiration of those who move in
great cities : he can turn on the radio when
beautiful and famous buildings are being
described. I can imagine some country
child who has just listened to a description
of some' vast cathedral, looking upon some
beautiful avenue of trees, and wondering
if such a sight inspired the early vision of
the first cathedral builder.

International. Influence.
But neither town nor country child need

stay now in his own country : he can
travel via waves in the ether to other
lands. It means just the turning of a radio
knob, at the right moment, and he becomes
a traveller amongst strange people.

If the lecturer in the broadcasting studio
is a wise and sympathetic one, the child
may realise somethhig of the ideals and point
of view of other nations, and thereby will
be deposited the germ of an international
amity that surely must be the next step

upwards to enlighten the distracted bicker-
ing nations of the world. And in time
when we have come to realise the ideal of
international brotherhood on this planet,
let us hope that we shall be led to a truer
conception of our place in the Universe ;
not imagining that we on this planet are
the only beings of importance, but that
there are higher beings, ready to help us
in our upward striving.
Wide Outlook Required.

For let us not be narrow and stereotyped
in our broadcasting programmes. There

the Infants' class of the new
St. Mary, Essex.

is no need to keep to stodgy material when
we are thinking along educational lines.
True education should be a learning to
look for, and appreciate, reality. And for
many reality is glimpsed through the arts,
through music or poetry, or through the
higher art of religion. -

Educational broadcasting, for the schools
or otherwise, should take the broadest view
of their scope. Glimpses of reality, perhaps,
may be attained in a child's day -dreams ;
and 'broadcasting might stimulate dreams
on a high level. It should enter the child's
consciousness as a voice from another and

A Radio lesson in

better world. So that broadcasting could
become a strong weapon against the modern
tendency to turn out children to pattern
instead of individual creatures. At the
lowest, if it has only taught children how
to listen, it has not been entirely un-
availing.

But, perhaps, the most hopeful thing
about broadcasting is that it enables every-
body, of 'whatever age, to pursue education
when school days are left behind.

To those who are eager to learn, and
who realise that school learning is but the
fringe of education, broadcasting is an
untold boon. There were many who, in
pre -broadcasting days, were cut off from
education in later life, because they could
not get into touch with means of learning.

A Powerful Agent.
There is no need for them to despair now ;

for at a minimum of expense they can come
into contact with a wider world. They can
learn new languages by means of regular
broadcast lessons, and later can listen to a
foreign station with comprehension. The
nations of the earth are drawing together
in family reunion.

Perhaps broadcasting may undo the curse
of Babel, so that the whole earth may
become again " of one language, and of one
speech."

Broadcasting is indeed a powerful agent,
whether we use it for good or for evil
purposes. Let us not repeat the mistake that
sometimes we are liable to make about
locomotion-the mistake of travelling too
quickly, and of having no ennobling
destination.

If we entrust waves to the ether, let us
see that when they are translated into
sound they are words worth saying. The
messages we send must be worthy of their
vehicle.

church school et Stow

ODDMENTS.

Generally speaking, it
is folly to share an
earth, however good it
is, with a neighbour, as
this has been found to
be one of the greatest
contributory causes to
mutual interference.

Two of the com-
monest causes of poor
quality in reception are
the use of inefficient
high tension and im-
proper valves.

An old high-tension
battery should never be

connected in series with a new one.

Correct grid bias in not only essential to good
quality, it also effects an enormous saving in
the current taken from the high-tension supply.

Although grid -bias batteries do not supply
current to a set they deteriorate in time, and
should not be expected' to last longer than six
months or so. '

* *

When choosing a soldefing iron remember
that a long, thick iron holder for the bit will
make the latter more difficult to heat.
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THIS Christmas, as in the past. we shall
no doubt be hearing the usual carolling
broadcast from wireless stations in

Great Britain. But because we have all
heard these carols time after time since
we were children (and though they lose none
of their appeal), it is refreshing to seek
pastures new in listening to the carols
broadcast from continental stations which
perpetuate the good old custom year after
year even as we do.

At Christmastime, therefore, more than
at any other time in the year, the listener
whose set is powerful enough should reach
out for foreign stations.

700 Years Old.
Carols, of course, originally came to us

from Europe. For 1,200 years men had
kept Christmas without carols (for the term
should not be confused with Yule -tide
drinking songs), but when carols as welcome
aids to cheerful piety were introduced, they
were taken up with alacrity by the devout
of every country in Europe.

It was only to be expected,
fkgg 'MAC =llghowever (and that is why I "*"""LtAgrn"ifigig'455-''' stni

want to warn listeners against LISTEN FOR THESE.
expecting to hear any particular NI Radio -Paris 1765 m.
language from any stations), that '4 Zeesen . 1649 in.
many of the early carols were Hilversum .. 1071 m.

Vienna . .. 5171 m.composed by the clergy, who Langenberg 988 in.
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kg Stories of Foreign Favourites
be heard by Radio.

By LEONARD TRAVERS.

WV-,$7.MNIMN7M71-70M-7

to

instance, one can hear examples of the
macaronic sung in Italian, Spanish, French
and German-all mixed with Latin: The
original of our own favourite " Good
Christian Men Rejoice," is in Latin and
German, " In dulci Jubilo, Nun singet and
soy" froh, etc."

-Italy was the birthplace of the carol as
we know it to -day, and from there it spread
rapidly through Spain, France, Great
Britain and Belgium in a stride, and
through Germany. Russia, Denmark and
Swederl in another.

In spite of its :travels, however (and in
successive Christmases now I have heard
the carol all over the Continent from Copen-
hagen to Vienna). it retains its essential

AKAK1Zfidft

Madrid (E A 17) 405 m.
Hamburg .. . 39118 in.
Toulouse .. .. 88843 m.
Stuttgart . . 379.7 m.
Paris(Radio L L) .. 370 m.

wrote in pure Latin. ogo 981 in. Leipzig 388 in.

Most of these carols are woransmaramilloymommarammItalusangt"nnoit
known, and are always to be heard
on the wireless at Christmastime from con-
tinental cities. They include " In hoc Anni
Cireulo " (" In the ending of the year "),
"Dies est Ltetitiw " (" Royal Day that
ehasest Gloom "), and " Resonet in Lau-
dibus " (" Faithful souls your praises
bring ").

In the Vernacular.
But to be really popular, of course,

any one nation the carols had to be in the
vernacular. No writer, however, appears
to have made great efforts to write any
specially appealing carol for any nation at
that period.

Thus we arrived at the Macaronies which
are widely' known and which will still
further confuse the listener who attempts to
identify a station by the language.

In several European countries, for

in

simplicity and fervour. Many of the carols
are 'quaint and introduce not only legendary
matter, but also much pious fiction.

They are usually of great length and
curiously dramatic. thcugh the groups of
characters remain unchanged in the various
countries.

In an Italian carol a gipsy woman offers
hospitality to the Holy Family on their
retreat to Egypt. In a Spanish carol,
usually to be heard from Barcelona or
Madrid, gipsies at the town gate welcome
three Kings (the Wise Men from the East).

In a Provencal carol, gipsies read the
lines on the hands of the Child, Mary and
Joseph, and predict their destinies, and in
an Andalusian carol the " rascally gipsies "
have stolen all the swaddling clothes and
left the Child naked.

Rome and Milan stations will probably

mention the fact that St. Francis of Assisi,
whose seven hundredth anniversary was
recently celebrated, was accounted the
originator of the carol, though no carol
can be directly attributed to his efforts.

His followers, however, composed bright,
homely songs about Gospel facts in the
common tongue of the people, and later, a
Franciscan poet, Jacopo. de Todi, wrote
many carols of outstanding beauty.

From Radio -Paris.
The almost universally familiar theme

upon which Handel afterwards built up his
" Pastoral Symphony " is taken from an
Italian carol of this period :

" In Bethlehem is born the Holy Child.
On hay and straw in the winter wild.
Oh, my heart is full of mirth

At Jesu's birth."

We have records of Spanish, Austrian and
Russian carols, but I cannot say I have
heard many of them over the wireless.

French carols that we may
expect to hear froni Eiffel Tower
or Radio -Paris, can nearly all be
found to have been translated
into English-" The holly and
the ivy," "Now sing we all full
sweetly," and " The Carol of
the Flowers."

Berlin, Frankfurt - on - Main,
Hamburg, Koenigsburg, Leipzig,

Muenster, Munich, and Stuttgart, as a selec-
tion of the best heard German stations, will
probably give us ,a selection of old-time
German carols, of which there are a number
written in the old High German.

Luther's Carol.
Perhaps the best known and loved is

Luther's carol, said to have been written
in 1540 for Hans, his son, the English
version being :

" From Heaven above I came to you,
To bring you tidings good and true."

If.this is heard the listener should remem-
ber the tradition that in Luther's household
the first five verses were sung as a solo by
a singer to impersonate the Angel Gabriel,
and the remainder of the carol in chorus.
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TRANSATLANTIC TELEPHONY.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-One of your correspondents in a recent
number of POPULAR WIRELESS was asking if any lis-
teners had picked up transatlantic telephony. A few
weeks ago I had a similar experience to your cor-
respondent. At 11.10 I picked up a telephonic
conversation, but I did not get the two speakers,
which was somewhat extraordinary. I should think
that the wave -length was approximately 24 metres.
It must have been American because the lady speaking
said : " The time is now five minutes after six.
At 12.10 I again picked up a lady speaking on the
telephone. The conversation was of a purely doMektic
character , the second lady Was speaking to her
mother. If this letter is of any value to your readers,
I should be pleased if you would use it. Personally
I should like to -hear more on the matter.

Yours, etc.,
" SHORT -WAVER."

Glamorgan.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
Dear Sir,-Referring to Mr. W. B. ,Collins' letter re

"Transatlantic Telephony," in POPULAE WIRELESS,
December 1st. The American station he hears is
2 X G, Rocky Point (Long Island).

I receive this station almost every evening at good
strength, calling " Hallo, London l" Ntravedength
nscd varies according to conditions, 16, 22; aid about
30 metres. I have noticed that reception :below
25 metres is impossible after 9 p.m. at present, every
evening, and 2 X G seems to alter his wave -length
accordingly. I received a station between 25 and
30 metres on Friday morning, November 16th, at
9 a.m. A male voice announced that the evening
programme was about to commence, after which a
musical item followed. A talk then followed in a
foreign tongue, which I could not follow, then
another announcement in English. Perhaps some of
your readers can help me to identify this station.

Yours faithfully,
H. D. PRITCHARD.

Anglesey,
North Wales.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
Dear Sir,-With reference to Mr. Wilfred- D.

Collins' query in December 1st issue of " P.W."
regarding the Transatlantic telephone, I am sending
the following details in the hope that they will be of
interest to him and to other readers.

It certainly was the transatlantic telephone trans-
mission that Mr. Collins heard. As a matter of fact
it is the long -wave transmissions (5,000 metres),
which cannot be picked up as intelligible speech on
an ordinary receiver. The short-wave transmissions
are as easy 'to receive as 2 X A F or 2 X A D.

The male voice that he heard calling the " London
technical operator " was actually the New York
technical operator. There is a technical operator
at either end of the transatlantic telephone (i.e. in
London and in New York). His duty is to listen -in
on the transmissions and keep them up to a constant
volume by means of special volume indicators.

' These operators occasionally call one another to
make certain adjustments or to exchange data
relating to the telephone calls. Hence the call that
Mr. Collins heard. If the London technical operaMr
wished to speak to the New York operator, he would
call " Hallo,' New York technical operator."

The lady who was carrying on the " domestic

oin7r4b.P0101g-MIrsEIUMNSilf$M10140
CORRESPONDENCE.

TRANSATLANTIC

TELEPHONY.
OUTSTANDING VALVE IMPROVE-
MENTS.-THE " P.W." RESEARCH
DEPT.-RADIO IS SO FRIENDLY, etc.
Leiters from readers discussing interesting and
topical wireless events, or recording unusual
experiences are always welslomed ; but it must
be clearly understood that the publication of
such does in no way indicate that we associate
ourselves with the views expressed by our
correspondents, and we cannot accept any A
responsibility for information given.-EDITOR.

gFr4:40,01101SVIVIV;V:Pon 7.; VMSMNSM:

conversation, would t,e an ordinary telephone
subscriber in America, making a call to a friend in
England.-.

The actual short-wave trauquitting station in
America is sitpated at Deal Beach, and is connected
by laud -line to .Netv, York.

Hoping- that the above will be of interest,
Yours faithfully,

K. H. R.
Croydon.

OUTPUT VALVE IMPROVEMENTS.
The Editor, POPULAR WiRELESs.

Dear Sir,-The listening public have lately had
presented to them some " vastly Improved" output
valves. An examination of the technical data shows
that the improvement lies mainly in an increased
amplification factor for a given impedance. May I
suggest to manufacturers, with all due humility and
at the risk of being called various kinds of idiot, that
this particular feature is of relative unimportance.
The output valve performs a rather different function
from the other valves in a set. It is not required to
pass on amplified signals to a further stage, but to
handle -the power necessary to drive our rather
inefficient methods of producing sound.

As it happens, the existing type of valve Is quite
capable of producing sufficient din for the average
living -room fairly easily, but is quite incapable of
handling the voltage variations impressed on its
grid. I suggest that it is rather childish-if I may
say so-to go on piling up the amplification factor
and totally neglecting the question of permissible
grid swing. When a very ordinary set, used close
to a powerful transmitter, will produce peak voltages
on the last grid in excess of the anode voltage, it -is
rather silly to find our " super -power " valves
limited to 20 volts.

Will somebody please produce au output valve
(for 150-200 volts anode) with the power capacity of
the modem stiper-power valve, but capable of
handling 100 volts on its grid.

Yours faithfully,
e G. 31. PART.

Surrey.

THE " P.W." RESEARCH DEPARTMENT.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear:Sir,-I have not seen any published tributes
regarding your. Research and Construction Depart-
ment, and am wopdering whether it is your own
modesty or lack of appreciation on the part of your
readers that is the cause of this. If it be the latter,
then let me for one hasten to repair matters. I have
followed the work of Mr. G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.,
and his department with the keenest interest, and
my admiration of the results achieved is almost
overshadowed by my surprise at the modest way
in which they are chronicled. The research on trans-
former coupling, on the Pentode, on Screened -Grid
valves, and. on many other most important things,
seems to have brought to light much new data
of great value. Further, I admire the way in which
this laboratory work is devoted to prdblems con-
cerning the production of cheap sets capable of good
quality reproduction. That I believe I knew Mr.
Kendall when he was at Leeds University must net
be allowed to prevent me signing myself

" IMPARTIAL ADMIRER."
Leeds.

RADIO IS SO FRIENDLY.
The Editor, POPULAR ,WIRELEss.

Dear Sir,-At one time I collected postage -stamps,
but other collectors used to envy all my unused
specimens. Then -I tried photography-and lost all
my friends when they saw my " studies " of them !
Finally, I took tip radio-and found every other
" fan" a friend in need, ready to help and advise
and assist, lust as happy over my triumphs as over
his own ! Why is radio so friendly ?

Yours faithfully,
Ii. BRIDE.

Ii ford.

TEXT BOOK WANTED.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-The text bookson wireless are innumer-
able, but I have never found one that gives any lucid
exposition of the subject.

In the much despised Victorian times men like
Faraday, Tyndall, _Huxley, and Brewster were able
to explain' the science of their day in the clearest
manner. One series of Tyndall's lectures (on Sound)
was actually translated into Chinese, and is said to
have been quite intelligible to the Oriental mind.

Why is it that in the present age we have so few
scientific text books comparable with those of a
past generation-as regards lucidity-particularly in
the' matter of wireless science ?

A tyro is at once bewildered by the jargon em-
ployed without proper definition, or when definition
is attempted it is merely a re -expression in equally
unintelligible language. He is further perplexed
by the fact that the obvious questions which must
occur to any novice are neither elucidated nor
even referred to.

There are so many who are well versed in every
detail of the science and practice of wireless. Is
there not one among these who can express what he
knows in clear terms and good English, clearing up
the difficulties of the every -day student as Tyndall
did in the province of Sound, Lights and Heat, as
Faraday did in his discourses on the Candle Flame,
as Brewster did in his Optics, and as Huxley in his
lectures and essays on Physiology ?

" LAUDATOR TEMPORIS ACTI."

IHAVE been asked by a number of readers
1 to express my views on wave -meters,

particularly as to which is the most
suitable and useful type for the average
" short-wavist." I have replied in nearly
all cases to this effect : " If you have the
time and, the spare parts to make a hetero-
dyne wave -meter, you will be amply repaid
for your trouble.

" If you have not, then a simple.absorp-
tion wave -meter, carefully made, will fill
the bill."

My " Most Useful Gadget."
After making and calibrating my very

first heterodyne wave -meter I vowed that
it was the most useful radio gadget I had
ever made in .my life, and I am still inclined
to think that my present wave -meter is
indispensable.

I honestly should feel quite lost without
it, since it serves at least five different
purposes, including its use as a " monitor "
for producing a beat note with a harmonic
of the transmitter to make certain that it
is turning out a pure and steady note at all
times.

A heterodyne wave -meter for short waves
is quite a simple affair, and I think, person-
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SHORT-WAVE
NOTES
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By W. L. S.
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ally, that the most useful range for it to
cover is about 70-105 metres. The second
harmonic will then give you a range of
35 to 52.5 metres, and the third, 23.3 to 35
metres. When on the very short waves, you
simply swing the wave -meter dial until you
hear two harmonics and the difference be-
tween the wave -length of these two will give
the wave you are, listening on.

Listening on the 10 -metre wave -band this
week -end I heard the first crystal -controlled
American station that I have found so far
on this wave. He was W 2 B R B, a well-
known " Yank," and was turning out a note
that would have been a credit to him on
200 metres !

And it stood out well among the vile
noises that seem to be, the common rule on
10 metres i Apparently conditions on 10
metres vary very rapidly, since a fortnight
ago the Yanks were coming across beauti-
fully, while the last two Sunday afternoons

there has hardly been a sound except from
our own locals.

Some of the German amateurs turning
out telephony in the region of 40 metres
are now putting over some remarkably fine
transmissions. I heard one a few days back
giving a gramophone programme that would
have been a credit to 2 L 0's lunch hour.

Real Research Carried Out.
They are, it is true, a nuisance when they

occupy our narrow wave -bands with their
powerful transmissions, and I think all
telephony should be confined to crystal -
controlled transmitters, but probably these
people are doing far more experimental
work than the DX hounds " who ponder
lovingly over their keys and send CQ all day.

It is a great pity that the. 80 -metre wave-
length is more or less dosed to amateurs in
this country. This wag, to my mind, one
of the most useful waves that amateurs
ever discovered, and yet it is closed by the
G.P.O. except for " organised tests of a
special nature."

Surely it is time for an organised protest
against the official tactics which seem to
have but one end-to cramp the amateur
as much as possible.
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VALVE s
made to work like 5

The Screened -grid Circuit which Lissen has published for
the building of the Lissen S.G.3 receiver gives you selectivity
and gives you volume-stations come in all around the dials at
full loud -speaker strength. This latest development of radio
has been so simplified by the use of all Lissen parts, and by the
STEP-BY-STEP CHART and WIRING DIAGRAM that
Lissen have published, that failure is impossible. And when
you have built it you find that in the Lissen S.G.3 receiver,
you have literally a set that " Spans the Eastern Hemisphere."
YOU CAN BUY THEM FROM ANY ONE OF
10,000 RADIO DEALERS
Not only this, but any Lissen dealer will gladly give you
help and advice. You can boy the parts all at once or by
instalments, just as you like. Get a Lissen S.G.3 Chart at
once and take advantage of this latest development of radio

COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED RECEIVER
as illustrated.

(Valves, Batteries, Accumulator and Loud
Speaker only excluded.)

FREE
step biStCPWirinhf

To:
LISSEN
LIMITED,
8-16, Friars

Lane,
Richmond, Surrey

coot and
Pia ra

Please send me the FREE
STEP-BY-STEP CHAR1
of the S.G.3 Receiver.

.NAME

ADDRESS

Please Mark Envelope S.G.3 in top left corner.

How you can start at once
Go to your radio dealer now and ask for the FREE STEP.
BY -STEP Chart of the Lissen S.G.3 receiver or post the
coupon below direct to the factory. You have not got to buy
a complete kit of parts, because Lissen know you probably
have many Lissen components in a previous receiver. You
are not tied to any particular make of valve; you choose
whatever make you like.

You have not got to buy a cabinet of tin, which as you know
is bound to damp the tuning; Lissen suggest that you
choose a cabinet of polished wood for yourself from any
radio dealer's stock and so make the finished set a hand-
some piece of furniture. Lissen have simplified the building
of this S.G.3 receiver by supplying diagrams for each
step of the construction. A ready -drilled panel, a base.
board with component layout marked. aluminium screens
all ready to erect-all these Listen have thought out care.
fully, enclosed in en envelope, Price 10., which also
contains wire. terminals, sleeving and all the screws and
sundries you require. The building is made more simple by
the fact that all standard Lissen parts are used.

LISSEN LIMITED, 8-16, Friars Lane, Richmond. Surrey
(Managing Director : Thos. N. Cole).
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IN order that we .. A.
I may determine

the suitability
for our purpose of a
particidar type of
valve, we are usually
presented with
"characteristic
curves," or graphs,
which tell.all that we
wish to know about
the valve, provided
that we know how to
use the curves. Many of us; however, still
look askance at characteristic curves, and
prefer to try the same type of valve that we
have heard 'operating well on a friend's set,
with resultswhich ar6 too often disappointing.

Although it is proposed here to discuss
valves without the aid of curves, it should
not be thought that a study of a valve's
characteristics is not worth while. On the
contrary, wireless enthusiasts should make
every endeavour to become familiar with
what is undoubtedly the -simplest and most
scientific way of studying valve perforni-
ances. -

`Waders. are doubtless familiar with the
operation of ' the three -electrode valve,
which may be, summarised as follows

The'filanient of the valve, being heated,
aiveS off a shower of electric particles,
known as plectrons,. a flow of which con-

..stitutes what we call an electric current.
The vidire plate, -Which is connected. to 'the
pesitive of the high-tension supply,..attracts
the electrons (which would otherwise fall
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on to the side of the glass bulb or back on
to the filament), and causes an orderly
flow, or current, to pass from the plate to
the high-tension positive (through a trans-
former or speaker winding) through the
battery to the negative terminal, from
there to the valve filament, and through the
valve to the plate, the complete circuit
being as shown in Fig. 1.

Action of the Grid.
The valve grid is placed in the path of

the electron stream from filament to plate
for the purpose of controlling the flow of
electrons. If the voltage on the grid is
positive, it assists the plate in its work
of attracting electrons, while a negative
voltage on the grid causes the latter to
decrease the flow by repelling the electron
back towards the filament. The conditions
inside the valve will then be as shown in
Fig. 2 (a) and (b).

When signals are received by a valve,
the voltage on the grid is alternated from -
positive to negative, and so the current
in the plate circuit is correspondingly
changed, giving rise to output signals which

alvesWithout
Curves "
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Do you know exactly which types of
4 valves you should use in your set?
W Further ,would you be able to classify
zt a whole group of these devices ? You
4 need not study mathematics and g
N grapple with " curves " in order to

be able to do so. The author shows a
. you how to " read " valve charac- Snx teristics without the necessity of

either. This article will give you a
new appreciation of the subject.

By C. E. FIELD, B.Sc.
4,"-BitXMIS).B1M-NitierAttniroltP7t070/014

area replica of those received, but of -greater
strength.

A valve may thus be regarded simply as a
tap, the 'handle of which, operated by means
of the incoming signals, is the grid, which
serves to turn on and off the flow of current
from the high-tension battery.

Since the effect of a valve is to amplify,
or magnify signals, evidently One of its
most desirable features is an ability to -
magnify to a. great extent, and conse-
quently the degree of magnification obtain:
able is a point upon which inforthation is
most needed when a new valve is being
purchased.

A valve's capability for magnifying
signals is invariably supplied by the manu-
facturers, under the name of Amplification
Factor, or Voltage Amplification.

Amplification Factor.
It is impossible to state how many times

louder a valve will render signals until we
can agree as to the meaning of the word
" loudness," so the amplification factor is
obtained in another way.

Alien the voltage on the valve grid is
changed by incoming signals, the current
in the plate circuit is correspondingly
changed, just as if the high-tension battery
voltage had been 'altered. For instance,
an increase of one volt on the grid might
produce the same increase of plate current
as would be the case if the grid voltage had
been left unaltered and the high-tension
battery voltage increased by, say, .10 volts.
In short, a change of 10 volts would have
been produced in the output circuit by a
change of 1 -volt in the input, so that the
valve would have had the effect of magni-
fying or amplifying the voltage 10 times,
10 in this ease being the amplification
factor of the valve.

We will let it suffice for the moment,
then, that the amplification of a vabie is
the number of times by which it magttifies
the voltage changes on its grid, and that
this value should be as high as possible,
providing that the valve also performs its
other duties correctly.

Now, it is of no use for a valve to possess
a high amplification factor if it is unable
to make use of this property with the

particular signals
with which it is re-
quired to deal.

Unfortunately,
unless the filament
current and plate
voltages are very
much increased, a s
the amplification fac-
tor becomes higher
the valve will become
more 'easily overrun
by strong signals, and

distorted results will be proddced.
For example, suppose we had two valves,

with amplification factors of 30 and 10
respectively, the first might be capable of
dealing with an input voltage of only 1 volt,
whereas the second might handle signals
producing voltage changes on its grid of A
volts.

The voltage change obtained in the plate
circuit in the first case would be 30 x 1
30 volts, whereas in the second case the
value would be 10 x 4 = 40 volts, so that
if strong signals were being received it might
pay to use the lower amplification valve
rather than to reduce the signals to such an
extent that they could be handled by the
other.

" Power " Output.
Evidently then,, a feature of a valve

which is just as important as a high ampli-
fication factor is a capability for dealing
with strong signals without introducing
distortion.

This feature is indicated on a valve
specification by the grid -bias voltage which
is recommended by the manufacturers.

Thus, if it is recommended that a valve
be given a grid bias of 9 volts, the indication
is that that valve will deal with signals which
produce a change of 9 volts on the grid,
and that it will handle twice the voltage
input that could be handled by a valve
biased with 44 volts only.

In addition to the two features just
considered, we require some means of
expressing a valve's capability for giving
a large power output, or volume of sound.

The output from a valve depends upon
the changes which take place in the current
in the plate circuit, and for given changes

of plate circuit voltage these must depend
upop the resistance effect offered by the
valve. This resistance is known as the
impedance of the valve, and is one of the
quantities which is always supplied by
manufacturers. The lower the impedance of
a valve, the greater is the power output,
or volume of sound that it should supply.

We might consider the case of two valves,
having impedances of 6,000 ohms and
60,000 ohms respectively. Although the
latter might be capable of producing larger
changes of voltage in its plate circuit than

(Continued on page 866)
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IN TIME FOR XMAS
You will want your radio loud and clear for the great
Christmas programmes. Make sure of that by using only
the pure D.C. Current that comes from the Lissen New
Process Battery. This yields you a power which is steady
and sustained, smooth flowing and noiseless. There is
energy in abundance in its large cells that puts power into
your set and clarity and natural tone into your loud
speaker. Only in the Lissen Battery do you get the new
process and new chemical combination which has made the
Lissen New Process Battery highly prized among all who
appreciate truthful utterance in their loud speakers. An'.
10,000 radio dealers sell it, hut ask for a " Lissen New Pro.
cess Battery" in a way that shows you will take no other

60 volt (reads 66) .. 711
100 volt (reads 108) .. .. 12 11
60 volt Super Power .. 13 6
36 volt
9 volt Grid Bias

4', volt Pocket Battery .. 5d. each (4 6 a doz.)
Single Cell Torch Battery

41, d. each,

LISSEN LIMITED. 8-16, FRIARS LANE, RICHMOND, SURREY rfanaging Director:
THOS. N. COLE
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HOW TO MAKE,
LOUDSPEAKERS
N9 4. THE PWVURITY*CONE

THIS cone speaker is specially interesting
to " P.W." readers, because it shows
very clearly the influence of the

moving -coil type of speaker. Actually, the
cone and method of suspension are exactly
the same as those developed for use in the
moving -coil type of speaker- which we de-
scribed some time ago in " P.W." and we
have found them well-nigh ideal for use in
conjunction with an ordinary reed or
balanced -armature -drive type of speaker
unit.

There can be little doubt that a quite
considerable part of the special efficiency of
the moving -coil speaker depends on the use
of a very light but rigid conical paper
diaphragm very freely suspended, and it is
very interesting to find how greatly the

The set of parts for the cone ready tor
(you will find the paper is already cut to shape
when supplied). The suspension materia. is a
sheet of very soft thin leather resembling kiu.

ordinary type of cone speaker can be im-
proved by constructing it in the same way.

As a matter of fact, we have used a cone
and suspension system of this general type
in every one of the speakers in this series,
modifying it in various ways to suit the
particular class of unit, method of construc-
tion, etc.; of each design, and the results
have been in every case strikingly better
than we have ever obtained with any of the
older methods of cone mounting.

A Very Flexible Design.
Naturally, the actual standard of repro-

duction obtainable will depend in the end
upon the quality of the particular unit
chosen, and the more expensive ones may
reasonably be expected to show up favour-
ably in a comparative test, but even with
the cheapest ones the results are not to be
despised, and indeed they have been
amazingly good when the low total cost is
remembered.

The present design is again of a type

This special design uses a framework and mounting which can be
purchased ready for assembly, and will take practically any of the
well-known cone units. The constructional work is therefore excep-
tionally easy. The cone and suspension arrangement is the same as
that originally developed for use in the "P.W." moving -coil loud
speaker, and the completed instrument will give you realistic repro-

duction of a wonderfully high standard.
By THE "P.W." RESEARCH DEPARTMENT.

which enables any one of a great variety of
types of unit to be incorporated without
any alteration, since it is provided with a
form of clamp which will hold almost any
of them. Consequently, we do not wish the
intending constructor to feel at all tied
down in his choice of a unit, or to be unduly
influenced by our suggestions, for we feel
that it is so largely a matter of personal
preferences that it is best for him to make a
free choice.

The fact is that different units give a
different tone and general style of repro-
duction, and it is only natural that different
people will prefer different makes of unit.
Here is a trio of units which will fit straight
in place, all of which we are confulent will
give excellent results in this particular
design : Goodman, Blue Spot, Triotron.
No doubt there are many others as well.

Special Points.
The special features of this design, then,

are the cone, suspension, frame, and method
of mounting, rather than the particular unit,
and it is to these points that we shall be
confining ourselves in the description which
follows.

The whole thing makes a compact, self-
supportina assembly which
can be fixed into one of the
standard cone cabinets sup-
plied by most of the wireless
cabinet-making firms, attached
to a plain baffle board like a
moving -coil speaker, mounted
behind' a hole in a fire -screen
or a cupboard door, or mounted
in any other fashion which
appeals to you.

It is perhaps as well to
point out that some sort of
mounting such as the ones
mentioned is really desirable
for all these semi -floating cone
speakers, for exactly the same
reason as in the case of a
moving -coil type, i.e. to bring
out the bass properly. If no
baffle effect is provided' the
bass will not be heard at its
full volume, and the proper
depth of tone will be lacking.
 The cabinet actually used

for the original speaker was a
standard Cameo " line, of
very reasonable price, and
quite pleasing appearance, but

of course this is decidedly a matter for
your own choice.

Whatever type of mounting you decide
upon, be on your guard against what is
called " box resonance," which usually
takes the form of a booming sound on some
musical items and most speech; It some-
times happens with the cabinet type of
mounting if the back is completely closed,
so always try the effect of removing the
detachable back. If the objectionable
quality disappears the remedy is obvious.

A Ready Made Frame.
Now let us take a closer look at the special

frame and cone with the aid of the photos
reproduced on these pages. The frame and
mounting which we have incorporated in
this week's design is a standard line pro-
duced by one of the advertisers in " P.W."
(Messrs. Goodman).

The paper cone is of the same general
type as the one used last week, and is roughly
the same size. The suspension is a little
different, consisting of a very soft and
pliable leather, but it functions very simi-
larly. The framework consists of a skeleton
aluminium casting, on the back of which is

(Continued on next page.)

The finished speaker seen from behind with the back of the
cabinet removed. It is fixed in placwith 17/tree screws airough

lugs cast on the rim of the metal frame.
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a wooden block carrying a clamp which will
hold almost any of the well-known, units in
the correct position.

A separate aluminium ring is , provided
which is attached with screws to the body
of the frame, clamping in position the edge
of the suspension arrangement. The whole
assembly when completed can be screwed to
the inside of a cabinet by means of holes
provided in the casting. so you will see that,
the whole work of assembly is really- very
easy, being little more than a " pliers and
screwdriver " job.

Making the Cone!
Now for the details of construction. The

paper cone, cut to shape and ready for
sticking together, and the necessary
materials for the suspension are obtainable
with the framework, and the procedure in
assembling is quite simple. , .

The first step is to take the paper intended
for the cone and_form it to shape by sticking
together the straight edges with their
simple dove -tailing arrangement (this will
be quite clear when you have the paper
before you).

When you do this use a sufficiency of a
good adhesive, such as Seccotine, Durofix,
etc., and be careful to make a really sound
job, for any imperfect joints anywhere are
apt to set up a chatter or buzz in the finished
speaker. Give the cone a little while to dry,
and then prepare it for attachment to the
suspension. You will see that the outer edge
of the cone is cut into little serrations all
round.

These are for convenience in sticking the
cone to the leather, and the next step is to

-Press tit the verrations down firmly and
leave everything to set.

While this is going on you do one more
job, which is to stick down upon the leather
a hardboard ring which is provided for the
purpose of forming a support.

Smear one side of the ring
pretty thickly with the ad-
hesive, and drop it down on
the leather round the base of
the Nile, placing it carefully
so as to leave an equal space
of leather all round between
the ring and the outer edge
of the cone. 'Press the ring
down firmly and leave the
whole assembly to set.

When it has dried
thorqughly cut off all the
superfluous leather projecting
beyond the outer edge of the
ring, then proceed to cut out
all the leather inside the
cone. When' you have done
this the result should be that
the cone is mounted on a
flexible ring of leather all
round, the outer edge of this
leather ring being stuck to
the cardboard ring.

Now you can fix the finished
cone and suspension into
the metal framework, to do
which it is merely necessary
to clamp the cardboard ring
between the main frame and
th e detachable aluminium
ring. To do this screws must be passed
right through all three parts (screws are
provided) and so you will have to cut some
holes round the cardboard ring, but this is
quickly done. -

All that remains now is to fix the unit in
place, and the special clamp provided on the
Goodman frame which we used makes this a
very simple business. Place the unit care-
fully so that the point of attachment for

kW in., parts ready for assembly. Note how the: cardboard ring is used to support the edge of ilie
colt suspension material, In assembling, this ring is clamped between the edge of the main frame and

the detachable aluminium ring.

bend them all outwards so that they project
all round and will rest fiat upon the table if
the cone is-stood upon its base with joint
upwards. -

Don't Hurry Over This.
Now take the sheet of soft kid leather and

spread: it Out quite smoothly without
wrinkles smear all-theprojecting- points
round the cone thickly with adhesive; and
then place it in the middle of the leather.

the cone comes exactly opposite to the tip
of the cone itself, and then tighten up the
two butterfly nuts so that the crossbar
grips the unit very firmly indeed.

Just how the cone is to be fixed to the
driving mechanism will. obviously depend
on the particular unit, but it is usually a
very simple matter, because the necessary
coned washers,and nuts; or ether clamping,
device, is provided with the unit.

With all of them you will need to cut off

the extreme tip of the cone to make a small
hole, and then proceed in a manner which
will be obvious when you have examined
your unit.

By the way, most of the units are pro -

The finished assembly ready for screwing to
a cabinet.

a baffle or into

vided with some sort of locking nut which
clamps the paper firmly between coned
washers, but it is usually as well to take
precautions against any possibility of
looseness and chattering here.

One good scheme is to cut a couple of
washers from flannel, the waste leather of
the suspension, or similar soft material, and
put one on each side of the paper. Another
good method is to run some of the adhesive
in between the paper and 'the metal clamp-
ing washers so that everything is stuck
firmly into one solid mass, and this is per-
haps the safest way of all.

What It Will Do.
Finally, as to results. Well, with any

really good unit this cone and suspension
will enable you to get reproduction which
we can say quite soberly and without any
exaggeration is very near indeed to the
standard of a good movina-coil instrument.
Sensitivity, again, will

moving coil
considerably

above that of any ordinary moving coil, so
that good results can be obtained on rela-
tively small sets.

Just one warning. Do not build one of
these special cones and expect it to give you
high quality reproduction on a set giving a
distorted output. It is still necessary,
obviously, to use a power valve in your last
stage, with plenty of H.T. and proper grid
bias, and to take the normal precautions in
the way of avoiding too much reaction,
trying to handle a greater volume than your
last valve Can take without over -loading,
and so on.

Always be on the alert, therefore, when
you are adjusting volume, for signs of
" blasting," breaki o up of some of the
notes, and so on. If you get anything of
the sort, reduce the volume a trifle, and
sue whether. it ..disappears.: If it does, it
was almost certainly due to overloading,
probably of the last valve.
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0 ALL LISTEN ER S
OOD fortune to all listeners this
Christmastide, and especially the
lucky ones whose music, song and

story will be provided by the New
Amplion. To last minute shoppers who
may not have time or opportunity to
make comparative tests of speakers, this
reminder is given-the New Amplion
is the finest reproduction unit science
has yet produced. Not
only have you the
word of Dr. N. W.
McLachlan, D.Sc.,
M.I.E.E., for this; emi-
nent authorities in other
spheres are equally em-
phatic in their praise.

Mr. Ernest Newman,
the famous music critic,
for instance, says ; " My
wireless set having been
supplemented by one of
the New Amplion Loud
Speakers, I have done
a good deal of intensive

listening -in this week ... what I have
heard has been nearer the real thing
than anything that has come my way
before."

And here is a tribute from Capt.
Stretton, M.V.O., Musical Director of
the Royal Artillery : " The ' timbre' of
the various instruments came through
with a clearness excelling anything I

had previously heard
through other loud
speakers."

If you would have the
latest, most sensitive,
most musical, most effi-
cient speaker - choose
the New Amplion.

* * *

The New Amplion Speaker may
be obtained in handsome cabinets
of Oak or Mahogany. Prices
from £9 10s. to £42. Chassis
only, £6 and £8. Amplion
Standard and Junior Speakers,
351- to £5.

/AIMIPLIION
Catalogue from all Radio Dealers or from Graham Amplion Limited.

LONDON : MANCHESTER : GLASGOW : WORKS :
25'26, Savile Row, W.1. 10, Whitworth Street West. 6,8, West G. orge Street. Slough. (it
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EXTRA
DUALITY
WITHOUT

EXTRA. COST

THESE FOUR POINTS
ARE WORTH HAVING
AT NO EXTRA COST
1. Altogether purer tone.
2. A more abundant volume with no distortion.
3. " Background noises will have ceased.
4. Foreign stations will be more easily tuned in.

Buy
G.E.C.

ELECTRICAL
XMAS GIFTS

MADE IN ENGLAND.

Afge ,0,114riffar ',#&; OS, ,eir4~,orAre %i//ft Are / "

OSRAM VALVES are the valves with "Tenacious Coating," the secret
of purity and maximum power throughout an abnormally long life.

'Arr'raez xw4warmffizir,,,Aw e/-
'Adtrt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., 1V-iylet House, Kingsway, London, 1C 2

Sold by all Wireless Dealers

srarti,
valves

with the

"TENACIOUS COATING"
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GIVEHIMAN

A valve makes an ideal Christmas present and is not difficult to choose.

By K. D. ROGERS.

IHAVE just been counting up the
number of friends and relations 'I
have, and to whom I have to give

Christmas presents, and I find that at
least eight are keen wireless fans. Further-
more, I am certain that seven, at least,
out of the eight would far rather have
something wireless than anything else.

A Difficult Problem.
Consequently, I am in rather a quandary

as to what to give them, and I expect a
good many of you have also got the same
problems to solve ; and in cases where you
know of no particular preference for any
special component or accessory, I expect
you will solve yours in the same manner as
I intend to solve mine. In other words, I
expect you will give your friends valves
in preference to anything else appertaining
to radio.

After all, a valve is a very easy
thing to choose and to give. It is
easily sent by post, can be pur-
chased at a price to suit every
pocket, and is sure of a good re-
ception at the other end, facts
which cannot be said for. every
other piece of wireless apparatus.

Somehow one thinks of loud
speakers when Christmas comes
along, but from the point of view
of wireless presents they are ex-
pensive, though in some cases un-
doubted pleasure givers.

But if you choose a loud
speaker for any particular friend,
and do not know the type of -set he
is putting it on, and what his
views are concerning musical re-
production, you are just as likely as not to
make a mistake, and it is quite possible
that the loud- speaker you have chosen will
not suit his particular taste, though it be
ever so efficient.

Other Components.
The same, of course, applies to mains

units, batteries, and similar accessories,
for quite a considerable knowledge of the
receiver used is required to'enable a suitable.
choice to be made.

In the case of smaller components, such as
L.F. transformers, etc., these are handy
for the enthusiastic set -builder, but your

listener friend is rather more likely to let
them lie on the shelf for a considerable time
before being wanted, possibly get1;ng
out of date before he really requires
them.

This is quite different in the case of the
valve. Nobody is averse to " trying "
another valve, and in cases where you know
a set is being built specially for Christmas,'
and you know the type and feel a little
more generous. perhaps, you can give a
complete set of valves. Or you and one
or two friends can combine to -give a
complete set of valves.

If you can find out all about yoUr
friend's set before you choose your valves.
it will make it very much easier ; but should'
you want the thing to come completely
as a surprise, you can get along quite
nicely by just knowing the filament voltage
that he uses.

Here's Your Chance !

Waiting for the Valves-A Chance for the Christmas Present Giver.

Such a point can be found out by paying
a visit on some pretext or other, and talking
about the set, keeping :your eyes open to
see what he uses and, incidentally, what
H.T. he employs and, more or less, whet
valves he has in stock. Then you can go
away and choose a valve which will really
suit his apparatus. This is not difficult
if you bear one or two little points in mind.

There are one or two things to avoid,
the main being that of giving him special
valves, unless he has' real need of them.
For instance, a screened -grid valve, a
pentode, or a mains valve might be quite
useless to the average man, for these

valves cannot be plugged into an ordinary
set, but require a special outfit, with special
wiring and layout, to accommodate them.

You cannot pull out your last valve or
super -power valve, insert a pentode, and
right away expect the best, because it is
ten to one you will not get it. The pentode
is an excellent valve when used properly,
but it must be used properly in order to
do itself' justice.

The Best Choice.
Resistance -coupled valves and super-

power valves also are only suitable for more
or less special conditions, the former for
'resistance coupling or tuned anode H.F. or
other.ciicuits needing very high magnifica-
tion valves, while for the super -power valves
special H.T. batteries have to be con-
sidered. Do not forget this last point if
you think of giving your friend an output

valve. Remember that to use an
output valve of anything large
in calibre, you have to give it
plenty of H.T. voltage and plenty
of H.T. current.

As a 'general role, you will
find that a valve having an
impedance of between 10,000
and 30,000 ohms is a good pre-
sent, for this can be used as
H.F., detector, first L.F., either
transformer or resistance -coupled,
with success.

The ordinary H.F. valve is
perhaps the most generally useful
of the lot, one having an impe-
dance of something about 15,000
to 30,000 ohms. This can Le
used perfectly for H.F., perfectly

as a detector and a really good first L.F.
in a great many cases.

Bound to be Suitable.
.So, in your Christmas presents this year,

if you decide to give valves, bear these
few points in mind, and if :it is at all
possible find out full details of what
are required, then you can go ahead on
more definite lines. But if you cannot
find out, then do not make a blunder
by giving a really unsuitable valve. Choose
something which is bound to be suitable.
and your present will be bound to be
acceptable.
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The position of relay -station listeners under the new Regional Scheme
has caused a certain amount of anxiety, but the B.B.C.'s attitude is clearly

outlined below.

THOSE of our readers living in the
Sheffield district will be glad to know
of the B.B.C.'s assurance that when

the Regional station is erected on the
Pennines, listeners in Sheffield and in the
neighbourhood using reasonably efficient
receiving sets, including crystal receivers,
will be adequately served.

As is well known, it is the policy of the
B.B.C. to continue the use of the Sheffield
Relay station until the Regional station
in the Pennines is in operation, about 1930.
Even then, if it is discovered that the
strength of signal reception in Sheffield
froin the new Regional station is not
sufficiently adequate, the Relay station at
Sheffield will be kept in operation.

Crystal Reception Guaranteed.
It was recently explained to the B.B.C.

by a deputation that it was absolutely
necessary to adequately serve the Sheffield
area by continuing the use of the Sheffield
Relay station, should the Regional trans-
mitter prove insufficient. A good deal of
alarm has been occasioned by the idea that
crystal -set reception would be rendered
useless under the B.B.C.'s proposed plans ;
but as a matter of fact the B.B.C. is well
aware how popular crystal reception is in
Sheffield, especially among the people who
cannot afford to instal valve sets, and
its attitude is one of sympathy and
consideration.

The B.B,C. believes that efficient crystal
sets will be quite adequate when the new
Sheffield Regional station is in operation ;
and it must be remembered, of course, that
when the Nottingham Station closed down
thorough tests were made on crystal sets;
and it was found that equally good results
could be obtained from the Daventry
experimental station as from the local
station when it was working.

The Welsh Station.
The question of a wireless broadcasting

station specially for North Wales has again
been brought up by a meeting of the Flint -
shire Education Committee, and once again
the. B.B.C. has given its definite answer.
The B.B.C. points out that in the last
year or so it has had a great many com-
munications from Wales on this question
of a special broadcasting station. Although
the B.B.C. would be pleased to erect a high -
power station in North Wales, it is impod-
sible for the Corporation to do so, for the
fact remains that 300 or 400 broadcasting
stations are now trying to operate on a
wave -band which is really only adequate
for about 100.

It is the British allocation of wave-
lengths that is the determining factor in the
number of stations to be erected in this
country ; and because of this factor, the
B.B.C.'s Regional high -power station
scheme has had to be modified, for the
simple reason that there are fewer wave-

lengths available now than was anticipated
three years ago.

But the B.B.C. realises that North Wales
cannot be served as adequately as had been
hoped;though the high -power station in' the
south to replace the Cardiff Station will do
a good deal, and the extension of service
from Daventry 5 X X, and sometimes the
new high -power station in North England,
will also help.

Nevertheless, however much sympathy
may be with the Welsh Nationalists who
want their own station, there is no getting
away from the hard fact of the wave -length
problem, and it is not quite fair adversely
to judge the B.B.C. because it cannot do
anything in the way of giving Wales its own
station.

At the annual dinner of the Radio Menu-

facturers' Association, when Sir William
Bull, M.P., was present, Captain Tan Fraser,
M.P., during the course of his speech referred
to the progress which had taken place in the
wireless industry. He pointed out that in
1925 the imports of wireless apparatus and
valves in this country was £790,000, while
in 1927 the imports totalled £450,000, a
drop of 40 per cent. In 1925 there were
1,500,000 licensees, while last year the figure
reached was 2,525,000.

The export figures were not quite so
happy, and he referred to the fact that the
United States exported about £2,000,000
worth of wireless apparatus in each of the -
last few years ; while Germany had in-
creased her exports from £1,125,000 three
years ago to over £2,000,000 at the present
day. The British exports had remained
more or less constant during those years at
£1,250,000.

Sir William Bull, in proposing the toast
of the B.B.C., said that during October last
21,561 new licences were taken out, as
against 5,071 in October the previous year.
The total number of wireless licences in
force on October 31st last was 2,542,958,
which represented an increase of 194,100
in twelve months, and he was also given to
understand that the figures for November
would reveal an even more substantial and
satisfactory increase.

FAMOUS AUSTRALIAN AMATEUR STATION,

Some of the transmitting and receiving apparatus at 2 N 0, a well-known 23 Alla 04 -metre s;ation
situated in Australia.

RADIO
TECHNICALITIES.

As the value of the grid leak has an important
effect upon reaction in a short-wave set, it is
always advisable to try the effect of different
values of grid leak if these are available.

If a green deposit is found to form upon the
terminals of your accumulator, this can be
removed with a solution of ordinary washing
soda.

When refilling an accumulator, remember
that no liquid should be spilled on the case.

If accumulator terminals are covered with a
thin coating of petroleum jelly they will be
completely protected from attack by the acid of
the cell.

*

If empty cotton reels and camera spools are
thrown into the tool box when they are avail-
able, it will be found that odd lengths of wire
which would otherwise be thrown away can be
wound upon these.

In the insulation of H.T. accumulators par-
ticular care is necessary, as the slightest leakage
between adjacent rows will represent a con-
tinuous drain upon the battery.

* *

An ordinary neutrodyne condenser connected
in series with the aerial lead makes an excellent
means of " loose coupling " the aerial for
short-wave work.
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THEY have a saying in the Royal Navy
that directly an officer gets transferred
from service afloat to a job at the

Admiralty immediately becomes " a
blithering idiot."

Well, we all know the Royal Navy, and.
we can take its picturesque language with
a generous pinch of sea salt. But still,
when you come to think of it, men who join
up with the bureaucracy of Whitehall or
,Westminster do, in some odd fashion, seem
to get dehumanised.

They become robots ; they talk a queer
like, " the answer is in the negative,"

instead of just saying " no " ; they seem
to lose all touch with human nature-as
when they insist upon retaining " Dora
and they come, like Lemuel Gulliver of the
famous story, to view us poor, ordinary
mortals as a race of invertebrate and
brainless Houyhnhnins.

Here is the Prime Minister, for example,
talking vaguely about" ordinary or common
wireless." He actually goes so far as to
venture the " belief " that, some day or
other, it will become one of the greatest
bonds between the peoples and so, by infer-
ence, the preventative of war upon the
earth.

Now Mr. Baldwin, being at heart a real
old English country squire, will take my
meaning when I call this casual talk of his

hedging and ditching." The world lies
under the dread shadow of another ghastly
war liable to break out anywhere at any
moment.

B.B.C. Leads The World.
It is a potential fact which, like a stone

thrown into a pond, sends its waves lapping
over every activity of our everyday life,
business, and recreation. It accounts, in
large measure, for the inactivity of Youth
in these days. For they feel that creative
work is not worth the effort. It is by far
the biggest factor in tht modern world.

Very well. It is, thsn, obviously an
occasion for action and not talk. If. the
Prime Minister sees in radio even the germ
of a possible preventative it is the simple
duty of the Government to secure a " try
out." We lesser mortals visualised it all
six good years ago.

Our radio service leads the world in

kif fiiMAKAK w. rz-c4M141:14 AM MAK 04

1.* An arresting article that is par- 8.
titularly timely at this season of

Peace and Goodwill to Men.
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technical efficiency and xsthetic appeal.
We could not desire a better instrument for
the experiment. In charge, we have men
of vision and ideals, even if they lack the
practical knowledge for translating those
ideals into effective action. With the whole
country to choose from and with expense
no object, there should be no difficulty in
co-opting the right men of experience and
action and the best brains in the country.

Let me emphasise this. I make no
definite assertion that the B.B.C., co-
operating with other countries, has it in its

A recent
portrait of
the author. -
Mr. A. Cor-
bett Smith.

power to put an end to war by influencing
.public opinion. I say, only, that it is worth
the trial to the limit of our capacity. For
the " next war " can mean little else than
the crash of European civilisation.

As always we begin with two clean-cut
lines of thought for our strategy, what is
our objective, and how do we reach it ?
And here, at the start, is an obstacle. Clear
thinking and clean planning are outside our
national temperament. Instead, we impro-
vise-superbly, I grant you-and muddle.
through. We must get over that in this
specific case.

Assuming, for the moment, that Mr.
Baldwin is right in his " belief," our objec-
tive is two -fold, our own people and the

peoples of Europe. Each calls for a different
line of approach. With the former we can
almost apply " direct action " ; with the
latter it must be." indirect." With our own
people we can go straight ahead just as we
have done in effecting the music revolution,
and just as we could easily win any other
project of national importance-our na-
tional aviation, the public health, the unem-
ployment problem, emigration, and so forth:

Get Busy !
But with other peoples the B.B.C. must

first establish itself and win confidence..
And mark this ! It is already upon the way
to doing so. Listeners all over Europe are
aiming to take B.B.C. programmes in pre-
ference to their own, because they are of far
better quality. Here, then, is the obviouS
line of development before we begin upon
the Peace motive. The soil must be care-
fully prepared before the seed is sown.

I do not suggest that all this is as easy as
falling off a log. I can see plenty of diffi-
culties. But difficulties are the salt of life.

But there is this to be said. The B.B.C.
cannot and will not create that " bond
between the peoples " of the Prime Minis-
ter's vision by any methods of academic
education. The professional educationalist
is the greatest bar to progress. We are
concerned with artistic creation. And, as
Lady Oxford and Asquith lately observed,
" On a matter of artistic taste don't put
anyone associated with education on the
committee ; he is always smothered with
ivy and virginia creeper."

For the rest, I am with Mr. Baldwin.
Or I would be if only he would quit his

hedging " and come out into the open.
I should like to hear that he had sent a
New Year's greeting to Savoy Hill " I
believe that we can pull this matter through.
Please get busy ! "

And since this is a matter for action I
shall invoke the spirit of our greatest man
of action.

" The measure may be thought bold,"
said Nelson before one of his greatest vic-
tories, " but I am of opinion the boldest
measures are the safest ; and our country
demands a most vigorous exertion of her
force, directed with judgment."

(Copyright in the U.S A.)
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FROM THE TE.CHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK

" AMPLION " LOUD SPEAKER.
Messrs. Graham Amplion, Ltd., recently

sent us one of their 1928-9 standard cone
speakers, type A.C. 29. This instrument
replaces a last -year's model, the A.C. 9,
which retailed at £7. The new A.C. 29
sells at £5. And in their covering letter
the Graham Amplion people suggest that
" we think you will find, on test, at least
(it is) as good, if not definitely superior to,
our last year's model, the A.C. 9." The
old A.C. 9 certainly was a very good
speaker, and one thinks none the less of it
when one finds the A.C. 29, as the makers
anticipated, " as good, if not definitely
superior."

When I first placed it on test, and I am
now speaking of the new speaker, the A.C.

The Amplion A.0.29 Loud Speaker.

29, the first thing that struck me was its
almost abnormal sensitivity. We have,' in
our test room, among many others, a loud
speaker which is super -sensitive, although
here, I personally think its virtues end.
But the A.C. 29 was found to be equal in
that sole quality. Another speaker switched
in sounded almost " dead " against it and,
for an ordinary cone speaker (by ordinary
I am specifically, excepting the moving -coil
class), the reproduction of the A.C. 29 is
exceptionally good.

It has little or no coloration, a fault
which I might say with all friendliness was
somewhat prominent with the earliest
Anaplions. Speech on the higher register
is crisply clean and bass, and not false bass,
is present in goodly proportion. It is the
sort of speaker that 99 out of 100 radio
enthusiasts could fit on to a set and be
perfectly satisfied.

The hundredth would be a moving -coil
fan looking for the deepest of bass notes,

the sort of fan who, when he finds his bass,
does so only to discover he has lost the
higher register, starts off again to search
for this among other moving -coil speakers,
paralleled output valves, 500 volts H.T. etc.,
finally to give up in disgust and settle down
to ordinary conditions such as are so well
exemplified by the A.C. 29 !

LINKS AND LEADS.
In our issue dated November 17th we

published an article entitled as above.
Inspired by this interesting contribution
Messrs. Ward and Goldstone, Ltd., sent us
a range of their own flexible cords designed
for making rapid connections and, of
course, for sale to amateurs. The leads
seem to be every bit as good as those
described in the article and have the
advantage that they are fitted with the well-
known Goltone clips and terminals.

Some have Quickgrip connectors at each
end, others Quickgrip connectors at the one
end and fork terminals at the other. And
they are insulated and distinctively
coloured. Having carefully examined the
whole set one begins to wonder how we
have been able to do without such useful
things for so long ! Messrs. Ward and
Goldstone also sent us a sample five -way
radio assembly of leads, made up especially
by them for the new Cossor "Melody Maker"
set. The assembly can be used equally
well for other receivers.

RECENT CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Two interesting publications were re-

cently received from the General ,Electric
Co., Ltd. The " Osram Wireless Guide "
contains full details of the whole range of
Osram valves, as well as much other useful
data, such as mains unit operating notes,
,broadcasting station details, and so on.
The Gecophone List of Radio Receivers and
Gramophone Reproducers is a brightly -
produced brochure as interesting as a big
shop window.

From Claude Lyons, of Liverpool, two
new publications are to hand. The one is
a twenty -page' gratis bro-chure which deals
with ClarOstats. These, are variable re-
sistances having many applications and
these are dealt with. The other Claude
Lyons publication is a gratis four -page
pamphlet entitled " Power," and this is
descriptive of their new range of A.C. H.T.
eliminators and " kits " for the home con-
structor.

FERRANTI MAINS UNITS.
Ferranti Ltd. recently sent us five of their

new charts which fully describe the building
of first-class H.T. Mains Units. The five
types are all A.C. models of high-class design.

"BLUE SPOT "LOUD -SPEAKER UNIT.
Our Research and Construction Depart-

ment seems to have had a lot of " Blue
Spot" loud -speaker units in use lately, and
I have watched the assembly of these and
the various designs of semi -free edged
cones with great interest. Also I have
heard these assemblies in use in various
cabinets and- on various baffle boards, and
I must say that the performances are,
generally speaking, very impressive.

The 66 K four -pole balanced -armature
unit, the one which retails at 25s., is one

AMP14,11,117XNPOICritro.7"2;_,VP
Traders and manufacturers are invited

gto submit radio sets, components and
accessories to the "P.W." Technical
Department for test. All tests are
carried out with strict impartiality,

0, under the personal supervision of the
Technical Editor, and readers are asked
to note that this weekly feature is in-
tended as a reliable and unbiased guide
as to what to buy and what to avoid.

of the most sensitive I have come across,
and its response can only be described as
brilliant. The unit is, I believe, of con-
tinental origin, and it is handled by F. A.
Hughes and Co., Ltd. (regular advertisers
in P.W."). It is not every amateur who
can be so fortunate as to possess a moving -
coil type of reproducer, but the many who
cannot may gain comfort from the thought
that a home-made speaker using the
" Blue Spot " need fall very little short in
results of those possible with a moving -coil
instrument.

EXCELLENT CHRISTMAS GIFT.
There are still quite a few days left before

Christmas is really upon us, so that there is
yet time to purchase presents. I was re-
minded of this by the arrival of a " Sunray "
Spotlight, Focusing Torch from A. H. Hunt,
Ltd., of Croydon. It is not exactly radio,
but it is an object most radio fans could find
a real use for.

The torch is built on massive lines and
the " Senior " model (price lOs 6d. com-
plete) is a 3 -cell model which carries a spare
bulb. It gives a very brilliant light, and
you can focus it, by means of an ingenious
screw movement, until a parallel beam sort.,
hundreds of yards in length is emitted. The

. Hunt people have a whale range of torches
and hand lamps.

A "Blue Spot" Load Speaker Unit.
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Radio is steadily improving. Trans-
mission embodies greater skill and
more efficient apparatus. Better com-
ponents, better sets and more respon-
sive speakers, with fuller knowledge
of their proper use, ensure reception
considerably in advance of that which
satisfied not very long ago.

The Transformer plays a vital part in
this advance. A good set must have
a good Transformer.

The Ferranti AF5 is supreme and is
the final choice of the experts.

FERRANTI LTD.

PRICE 30f-

HOLLINWOOD

ER RANT'
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The public response to the
introduction of the Pentovox
Three, instant and significant, is
growing in volume every day.
This fine 3 -valve set is not only
new but right-a combination
that never yet failed to ensure
success. The reproduction is
perfectly smooth and even over
the whole musical range, and
selectivity is equally outstand-
ing. Wavelength ranges are 250/
500 metres, and 1,200 to 2,300
metres. There are no coils to
change, and the whole set is a
model of simplicity and effic-
iency. Nothing outside the 5_
valveclass can compare with
the Pentovox Three in quality
of performance.
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A Crystal Deteciar Improvement.
CRYSTAL detectors which have been in

use for one or two years often develop
loose -contact troubles at the ball-and-

socket joint of the cat's -whisker arm: It is,
more often than not, very difficult to remedy
effectively such troubles merely by corn -
pressing the area of the joint by means of a
pair of pliers, because such compression
can seldom be exerted evenly all round the
joint, and, therefore, the result may be, a
joint which makes efficient contact at one
part, and very bad contact at another.

The illustration, shown below, however,
serves a purpose in depicting a ready means
of recovering the pristine electrical efficiency

A crystal detector alter doctoring."

of a detector ball-and-socket joint which
has been lost owing to wear and tear.

The photograph is really seltexplana-
tory. A small fniece of thin AN ire is neatly
soldered at one end on to ;the end of the
cat's -whisker arm, the ,wire being coiled
loosely in order to allow for the extended
movement of the detector arm, and then
taken, by means of a tiny hole drilled in
the panel, down to the screw which secures
the upright arm of the detector. The wire
is soldered, also, at this point.

Electrically Efficient.
By these means a rubbing, contact of the

detector arm will be avoided completely,
thus giving to the detector a perfect degree
of electrical efficiency. Moreover, this
degree of efficiency will be absolutely per-
manent.

Another advantage of the scheme lies
in the fact that if a little attention is paid
to the precise manner of coiling the con-
necting piece of wire, the latter can be
made to act as a sort of compensating spring
which will serve to prevent the detector
arm from being knOcked or jerked off the
sensitive spot on the face of the crystal.
Thus, by the use of a few inches of wire,
any of the more usual forms of cat's -whisker
detectors can be given a perfect electrical
efficiency, together with an extra amount
of stability.

l'offiM=f4dALI.1.i,fiCA4WICAd4r..i***

A selection of short articles covering
yd many subjects of especial interest ti
ti to the home -constructor of radio

receivers, contributed by various of .7
" P.W.'s " well-known technicians. '
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Aerial Soldering.
The soldering of aerial wires and out-of-

door connections is bad enough even in the
best of weathers, but on cold, damp, or
windy days it becomes almost a physical
impossibility to keep the soldering iron
sufficiently hot, -no matter how large this
implement may be.

A better method of soldering under these
adverse conditions is by the use of an
alcohol torch, an illustration of the employ-
ment of which is given below.

Using the Torch.
Such an article is very simply made.

All that it consists of is a piece of stout wire
provided With some type of heat -insulating
handle. The wire is pushed through a
hole made centrally in a tin lid, and the
upper end of the wire is curved so as to
form a sort of hook on which a tuft of
cotton -wool or of tow can be placed.

The hole in the lid is then carefully sol-
dered up, after which the alcohol torch will
be ready to use.

To employ the torch, pour a little
ordinary methylated spirits into the lid,
and pour a little, also, over the cotton -wool
or tow on the end of the wire.

Raving with flux prepared the wires to
be connected, ignite 'the torch, and hold
it under them. The torch will burn
steadily with an exceedingly hot flame, and
the operations of tinning and finally solder-
ing can rapidly be perfornied.

This is how
the home-
made solder-
ing torch is

made.

A Ready-made Resistance.

Busy amateurs and experimenters who
find themselves in need of ra rheostat or
resistance at a moment's notice, and who
have no such article available, .need not
despair. As the photograph reproduced
below shows, quite an excellent form of
resistance can be made from a carbon rod
obtained from an old dry battery of the
larger type.

This carbon rod should be clamped
securely in a horizontal or vertical position,
either by placing it in a vice, or by any other
readily -available means. Be sure, however,
that the jaws of whatever type of clamp

Here is a variable resistance fixed up in accordance
with the accompanying details.

is used are provided with a rubber covering
in order to prevent any leakage of current.

An ordinary earth -clip is now attached
to the carbon rod, its pressure being ad-
justed so that it provides a smoothly -
working sliding contact along ,the rod.

Another lead is taken from the terminal
at the upper end of the carbon rod, thus
completing the circuit of the resistance.

Resistances of this nature are very
readily made. They are reasonably con-
stant, and they are not affected by at-
mospheric changes.

The total resistance of an ordinary bell -
battery carbon rod of approximately 6
ins in length is between 50 and 60 ohms,
which value is amply sufficient for many
purposes.

Increased by Heat.

Of course, any number of such resist.
ances can be connected up in series for any
special requirements, but for the average
test -usage, it will be found that a single
carbon resistance of this nature will suffice,

Finally, it may be of some interest to
note that the resistance of the carbon rod
can be increased considerably by heating
a portion of it, a' small gas or spirit lamp
flame placed under one portion of the rod
being sufficient in many instances to more
than double its total resistance to direct,
current. Generally, of course, such a
procedure will not be necessary.

(Continued on next page.)
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FOR THE SET BUILDER.
(Continued from previous page.)
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Celluloid. Varnish.
It is a pity that the manifold advantages

inherent in the use of celluloid varnish
are not more known and appreciated
by the general run of radio amateurs.
When you come across an amateur using a
varnish for the purpose of protecting metal
work or insulating wires, you will nearly
always find that the material used is that
nasty, messy, sticky, mud -coloured sub-
stance which goes under the name of
shellac varnish.

Now, celluloid varnish is a prefectly
colourless liquid, and, on account of this
fact, it can be used on the most delicate
metal surfaces without any fear of dis-
colouring the latter. Moreover, whereas
ordinary shellac varnish takes .generally
hours to dry, celluloid varnish dries in a
few minutes.

Celluloid varnish is not difficult to make.
Procure from your local druggist a quantity
of acetone and amyl acetate, or, if you
prefer it, get him to make you a mixture
of the two liquids in the proportion of 2

article almost indefinitely. Note carefully,
however, that celluloid varnish is a good
insulator, and, therefore, do not allow it to
get on the portions of the metalwork, such
as the under -sides of terminals, at which
actual electrical contact is accomplished.

For insulating and damp -proofing con-
necting wires, the varnish serves a very
efficient purpose. Moreover, its presence
does not increase the capacity of the wires
to any appreciable extent.

And,' finally, if you have a small screw
which fits rather loosely in its hole, dip the
screw in a little thick celluloid varnish,
and then screw it home immediately.
After five or ten minutes the varnish around
the screw -thread will have set, and you will
find that an excellent " grip " will have
been obtained.
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POTENTIOMETERS
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MOST amateurs are more or less,
acquainted with that instrument
known as the potentiometer, and it is

therefore interesting and instructive, to
those w h o
have not
done any
physics, to
look 'at the
1 a b oratory
version o f
this very
useful little
piece of apparatus, most people
seem to regard as a glorified rheostat, before
discussing its use in radio.

In the first place, in the laboratory the
pOtentiotneter 'is not the compact little
circular resistance of the radio receiver,

but is often 3 ft.
long, it consisting

" Let every shred drop, as you cut it, into a bottle of the mixed solvents."

parts of acetone to 1 part of amyl acetate.
For a. shilli g you ought to get sufficient of
this mixed liquid solvent to fill a fair-sized
bottle.

Next, take some clean celluloid-old
photographic roll films, with the emulsion
and gelatine cleaned off, make excellent
material for this purpose-and cut it up
into small shreds, letting each shred drop
as you cut it into a bottle of the mixed
solvents mentioned above.

Cheaply Prepared.

Put the cork in the bottle, and allow it
to stand overnight. In the morning, most
of the celluloid will have dissolved: If not,
add a little more of the solvent, and shake
vigorously. The actual thickness of the
varnish can, of course, be varied at will
according to the quantity of solvent or
celluloid used. Aim, however, at preparing
a varnish which will flow easily.

A single coat of celluloid varnish laid on
the bright surface of a radio component or
terminal will preserve the brightness of the

of a length of wire
screwed firmly to
a board ; the wire
may be anything
from 50 centi-
metres to 10
metres long, al-
though when it is
so long it is usu-
ally doubled back

and forth on the board, as in Fig. 1, the ends
being secured to terminals. This instrument
has a variety of uses, for comparing the
E.M.F.'s of cells, comparing resistances,
measuring currents, the internal resistance
of batteries, and very small potentials of
the order of microvolts. The method is
simple and all depends on the fact that
there is a uniform fall of potential along a
wire of constant cross-sectional area.

From the potentiometer we get the
potential divider, which in its simplest form
is a length of resistance wire (AB in Fig. 2a)
across any source of potential. Various
voltages may
then be tap-
ped off AB
as shown.
Obviouslysuch an
arrangement
has a limited
application,
because i n
order to get

a sufficiently great resistance the wire
would necessarily have to be very long, and
therefore a clumsy instrument would result.
So the usual potential divider is a modifica-
tion consisting of a number of fairly high
resistance coils connected in series, or one
large tapped
coil (see Fig.
2b). the tap-
pings being
connected to
a switch or
other selec-
tor. Such a
divider may
be construct-
ed for any
E. M. F. b y
making the
coils of suffi-
ciently high
resistance,
and this form is very common in battery
eliminators and other similar apparatus.

The so-called potentiometer used in radio
is usually really a potential divider and is
seldom employed as a true potentiometer,
but whatever the correct designation it is an
extremely` useful instrument, which is not
used as much as it might be. One of the.
oldest uses is as a provider of positive biasf
on the grid of a radio -frequency amplifying;
valve to prevent oscillation by damping
this was done by connecting the winding of
the potentiometer, which is usually a
circular affair of 200 to 400 -ohms resistance,
across the filament supply leads, the,
bottom of the grid circuit being connected
to the sliding contact of the potentiometer.

Reaction Control.
This practice is now superseded by suitable

neutralising arrangements, but a similar
circuit can be advantageously employed
in single -valve regenerative sets. A circuit
diagram is given in Fig. 3. By varying the
position o f
the contact
S on the
potentiome-
ter it is often
possible to
eliminate
" bumps " in
oscillation
control sothat the
valve glides
smoothly in-
to and out of
osci 11 ation,
greatly facili-
tating the reception of telephony trans
missions.

A modification of this use is shown in
Fig. 4, where the potentiometer is employed
as a means of finding the electrical centre of
a valve filament operated off an A.C.
transformer. Such an arrangement is often -

of use in a small transmitter, as in the
example illustrated, or in H.T. eliminators
when the transformer secondary lighting
the filaments is not. centre -tapped.

There are many similar uses for the
potentiometer, chiefly for biasing purposes,
but it is interesting to note that in none
of these is the potentiometer used in its
true sense, and when the radio experimenter
handles the neat circle of ebonite and
resistance wire that is his petentiometer
he should remember the laboratory in-
vestigator with his cumbersome boards.

arAni2Y4.... fia4
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Bring  in some lively music. Make
merry with .an Ormond Portable " 5 "
-the Portable Receiver that will bring
in the best programme with the best
tonal quality and power of volume.
The Ormond Five -Valve Portable is
remarkable for its complete perfection
both in circuit construction and design
of cabinet. So easily carried from
place to place, and so reliable for
good reception. This five -valve port-
able requires no aerial, no earth, nor
independent attachment whatever.
The widest choice of stations is pro-
vided, and they come in with clarity
and faithfulness. No " blasting " or
reverberation. And the price - quite
low-£24 10s., purchases the complete
set with Valves, Batteries, Internal
Frame Aerial, Turntable, and all equip-
ment in handsome Mahogany Case
with concealed Loud Speaker. Detach-
able handle.

DEMONSTRATIONS ARRANGED
Leaflets and Booklets on request.

THE ORMOND ENGINEERING COMPANY, LIMITED,
199-205, PENTONVILLE RD., KING'S CROSS, LONDON, N.1
Telephone : Clerkenwell 9344.5.41. Telegrams : "Ormondengi, Kinross."

Factories: Whiskin Street and Hardwick Street, Cterkenwell, E.C.1
Continental Agents: Pettigrew & Merriman, Ltd.,

"Phonos House," 2 & 4 Bushnell Street, New Oxford St., London, W.C.1

The

ORMOND PORTABLE
Price Complete £24 : 10 : 0
Waterproof Cover extra IZ 6. Marconi Royalty extra.

Registered Trade Math.
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All Editorial Communications to be addressed to the Editor,
POPULAR WIRELESS, Tallis House, Tallis Street, London, E.C.4.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

A TWO -VALVE SET FOR H.T. MAINS.
R. B. M. (Newbury Park, Essex).-" What

I want _is a two -valve set, capable of giving
2 L 0 and 5 G B at good strength, and if
possible other stations as well. I have an
accumulator, but as I have electric mains in
the house I should be very glad to get rid of

H.T. batteries and to take my H.T. from the
mains. Can you tell me where I can get
details of a good two -valve set of this kind
which is driven from the mains ? "

The best set for your purpose is the " Any -Mains
Two," which was fully described in detail in the
" P.W." Blue Print No. 50. The set comprises a
compact detector and one L.F. stage for loud -speaker
reception of the local station, and 'phone work over
greater distances.

As °5 G B comes over well in your locality you will
be able to receive this station also at good strength
and the set is quite capable of putting even foreign
stations on the loud speaker if conditions are ex-
tremely good. A complete H.T. battery eliminator

is used and is built into the set, so the only external
battery you need is the low-tension accumulator.
Ordinary valves are used and are. furnished with a
constant supply of high tension, which never runs out
and costs extremely little when once it is installed.

MICROPHONIC NOISES.
H. P. T. (Nuneaton, Warwickshire).-" Not

having too much money to spend on the set,
which is to be a Christmas present, I am making
it from a number of old parts. Amongst my
spares I, have found two variable condenser,

-04044MAMATAMMAgf.gfiMlZrZ.V.':'e.

1
k,N The Editor will be pleased to consider articles

cost photographs dealing with all subjects upper- r
miming to wireless work. The Editor cannot

,,... accept responsibility for manuscripts and photos. ,
N. Every care will be taken to return MSS. not pg

accepted for publication. A stamped and ad-"'
A dressed envelope must be sent u-ith every article. Lr.
41. All inquiries- concerning advertising rates, etc.. 04
4 to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John

'n II. Lite, Ltd.. 4, Ludgate Circus, Loudon, E.C.4.
!ig The constructional articles which appear from #1
NI time to time in this journal are the outcome of to
s''', research and experimental work carried out with

a view to improving the technique of wireless
0. receivers.oiii1insAo;

this
swph aopferthe feenfriorzsmat giventhei&Innostreceinl

developments in the radio world, some of the
A arrangements and specialities described may be the 1$

subject of Letters Patent, and the amateur and the ,,,,"
0 trader would be well advised to obtain permission IN
N of the patentees to use the patents before doing so.

all0f0M-7021AMMIS-M/SIVIV-rroVilk704
and the three valve holders necessary, but one

. of the variable condenseis is a little bit
doubtful as regards its silkiness of movement,
for it was in use for over two years.

" Should' I use this for the reaction 'con-
denser or for the aerial -tuning condenser ?

. (Both condensers are pf the same capacity-
00055 mfd.) Similarly, two of the valve holders
are of the old fixed type, and one is an " anti-
microphonic " valve holder. The set is to be
an H.F., Det.. and L.F., and shall I be right
if I put the anti-microphonic valve holder in

(Continued on page 856.)
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THE ALL
ELECTRIC
VA LV E

C TON
WIRELESS. OPERATION

If only valves would work without accumulators and
without H.T. batteries !
Yet this is now actually possible with the Met -Vick All -
Electric Valve which in combination with a suitable elim-
inator (like the Model 'B') enables everyone living in an
electrically lit house to operate a wireless set straight off
the mains like a lamp or other domestic appliance.
These amazing Met -Vick All -Electric Valves have solved
the problem of mains operation. They are standardized
by the leading set makers. They are so designed that they
can be plugged into an existing battery set without alter-
ing the wiring, thus making conversion into an All -Electric
set easy.
Met -Vick All -Electric Valves will improve a set out of all recognition.
With these wonderful valves and All -Electric operation the H.T.
never fades away, the L.T. is always just right.
Met -Vick All -Electric
supremely successful

Valves are without
valves obtainable.

J MET-VICK All -Electric
Valves AC /G for all but

doubt the most

Convenient hire last stage 15/ --AC /R Fully descriptive
purchase
arranged if
ired.

terms

des-

last stage(power)-17 /6.

Disc Adaptors, price 6d.
enable MET-VICK
All -Electric Valves to
be fitted into existing

illustrated liter-
ature and name
of nearest dealer

on request.

1 Valve Holders.

MET-VICK
VALVES -SETS -COMPONENTS
Metro -Vick Supplies Ltd., 155, Charing Cross Road,

London, W.C.2.

The model "B" Eliminator connec-
ted to a wall plug or lamp socket
provides heater current for the All.
Electric Valves, five tappings for the
H.T. supply, up ,to 180 ...nits 20
milliamps, and automatically regu-
lated grid bias taps for the last stage.
Price complete wiih Met -Vick Rect-
ifying Valve for A.C. £8. For D.C.
£7 2 6.

The Met -Vick 3 Valve All-Electzic
Mains Operated Set for Local, Day-
entrys & many Continental Stations.
The extremely high quality repro-
duction is a special feature. It is
very suitable for new Regional
Scheme. Price complete with
Valves. coils and Royalties, A.C.
£12 17 0. D.C. £13 8 0.

The Met -Vick 4 Valve All -Electric
is called the "All Necessary Perfor-
mance" set, one H.F. stage, low loss
coils and condensers, loose coupled
Tuned aerial, it gets anywhere and
everywhere at Loud Speaker
strength. Price, complete with
Valves, coils and Royalties A.C.
£17 14 6. D.C. £18 7 6.

Met -Vick 5 Valve All -Electric.
More powerful, of course, than the
Met -Vick 4. In beautiful cabinet
with cupboards for L.T. and large
size H.T. Eliminators, 220 volts 35
milliamps. . For A.C. or D.C. supply
price complete with all accessories,
except Loud Speaker, and including
Royalties. In Oak £47 9 0. In
Mahogany £50 19 0.

For Constructors: This Met -Vick
combined Transformer furnishes
current for the Met -Vick indirectly
heated Valves and for the Rectifying
Valve in Eliminator. Price. any
voltage 17 6.

I.V.. 133.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 854.)

the H.F. stage, as I assume any small vibra-
tions of the filament here would be magnified
in the rest of the set ? (Please say which is
the best way as I do not want to get it all done
and then have to alter them.) "

The more important condenser is the tuning one.
so we should use the good condenser for this, and tie.
other one for reaction. If possible we should join
a *001 or similar capacity fixed condenser in serie,
with the reaction condenser, so that should the
latter accidentally short through being old you will
not damage the battery or valves.

Regarding the best position to use the one anti-
microphonic valve holder, the facts are not as you
suppose. Theoretically, it is quite natural to suppose
that the most important valve in the set from an
anti-microphonic point of view is the H.F. valve.
the signals from which, as you say, are magnified by
both the other valves. But in practice it has been
found that microphonic disturbances mostly arise
in the detector valve and not in the H.F. stages. We
advise you, therefore, to use the anti-microphonie
valve holder for the middle valve in the set.

AN EASILY -MADE ERROR.
CONSTRUCTOR Bucks).-" MC:isttring up

without thinking, I accidentally drilled a
2 B.A. hole in the wrong end of . the panel.
I hoped that it would not show much, but now
I have finished the set it is an eyesore to " see
this round big hole, which is constantly
reminding me of my mistake. Is there any
way of filling it up without showing ? "

There are half a dozen different things which will
give the necessary black filling for the hole,.arnongst
those commonly used being black sealing wax,
shoemakers' " heel -ball," and "' Glitterwax." which is
a modelling wax obtainable from any toyshop fora
few pence.

ADDING BIAS TO CRYSTAL SET.
A. F. R. (Hunstanton).-" I like experi-

menting with different crystals, and up to the

present I hate not been very successful with
carborundUm, because I understand it needs
an initial potential on the crystal before it

reaches. its most sensitive "condition.'
I have tried several ways of applying this

initial bias with a battery, but so far it' has
made no difference to the signal strength, and
apparently has run -the battery down after a
time. Can you tell me what the correct
connections should be ? I have a 500 -ohm
potentiometer on hand, and plenty of time to
mess about ' and make a good job of it, so

WALNAMliifit$51041-AMAM.SfAM:cri-Agfg,

" P W " TECHNICAL
V QUERY DEPARTMENT k,

Is lone Set " Going Good "?

1
'erlraps some mysterious noise has

' appeared, and is spoiling your radio
reception I-Or one of the batteries
seems to run down much faster than
formerly I-Or you want a Blue Print ?

a. Whatever your radio problem may be
remember that the Technical Query
Department is thoroughtly equipped
to assist our readers, and offers an
unrivalled service.
Full details, including a revised scale of
charges, can be obtained direct from
the Technical Query 'Dept., " Popular
Wireless," The Fleetway House, Farring-
doh Street, London, E.C.4.
A postcard will do : On receipt of this
an Application -Form will 'be sent' to you
free and post free 'immediately. This
application will place you under no
obligation whatever, but having the
form you will know exactly what
information we require to have before
us in order to solve your problems.

35
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if you could give me' the point-to-point
connections of a set incorporating this I
should be very grateful."

A whole point-to-point description will not be
necessary. Any crystal set will do, and the only
re -wiring occurs in the crystal -telephone circuit.
This circuit at present consists of the crystal and the
telephone in series, one side of the crystal going to
one end of the tuned circuit and the remaining side
of the telephones going to the remaining side.

The two last-named circuit contacts should be left
alone, the wiring alterations being carried out on the
connection which -joins the crystal to the telephones.
The first thing to do is to disconnect this.

Then mount your potentiometer near to the crystal 
and arrange a lead from each end of it to the respective
ends of the battery. This can be a small dry cell
(4} volts). It is a good plan to include a switch in
this part of the circuit so that when the switch is
' on " the potentiometer is connected to the battery,
and when it is " off " this connection is broken. '

This little extra circuit will, therefore, consist of-
one end of the potentiometer to the switch, the other
side of the switch to.one of the battery terminals.
'the other battery terminal to the -other end of the
potentiometer winding, Now connect the arrange-
ment to your crystal set as follows. Take the slider
of the potentiometer to the vacant terminal of the
crystal detector. Join one end of the potentiometer
(it does not matter which) to the vacant telephone
terminal. The wiring is now practically complete,
but there are two things to remember.

If the telephones have a by-pass condenser, this
can be left in circuit, and a similar by-pass condenser
will be needed for the potentiometer. (This should
be connected on one side to the slider of the potentio-
meter and on its other side to that end of the potentio-
meter which is connected to the telephones.) .

You can use one single by-passiug condenser for
the whole arrangement by connecting it as follows :
One side of the by-pass condenser to the slider of the

- potentiometer and the other side of the -condenser to
that side of the telephones which is not connected to
the potentiometer. This completes the wiring. 

If connected correctly it should be found that a .

fine adjustment is obtainable on the potentiometer,
in which position the sensitivity of the crystal is
increased. Below and above this position Signals
will fall away rapidly, so it is worth a little care to
get it exactly right. Do not forget, however, that it
may be necessary to reverse the battery; i.e. connect
its positive to where the negative as formerly
connected,' and vice versa, before the correct bias is
applied to the crystal.

(Continued ole page $58.)

MADE IN
ENGLAND

ALL
BRITISH
LABOUR

THE NICKEL FILAMENT

MAZDA RESEARCH CREATED
THE MAZDA LAMP
IT HAS NOW CREATED
111-1E BEST RADIO VALVE

PieBreti4hThomfan goun'an Co did
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E ROYAL ROAD T

FAL RADIO RECEPTi

All " Atlas " Eliminators incorporate the Series
Anode Feed System - first used by us years ago.
All Hum from Mains, and Motor Boating obviated.

Send for beautifully illustrated Brochure No. 32, which gives full Range
and particulars of all " Atlas" Eliminators from the sole makers

H. CLARKE & CO. (M/cr.), LTD., " Atlas " Works, Old Trafford, Manchester.
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All Manufacturers'
WIRELESS GOODS

advertised in

" POPULAR WIRELESS
can be obtained

BY POST from YOUNG'S
C0 D Send us a note of your require-

.  ments and goods will be dispatched
per return of post.-You pay the postman.-

No Ertra Charge.

ff

1929 COSSOR MELODY MAKER
Complete Kit with 3 Cossor

1 5 0Valves in Sealed Cartons

Any part sold separately.
PARTS for the NEW COSSOR
MELODY MAKER CIRCUIT
x Push -Pull Switch if-, 2 Var. Condensers 7/-,
2 Slow Motion Dials 7/-, x ,000r Reaction
Condenser 5/6, x 6 -ohm. Rheostat 2/-, x H.F.
Choke 51-, 5 Valveholders 4/-, 3 T.C.C. Con-
densers 8/-, x Grid Leak 3 meg. x/-, x Igranic
Transformer 14/-, Wire, Terminals, etc., 31,

Young's Special Price, 12 -17 - 6
EXTRAS REQUIRED

x S.G. Valve £1.2.6, x R.C. Valve to/6,
Power Valve 12/6, B.B.C. Coils g'6, x Ac-
cumulator 13/6, r xo8-volt Sure-a-Lite H.T.
Battery 14/3, x 9 -volt Grid Battery 1.6.

MULLARD MASTER 3
* STAR *

Components as specified by Mullard :-3 Lotus
Valveholders 3/9, Colvern Combined \Vave
Coil x7/6, Permacore Transformer 25/-,
Climax L.F.A. Transformer 251-, Climax H.F.
Choke 716, Benjamin Battery Switch 213,
000s Ormond Log Condenser 6/-, oo935 5/9,
2 Slow Motion Dials ro/-, Mallard '0003 and

Meg 5/-, Panel Brackets 6d. Mullard *ewer
Fixed 2/6.

Young's Special Price, /5 - 9 - 9
Q Coils : Finston 17/6, Lewcos 21/-,

Colvern all -wave 17/6.

CABINETS FREE with above KITS
IIWte us for quotations.,

BLUE SPOT UNITS
SPECIAL 1743

66a 21)- 66k 25 -

66 -VOLT H.T. BATTERIES, 3/11
Postage 1/- extra.

YOUNG'S
Note Oar Only Addresses:

40 & 41 STOCKWELL ST.
GLASGOW

Telephone, Ben 2419
Telegrams, "AERIAL," GLASGOW

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 856.)

INTERFERENCE FROM OUTSIDE.
D. W. C'. (Manchester).-" I get a lot of

crackling and humming which 1 think must
come from the power station or the electricity
works, as, being a caretaker, I live right in the
heart of a manufacturing diStrict all the time.
Is there any means of getting rid of this kind
of interference

We are afraid that eases of interference from
outside sources such as electric railways, tramway
systems. power mains, electric motors, X-ray
apparatus, etc., are extremely difficult to deal with,
and in many cases it is impossible to effect a complete
cure.

Sometimes, however, a certain measure of relief
may be palsied bj; one or more of the following
expedients :

1. Use a counterpoise instead of a direct earth.
(This should be as nearly as possible a replica of th-e
aerial, erected at a height of. ten or 'twelve feet,
jest as -much care being taken over its insulation as
over that of the aerial.)

2. Try a different earth: e.g.' if you are using the
water main, transfer to a honied plate, etc.

3. Connect a small fixed condenser of about -0002
capacity between the earth terminal and the earth
lead.

4. tee an indoor frame aerial and no .earth,
5. Try aperiodic coupling.

CALIBRATING A WAVE -METER.
J. B. J. (Evesham, Mores.).-" I have

just purchased a wave -meter which I am told
was built from a description which appeared
in .` Modern Wireless' some time ago. It is
of the heterodyne type, using a valve, and I
should be very glad if you would tell me how
to calibrate a wave -meter of this type."

The best method of calibration is to send the
wave -meter to some firm which specialises hi this class
of work, and get it calibrated by comparison with a
standard Instrument -used for that purpose. Failing
this, it will be necessary to borrow a wave -meter
and calibrate the new one against that.

To do this you will need an ordinary receiving set
of the kind which can be made to oscillate If necessary,
to as to -transfer the readings from the borrowed
instrument to the new one. (It is an advantage to
transfer as many of the readings as possible, and then
these can be worked out into graphs so that the dial
settings for any wave -length can be determined at a
glance.)

The method of taking the readings is as follows :
Fix a short Indoor aerial to the receiving set and get
it into a state of liveliness. Then -set the borrowed
meter for, say, 400 metres, and tune to the receiver
until you can pick up the radiations from the borrowed
meter. If the borrowed One is of the buzzer type
keep it well away train the little receiving aerial,
so that you can only bear the buzz when the set is
accurately adjusted to the wave -length in question.

Then switch the wave -meter off and turn the dial
of the new heterodyne wave -meter until you are
able to hear a chirp in the receiving set, indicating
that the heterodyne wave -meter is now tuned to the
same wave -length as the buzzer wave -meter pre-
Viouily heard. (If the borrowed wave -meter is of
the heterodyne type, too, you will receive not a buzz
but a sort of carrier -wave, and this must be "resolved"
in just the same way as a carrier -wave from a broad-
casting station would be.)

In this way you can pick up on the receiving set
the exact wave -length emitted by the borrowed
wave -meter, and transfer corresponding dial readings
to the new instrument. .33y the way, if the wave -
meter used for comparison is of the buzzer type,
it will be necessary to keep the receiving set oscillating
just a little when picking up the readings, or other-
wise it will not be possible to bear the chirp which is
given by the heterodyne wave -meter when this
instrument comes into tune with the receiver.

FITTING GRID BIAS TO A BLUE -PRINT
CIRCUIT.

" SELLY OAKITE " (Sealy Oak, Birmingham).
-" I have been using the ` P.W.' Blue -Print,
circuit No. 11-det., L.F.-for the past
two years, and I want you, please, to let
me know how to fit grid bias to the low -
frequency valve."

It you examine the connections to the low -frequency
transformer 'you will find that one of the leads goes
from the secondary to the grid socket of the second
valve holder, and the other lead from the secondary
goes to the L.T. negative wiring. This latter lead
should be removed, and a grid -bias battery is inserted
In its place.

You will need a tapped grid -bias battery (44 volts
maximum for small power valve or 9 volts if specified
by valve -makers), and into this must be fitted two

plugs, one red and, one black, attached to flexible
leads. The red is attached to a lead which is fitted
at its other end to the low tension negative terminal,
or to any wiring directly connected to this.

The black grid -bias plug is fitted on a flexible lead,
the other end of which is attached to the now unoccu-
pied secondary of -the low -frequency transformer.
(Not the one that goes to grid, but the one from
which the wire was removed.) The grid -bias battery
tan be stood at any convenient point inside the set,
and the length of the leads are determined by the
position of the battery, as they should be of just
sufficient length -to permit of adjustment.

The red plug should be put into the positive end
of the grid -bias battery, and the black plug shoals'
then be fitted into the 11 -volt tapping, 3. 41, etc..
sockets to determine in which position it will give the
best results. You will find that n change in the
high-tension voltage will generally mean a correspond-
ing change in the grid -bias negative voltage, and
conversely the addition of grid bias will enable you
to use more high-tension and to get better result,
than you have been able to do previously.

MAKING A POTENTIOMETER.
I. E. E. W. (Harringay, London, N.).-

"I am especially fond of trying to make say
own components, and I should like to have a:
go at a potentiometer. It is of the ordinary
kind for controlling the potential on the grid
of the detector 'valve, for short-wave work,
and I suppoSe it will be best to have a resist-
ance of 400 ohms.

have a suitable former and slider arrange.
ment, which I can adapt, I think. I am in a
little difficulty,. however, as regards the wire.
I should like to_use the proper Eureka resist-
ance wire, but I do not know how much to
pirchase nor what size. The former I have
has previously beep used for fine wire, which
looks like No. 40 or thereabouts, but I do not
want to get No. 40 Eureka unless this is O.K.

" What size do you think I ought to use,
and low much of it will be required to give a
resistance of 400 or -500 ohms ? Also, is it
possible to get an\idea of the thickness of the
wire, or, rather, the length on the former
which it will occupy ? "

. ,
As the potentiometer is not fundamentally required

to carry current, but 'merely passes a small amount
(due to the .fact that it is connected as a resistance,
aeress the hew -tension battery), you will be able to
use quite -a fine wire.' We do not recommend, hots':
ever, quite' such'ia 'fine wire -as No. 40, and this is
always difficult to work, and we think you will find
No: 86 more satisfactory. ,

Reference to a wire table shows that the resistance
of No. 36 S.W.G. Eureka is 14-84 ohm's per yard.
The length of the wire required for the given resist-
ance therefore eqhals the total number of- ohms
Abided by 14.8, the answer being in yards. For
instance, if you decide on 450 ohms, and divide this
by 14.8, ,you will get the answer 30-4, which is the
number of yards of this particular kind of Eureka
required to give a resistance of 450 ohms.

From the wire table also can be worked out the
exact 'length of the former which will lee occupied
by a winding of- any given circumference, as the
diameter of the wire is ahvays obtainable from the
wire table, and the total number of turns of thls wire
will be equal to the total length of the wire divided
by the circumference of the former. It is therefore ,
an easy matter to find out how much room the wire
will take when its diameter in knOW11, and as a guide
it, may be mentioned that usually about 90 turns of
No. 36 Eureka are sewed tb the Inch.

THAT "PENTODE " THREE.
E: F. E. (Londqn, N.).-" I built that

` Pentode ' Three, and, my goodness, what a
set ! . You'll laugh -when I say there is only
one thing I want to know-how to cut down
volume ! If I detune in comes another station,
also loud and strong; so what am I to do "

You could, if desired, fit a volume control, as often
described (particulars of various ways are obtainable
fromthe-Query Departnient). If, however, you would
prefer not to go to. this expense, try " double
detuning." That is to say, if you want to hear
5 GB, hut he IS too loud, adjust the aerial condenser
a little above 5 GB's setting, and the H.F. tuning a
little below It: If both were tuned above you would
probably bring in, say, 'Vienna, but by keeping
one " up " and the other " down " you should
be able to get the required volume from any given
station without Interference.

RADIO PICTURES FROM BERLIN.
" PICTURES " (Lincoln).-" Are any of the

continental stations following 5 X X's example
and sending out radio pictures on long waves ?
If so, what are the times of transmitting ? "

(Continued on page 860.)
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AERIAL 7'6 ANODE 8'6
S.R.S. Ultra Short -Wave Coils for the

NEW COSSOR
MELODY MAKER

The only two coils that cover the whole Band, 5-120
metres. Contain patented features exclusively.
These coils are the outcome of our unique ex-
perience with the famous S.R.S. ultra short-wave
adaptation for the Original Cossor " Melody
Maker," which makes it one of the most power-
ful short-wave receivers in existence.

OFFICIALLY RECOMMENDED BY
MESSRS. A. C. COSSOR, LTD.

Price 17,9 Post Free
The S.R.S. H.F. ultra shortawave coil for use
with the Original " Melody Maker " when used
with the screened grid

H.F. Unit Price 86.
Send for descriptive folders to the
Sole Designers and Manufacturers :

STOREHOUSE RADIO SUPPLIES
54, UNION ST., PLYMOUTH, DEVON.
Large stocks of New "Melody Maker "kits, £7.15s
Post Orders promptly attended to. Send for price list.

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 858.)

The Konigswusterhausen, Berlin, station has
recently inaugurated a series of picture transmissions
at the following times (G.M.T.1. Sunday, ,t'2 fir to
1.30 pm. Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Saturday, 12.45 to 1.15 p.m. Tuesday, 9.45 to 10.15
p.m. Friday, 9.45 to 10.15 p.m.

MILLIAMMETER MEASUREMENTS.
G. C. L. (Newcastle -on -Tyne).-" How is

it that a milliammeter which can only measure
from 0 to 5 milliamps will, when provided
with a 'shunt,' measure from 0 to 50 milli -
amps ? What is inside the shunt ? "

The shunt is merely a resistance made of high
quality material, which is connected in parallel with
a milliammeter or similar instrument. The windings
of the milliammeter have themselves a certain amount
of resistance, so that when another resistance is
placed in parallel with this it provides an alternative
path for any current flowing in the circuit. That is
to say, as much of the current flowing as is desired
can be shunted through an alternative path, and this
fact gives the additional " shunt " its name.

The resistance of a good measuring Instrument,
such as a milliammeter, is necessarily high, so that
when a comparatively low resistance shunt is placed
across it, most of the current flowing in the circuit
will go through the shunt, and only a small propor-
tion will find its way to the measuring Instrument.
By providing carefuTfy matched shunts with different
resistniee values, the proportion of the total current
carried by the milliammeter can be varied, and tints
it is that such an instrument provided with a shunt
of known value can measure either amperes,or milli-
amperes, according to the shunt with whirls it is pro-
vided and to the other circuit conditions.

L.T. AND A CHRISTMAS TREE.
H.R. W. (Longturi).- Will it hurt the L.T.

battery if I use it to light up the Christmas
tree ? I have a number  of ordinary flash -
lamp bulbs on hand which I intend to fit up
with neat green -coloured wire, one Wire being
soldered to the lamp's end contact, and the

other to its base. I thought that if I then
joined two wires. to the accumulator and
connect up one of the wires from each flash -
lamp to respective leads from the accumulator,
the latter would then light up the Christmas
tree. (It is a 4 -volt accumulator.)

" Would it work all right while the set was
on at the same time, and would it _be per-
fectly safe .

The scheme is a perfectly sound one as outlined by
you, and if you put a switch in one of the leads
connected to the accumulator, you can switch off
the illuminations when necessary.
1101114EMSEACAMStalklitliMAPN' 0#0'M.0.

V MODERN WIRELESS 1'4

XMAS NUMBER.
Dear Sir,

IA"

P;1'ej C. S. Agate, Chief Engineer.
Pr:

020151ZIPAN7.55W2011SalIMNINIOMIgraVria
It is perfectly safe, if you take care to keep the

wires from each side of the accumulator well separ-
ated from one another. and remember that the insu-
lation covering the wires must not under any cir-
eunestanees he scraped off so that two different
wires come accidentally in contact with each other.
It is well worth going to a little trouble to make the
job a good sound one, as if this Is done yon will have
no fears when the youngsters get a bit lively, as they
are bound to do. We hope the whole affair will be
a " brilliant " success I

May I take this opportunity of congratu-
lating you on the uniform excellence of
" Modern Wireless." and the very varied
interest of the matter therein.

Yours faithfully,
THE MARCONIPHONE

COMPANY LIMITED,

THE "BANDMASTER'S " SPEECH.
O. C. (Ecerton. Liverpool).-" I built the

`Bandmaster' front the blue print you gave
away on Octolx-r 20th in P.W.' It is a
M ml -'114 (Conti aued on page 862.)

ecos''Ls

wttm

#
CENUINE
BAKELITE
MOULDINGS
These Terminals have been de-
signed to meet the mast exacting
requirements, the head being
made of Genuine Bakelite and
supplied in either Black or Red
with Nickel Plated Collar and
Stem, complete with 9BA Lock
Nuts and Washers and Indications
in White Letters.

C.F. Ell. BurToN
PROGRESS WKS. WALSALL

D

PRICE EACH

RUPERT- COIst.MS SERVICE

T'S the emission that matters 7
AL -and the emission of the
Triotron Dark Emitter filament

-

is seven times greater than in
any other valve

POWER
_VAILVE
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EVERYTHING g ke. ELECTRICAL

Behind the best
SetsforMand

LT Su

and.
Accessoyies MADE IN
Write for Folder No. L4794 for full par-
ticulars and prices of GECoPHONE Dry
Batteries and GEEKO Accumulators and

Chargers.

1---"
GEEKO"

H.T. ACCUMULATOR
CHARGER (for A.C.Maina)

" GECoPHONE "
INTERCHANGEABLE
H.T. DRY BATTERY

rr

ENGLAND

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsioay, London, Tr'
1

50/
21 in. high
with 14 in.
Bell,Mahog-
an y finished
with plated

111 & stand

MAKE YOUR
OWN

CONE SPEAKER
The New Wonder

" Nightingale "

CONE UNIT
Exactly as fitted to our

Cabinet Cone Speaker
Guaranteed to give re-
sults equal to the most
expensive Loud -

Speakers yet made.
Full constructional details

with each Unit.

GRAMOPHONE
ATTACHMENT
Reduced from 32 6 to 15.' -
solely as an advertisement
for the famous Bullphone
Nightingale Loud -Speakers.
Cobalt Magnet guaranteed

for all time.
With 4 -inch Diaphragm.

Instantly converts your own Gramo-
phone into a lull power Loud -speaker,
giving a wealth of pure, undistorted
olume which must be heard to be

believed.

BUY ON
EASY

TERMS

seci-otas
-4$ s

The "Nightingale"
"DE LUXE"

cash, or 5/- deposit
and 11 monthly pay-

ments of 5:-

AS FITTED
TO OUR £6
POST HORN

BAKELITE
Scaso CONOV:t a TON, As

26' HIGH
B,L4101.3.14

iltAROGANY

NIGHTINGALE CONCERT
SUPREME

SUPER
Guaranteed free from

metallic resonance.

601-
cash, or EASY
TERMS, 5;- deposit
and 12 monthly pay-

ments of 5/-

send°Qt96,5,,t
NOW.

Obtainable.from your Local Dealer or direct from :-

SUL ONE
38, NOLYWELL LANE, LONDON

E.C.2.
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Finished in black or beauti-
fully grained mahogany.

neat-
accufate and
inexpensive
Watch for Brownie's latest triumph in
artistic moulded Bakelite-" The Dominion
Vernier Dial." Special non back lash slow
motion drive gives very accurate tuning.
while the action will fit any condenser and
the new design of the dial will enhance the
appearance of every set. See this latest
Brownie production at your nearest Radio
dealer.

FIReviRrEsli I
"DOMINION" VERNIER DIAL
The BROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (G.B.) Ltd.
MORNINGTON CRESCENT, LONDON, N.W.1
101M111.

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 860.)

beautiful set, and in fact I am so pleased with
it that I am in a bit of a difficulty.

" My son, who is home for the holidays, wants
to undo two of the transformer leads and
connect a flexible wire to it, the idea being
to place a loud speaker at the other end. of
this wire and, by talking into it, to get -the
main loud speaker to reproduce his voice
He is very keen to try, but I do not like sin.
doing the set unless it is absolutely successful,
so I promised. to write and ask you if there was
any objection to

There is no reason why you should not use the
extra loud speaker as a microphone in this way and
have a good deal of fun with it. You must. of course,
he careful not to cross or touch any of the wiring.
in such a way as to short the battery or burn out
N Ic&, but with ordinary care there is no fear of this.

There is no need to undo both of the primary
terminals of the transformer, simply undo the one
which goes to the plate of the valve, and then place
one of the leads from the " microphone " speaker
on this terminal, and the other lead on the other
terminal. (If the pertitanent lead is bent hack gently
out of place, it tan easily be put back in place when
the stunt is finished. and the set will carry on as
before no worse for its Christmas frivolities.) -

From One Set to Another.
A. M; D. (Macclesfield, Cheshire).-" I

should like your opinion upon a rather re-
markable peculiarity which I have experi-
enced. To start:with, I have a three -valve set
using 6-pin coils, and this set is situated in
the dining -room. Just recently I have built
a one -valve edition of this set, ie. the first
stage, detector, and I ant uflng this in my
bedroom. A second aerial and earth is used,
but the two aerials are very close to each
other. The funny part about it is this. When
the one -valve set is completely switched off

and I rotate the _condensers on it, terrible
whistles and oscillations come through the
speaker on the three -valve set (which is, of
course, switched on)._ I might also mention
that when T have tuned in a foreign station
on the one-valvelet. and leaving it tuned but
switching the 'set off, Leannoti get the three-
val`ve set-to react about ten degrees either side
of the same station. Why is that ?"

The phenomenon that yorehave noticed is an
interesting one. It depends upon,the fact that when
current is flowing in a tuned circuit and another
circuit is placed. near (i.e. coupled to it), there will
be a maxindun trannerence or energy from one cir-
cuit to the other, when the two circuits are in tune
Alffira,SMAglAiMg....ijaAgSVAMAOIt,

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS NUMBER-

"MODERN WIRELESS " ? .

7th December, 1928.
My Dear Editor,

This is an excellent number-I wrote :
in it !

1K Yours sincerely, O.
Savoy Hill, P. P. Eckersley. X

k London, W.C.2.
io4Mt:iffCriliaiBaIEXAEIKigkiiMAZSCXSC-fsgW4

with each other. When you tune in a foreign station
on the one-valver, even although the set is switched
off, the tuned circuit is still there, and it is coupled
to the three -valve set by means of the aditteent
aerial. When you go to work the three -valve set,
you will find it behaves normally on all other wave-
lengths, because very little energy is being drawn
into the one -valve set from the three -valve set. But
as soottas you adjust the three -valve set to the same

. or nearly the same wave -length, energy begins to
pass easily across from one set to the other, and
consequently even with full reaction the three -valve
set cannot be made to oscillate, because so much
energy is drawn from it into the one -valve set.

The howls and whistles are due to the same cause
(i.e. interaction between the two tuned circuits),
and your experiences will be of interest to other
readers, because they show how easily tuned circuits
act and interact across space when the aerials con-
nected to them are dose together.

ANI1
be a

Saywt to
your

atteviilesa4aNec,
Send to -day for our
new booklet 5929

," giving details
''of all '.Ekco"

Mains -power Radio
devices, post free.

LET
66

THE NEW SIMPLIFIED RADIO

ELIMINATE YOUR RADIO TROUBLES AND
REDUCE MAINTENANCE COSTS.

The " Ekco " All -from -the -Mains 3 v. Receiver is a product of the pioneers of
Mains -power Radio in this country ; of specialists. too, in this new and most
efficient method of Radio 'power -supply. This wonderful Receiver operates
entirely from your electric supply by simply attaching the adaptor to a light or
power socket. It is safe, silent, sound, and " fool -proof." Thus your radio
supply becomes as simple and economical as your electric light, and goes on,
year in and year out, giving no trouble whatsoever.
No batteries or accumulators with their worries and continual expense. Home
and Continental stations are received at full loud -speaker strength with won-
derful clarity and volume, and continuous smooth reception is assured.

" EKCO" prices are the lowest in Mains -power radio.

ALL -FROM -THE -MAINS 3 v. RECEIVER
Price complete includins Valz es and Royalty

A. C.
MAINS 9 Gns, MAINS Gns,

"EKCO" DEFERRED PAYMENT
SYSTEM

If desired, the " Ekco " All -fron-i- the - Mains
Receiver and all other Ekco products of
£2. 0 .0 or more can be obtained from all good
dealers on the easiest of monthly payments.

ILLOLE 1:112 "EKCO" WORKS (9'). LONDON ROAD, LEIGH -ON -SEA, ESSEX
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A New Cabinet at a
New Price

BUILT with the same care and precision
that hall -marks all Bond products, hut

built to meet a more popular demand.
The lid is hinged from the back and

opens completely giving convenient
access to the set. The top and bottom
are solidly framed up to prevent warping,
twisting or splitting.

Highly polished in light, medium or
rich dark oak and mahogany at the
following ranges of prices and sizes.

A cabinet .worthy of the finest Set.
Send cash with order. Satisfaction guaran-
teed or money refunded in full. Illustrated
list of Cabinets on alsnlieati,la

MODEL 0.L,

14- Inches Oak Ma nos- y
12 x 7 a 7 21/- 23/-
12 x 6 x 8 2116 24/
14x 7 x 7 22/6 25/-
14x 7 x9 24/. 2616
14 x 7 x 12 26/. 2818
16x 8 x 9 26/6 2916
16 x 7 x 12 28/. 31/-
18 x 7 x9 27/6 30/6
18 x 7 x 10 28/. 31/-
21 x 7 x 9 28/6 31/0
21 X 7 x 10 29/6 32/6
21 x 7 x 12 3116 34/6
21 x 8 x8 28/6 31/6
24 a 7 x 12 321. 35/-
26 x 8 x8 31/6 3416
26 x 7 x 12 32/6 36/ -

Carridge rata an sebortrt13 Free.

V. C.BOND 6 SONS
(Dept. A), 61, THE GROVE, MAKE STREET, LONDON, E.6.
Telephone Clissold 0883. Telegrams: VeeCeeRce. Hack. London."

EST. 1899. TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

BUILD THE PEERLESS
" RESONIC 2 "

Regd. No. 456002

Anyone can build this set in 60 minutes. No drilling. No
soldering. All Wires cut and bent. JUST ASSEMBLE
and then immediately enjoy the radio entertainment which is
of splendid tone and comes in at good loudspeaker volume.
Circuit allows use of standard valves (I H.F. & I Power).

Blue Print and easily followed
Diagram of Connections in-
cluded with every set. Cabinet
and full Kit supplied in Carton.

Obtainable from
all dealers or

IT COSTS ONLY

13/15/0
THE BEDFORD ELECTRICAL & RADIO CO. LTD.

22, CAMPBELL ROAD, BEDFORD.
Scottish Office: 113. St. Vincent Street. GLASGOW, C.2.

Why keep changing coils ?

From all

BRITISH GENERAL

AERIAL TUNING
UNIT

means that you no longer need
use plug-in coils. It covers all
wave -lengths between 250-2,000
metres. by means of a 10 -stud
Tapping switch. Reaction is

smooth and tuning simple.
New bakelised former and
special reversible dial to allow
of upright or horizontal panel

Price 1816
good dealers, or direct from

mounting.

BRITISH GENERAL
MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,

BROCKLEY, LONDON. S.E.4.

WISE
WOMEN
MAKE
MEN
MEND(
WITH
FLUME
it simplifies all solder in

FLUXITE is sold
in tins, price Etd.,
114 and 2.8.
,mother use for
Fluorite:
Hardening Tools and
Case Hardening.
Ask for leaflet on
Improved methods.
FLUXITE LTD.

:Dept. 324),
Rotherhithe,

S.E.16.

SOLDERING
SET COMPLETE

IVO
or LAMP
only 2 6
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A.M.I.A.E.
A.M.I.C.E.

A.M. I. E E
A . I . NIECE E.

A BOOK YOU MUST NOT MISS
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" is the most com-
plete hand -book on Engineering Exams. and Courses
ever produced. It describes over 00 Exam. and home
study courses in all branches of Mechanical, Electrical,
Motor and Civil Engineering, including WIRELESS.
We ALONE Guarantee-" NO PASS-NO FEE"
This book should be in your hands-it is a mine of
valuable information and advice. We offer it FREE.
Write for your copy now stating branch or Exam.
which is of interest.
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENCINEERINC TECHNOLOCY,
101. Shakespeare, House Leicester Si.. London W.0

1

DARIO Super H.F.
means Super Radio

See page 869.

4 RadioFor the Des %iii;

(THE BELT IN THE WE/T)
IS tisa STREET. LEICESTER SQUARE. LONDON.W.C.E.

10119rnd 0,1Y. .751a Nardi, laam
OPEN TH.J. 7P.M.
WRITE FOR OR CATALOOVE
POSTAGE td FRUU 10 CALLERS

EASY PAYMENTS -
LOUD - SPEAKERS, HEADPHONES,
H.T. ACCUMULATORS. Anything Wireless
Send a list of the parts you are requiring and we
trill send you a quotation on monthly payments.
H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
'Phone: Museum 1414. Ot. Portland St., W.1.

CASTLE
RADIO

CAB NETS
will grace the most beau-

tifully furnished room.
Our new list es slow ready

E. FARNELL & SONS,
Birkenshaw, Nr. Bradford.

PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS"
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS

RADIO AND CHRISTMAS.
(Conlinued from, page 829.)

I have just been told of a saying which
epitomises my feelings, for a friend remarked
that " the bells ring all the year round, but
we only hear them at Christmas." That may
or may not be a quotation, but that does
not matter. It .remains a striking truth.
I know it is a hard thing to expect, and I
have said it elsewhere, but it seems to me
that the fundamental message of Christmas
is that there is goodwill among men, and
that we should extend that goodwill in all
our dealings and in all our ways of .life.
It strikes me as., so churlish to .rejoice for
t wenty-f our hours, and to grumble and
question and backbite our neighbour for
the rest of the year.

I think I can say that I am as fond of
musical chairs as von are, and for heaven's
sake don't take it that I am suggesting that
you should spend your Christmas in
solemn meditation. I am sure, in fact, that
you will do nothing of the sort.

Real Enthusiasm.
You will come down to breakfast and be in

raptures over the penwiper which your little
daughter has made for yoti, just as I shall;
you will welcome the turkey and the flaming
pudding with a shout nearly as loud as mine.

You will forget the intricacies of the Stock
Exchange as you collapse on the floor with
the whole chain of oranges and lemons on
top of you.

And you will go to bed with as warm a
glow of happiness in your heart after
another wonderful Christmas day as any
man in the world.

That is as it should be. I only know that
personally I am going to try-no doubt I
shall fail-but I am going to try to prolong
the spirit of this Christmas into the coming
year. I am going to imagine that the feeling
of goodwill which comes to me on Christmas
morning is composed of waves just as real
as those which circle the world from 2 L 0,
and that from now on, as far as I am con-
cerned, I shall attempt to maintain a con-
tinuous broadcast. And if we could make it
a simultaneous broadcast, relayed to ail
stations, then Christmas will indeed have
been worth while.

IT IS 'IDEAL
A Multi Range DIX-ONEMETER

Model de Luxe
INSTRUMENT CASE

5511 -
MULTIPLIERS

6: 6 r
Complete RADIO OUTFIT£4.10.0

Scale. FOR A XMAS GIFT,
Send addressed stamped envelope for /1..4.5. Sales

Bargain Li,t. It Will Save You Pounds.
EreEACICEtili.1:11IX. RADIOS,

218, 1LTrennesn Tinenrrness Sit.,
Blackfriars Sta., Met. Ely-. City 0191

RERISIONIC
WELTS

EARTHING

SWITC11,4

Rese

TTEN/At. Qt
9St

01

Mirror Double

Protect Your Set
with the

RmoNIC
Safety

Earthing Switch
Scie,tifically designed to adequately
protect your set in all conditions. Has
a (use between the aerial and the set.
thus giving security from lightning
even if the set is lest connected.
Soundly made with Bakelite cover

416 to keep it waterproof. Price 4/e.
dealers can't supply wesend post .free

Aermonic ListFree. on Money-Wek guarantee.
JAMES CHRISTIE &SONS, Ltd., 246, West St., SHEFFIELD,
or London Agents: A. F. Biagio & Co., 10, Cursitor St., EX.?

sr WET H.T. BATTERIES -
Solve all N.T. Troubles.

SELF - CHARGING, SILENT, ECONOMICAL.
JARS 1/3 doz.
ZINCS, new type lid. doz. SACS 1/2 doz,
Sample dos. ( 18 volts), complete with
lands and electrolyte, 4/3, post 9d.
Sample unit, 6d. Illas, booklet free.

Bargain list free.
AMPLIFIERS 30'-. 2 -VALVE SET £4.
P. TAYLOR. 57, Studley Road,

EiTOCRWELL, LONDON

NEW COSSOR MELODY
Radiax Coils-the finest
made, improve results on

this set.
B.B.C.15/- ; Long Wave, 17 - pr.
Any dealer can supply. Insist

Radtax, refuse cheap rubbish.
Mallard Master. Short 7:6,Long
8 8. Special Long improves long
wave reception & selectivity, 10 6.

Easy Payments on Melody o
A. E. OAKLEY, 43, Carleton

MONOTUNE 3.
The 40 station.
single -tuning set
by Allinson, Con
structional Enve-
lope, 1/2. List
parts free. H.F.
Screened Grid stage
now ready. Comp.
Kit & Cabt. 55/6.

r any other Kit.
Road, London, N.7.

Compare this with
It is the new "-Utility " Thumb Control Dial,
absolutely the last word in appearance and
efficiency. The protruding finger plate (two,
if Vernier-pattern) and the engraved movable
scale provide the smartest of panel finishes,
and the internal mechanism is of course
unchanged from that of our famous plain
dials. Smooth action ! No backlash 1 Costs
a little more but is very well worth it.

Thumb-Gontrol
Vernier Dial (as

illustrated)

12/6

PRICES :
Thumb -Control Bakelite Eimer

Plain Dial Plate only

. 3/- 2/ -

any Dial you know
Ask your local Wireless Dealer to show you
" Utility" Specialities. They include Dials,
Switches and Condensers all of up-to-the-minute
design, all fully guaranteed. A List will gladly
he sent to you on application.

COMPONENT/.
Made and guaranteed by

WILKINS & WRIGHT Ltd.,
"UTILITY"WORKS,Holyhead Road, Birmingham.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
PRODUCTS THAT IMPROVE RECEPTION FOR ALL LISTENERS -IN

THE FAMOUS RIDGED CONE 3/-

RIDGED
CONE CO. LID

In future,
all products

niade

and sold by 'RIDGED
CONE

. LTD., and hitherto known
CO

" OV " 'PRODUCTS
will be

sold under
the name Tk.C., i.e.,

SAYR.C.

Aerials
Pateitt Nos.

2.84,963
awl

284,57,

Cone Unit

Ridged Fabric Cone

Poteut No 300,792

far satisfaction
ana

reliability

and

FOUR LARGE MAGNETS
LAMINATED POLES

ARMATURE BALANCE
LARGE BOBBINS

2000 OHMS RESISTANCE
DUST COVER

previously
sold by as a ader the 110/110

101'k 1-louse, Southanyton
Row,

Telephone
Nos. CHANCERY

ft313 and 8136.

RIDGED
CONE .CO. LTD.

London,

AU goods under
the new name will
be precisely the
same in mater-
ials,. workman-
shq, and high
quality as hitherto

lYSTAIT4,T,

MODEL W.lb FOR A.C. MAINS
Output Ito v, at 18 inia

variable and i fixed tapping 14.19.6
Incorporating Westinghouse Metal Rectifier.
Specially designed for such popular
sets as the Mullard Master 3*, Cossor

Melody Maker, Lamplugh Popular, etc.

Adet. of Regent Radio Supply Co.. 21 Bartlett's Bldgs.. E.C.4.

iRndoCor orS ouuritrdeoorr-
Po:table (

ti ft. x
inches flat.
Also in Old Geld,
Red, Grey and
Maroon. 8/0

R .0 . UNIT
Beautifully finished,
reliable, and is ever-
lasting. Complete with
Cone washers, reed
and 5 foot lead. The
greatest value ever
offered to the wireless
public.

13'6

/.

R.C.
Collapsible Spiral,
Patent No. 284,963
stretches to 15 ft.
x 2i ins. Contains
one length of
wire 55 ft. 2'6

WEA
COMPONENTS

R.0Standard Round
Indoor Portable,Patent

284_ 5.'1

inches.
t2 ft. x 2i tit

Price "

I!

II

STANDARD LOADING
COIL

AS SPECIFIED IN
"POPULAR WIRELESS" AND
"MODERN WIRELESS"'

CIRCUITS.

Price 7/6 each.

H.F. CHOKE (Standard) 6/6
do. (Short Wave) 4/6
do. (Combined) 9/6

Push -Pull Switch - - 1 /.
(With Terminals)

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.,
740, High Road, Tottenham, N.17,

Telephone: Tottenham 3847-3848.
.4111M--

fmul

Fnlll

11 11111

III II
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K. RAYMOND
27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2

Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE.
This address is at the back of Daly's
Theatre. Phones : Gerrard 4637 and 2821

WE AKE (H'LN
ALL DAY EVERY DAY Hours 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
ALL DAY SATURDAY Sat. 9 a m to 9 p.m.
ALL DAY THURSDAY Sunday morning 11-1

XMAS ARRANGEMENTS
DECEMBER 17th, 18th, 19th OPEN

20th, 21st, 22nd '19 to 9
Dec. 23rd, Sunday, 11 to 1
Dec. 24th, Monday, 9 to 9

CLOSED XMAS DAY <-

I

OPEN BOXING DAY 11 to 1
and as usual afterwards.

MULLARD MASTER 3
This new and wonderful set must appeal toyoung and old, amateur or experimenter -

in in fact, EVERYBODY!
MULLARDS SPECIFIED COMPONENTS

Beware Substitutes. Leaflet Free.
Every component is available at short notice.This list is strictly to Mullard specification.
3 Valve Holders, Lotus, at 1)3. Colvern Combined
'Wave Coil 17/6. Permacore Transformer, 25/-. Climax

LFA " Transformer, 251-. Climax ELF. Choke, 7/6.
Benjamin Battery Switch, 313. J.B. 0005 Log. 11/6;.00035. 10/6. Mullard (0003 and 2 meg, bi-. Magnum
Panel Brackets, 2;6. Mallard 0001 Plied. 2/6.

Total E5 : 12 : 6 ;" miles

LATEST MODEL
AMERICAN TYPE
OAK CABINETS,
MAGNIFICENT

QUALITY.18 a 7 x 10.
1.6!11, carr. It-.(With Kit of Parts).

MULLARD VALVES.
2 at 10.6. 1 at 12/6.!Serer Pne,or 1.'01

Please add 316 to
above price (total
£5/16/01 and I will
include : 2 Handsome S.M.
Dials. Set of Connecting
Links, 8 Plugs, 2 Spades.
I Engraved Terminals, 2
Ebonite Strips Twin Flex,
Splendid Aluminium Panel,
18 x 7, drilled ready for
use, 9 -volt Orid Bias, Base-
board. Carr. Paid under
150 miles.

We stows lacanic, Climax. Byer -Beatty,
Hellesen, Siemens, Torino, Ferranti, Wearite,
Ormond, J.B., Benjamin, Lotus, Mullard,
Dubilier, Lissen, Lewcos, Utility, Magnum.
Pato-Scott, Peerless, Burndept, Pye, Marconi,
McMichael, Cosmos, Carboruildum, X.I.-
Varley, Gambrel', Brown's, Sterling, Amplions-in fact, everything it is possible to stock.

BLUE SPOT A.W.P.W.&M.W.
66K (101) SCREENING BOXES

BALANCED on/ 12/6
ARMATURE &Vim Screens for all circuits.

OUR NEW CATALOGUE 1/ -
LATEST UP-TO-DATE SETS & COMPONENTS.The 1'- allowed off 10:- order. Folders FREE-.

EVERYBODY'S 3 '1(/P12.26.'.)
0005 Variable, 5/-. 8.31. Dial, 3/-. .0001 ReactMu.
4/-. On -and -Off Switch, 1/1. P.P. ditto for wave
changing, 1/6.' Standard Loading Coil, 7/6. 3 B.B.
Coil Stands, 3/-. 0003 Formodenser, 2/-. 2-meg.
Leak and Holder, 2/6. 2 H.F. Chokes, 8/-.
3;6. 1 mtd., 2)6. Mansbridge Condensers. 2 Sprung
Valve Holders, H.T. Faso, 1)6. Output Filter
Choke, R.I. & Varley, 21/-. 2 L.F. Transformers,
Taranto, 141-, or R.I. & Parley, 15/-. 50,000 -ohm
Anode Wire Wound, 5/6. Strip, 9 Terminals, Wire,
Screws, Strips, Plugs, eta. Panel, 18 by 7, and Base-
board. Carriage Paid U.K 14.18.6C.O.D., 1/6 extra.
COSSOR NEIN PLUG-IN COILS

MELODY ACCURATELY WOUND
HIGHEST QUALITY

SPECIAL OFFER D.S.C. WIRE TESTED230 600 B.B.C., 8,6 per pair; Long Wave, 9,6per pair. POST 1/- pair.

COUPONP.W. 26.
ONLY ONE COUPONON ANY ONE ORDER
IF YOU SPEND 251- OR MORE YOU CANBUY FOR 3d. EXTRA ONE (ONLY) OF

THE FOLLOWING:
S.M. Dial. Permanent Detector. 100 ft. 7/22. 12
Nickel Terminals. Battery Switch. Indoor aerial.
60X Coil. 0003 and 2 meg. 12 yds. Lead-in. H.F.
Choke. 9 -volt and Bias. 6 -pin Coil Base. Fuse
Bulb and Holder. Pair Panel Brackets. 12 yds.
Twin Flex. Loud Speaker Cord.

ONE OF ABOVE, 3d. WITH 25/- ORDER.

KITS of parts for all Circuits.
Make out LIST for keen quotation.
DON'T worry. if it'sWirelessWE HAVE IT.
Quotations for Sets of Squire Cradle Frame 12,5 for
Parts over 25'- in value. Blue Spot. Cone Kit 2/6.
Customers are requested Free plywood damping
to make out List Of for a washer with 15/- kit.
particular circuit please
give title. date, and Ebonite cut while you waitat
name of paper). Lowest id. square -inch, also i In. at
poisible estimate given. id. Only the best sup plied.
Please write plainly. Drilled Panels forallCircuits

VALVES WITHOUT 
CURVES.

(continued from page 838.)

the former, and thus might furnish louder
signals when these were handed on to
another valve, its plate ottrrent changes
would be relatively very small, and the
valve would be unable to supply sufficient
power directly to a loud speaker to give
good results.

It is thus desirable that the impedance
of a valve should be as low as possible,
but unfortunately a low impedance is
inseparable from a low amplification factor.
What is required, therefore, is a valve with
as high an amplification factor as possible,
consistent with a low impedance and the
capacity to deal with a large input.
The " Slope of a Valve."

Consequently, a figure which gives a very
good idea of the merits of a valve is the
ratio of amplification factor to impedance.
This ratio, multiplied by 1,000, is usually
given by valve makers under the name of
`` mutual -conductance," or " slope." As
an example, -a valve with an impedance of
6,000 and an amplification factor of 6
would have a mutual conductance of

6
- x 1,000 = 1.
6,000

This value, 1, is a useful figure for a
good power valve, but in the case of higher
amplification valves, 0.5 is a common value.

From the foregoing we may say that
the following considerations should be
borne in mind when selecting a valve :

If the valve is required for use in the
last stage to operate -a loud speaker, a
power valve is required, and the choice
of this should be governed largely by
what experience shows to be the grid bias
necessary for the volume likely to be
required.

As a rough guide, 9 volts may be taken
to be the bias necessary for medium loud-
speaker results, 'at least twice this voltage
being advisable for really good results on a
hornless speaker.

Having decided upon a valve capable
of taking the grid bias required, there

(Com'inued-on -page 868.)
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TWO1 TOPPING BOOKS
FOR BOYS.

Ideal Christmas Gifts.
.i/MMNINMit,NIVPNPORPNIN:F51.UNliet-704

MOST boys delight in books and there are
two books published this year that
Make ideal gifts. The first is 'the

HOBBY ANNUAL (6/.), which is just the thing
for the boy who enjoys making things and
seeing how things work. It is packed with
clearlyTwritten articles on all kinds of hobbies
and Many hundreds 'of photographs and
diagrainti that make everything plain. Every-
thing is written by experts and is absolutely
up to date. This book would be appreciated
by older boys and their fathers as well.

For zl boy at school who likes stirring stories
of mystery and adventure, there is nothing to
beat the BRITISH BOYS' ANNUAT;(5/-),
This is marvellous value,for it contains a &and,
long  coniplete hook -length story, fourteen
other sliorter tales by well-known writers, and
many special, articles. The book is , fully
illustrated in colours and black and White..

Any bookseller will be pleased to show. -you-
these books.

MOT WHAT I WANTED/

WAT E S /
VOLT -AMP
RADIO TEST METER

Choose the ideal radio gift that is sure to meet with a
hearty reception-the wonderful Wates Meter. It
forms an inexpensive and extremely appropriate gift
that cannot fail to win the appreciation of all your
wireless friends. Remember it is the essential posses-
sion of every valve -set user. It gives three dead -beat
readings from one clearly engraved dial. The Wates
Meter tells you all you want to know to ensure that
quality of reception that only perfect set Control can give.
Handsome appearance, crystallised black finish, nickel -

plated fittings. From your dealer
or direct, complete with explana-
tory free leaflet.

READINGS
0-150 volts,O-6 volts.

0-30 milliamps
PRICE 8/6

Dead -beat movement crys
tallised black finish. Res
5,000 ohms.

The STANDARD
Wet Battery Co.,

(Dept. P.W.
Head Offices, Show-
rooms &Warehouve.
184-188,Shaftesbury
Avenue, London,

W.C.2.
(Near Net,'
oxford St.

End.)

Keep on Saying
DARIO for Radio

See page 869.

WILLESFORD'S PATENTS. FOR XMAS PARTIES
12 it. Telephone Extension -Flexes, to join on
ordinary telephone leads, enabling you to sit 15 ft.

from receiving set. 2/6 each. 2 for 4/9 P.O. -Multi -pointed Catswhisker, gets sensitive point
traight away. 11- each, P.O. Buying Agents Wanted.

Willesford's, 14, Cursitor St., Chancery Lane. London, £.0.4,
waammum(M8FIRIMVIerrvVIVARACWSIIW-MtallvAIVIIRA
tolts..114a1A.dts4b..db.dtc.dttAtteltc.dli.dh.dtoltodtOSAIIA4tllial
RA
All 114
RA PLEASE be sure to mention RA
U..11 Rs.
RA RAhi " POPULAR WIRELESS " AA
wn 61

an
lidVI when communicating with vqhet Li.d

nprRA Advertisers.uFA
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The Benjamin Vibrolder
has five outstanding features
-perfect contact, shock-
proof design, ease of wiring,
low capacity and low price.
1,500,000 Benjamin valve -
holders have already PRICE

been sold-proof of vis
popularity.

ELECTRIC, LIMITED, BRANTWOOD WORKS, TOTTENHAM.

For short wave work specify the
famous D X Coils. Experts use

them wherever Radio is known.
Wound 3 in. diameter: fit standard
coil holders. Tinned copper. 16 7/6
gauge; open core I can be tapped any
where by alligator clips. The Set

3, 5, 7 and 9 turns. of four
DX COILS, LTD., LONDON, E.8.

(Registered Trade .11,177t.)

THE LATEST !
PINLESS
FORMER

which is
FOOLPROOF. (,

The ORIGINAL Becol Low Loss Former made
in sizes / in. up to 4 in. outside diatneteLs.

LOOK FOR TRADE MARK.

Write for Decal Handbook on. Wireless Circuits,
giving data and illustrations. Price 4d. Post Free.

Ebonite Sheets, Panels ground to size, Rods,
Tubes, Mouldings

THE BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD.,
HANWELL, LONDON, W.7

11111Mmorr.

sst
If you can buy a
valve that gives
you the same
service for the same
length of time as a
valve costing treble the money,
it is obvious economy. A
Frelat Valve costs 6, 6. It has
a short price-but a long life.
It means cheaper as well as
better radio. It means cutting
valve costs by one third. It is
not coming to you without a
good reputation. The Frelat is

famous already.
And there are six
types all costing

the same price-a'1
capable of the same

trustworthy performance. We
could continue telling you
about Frelat Valves, but
that would not be doing
them full justice. We want you
to test them in your set-give
them a chance to show what
a really low-priced valve can
do.

61FYIPES
1

,16
PRICE

207G 2v .07 Gen. Pur.
407G 4v .07
210NP 2v '1 Power
410NP 4v .1

R.C.207RH2v .07 C. & H.F.
407RH 4v .07  Frelat

itozi( Lr1 I 7r111-Cp

alf VC
N. V. Frelat, Amsterdam, Keizersaracht 77.

Importers: Samden Wireless Co., Ltd., 102/4, Shudehill, Manchester,
Continental Radio Import Co., Ltd., 8, Spoal Square, Bishopsgate, E.1.

0% a%

REMARKABLE
POPULARITY

and yet not really
remarkable when
one considers the
quality and extreme
efficiency, also
wonderful value.
Incorporate a
TELSEN and note
the improvement.

Entirely British and
guaranteed 12 months.
Ratios anti 3-1.

TELSEN ELECTRIC CO., LD.,
207, ASTON ROAD,

BIRMINGHAM.
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The
3 in I Set.

A valve set
and a

foudspedker
The Pioneer Set of Cheaper Radio!
The famous Loewe Multiple Valve used contains
Three Complete Valve systems in One Valve and all
the necessary coupling elements of a 3 -valve
receiver.
A marvel of ingenuity and efficiency, giving loud-
speaker results of excellent volume and purity.

PRICE Complete with Loewe Radio Multiple
14:10:0 Valve type 3 N F. Special cable with
Royalty paid Wander Plugs and Spade Terminals
coils not attached ready for connection to
included.) H.T. and L.T.

USE A LOEWE RADIO CONE LOUDSPEAKER
with your Loewe Set for retaining the full purity
of reproduction and a clarity that is unexcelled.
Artistic appearance Silk front. Mahogany finish

The finest loudspeaker value
obtainable at .. i

Obtainable through all dealers. For illustrated leaflets
write :-

LOEWE RADIO
The LOEWE RADIO Co., Ltd.,
4, FOUNTAYNE ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.13

'Phone: Tottenham 391112.

-SOMETHING NEW !!-
" Uncle Tom's" EXPONENTIAL HORN.
Tried against the BEST on the Market and

proved vastly SUPERIOR to them ALL.
Moving Coil and Cone Speakers beaten every time
Prices from £2.12.6 to £6, inciudi77: unit.

Particulars Free.
"Uncle Tom." PAYNE & HORNSBY, LTD.,

Gallowgate, Newcastle -on -Tyne.
And at Dublin, Sunderland, North Shields.

MAKE YOUR OWN HIGH-TENSION
ELIMINATOR AND ALL -POWER UNIT.

RADCROIX
Mains Unit Components.

Guaranteed output 200 volts 30 m a.
COMPLETE KITS OF PARTS FOR

8.T., A.C. Unit
-

- 6 Variable Voltages - 17 9
All -Power A.C. Unit 12 Variable Voltages - £3 18 6
D.C. Unit - 6 Variable Voltages - £1 8 ei
Battery Charger complete with valves,

charging rate 2 amps - - - - 15 6
Wiring Diagrams free. State A.C. or D.C.
From your dealer' or direct from

THE WHOLESALE WIRELESS COMPANY,
103, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.1.
rleph nxrr Clerks 5312.

PLEASE MENTION "POPULAR WIRELESS'
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS

i/1I

cu4ecisrAT
x1L,V

v+,

CLAROSTA4T
VARIABLr

RESISTANCES
FOR VOLUME ,TONE,
DISTANT CONTROL,
ELIMINATORS ETC..

As Frequently specified by -The Experts:
HIGH QUALITY  LOW PRICE

New 20 Page Brocure free on request'.
Many unique circuits.

CLAUDE LYONS LTD.
76,OLDHALL ST.,LIVERPOOL.

VALVES WITHOUT
CURVES.

fist 'ui from page 866.1

not be many types available, but
Isrefereaee should be given to the valve
with the highest ratio of amplification
factor -to impedance.

For other low -frequency valves, followed
by transformer coupling, the sames rules
apply, but in this case -a smaller grid bias
can be employed, alto -M.4 the use of a valve
with higher impedance and higher amplifi-
cation factor.

Unless the receiver is within five or six
miles of a B.B.C. main station or several
IL F. amplifying stages are employed,
a valve biased with 3-6 volts is usually
suitable for the first L.F. stage, the follow -
iii stage being occupied by a power valve.

If very strong signals are dealt with
by the detector 1.'alve, a small power valvo
may be required in the first stage, the
following valve being biased with about
25 volts. -

In the case of resistance -capacity coupling,
however, for either a first stage L.F.

VtAK-IiK.'4.iiMlitAAVNIZACALIK.AM-117

FINAL PRESENT --

IGet him 6d. worth of good radio
reading. of Hints, How -to -Make
1.1esls; and money -saving tips :

Get him the
XMAS & NEW YEAR NUMBER

of the

A SUGGESTION FOR A

WIRELESS
z4 CONSTRUCTOR

Now on sale everywhere - - 6d.

simplifier or anode -bend detector, high
simplification and relatively low impedance
are essential features.

A high amplification factor is desirable
because no voltage step-up is obtained in
the intervalve coupling as is -the. case when
a transformer is employed.

Most_ valve manufacturers now make
valves specially designed for resistance.
capacitV coupling, but it should be remem-
bered that if the valve is used for low -
frequency amplification after one or two
H.F. stages, a grid bias of q. volts or more
might .be required, and a valve of the
" H.F." -type, with a voltage magnification
of about 20, would be more suitable than a
" resistance -capacity " valve giving an
amplification of, say 35, and only capable
of dealing with a signal strength of I volt
or less.

It is hoped that the foregoing will have
made it clear that when a new valve is
required,- it is of much more importance to
select the right type of valve than it is to
select a particular make.

Watch the valve characteristic figures,
al4.-_,.(.1 .iot. worry too much'. about the

Alamo ori4 he. BoX. 

The

ST&NMARD
WET

rATTEtYABOLISHES

COSTLY H.T.
REPLACEMENTS
and you are always certain

of perfect reception!
A BOON TO THOUSANDS
This wonderful permanent battery has proved a
boon to thousands of listeners all over the country.
Trouble -free perfect reception is yours from the
moment you install it, and you can look forward to
years of permanent, economical H.T. supply. All
that is necessary to maintain the voltage is replenish-
ment of the elements at long intervals, and beyond
this little or no attention is needed. It provides

ABUNDANT H.T. SUPPLY
and is always up to voltage because it is positively
self -regenerative. IT RECHARGES ITSELF OVER- '
NIGHT and in the morning is as fresh as the dawn.
It represents

PERMANENT H.T. SUPPLY
in its Most Practical Form

It saves pounds in costly H.T. replacements and
spoiled programmes. Never any worry about run-
down batteries, and you secure not only permanent
but better H.T. supply because it maintains constant,
unwavering voltage that banishes " background
noises " completely.

GET THE FREE BOOK NOW
'Take the first step, send for vitally interesting free
book that tells you everything you want to know
about this super efficient and money saving battery.

NO REFERENCES. NO DEPOSIT.,
.nr6t4"NUO:

Cabinetnie5t, completee8t

assembled as illustrated. Cash£2.6.5,. 6. 5, or 8 1 down and 5 monthlyDOWN payments of 8 1.
STOCKISTS: Halfords Stores, Currys Stores and all
radio dealers can supply on exactly the same cash
or deferred terms as we do.

THE STANDARD WET BATTERY CO.
Dept.P.N1 .

Head Offices, Showrooms and Warehouse:
184-188 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.

REPAIRS
Any make of L.P. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or Headphones repaired and despatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE

with each repair. 4/. Post Free.
Terms to Tratto.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,
"Repairs " Dept.,

214, High Street, Colliers Wood. London, S.W.1.'

The' icture Paper with the MOST News

-SUNDAY GRAPHIC-
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THE " SHORT-WAVE " TWO
(Continued front page 833.)

amateur signals in the 40- and 45 -metre
wave -bands should be heard. There is
also a very strong German telephony
station which should be found at about
70 degrees on the main dial. When the
set was on test in Tanis House, under ex-
tremely adverse conditions, this station
was received at good loud -speaker strength
during the morning.

Eindhoven, 2 X A F, and the other
stations operating in the neighbourhood
of 30-32 metres, will be found near the
bottom of the dial.

Inserting the other coil (the 5 -turn coil
marked " 16-29 metres ") and placing the
clip at the centre turn (i.e. three turns up
froth the right-hand end) the 20 -metre
band of stations will be heard if a suitable
time is chosen, and 2 X A D (21.96 metres)
should be found at about 45 degrees on the
condenser at any time after 9 p.m. or so.

Numerous other short-wave broadcasting
stations will also be heard towards the
bottom of the dial when this coil is in
use. I have derived considerable amusement
from listening to the transatlantic tele-
phone on about 16 metres on occasions!

Usually 2 X A D is received by 10.30 p.m.
at just such a strength in the 'phones that
one automatically detunes the set slightly
for comfort. 2 X A F and 5 S W are
about equal in strength and both slightly
weaker than 2 X A D. 3 L 0 (Melbourne) has
been heard often at ample 'phone strength,
and has twice been put on the speaker.

With regard to DX " reception of
amateur C.W., some sixty Australian and
New Zealand stations have been logged
within a few weeks, as have also stations in
Argentine, Indo-China, Straits Settlements,
Hawaii and others.

On Broadcast Wavelengths.

Broadcast reception is simply a matter
of inserting the broadcast adaptor " in
the coil -holder, plugging suitable coils into
the top of, the adaptor, and listening round !
With a No. 30 aerial coil, 60 secondary
and 35 reaction, and, of course, the con-
denser clip now directly on the wire joining
the grid condenser to the coil, the normal
broadcast band of wave -lengths is covered.

5 G B is, in London, received at ample
loud -speaker strength, and Langenberg,
Stuttgart and the usual foreigners can always
be understood perfectly on the speaker.
Selectivity seems distinctly good, par-
ticularly if the coupling of the aerial coil
is slackened off a little. Even with tight
coupling, however, London, at seven miles,
occupies but twelve degrees or so of the dial.

With larger coils Hilverstim was, on one
night, received at strength almost equal
to that of 2 L 0, while 5 X X and Radio -
Paris have also been heard frequently.
There is, of course, practically no limit
to the wave -length range of the set, and a
smaller coil is being made for 8 and 10 -
metre work. If a range of 8 to 18,000 metres
can be covered I shall begin to think that the

all -wave " sets previously published have
been somewhat inadequate.

The somewhat unusual values for grid
condenser and leak do not seem at all un-
suitable for the long -wave side of the
set, although it was anticipated that trouble
would arise in this connection. They cer-
tainly give best reaction control and a
quieter background on the short-wave side.

ALSO
O.P.

AN D
R.C.C.

Stip

Itr.

h.p- 01V00 $
`18 Afrips-8V

tA,

Radio -Micro's latest
and greatest. These
two remarkable valves
are unique in that they
are the only valves
satisfactorily fulfilling
the public demand for
a super -amplification
and economical H.F.

valve.

NOTE THESE
OUTSTANDING
CHARACTERISTICS

of the Super H.F.

Impedance, 25,000 ohms.
Co -efficient of amplifica-

tion, 25.
Slope or Mutual conduct-

ance - 1 milliamp per
volt.

Astonishingly successful

General Purpose,
'05 amp. - 5/6
R.C.C., '06 amp.

L s 1u8p-aemr.-pPir r 5776

results on short waves,
down to 10 metres (limit
of present experiments).

R.C. Coupling Super Am-
plifier on lower stages of
R.C.C. using 200,000
ohms as anode resistance.

I4v
General Purpose,

O .05 amp. - 5'6
R.C.C. 07 amp.

TSuper -Power.-1 amp.- - 76

WRITE FOR LITERATURE.

(Dept. B), IMPEX ELECTRICAL, L T D.,
538, High Road, Leytonstone, E.11.

Irish Free Slate Agents Burt000ds of Cork.

UT DArzio
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MULLARD RUSTIRS.MULLAR D MASTER
AND SIX SIXTY

LISENIN'S
FOUR

LATEST
TRIUMPHS

SIX -SIXTY MULLARD
RECEIVER MASTER 3*

2 Spade Ends 8 Wander Plugs
Wander Plugs 2 Spade Ends

MULLARD
MASTER 5

4 l'Itt5,s and Sockets
2 Spade Ends

Also included in the Cossor
Melody Maker.

Obtainable from all radio dealers.
Look for the Lisenin showcase on the
counter. Send for descriptive leaflet X 1.

faSIFREN
WIRELESS CO.,

1P, Edgware Road, London, W.2,
HEADPHONES REPAIRED 4 -

Transformers 5/-, Loudspeakers 4 -. All repairs
remagnetised free. Tested, guaranteed and ready

for delivery in 24 hours.
Discount tor Trade. Uteri, mei, 1795.
MASON & CO.. 44, East Rd., City Rd., N.1.

EBONITE
BUSHES

FOR MOUNTING ON
METAL OR WOOD

PERFECT
INSULATION

Orders under 1). Two require'
send lid. postage. 41' for each hole.
NUMBER 0 1 2 3 4 5 0
Bole in Bush : 6BA, 4BA, 5/16', r, 7/16"
Price each: Id. id. Id. lid. 2d. 2d. 2d.

(Complete List of sizes free oo application.)
DAREX RADIO CO..

Waldram Rd.. Forest Hill, London. S.E.23.111=1 TRADE SUPPLIED.

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 830.)

Multiple Earths.
Some experimenters who go in for re-

finements actually use a series of different
earth systems with a selector switch
arranged so that any particular earth or
combination of earths may be used for
distant reception. Of course, there is
practically nothing to beat a good low -
resistance connection, with a clean, properly -
soldered ,joint, to the cold -water supply
pipe.

Automatic Switching.
The Americans have been for some time

past using automatic switching units for
operating the receiver, and switching the
H.T. eliminators and L.T. battery on and
off the set, and on and off charge. There
are now several of these units on the

!'t To ensure yourself
'N

A HAPPY XMAS 0;
you ought to get in some good

radio reading.
You can't go wrong with the

SPECIAL
XMAS & NEW YEAR NUMBER

of the
WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

NOW ON SALE 6d. USUAL PRICE

A

*PM 7taltOWNVMSN wmps 711,RIA
American market, some of them being
must ingenious and adapted to do almost
anything (except think !).

A British Model.
I was interested to hear some little time

ago from the B.T.H. Co. details of their
power -control switch (this is now adver-
tised) which strikes me as an excellent
unit and very reasonable in price, consider-
ing all it does.

When the unit is switched on for receiver
operation it connects the H.T. eliminator
to the lighting circuit, disconnects the
trickle -charger from the lighting circuit,
connects the L.T. battery to the set, and
disconnects the L.T. battery from the
trickle -charger. When the unit is switched
off-that is, when the receiver is out of
operation, the unit disconnects the H.T.
eliminator from the lighting' circuit, con-
nects the trickle -charger to the lighting
circuit; disconnects the L.T. battery from
the set and connects the L.T. battery to
the trickle -charger.

Printed and published every Thursday by tho
itrietors, The Amalgamated Press, Ltd., The Fleetw.
House, Fa rriugdon Street, London, E.C.4. Advert'. -

meet Offices : Messrs. John H. Lile, Ltd.. 4 Ludgs 
Circus, London, E.C.4. ITelephone : City 7261.) Reg' -
treed as a Newspaper for 'transmission by Canadrot
Magazine Post. Subscript ion Rates : Inland, 17.'4 Derannum; 8:8 for six months. Abroad, 19/6 per annum;
9 9 for six mom hs. Sole Agents for South Africa
Central News Agency, Ltd. Sole Agents for Australia
and New Zealand: Messrs. Cordon & Cotels. Ltd.
Saturday, Dveendrer 22nd, 1928. T..R H R Nit D:It

Pour film Gift.
GOVERNMENT SALE OF
NEW ELECTRICAL SURPLUS.
£10,000 WORTH OF BARGAINS !
The huge sale of Radio and Electrical Goods
offers you the opportunity of a lifetime.

Wonderful keys by S. G. Brown and Marconi,
brand new with the real stuff in the contact
points at almost scrap prices.
AERIAL EQUIPMENT of every imaginable

type, shape, and material. Shot:4 eve Helict s
and Elastic Aerials galore.

ACCUMULATORS by all the leading maker,.
CONDENSERS. H.T. and E.H.T. in all capa-

cities from 6d.
DYNAMOS. D.C. A range of unused machines

from small 50 watt fellows to 2 k.m. at 400
volts and 6 k.w. at 200 volts. Motors from 4;6.

MOTOR GENERATORS. D.C. A.C., A.C.
D.C., or D.C. D.C., to suit any supply. 960
volt D.C. generators which give L.T. juice as
well. Brand new G.E.C. 600 volt model so
well known. Others up to 4,000 volts 2 k.w.

INSTRUMENTS. Hundreds of every type, panel,
portable, and laboratory Bridges and Meggers.
'Phones, Micros, Plugs, Relays, Resistances,
Switch gear, Transmitting Valves are offered
at bargain prcies, and a 4 -page printed foolscap
SALE LIST has just been issued which will
be sent on receipt of stamped add d
envelope. If you cannot call, order early. as
we are already working top speed in the Packing
Department.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218 UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.4
Blackfriars Station, Met. Rly. 'Phone: City 0191

DARIO
This week's best bargain

See page 869.
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' dED DIAMOND

I

MAR',`

"RED DIAMOND'
1/0811

TWO-WAY
COIL

HOLDER

No.
41onae ,
Each

I Parallel working. Fine adjustment. Worm
 driven. Coils cannot fall. Easy movement.

Perfect finish. Of all high-class radio dealers
 or by insured post, 4/6, from

JEWEL PEN CO., LTD.,
(Radio Dept. 46),

221-22, Gt. Sutton Street, LONDON, E.C.1.
MI

OAK CABINETS.-Mystery 660, 17/6; Master 6,
15/.; Melody Maker, 15/-; baseboards included, New
Cossor, including polished panel and 5 -ply baseboard,
Oak, 15!-; Oak, Walnut, or Mahogany finish, 1046-
Hand -made and French polished. Rubber feet. Crated

and carriage paid. Send for list.CULBERT. Cabinet Maker, SWINDON.

4 -ELECTRODE VALVES
\Rte areof

andtttilienesolet7Aier 6/11
Thorpe Valves, as spceially
tested and recommended by Cimit uatit
"Popular Wireless." U.C.5
and Thorpe K.4 (both 4 -electrode 5 -pin
valves). Post free. Only direct from-
UNID-YNE VALVE CO.,
1, CHARING CROSS, LONDON, S.W.1

STANDARD HIGH TENSION No. 16217 "Daimon" Battery 60 volt with Grid Bias 7/3 each
No.16219 "Daimon" Battery 100 volt with Grid Bias 12,3 each

From all good dealers.
I,,ued by The Mandaw Conipan, Ltd., 9 -is. WhiteLro3: Street, Loudon, E.C.I

BATTERIES with GRID BIAS I
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you want a really- 7g1gV.,51%V/NYVntn-70-70-51:-Mr.--1V7ONNN7159tr 54,01,-,VIVNnNnItsPic95Att  The- KT.- volta,res
I adequate lou d -

speaker set which R:
will give you good t
volume on the local, t
even if you are well ,47i

out the suburbs, a k
reserve of power on k,
5 G B, and plenty of Ai
foreigners o n t lre
speaker, an " H.F.,
Det., and L.F. " corn-
bination is hard to
beat. It may be a little
less simple to make
and operate than the
" Det. and 2 L.F." type, but is usually a
good deal more sensitive, and is therefore
generally preferred for long-distance work.,
It is particularly desirable, of course, where
the aerial is not very efficient or local con-
ditions are bad for any other reason.

Efficient Screening.
This week's White Print design is a

particularly efficient receiver of this type,
using ordinary valves and components, with
a specially good system of screening which
ensures very high sensitivity and selectivity
and perfect stability, provided that good
components are used. The H.F. valve is
neutralised, the Coupling device being a
standard 6 -pin type split -primary trans-
former.

The aerial tuning inductance is another
6 -pin coil of the type called a " split -primary
aerial coil," and you will require two of
each of these units, One pair for the lower
wave -band and another pair for the long
waves. The detector valve is the usual
grid condenser and leak type,with condenser -
controlled reaction, and this is coupled to the
last, valve with an ordinary L.F. transformer.

The special feature of the set is the
method of screening and mounting the
coils, which is exactly the same as that used
in the " Fanfare " Five and various other
successful designs. A plain, _vertical screen
similar to our standard 'ready -cut type is
used, and to each side of this wooden face -
pieces are screwed, a suitable thickness
being in; for the wood. These pieces are
fitted to provide a surface to which the coil
bases can be screwed, and you should note
the position for these latter rather care-
fully.

Coil Mountings.
Just one or two other points about the

constructional work ; first, observe that it
was not, possible to show every connection
to the coil sockets; so some of the leads are
numbered to indicate the points on the
bases to which they go. Also, mount each
holder so that the
No. 1 socket of each
coil base should
come at the top.

Be careful to note,
also, the various
points at which 4 005

actual connection is 5<:),

made to the screen
itself. These connec-
tions are easily made
by means of the nuts
and screws provided
for the purpose with
the screen. These
are to be inserted
at suitable points
in the perforations

across the lower edge of the screen. (NOTE:
- These would actually he hidden in a true
plan view by the wooden face -pieces above,
but in the wiring diagram the draughtsman
has shown them as though the wood were
transparent for the sake of clearness.) One
other point: the 2- mid. H.T. reservoir
condenser is screwed direct to the wooden

pilfinIllinnininninninnninininifininfilfifillinfinifillifilm
E COMPONENTS AND MATERIALS. T.-

-±: 1 Panel 14 In. x 7 in. x + in. or ilif in. a
 1 Cabinet to fit with baseboard 12 in. E.
,.. deep.
. 2 '0005 mid. variable condensers, slow
E motion or with vernier dials.
-F-4 1 .0001 or .00015 mfd. reaction con- _=_
E denser. 7..-

1±: 1 L.T. switch.
:-,-- 3 Sprung valve holders.

2 6 -pin coil bases.
';-'

g... 3 Filament rheostats or resistors to suit El'-
valves. .f.-

1 Neutralising condenser.
= 1 L.F. transformer.

1 H.F. choke.
= 1 .0003 and one .002 mfd. fixed con- g:

g denser. E
1 2 mfd. condenser. E.

 1 2-meg. grid leak and holder.
--.= 1 Copper or aluminium screen, 12 in.
= 6 in., and two pieces of wood about E

12 in. x 5 in. :1
F. 1 Terminal strip, 12 in. x 2 in. or 14 in.
E x 2 in., according to slot in cabinet.
PI: 9 Terminals.

Tapping clip, wire, flex, screws, etc. -
MIIIIIIIIIIIIIMMI111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111h7

face -pieces of the screen, and so lies hori-
zontally out of the way of the coil.

The necessary operating data for the
finished set follow, and you should find it a
very simple one to get going properly. The
first two valves should be of the H.F. type
(impedance 20,000 to 30,000 or there-
abouts), either 2- or 6-volters, and in the
last socket a power -valve should be used
if proper loud -speaker quality is desired.

gare just the standard
one-i of about 60. volts
on H.T. +1 (for tip_

4 detector) and all you
have, say 100 or 120,

0 on H.T. + 2, which
0 feeds the H.F. and

L.F. valves. Grid
.0 bias on the last valve
t I will usually be about

6 volts, but this,' of
course, depends on the
.particular valve and-tit-WAIAEACAMAL.14-trsk.U5f4M-AgSiSiglie.a.M.X.9M: H.T. 

Neutralising is par-
ticularly easy with this set, and you can
either switch off the. H.F. valve filaments
at the rheostat and use the silent point
method or (and this is generall better)
carry out the " reaction demands" scheme.

This is the procedure : Set the reaction
control at minimum and likewise the
neutralising condenser. Now, on setting
the tuning condensers so that the two
tuned circuits are in step with each other
it will probably be found that the set is
oscillating. To, test for oscillation touch
the fixed plates of the tuning condensers.

A Useful Indication.
You will probably find that the set will

only oscillate under the above conditions
when the two circuits are in tune with
each other, and this can be used as an
indication. It is convenient to perform the
operation at some point near the middle
of the tuning range. Now, increase the
capacity of the neutralising condenser.

Test at intervals for oscillation, as this
is done, and you will presently find that the
set has ceased to oscillate and will not
recommence even when the tuning dials
are slightly readjusted. Now increase the
reaction a little, until the set once more
oscillates, and again increase the neutralis-
ing condenser setting until oscillation
ceases. Slightly readjust the tuning con-
densers again to make sure that the set is
completely stable once more.

The Correct Setting.
Proceed in this way/until it is found that

the correct adjustment of the neutrodyne
condenser has been over -shot. Once this
point has been passed it will be observed
that further increases of the neutrodyne
condenser setting no longer stop oscillation,
but cause it to become stronger.

The object is to find such an adjustment
of the neutralising condenser as will permit
the greatest setting of the reaction conden-
ser to be used without producing oscillation.

When the tuned circuits are in step
and the set is on
the verge of oscill-
ation, a slight move-
ment in either
direction of the
neutrodyne conden-
ser will cause the
receiver to oscillate.

One final point :
Selectivity is adjust-
able by connecting
the flex lead from
the aerial terminal
to either 3or 4 on the
coil base. Note the
two short leads with
bare end and the
tapping clip.

2 Alpo

2.411.

THE "P.W." "WHITE PR INTS."
White Print No. 3. :: :: A High -Efficiency Three -Valuer.

This week we publish the third of our White Prints. This page may
be easily and safely torn out -along the dotted line overleaf --and the
White Print filed. In due course you will thus have available an
encyclopxdic collection of the best circuits used in modern radio
practice. A " White Print " will be published on the last page every

week in " P.W." until further notice.-THE EDITOR.
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Mak wherever you o
In any room, at your own home or your friends',
anywhere and everywhere you go you can hear radio
music at its best. The wonderful Mullard Master
Five Portable. Receiver makes you independent of an
aerial and earth and gives you music anywhere at the
touch of a switch. `ReLeiver, batteries, aerial, loud-
speaker are all contained within the attractive cabinet.

Operation is of the simplest --one dial tuning! The
Mullard Master Five gives amazing choice of
programmes and is highly efficient on the long as
well as the broadcast waveten_ths-----an achievement
rare with portable sets. Its tone is rich and realistic
-no sacrifice of quality is made to its compactness
and portability.
The Mallard Master Five is the modern version
of ideal radio.

Mullard
ASTER FIVE

You can build the Mullard Master
Five yourself quite easily and save
yourself pounds. Its construction is
simpler than that of many smaller
and less efficient receivers. The
unique Plan of Assembly is your
assurance of success. No previous
radio experience is necessary.
Post coupon now for full details
and free copy of " Radio for the
Million," Vol. 2, No. 4,

To Dept. 15.
Radio for the Million,

63, Lincoln's Inn Fields, W C.2.
Please send toe free Plan of Assembly of the
Mullard Master Five and copy of Radio !or the
Million," Vol. 2, No. 4.

Num^

Address

P.W

(it o r.,).
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Some weeks ago we had no less than
53.3 kilter.; in one_ week, congratulating
us on the finish and the efficiency of our
Rheostats, Pottmlimiteter,`and Volume
Control. Vireles.-3 enthusiasts in all parts

- of the' couritry are. impressed with the
fact th4it, they.: an at last get a fitting
which -is' wire -wound and at the sauce
time dust and damp proof.

'Both the Rheostat and Potentiometer
consist of a flattened resistance %rivaling.
InMutted inside a bakelita case, which is
f;ttcd Is' -dtiStproof cap, eat ir,ly
protecting the' "cdntactsurface;. 7 !:
resistance slider Consists'of;a perfect
designed spring 'plunger, contrc.1,,..1 I

nieatis.of Trojacting-spindle and
same insulated knob.

The Volume Centrals of cu!;.
which..hasa-unifor1.

thus giving the best possible
voluine. 

An'thrce components are d,i-
sine-hole.fi'xing,'and have an absolutely
misi,kss control with c.ceptionally
,inooth o.ctiun.

Rheostats
6 ohms)

30 ohms !- 3 -
75 ohms I

Potentiometer
700 ohms 3 6

Volume Cantrol 6 6

1. and
E. iSt

id,
\\
f o r

L'. ccltllcell'ID`

27/6
R. I. and Varley com-

ponents are alwaYs up
to date. This year we

have produced over thirty
new components --all Up

to the usual R. I. and Varley
standard.

The new Screened Grid Anode
Unit is a typical example. It

provides correct values of induc-
tance and reaction for efficient

coupling after a screened grid
valve. A change -over switch per-

mits both the Anode and reaction
windings to be altered simultaneously

so that, the component covers medium
wavelengths between 250 and 600 metres

and long wavelengths between 850 and
2,000 metres

THE MARK OF BETTER RADIO
Isoiswuy103 Kineway, 11.C.2 TelePhonc: 11015505 5303
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GREATEST VALUE AND HIGHEST CIRCULATION

Every Thursday
PRICE

3d.

No. 343. Vol. X1V. INCORPORATINGVIRELE SS"

Special Features in This Issue

The New B.B.C. H.Q.
HOW TO MAKE THE " P.W."
Stabilising Resistances

P.W." WHITE

December 29th, 1928.

Notes on the Fultograph
" BETTER -BALANCE " CONE

The Electric Eye

PRINT No. 4
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You don't know what
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"TOREADOR SCREEN

GRID FOUR."
This set incorporates
the latest developments
in Receiver design -full
constructional details

free on request. -think of all those
"other" stations
which he gets!
You can do the same
-fit

DUBILIER K.C.
CONDENSERS

With Knob, Without Knob
Dial and Slow -
Motion device,
'0003 PRICE

or
121-'0005

Dial or Slow -

Motion device,
'0003 PRICE

or
81-'0005

If unobtainable from your dealer, write direct to
us, giving his name and address.

DUBILIER
air CONDENSERS

Ado!. of Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925) Ltd., Ducon Works, North Acton, W.3.

(Z) 205
IIMMOMMENNE
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No surface noise.
Perfect tonal quality of
reproduction.
Just substitute for your ordinary
soundbox and connect to radio
set-that's all

BURNDEPT
BLACKHEATH. LONDON. S.E.Q.
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TWENTY
PROGRAMMES

ANY EVENING-

All Europe at your finger tips !
With the wonderful new Cossor Melody Maker

you can get full enjoyment from the continental
broadcast. It has knife-edge selectivity. It will

cut out your local station like magic. It has
enormous range. It will bring you foxtrots

from Madrid . . . . opera from Berlin . . . .
vaudeville from Paris .... programmes from all

Europe while your local station is working.
Even a novice can bring in 23 stations on this wonder.

fully simple Set. Anyone can build it in 90 minutes,
no soldering, no sawing, no drilling, no wireless

knowledge is necessary-its' as simple as Meccano.
let this remarkable Receiver costs only :

- WITH THE
..s.,,

:_Z.,...

4.:;,, ,,
e.4........ ',...... 421;"

..1,0,...e.,,..

4 -90 ''5
--/o

A. C. Comm Ltd.. Melody Deportment. Highbury Grove. Lando*, Ns

.67-15s.
Price includes the three Cossor Valves. the

handsome cabinet all the parts and even the
simple tools nec,ssary for its assembly. Long

leave coils 6,6 each extra if required.

WONDERFUL

Cossor
Melody Maker
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Transatlantic

Scientific Adviser :
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

Editor :
NORMAN EDWARDS.

Technical Editor : G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.
Assistant Technical Editors : K. D. ROGERS, P. R. BIRD,

G. P. KENDALL, B.80., A. JOHNSON RANDALL.

RADIO NOTES AND NEWS.
Telephony-The " Vestris " Hero-Romance of the Cheerio Man-Society

S 0 S-Pot Pourri-Radio in 1722-The First Etherversity.
Hail and Farewell.

HAIL to the New Year, farewell to 1928.
The- old year, one of the -best for
weather I can remember, was other-

wise like most of its predecessors-" the
mixture as 'before." This is the season of
hope, when whatever the past has held we
lift up our chins and march on to our
destinies, wishing ourselves better luck. So
a happy New Year to you all, with good
health and leisure to enjoy it ; money for
components. and the freedom to employ it.

You Never Can Tell.
HOW did your Christmas radio arrange-

ments " pan out " ? Any casualties ?
Ours went as merry as a marriage

bell, but of course I got no credit for that.
Had it broken down I should have come
right into the picture. We had an S 0 S on
the knocker one evening ; a friend's
guests had overflowed into a second
room for dancing, but, sad to say,
his set had not quite enough
" punch " for the music to be heard
well in both rooms. Had I an L.F.
amplifier ? I had, and all was well.
I thought the old brute would never
be needed again !

Best of the Bunch.

THIS
is the pick of the basket.

Heard at a Christmas party :-

There MIS a young " fan" of
Whitstable

WhoSe receiver was not a. bit stable.
if he switched on the " juice"
It would kick up the deuce

And " motor -boat " all round its
table.

Transatlantic Telephony." (Manchester) confirms our
jJ correspondent's, Mr. Collins',

statement that it is possible
to receive the U.S.A. end of the
transatlantic telephone service, for
he himself can do so any night on
about 22 metres. It. appears, he
adds, that the " carrier -wave " is
suppressed ; hence it is necessary for
the receiver to-oh, 'orrors !-to
oscillate. The critical point seems
to be just across the threshold "
which marks the line between

oscillation sand non -oscillation. He uses a
" straight " detector and one L.F.

Radio -Telephony Spreads.
ON December 10th the wireless telephone

service between Buenos Aires on the
one side and Berlin, Hamburg and

Frankfurt on the other was opened to the
public. The charge is £9 for the first three
minutes plus £3 per additional minute. This
is a bold experiment, for the distance involved
is much greater than between London and
New York ; I understand, however, that
excellent speech is possible and that the
expectation of big business runs high.

Transmitting Note.
MR. A. C. EDWARDS, Wellhead Lane,

Perry Barr, Birmingham, asks me to
announce that his station, E G 6 X J,

will be carrying out regular tests on the new

STYMIED?

amateur wave -bands, both C.W. and tele-
phony, and that reports will be welcomed
and acknowledged. His 'phone number is
Northern 218.

The " Vestris " Hero.
THE heroism of Michael J. O'Loughlin,

radio operator of the " Vestris," was
commemorated by a service in Trinity

Church, Broadway and Wall Street, New
York City, on November 18th. Some 2,000
people, headed by the British Consul
General, attended. Some of the crew of the
" Vestris " were present. I do not know
whether O'Loughlin was Irish or British,
and I don't care, for he died like a brave
man, and I am proud to think that
the Americans held that service in
memory of him.

Miss Enid Wilson, winner of the English Women's Golf Champion-
ship, is a keen wireless enthusiast, and thinks nothing of wiring up

a multi -salver after a strenuous day on the links.

Ex Cathedra.
THAT is to say, from the seat of

authority. David Sarnoff, Vice -
President of the biggest thing in'

radio in America .(the Radio Cor-
poration of America) writing on
December 1st in the " Telegraph
and Telephone Age," said " Tele-
vision is still in the experimental
stage," and that, " many refinements,
improvements and even new en-
gineering solutions are required in
the transmission and reception of
light images by radio." That is a
recent pronouncement by a man
who- has worked his way to. an
international reputation in radio,
through every grade from radio
operator upwards. 'Nuff said.

Romance of " Cheerio " Man.
THERE is an unknown in America,

who daily broadcasts seeds
of sunshine from W E A F,

WEEI,W R C,andWG Y. He gives
his services free and his campaign
in the interests of downcast listeners
is said to have been -inspired by his
attentions to his dying mother, for
whom he used to collect bright
bits of verse and philosophy. After
her death he turned to radio,
desiring to do good to others in her
memory. It's a lovely story, with

(Continued on next page.)
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from previous page)

a heartache behind it, and one which
demonstrates that the human soul has
definitely gained ascendency over the " ape
and tiger " of our remote ancestry.

Triumph for British Loud Speakers.
ALITTLE bit of jam, still.. The trade

papers announce that the Swedish
educational authorities, who are

embarking on an extensive scheme for the
provision of school radio receivers, held an
open competition to choose the best
loud speaker for the classrooms. After
careful tests a well-known British moving -
coil was chosen against Continental and
American types.. And that's that !

Society S.O.S.
THE Queen's Park Radio Society, after a

good programme run, has unfortun-
ately been " let down " by several

people who had promised to lecture and
demonstrate. Unforeseen circumstances
are the very dickens for club schedules.
However, there are plenty of firms and
persons capable of providing an interesting
radio evening and I can assure any of them
that an offer to fill the breach on some
Wednesday evening between eight and ten
will be doing a real good tuna. Please write
to Mr. J. W. Hedges, 22, Bravington Road,
Harrow Road, W.9.

Pot-Pourri.
UP to October* 1st 2,334,253 receiving

licences had been issued in Germany,
an increase of 50,005 since July 1st.

The Rugby station is said to cost on an
average £383 daily and to receive daily
£397. (0i, of ! Vot a pishness !) The record
in radio -telephony seems to be the com-
munication which was established on
October 4th between Bandoeng (Java) and
Buenos Aires, via Kootwyk (Holland) and
Nauen (Germany). Sweden has 371,000
licensed listeners. New short-wave stations
are to be built in the Pamirs (Atlas, forward!)
and .at Khorog and Hassan-Kuli, by the
Soviet blokes.

The Big Wireless and Cable Merger.
THE debates on the Imperial Telegraphs

in connection with the merger between
the cables and Marconi's have re-

vealed the awful ignorance which exists
about the Beam.' Apparently the Beam is
thought to have been invented and devel-
oped by the Post Office. Far, far from that !
It was so difficult to get the authorities to
adopt it that the commercial enterprise
which really developed it was forced to
supply the Beam stations under contracts
which were unparalleled in the stringency
of their conditions and which committed
the government to no iota of risk. So much
for the vision and scientific nous' of P.O.
engineers.

Radio in the Year 1722.
EITHER radio or the telephone ! A

writer to the " Jewish Chronicle "
says the " Telegraph and Telephone

Journal," points out that Rabbi Jacob
Reischer of Prague, in his " Responsa,"
printed in 1722, asks ; " . . . and
particularly with regard to the special
instruments whereby one is able to speak
and listen to his friend at a distance of
many miles ; should such a thing be for-

bidden on the Sabbath Day " ? I should
be delighted if any erudite Jewish reader
could throw some light on what the Rabbi
referred to.

A For Apple.
TALKING of telephony recalls the latest

story from the States. They say that
a lady of Texas, having brewed a

goodly portion of the prohibited stuff,
called up her ironmonger's 'phone number
and ordered a pound of bottle caps. Un-
fortunately she got the wrong number and
connected with the police -station, with the
result that 450 pounds of cop were delivered
instead of one pound of caps. The beer was
sent down the sewer and the lady was fined
twenty-five dollars. In a thirsty world,
too !

',L111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110

SHORT WAVES.

TELEVISION.
This is a scheme to make your face
Appear in some far distant place,
Enabling you to send it there
Without the cost of railway fare.
I see this novelty endearing
Itself to folk electioneering,
Since it will be of little use
To hurl our eggs and loud abuse
At speakers who are only seen
upon an aggravating screen.-

" London Calling."

Listeners were very surprised recently
when, after announcing : " There will be a
wait of one and a half minutes before ' The
Ceremony of the .Keys,' " the B.B.C. broadcast
a short piano solo.

Surely there must be some sort of Trade
Union to prevent this .kind of* thing.

lst Radio Fan : " What sort of a set has
Joe got P "

2nd Radio Fan : " Well, you don't need a
radio log with his receiver. All you need is a
splinter."-" Radio News."

Wireless and the telephone are now linked.
The operators, having used up all the wrong
numbers in this country, are jubilant at the
chance of tapp,ing-in to Amer4i,ca.

A FISH STORY.
" Last night I landed Madrid," said the

angler, who had newly turned radio fan.
" But you should have beard the stations
that got away."-" Radio Digest."

Adams, living at Bognor (to late neighbour) :
" How did you get on in the gale, old man P "

Evans : " Oh, my bungalow's at Bexhill
now. I've only got to move my aerial I "

AN UNSOLVED MYSTERY OF RADIO.
Set Owner (more in sorrow than in anger) :

" What I can't understand about this radio
business, anyway, is how Static always knows
what nights I ask company in to listen to the
programme3."-" Radio. New:.";

The Queen of Hearts
She made some tarts
From a radio recipe ;

The Knave of Hearts
He stole those tarts,
And now he's R.I.P.
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The First Etherversity.

PERMISSION
has been granted for the

erection of a 50 -kilowatt station in
Orange County, forty miles from Los

Angeles, California, which is to constitute
an ethereal university. A sum of two
million dollars (£400,000) is to be sunk in
the enterprise. Wave -length, 201.6 -metres.
Everything that the dry -as -dust, highbrow
mind of America can conceive is to be
" featured," but no information as to how
the show is to derive revenue is published.
I expect they will pay their way by broad-
casting advertisements of stations which
radiate low -brow " dope."

Latest P C i Schedule.

THURSDAY
from 18.00 to 20.00 ; and

23.00 to 0 (in Spanish). Friday, 0 to
01.00 (in Portuguese) ; and 01.00 to

03.00 (in Spanish) ; and 18.00 to 20.00.
Saturday, 0 to 01.00 ; 01.00 to 04.00 (in
English, Spanish and French); and 04.00 to
06.00, in English. It will be noticed
that these transmissions are linguistically
arranged to be suitable for the greater part
of the globe.

Radio in History.
DADIO is about the only invention which
TA the Chinese are not said to have had

4,000 years ago. Radio would have
saved a lot of trouble. here in 55 B.C., both
for the Romans and the British ; the
British would have been in Wales Were
the Romans arrived in Kent.' Radio would
have enabled Harold to give Bill the Conk
a nastier reception and probably kept
Norman blood out of the House of Lords.
Radio would have told John the time of
high tide in the Wash. Lizzie, the Spinster
Queen, would have put the kybosh on a lot
of Drake's affairs-if she had had radio.
And if Nelson had had it !

History Repeated.
THOSE of you who recollect Cuthbert

the Rabbit, of the War period, will
know that he represented-correct me

if I am wrong-the type of person who
sought shelter from shells in Government
civil service. " Caution and safety first "
was his motto. Now ! When locomotives
were invented there were the gravest fears
for stray cows. Early motor -cars, and even
steam -rollers, had to be preceded by a
pedestrian with a red flag. In 1921-2, the
Civil Servant believed that broadcasting
would destroy the world's radio comtnuni-
cations, and he would not let the Marconi
Company broadcast for more than fifteen
minutes a week. And now-

The Primitive Human Boy.

IT
is only natural that my family should
take to Morse as a duck to water !
Inspired by his big sister the Girl Guide,

who is deep in the mysteries of " flag -
wagging," my small son actually kept
quiet for at least half an hour recently,
without asking me one single question. He
was " inventing a new code," he said. The
eclaircissement occurred at 7.45 a.m. this
morning, at which time I was awakened by
a series of hollow bangs. It was the boy,
beating with a cricket stump on an empty
box. His " code ". was " Loud, loud, soft,
loud," etc. I reduced it froM " soft " to
" inaudible," and sent him to wash his
knees.

Big Ben at the Falklands.
IS it new romance or the death -knell of

the old, that in the Falkland Islands,
where, by the way, the winds are so

strong that they can blow the fleas off a
dog, Big Ben is received nightly by radio ?
When one considers the tremendous strug-
gles of Anson's little fleet in its passage
round Cape Horn, and the epic fights of
innumerable windjammers on the same
tack since his time, the idea of London's
Clock actually being heard in the zone of
the -Falklands makes one wish that some of
the old mariners could revisit the scenes
of their exploits just for a day, to hear
Big Ben -and some jazz music

ARIEL.
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an
iLTOGRAPH'

TN many respects there has 11.1rdl y been a
-I. more fascinating application of radio

science than that inherent in the work-
ing of the recently -marketed Fultograph.
I know that in one or two quarters it is
inclined to be considered merely a sort of
radio plaything. Nevertheless, the Fulto-
graph possesses very many inherent possi-
bilities, and, if it still continues to be
favoured, there is no doubt of the fact that
ultimately it will come to be used as an
inevitable accompaniment to the regular
broadcasting of radio news.

The forthcoming of the Fultograph, how-
ever, in some aspects gives one to reflect
upon the oft -repeated observation that
" there is nothing new under the Sun."
Without a doubt, of course, the Fultograph
forms a new feature in the annals of radio's
applications, but the basic idea rests upon
principles which have been known for
nearly a century.

An Early Attempt.
A forerunner of the Fultograph will be

seen at Fie. 1. This is a reproduction from
an old print depicting a writing telegraph
invented in the forties of the last century by
a Scotsman. Alexander Bain. It is interest -

Fig. 3.-4t is most fascinating watching the
picture slowly build up on: the cylinder of the

instrument.

ing to note, in passing, therefore, that Bain's
electro-chemical telegraph utilised the basic
principle of the present-day Fultograph-
to wit, the decomposition of certain chemi-
cal solutions by means of the electric
current,

I think the electrical operating principles
of the Tultograph are well known enough
to most of my readers at the present time,
no matter whether they actually possess
such an instrument or not. At any rate,
very briefly, the Fultograph system com-
prises, in effect, two cylinders which rotate

* -40---------e- -¢.--.4.--.0.-4-4-.0-0----4---*

Some practical notes for amateurs
interested in this latest method of
picture transmission by means of

radio.
FROM A SPECIAL
CORRESPONDENT.

* AO -4.- *

synchronously, one cylinder being situated
at the transmitting end of the system, the
other being at the receiving end.

How it is Done.
The synchronous rotating of the cylinders

is accomplished by providing each cylinder
with a sort of magnetically -controlled
clutch, by means of which each cylinder is
stopped for the fraction of an instant at the.
beginning of each revolution, and then re-
started. Thus, the receiving cylinder is kept
in step with the cylinder at the transmitting
end of the system.

Around the transmitting cylinder is
wrapped a sort of copper negative of the
image to be transmitted. A stylus is made
to traverse this image in the same fashion
in which the reproducer of the old-fashioned
type of phonograph used to traverse its
cylindrical records. The copper image and
the stylus are in an electrical circuit, and,
therefore, owing to the inequalities in the
make-np of the image, a series of currents
are led to the transmitter connected to the
apparatus.

These current pulsations are then broad-
cast in the usual manner, and so reach the

Fig. 1.---A forerunner of the Fultograph ; a
writing telegraph invented in the " forties of

last century.

receiving part of the Fultograph. Here,
again, a stylus traverses a sheet of prepared
paper which has been wrapped around a
cylinder revolving synchronously with the
transmitting cylinder. Each impulse of
current effects a chemical decomposition of
the solution with which the paper is impreg-
nated, and in this manner the image forming
the -picture is built up in about four minutes.

Thus, when the transmitting stylus tra-
verses a dark area of the picture, it sends a
relatively heavy flow of current to the
receiving stylus. Consequently a greater
decomposition of the chemical material in
the paper is accomplished, and therefore the
dark shades of the original are reproduced.

Many amateurs find especially interesting
the fact that the picture on the receiving
cylinder can be built up seemingly out of

Fig. 2.-A simple experiment which illustrates
the principle of the Fultograph.

nothing, -merely by the passage of a platinum
stylus over the paper. The secret, however.
lies in the solution with which the prepared
paper is impregnated.

Simple Solution Employed.
If the amateur cares to take the trouble,

he can easily prepare for himself a quantity
of paper which will give rise to visible
writing merely by the passage of a battery
electrode over it. Take a small amount of
potassium iodide, and make it into a moder-
ately strong solution. Next, with the aid of
a small sponge, impregnate a piece of very
fine-grained white blotting paper (chemical
" filter -paper " is better to use) with the
iodide solution. Whilst the paper is still
damp, flatten it out on a metal surface, the
latter being connected to one pole of a
single dry cell. Now take a piece of wire

- (Continued on page 902.)
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. THE NEW B.B.C. H.Q. 1.
# Is the building of the new home for the B.B.C. extravagance, or is it
@ really needed?
+ By THE EDITOR. 1

1*

QUITE a storm of criticism has been
levelled at the B.B.C. in connection
with the new building it proposes

erecting as a future home for British
broadcasting. The B.B.C. has announced
that the building will cost anything between
£400,000 and £500,000, and more than one
correspondent to the newspapers has
suggested that this is sheer extravagance.
Questions have also been raised as to
whether it is necessary for the new studios
to have such a great capacity.
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The B.B.C. has briskly replied to these
criticisms, and declares a belief that the
erection of the new building. which is
being financed by a syndicate from which
the B.B.C. will lease or rent the premises,
is necessary.

It is pointed out that no capital ex-
penditure is being undertaken by the
Corporation ; the B.B.C. merely becomes
a tenant with an option to purchase.

Many critics seem to think that the
B.B.C. is piing to lay down something
like half a million pounds in hard cash,
but this is quite wrong. It will merely
have an option on the building, and the
cost of its erection will be borne by a
special syndicate. The B.B.C. points out
that the accommodation at Savoy Hill
is inadequate for the present broadcasting
service. When the alternative programme
service from Daventry began, it meant
an expansion of studio room at London,
for the programmes, in part, originate
in the London studios ; and when con-
trasting programmes are relayed, it means
a duplication, not merely of transmitters,
but also of studio accommodation.

Cramped Quarters.
Critics of the B.B.C.'s new venture

should also bear in mind that all pro-
ductions have to be rehearsed in the B.B.C.
studios, and in the new building provision
has been specially made for eight rehearsal
rooms, in order to relieve the congestion
at present experienced at Savoy Hill,
where, as can easily be believed, at least
six or more studios- are often required
for one production, and sometimes no
fewer than three broadcasts may be
originated at Savoy Hill under the present
methods of working.

The B.B.C.'s largest studio at present
is only 44 ft. by 25 ft., and few operas
can be presented in such a small space ;
for an opera calls for a big orchestra and
sometimes a large chorus. And that is
why very often the B.B.C. in the past
has had to hire outside halls for some
of its big productions.

It is difficulties like these which will
he overcome when the new building is
ready, and it is difficulties like these
which have made it imperative that the
B.B.C. look ahead and prepare for itself
more satisfactory, up-to-date, and com-
modious quarters.

The B.B.C.'s Expenditure.
A critic in the " Daily News " has worked

out an ingenious analysis of how the
B.B.C. spends its money, but this critic,
unfortunately, has based his criticism
on the idea that the £500,000 which the
B.B.C. building will cost will actually be
spent by the B.B.C.

However, the " Daily News " critic,
having sat up late one evening to work out
some mathematical details, has certainly
produced sonic aspects of the B.B.C.'s
balance -sheet which are interesting. Here
is one discovery he made : that the B.B.C.
transmitted programmes for 65,000 hours
during last year and, on its programmes,

listeners could be entertained at the rate
of £7 10s. Old. an hour.

He further calculated from facts given
in the B.B.C.'s own handbook that, inclusive
of fees, staff salary, power, taxes, de-
preciation on property, land -line charges,
and everything else, the B.B.C. programmes
cost only £13 17s. 5d. an hour to produce.

However, the point of this mathematical
analysis of the B.B.C.'s expenditure has
nothing to do really with the cost of the
new Broadcasting House, but it does
suggest that either more money should be
spent on the programmes, or alternatively
the B.B.C. should reduce the number of
hours of transmission.

Curtail the Programmes ?
We agree with the " Daily News " critic

when he suggests that the latter should
appeal most to common-sense, for a
reduction of programtne hours would mean
a reduction of running expenses, and
consequently there would be more money
to spend on programmes ; and, furthermore,
the public would not have so much broad-
casting that they wouldn't know what
to do with it.

After all, theatres and picture palaces
do not start entertaining at all sorts of
hours of the day ; and, apart from news
bulletins, weather reports, etc., we suggest
that the B.B.C.'s main programme should
start about half -past seven.

Not Financed by Listeners.
However, that will always be a bone of

contention, but the main thing is that,
when criticising the B.B.C., let us be
certain of our facts, and we hope further
correspondents to the newspapers who
adversely criticise the B.B.C. because of
its future home will bear in mind that the

BEFORE THE MIKE.

Madame Sugeia, the famous 'cellist, broadcasting from one of the studios at 2 L 0.

spent £487,728 8s. 6d. We have. the " Daily
News " critics word for it that this works -
out at just £7 10s. ogd. per hour. As he
rightly points ,out, it seems absurd to
suggest that two and a half million licence -
holders, or something like twelve million

cost is not being borne by the B.B.C.,
and consequently not by licence-holdeA.

That argument may crop up later on,
When the B.B.C. has to decide whether
to exercise its optimi and so purchase
the building outright.
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IS it really only one of the sexes which
tends to follow the fashion blindly, I
-wonder ? It seems very doubtful to

anyone who has watched the development
of the loud speaker in recent years !

Not so very long ago we all used horn -
type speakers of one type or another, arid
we were fairly happy with them so long
as we got what we called " pure " repro-
duction, that is, so long as there were no
noticeably jarring or broken notes and no
" blasting." Every now and again, how-
ever, we got a rude shock : some really
musical person would come along and start
off quite pleasantly, agreeing that wireless
was certainly very wonderful, and then
proceed to give us what our American
friends call an ear -full.

We would be told that it wasn't even
a colorable imitation of what the band was
really playing, that quite a number of the
instruments couldn't be heard at all, that
others sounded all wrong in various ways,
and in 'fact that the reproduction wasn't
worth listening to as music. It might
not be put quite as tactlessly as that,
and it Was generally watered down with
assurances that it was very much better
than most wireless, but that was the gist of it.

It was all rather upsetting to anyone who
was proud of his set, but at first I don't
think many of us worried very much. For
one thing the wonder of it all was too fresh
and the novelty of receiving a living enter-
tainment programme in our own homes
was too great, and for another we could
always fall back on the thrill of picking
up distant stations abroad. That always
silenced the musical critic and made him
agree that it really was a very fine, set
atter all
Disillusioned.

As time went on, all the same, we began
to realise that perhaps there was something
wrong after all. The .deeper notes seemed
to be lacking, we couldn't hear drums pro-
perly, and orchestral stuff 'seemed to lack
robustness. -It was difficult to notice these
things, of course, because the ear has an
extraordinary power of getting used to
even very imperfect reproduction and
becoming deaf to its defects.

We did get a lurking suspicion, however,
and it was confirmed when the various

NOW TO MAKE

°WREAKERS
No.5. THE PW BETTER -BALANCE CONE

An article of great interest to anyone who aims at truly realistic repro-
duction. It shows how far we can be led astray by following fashions
too blindly, and gives valuable practical instructions for improving the

response of a speaker to those much -neglected higher notes.
By THE " P.W." RESEARCH AND CONSTRUCTION DEPARTMENT.

early cone speakers began to make their
appearance. Their makers told us that
here at last were speakers which would
reproduce the low notes, arid so it came to
be admitted that the previous types did
not do so.

Chasing Bass !
nit began it, and pretty soon the new

fashion was well started and more and more
of us 'began to chase the elusive bass notes,
getting very worried over the rival merits
of R.C. and transformer coupling, and so
on, all with a view to making sure we got
plenty of bass. Nowadays it seems that
the one thing we all ask first about a new
speaker is, does it reproduce the bass
fully ? " and it has really become quite a

A rear view of the complete speaker, showing how
the supplementary " high note strengthener " is
fitted to the back. The small round hole seen
immediately above it was for the purpose of getting

at the adjusting knob of the main unit.

craze. If a speaker booms out strongly on
bass notes many people -seem apt to- take
the rest of its performance for granted,
often with rather deplorable results.

Matters have gone so far that it Seems
really time to call a halt for consideration.
Of course, if we were simply getting good
bass reproduction added to our previous
adequate response on the higher notes,
there would be no possible cause for com-
plaint, but are we ? Frankly, we are

not : many modern commercial cones
give us bass absolutely at the expense of
the higher notes, and to an ear which has
not grown deadened and accustomed to
this sort of imperfection their performance
is almost as untrue as that of the discarded
horn types.

Moreover, if you listen critically to a
very great number of these cones (there
are exceptions, of course) you will find
that they are not even reproducing the low
notes properly. True, there is some sort
of response on bass notes, but it sounds
booming and unnatural, all bass instru-
ments sounding rather alike. This is what

as false bass, and is the
perhaps natural result of the manufac-
turer's endeavour to supply a public
demand.

Now, false bass is generally due to some
sort of resonance effect, and may have
been introduced deliberately or accidentally.
However it may have arisen, the effect
is not at all pleasant once you have dis-
covered it, and many of us are now looking
for ways of getting true bass reproduction
which shall be free from the objectionable
boominess which is so pronounced a feature
of the false variety, with its deplorable
effects on speech in particular. A really
good moving -coil speaker is one solution,
of course, but that is hardly a practical
way out for the user of the average medium-
sized set with limited H.T. for whom we
are mainly concerned in this series of
articles.
A Temptation Resisted.

Much can be done with the cone type
of speaker, as those readers who have
built one of the instruments described in
" P.W." recently will have discovered for
themselves. In none of these designs have
we introduced false bass, although we knew
how fond of it some people have grown.
Each will give a good measure of real honest
low note reproduction, and at the same
time is free from the booming over -emphasis
of certain particular low tones which is so
common among the instruments which
get their effects by means of bass resonance.

Further, they all give a pretty good
account of themselves on the upper register,
and so give a brightness and brilliance to

(Continued on next page.)
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iI HOW TO MAKE
LOUD SPEAKERS.

(Continual from previous page.)

* 4. 4. 4. 4. *
the reproduction of orchestral music and a
naturalness to speech and vocal music
hardly ever heard from instruments suffering
from false bass. This, in my experience, is
of great importance in securing reproduc-
tion which is really pleasing and natural, and
matters far more than getting a tremendous
boom on the drums which drowns all the
other instruments.

Improving the High Notes.
It is largely a matter of compromise, and

still we have not reached perfection, even
within the limits of the normal type of
cone using one of the standard units. What

e have aimed at in this series is a good
balance between the upper and lower
register, and' provided you mount each
"speaker on a baffle or in a cabinet you will
find we have gone a long way towards
success. The bass is full and
convincing, even if not quite
up to moving -coil standard,
and by avoiding the over-
emphasised false variety of
bass we have been able to
get a good deal of the brilli-
ance which comes from high
note response.

Even so, in the design of
every speaker and driving
unit, it is largely a matter of
compromise between upper
and lower register, and a
trifle more brilliance would
improve all these speakers to
a really :critical ear. They
may be, and we believe are,
extremely good as they stand,
but if you are aiming at the
very . best possible results
within the limits of your re-
sources, this point is worthy
of consideration.
Alternative Scheme.

It is really rather a matter
of "gilding the lily," and it is
only expected to interest the
truly critical user, but it
deserves consideration. A
good deal of work has been
(lone on the problem in the
" P.W." Research Depart-
-ment; and the general-con-
clusion reached is that within
the limited constructional re-
,sourm of most readers a good compromise
betWeen upper and lower registers is all that
can-. be achieved with a single reproducing
unit..A,A very successful alternative scheme has
been developed, hoWever, which involves
the.addit ion of a second unit, specially faked
to add the desired emphasi# to the higher
.notes, and it is this which we are describing
and illustrating this week. New, it is a
relatively simple matter to make a small
supplementary cone speaker which shall be
weak in the bass register, and strong on the
high. We have found that if one of these is
worked into one of the standard designs in
a suitable way there is an improvement in
brilliancy which is distinctly' perceptible
to a critical ear.

The constructional part of the business
is very siniple, and the photos give you
almost all the details you need. A unit
which we have found very suitable for use
in this little supplementary " high note
strengthener " is the cheaper model Blue
Spot (the non-adjustable one), and this is
mounted upon a wooden support in the
manner you see illustrated.

The Supplementary Cone.

It carries a small -sized cone made of the
usual grade of Kraft paper (about 120 lbs. to
the ream) or light drawing paper, the actual
dimensions of the cone not being at all
critical. A suitable size is a diameter across
the mouth of 5 in. and a radius of about
3 in. This cone is so small and light that
it needs no suspension round the edge, and
the desired end is best achieved .by leaving
it quite free, the only support being at the
point of attachment to the cone unit. Since
this point carries the whole weight it is as
well to use a little Seccotine or Duroflx here.

The placing of this supplementary unit
calls for a little care, and we have found that
a very good position is in the back of the
main cabinet (see photos). A bole of a

The back of the cabinet removed from the main portion, showing
how the supplementary unit is fitted up. The exact position for this
unit needs to be determined with a little care to see that it does not

foul any of the parts of the main reproducer.

diameter half an inch greater than the
finished diameter of the cone should be cut
here, and the unit mounted upon the inner
side of the detachable back -piece, so that
the cone comes nicely in the centre of the
new opening. It will then be able to move
freely without fouling the edge or the hole
in the cabinet back, and the air gap all
round will help to produce the desired effect.

Connecting the Unit.
It now remains merely to connect the

extra unit into circuit, and here a little
testing is necessary. If your set has an out-
put filter the units will probably go best in
series, but they should also be tried in
parallel.

'G. P. K.

*
PICTURE TELE-

GRAMS BY RADIO?

T has been suggested that the advent
of picture transmission. as used regu-
larly by .the Daily Press, may revo-

lutionise our postal telegraph system by
enabling telegrams to be transmitted en
masse, instead of word, by word, a facsimile
of the sender's handwriting being, of
course, received.

That the transmission of a written or
printed page is a practical proposition is,
of course, proved beyond doubt, for it is
simply the transmission of a picture.
Whether the scheme presents commercial
possibilities, however, is cptiM another
matter.

The constant aim of telegraph engineers
is to proVide facilities for transmitting
a maximum number of words per minute
along one pair of wires. The time occupied
in the preparation of the matter to be
transmitted, whether it be photograph,
telegram, ,or printed page, is of minor
importance ; but it is vital to avoid a
quantity of matter " queuing up."
Highly Inefficient.

Consequently, if any new system is
to be of commercial importance, it Must
be able to compete with existing systems
in the matter of words per minute trans-
mitted.

It would appear at first sight as if the
transmission of a single picture must be
a shorter process than the transmission of
a string of, say, thirty words. This is 'not
the ease, however.

The transmission of a telegram of normal
size would occupy about five minutes by
the most rapid picture transmission 'system.
If the size of the sheet were reduced,
the time of transmission would be corre-
spondingly shortened ; but even when the
sheet and the handwriting are reduced to
the smallest dimensions possible, there
is such a very large ratio of blank paper
to written matter, all of which must he
transmitted, that the process is highly
inefficient.

There is also a limit to the advantage
that can be gained by reducing the size
of the characters, even if these were printed,
because a certain minimum number of
impnlses must be sent out for the clear
transmission of any letter ; and if the
letter is reduced below the size required
to produce that number, distortioii results.

Very Different Proposition.
Turning to the telegraph system, it is

possible to send as many as twelve messages
simultaneously in one direction along a
pair of wires by means of a " wired wireless "
system. Combining this system with
special transmitting apparatus, it is possible
to transmit more than 700 words per
minute, which is a.. very different propo-
sition from, say, a 50 -word telegram in five
minutes.

Add to this the difficulties of distribution
to small local offices which could not be
equipped with costly apparatus, and it
appears very doubtful whether the relatively
small advantages gained will ever make
facsimile telegram transmission a com-
mercial proposition.
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HAVE you ever con-
sidered what a very
handy thing it is

to have your receiving
outfit in two distinct parts-Le. the
receiver proper and the L.F. amplifier ?
It is not a scheme likely to appeal to
the man who simply wants a compact
outfit which is to be used for reception
pure and simple, and not for experi-
mental work, but it has many good points
from the point of view of the man whb
spends a good deal of time trying out
new circuits and so on.

If you have a good standard amplifier
always at hand it means that whenever
you want to try out a new receiver you

need only complete it up to the detector
stage. Having got so far you simply hitch
on the standard amplifier and proceed to
your tests right away, with a considerable
saving in time, work, and expense.

Power and Sens:tivity.
Again, if you are interested in 'L.F.

circuits it is a very handy thing to have a
small receiving set always available which
contains no L.F. stages. Then when yon
want to try some particular type of L.F.
amplifier all that you need do is to build
it up as a separate unit and test it by
feeding in a small signal from the standard
receiver just mentioned.

..... -4,- 41.1*.
A remarkable wave -change one-

+ valuer which is suitable for all wave-
- lengths. It can also be used in

conjunction with the " Duo " Ampli-
fier (described in another page) to
make a really efficient and up-to-

date loud -speaker outfit.

By THE " P.W. " RESEARCH
AND CONSTRUCTION DEPT.

Altogether, you will see, a two -unit outfit
is a great help in general experimental work,
and so we have produced a design for one
with the necessary features to make it
as useful as possible. At the same time, it
will be found to make a very good and
flexible outfit for general work in addition,
with remarkable power and sensitivity
(it is -much above the ordinary "Det. and
2 L.F." standard, for reasons which we
shall see). It would be a mistake, then,
to regard. the " Duo "
design as- one solely for
the experimenter.

The circuit of the
complete outfit is very
similar to that of
" Everybody's " Three,
and it has similar
features of tremendous
power and excellent
sensitivity which made
the latter such an out-
standing design. The
L.F. side has a similar
powerful arrangement
of two transformer
stages, properly
arranged with a stabilis-
ing device on the de-
tector stage to- prevent
howling due to battery
coupling.

It is, however, some-
what simpler than the
L.F. side of " Every-
body's " Three, since it
was desired to keep the
cost down as much as

possible in view of the
fact that the amplifier
will be simply an addi-
tional piece of apparatus

to many people. The main difference is
that no output filter is provided, the
reason being that it was felt that users of
this outfit are likely to possess one as a
separate unit, and it is obviously unneces-
sary to duplicate it.
A Good Factor of Safety. ,

As it stands, the outfit is pretty " safe,"
and will work with almost any pair of trans-
formers and H.T. battery. If, of course,
you find that with your particular trans-
formers there is a tendency to become un,
stable when the H.T. battery grows old -
it is simply necessary to add a filter output
circuit of the type in which the loud speaker
is wired between the plate of the last valve
and the L.T. circuit, with a 2 mfd, condenser
on either side, and all will be well. This,
by the way, is rarely necessary, since the
" de -coupling " device on the detector
stage is almost always enough.

So much for the general idea of the
" Duo " outfit. Now let us go into the

(Continued on next page.)

The general appearance of the " Duo " One from
the aerial end.
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THE P.W. DUO" ONE.
(Continued front previous page.)

details of the receiver proper. It is actually
a neat little single-valver of a sensitive and
selective type, with an efficient scheme of
switching to enable you to cover both
medium and long waves without coil
changing. A particularly good method of
reaction control is used which accounts in
no small measure for the unusual sensitivity
which we found the little set to possess on
test. (It will bring in quite a string of
foreign stations after dark.)

'As a matter of fact, a slightly different
method of reaction control is used on the
two wave -bands, each being the one found
most suitable for the purpose in this
particular set. On the lower waves " throttle
control " is used, and on the long waves this
is supplemented by additional Reinartz
reaction. If you are familiar with the art
of reading diagrams you will soon see how
this is done if you examine the circuit
carefully.

A Flexible Circuit.
On the lower waves the circuit is made up

with three plug-in coils. L, is the aerial
coil, which will be a No. 25 or 35 as a rule,
the smaller size giving greater selectivity,
but if the aerial is a very small one a No.

W/12//VG
40/A CRAM.

L.T.
SkV/TCH

S2

W.238.

*

PHONES /47:-

REA C7701V COND.

000/
0005
TUNING
COND.

0 I

WAVE -
CHANCE
S WITCH

C2

--L.7:"± EARTH A ER/A L.

40 or even 50 may be needed for this coil.
L2 is the tuned secondary, and this should
be a No. 60 (75 will do at a pinch). The
reaction coil is L3, and a No. 30 is usually
correct here, but a No. 60 or 75 can also be
tried if the valve is not a very freely
oscillating one.

a11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M11111111111111111111111mn

COMPONENTS

 1 Panel, 10 in. x 7 in. x ,11 in. or in -
- (Radion, " Kay Ray," Red Seal,

Trelleborg, Becol, Ebonart, Ripault,
etc.).

1 Cabinet to fit, with baseboard 9 in.
deep (Cameo, Raymond, Bond, Peto-
Scott, Arteraft, Lock, Makerimport,
Gilbert, Pickett, Caxton, etc.).

1 '0005 mfd. variable condenser, slow-
motion type, or with Vernier dial- (Lissen, Lotus, Cyldon, Igranic, Bur-
ton, J.B., Dubilier, Ripault, Geco-
phone, Formo, Colvern, Bowyer- E-

T,. Lowe, Ormond, Utility, etc.).
1 .0001 or .00015 mfd. reaction con-

denser (Bowyer -Lowe, Dubilier, Cyi
don, J.B., Igranie, Ormond, Peto- E
Scott, Burton, etc.).

1 L.T. switch (Benjamin, Lissen,
Igranie, Lotus, Burne-Jones, Pete- E

E Scott, etc.).
El 1 On -off switch of the pattern usually

employed for wave -change purposes
(Lotus, Lissen, Burne-Jones, etc.).

1 Sprung valve holder (Lotus, Igranic, =
W.B., Wearite, Formo, Burton,
Pye, Burndept, Ashley, Marconi -
phone. B.T.H., Redfern, Benjamin,
Bowyer -Lowe, Burne-Jones, etc.).

1 Standard loading coil (Quest Radio,
Paroussi, Lewcos, Burne-Jones, etc.).

3 Single coil mounts (Lotus, Peto-Scott,
etc.).

1 H.F. choke (R.I.-Varley, Lewccs,
Lissen, Bowyer -Lowe, Colvern, Du -
biller, Burne-Jones, Cosmos, Climax,

E --

E Igranic, Mareeniphone, etc.).
 1 Fixed condenser of .0003 mfd. (Lissen,= Burne-Jones, Dubilier, Igranie, Mul- - g- lard, T.C.C., Clarke, Goitone, etc.). =

1 Fixed condenser of '002 mfd (See
above).=

1 2-meg. grid leak with holder (Mallard,

7-z-=

;11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IIIFF,

== Lissen, Igranie, Dubilier, Pye, Edi-=
E swan, Carborundum, etc.). -
E.- 1 Terminal strip, 8 in. x 2 in. x 1, in. f,

and 8 terminals (Belling & Lee, -
= Igranic, Eelex, etc.).

Wire, screws, flex, ete.

The long -wave coil is marked L4, and this
is a " PAY." standard loading coil. A
tapping lead of flex is provided for
attachment to the 60 or 80 terminal on this
coil, and the portion between " 0 " and
whichever tap is used then becomes a
coupling winding for the aerial and also for
Reinartz reaction on the long waves. On
the lower waves, of course, the whole of this
coil, coupling winding included, is cut right
out by the wave -change switch S1. (This is
when the switch knob is pulled out.)

A Selectivity Point.
Selectivity is adjusted on the long waves

by placing the tapping lead on either the
60 or 80 terminal on the loading coil.
Selectivity is greatest on 60, but signal
strength is usually a little better on 80. In
any case, it is as well to try both and see
which suits your aerial best.

By the way, while we are on the subject
of selectivity, there is just one point which

(Continued on next page.)
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THE P.W. " DUO" ONE.

(Continued from previous page.) #

*

ought perhaps to be mentioned : the
selectivity of this set is well up to the best
standard for a receiver with no H.F. stage,
but if you live in the real " agony area "
within a few miles of the local you must not
expect to cut it out without the aid of a
wave -trap.

No ordinary set of this type can be ex-
pected to do it, but it is -a very simple matter
to add the standard " P.W. trap and shut
it out that way. (This trap has been
described in " Radiotorial " at various times
and is easy to make, or it can be bought
ready made at a very moderate figure from
various advertisers.) If you find the local
forcing its way in over a considerable part
of the lower wave -band and at the bottom
of the low -wave range, therefore, do not
be perturbed, but just hitch on a.trap and
you will find that it goes out and stays out
in a very satisfactory fashion.

Good on Short Waves.
Before we leave the tuning details it

should just be added that it is quite easy
to use the seton short waves also with very
good results, since the ieaction scheme

is a particularly efficient one for
this purpose. All that is needed is to take
out the broadcast size plug-in coils and
replace them with the correct sizes in one
of the standard short-wave series; such as
the Igranic and Atlas. .For example, for
reception on the interesting band of waves
between 20 and 35 metres, a coil of two turns
for L1, four turns for L2, and six for L3, will
be correct.

So far as the constructional work is con-
cerned, you will alrimst certainly find the
diagrams and photos a sufficient guide.
Just one or two points should perhaps be
mentioned in passing, however. First of
all, if you intend to use the set on short
waves, it is as well to space the coil sockets

about in. further apart than usual, since
most of the special short-wave coils are
rather broad.

As to the mounting of the H.F. choke,
this may look a little puzzling at first ; but
that is .simply because it is one of the
R.I.-Varley type, which can be mounted on
its side if desired. Any make can, of course,
be used, and mounted in the usual upright
position without affecting the set in any
way. The horizontal position shown was
only adopted because it made the wiring a
little simpler.

,The loading coil used was of a make which
calls for mounting flat on the baseboard,

ic,

rah
c2 'RV'

/ .?
4;

C,

IV
/72 i 44

Y775. PANEL ZAYOUT

but you can equally well use one of the type
which is mounted edgewise. Take care to
place it at right angles to the other coils if
this type is used, and all will be well.

Operating the set is very simple, of course,
since it is merely a matter of tuning on one
dial and adjusting reaction to the most
sensitive point (just short of the oscillation
point) to get the greatest volume. This
applies to distant stations : on the local you
should use no reaction at allif you want the
best possible quality.

To get smooth reaction you should try
different sizes of
reaction coil if neces
sary (a No. 50 will

Below : The " Dno " One with plug-in coils in position, while the
photo on the right shows the simple nature of the wiring in this

interesting receiver.

suit most valves, however) and adjust the
H.T. voltage on the detector. When the
amplifier is in use, by the way, the H.T.
voltage is automatically dropped to a
suitable value by being passed through
the resistance of the anti -motor -boating
device, and will be found correct for almost
any valve if the total battery voltage is
about 100 or 120. (See notes in amplifier
article re this point, also connections.)

Some Suitable Valves.
Next, as to valves. We have found

that one of the usual H.F. type is the most
suitable in this set as a rule, and 2-volters

go very well. Here are a
few examples: Millard
P.M.1 H.F., Mazda H.F.210,
Ediswan H.F.210, Cosmos
Short -Path Green Spot,
Cossor H.F.210, Marconi
and Osram H.L.'210, Dario
Bi-volt H.F., etc.

Finally, some hints on
short-wave work intended
for the newcomer to the
waves below 100 metres. So
far as regular broadcast
transmissions are concerned,
the most interesting wave-
band is that already men-
tioned. i.e. 20 to 35 metres.
This includes such stations
as 2 X A D (America), 5S W
(short-wave B.B.C. station),

8 X K (America), 2 X A F (America),
P C J J (Holland) and 3 L 0 (Melbourne),
all of which transmit regular proarammes.

All these stations can be picked up with
a " det. and L.F. " set (one L.F. stage is
usually the best for 'phone reception) at
times, but, of course, short-wave conditions
are very variable. However, if you look up
their times in " World Radio " you should
find one or two of them can_be heard most
nights during the winter, often so strongly
that they are quite audible on the detector
valve alone.
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LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.

"DRAMA" AT
SAVOY HILL

THE PROFESSOR AND THE
COLONEL- COMMUNITY
SINGING REVIVES - SOCCER
RELAYS FOR SCOTLAND
-WHAT ABOUT ENGLAND ?

* -4-- *
THE changes in the organisation of the

dramatic Department at Savoy Hill,
exclusively foreshadowed in POPULAR

WIRELESS, are now complete. Mr. R. E.
Jeffrey, formerly head of the department,
is handing over to Mr. Gielgud on January
.Ist. Mr. Jeffrey will be in charge of a new
department which will bear the interesting
name, " Programme Research."

Under Mr. Jeffrey will be Mr. Sieveking,
Mr. King -Bull, Mr. McConnell, and Mr.
Harding. It is believed that Mr. J. Watt,
the brilliant young producer at Belfast,
will be labsorbed '! by Mr. Gielgud. It has
taken the B.B.C. nearly seven years to
decide to encourage Programme Research
and experiments. Let us. hope that there
will be results within the next seven years.

There is certainly room for them ! Mr.
Gielgud, the new " Producer," is a promis-
ing young journalist who -did good work as
Assistant Editor of the " Radio Times."
He distinguished himself as producer of

Tilly of Bloomsbury," which was staged
as an amateur theatrical by the B.B.C..
Staff, with 'Sir John Reith and Admiral
Carpendale as ".leads."

The Professor and the Colonel.
The B.B.C. wisely refrained from being

" drawn " by the Press AMA over the row
between Professor Andrade and Colonel
Brand. The latter used to be " host " at
Itanelagh, where his urbanity was so
generally recognised that he came under
the notice of the B.B.O. when Savoy Hill
was searching for an official soother.

Colonel Brand is a tennis player of
Wimbledon standard and frequently does
running commentaries on big tennis
matches. It is understood that the diffi-
culties between Colonel Brand and Professor
Andrade were more acute than represented.
Sir John Reith is standing by Colonel
Brand.

Community Singing Revives.
Two months ago Mr. Joseph Lewis,

Musical Director at the Birmingham
Studios, inaugurated a series of radio
community singing concerts for 5 G
listeners. Now nobody knows more about
community singing than Mr. Lewis. Before
he joined the B.B.C. he was identified with
the " Get Britain Singing " movement,
and very ably he carried it through.

He understands his subject absolutely,
because he has made people sing in hospitals,
workhouses, and even gaols, and these things
take some doing. Community singing pro-
duces a wonderful psychological effect.
Mr. Lewis has used it with wonderful
results to raise money for charitable pur-
poses ; he employs it on Monday mornings
in a big Birmingham store to get the staff

in good fettle, thus improving the day's
takings, which otherwise so early in the
week might not be so satisfactory.

And now he is serving it up to listeners
in a novel way by an intimate treatment
which gives an impression that the trained
and rehearsed studio chorus and orchestra
are as new to their task as an audience in
an outside hall. The enthusiasm he
creates is so spontaneous and infectious
that listeners vote these concerts to be
among 5 G B's most popular items.

The last broadcast brought 600 congratu-
latory letters, and more than a hundred
copies of " The Old Arm Chair," a song for
which many people had asked but of which
Mr. Lewis had no copy. 5 G B is having
another radio community singing evening
on Tuesday, January 1st, consisting entirely
of plantation songs. Listen and see how
much you will enjoy it.

Soccer Relays for Scotland Only.
The desire-to put it mildly-of all

Scotsmen to get hold of the " bawbees," or
alternatively to get something for nothing,
is agitating the minds of the " outside
broadcast " officials at Savoy Hill. How is
it, they ask, logically argued that run-
ning commentaries on football matches
adversely affect attendances on English
grounds, while in Scotland they produce
just the opposite result ?

Certainly something is wrong some-
where. Take the case of Scotland first.
Running commentaries on several impor-
tant games have already been given this
season, and more are promised on New
Year's Day-Scotland's National holiday-

When measuring the voltage of the H.T. Battery do not place the
voltmeter across the battery, as shown, but measure the voltage whilst

the set is in action, so as to find the voltage " under load."

when the Rangers meet Celtic in the
biggest match of the Season, at Ibrox, and
on the following day of the game between
the Heart of Midlothian and Aberdeen.

There is also to be an eye -witness account
of the match between St. Mirren and
Dundee on January 5th, altogether a nice
little bunch of sporting events to which
listeners will look forward. But what is
happening on the South Side of the Border ?
Just nothing.

Only one club in the English League,
the Arsenal, will allow a description of their
games to be broadcast, and there is not
enough variety in having to depend on one
venue to make running commentaries
more than occasionally worth the trouble
and expense.

What About England?
Even in the forthcoming games of the

F.A. Cup competition it is by no means
certain that permission will be granted to
instal the microphone, though the B.B.0
are hopeful that this will be given. The
officials controlling the Rugby game are
not so short-sighted, and enthusiasts of the
oval ball who cannot get to Twickenham
will be pleased to learn that they can hear
descriptions of the play between England
and the Rest, and England v. Wales, on
January 5th and I 9th respectively.

It is very evident that there is more
than meets the eye behind itis refusal to
allow running commentaries on ithportant
Soccer games in England. If broadcasting
stimulates attendances in Scotand it must
equally improve the gates in England.

No keen supporter of football is content ,
with " listening " to a game
if he can possibly see it, but
on the other hand there are
thousands of luke-warm foot-
ballers who only need to hear
a game before determining to
be spectators.

Perhaps it would be better
for the B.B.C. to forget " baw-
bees " and keep an eye on the
powerful influences outside the
game, and then adopt a little
of those " reciprocal tactics "
that have successfully over-
come other awkward snacs
raised by the diehard element
against broadcasting.

TECHNICAL NOTES. By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

USING MAINS FOR AERIAL.
CORRECT VOLTAGES-OVERLOADING, Etc., Ete.

4

4

* -----^0-4-11.4- *
Using Mains for Aerial.

IN some circumstances a good deal of
trouble can be saved by using the
electric -light wire as an aerial, especially

where the locality is known to be a poor
one for radio reception.

It is difficult, in fact, impossible, to say
definitely in what particular cases the use
of the electric -light wiring systems will
be most satisfactory for reception, and in
what cases it will be unsatisfactory. I
can only say that for those who are situated
in places where the use of an outdoor

antenna is impossible, or, at any rate,
inconvenient (for example, in flats), the
use of the electric -light wiring as the wave
interceptor, if it proves to be satisfactory
so far as reception is concerned, has the
great advantage of convenience and cheap-
ness.

Correct Voltages.
Assuming that the maximum signal

pick-up has been obtained the next step
is to look over the receiver itself, and one

(Continued on page 898.)
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THE ALL
ELECTRICvsLvE

ICATION
WIRELESS OPERATION

If only valves would work without accumulators and
without H.T. batteries !
Yet this is now actually possible with the Met -Vick All -
Electric Valve which in combination with a suitable elim-
inator (like the Model 'B') enables everyone living in an
electrically lit house to operate a wireless set straight off
the mains like a lamp or other domestic appliance.
These amazing Met -Vick All -Electric Valves have solved
the problem of mains operation. They are standardized
by the leading set makers. They are so designed that they
can be plugged into an existing battery set without alter-
ing the wiring, thus making conversion into an All -Electric
set easy.
Met -Vick All -Electric Valves will improve a set out of all recognition.
With these wonderful valves and All -Electric operation the H.T.
never fades away, the L.T. is always just right.
Met -Vick All -Electric
supremely successful

J
Valves are without

valves obtainable.

MET-VICK All -Electric
Valves AC /G for all but

doubt the most

Convenient hire last stage 151 --AC /R Fully descriptive
purchase
arranged if
ired.

terms
des-

last stage(power)-17 /6.

Disc Adaptors, price 6d.
enable MET- VICK
All -Electric Valves to
be fitted into existing

illustrated liter-
ature and name
of nearest dealer

on request.

1 Valve Holders.

MET -NICK
VALVES- SETS-COMPON ENTS
Metro -Vick Supplies Ltd., 155, Charing Cross Road,

London, W.C.B.

The model "B" Eliminator connec-
ted to a wall plug or lamp socket
provides heater current for the All.
Electric Valves, five tappings for the
H.T. supply, up ,to 180 volts 20
milliamps, and automatically rem".
lated grid bias taps for the last stage.
Price complete wiih Met.Vick Rect.
ifying Valve for A.C. £8. For D.C.£7 2 6.

The Met -Vick 3 Valve All -Electric
Mains Operated Set for Local, Day.
entry. 6, many Continental Stations.
The extremely high quality repro-
duction is a special feature. It is
very suitable for new Regional
Scheme. Price complete with
Valves, coils and Royalties, A.C.
£12 17 0. D.C. £13 8 0.

The Met -Vick 4 Valve All -Electric
is called the "All Necessary Perfor-
mance" set, one H.F. stage, low loss
coils and condensers, loose coupled
Tuned aerial, it gets anywhere and
everywhere at Loud Speaker
strength. Price, complete with
Valves, coils and Royalties A.C.
£17 14 6. D.C. £18 7 6.

Met -Vick 5 Valve All -Electric.
More powerful, of course, than the
Met -Vick 4. In beautiful cabinet
with cupboards for L.T. and large
size H.T. Eliminators, 220 volts 35
milliamps. For A.C. or D.C. supply
price complete with all accessories,
except Loud Speaker, and including
Royalties. In Oak £47 9 0. In
Mahogany £50 19 0.

For Constructors: This Met -Vick
combined Transformer furnishes
current for the Met -Vick indirectly
heated Valves and for the Rectifying
Valve in Eliminator. Price, any
voltage £1 17 6.

R. V. 136.
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A GERMAN SHORT -WAVER.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-In the Christmas Number of " P.W."
Mr. E. Birchenall, of Manchester, asks for information
with regard to a short-wave station which broadcasts
very slow speech in German and uses a metronome
signal during intervals. On December 7th, at 17.50,
1 picked up a station sending very slow speech in
German and which used a metronome signal during
intervals which at times were very long. The name
of the station and call -sign were frequently mentioned.
The name was Doberitz, call -sign A F K, wave -length
67.65 metres (4,434 kc.). According to " World
Radio," this station has a power of 5 kw. and broad-
casts on two different frequencies, 4,434 kc. (67.65 m.)
and 7,968 kc. (37.65 m.), every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday, from 10.00-11.00 G.M.T. and again from
18.00-19.00 G.M.T.

I have also heard POLL on 38,8 in. (7,732 kc.),
P B 6, the Dutch experimental station ; another
Dutch station on the same wave -length as P C L L,
which frequently announced " Hier Amsterdam, 2 A 0
A G J, 6 W T," and one or two French stations. This
is not much of a bag, I know, but I have only been
experimenting on the short waves. for a little over a
week. The set is a hooked -up one-valver using a
circuit similar to the detector portion of the Empire
Two.

On the broadcast wave -band, using a one -valve set
I constructed early in 1924 from a " P.W." circuit,
I have logged between 50 and 60 stations, including
a number of amateurs and two American, W B
and W G Y. The first time I heard these American
stations was in the late autumn of 1924, and it was
some thrill. I hope to hear a few more of these
distant stations when I get my short-wave set going
properly.

With best wishes to POPULAR WIRELESS and its
staff.

Yours faithfully,
T. A. GORDON GODDARD.

Gloucester,

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
Dear Editor,-With reference to Mr. Birchenall's

inquiry about identity, frequency, and power of the
unknown German station, I hold the following
letter, which may interest other short-wave en-
thusiasts :

" Berlin,
December 1st, 1928.

" Dear Sir,-Best thanks for your letter com-
municating us, that you receive our A F K short-
wave sender good, without great fadings. We make
here, with that sender, experiments with waves from
15-100 metres, and change most every week the
wave. We have not yet tried a fixed program ;
when we give, we send 15 minutes talk, and 15
minutes metronome, or music by means of gramo-
phone ! We principally study the fadings to the
dillint hour, and the quality of the modulation.

" Yours truly,
WALTER PODEHL,
" Wilhehnshavenerstr 68."

Without a doubt this is Mr. Birchenall's " ghost " I
He used to worry me a lot on occasions, but his
letter explains it ell away. And now for a friendly
" tilt " at W. L. S. (whose articles have always been
Of a 'Very helpful nature); A F -K does give his con-
sign (ar-eff-Kar) more frequently now, but I agree
with W. L. S. that his transmission is just about
as perfect as I have heard on short waves. I should
also like to mention that P C L L does not work on
18 metres (as advertised), but his Q R A card gives

-*--41.--41.--11,-4.--*--0-40-1-4,-11.-4.-

CORRESPONDENCE.

A GERMAN SHORT -
WAVER.

SHORT WAVE HINTS. -A NEW
DUTCH STATION. - THE NAIROBI

STATION, etc.

Letters from readers discussing interesting and
topical wireless events, or recording unusual
experiences are always welcomed ; but it must
be clearly understood that the publication of
such does in no way indicate that we associate
ourselves with the views expressed by our
correspondents, and we cannot accept any
responsibility for information given.-EDITOR.

38.8, and his times of transmission are 16.00 till 19.00
G.M.T. (and not 14.00 till 16.00) as advertised (not by
POPULAR WIRELESS) Tell Mr. Kendall to get busy
with some more circuits, please.

I wish yourself and all the staff a prosperous New
Year.

Yours faithfully,
PERCY TAYLOR.

Stoke Newington, N.16.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
Dear Sir,-I note that your correspondent, E.

Birchenall, of Manchester, asks for the identity of
a powerful German short-wave station, and although
he gives no wave -length. I have little hesitation in
declaring it to be A F K Doberitz (5 kw.),

The strength of this transmitter is wonderful,
and I can receive hint under almost any conditions,
with or without aerial. Trusting that this inforta-
tion will be of use and wishing " P.W." the best of
luck.

Faithfully yours,
WALTER C. HOWARD.

Thirsk.

SHORT-WAVE HINTS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I wonder if the following hits may be
of use to short-wave enthusiasts.

(1) If hand capacity is found to be bad, cut a
" nick " across the vernier knob with a fine fret saw,
then after tuning -in with the hand in the ordinary
way, re -time by the aid of a screwdriver and the
above -mentioned " nick."

(2) If results with ordinary earth and aerial are
not quite " up to the mark," try a small double
indoor aerial slung across the room, as directional as
possible (nearly due west for Schenectady). Then
use your outdoor aerial as an earth-presumably it
acts as a sort of counterpoise.

My set is the " Sydney Two "-results very satis-
factory using the above methods.

Yours truly,
" FOLLOWER."

British Army of the Rhine,
A P Post Office.

THE " ANTIPODES " ADAPTOR.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I ant writing to thank you for your
wonderful circuit (the " Antipodes " Adaptor). On
this circuit last Saturday, December 1st, I received
the following, P C J 3, and at 6.30, 2 X A F broad-
casting a football match. I had this until 9.20.
Have you heard of anyone else receiving same ? I
also received 2 XAF at 11.30 on Saturday, 3 L 0 on
Sunday.

Again thanking you for your most wonderful
circuit, and good luck to " P.W."

I remain yours sincerely,
Staffs. HALM; B. HALL.

A NEW DUTCH STATION ?
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I see in to -day's issue of " P.W." t hat
one of your readers receives PCJJ on his set at
good loud -speaker strength.

For the last four weeks or so, I have not been atAe
togetPC3Jat all, but am able to get a new Dutch
station (about 38 metres) at full loud -speaker strength.

I wonder if any other of your readers are unable
to get PCJJ now?

Yours faithfully,
H. W. BROWNSWORD.

Carnarvonshire.

THE "EMPIRE " TWO.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Having just completed the " Empire
Two," circuit, let me offer my congratulations.

My previous circuit was a pretty good one, giving
excellent results, but the " Empire " Two " puts it
in the shade."

I may add I have added a stage of R.C., the results
being far better than I expected.

The circuit you publish has been a long -felt want to
myself and many others, I should think, and the use
of plug-in coils a decided advantage to the average
constructor desirous of not going to the expense of
special coils.

I have not tried the short waves yet, but the sot
gives really excellent results on both Daveutry and
broadcast wave -lengths. A point noted, and an
important one, is the easy reaction control.

In conclusion, let me thank those responsible for
so splendid a circuit and that it is a Christmas gift
worthy of merit.

Keep on with the good work, and wishing your
paper every success.

Yours, etc.
Sunderland. L. WATSON.

THE NAIROBI STATION.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Referring to Mr. Coe's report on being
the first to receive 7 L 0 Nairobi Station.

We received this station on the 29th of July, 1028;
it came in at good 'phone strength, with slight mush,
receiver used screened -grid four, modification of
" Austral " Three.

American stations can be had any night, while
Australian stations vary. We received a confirma-
tion report from 7 L 0 giving particulars of their
transmissions. Their wave -length is 35 metres and
power 1 kilo, time between 4 and 7 G.M.T. Are see
the first to receive this station ?

Wishing " P.W." the success it deserves.
We remain,

Yours truly,
W. CHAPMAN and E. KINGSCOTT.

London, S.E.7.

IHAVE recently received full details of
a new schedule of transmissions from
P C J J, which shows that he is now

giving special programmes for different
countries at different times of day and
night. This schedule is very interesting,
if only on account of the choice of times for
reaching various countries with the greatest
degree of certainty. It is rather surprising
to note that in no way does it correspond
with the times at which stations in these
countries come in well in Europe ; the
PCJJ engineers have apparently obtained
reliable reports as to when their station is
heard best at various parts of the globe,
and drawn up the schedule from them.

One Way Traffic !
I have always held that when a signal

from, say, Great Britain is getting to Brazil
at its best, the Brazilian reply is not at its
best. Further, as amateur transmitters
know only too well, when one calls a "test,"
or " C Q call. and several stations reply
to it, those that are getting your call best
are often those that are entirely inaudible
on your receiver, and the ones that you can

SHORT-WAVE
NOTES.
By W. L. S.

hear are probably not getting you nearly as
well as the others ! It is a sort of " short-
wave one-way traffic " business.

The times of P C J J's transmissions most
likely to interest readers are : Thursday
and Friday, 1,800-2,000 and Thurs-
day, 2,300 till midnight. The wave -length
is about 33 metres, and if you can't find
PCJJ you would be well advised to build
a new receiver !

I have recently spent many late nights
on the calibration of a short-wave hetero-
dyne wave -Meter, from two or three quartz
crystals. The wave -meter has got to be
a super -accurate job, and it is altogether a
very ticklish piece of work to get every-
thing to fit in. The actual range of the
wave -meter is from about 60 metres to 110

metres, so that its harmonics will cover all
bands down to 10 metres with ease. The
wave -lengths of the only two really accu-
rately calibrated crystals available are
179.5 metres and 201.7 metres.

Beaten By Beats !
So far, from the two crystals I have

produced fifteen different beat notes with
the various harmonics of the crystals and
" overtones " of the wave -meter, but I am
still at sea as to exactly what harmonics
some of them are ! When you get a beat
note that can, from the rough curve, only
be produced by the 3rd harmonic of the
wave -,meter beating with the seventeenth
harmonic of one of the crystals it becomes a
little difficult to sort things out.

A wave -meter calibrated from standard
crystals is, however, well worth the trouble,
and need not itself be made in too much
of the form of a precision instrument, since
if any small shift does take place the
crystals are always reliable and may be
depended upon to give the original readings.
In many cases a minute alteration of the
wave -meter dial sets things right again.
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THE
'ELECTRIC EYE"

Fundamental, but simply - told, facts concerning
Photo -electric cells for the Radio -picture and Tele-

vision Enthusiast.
By J. F. CORRIGAN, M.Sc., A.I.C.

UNTIL some radically different contri-
vance is discovered, the photo -electric
cell, or the " electric eye," as it is

often picturesquely described, must of
necessity constitute the heart of any appa-
ratus purporting to transmit pictures by
television methods.

Of course, selenium cells can and have
been used for such a purpose, but owing to
the enormous strides which have recently
been made in the construction and develop-
ment of photo -electric cells, there is no
doubt that they are more than ever likely
to hold the field for television purposes until
the at present unknown and much -wanted
" valve ' of that new science is discovered.

Advantages of Selenium.
Photo -electric cells, as is well known,

differ fundamentally from selenium cells
in that they actually generate current under
the influence of light. Cells of the selenium
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type merely change in resistance under the
light impulse, there being with these devices
no actual generation of current. As would
be expected, both these light-sensitive
devices, have their own champions and
opponents.

Certainly, selenium cells have their own
advantages. They are rather more robust
in construction, and the current which they
allow to flow is greater than that generated
by a cell of the photo -electric type. But,
on the other hand, a photo -electric cell
proper is generally a much more sensitive
means of converting light impulses into
electrical currents, and, primarily on this
account, it is being developed to its fullest
extent.

Generating a Current.
The principle on which the modern photo-

electric cell works has been known for some
years. When light rays fall on certain sub-
stances, notably thin layers of the alkali
metals, such as potassium, sodium, rubi-

Fig. 3. - An American
photo.electrio cell of the

vacuum type.

dium and caesium,
the light impulse
causes a nega-
tively -c harged
electron to be re-
leased from each
atom of the metal.
These knocked -off
electrons are free,
and, therefore, if
an external cir-
cuit is made to
the cell, they will
flow through it,
thus giving rise to
an electric
current.

A diagram
showing the con-

structional principle of a
modern photo -electric cell
is given at Fig. 1. The
shaded parts of the diagram
represent portions of the
inner walls of the cell,
which are silvered. On
these silvered portions is
deposited a very thin layer
of either potassium, rubi-
dium, or sodium, these
portions of the cell forming
the cathode. An anode
plate is placed more or less
centrally within the cell,
and, by means of an
external battery, a difference of potential
is provided between the cathode and the
anode.

The cell, of course, is highly exhausted,
and placed in a light -tight box, merely the

" window " of the cell being exposed to
light rays.

A cell of this type will give a current of
10-8 amperes when it is exposed to the light
of a 60 -watt gas -filled lamp situated six
inches away from it. These vacuum photo-
electric cells are very constant, and they
are perfectly reliable in action, not being
influenced by temperature and many other
external conditions. Although these cells
will work without an external " driving
potential," the application of the latter
greatly increases their efficiency.

Fig. 2.-Typical
vacuum -type photo-

electric cell.

Fig. 2 shows an English -made photo-
electric cell, constructed on the principle
of the diagram, Fig. 1 ; whilst at Fig. 3 is
illustrated a similar type of cell, although
rather less sensitive, constructed after an

American design.
The Latest Type.

One of the most recent
developments of the
" electric eye " is the
gas -filled photo -electric
cell, the latest type of
which is illustrated at
Fig. 4. In this cell, the
light-sensitive surface of
finely -deposited potas-
sium is formed on a
silvered cup which is to
be seen within the upper
part of the cell. This
cup acts as the cathode
of the cell, the anode
comprising a disc of wire
gauze placed centrally
within the cell.
(Continued on next page.)

Fig. 4.-The most recent photo -electric cell. The General Electric Co.'s
gas -filled type.
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(Continued from previous page.) t

Gas -filled cells of this type are much
more sensitive than those of the vacuum
type, for in the former the liberated current
is magnified by its passage through the
rarefied gas existing within the cell, the
electrons of the primary current colliding
with the particles of rarefied gas and thus
liberating more electrons which augment
the total current obtained from the cell.

Despite the fact that gas -filled photo-
electric cells provide several hundred times
as much current as do the vacuum cells,
the current derived is too small to be of any
practical use. On this account it is necessary
for any photo -electric cells to be connected
up to a valve amplifier, a diagram of the
typical connections made being given at
Fig. 6.

An Ingenious Development.
In a special type of cell constructed by

Dr. V. Zworykin, of the American Westing-
house Company, an ingenious attempt has
been made to overcome the necessity of
having a separate amplifying valve for use
with the sensitive cell, the Zworykin

Thermionic photo -electric " cell, illus-
trated at Fig. 5, containing within it the
elements of the light-sensitive cell and those
of a valve amplifier. This cell, however, is
of the vacuum type, and is therefore not

as sensitive to light
impulses as the gas -
filled cell.

A cell of the latter
type, correctly ad-
justed and working
at a distance of
about five or six
inches from a 60 -watt
electric lamp, will
deliver up a current
of about 30-40
micro -amperes, which
is just about the
order of current
which operates the
headphones of a
crystal set working
at reasonable
efficiency.

Gas -filled photo-
electric cells, of
course, possess none
of the " lag " which
characterises many
of the older types
of selenium cells.
They will, in fact,
respond instantly

and accurately to rays of light vibrating
as many as 5,000 times per second.

SHORT-WAVETTES

Fig 5.-The Zworykin
thermionie photo -electric
cell, which combines both
the light-sensitive ele-
ments and the necessary

valve amplifier,

*
One of the most Important factors relative to

smooth oscillation on a short-wave set .is the
degree of coupling of the aerial coil.

If a short-wave set is inclined to give " fierce "
or " floppy " reaction, do not forget that a
readjustment of the high-tension voltage will
often make a great cieal of difference to this.
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TIME PROBLEMS
IN RADIO.

By W. GORDON CAMPBELL.

IF someone were to ask you " When does
the New Year begin ? " you would
probably pity his ignorance and ex-

plain that it begins immediately after
midnight on December 31st, according to
the local time at any place on the earth's
surface. In other words, according to our
mode of reckoning time, that interesting
event would be celebrated throughout a
period of 24 hours-that is, during a com-
plete revolution of the earth on its axis-
in order to cover the whole circumference
of the globe.

But if the inquirer, thirsting for further
knowledge, should continue : " Yes, I
understand all that, but where does it
begin ? " probably nine persons out of
ten would be " stumped " and find it diffi-
cult to give a ready answer. New Year's
day, or any other day, must begin some-
where on the earth's surface as the zero
line from which the day is reckoned. The
explanation of this problem is as follows :
Many years ago it was agreed between the
principal Powers that the day should be
assumed to begin on the earth at the
180th degree of longitude east (and west)
of Greenwich, that is, half -way round the
globe. Some people imagine that as the
zero meridian of longitude passes through
Greenwich the day must begin there, but
that is, of course, a mistake.

Walking Into Yesterday.
The imaginary line forming the 180th

meridian of longitude passes from the
South Pole northwards through the Pacific
Ocean, a little to the east of New Zealand,
as shown in the acconpanying diagram.
It lies between the Fiji Islands on the west
and Samoa on the east but, in order to
avoid the inconvenience of dividing solid
land, the line threads its way entirely over
water, otherwise one might find, for
example, that his dining -room was in
Friday while his bedroom was still in
Thursday !

Again, after enjoying the New Year on
the west of the line, he could paddle his
canoe about twenty-four hours later to a
friend's house to the east of the line and
celebrate that event a second time. In
consequence of this convention the captains
of ships passing westwards .over the line
have to omit a day frd'ra the week in writing
up their logs.

Now, it may be asked, " What has all
this to do with radio ? The answer is,

that although wireless signals pass almost
instantaneously between any two points
on the earth's surface, our lives are regu-
lated in accordance with our conventional
conception of time and, therefore, some
curious and interesting problems arise in
listening to broadcasting or other signals
from a distance. While it is true that in
England the programmes and times of
transmission of the principal broadcasting
stations are given by the B.B.C. in its
publication, " World Radio," according to
Greenwich Mean Time or Summer Time,
persons in other parts of the world have
to make their own calculations. Here, at
Constantinople, our local time is about two
hours ahead of Greenwich, so that midday
in England is 2 p.m. with us, and if we wish
to hear Big Ben striking midnight (as we
sometimes do to remind us of home), we
have to sit up until 2 a.m. But it is well
worth the trouble to hear his cheerful
voice.

Chasing the New Year.
On ships at sea proceeding eastward or

westward the local time is continually
changing, and is usually checked by an
observation of the sun when he is visible.
The chronometers only show G.M.T., and
these are often checked by the time signals
from the Eiffel Tower and Nauen, both of
which give Greenwich time. Indeed, Nauen
announces the fact every time by the
letters M.G.Z. (Mittag Greenwich Zeit)
which follow its call -letters P 0 Z.

But in Germany and other countries
farther east the people generally obseri-e
the " zone " time system according to
which German time is 1 hour fast on G.m.r.r.
(called Mid European Time), and Greece,
Turkey, etc., are 2 hours fast (East European
Time). However, listeners will have ob-
served that Berlin and other German
stations usually broadcast according to
G.M.T., while the transmissions from Vienna
and other Austrian stations are 1 hour fast
on G.M.T.

On last New Year's Eve I followed the
New Year by wireless as it slowly crawled
westward from this place to England,
during a period of two hours, and it was
interesting to follow the rejoicings at the
various stations en route until I finally
heard the strident tones of Big Ben ringing
in the New Year.

It will thus be seen that the time problems
in connection with the reception of wireless
signals or broadcasting are not so simple as
one might at first imagine.
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The PNV.'
"DUO -.PMPLIFIEk*

A very powerful amplifier which you can
couple to practically any set, although it
was specifically designed to operate with
the " P.W. " " Duo " One Set described in

other pages in this issue.
By the " P.W. " RESEARCH Sc CON-

STRUCTION DEPT.

THIS two -valve amplifier is something
out of the ordinary, because it
possesses certain attractive features

not usually found in the average low -
frequency amplifying unit.

It is well known that a good quality
medium ratio transformer enables one to
obtain the highest possible magnification
combined with really decent reproduction.
In most cases, however, directly an endea-
vour is made to couple up two stages of
transformer -coupling, quality suffers, owing
to the tendency towards L.F. oscillation.

It is true that an expert can successfully
work more than one transformer -coupled
L.F. stage, but the average listener is always
faced with the possibility of "battery
coupling " occurring. This effect, which is
common to dry batteries, H.T. accumu-
lators, and eliminators, is a frequent cause
of trouble, and it is obviously unfair to the
constructor if he is supplied with a design
which becomes unstable immediately his
batteries begin to run down, or get old.

Switching.
The " P.W. " Research Department had

this fact in mind in designing the " Duo -
Amplifier."

A series of experiments proved that a
perfectly stable arrangement for all prac-
tical conditions resulted if an anode -feed
resistance and by-pass condenser were
inserted in the " input " side of the amplifier.
This device is included in the unit in ques-
tion and is one of the special features in
the design.

Most constructors, at some time or other,
wish to use either one or both L.F. valves.
This is proved by the fact that directly a
" non -switching set is published a large

The amplifier employs two L.F. transformers, and is capable of
amazing punch and purity.

number of applications
is received by the
" P.W. " Queries :De-
partment for modified dia-
grams showing how one of the stages may
be cut out. Now, it is not always
possible  to arrange for this, sometimes
because of some critical feature in the
design.

In the " Duo -Amplifier " it is interesting
to note that by the simple insertion of a
plug either one or both valves may be
employed. This is an
advantage inasmuch
as, while both stages
may be needed for
long-range reception
on the 'speaker, very
often one stage is
ample for local station
work. These jacks do
not act as filament
control switches and
it was considered that
to carry out such a
scheme would involve
needless complication.

A neat little device -

is incorporated for the benefit of those who
might like to economise when using only
one stage for some appreciable period.
This is a " contact breaker " which is
placed in a convenient position on the

baseboard, and with
its aid it is but a
matter of a second or
so to switch out the
V1 filament and there-
by save the additional
load on the L.T.
battery.

Thus we have a
really high magnifica-
tion, quality amplifier
which is perfectly
stable, and in which
such a desirable feature
as switching from one
to two stages has been
incorporated in the
simplest possible way.

Suppose we take a
look at the circuit.
First we have a lead
from the terminal in
the unit marked
"'Phones -" which

goes to the end contact of the plug. Then
there is a second flexible which is joined
to the 100,000 ohms resistance and to one
terminal of the 2-mfd. condenser. These two
flexible leads must be connected correctly,
otherwise the unit will not function properly.
If you inspect the wiring diagram you will
see a note explaining the proper method of
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connecting -up, and these instructions should
be followed with care.

You will observe that both jacks have
an arrow pointing to " long contact arm."
Thus the 100,000 ohms resistance should
make contact, via the inner contact or
sleeve of the plug and the long contact arm
of the jack, to H.T.+ on the first trans-
former and H.T.- on the terminal strip,
respectively, according to which jack is in
use.

Both of the transformers used in this
unit should be of the low or medium ratio
type. By this is meant a ratio between
2.5 and 4-1; certainly not higher than 4-1.

Transformer Ratios.
It is a good plan to use two different ratio

instruments, say, one of 2.5--1, and one of
3.5-1 or 4-1, otherwise stability may
suffer, in spite of the special device incor-
porated in the amplifier.

Now for the construction of the unit.
This is very simple. When you look at the
panel you will at once think that it is some-
what large, in view of the fact that so few
components are mounted on it. The reason
is that a 14 -in. baseboard is necessary to

(Continued on next page.)
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" DUO -AMPLIFIER."
(Continued from previous page.)

accommodate the transformers and other
parts and to ensure adequate spacing.

Actually, the only components on the
panel itself are the two jacks and the L.T.
switch.

Mark off the panel to the dimensions given
in the panel layout diagram, and centre -
punch the drilling centres.

Building the Unit.
You will peed four holes, two for the

jacks, one- for the L.T. switch, and one to
take the- two flexibles which go to the
plug. In addition, you will also require

the components, and
attach the panel to
the baseboard. You
can then commence
to lay out the various
parts in their
positions on the
board. Follow the
wiring diagram care-
fully and note that
the two transformers
are placed at right
angles. Arrange
matters eo as to keep
the vital leads as
short as possible.

Now commence the
Wiring. "Use tinned
copper wire of 16
gauge and thread
over it some Systoflex

tubing,
or alter-
natively
you can employ a wire such
as Glazite, which is already
covered with a special in-
sulating material. Do not
forget td connect up the- plug
and jacks as explained on the
diagram. As has been pointed
out earlier in the article, this
point is very important.

When you have finished
the wiring you will be anxious
to test the unit. Place a valve
of the H.F. or General Purpose

type in the V1 socket and a small power or
super -power valve in the V, socket. An
" H.F. ' valve is one with an impedance of
not more than 20,000 ohms (in this par -

V 78: PANEL LAYOUT

folir or five holes spaced at intervals along
the bottom edge of the panel to secure it
firmly to the baseboard.

Having completed the drilling, mount
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This photo shows you how simple in construction is the " Duo -Amplifier "; how
few the parts used and their low cost relatively to the power of the instrument.

ticular case) and a high magnification
factor of 15-20. Connect up the 'speaker,
L.T. battery and H.T. battery to the
terminals marked. You will not need an
H.T. - connection because you have this
already on the set to which the unit is
attached. You will naturally be using a
common battery for both set and unit.
Insert the H.T. wander plug into the
highest voltage tapping on the H.T. battery.
If you are using 120 volts you will need
about 3 volts grid bias on G.B. -1 and
74-9 on G.B. -2 provided V, is a small
power valve. If V, is a super -power
valve, about 16-18 volts will be required.
Join "'Phones - " to the 'phone terminal
in the set which is not connected to the
H.T.+ terminal.
aniiimumminummunimmitimmimitimmitimiumwi
== COMPONENTS REQUIRED

E-.

I Panel, size 14 in. x 7 in. x 136- in., or
in. (" Kay Ray," Ripault, Ebonart,

Becol, Trelleborg, Red Seal, Radion,
etc.).

1 Cabinet to suit, and baseboard 7 in.
deep (Raymond, Caxton, Pickett,
Gilbert, Makerimport, Lock, Art-

= craft, Peto-Scott, Bond, Cameo, etc.).
E.- 1 100,000 ohms wire -wound anode

resistance and holder (R.I.-Varley,
E Lissen, Mullard, Dubilier. Igranic,

etc.).
1 2 mfd. condenser (Ferranti, Dubilier,

Lissen, Mullard, T.C.C., Hydra, etc.). 2 L.F. transformers low -ratio type
(Any of the good standard makes,
such as Lissen, Philips, Ferranti,
R.I.-Varley, Mullard, Igranic, Brown,
Marconiphone etc. See text).

2 Valve holders (Sprung type for base- 2=
board mounting). (W.B., Igranic,
Lotus, Benjamin, Pye, B.T.H., Burne-
Jones, Bowyer -Lowe, Redfern, Bur- E
ton, Formo, Burndept, Ashley, Wear-

E ite, etc.) 1 Contact breaker (Burne-Jones & Co.).
 1 On -off switch (Lotus, Lissen, Benja-

min, Igranic, Burne-Jones, Peto-
Scott, F.etc.).

1 Single open jack (Lotus No. I. or E.
similar type, such as Igranic, Bowyer -
Lowe, Ashley, etc.). =

1 Double closed jack (Lotus No. 3, or E.,

.1- similar type).
 I Telephone plug (See above).

6 Terminals (Igranic, Eelex, Belling & E.
Lee, etc.).

 1 Terminal strip, 12 in. x 2 in. x 1 in.
 Quantity of flexible wire, Systoflex F.-

= tubing, tinned copper busbar, wander E
E.- plugs, screws, etc. E
hafl111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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A new circuit of
great sensitivity,
but easy to as-
semble and con-
trol is deseribed

in this article.

T is unfortunate from certain points
1 of view that practically all neutra-

lised circuits call for a tapped or a
special form of winding in one respect or
another.

In the case of the split secondary, the
tapped grid, and the split -primary circuits
special windings are needed. The home
constructor who likes to " roll his own "
finds this rather a drawback. This is
especially the case with the split -secondary
type of neutralising where a tapping has
to be taken in the course of winding a fairly
heavy wire inductance of 50 or 60 turns.

Overcoming the Difficulty.
Some time ago I found a way of over-

coming the difficulty, which not only simpli-
fied the construction of an H.F. transformer
but also made it easy to use one's old
plug-in coils for a modern circuit.

This was done as shown in Fig. 1. At
" lA " we have the split -secondary circuit
modified so as to allow of a straightforward
inductance being used. The grid coil Ll is
connected between grid and one end
of high -resistance, R (100,000 ohms), the
other end of which is connected to L.T.
negative direct, or else through a small
battery which enables grid bias to be
used. The neutralising condenser is con-
nected from the bottom end of the tuned

eircuit'to
the anode of
the valve,
and this cir-
cuit not only
gave com-
plete stabil-
ity but also
made the
generation
of parasitic
oscillations
a n impossi-

- bility. Un-
fortunately, the over-all efficiency of the
circuit was not so high as it might be.

The variation of the split -primary neutra-
lised circuit is shown at 1B." Here an
extra component is required in the form
of an H.F. choke, which is rather a draw-
back to the average experimenter.

I therefore saw that if anything was
to be done in this line it would be necessary
to develop the Fig. la circuit, and accord-
ingly I carried out some experiments
with a view to increasing the efficiency
of the circuit.

First of all it was desirable to apply

6E9

WT#

as large a proportion of the signal voltage
as possible across grid and filament, and
this end would be reached by reducing the
value of R to the lowest possible figure.

I was able to reduce quite considerably,
but not to as low a figure as I had been
able to do in the case of the tapped -grid
circuit ; which I have used with very
excellent results in various receivers.

While trying out various arrangements
I happened to connect the experimental
set on which
I was Work-
ing up to an
H.T. elimin-
 ator which
I use rather
a lot. The
H.F. valve
H.T. tapping
was taken
from a vari-
able resist-
ance that I
had incorporated in the eliminator so as to
give me 'a continuously -variable voltage for
screened -grid valve work, and other cases
where it was desirable to be able accurately
to adjust the H.T. voltage to a certain value.

When using this eliminator I found that
the H.F. valve would now stabilise with
a resistance of only 200 to 400 ohms for
R, the neutralising condenser being set
at its maximum value.

fia

A Novel Scheme.

This occurred even with a high voltage
H.T. on the H.F. valve in the neighbour-
hood of 100 to 120 volts, and was, therefore,
not due, as I first thought, to the voltage
drop across the regulating resistance in
the eliminator. On examining this latter
further, however, I found that no shunting
condenser was provided, so that the resis-
tance was in the H.F. circuit of the output
side, namely, the primary of the output
transformer.

I then tried the effect of different resis-
tances for this, using the circuit reproduced
in Fig. 2. The original resistance was
retained, as shown at R while R2 was
connected in the plate lead as shown.
A large condenser having a capacity of
4 mfd. was connected across the other end
of H2 and H.T.- so as to make sure that
extraneous resistances were not affecting
my results.,

I found that with this arrangement it
was a simple matter to get complete stability
with only 300 to 400 ohms, even when

On the 200-500
metre band the
circuit is partic-
ularly "lively,"

By
C. P. ALLINSON,

A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.R.E.,

F.Inst. P Inc.

using a high plate voltage. Since the value
of R: was low compared with the impedance
of the valve, it would have an absolutely
negligible effect as regards the voltage
drop across it, and a high effective plate
voltage was actually being used.

The circuit was highly efficient, and
distant stations were brought in at excellent
strength. Selectivity was good, while the
circuit showed one very pleasing charac-
teristic in that it became a little more
lively on the higher wave -lengths, and so
compensated for the extra reaction re-
quired in the detector circuit.

Almost Constant Reaction.
I found, in fact, that reaction could

be left set over a very wide wave -band,
and the set would yet be just on the edge,
in its most sensitive and selective condition.

There was, however, one drawback to
the circuit, as I feared there would be, and
that was that with these low resistances
it was found absolutely impossible to
stabilise on the high wave -lengths be-
tween 1,000 and 2,000 metres.

For the experimenter, however, who
concentrates on the 200 to 500 -metre
wave -band, this is a very lively, efficient
and simple
circuit to
use, it is easy
to adjust,
easy to han-
dle and is
capable of
giving good
amplification
for long-dis-
tance work.
I have not
yet tried touse two
stages of this arrangement-so that leaves
something for you to experiment on for
yourself !
*-10-96-1-16-9119-0-49-19--4.-969-0-9.19-49-49-0-91. -91.-919-419 *

TWO TIPS. f
*

When a set is troubled with microphonic
noises remember that these generally arise in
the detector valve, so that the valve holder in
this position should be suitably cushioned.

*
Remember that the H.T. positive actually on

the plate of the valve is always less than the
figure at which the corresponding H.T. plug is
tapped in on the battery, because there is a
drop of voltage through resistances, primary
windings, etc.
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FROM THE TECHNICAL. EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK

AN EDISWAN PENTODE VALVE.
The Ediswan type 5E. 225 has the honour,

if honour it be, of being the first Pentode
valve I have officially tested. It is a 2-
volter' and its characteristics are as follows :

Filament volts, 2 ; filament current,
.25 amp. ; maximum anode volts, 150 ;
priming grid volts, 100 to 150 ; amplifica-
tion factor, 80 ; impedance, 66,000 ohms.

A Pentode valve is really a screened -grid
valve, adapted for low -frequency work.
Instead of the one grid, as in the case of
the ordinary three -electrode valve, it has
three. The first grid, the one nearest the

EDISWAN
PENTODE
3 E 223 RIBERESIVIMEM
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This is the Statio Characteristic Curve of the
Ediswan Pentode Valve.

filament, is the control grid, and its ex-
ternal connections are exactly the same as
is the case of an ordinary valve.

Around this grid is another which is
taken to a small terminal on the side of the
base of the valve. This is the screening or
priming grid, which is joined direct to an
H.T. battery tapping via the small terminal
referred to above. If, then, the valve had
only a plate or anode its characteristics
would be that of the screened -grid type, as
used for high -frequency amplification, but
to a central point in the filament is con-
nected the third grid which lies between the
priming grid and the plate.

I do not think this grid has, as yet, a
recognised name, but by its insertion the
impedance of the valve is brought down
and the valve generally made suitable for
low -frequency work. The impedance is,
of course, still high, and that is the reason
that, as you will have noticed, the " P.W."
Research and Construction Department
insists upon the use of a special output
transformer when a Pentode valve is being
used.

You can, of course, have a Pentode valve
in the last holder of any set and merely
connect its additional terminal to a point
on the high-tension battery. But this is,
as I have said, not the correct way to use
the valve. These Pentodes, or at least, I
should say the Ediswan Pentode, for it is,
with that I am dealing, do fulfil the promise
of their wonderful characteristics.

The Ediswan type 5E. 225 is stated to
have an amplification factor of 80, whereas
8 was considered good for a power valve
not so long ago. Used properly, one un-
doubtedly gets two -valve amplification
with only the one stage. And when the
application of the Pentode is studied it
will be seen than the gain is much more
than that of saving one valve and its coup-
ling devices.

It must not be forgotten that, incident-
ally, there are profits in the decrease of
circuit connections, an elimination of
components and their potentialities for
giving trouble, and last, but by no means
least, there are the fewer corresponding
factors requiring careful treatment to
avoid distortion.

The price of the Ediswan Pentode is
25s. It is a lot of money, but I am in-
clined to think that it is worth it.

ANOTHER NEW LECTRO LINX LINE.
The latest Clix production is a lead -

coated spade terminal. The object of the
lead coating is to prevent acid corrosion.
If you use an ordinary brass terminal or
clip at the end of your accumulator leads
it does not take long before corrosion sets in.
Within a few weeks the terminal is eaten
away. This new Clix spade terminal
ensures a clean contact, and should be
popular.

DETEX R.C.C. UNIT.
Messrs. Detex Distributors, Ltd., recently

sent us one of their new R.C.C. units. It is
rather out of the ordinary in design, for,
instead of the usual square or round solid
moulding, its moulding is cut away at the
side so that the resistance and clips drop
into semi -protected compartments. The
price of the unit is 4s., and the standard
values employed are .01-mfd. coupling
condenser, -25-meg. anode resistance, and
1-meg. grid resistance. Other resistances
can be supplied if required.

I carefully tested the unit and found it
quite satisfactory in operation. These
resistances are, as has been indicated, of an
interchangeable variety, and are held in
the ordinary kind of clips, but in trying
to remove these resistances from the sample
model, one end of each fell off ! Not that
this mattered very much, for I simply

fitted the pieces on again. The fixed con-
denser in the base is, too, a rather flimsy
assembly, and if you include this component
there are, in the whole unit, round about
fourteen pressure contacts. The majority
of these are such that no insidious oxidation
is likely to creep in and upset matters,
but I should like to have seen some good
hard soldering done. However, one must
not forget the price, and, as it stands, the
article passes its test.

BRITISH GENERAL COMPONENTS.
An alternative to ordinary wave -change

schemes is to use an aerial tuning, unit
such as the one due to the British General
Manufacturing Co., Ltd. This can be
mounted on the panel by means of two
holes, the front appearance being that of a
nicely moulded plate having on it two knobs
and pointers.- The top one operates a
switch which enables you to cover from
250 to 2,000 metres. The bottom knob
controls reaction.

The connections to the unit are via four
terminals, two for reaction and one each
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Traders and manufacturers are invited
to submit radio sets, components and
accessories to the "P.W." Technical De-
partment for test. All tests are carried
out with strict impartiality under the
personal supervision of the Technical
Editor, and readers are asked to note
that this weekly feature is intended as
a reliable and unbiased guide as to

what to buy and what to avoid
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aerial and earth. One has of course, to
use a tuning variable condenser in addition.
The unit, a sample of which was recently
sent us for- test, is nicely made, and it
certainly works well. Considering the coils
it replaces and their necessary connections,
18s. 6d. seems a reasonable price for it.

Another British General component which
costs exactly the same, i.e. 18s. 6d., is the
Super Shrouded Transformer. This is a
large, robustly -made component, having a
brightly nickelled casing. The terminals,
large sub-stantial
items in
keeping
with the rest
of the pro-
duct, have
plain mark-ings on
the nicely
moulded top
in which
they are set.

The trans-
former is
guaranteed
for twelve
monthsagainst
breakage.
On a careful
comparative
test I found
the British
General transformer very good. I could not
honestly say it was the best I have tested,
or even as good as some, although no doubt
many would long ponder over the extra
few shillings required for one to beat it.

The British General Aerial Tuning
Unit.
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Fil. Volts
6.*o max.

Fil. Current
oI amp.

Anode Volts (Ea)
15o max.

*Amp Factor
30

*Impedance
30,000 ohms.

*Normal Slope
Ma/v.

*At Anode Volts
100

Grid Volts o

PRICE 1O'6

The latest developments in
filament construction incor-
porated in Marconi Valves
ensure a copious emission
at a very low current con-
sumption, thus giving long
life and absolute reliability.

MARCONI
ADVANCES

The New 6 -Volt

GENERAL
PURPOSE

VALVE
Type H.L. 610.

AN excellent example of a
Marconi High Frequency

Valve Type HL.6io has a high
magnification with a medium
impedance which renders it
suitable for High Frequency
Stages, as a Detector, or for use
in the first low frequency stage.

Marconi Type HL.610 may be
followed by resistance -capacity
coupling or a high impedance
transformer such as the Marconi
"Ideal" (Ratio 2.7 to r) with
which a very high amplification
is obtained.

For the output stage Marconi
HL.6ro should be followed by a
Power Valve such as Marconi
DEP.61o,DE.5A, P.625 or P.625 A.
If you prefer a 2 -volt accumu-
lator, Marconi Type HL.2ro is
equally dependable for similar
circuits. This may be followed
by a Marconi DEP.215 or
DEP.24o in the output stage.

MARCONI
VALVES

Write for full particulars of New Marconi
Valves mentioning "Popular Wireless."

THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY LTD.,
210-212, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.1

N1V 17-123

[Its world's
largest all-inetal
Monoplane."In-
flexible." Laden
weight 15 tons.
Built by British
precision e n -

gineers.

ENGINEERING
PRECISION"

When this huge Monoplane first streamed,
roaring through the air, climbing, banking,
diving, looping, its safety seemed a miracle-a
favour from the Gods. Yet it was not. It was
the final compliment to man's toil, to the
brains that designed it, to the accuracy and
precision lavished on its construction.
Engineering precision is a feature of all J.B.
wireless instruments. The J.B. Vernier Dial
is a veritable triumph in Engineering skill.
Perfect in every detail, the J.B. Vernier Dial
is the most attractive dial obtainable, and is
the only dial that is completely insulated.

Price 5/6

Pia ECISION
INSTRUMENTS

diet, of Jackson Brothers, 72., St. Thomas' Street. London, S.E,
Telephone: Hop 1837.
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All Manufacturers'
WIRELESS GOODS

advertised in
" POPULAR WIRELESS

It

can be obtained
BY POST from YOUNG'S
C.O.D. Send us a note of your require-

ments and goods will be dispatched
per return of post. --.You pay the postman. --

No Extra Charge.

1929 COSSOR MELODY MAKER
Complete Kit with 3 Cossor
Valves in Sealed Cartons 17. 15. 0
Any part sold separately.
PARTS for the NEW COSSOR
MELODY MAKER CIRCUIT
1 Push -Pull Switch II-, 2 Var. Condensers 7/-,
2 Slow Motion Dials 7/-, 1 ',Door Reaction
Condenser 5,6, x 6 -ohm Rheostat 2/-, I H.F.
Choke 5f-, 5 Valveholders 41-, 3 T.C.C. Con-
densers 8/-, r Grid Leak 3 meg. IF; I Igranic
Transformer 141-, Wire, Terminals, etc., 3f-.

Young's Special Price, £2 - 17 - 6

EXTRAS REQUIRED
t S.G. Valve £r.2.6, 1 R.C. Valve 1o16, x

Power Valve 12/6, I Accumulator 13/6,
I 1o8 -volt Sure-a-Lite H.T. Battery 14/3,
1 9 -volt Grid Battery x,6.
Special Offer of coils for the 1929 Cossor.
B.B.C. 6,'- pair. 5 X X 7/6 pair.

MULLARD MASTER 3
* STAR *

Components as specified by Mullard :-3 Lotus
Valveholders 3/9, Colvern Combined Wave
Coil 1716, Permacore Transformer, 25/-,
Climax L.F.A. Transformer 251 -,.Climax H.P.
Choke 7/6, Benjamin Battery Switch 513,
00o5 Ormiend Log Condenser 6!- '00035 5/9,
2 Slow Motion Dials tot-, Mullard 0003 and
2 Meg 5/-, Panel Brackets 6d., Mullard moor

Fixed 2/6.

Young's Special Price, £5 - 9 - 9
Q Coils: Finston 17/6, Lewcos 21/-,

Colvern all -wave 17/6.

CABINETS FREE with above KITS
200 Page Catalogue Free.

BLUE SPOT UNITS
SPECIAL .. .. .. 17/6

66a .. 21!- 66k . . 25/ -

66-VOL T H.T. BATTERIES, 3/11
Postage it- extra.YOUNG'S

Note Our Only Addresses:

40 & 41 STOCKWELL ST.
GLASGOW

Telephone, Bell 2419
Telegrams, "AERIAL,'' GLASGOW

All Editorial Communications to be addressed
to the Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS,
Tanis House, Tanis Street, London, E.C.4.

The Editor will be 'pleased to consider articles and
photographs' dealing with all subjects appertaining to
wireless work. She Editor ,cannot accept responsibility
for manuscripts and photos.' Every care will be taken to
return MSS. not accepted for publication. A stamped
and addresSed envelope must be sent with every article.
All inquiries, concerning advertising rates, etc., to bt-agype,,,,a to -the Sble Agents, Messrs. John II.

Lite, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.
The constructional, articles which appear from

') time to time in- this- journal are the outcome of
research and eaperimental work carried out with
a view to improving the technique .of wireless

receivers. As .much .of the information given in the
columns of this paper concerns the moat recent develop-
ments in the radio world, some of the arrangements and
specialities described may be the subject of LettersPatent, and the amateur and the trader would be well
advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the
patents before doing so.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

THE " D.C." THREE.
F. P. N. (Kingston -on -Thames).--" I am

building the `D.C.' Three, as described in
P.W.,' November. 10th issue. Are there

special precautions to take with a mains set
like this 'When searching for distant stations,
or in the way of safety ? "

When searching for distant stations you will find
that tin resistance lit is a considerable help. It is
not at all critical, and in fact it can be put at about
a sixth of the way round and left there if cleared,
but to get full signal strength and, really efficient
rectification, slight readjustment of R1 might be
desirable, particularly if reaction is not smooth and
sweet.

As regard safety, there are no particular pre
cautions to be taken, except those which are always
advised with a set of the kind that is operated froth
the electric -light mains, namely, always switch oil
the mains before any adjustments inside the set are
made. Always keep earthed objects such as tele-
phones, house wiring, flexible leads from vacuum
cleaner, etc., away from everything connected to
the set. (Normally there is no danger from, any of
these things, but as it is possible for' insulation in
them to become faulty, it is best to take no chances.)

By the way, you should be careful to sec that the
filaments are getting their correct current and not
under -run or over run them, as it is important that
both L.T. and H.T. should be adjusted according to
the valve makers' specifications. Finally, remember
that if when receiving distant programmes a little
hum is audible, this may eften be overcome by the
correct adhist meet of the arid bias on either the first
L.E. valve, the second L.P. valve, or both.

A PENTODE FOR H.F. ?
B. M. J. (Ampthill, Bucks).-" Can any.

of these pentode valves be used for high -
frequency amplification ? "

dNo. The pentode has been expressly designed
for low -frequency amplification, and is unsuitable
for use in H. l'. 'circuits.

BROADCASTING TO THE NEIGHBOURS.
E. p..M. (London, N.).-" Since we moved

the aerials close together I found out quite
by accident that we can hear our. neighbours
talking in our set. Sometimes every word is
quite distinct, and this has given me an idea
for a New Year party surprise.

" I notice that it is when they get near to
their loud speaker that we can hear the voices
most clearly (for I can see in their windOws
from our back garden), and I feel sure that if I
make my set oscillate just a little, and then
shout in the loud speaker they could hear every_
word very distinctly.

"There is no other aerial quite near, and it
would be great fun if I could give them a
shock in this Way by calling out their names,
etc. Do you think it would be picked up in
other receivers ? "

Probably it would be picked up in other sets,
and it is quite possible that the post -office authorities
would get to hear about it. In this: case, not only
would your neighbour receive a shock, but you would
also, for you would be liable to punishment for
interfering with other people's programmes ! De-
liberately communicating across Space in this way
is an infringement of the rights of the Postmaster -
General, and the authorities might. take a serious
view of any wilful ease of this kind of thing.

A QUESTION OF CURRENT.
" ECONOMY FIR$T " (Keswick).-" As I

have a spare potentiometer on hand I should
like to use this for regulating the voltage on the
grid of the detector valve. I understand that
al1111111110661001191111111111111101111111111011111161110111111111912
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:.i.: " TECHNICAL= P.W."
E-- QUERY DEPARTMENT ..;--.. -E--

Is Your Set " Going Goort "? =
E Perhaps some mysterious noise has ....w..
:=- appeared, and is spoiling your radio H
H reception 7-Or one of the batteries
E seems to run down much faster than H
H formerly ?-Or you want a Blue Print ? H=

H
Whatever your radio problem may be
remember that the Technical Query
Department is thoroughtly equipped to assist our readers, and offers an

H unrivalled service.' ' =
= -

Full details, including a revised scale of
charges; can be obtained direct from H

E-- the Technical Quoiy Dept., " Popular E
Wireless," The Fleetway House, Farring-
don Street, London, E.C.4.

H A postcard will do : On receipt of -this =
 an Application Form will he sent to you FE

free and post free immediately.. This
H. application will place you under no -2
H obligation. whatever, but having the
T.: form you will know exactly what

information wo require to have before -a
=us in order to solve your problems.
7011111111111111111.11111111111i111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ff:

all that is necessary is to connect the potentio-
meter across L.T. positive and L.T. negative
leads, and then to connect the " filament "
end of the grid leak to the slider. Does this
arrangment use up any L.T. current, and, if
so, how much ? It is a 400 -ohm potentio-
meter."

You omit to mention the voltage of the IT.
accumulator, which will have an important bearing
upon the current the potentiometer will take. You
can, however, easily work out the current consump-
tion for yourself, as this: is simply a question of
applying Obese law.

Ohms law states that the current flowing will
depend upon the voltage of supply (iu your case the
aceutnulator), divided by the resistance in ohms.
So if you have a 4 -volt accumulator you will simply
divide this figure by 400 (the resistance of the

(Continued on page 896.)
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Just as a lighthouse safeguar is ship; at sea
so do the letters T.C.C. safeguard you against
faulty condensers.

THE letters " T.C.C." on a condenser
are a hall -mark. For nearly a quarter
of a century "T.C.C." has been synoni-

mous with accuracy, durability and
dependability.

T.C.C." Condensers are guaranteed.
Everyone is individually tested before
leaving the factory. You have never
known a faulty " T.C.C." because such
cannot pass the test -bench.
Look for "T.C.C." en the next condenser
you buy. It is your safeguard.

T.C.C.

Send
Coupon for

FREE Book

To
Telegraph Condenser Co.. Ltd.. Wales -Farm Rd., N. Acton, London,111.3.

I enclose ld. stamp. Please send me your book
showing how to build Eliminators-H.T. or L.T.

Used in the
Cossor

"Melody Maher"

Nang

Address
P. W. 19/12,18

(a; 6847

MILESTONES
Of Radio Progress

TRANSFORMERS
have set a newer, higher standard at
each stage in the advance towards

perfect radio reception.

" G " TYPE
marks the summit
of achievement in
transformer design
and construction.
No matter how
severe the test,
"G" type fully
justifies its descrip-
tion as " the best
transformer in the

world."
Ratios 3.6 : I 7.2 :

Price 30/ -
There is an Igranic
purpose. Send for

147, Queen
Victoria Street,

" J " TYPE
By the use of a new
ultra -permeable
iron core and strik-
ing improvements
in design, this won-
derful little trans-
former ensures pure
tone with maxi-
mum amplification.
Hear the difference'
it makes l Ratios

3 : r and 6: r.

Price 17/6

Transformer for every
fully illustrated list.

LONDON,
E.C.4

Have you read "Radio, How it works and
how to get the best from it " ? Price 6d.
Send this coupon with your name and
address and get your copy FREE.

NAME

ADDRESS R toy
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FINAL SALE
HUGE GOVT.

SURPLUS
Electric Flashing Signal Lamps, Aldis, 14/6.
CAV, 12/6. 3 Colour Band Leather Cases, 10 by
8 by 6 ins., with strap, 5/-. Aerial HaLiards,
Aerial Winches with brake, 1/6. Valve 3 -cell
padded boxes 14. ouble Protractors in Leather
Case, 5/, Inst/rumeDnt Cases, mahogany, with
handle, lid and drop front, 7 by 8 by 51 ins., 2/6.
Plated Angle Terminals, 10 CA, Id. each. Mar-
coni T 6 Table Variable Condensers, 7/6.
Mahogany Cases with lid and Ebonite panel,
with 5 brass sockets, for D.C. Eliminators,
8 by 4 by 3/ ins., 2/-. Loud Speaker Condensers,
.05 mfd., with 4 taps. 5/... Earth Spikes with
Terminal, 1/2. I to 7 valve receivers cheap.

TELEPHONES. Brown's 4,000 or 2,000 ohm.
pairs, headband and cord, 35/- per Pair. 1,500
ohm. ditto. 30/-. 120 ohm. ditto. 25/, Sullivan
'Phones. 3/- pair. Single Receivers, 60 ohm. 6'-
750 ohm., 8,6. 2,000 ohm..14/.. Single Western
or Ericsson Receivers for Pick-ups, 1/6. Wrist
Micros, 10/8. Public Address Hand Micro-
phones, 12/6. Stand Micros, 15/-. Speech
Buttons, 1/.. Carbon Micro. Insets, 9d. Skinder.
viken, 2/6. Amplion Loud Speaker Units, N., 7/8.

METERS. Milli -ammeters, all ranges, 15/- to
22/6. 0 to 500 volts, 45/.. Weston Meters, all
ranges to 1,600 volts. Elliott, etc.. Testing Sets.
E.I08,4 ranges amps. and volts. 45/-. A.C. Hot
Wire. 4 amp.. 5/-. 6 and 120 volts, 519.

GUN TELESCOPES, 25/-.
DYNAMOS. L.T. Charging. W.W. 20 volts, 5

amps., 50/-. L. 12 volts, 8 amps., 45/-. Ct. 18
volts, 8 amps., 65/-. 50 volts, 25 amps., £7 10s.
80 volts, 20 amps., £8 10s., and others. High -
Tension Charging Motor Generators. 230
volts A.C. to 100 volts, 100 ma. D.C. 70/-.
Dynamos. 100 volts, 4 amps., 25/.. 220 volts,
1., amp., £3 10s. H.T. Anode Motor Generators.
100 volts D.C. to 250 volts, 250 Ma., £10. 220
volts D.C. to 400 volts D.C. 200 ma., £12. Fine
Brand new 2 commutator G.E.C. Aircraft
Generators. 950 volts, 60 m.a. and 6 volts. 5 amps..
£10. 600 volts 100 m.a. and 6 volts, 5 amps.,£3.
Fine Newton H.T. Generators, # K.W.. 000
volts, £30. Slow Speed I K.W. 2,000 volts, £40.
2 K.W. 2,000 and 4,000 volts, £52. Large E.V.
Merger Hand Generators, 600 volts and 1,500
volts, £8. Medium, £5. Hand Magnetos, 80 volts.
50 m.a., 6/. each. H.T. 4,000 volts mid. Mica
smoothing Condensers, 10/-. 2,000 volts Glass
Case Variable Condensers, 15/.

WHEATSTONE BRIDGES. G.P.O. and dial
type, £7 10s. Mirror Galvos Reflecting Beam, by
Paul, Gambrell, Sullivan and Tinsley, £3 to £10.
Standard Resistance Boxes and Universal Shunts,
35/-. Paul Unipivots. Electrostatic Voltmeters
to 5.000 volts. £8. Silvertown Galvos, 7/6.
Various and Testing Sets cheap.

TRANSMITTING VALVES. 6 volt 40, 100, 200
and 250 watts, from 4/6. Gua-anteed.

WAVEMETERS by Townsend, Paul, Silvertown,
Gambrell and Marconi, from 15/-.

e ELECTRIC POCKET TORCHES with new
" Ever -Ready " Battery, 2/6. Hand Lanterns
ditto, 4/6. Airship Safety Lamps, 2 volts, 7/6.
25 volts Candle Lamps, 6d. each. Radiator 250
watt 110 volt Lamps for Charging, 2/6.

ELECTRIC BELLS. G.P.O. Circular, V, Out-
door, 1/6. Sounders, 101-. Large Ironclad Bells,
5/,

50 PETROL ELECTRIC GENERATING SETS
Air Force Portable, I K.W. 50/70 volts, 20 amps.,
from £15. 150 Electric Bench and Portable 110
and 220 volt Drills, from £5. Electric Hand
Blowers, 220 volt, 17/6. Immersion Heaters, 110
to 230 volt, Ediswan, 2/6 each. Electric Sauce-
pans, 5/..

Air Speed Indicators, with Tube and Head, 7/6.
INSULATORS. High Tension in Porcelain and

Ebonite, from 6d. each. Empire Insul. Cloth for
Coils, Chokes, etc., 1/- per roll of 100 sq. ins.
4 -pin Plug and sockets, 8d. pair. 2 -pin wall
plug and socket, Uld.

SWITCH GEAR. Slow-motion geared slide
Rheos, 250 watts, 7/6. 147 S.P. Plug Boards,
9 -way 10 amp., 2/-. Lucas 8 -way switch boxes,
mahogany with brass cover. Six S.P. I D.P.
I C.O. switches. 3/6. S.P.C.O. Switches. 1/6.
H.T. send -receiver, 2/6. Hundreds of other
Switches and Controllers.

Tons of other Bargains too numerous
to detail. Send Stamp for Special

R. A. F. December Sale List.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218 UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.4
St. Pours and Blaeldriars. Stn. Phone : City 0191.

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 894.)

potentiometer) and the answer will indicate the
current taken. In this instance the answer is '01
(10 milliamps) ; but if the battery is a 2 -volt one
the current will be correspondingly less, while if It
is a 0 -volt it will he correspondingly higher.

An important point to remember when connecting
a potentiometer in this way is that one lead should
be on the filament side of the on -off switch. If this
point is not watched it is quite possible for you to
connect the potentiometer across the L.T. battery in a
position where it will take current even when the
set is not in operation ! -

This, of course, would mean that more current.
than was necessary would he withdrawn from the
accumulator, so be sure that the wiring is so arranged
that when the- on -off switch is out the connection
from L.T. to one side of the potentiometer is broken.

MOVING -COIL LOUD SPEAKERS.
D. P. H. (Canterbury).-" I have recently

become interested in the moving -coil type of
loud speaker, and have discovered that there
are several different kinds of this instrument
available. What are the differences between
the various types 1"

The principle of operation is the same in all cases,
but different types arise from the different methods
employed for providing the necessary magnetism
There are three different classes, the first being the
type similar to the original " R.K.," namely that
which makes use of a permanent magnet.

Secondly, there are the "mains -operated" type,
which have a magnet winding designed to suit the
voltage of the electricity supply, and to be plugged
in direct to the existing power supply.

Thirdly, there is the type which has a field winding
that is suitable for use with an ordinary accumulator
(6 -volt).

The permanent -magnet coil -driven cone Is fairly
sensitive, but not quite so sensitive as those which
have a separately excited field. Obviously, the
permanent magnet moving cell is most suitable for
those listeners who have difficulty in getting their
accumulators charged, or who have no electric
lighting in the house.

The current taken by the mains type is quite small,
a usual value being about 90 milliamps. The
battery -operated types that work from 6 -volt
accumulators, take far heavier currents than this,
and generally the current value is in the neighbour-
hood of half an amp or a little more.

In all types the object is to design a satisfactory
strong magnetic field in which the moving -coil is
suspended, and to which it reacts at the bidding of
the current flowing through it (according to whether
these currents assist or oppose the permanent
magnetism).

CONDENSER CONSTRUCTION.
" MECHANIC " (Darwen, Lanes).-" Why is

it that a year or so ago condensers used
to be sound and thoroughly built jobs, but
nowadays a sort of skeleton formation is used,
and all the metal that can be cut away is
removed "

At one time the condenser end plates and other
metal parts incidental to construction were solidly
and strongly constructed with the idea of providing
robust and mechanical action, to withstand the
effects of constant movement. Since that time
experience in short-wave reception has proved that
unnecessary metal in the vicinity of the active area
of the plates of a condenser gives rise to very much
the same kind of losses as those due to shielding
placed too close to a tuning coil.

It is for this reason that the light skeleton method
without unnecessary substanee is now being em-
ployed in condenser construction.

DISTORTION WHEN USING GRAMOPHONE
PICK -U?.

A. G. M. (Oxford).-" Can you tell me
whether it is possible for a pick-up to distort ?
I ask the question because all the components
in the set have been carefully chosen, and I
have never heard this distortion except on
pick-up work.

The set is chiefly used for Indio, and its
performance 'has been so uniformly good that
I thought I would invest in a pick-up so as to
take advantage of the excellent reproduction
which is given by the Amplifier. I have had
this pick-up in use (in the detector socket)
for about ithreo weeks, and there is no doubt
whatever that the distortion is only trouble.
some when the pick-up is in use, and if I
switch over to radio there is no trace of it,

the set giving just as good results as ever it did.
With the pick-up, and especially on certain of
the dance pieces, there is a harshness and
unnaturalness which I am unable to accoufit
for, and I should be glad to know whether you
think this is due to the pick-up, or to hear
what suggestions you can give to remove it."

From your description we are pretty sure that the
whole trouble is due to the overloading of the valves.
Situated as you are at some distance from the
nearest broadcasting station, your set was never
called upon to handle very large signal voltages
until you introduced the pick-up.

The output from this is evidently greater than that
you can obtain from any radio station, and conse-
quently your last- valve or valves are being over-
loaded. To test this try using the pick-up not in the
detector stage, but in the first L.F. amplifier position.
This will have the effect of reducing volume anti
will probably do 'away with the distortion which you
find so objectionable.

WON'T OSCILLATE ON SHORT WAVES.
" DISAPPOINTED " (St. Helens)." The only

trouble is that I cannot always get the set to
oscillate on the short waves. Why is that 1"

Failure to -oscillate may be due to an unsuitable
H.F. choke, but if yours is a good choke, the prob-
ability is that the failure is due to the fact that at
certain adjustments the set is tuned to the natural
wave -length of the aerial, or to a harmonic.

To overcome this trouble it is a good idea to try
removing the aerial coil farther away from the grid
coil, "or if a tapped grid circuit is used, to take this
tap " lower down " towards the earth end of the
coil. If this is insufficient to overcome the trouble,
alter the aerial tuning by means of a small con-
denser in series. Or arrange a small fixed condenser
lu series with the aerial and then when one of these
dead spots is found, either insert or remove the
series condenser, thus altering the natural wave-
length of the aerial and allowing the receiver to be
tuned over the desired point without cessation of
oscillation.

HEADPHONES REPAIRED
Transformers 8/.. Loudspeakers 4'.. All repairs
remagnetised free. Tested, guaranteed and ready

for delivery in 24 hours.
Discount Yor Trade. Clerkenwell 1795.
MESON & CO., 44. East Rd.. City Rd.. N.1.

RESISTON pastels are as good as they
look. They have enormous insulation
properties as well as a fine .appearance.

Take no chances with your panel. Now
that visible controls are few and the
expanse of panel has less " gadgets;"
it must look well -as well as serve well.

Send for new booklet to -day.

Please send me, free, a copy of your new bookie!, "The
Panel Makes all the Difference." " P.W." Dec. 29

NAME

ADDRESS

American Hard Rubber Co., Ltd., 13a, Fore St., E.C.2
[M 6855
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The
SECRET OF

PERFECT CONTACT
Look at the section of the Ben-
jamin Vibrolder ; note the anti-
microphonic springs, the coils of
which form the sockets for the
valve legs; see how these springs
are free to take up any lateral
irregularity in the spacing of the
valve pins, and how from contact
point to terminal is one jointless
piece of metal. Then you will
realise why the Vibrolder is the
most efficient valve holder on the
market - because it embodies
the secret of Perfect Contact.

PRICE 116
INO

IIIP E_N M I N
Electric Limited, Brantwood Works,
TOTTENHAM - LONDON - N.17.

INDUCTANCE COILS
Specially Manufactured

for the

LOEWE RADIO LOCAL RECEIVER
The illustraticin shows the
latest dev.elopm.ent of the
already well - known Edison
Bell interchangeable Coils.

Each Liver is supported by
- the minimum- amount of
InS'ulatifig" material -pogsible;
thus leaving maximum air
space and eliminating losses
due to crossing wires.

The Plug also has the mini-
mum amount of material in
its construction, thus making
high frequency losses prac-
tically negligible.

50 & 60 - 2/6 each
75 & 150 -3/6 

200 & 250 - 4/6 
IMPORTANT ! Every coil is tested and every coil is sold with
a graph and testers slip giving the closed circuit calibration.

Send for full particulars.

EDISON BELL, LIMITED
GLENGALL RD., LONDON, S.E.1 5

take the advice
of the experts-
fit Lewcos Coils

BINOCULAR COILS
(Patent No. 277,876)

SIX PIN C011,

ULTRA SHORT
WAVE COIL

POTENTIOMETER
(Reg. Design 740.579)

RADIO PRODUCTS
THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE
COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED,
Church Road, Leyton, London, E.10.

'Phone: Walthamstow 5535.
'Grams: "Lewcos, 'Phone, London."

Trade Counter & Cable Sales: Lewcos Radio Products
7, Playhouse Yard, Golden 'ane, E.C.1. for Better Reception__
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Do you know
the

BASEBOARD

UNIT?..
wires from a condenser
and a coil, to -these 4
terminals-COMPLET

a 3 -VALVE RECEIVER

Here is the Larnplugh Baseboard
Unit, the component that makes
radio set 'construction simple,
and guarantees the efficiency of
the finished receiver.
The Baseboard Unit consists
of a specially moulded Panel
upon which are mounted Valve
Sockets, Condensers, Trans-
formers, in fact all components
usually fixed to,' the Baseboard
of a Receiver,. each in the correct
position, and properly wired,
thus obviating the tedious and
uncertain work of Baseboard
Layout.
The whole unit is surrounded by
a metal case (acting as a screen)
and attractively finished in
crystalline enamel. All terminals
are clearly indicated by raised
lettering.

Send
for full

particulars,

Wiring
diagrams,

etc.

ILAt41 LUGH
BASEBOARD UNIT PRICES.

2 Valve Trans. Coupled 37/6
50/.

3 Resist ,, 23/.
All Lamplugh Radio Products
are guaranteed for 12 months.

S. A. LAMPLUGH LTD.,
King's Road

rYSELEY, BIRMINGHAM

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continded from page 884.)

of the first points which needs attention
is the H.F. amplifier.

Great care should be taken to use the
proper anode voltage.

It is surprising how much more sensitive
the receiver becomei when the correct
anode voltage is used in H.F. valves.
An improvement may sometimes be made
in this direction by introducing a suitable
variable high -resistance in the positive
lead to the H.P. anodes, this resistance
being, of course, shunted by a condenser
of, say, 1 mfd.

Overloading.
Care should also be taken with the de-

tector in order to avoid overloading. For
this purpose some set manufacturers use
rather a low value of grid leak so as .to
drain off the charge on the grid and prevent
if from distorting the quality of the repro-
duction.

Whilst this heavy drain is quite satis-
factory and even necessary for powerful
signals, it militates against sensitivity
when endeavouring to work with very
weak signals. A variable grid leak is the
obvious solution, but unfortunately some
new types of variable grid leak do not give
satisfaction.

A variable grid leak may conveniently
give a range of from -1116-megohm to 10
megohms, but it is very important that
the variable leak should 'be noiseless in
operation and otherwise satisfactory. In
particular, having once been adjusted to a
particular valve, it should remain reasonably
constant.

Detector Adjustment.
A device of this kind in place of the usual

fixed grid leak permits of the adjustment
of the detector for the best possible results,
whether it be on powerful local signals,
which tend to overload the detector valve
and introduce distortion, or on weak signals,
the field -strength of which must be applied
to the grid of the detector valve.

Reaction.
Reaction also comes to our aid in getting

extreme sensitivity, and a very simple
method is to wind, say, 30 turns of cotton -
covered wire upon a cardboard tube 2 in.
in diameter, and to introduce this coil
in series with the H.T. supply to the anode
of the detector valve.

The coil is laid upon the top of the
H.F. transformer immediately preceding
the detector. If a suitable variable re-
sistance is shunted across this coil to act
as a throttle control, very considerable
reaction may, be obtained, and often the
range of a receiver may be enormously
increased in this way.

Suitable Valves.
Finally, it is, of course, always worth

while to look bver the valves and, if neces-
sary, to shift these about until you make

(Continued on page 900.)

RIDQED CONE CO., LTD.
We are informed that in future all the

" 0.V." Radio Specialities are to be sold
under the name of " R.C."

Finished in black or beauti-
fully grained mahogany.

neat-
accurate and
inexpensive
Watch for Brownie's latest triumph in
artistic moulded Bakelite-" The Dominion
Vernier Dial." 'Special non back lash slow
motion drive gives very accurate tuning,
while the action will fit any condenser and
the new design of the dial will enhance the
appearance of every set. See this latest
Brownie production at your nearest (radio
dealer.

Re.,vsigiE
" DOMINION" VERNIER DIAL
The BROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (G.B.) Ltd.
MORNINGTON CRESCENT, LONDON, N.W.1

NEW COSSOR MELODY MONOTIINE 3.
Radiax Coils-the finest The 40 station,
made, improve results on single -tuning set

this set. by Allinson, Con-
B.B.C. 15/. ; LongWave, 171- pr. structional Enve-
Any dealer can supply. Insist lope, 1/2. List

Radiax, refuse cheap rubbish. parts free. H.F.
Mullard Master. Short 7/6,Long Screened Grid stage
8/6. Special Long improves long now ready. Comp.
wave reception & selectivity, 10/6. Kit & Cabt. 55;6.

Easy Payments on Melody or any other Kit.
A. E. OAKLEY, 43, Carleton Road, London, N.7.

SOMETHING NEW !!
"Uncle Tom's" EXPONENTIAL HORN.
Tried against the BEST on the Market and

proved vastly SUPERIOR to them ALL;
Moving Coil and Cone Speakers beaten every time.
Prices from £0.10.6 to jels, Including unit.

Particulars Free.
" Uncle Tom." PAYNE & HORNSBY, LTD.,

Gallowgate, Newcastle -on -Tyne.
And at Dublin, Sunderland, North Shields.

Make
The DAILY SKETCH

YOUR Picture Paper

PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS "
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS

v 
aloaAT

,.__441tOSL.7m. nssrs...

cLAROsTAT
"VARIABLE

RESISTANCES
rOR VOLUME ,TONE.
DISTANT CONTROL,
ELIMINATORS ETC..

As frequently specified by"The Experts:
'HIGH QUALITY  LOW PRICE*

New 20 Page Brocure free on request;
Many unique circuits.

CLAUDE LYONS LTD.
76,OLDHALL ST.,LIVERPOOL
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With Spacial Logging
Strip situated on the
front of the Dial, supplied
completa with Drilling
Temp1sta and Fixing
Screwa,Slow Motion o31/

5/6

This model with Spelial
Logging Strip gives Fait
and Slow Motion, by the
simple turning of 1 knob
for the fraction of a turn,
Fast and Slow Motion.

C.F. E H. BurToN PROGRESS WKS. WALSALL
PIPE PT COLLINS SFP.VICE

iii
WHATEVER THE
CIRCUIT-specify

"WEILO"
HEAVY Type.
Ideal for all
general purpose

work,

Model 3

.816
Stocked by Harrods
and all good -class
dealers. Send for
illustrated pad inter-
estirtg catalogue de-
scribing WEIL 0.
and N.S.F. con -

POWER Type,
specified f o r

ManchesterEvening
Chronicle""Distance
Two." Price

Model 10

patients. This cata-
logue is one of the
most complete in
Radio-it -is yours
free on application

to Dept. P.W.

THE SUPER VALUE TRANSFORMER
Specify WEILO-you will be safe! There is no query as to V,'El LO'S
undoubted capacity and fitness for .all circuit work. The experts know
and have tested WEILO. It gives a cast-iron efficiency of performance and
a wonderful purity of maximum amplification. At the price the value of
this super transformer is nothing short of amazing. High component
prices are to go-WEILO sets a new standard of transformer value. Built
by experts and guaranteed two years. From your dealer or direct.

S. W. LEWIS & CO., LTD. (Dept. P.W.),
39, Victoria Street, London, S W 1.

M.B.

501
,r in. high
,ntlh 14 in.
Re.'l, l t eho;-
;; fr,i-Led

rvIi, plated

MAKE YOUR
OWN

CONE SPEAKER.
The New Wonder
" Nightingale

CONE UNIT
Exactly as fitted to our

Cabinet Cone Speaker
Guaranteed to give re-
sults equal to the most
expensive Loud -

Speakers yet made.
Full constructional details

with each Unit.

GRAMOPHONE
ATTACHMENT
Reduced from 3216 to 15" -
solely as an advertisement
for the famous Bullphone
Nightingale Loud -Speakers.
Cobalt Magnet guaranteed

for all time.
With 4 -inch Diaphragm.

Instantly converts your own Gramo-
phone into a full power Loud -speaker.
giving a wealth of pure, undistorted
volume which must be heard to be

believed.

r BUY ON
EASY

TERMS

Szemms
tfas

The "Nightingale"
"DE LUXE"

cash, or 5!- deposit
and 11 monthly pay-

ments of 5,'-

601

61811SFACTIOlycpailrpj)
*ifetriaed-

AS FITTED
TO OUR £6
POST HORN

5"itr
sl';terdeon-

BAKELITE
less cowr  T;,:.

Zti-H1GN

.3,1.4111,...

40:7c,7,7W

NIGHTINGALE CONCERT
SUPREME

SUPER
Guaranteed free from

metallic resonance.
cash, or EAS1

r TERMS, 5/- deposit
and 12 monthly pay-

ments of S/..

sendoetxsd-
Now.

Obtainable from your Local Dealer or direct from :-

38, NOLYWELL LANE, LONDON
E.C.2.

NIGHTINGALE SPEAKERS
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VOLT,

AyM,E.*,
 Etl.r.,ch ..fbsA.ve e%

es* SOTT

PRICE

8'6

READINGS:
0 - 150 Volts
0 - 30 Milliamps
0 - 6 Volts
Res. 5,000 ohms. Crystal-
lised Black finish. Fully

guaranteed.

Three readings on one dial-an amazing feature that
has completely swept away every preconceived motion
of meter value. NOW one instrument and one instru-
ment alone, the wonderful WATES THREE IN ONE
TEST METER tells you all you want to know to ensure
the accurate and efficient handling of your set. Experts
and listeners alike are rapidly realising that accurate
volt and amp readings are the essentials that secure the
superlative quality of reception that marks the perfectly
controlled set. The Wates Meter is in every sense a
precision job and gives three accurate dead beat readings
from one clearly engraved dial. NO valve set user
should be without it. Obtainable from your dealer or
direct complete with explanatory leaflet.
Stneloyl bg Halford's Store:, Cla rg's Stores, and alt radio dealers.

THE STAND4RD WET BATTERY CO.,
Dept. P.W., 184-188, Shaftesbury Ave., London, W.C.2

(near New Oxford Street end).

yvAiE S
VOLT -AMP
t RADIO 'MST IIIETRIL

"WHAI'S WANTED & ADVICE TO INVENTORS"
8d. post I INSTITUTE OF PATENTEES,_

free. 89, Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

OPF USE

TREBLE -DUTY
TERMINALS-
that will hold securely, spade, plug, Pin,
eye, or just plain wires. 40 different
indicating tops and 6 colours. 41d. each,
or without indicating tops, ad. each.
Writelor a copy of Booklet T67, which describes
in detail all EELEX wireless accessories.

J. J. EASTICK & SONS,
Eelex House,

118, Bunhill Row, Chiswell St., London, E.0.1
Telephones : Clerkenwell 9282-3-4.

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 898.)

certain that each valve is doing the job
for which it is best suited.
"When all the above precautions and
hints. have been observed, there is still
plenty of room left for what I may call
the " human clement," and the skilful
handling of the set anji its various adjust-
ments will still play a great part in the
success which is obtained.

Power Consumption.
In these days of large power valves

the question of filament current consumption
is apt to become a serious one, but happily
there are various methods of avoiding
the necessity either for very heavy duty
accumulators or for continual journeys
to the charging station.

I will not refer at any length to the
ordinary Small accumulator with trickle-
o'iarger, as this is now well-known and
very widely used. I may, however, remark
that in quite a number of cases it is possible
to leave the trickle -charger in action,
thus charging the accumulator whilst the
latter is supplying the set. In other words,
the trickle -charger, accumulator, and set
may all be in operation at the same time..

In some cases you will find that this will
not work, owing to the A.C. hum produced
from the charger ; but in quite a large
number of cases, as I have already said,
it does work, and therefore, in such cases,
the accumulator need not be of particularly
large capacity, since it is taking in at the
same time that it is giving out. The
accumulator, in fact, in these circumstances
functions largely as a " buffer " to smooth
out irregularities in the current.

A Simple Solution.
I have a letter from a reader who de-

scribes another method, which he uses
for his last valve, which consists in
employing a suitable step-down trans-
former with centre -tapped secondary, the
two ends of the secondary going to the
terminals of the filament, whilst the centre -
tap is connected to H.T. negative.

If the secondary of the transformer is
not centre -tapped, a resistance may be
connected across the filament terminals,
this resistance being centre -tapped, the
tapping being connected to H.T. negative;

Inductive Hum.
When using a transformer this way-or,

for that matter, when using a trickle -
charger as mentioned above-it is desirable
to keep the transformer fairly well away
from the set, so as to avoid any inductive
hum. It is also desirable to use double
flex (preferably twisted flex) for carrying
the alternating current, especially in the
immediate vicinity of the set, so as to
avoid stray alternating magnetic field,
which will be picked up by the set and
cause A.C. hum.

Printed and published every Thursday by the Pro-
vrietors, The Amalgamated Press, Ltd., The FleetwaY
House,' Farringdon Street, London. E.C.4. Advertise-
ment Offices : Messrs. John H. Lile, Ltd., 4. Ludgate
Circus, London, E.0.4. (Telephone: City 7261.) Regis-
tered as a Newspaper for transmission by Canadian
Magazine Post. Subscription Rates: Inland, 17/4 per
annum; 8/8 for six months. Abroad, 1916 per annum;
9/9 for six months. Sole Agents for South Africa:
Central News Agenor, Ltd. Sole Agents for Australia
and New Zealand : Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, Ltd.
Saturday, December 29th, 1928. TIE RIR NjR DIE
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A valve set'
fouandeaakey

The Pioneer Set of Cheaper Radio!
The famous Loewe Multiple Valve used contains
Three Complete Valve systems in One Valve and all
the necessary coupling elements of a 3 -valve
receiver.
A marvel of ingenuity and efficiency, giving loud-
speaker results of excellent volume and purity.

PRICE Complete with Loewe Radio Multiple
14:10:0 Valve type 3N F. Special cable with
Royalty paid Wander Plugs and Spade Terminals
(Coils not attached ready for connection to
included.) H.T. and L.T.

USE A LOEWE RADIO CONE LOUDSPEAKER
With your Loewe Set for retaining the full purity
of reproduction and a clarity that is unexcelled.
Artistic appearance. Silk front. Mahogany finish

crUThe finest loudspeaker value 4^1
obtainable at ..

Obtainable through all dealers. For illustrated leaflets
writs : -

(DEW Rim
The LOEWE RADIO Co., Ltd.,
4, FOUNTAYNE ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.15,

'Phone: Tottenham 39t1/2.

ELIMINATE THE BUGBEAR
OF BATTERY CHANGING

OR CHARGING !
The New " Eton 45 " fitted in " Etobox."
9.2 Type, ready for pas 14/-
8.1 Type, large capacity4 - 16/6P.1 Porous Pot large capacity 18/6
Eton 1928 De Luxe 120 Cell. The finest yet
produced. Al] parts for the Home Constructor.
THE NEW ETON WET CELL VALVE.
Valves that run from " Eton " Leclanchi
Cells. The latest radio development. H.F.,
L.F.. E.C., We; L.P. 916. The valvethat eliminates accumulators. Send lid.stamp for further particulars to

ETON GLASS BATTERY CO.
" Eton Works," GrangeRoad, Layton: 46, St.Mary's ltd.,Leyton,E.19.

REPAIRS
Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or Headphones repaired and despatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE NONTHS'331JARANTEE

with each repair. 4!. Post Free.
n.,s, to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,
" Repaa's " Dept.,

214, High Street, Colliers Wood, London, S.W.19,

OAR CABINETS.-Mystery 660. 17/6; Master o,
15/-; Melody Maker, 154-; baseboards included. New.
Cossor, including polished panel and 5 -ply baseboard.
Oak, 15/-; Oak. Walnut, or Mahogany finish, 10/6.Hand -made and French polished. Rubber feet. Cratedand carriage paid. Send for list.
GILBERT, Cabinet Maker, SWINDON.

°
W 1 -L=L= -DA

(THE BE/TIN THE WE/T)
to uses' MEET, LEICESTER SQUARE LOPIDON,W.

.C.2RA*. Ono AAA. LAG/
OPEN TELL. '7 P44.
WRITE FOR OUR CATALOGRE
AOSTA. so Ent to Russo,

PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS "
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS
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BUILD and OPERATE in
-ONE EVENING .

Obtain a Broadsheet from your
dealer and read why you should

EXTRACT FROM
LETTER RECEIVED

" We have now had an oppor-
tunity of having this set made
up and tried out, and

Itfind
it is

is,all you claim for it. in our
.

opinion, the finest three -valve set
we ever saw.

The above is one of many
UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS.

Send post card for FREE FULL-SIZE
LAYOUT PLAN and wiring instructions.

THE FORMO Co.,
Completely Screen the Grid Crown Works, CRICKLEWOOD LANE, N.W.2

se ADVICE
for all our clients.

BUY THE EASY WAY, a SMALL FIRST
PAYMENT BRINGS PERFECT RADIO INTO YOUR HOME NOW
Established before broadcasting started in this country, we are able to
g:ve advice that is sound and of inestimable value.

A FEW OF OUR WONDROUS OFFERS:
CELESTION C.10 loudspeaker, 919 now and 9/9 monthly.
BROWN MOVING COIL loudspeaker, 15/6 now and 15/6 monthly.
COSSOR MELODY MAKER KIT, complete with valves in maker's
sealed carton, 13,3 monthly.
DUNHAM A.C. MAINS UNIT, output 150-v. 20 m/a. £511816, or 10/ -
now and 101- monthly.
DUNHAM LONG-RANGE 3 VALVE SET, in handsome cabinet with
compartments for all batteries. LEGAL PROOF given that actually

0 S7A77ONS CA' LOU, SPEAKE-
are average results obtained. With Screened Grid, and Pentode Valves, Flat-
teries, Loudspeaker, etc.. Cash £21, or 47/6 now and 213/- monthly,
Constructor's Envelope this set, 2/9 only.
DUNHAM DE LUXE ALL -WAVE MULTI -RANGE TWO -VALVE
CABINET SET, for all wavelengths, Hilversum, etc. NO COILS REQUIRED.
Complete, £9/10/0, or 161- monthly. Your own set taken in part payment.

Elm Works, Elm Park,Order from your Dealer Brixton Hill,ml he is a Dunham Agent. ,-. DIJ NHA4 London, S.W.21 a ""'nann.pla. , WWWWWVVVV,VVVt/lh et

FRE LIST OF
CABINETS FOR

THE MUSIC MAGNET
MULLARD CIRCUITS

MEGAVOX SIX -SIXTY RECEIVER, etc., etc
below now jor NEW 5.101.

Carrington Mfg. Co., Ltd.,
Cameo Works,

Sanderstead Road,
South Croydon.

'Phone: Croydon 0623

To Carrington llfg. Co., Ltd., Cameo Works
Sanderstead Road, South Croydon.
Please send me your NEW (LIST.

Name

Addr:ss
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GET MOVING COIL RESULTS.
FROM YOUR "BLUE SPOT"
UNIT BY USING THE " WHITE

SPOT" FRAME.
The whole made of solid castings, and
front ring highly polished. THE UNIT can
be attached by two screws B, which are
Provided, in one minute, and centred by

means of the three screws A.
Frame, complete with diaphragm assembled and
suspended as in moving coil practice, price 16/...
This can be fitted to either a cabinet or baffle by

means of the three lugs provided.
Frame only, complete with front ring and all

screws, 12/6.
Stand extra to either of above, 2/6. All post free.

WOLVERHAMPTON DIECASTINGS CO.,
Great Hampton Street, WOLVERHAMPTON.

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

-HAND MADE CABINETS
(INDIVIDUAL ATTENTION TO EACH)
Prices are comparable and competitive with cheap
makes. We pay our men over Trade Union rate of
wages, thus assuring expert craftsmanship. Our prices
range from £4 in Oak and £4.2.6 in Mahogany.
Our Specials to customers' own
specifications are incomparable
H. COOK, Shopfitters,
13, WANDLE ROAD, CROYDON I Croydon 0488

Height 3' r
for Panels up

to 21" x

SCREENS P A R E X
COILS

THE "P.W." "DUO" ONE
Standard Loading Coil .. 7/6
Standard Wave Trap 15b.,

WHITE PRINTS Nos. 1 & 2
Standard Loading Coil .. .. 7/6
Special Aerial Coil.. 9;6

WHITE PRINT No. 3
Parex Copper Screen (if x 6") .. 416

From your dealer or direct from

E. PAROUSSI HIGH HOLBORN, BIir

NOTES ON THE
FULTOGRAPH.

(Continued front page 877.)

arid connect this to the remaining pole of
the battery.

On writing with the end of the wire upon
the iodide -impregnated paper, visible char-
acters will be made, as illustrated at Fig. 2.

This is an interesting experiment to per-
form because it illustrates how the receiving
part of the present-day Fultograph exerts
its effect. The prepared paper is merely
soaked in an iodide solution, roughly dried,
and then attached to the cylinder. The
incoming pulsations of current thereupon
decompose the iodide present in the paper,
liberating free iodine which is brown in
colour, and whose presence, therefore,
effects the building -up of the picture.

Why it Fades.
Fultograph pictures, as they stand to-

day, are unfortunately not permanent.
Which, of course, is only to be expected in
the case of a picture composed of an iodine
deposit. Iodine is a very volatile substance,
and it quickly dissipates itself into the air.

Fig. 4. A maga' fled section of a picture received
via a Fultograph,

It is for this reason that a Fultograph picture
after a few hours' exposure to the warm sun
will show signs, of fading. Again, a hot fire
will spoil a Fultograph picture.

It is interesting to examine the composi-
tion of a Fultograph picture under a strong
lens. Now glance for a few moments at
Fig. 4. Here we have a very considerably
enlarged view of a portion of the face and
background around the ear of a picture
recently broadcast. The light and shade of
the picture consists of parallel lines, some

broken and interrupted by white spaces,
others almost continuous.

But in every case note that the individual
lines are not " sharp." You could make
lines similar to them by drawing a fine pen
down a sheet of blotting paper. This lack
of sharpness is, of course, due to the fact
that the iodine liberated by the platinum
stylus of the receiving cylinder spreads
slightly from its area of liberation, and it is
this microscopic spreading of the iodine
which is one of the causes of the Fultograph
picture not being as well defined as a true
photograph.

For all that, however, the Fultograph is
capable of reproducing accurate designs and
images, and there is no doubt that the
degree of definition of its pictures will be
improved as time goes on.

A.M.I. A.E.
A . I.0 E

A . I . E . E

A BOOK YOU MUST NOT MISS I,
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" is the most com-
plete hand -book on Engineering Exams, and Course-.
ever produced. It describes over 60 Exam. and home
study courses in all branches of Mechanical, Electrical.
Motor and Civil Engineering, including WIRELESS.
We ALONE Guarantee-" NO PASS-NO FEE "
This book should be in your hands-it is a mine of
valuable information and advice. We offer it FREE.
Write for your copy now stating branch or Exam.

interest.
BRITISH

is of
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENCIHEERINC TECHNOLOGY,
101, Shakespeare House, Leicester Sq., London, W.C.2.

WET H.T. BATTERIES
Solve all H.T. Troubles.

SELF - CHARGING, SILENT, ECONOMICAL.
JARS (waxed) 21' X 11" sq. /3 doz.
ZINCS, new type i i d. doz. SACS 1 /2 doz.
Sample doz. (18 volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte. 4/3, pest 9(1.Sample unit, 65. Illus. booklet free.Bargain list Tree.
AMPLIFIERS 2 -VALVE SET 'EL
P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,

STOCKWELL, LONDON

Advertisers
PLEASE note that communica-
tions concerning advertising in

POPULAR WIRELESS
MODERN WIRELESS
WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

must be made to
JOHN H. LILE, LTD.,
4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4

'Phone : City 7261.
and NOT to the Editorial or Publibin:

Offices.

somEmbc"'"\'\
.ctias CHRIST -A.4.s

A.C. MAINS SUPPLY UNITS
The Essence of Efficiency.

HIGH TENSION
For. Multi -Valve

Receivers.
No valves required.
No expensive replace-

ments.
Components

from 4116

LOW TENSION
Incorporating Westing-
house Metal 8Ectifiers.
2, 4 or 6 voltinet au
amp. No renewals. No
attention. Everlasting.
Complete Units
from

\\\wo
ititittsi WE SUG"/"/

When you buy TANNOY you buy lasting satisfaction.
Write or 'phone for details.

TULSEMERE MANFG. CO., DALTON STREET, WEST NORWOOD, S.E.27.
=NI'Phone . Streatham 6731.

\\,&,ANNov
TO pie;ti
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PLUG-IN coils are
things most of
us have about,

and very handy they
are for all sorts of
purposes where we
require flexibility
and close adjust-
ment to conditions.
This week's White
Print design shows
one, of the best and
most straightforward
ways of using plug-in
coils to form a very
efficient and flexible
detector circuit with

THE "P.W." " WHITE PRINTS."
A NEW SERVICE FOR OUR READERS.

White Print No. 4. :: A Plug-in Coil Three -Valve Set.
This week we publish the fourth of our White Prints. This page may
be easily and safely torn out-along the dotted line overleaf-and the
White Print filed. In due course you will thus have available an
encyclopaedic collection of the best circuits used in modern radio
practice. A " White Print " will be published on the last page every

week in "P.W." until further notice.-THE EDITOR.

reaction, followed by two more or less
standard L.F. amplifying stages.

The special advantages which follow upon
the fact that different -sized coils can be'
used in each of the sockets to suit the re-
quirements of the moment are these :
Selectivity can be varied within quite wide
limits by altering L1, any desired wave
range can be covered by using the right size
for L2, and by altering the size of L3 you
can suit the reaction requirements of prac-
tically any valve.

Easy Selectivity Adjustments.
The circuit is of the Reinartz type, with

separate coils for aerial coupling, tuning
and reaction. L, is the aperiodic aerial coil,
and for the ordinary wave -band will be a
No. 25, 35 or 40, the smaller sizes giving the
greatest selectivity. Just which size to use
depends upon the size of your aerial, how
near you are to the local station, i.e. how
much selectivity you need, and so on, so it
is always a matter of trying it out for
yourself.

The tuning coil, L2, should be a No. 60 for
the ordinary wave -band, and the reaction
coil will usually be a No 50. If the detector
valve is a rather " flabby " one, however,
you may need a No. 60 or even a No. 75.
For the long waves L, will be a No. 75 or
100, L2 a No. 250, and L2 a No. 150. By the
way, the circuit is quite a useful one for
short-wave work, and all you need to adapt
it is a set of the special short-wave plug-
in coils now produced by a number of
firms.

The L.F. Circuits.
The L.F. side is quite normal, and uses

one resistance -coupled and one transformer
stage. The first, by the way, is arranged for
the use of a self-contained R.C. unit, but a
separate anode resistance, grid condo r
and grid leak could quite well be used
happen to have the parts handy. Sui

E
f_
=

= =
E 77:

values are 250,000 ohms (i.e. meg.), 2
meg.. and .005 mfd., while if you use an R.C.
unit the same figures for the anode resis-
tance and leak should be used.

The transformer can be of any good
make (resist the temptation to use some-
thing cheap and unknown if you want real
quality), and a low ratio is desirable. A
higher ratio of, Say, 4 or 5 to I will give
slightly greater volume, but the reproduc-

HuinninuimuliiimusumulillIIIIMISelleaillflaSUIL.

COMPONENTS.

1 Panel, 14 in. x 7 in. x in. or ;if in.
1 Cabinet, with baseboard 9 in. or 10 in.

deep.
1 .0005 mfd. variable condenser.

= 1 '0001 or .00015 mfd. reaction con-
denser.

1 L.T. switch.
3 Single coil mounts.
3 Sprung valve holders.
1 L.F. transformer.
I R.C. unit. (Complete.)
1 25 meg. grid leak and holder (to act as

" H.F. stopper ").
I .001 mfd. fixed condenser.
1 .0003 fixed condenser with one plain

and one insulated grid - leak clip
(or separate leak holder).

I 2-meg. grid leak.
-1: 1 H.F. choke.

I Strip, 12 in. x 2 in. x in. and 8
terminals.

Wire, screws, flex, G.B. plugs, etc.

tion of the lower notes cannot be expected
to be quite so good.

There is only one constructional point
which seems to call for explanation, and
that concerns one of the connections to the
reaction condenser. You will notice on the
wirine, diagram that this condenser has
three'terminals, and from the one marked E
a dotted connection goes to the earth side

of the tuning conden-
ser. This is shown
because some makes
of reaction conden-
sers have a screening
plate, and special
earthing terminal,
the object being to
reduce hand -capacity
effects. If the one
you use does not
possess such a plate
and terminal, of
course, simply omit
the dotted lead.

* Just the standard
arrangement of

valves will suit this set, that is, two of
the H.F. or eeneral-purpoSe type for the
detector and first L.F. positionS, and
power or super -power for the third socket.
Two-volters work well in a circuit like this,
and are obviously the correct choice where
economy is a very important consideration.

Simple Battery Connections.
Only one H.T. positive terminal is pro-

vided, and to this you should apply 100 or
120 volts for the best results. No separate
tapping is provided for the detector, since
the use of R.C. coupling automatically drops
the voltage on this valve to a suitable
figure.

This scheme is a perfectly satisfactory
one for sets of the simpler type in practically
all cases, but it should just be noted that
it is not always desirable where the H.T.
supply is from a mains unit. It is a little
apt to produce " motor -boating," and so a
separate tapping for the detector should be
used in this case.

This is a standard remedy which is very
easy to apply. Just disconnect the lead to
the " H.T.' terminal of the R.C. unit, and
instead take a lead from this terminal out
to a separate positive tapping on the mains
unit. This, by the way, should be one of
the higher voltage points.

On the Short Waves.
A few notes on short -wave working with

the set may be helpful. First of all, you
must be prepared for the fact that tuning
is extraordinarily sharp and critical on the
really short wave -lengths, hence a really
good vernier dial is necessary, especially
as a full-sized tuning condenser is used.

Perfectly smooth reaction is the key to
success. A small aerial coil (2 -turn size)
helps here, and so does a careful choice (by
test from amongst your stock) of the
detector valve.
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The Quest for Quality
Trend of Development

On the Short Waves

Teevision Notes of the
Month
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E Don't forget to order YOUR

copy of the January issue of

MODERN
WIRELESS
r -r HIS splendid New Year Number-on sale on
I January 1st - contains an unusually fine

selection of articles dealing with all phases of the
world's greatest hobby-Radio. It is packed with

articles by the leading ,:adio writers.

The exclusive contributions in the January issue include :-

Marconi-The Man and
His Work

Have You Heard WHO?

Th e S ear ch for Selectivity

Five -Million Volts

The Concerts of Europe,
etc., etc.

The Selective One

"New Year" Three
"Any -Mains" Four

`R World -Wide" Five

i' Six -Sixty " Receiver,

etc., etc.

The Cooley Picture
Transmitter,

etc., etc.

MODERN WIRELESS E== E
E= =
... ON SALE JANUARY 1st. PRICE ONE SHILLING.
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The Mullard P.M. Filament is so tough, so strong, th en after years
of constant service, the wonderful emission for whic is famous is
maintained.
Such long life and consistency of performance have had the inevitable
result-wherever the finest radio is enjoyed, there you will find Mullard
P.M. Valves in any and every type of set.
Get a set of Mullard P.M. Valves to -day and put new life and strength
into your receiver.

Mullaird
THE 4 MASTER)* VALVE

Arks
THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO LTD., NIULLARD IIOUSF. DENMARK STREET, LONDON, W.0.2


